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BOOK FOURTH.
FROM HUMATUN'S ACCESSION TO HIS EXPULSION FROM
INDIA.

CHAPTER I.
AFFAIRS OP HUMAYUN FROM HIS ACCESSION TO HIS IN
VASION OF MALWA AND GUJRAT.
BCMATTOi's ACCESSION. — DIFFICULTIES OF HIS SITUATION. — COM
PETITORS FOR THE THRONE. UNSETTLED STATE OF THE EMPIRE
— AND OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
CHARACTER OF HUMAYUN. —
PROVISION FOR HIS BROTHERS. — PRETENSIONS OF KAHRAN. — HIS
ADVANCE TOWARDS HINDUSTAN. — CAPTURES LAHUR—AND OCCU
PIES THE PENJAB —CONCESSIONS OF HUMAYUN.—CAMPAIGN AGAINST
KAI.INJER
AND TO THE EASTWARD
HUMATUN RETURNS TO
AGRA. — CAMPAIGN AGAINST CHUNAR—INTERRUPTED BY THE PRO
GRESS OF BEHADER SHAH.—NOMINAL CAPITULATION OF 8h/r KHAN.
EMBASSY FROM BEHADER SHAH. — MUHAMMED ZEMAN MTRZA —
IS IMPRISONED, AND ESCAPES TO GUJRAT. — MUHAMMED SULTAN
MfRZA, AND HIS SONS.—PROGRESS OF BEHADER SHAH.—MEASURES
OF HUMAYUN AGAINST THE AFGHANS OF BEHAR — ARRESTED BY
THE ADVANCE OF BEHADER SHAH — AND TilAR KHAN LODL
When Nasir-ed-din Muhammed Humayun succeeded chap. l
his father, he was in the twenty-third year of his age.* A~ i530
* He was born in the citadel of 1508, March 6) and mounted the
Kabul, a.h. 913, Zikada 4, (a. d. throne a.h. 937, Jemadi I. 9. (a.d.
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book iv.
a.d. 1680.
Humdyun's
*^937
a. d. i53o,
Dec. 29. '

He ascended the throne in the city of Agra, on the 20th
of December, a. d. 1530, three days after the late Emperor's death. The usual solemnities followed ; the
chief nobility presented themselves at the Derbar, and
tendered their allegiance, and money was scattered
among the populace. The public prayers were read,
and coin struck, in name of the new prince.
Difficulties
But, though the son of the great Baber thus mounted
situation, the throne of Agra, his situation was not free from
danger and difficulty. Even in his own court, and in
the army, all was not sound. In that age, the right of
succession to the crown was very unsettled. Though
the claim of the eldest son to succeed his father was
acknowledged in a general way, the order of succession
was not in practice rigidly adhered to. The public
feeling was little hurt when any other of the sons, or
an aspiring uncle, made his way to the throne. The
sword was the grand arbiter of right ; and every son
was prepared to try his fortune against his brothers.
The custom of granting large governments or appanages
to the younger princes, gave them the means of as
serting their ambitious pretensions by force, at the
head of armies. In the present instance, other prin
ciples unfavourable to the regular succession were in
operation. The conquest of Hindustan had been begun
only five years before, and was still in progress. Humayun had not latterly been employed in any military
command in that country. The government was still,
of course, military. The army was not a national one,
connected by common language and country, but a
mixed body of adventurers, Chaghatai, Uzbek, Moghul,
Persian, Afghan and Indian.
Even the Chaghatai
chiefs, who had enjoyed most of the Emperor's confi
dence and favour, were not perfectly unanimous. Though
1530, Dec. 29). His mother was
M&ham Begum, a relative of Sultan
Husein Mfrza of Khorusun. Ak-

bernama, f. 35. v. Was Mah-am,
" My Moon," a term of endearment
converted into a name ?
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attached to the family of Bdber, as the representatives
of that revered prince and of the great Taimur, yet no
eminent chief or head of a tribe considered the crown
itself as beyond the range of his ambition. It was the
age of revolution ; and the kingdoms on every side, —
Persia, Samarkand, Bokhara, Hissar, Balkh, and Hin
dustan itself,— saw the throne occupied by adventurers,
or the immediate descendants of adventurers, not more
distinguished than themselves. The length of time
during which the late Emperor's health had been de
clining, had given time for parties and intrigues to be
formed among them, which his talents and respected
name had hitherto prevented from bursting out, but
which were not the less dangerous on that account.
We have seen by what a minute accident a plan of the
prime minister himself, for setting aside Baber's son
altogether, had been defeated. Syed Mehdi Khwdja,
the candidate in whose favour he had acted, seems to
have been of a religious family, was a son-in-law of
Baber, and known to the army, a division of which he
had often led.
Muhammed Zeman Mirza, another
great lord of the court, and a descendant of Taimur,
being a grandson of the celebrated Sultan Husein
Mirza Baikra of Khorasan, and who had also married
a daughter of Bdber, was supposed to have in his in
terest a formidable party, consisting of many of the
most powerful men in the army. He was a man of
talent, and had been employed by the late Emperor in
many important commands. Muhammed Sultan Mirza,
also a descendant of Taimur and grandson of the late
Sultan of Khorasan by a daughter, was a third noble
man, who, from his royal birth and high station, was
thought worthy to aspire to the throne. All had their
followers and adherents. The very supposition that
such men might be placed in hostility to the legal heir,
rendered their position dangerous ; and it might in
some circumstances seem safer to incur the immediate
B 2
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chap. l
A tt 1530

competilh7on°'the
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book iv. risks of revolt than to endure the lingering annoyances
A D i530. and real dangers of suspicion. Under such circum
stances, a thousand unforeseen accidents might occur
to blow the smouldering embers of intrigue and faction
into a flame.
unsettled
Nor was it only in the court and in the camp that
Empire,
dangers were to be apprehended. The Empire was far
from being yet consolidated, when Baber died. It was
only five years since that able prince had entered India ;
and, during that period, his life had been too busily em
ployed, in military expeditions, to admit of his devoting
the needful time to settling the details of the internal
administration of the kingdoms that he had conquered.
He had entered the country as a stranger and a spoiler ;
he had defeated the armies and broken the power of
the reigning dynasty ; but the only hold which he, or
his race, yet had upon the people of India was military
force. Of the two great classes of which the popula
tion of India was composed, the Hindus could have
little unity of feeling with their Muhammedan con
querors. Both religions are, in their particular ways,
exclusive. The Hindus admit of no proselytes ; regard
all strangers, even their rulers, as not only far behind
them in the road to final happiness, but as, at best,
only successful barbarians, many of whose habits they
view with disgust and abhorrence. The Musulman,
too, though eager for proselytism, is an exclusive re
ligion, which looks with hatred or contempt on every
other, and is very unfavourable to the existence of
much sympathy between the believing lord and the
infidel subject ; especially where that subject adds to
his other crimes that of idolatry. But the difficulty
was not less, even with the old Muhammedans. India,
for centuries, had been governed by Muhammedan
Formidable dynasties of foreign descent. The last of these had
t'heTf"
been the Afghan; and chiefs of that race, with their
gnans.
followers, were scattered all over the kingdom, and
held the most important offices and the most valuable
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jagirs.
These they considered as their birth-right ;
and they were indignant that so noble a prize, so long
enjoyed as an inheritance, should be wrested from them.
Though repeatedly defeated in the field, they were still
numerous and powerful, ripe for revolt, and ready on
the first signal to fly to arms, in what was a personal as
well as a national cause. They had also the advantage
of possessing a rallying point. The cause of Sultan
Mahmud Lodi, the brother and successor of the late
Sultan Ibrahim, was still supported by Baban and
Bayezid, the old heads of the Afghan nobility; who,
though lately driven into the recesses of the eastern
provinces and of Behar, were only waiting for a fit
opportunity to return, and re-occupy the kingdom from
which they had been expelled ; and their countryman
Shir Khan, one of the ablest men of the age, had al
ready taken up arms in Behar and Bengal, about the
close of Baber's reign.
Of the princes and states beyond the limits of the
■
* B
Empire, the King of Bengal was friendly to the Afghans
and had given protection to Sultan Mahmud Lodi,
whose daughter he afterwards married. The Rajputs,
though stunned by their late discomfiture, were power
ful still; and, though the kingdom of Malwa at that
moment possessed little strength, — being in a state of
deplorable confusion from the intestine factions that
had long torn it to pieces, and made it a prey to its
neighbours, — yet, in Gujrat, Behader Shah was fast
rising into power, had added to his territories on every
side, and, from the mere extension of his conquests, was
likely soon to come into direct collision with the Em
peror of Delhi.*
At such a crisis, the personal character of the prince
„ \
i
T/.
x-L
was a matter of deep importance. It we remove the
glare of eulogy thrown over the actions of all Asiatic
* Abulfazl, in the Akbemdma ; Baber's Memoirs, pastim.
Tarikh-e Khafi Khan; Ferishta;
b 3
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.chai\ i.
A „ li30.

Foreign
relations

character
of Humayun.
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BOOK IV. sovereigns by the historians who wrote in their own
a.d. 1530. time, or in that of their immediate descendants, we
shall find that Humayun, though a prince of lively
parts and elegant accomplishments, brave, and on the
whole of a humane temper, was volatile, fond of plea
sure, and deficient in those enlarged views so necessary
for conducting the affairs of an extensive Empire ; as
well as in that decision and spirit of command, without
which no prince can secure the respect and confidence
of his subjects.
One of Humayun's first acts was to assign jagirs to be
Provision
for hia
held by his brothers. Kamran he confirmed in the
brothers.
kingdoms of Kabul and Kandahar, which seem to have
been bestowed on him by his father. To Askeri Mirza
he allotted the province of Sambhal ; and that of Alwar
or Mewat to Hindal Mirza. He confirmed his cousin
Suleiman Mirza in the government of the little kingdom
of Badakhshan.
His nobles, and the army, he con
ciliated, as is usual with Asiatic princes at the com
mencement of a new reign, by conferring on them
titles, khilats, and other marks of honour, and by mu
nificent largesses.
But the want of union among the brothers was not
Preten
sions of
long of showing itself. No sooner did Kamran, who
Kimiin,
was at Kabul, hear of his father's death, than, disdaining
the ample dominions he had enjoyed under his father,
and in the possession of which his brother had consented
to confirm him, he consigned Kandahar to Askeri, col
who ad
vances to
lected
an army, and, in the true spirit of brotherhood
wards Hin
dustan,
among Asiatic princes, marched for Hindustan ; under
a.u. 938,
a.o. 1531. pretence of congratulating Humayun on his accession,
but in reality to try the strength of his sword, and to
see whether his own good fortune might not raise him
to the throne of Delhi itself. Humayun, alarmed at
the news of his motions, and harassed by the dangers
that surrounded him, despatched an envoy to meet the
Mirza, and to announce to him his intention of adding
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the countries of Peshawer and Lamghan to the territories which he already enjoyed. But Kamran's views
were too extensive to be satisfied even with that con
cession. He crossed the Indus ; and, having traversed
the greater part of the Penjab, drew near to Lahiir, the
capital.
There he found that Mir Yiinis Ali, who had been
the governor under Briber, was faithful to his trust, and
adhered to Humriyun.
To have bestowed the time
necessary for reducing the capital of the Penjab by
regular military operations, might have been fatal to
his enterprise. To gain possession of it without delay
therefore, Kamran resorted to stratagem. Having ar
ranged his plan, he one night affected to be violently
offended with Kerricha Beg, one of his chief Amirs, and
publicly, in the Derbrir, reviled him in the most harsh
and unmeasured terms. Next night the Beg fled from
the camp with all his followers, and sought refuge in
Lahiir. In those days of versatile and unstable alle
giance, such a defection had in it nothing uncommon.
Mir Yiinis Ali, deUghted to have gained a man of so
much consequence, went out of the city with an hono
rary procession to meet and welcome him. He after
wards treated the Beg not merely as a political, but as
a personal, friend ; gave him constant invitations to
partake of the hospitality of his table, and made several
social and friendly parties for his amusement. Keracha
Beg coolly watched his time; till, one night, after a
convivial entertainment at the Mir's palace, where, in
consequence of the lateness of the hour, the soldiers had
been allowed to go home to their quarters, he seized
his opportunity, perfidiously took his host into custody,
got possession of one of the gates, and despatched mes
sengers to Kamran to announce his success. The Mirza,
who had been waiting with much anxiety, no sooner
learned the result of the stratagem, than he hastened
to the gate with a strong force and entered Lahiir
n 4
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chap. l
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book iv. without resistance. Mir Yunis Ali was then relieved
a.d. 1531. from custody, and Kamran, who wished to give the
whole proceeding the air, not of a conquest, but of an
ordinary assumption of the government, apologising to
Yiinis Ali for the violence he unwillingly employed,
asked him to enter his service, and to retain the office
he had held. This the Mir declined, and was allowed
to leave the city and to join Humayun.
And occuAfter this first success, Kamran took possession of
vntitb
a^
neighbouring provinces ; so that, in a short time,
a. h. 938, the whole of the Penjab, as far as the Sutlej, acknow*2.D" 1531 ledged his authority.
concessions
Still, however, as if nothing uncommon had occurred,
yuS"™4" and as ^ ne nad heen acting all along like a faithful
subject, he continued, by his ambassadors, to assure
Humayun of his attachment and fidelity ; and, at the
same time, petitioned, in the humblest terms, to be al
lowed to hold the territory of which he had thus become
possessed.
The Emperor, who, before these trans
actions were brought to a conclusion, had become in
volved in troubles and difficulties on every hand, af
fected to accede cheerfully to a request, which he could
not without danger refuse.
He signified his assent ;
and, to save appearances, ascribed his large concessions
to the ties of kindred which united them, and the wishes
expressed by their late father. After some delay, a
firman was accordingly issued, bestowing on Kamran
the government of Kabul, Kandahar, and the Penjab ; a
grant which exalted that prince to the possession of
dominions and power nearly equal to his own. Kamran, who had a turn for poetry, delighted with the
success of his schemes of ambition, in the fulness of his
joy, addressed several odes to Humayun, in which he
exhausted all the powers of song to express his gratitude.
The Emperor, either flattered by his high-flown praises,
or to gain time and to confirm him in his pacific dispo
sitions, farther rewarded the royal poet by bestowing
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on him, what seems a most imprudent grant, the rich chap. i.
province of Hissar-Fir6za ; an acquisition the more ac- A D 1631
ceptable to the Mirza as it lay nearly on the high road
between his possessions in the Penjab and Delhi. Each
probably attempted to deceive the other. At all events,
a friendship founded on such a basis could be neither
sincere nor lasting. These transactions with Kamran*, *^n. 937
which occupied a considerable part of two years, have
been recorded in this place, to avoid interrupting the
future course of the narrative.
Before his relations with Kamran began to bear a
threatening aspect, Humayun, about five or six months
after his accession, had set out to besiege the strong
00
fort of Kalinjer, in Bandelkandf, the possession of
which was necessary at once to strengthen his frontier,
and to open an easier communication between Malwa
and his dominions on the Jamna and the Ganges.
The Raja of Kalinjer was probably in the interest of
the Afghans. When Humayun had blockaded the fort
about a month, and had made some progress in his
advances, he was alarmed by the information that Sul
tan Mahmud Lodi, supported by Biban Khan Jilwani
and Sheikh Bayezid, the most eminent leaders of the
Afghans, had again invaded the provinces east of the
Ganges, had taken Juanpur, and was overrunning the
country in great force. Eager to meet the invaders,
he proposed a treaty to the Raja of Kalinjer, who
gladly gave a large sum of money to hasten his retreat.J
Humayun, on leaving Kalinjer, directed his course
to the eastward, crossed the Ganges, and reached the
• Akbernama, f. 35—37. Khan
Khan. Some specimens of Kamran's
verses may be found in the Akbernama, f. 37.
I The siege of Kalinjer, according to the Akbernama, occurred in
a. h. 937 ; according to Ferishta,
a. h. 938. As Humayun seems to
have left Agra in the last months of

937, had afterwards to march to
Bandelkand, and lay a month before
the fort, he must have raised the
siege in a.h. 938.
% Akbernama ; Tabakat-i-Akberi,
f. 173, 174.; Kholaset-ul-Towarfkh,
f. 255. ; Khan Khan ; Abulfazl,
f. 35, says twelve mans of gold and
other valuable considerations.

a. D. 1531
~2campaign
luunjer,
*• ■• 937Shawal or
zukader,
^ l*31'
June-

"
^

And to the
Ea"tward-
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BOOK IV. town of Doura, when he was met by the Afghans in
a.D.I 53 1-2. great force. A battle ensued, in which Sheikh Bayezid
was slain, and Sultan Mahmud and his Afghans com
pletely dispersed, as his friends affirmed, by the trea
chery of Shir Khan. Mahmud was soon after expelled
from the province of Juanpur, and fled to Patna and
Bengal, whence he never returned, and where he died
a natural death.*
The Emperor, having defeated this invasion, settled
Humiyutl
returns to the country, and reinstated Sultan Juneid Birlas as
Agra.
his lieutenant in the government, returned to Agra,
where, on the anniversary of his accession, he gave a
a. H. 938, grand entertainment, in the course of which, besides
Jemfidl I. rich presents and other gratifications to his nobles, in
9.
a. D. 1531, elephants, jewels, &c, he is said to have distributed
Dec. 19.
among the officers of his court and army no less than
twelve thousand khilats, or honorary dresses, two thou
sand of which were richly embroidered and ornamented
with precious stones.f
The most important object of policy for the Em
Campaign
against
peror of Delhi at this moment, next to that of crushing
Cbunar.
the seeds of rebellion in his own family and court, was
undoubtedly to break in pieces the power still pos
sessed by the Afghans throughout India, and to become
a. H. 938, master, if possible, of the course of the Ganges. To
a.d. 1532.
secure these objects, the Emperor soon afterwards
again took the field, and marched towards the fort of
Chunar, in the province of Behar, a place of extra
ordinary strength, and one of the most important
positions on that river. It was now held by the cele
brated Shir Khan, who, since the defeat and flight of
Sultan Mahmud Lodi, had risen to the first distinction
• Kholaset-ul-Towarfkh, f. 255.
In the translation of Jouher, the
battle is said to have been fought on
the banks of the Goompty. Mem.
of Humayun, p. 3. In the original,
it is said to have been at " Daurch

on the river Sini," probably an error
of the transcriber for Gumti. No
date is given, nor are Kalinjer or
Juanpur mentioned.
f Tabakat-i-Akberi, f. 144%; Ferishta, ii. 72.
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among the Afghans.

Formerly it had belonged to

Sultan Ibrahim, but soon after his defeat and death
had submitted to Baber, as we have seen, and, by a
series of events to be afterwards mentioned, had very
recently passed into the hands of its present master.
Humayun, desirous both to possess the fort and to
humble the owner, had sent a large force in advance
to invest it, and now himself followed and laid close
siege to it, at the head of a formidable army. At his
approach, Shir Khan, leaving his son, Jilal Khan, in
the fortress with a strong garrison of trusty adherents,
retired to the higher grounds, and hovered round the
imperial camp, for the double purpose of harassing
it and of succouring the besieged. After the blockade
had lasted three or four months, Humayun, who, fortunately for the Afghan chiefs, was surrounded by

CHAp. i.
a.D.1531-2.

J"'*™1''^
gross of BchiderShah-

enemies, received intelligence, 'with some alarm, of the
rapid progress made by Behader Shah, the King of
Gujrat, in Malwa and Nag6r. Slur Khan, seizing the
favourable moment, sent ambassadors to the Emperor
to sue for peace, to express the Khan's gratitude to
the Emperor and his illustrious father, by whose pa
tronage he had attained his present rank ; to make
professions of submission, and such offers as, while
they saved the dignity of the sovereign, left the Khan
in possession of his stronghold. Humayun, little dis
posed to protract a siege which might be drawn out
to a very inconvenient length, and had already inter
fered with most important objects, concluded a capitu- Nominal
lation with Shir Khan, who was perfectly willing to ^sSfr*'°a
make ample promises, flattering himself, that when Khanthe imperial troops were withdrawn, it would cost him
nothing to act as he pleased, and to pursue his own
policy, unfettered by any flimsy treaty that had been
forced upon him. A peace was, therefore, concluded,
by the terms of which he agreed, that his son, Kutb
Khan, should join the Emperor's army, with a body
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book iv. of Afghans ; and the young prince, accordingly, along
a.d 1532-3. w*tn ^sa ^nan Hijab Sirwani, his vizier, did wait upon
Humayun, and accompany him on his march into
Gujrat. While there, Shir Khan having found the
time favourable for revolt, and Humayun being busy
reducing that province, Kutb Khan contrived to make
his escape, and rejoined his father.*
Embassy
On relinquishing the siege of Chunar, Humayun
hT(™r1fhah, returned to Agra, where he gave audience to an ema. h. 939, bassy that Behader Shah had sent, for the purpose of
~3.

quieting any apprehensions which he might entertain
in consequence of the rapid progress, that prince was
making in Malwa, and in the Rajput territories. This
mission he received with much pleasure, as circum
stances rendered it important that his declared enemies
should be as few as possible. He dismissed the ambas
sadors with every marl of distinction, and with as
surances of his own pacific intentions, and turned
himself to averting the dangers which threatened him
in his own court and in the heart of his dominions.
MuhamThe Emperor had long entertained a jealousy of
wirza.c a Muhammed Zeman Mirza's ambitious projects, and now
resolved to take away from him all means of carrying
them into execution. It has been mentioned that he
was the son of Badi-ez-zeroan Mirza, and grandson of
the famous Sultan Husein Mirza Baihra, of Khorasdn.
After his father's kingdom had passed into the hands
of the Uzbeks, he had resided at the court of Baber,
with whom he is said to have been a particular
favourite, and had married one of his daughters. He
* Akbernama, f. 42. ; Ferishta,
ii. pp. 110— 113. ; Jouher, c. 2. ;
Tar. Khafi Khan ; Tabakat-i-Akberi, f. 174.; Tar.Nizami, f.213.;
Nisabnama Afgh. f. 88. ; Tar. Bed.
f. 147. The Tabakat, Nisabnama,
Ferishta, Khafi Khan, and the
original text of Jouher, call this

young prince Kutb Khan. Abulfazl calls him Abdal Reshfd; and is
followed in the translation of Jouher.
The Kholaset-ul-Towarikh, f. 275.,
solves the mystery, calling him
*' Kutb Khan, generally known as
Abdal-Iieshid."
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had been honoured with the most important commands, chap. l
Many of the northern Chaghatai chiefs, who formed
1533"
the Emperor's great strength, had much influence in
his court and filled the chief offices in the country,
were attached to this prince. We have seen that, in
the late reign, he held the government of Behar. The
events that preceded his imprisonment are not known
Avith much certainty. Abulfazl affirms, that he formed
a party and carried on intrigues in conjunction with
his cousin, Muhammed Sultan Mirza, also a grandson
of Sultan Husein Mirza, but by a daughter, as well as
with Muhammed's son, Ulugh Mirza, with whom at
this crisis he rose in rebellion a second time, after a.h. 940,
having been once pardoned ; that, to check this revolt, A-D-1533-4Humayun led an army down the Ganges, and, when
opposite to Bhujpur, sent a strong detachment across
to the right bank of the river, under the command of
his cousin, Yadgar Ndsir Mirza, who defeated the
rebels, and made Muhammed Zeman, Muhammed Sul
tan, and Wali Khub Mirza, prisoners.* The narrative
of other historians makes it more probable that the
Emperor, acting on his belief or suspicion of their
treasonable designs, had arrested the first of these
princes, in his government of Behar, by means of an
armed force, before any rising took place, and after
wards seized the others as his accomplices. Muhammed
Zeman, on his earnest professions of fidelity, was par
doned, and sent under the custody of Yadgar Taghai
Beg to be imprisoned in Biana ; but he had not been
long there before he wrought upon his keeper not only

suspected
prisoned,

escapes to .
Guxrat-

to allow him to escape, but to accompany him in his
flight. He reached the court of Behader Shah, where
he was well received. Muhammed Sultan Mirza, with Muhamhis sons, Ulugh and Shah Mirzas, when thrown into Mi^anT
prison, were ordered to be blinded by the fire-pencil, w»*>ns.
* Akbernama., f. 36.
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book iv. that so an end might be put to their public life ; but,
" 1534 from the indulgence of the operator, it was so lightly
applied that the structure of their eyes remained un
impaired. They, too, effected their escape from prison,
about the same time, and hastened to Kanauj, where
Muhammed Sultan soon saw himself at the head of a
respectable army of six thousand men, — Chaghatais,
Afghans, and Rajputs.*
rrogress of
While Humayun was occupied at home in dreamy
Behadcr
*
.
.
snah,
speculations of false science, and by dangers within
a!". ?534 an^ without his court, which he found it difficult to
avert, the King of Gujrat was pursuing his victorious
career.
So decisive were the advantages which he
gained over the Rana of Cheitur, whom, after over
running Malwa, he now attacked in his own dominions,
that he was emboldened to advance and lay siege to
Cheitur itself, the capital of the Rajput. The Rana, in
his distress, despatched an envoy to ask succour from
Humayun, who could not see with indifference the
rapid progress of a rival rendered more odious to him
by the protection which he ostentatiously afforded to
the refugees from Delhi.
Humayun, thus invited,
moved forward with a considerable army, as far as
Gualiar ; as if to assist the Rana. There he encamped
* Briggs's Ferishta, ii. p. 73. ;
Khan Khan, f. 40. ; Tabakat-i-Akberii f. 1 45. Abulfazl and Ferishta
do not mention that Muhammed
Zemin was ordered to be blinded ;
which the author of the Tabakat-iAkberi, and of the Tarfkh-i-Bedauni do. The former says, that
they did not injure the organisation
of the iris of his eye, so that he soon
recovered his sight (f. 145.) ; and
is followed by the Kholaset-ul-Towarikh, f. 255. There were two
modes at that time employed in
blinding princes, who were the ob
jects of jealousy. By the one, the

eye itself was cut with a lancet:
by the other, a heated plate, or some
times a heated pencil of brass or
iron was applied to it, till the sight
was destroyed. The latter was often
preferred in the case of princes,
since, the form of the eyeball not
being destroyed, the appearance of
the countenance was less injured.
There is some disagreement among
historians as to the chronology of
these events. I have followed the
leading authorities in the way that
seems to me best fitted to reconcile
this difference.
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for about two months, and despatched an ambassador
to Behader,' to demand that he should desist from his
enterprise against Cheitur; and, at the same time, de
liver up the traitors who had fled from the Emperor's
dominions. Neither demand was complied with ; and
the Emperor, with some loss of reputation, soon after
decamped, being compelled by the necessity of his
affairs to march toward Juanpiir and the Behar pro
vinces, to repress new disturbances which had arisen in
that quarter. The Rana, upon this, despairing of any
effectual assistance, was glad to purchase the temporary
retreat of Behader Shah, by consenting to pay a large
sum of money, and by sending him as a propitiatory
offering, a celebrated crown and belt adorned with
jewels of immense value *, and other costly presents.
Humayun determined to employ the interval of quiet,
which this pacification promised to afford, in putting
an end to the perpetual invasions and insurrections of
the Afghdns of Behar, and in punishing his own rebel* These are said to have been
the crown and regalia which Saltan
Mahmud of Malwa carried off from
the tent of Kntb-Shah of Gujrat
(*. h. 856, Sefer 1, a. d. 1452,
Feb. 23), and which fell into the
hands of Rana Sanga of Cheitur,
on the defeat of Sultan Mahmud II.
of Malwa, about a. h. 925 (a, d.
1519). Ferishta, iv. pp. 39. 263.
It will be afterwards seen that, from
Behader Shah, they were said to
have passed to Soliman the Mag.
nificent, Emperor of Constantinople.
There seems some difficulty, however, in the transmission of these
regalia. "When Rana Sanga defeated Sultan Mahmud, and made
him prisoner," says Baber, (Mem.
p. 385.), " the Sultan had on a
splendid crown-cap and golden
girdle, which fell into the hands of
the pagan, who, when he set Sultan
Mahmud at liberty, retained them.

They were now with Bikermajft.
His elder brother, Ruttonsi, who
had succeeded his father as Rana,
and who was now in possession of
Cheitur, had sent to desire his
younger brother to deliver them up
to him, which he refused to do. By
the envoys, who came from him to
wait on me, he now sent me " (Qy.
tendered?) " this crown and golden
girdle, and asked Biana in exchange
for Rantambor," &c. We nowhere
hear of their being regained from
Baber or his successor. Yet the
Mirat-e Ahmedi, agreeing with or
following Ferishta, makes Bikermajit's mother give this very "waistband and jewelled crown, which
had been captured from Mahmud
Khilji I., of Malwa, when the Rana
defeated him " to Behader Shah, to
induce him to raise the siege. Bird's
transl. p. 244.

15
chap. l
.A.l>. 1534.
7Z,

Measures
^hans'oi
Ben4r-
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book iv. lious nobles. For this purpose, having collected a large
A~ )534 army, he once more marched from Agra, and had
reached Kinar, in the district of Kalpi, on the Jamna,
Arrested by when his progress was arrested by the intelligence that
ofBehidw Behader Shah had again laid siege to Cheitiir; and
T4tLand
that, supported by him, Tatar Khan, the son of Sultan
Khan holt Ala-ed-dm Lodi, the uncle and rival of the late Sultan
Ibrahim Lodi, was advancing, at the head of a formidable
army, to assert his father's claim to the throne of Delhi
itself. He hastened back to Agra, and took immediate
measures for repelling the aggression, and for hurling
back the danger on the head of Behader Shah *, whose
success seemed now to threaten ruin to the house of
Taimur. But, as Malwa and Gujrat are soon to be
come the scene of important operations, it becomes
necessary to interrupt for a while the course of the
narrative, in order to give some idea of the political
state of these countries at this period.
* Tabakat-i-Akberi, f. 1 45. ; Ferishta, ii. 72—74. The Akbernama,

f. 35—37- does not mention the two
months' encampment at Gualiar.
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CHAPTER II.
AFFAIRS OF GUJRAT AND MALWA.

SECTION I.
EAKLY HISTORY OF THOSE KINGDOMS. — PROGRESS OF
BEHADER 8HAH.
DISRUPTION OF THE EMPIRE UNDER SULTAN MUHAMMED TOGHLAK.
— KINGDOM OF GUJRAT. — KINGDOM OF MALWA. — PROSPERITY OF
GCJRAT ITS IMPORTANCE. — STATE OF MALWA. — POSITION OF
THE EARLY MUSULMANS IN INDIA.
PRINCES OF MALWA.
MAHMDD IL INTRIGUES OF MOHAFEZ KHAN. INTERPOSITION OF
MED1NI RAO. RAJPUT LEAGUE, AT THE COURT OF MALWA.
KINGS OF DELHI AND GUJRAT INTERFERE. DEFENSIVE MEASURES
. OF MEDfNI RAO
THE RAJPUTS ALL-POWERFDL IN MALWA. —
MAHMUD ATTEMPTS THEIR DISMISSAL IS DISCOMFITED — ESCAPES
TO GUJRAT — HIS RESTORATION. EXPEDITION AGAINST THE RE
FRACTORY RAJPUTS, AND DEFEAT. DISMEMBERMENT OF MALWA.
— BEHADER SHAH IN GUJRAT
RANA RUTTONSI AND BEHADER
SHAH IN MALWA. MANDU TAKEN. BEHADER SHAH PROCLAIMED
KING
PARTITION OF MALWA
CAPTURE OF 8ILAH-ED-DfN BY
BEHADER. — CATASTROPHE OF RAISEN. — FURTHER SUCCESSES OF
BEHADER SHAH.
The kingdoms both of Malwa and Gujrat, at a former chap. h.
period, nearly a century and a half before the time of SeCT-L
Humayun, had been included in the kingdom of Delhi.
About the close of the fourteenth century, on the declirie of the Toghlak dynasty, "when the empire fell to
pieces, many of the provinces, and among others Gujrat
and Malwa, became independent sovereignties. The
insane violence and brutal cruelty of Sultan Muhammed
vol. n.
c

Disruption
plre, under
Xhammed T°sn-
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book iv. Toghlak of Delhi had spread universal alarm over his
dominions. Having, by his profusion, exhausted the
treasury, he imposed taxes beyond what his subjects
could bear. He rigidly enforced them ; and the land
holders and peasantry, to escape from his tyranny, fled
to the woods and wastes. He tampered with the coin ;
and the distress and ruin, which in all circumstances
follow an injudicious meddling with the currency, were
soon experienced. He attempted to remove the popu
lation and city of Delhi to Doulatabad in the Dekhan ;
and thousands of the wretched inhabitants perished on
the road and after their arrival, of fatigue, want and
misery in every shape. Famine, civil war, robbery,
murder, and anarchy, all over his dominions, marked
the close of his reign. Driven to desperation by misgovernment, each district and province was forced to
provide separately for its own safety; so that, from
the mere necessity of substituting some kind of govern
ment for the misrule and rapine that prevailed, several
new dynasties arose in the principal provinces of the
empire.
Kingdom of
The nobleman who at that crisis rose to be King of
^^793
Gujrat was Mozeffer Khan. His origin is uncertain.
a. d. i39i. while some describe him as having been the son of a
low spirit-distiller, or water-carrier ; others, with more
probability, represent him as the son of a Hindu chief
converted to Muhammedanism.*
The menial office,
which he is said to have filled in the palace, argues
little ; as men of rank in all countries have been eager
to fill offices nominally menial, about the person of the
sovereign; and Baberf, a judicious and careful reader
of history, describes the employment to have been that
of cup-bearer. The disorders which at that period per
vaded India, and the consequent confusion and indis
tinctness in the narrative of the historians of the time,
* Ferishta, vol. iv. p. 3.

t Mem. p. 311.
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leave us rather uncertain as to the extent of Gujrat, chap. n,
when its governor assumed the symbols of royalty. His
*CT"
capital was Nehrwala or Patan ; but what now forms
the southern part of the province did not then belong
to it. The new King, however, an active and able man,
speedily compelled the various Rajas of Kattiawar, and
the western peninsula, to acknowledge his authority,
and to pay tribute. He, likewise, turned his arms
against the Raja of Eder, and expelled him from his
dominions.
Emboldened by this success, he ventured at a future Kingdom of
time to invade Malwa.
That country had also re
cently undergone a revolution, similar to what had oc
curred in Gujrat, and from the same causes. Dilawer
Khan, a Ghiiri Afghan, from governor had become
king; and his son Hosheng now reigned. A strong a.h. sio,
party, however, opposed his government, and called in A D- uo7'
to their assistance Mozeffer Shah of Gujrat, who readily
marched to their aid.
The hostile armies met near
the ancient town of Dhar in Malwa ; and, after a des
perate battle, in which Mozeffer was wounded and
Hosheng unhorsed, victory declared for the invader;
and Hosheng was forced to take refuge in Dhar, where
he was besieged, and soon after compelled to surrender.
Mozeffer, leaving a part of his army in Malwa, to retain
it in subjection, returned with his prisoner to Gujrat.
But he had hardly turned his back on his new conquest,
when, the officers whom he had left in command having
made some burdensome exactions on the inhabitants,
the party that had called him in, who wanted an ally
not a master, rose and expelled his troops, setting up a
king of their own. This change of affairs induced him a.h. su,
to release Sultan Hosheng from confinement, and to *-D-1408send him, accompanied by a strong force, to assert his
rights ; and the different internal parties, tired of the
evils which civil war had brought on their country,
c 2
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BOOK IV. soon after united, and once more acknowledged Hosheng
as King of Malwa.
Prosperity
After the death of Mozeffer Shah, several of his de
of Gujrit
a. H. 815- scendants increased the territory of Gujrat. His grand
847,
a. n. 1412 son, Ahmed Shah, a very distinguished prince, and the
-1443.
founder of Ahmcdabad, reduced under his power nearly
the whole country that forms the present Gujrat, in
cluding the low lands to the south below the Ghats, the
Northern Kokan, and the island of Bombay ; he forced
the Rajas of the western peninsula, and other chiefs
bordering on his dominions, especially the Raja of Champan ir, who, it is affirmed*, could at that time bring
sixty thousand men into the field, to pay tribute ; and
he carried his victorious arms in different campaigns
into Khandesh, and Malwa, the capital of which he be
sieged.
Under him, and his immediate successors,
Gujrat obtained a high degree of prosperity.
One of them, Mahmud Shah Bigara, was particularly
a. n. 863- successful. He besieged and took the strong and, in
917,
a. d. 1459- the opinion of the natives, impregnable hill-forts of
1511.
Girnal or Junagar, and of Champamr f ; he did much
to consolidate the kingdom within ; and without, he
extended his marches in different expeditions, as far as
the Indus on one side, and Doulatabad in the Dekhan
on the other ; at the same time that he carried on an
active war, by sea and land, with the Portuguese.
His son, Mozeffer Shah II. maintained the glory of
a. H. 917- his arms. He restored the King of Malwa to the throne
932,
a.i>. 1511- of that kingdom, from which he had been expelled by
1526.
a combination of Rajput chiefs, taking Mandu from
a. h. 932. them by storm. To this prince, with the intervention
Ramzan
of the short reigns of two of his brothers, Sultan Be26.
a.d. 1526.
Jul; 6.
and gar, a fort). Ferishta mentions
* Ferishta, iv. p. 66.
another and more probable origin,
f It ia pretended that the re
duction of these two strong hill- namely, the colour of his musforts gave rise to Mahmud's ap
tachios.
pellation of Bigara (from ba, two,
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hader Shah had succeeded, and now swayed the sceptre chap. n.
of Gujrat.
"
*rAT- L
That kingdom had always an extraordinary influence
over the neighbouring states; and could raise armies,
and subsidise troops, with a facility apparently disproportioned to its extent. But few countries in the world
are more blest in a fertile soil and a favourable climate ;
and the possession of the great emporia of Cambay,
Diu, and Surat, besides other convenient harbours, had
enriched it with the most active commerce of any
portion of India. The greater part of the trade of that
country with Persia, Arabia, Africa, the Red Sea, and
Europe, besides an active coasting trade, passed through
its harbours ; and the various commodities imported
from these regions were conveyed over Hindustan, and
the north of the Dekhan, through its provinces, and by
its merchants. The benefit of this trade overflowed
upon the country, which became a garden, and enriched
the treasury of the prince. The noble mosques, col
leges, palaces and tombs, the remains of which still
adorn Ahmedabad, and its other cities, to this day,
while they excite the admiration of the traveller, prove
both the wealth and the taste of the founders.
The same circumstances which, on the decline of the
'
Toghlak dynasty of Delhi, induced the governor of
Gujrat to assert his independence, had, as has been
noticed, a similar effect on Dilawer Khan, the governor
of Malwa ; who also assumed the sovereign power in
his capital of Dhar. We have seen his son Hosheng
defeated and made prisoner, and again restored to his
kingdom by the Sultan of Gujrat. Hosheng Ghuri was
the founder of Mandu. After his death, the intrigues
in his court led to the murder of his successor ; and the
son of his prime minister was raised to the throne,
under the title of Sultan Mahmiid Khilji.* He was an
• Have the Khilji monarchs any They are generally described as
connection with the Ghilji Afghans ? Turks.
c 3
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book iv. able prince ; but the country, in consequence of the disA ~ 839 sensions that always attend a change of dynasty, was
a. D. 1436. harassed for some time by civil wars. The weakness
of the kings of Delhi, at this period, enabled Sultan
Mahmud to extend his dominions on different sides ;
and he reduced the important forts and districts of
Bhilsa, Chanderi, and Hoshengabad in Malwa. He car
ried his arms into the centre of the Rajput states, re
duced Kambelmdr in Mewar, and besieged the mountain
capital of Cheitur. He even aspired to the throne of
Delhi, and engaged in war, not only with the King of
Gujrat, but with the kings of the Dekhan, of Khandesh,
and of Juanpur ; with which last he had quarreled about
the possession of Kalpi on the Jamna. He levied con
tributions on Kota and Biana, and added Mandsiir, Mandelgar, Biindi and Rantamb6r to his dominions. At
one time, he overran Gujrat ; but was finally defeated,
near Ahmedabad, and compelled to retreat from that
country. He was one of the most distinguished princes
of his age ; and, in his reign, Malwa attained the sum
mit of its power and glory,
rosition of
Much of the time of all the Musulman kings of India,
MuBuimLis &nd among others of the Sultans of Malwa, seems to
in India,
have been employed in reducing to subjection the halfindependent Hindu chiefs in or bordering on their
states. The Musulmans had no hold of the country,
but by military force. Their capital was a camp ; and
the different towns and forts that they occupied, were
posts in an enemy's country. The great mass of the
population had no sympathy with them, either in religion
or civil policy. The popular religion was considered
by their conquerors as a guilty idolatry, which it was,
to a certain degree, sinful even to tolerate ; and pious
or bigoted princes were often led to persecute their
pagan subjects. They had no general system for con
ducting their internal government. The will of the
ruler, capricious and uncertain at best, but to which
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there was no check, was the acknowledged rule.* For- chap. il
tunately, the old inhabitants were strongly attached to s"ct' l'
their own system of village and district government,
which remedied many of the evils of political neglect
and oppression to which they were exposed ; and they
continued to be warmly devoted to such of their native
chiefs as still maintained their authority in their here
ditary states. As the Musulmans extended their power,
first by arms, and afterwards gradually by colonisation
and proselytism, the range of territory enjoyed by these
little Hindu chieftains was gradually diminished, and
the power of many of them was, in the end, altogether
extinguished. The superiority of the Musulmans in
creased every day. The causes of this were various.
They were strangers, and felt that their power, and in
some degree their existence, in India, depended upon
their mutually supporting each other.
They were
bigots to their religion, and this bigotry, which was in
creased by their being placed among infidels and hea
thens, whom they regarded as the enemies of God, and
whose lands and wealth they willingly imagined were
unjustly withheld from the true believer, whose natural
portion they were, formed another bond of union.
They had also a burning zeal for making proselytes,
indifferent whether by argument or force ; and their
great power was naturally attended with great success.
The Hindus, on the contrary, long divided, even under
their own great monarchies, into petty principalities
that had little intercourse with each other, but in the
way of quarrel or hostility, had no principle of union,
except in cases of intolerable oppression ; and that only
against the immediate tyrant of the hour. Their prin
ciples of quietism led them to acquiesce in any governRoyal Asiatic Society, vol. ii.)
especially his additional remarks on
the Urf} or customary law, p. 157-

* See General Vans Kennedy's
admirable little " Abstract of Muhammedan Law," (Journal of the
4
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book iv. ment once established ; and though they might lose
they could not gain by proselytism, since with them
religion was a matter of birth, and every one was
held to be bound for life to the class and faith in which
he was born ; so that, by their tenets, no converts could
be received. In war, too, the Muhammedans, who
were not always braver than their Hindu enemies,
owed their superiority to the same causes that have
ensured success to the Europeans in modern times.
They had more active energy of character, were more
intelligent, were more ready to change their policy and
their tactics as experience required ; and had the un
speakable advantage of being constantly joined by new
crowds of adventurers from Tartary, Persia, Arabia,
and Afghanistan. These adventurers flocked to sup
port them, inspired with all the ardour, activity, and
enterprise natural to men who had still their fortune
to make, and whose minds and bodies were still unenervated by the impatience of exertion, and the habit
of self-indulgence which in India are almost inevitably
generated by the physical and moral influences that
surround those educated in the country. It is to be
remembered, too, that though the great majority were
bold, hardy, ignorant, and unpolished adventurers,
many of them were men of no mean class, gentlemen
and scholars, some of whom had served in the wars of
different countries ; while others had their minds en
riched with all the literature, both of the Tiirki nations
and of Persia and Arabia. This literature, which we
are too apt to despise, while totally ignorant of its
nature and extent, however defective in some of its
branches, if measured by the standard of modern Eu
rope, was yet extremely valuable ; not only as affording
some acquaintance with the positive sciences and arts,
but as, to a certain degree, counteracting the harsh
bigotry of the Muhammedan religion. It had a ten
dency to open and refine the reason and imagination
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by the ample stores of history, as well as of moral truth chap. u.
and ingenious speculation, which it possessed ; while Sect" J
its poetry, enriched and animated by the genius of such
writers as Ferdausi, Hafez, Sadi, and Jami, — names
that fall dead on a western ear — displayed an enthu
siasm, a sublimity, and a grace, to which the west, since
the most favoured ages of Greece and Rome, had no
thing to compare. These new comers constantly in
fused a fresh spirit of ardour and enterprise into the
descendants of their countrymen, whom they found in
India ; they generally occupied the higher offices ; and,
in several instances, on a change of dynasty, were ele
vated to the throne. The Musulmans, inflamed by the
spirit of political and military adventure, were gene
rally on the offensive, an invaluable advantage ; the
Hindus, with the inertia common to their character
and cherished by their religion, and with the passiveness often found in old establishments, acted merely on
the defensive.
Of these foreigners, in Hindustan in
general, the Turks and Moghuls, the Afghans and
Persians, were most numerous ; while, in Gujrat and
the Dekhan, the adventurers of these races were often
counterbalanced by the Abyssinians and Arabs. These
observations may serve to account for the nearly uni
form success and progress of the Muhammedan arms,
with a few remarkable exceptions to be afterwards
noticed. In Malwa, nearly all the great chiefs were
Hindus ; many of them Rajputs, the bravest of the
Hindus, who have more feeling of common origin than
usually belongs to their countrymen.
The reigns of the son and grandson of Sultan Mah- Princes of
mud Khilji were chiefly remarkable for the disgusting a.a„W873~
sensuality and wanton cruelty of these princes. That
of Sultan Mahmud II. was more important.
The isio.
valour and activity that characterise usurpers had ILa m
now, after several generations of regular succession,
given way to the incapacity and ignorance of life and
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book tv. business, that are the lot of hereditary princes, when
educated under ambitious ministers, and confined to
the pleasures and amusements of the haram. Sultan
Mahmud, a weak prince, but personally brave, was
a.h.916, raised to the throne by his father's will and the influ' ence of the minister, Mohafez Khan ; though he had
two elder brothers. The Sultan soon felt that he was
a mere puppet in the hands of a party, who sought to
govern in his name. He had ambition enough to wish
to deliver himself from this thraldom, and to assert his
authority. For that purpose, he fled from the palace ;
and thus, for a time, escaped from the personal reIntrigucs straint to which he had been subjected. Alarmed at
Kha'n.h4fei this manifestation of an unexpected spirit, Mohafez
Khan attempted to throw down the idol he had raised ;
and placed Mahmud's immediate elder brother on the
throne, under the name of Muhammed Shah. Sultan
Mahmud was, at first, supported in asserting his au
thority only by the Persians, Arabs, and Abyssinians
immediately about the court ; but, as these foreigners,
though numerous and personally brave, had not been
long enough settled in Malwa to establish any exten
sive influence among the natives, and so depended
chiefly on their individual numbers and vigour, he
must have sunk under the power of his rival, had he
interposi- not been opportunely joined by Medmi Rao or Rai, a
Hedbd
powerful Rajput chief, who brought over to his cause
Rao.
not only the force of his own tribe, but the support of
the great body of the Hindu population ; the example
of so eminent a leader being followed by many other
h. 9i7, men of rank and consequence. Mohafez, and his king,
a. d. 1511.
Muhammed Shah, were in the end driven out of Malwa;
and took refuge, first in Gujrat, and next in Berar.
But this did not restore the country to repose ; for, on
the death of the eldest brother of Mahmud, a party
declared his son Mahsos king, under the title of
Hosheng. This prince, however, seeing no prospect of
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success, soon gave himself up to Sultan Mahmud, who
J1had thus the satisfaction of having one of his rivals in
—
his power, while the other was driven into exile. These
events were passing, between that important period of
Bdber's life when he was driven from Ferghana, and
that when he once more attempted the conquest of
Transoxiana, after the defeat and death of Sheibani
Khan.
But though Mahmud thus became the only sovereign R^put
in Malwa, his throne was far from being secure; for IhTcourtof
while Medini Rao, his prime minister, managed every- Malwathing with absolute authority, the jealousy which al
ways subsisted between the Rajput and Musulman lords
was not abated. The former, — from meeting together
at court, instead of residing as formerly detached in
their little principalities ; and from their reliance upon,
and pride in, the talents of the minister, — had gained
more of that principle of cohesion, which is as necessary
for the permanence of political as of physical bodies,
than is usually attained among Hindu chiefs. The
Muhammedan lords, on the other hand, mourned to see
their king and the country directed by Pagans. To
remove this grievance, a confederacy was formed among
them, under Bohjat Khan, then the chief of Chanderi ;
in which the pagan Rais of Gondevana were induced to
join. Medmi Rao, however, who did not slumber, was
successful in detaching from the league Sekander Khan
of Bhilsa, one of the principal confederates. Alarmed
at this defection, the Musulman lords invited the exiled
Muhammed Shah Chanderi, that they might once more
oppose him to his younger brother, Sultan Mahmud.
But still, even with the assistance of his name, finding
themselves unable to cope with Medini Rao, they called
in Sultan Sekander Lodi of Delhi, and Mozeffer Shah
of Gujrat *, resolved, at any cost, to check this Hindu
* Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 252, 253.
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book iv. influence, and to defend the Muhammedans, now overborne by the power of the Rajputs.
The Kings
The King of Delhi, Sultan Sekander Lodi, glad of
ando^Mt 8o favourable an opportunity of extending his influence
interfere.
over the kingdom of Malwa, sent a body of twelve
thousand cavalry, under Imad-ul-mulk Lodi, to assist
Muhammed Shah ; while, on the side of Gujrat, Mozeffer
Shah, at the head of an army, entered the country, and
advanced as far as Dhar. At the same time, Sekander
Khan of Bhilsa, who had lately joined the Sultan, once
Defensive more revolted and sided with the confederates. Medmi
MedlaT* °f Rao, undismayed by the dangers that encompassed him
Rao.

on every hand, resolved to bend his chief force, in the
first place, against him whom he regarded as the most
formidable opponent. While he despatched an army
against Sekander Khan, to keep him in check, he himself marched to meet Mozeffer Shah, who had now ap
proached Mandu ; engaged and defeated him, and drove
him back into his own country. Against Sekander of
Bhiilsa, his arms were less fortunate; for the general
sent to oppose him having fallen at the close of a suc
cessful action, Sekander rallied his broken troops, and
totally defeated Mahmud's army, thus deprived of its
leader.*
Medini Rao, on his return from his campaigns against
the troops of Gujrat, neglecting, for the present, Se
kander Khan, who after his victory had retired to
Sivas, advanced to meet the more important invasion
that threatened him from Chanderi. The force there
collected was led by his rival Mohafez Khan, accom
panied by Muhammed Shah ; and was composed of the
disaffected nobles of Malwa, and the Delhi auxiliaries.
The hostile armies approached, and lay opposite to each
other, neither party being in haste to bring the contest
to a final issue, by hazarding a decisive battle. At this
* Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 253, 254.
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crisis, the prince, Mahs6s (Hosheng IT.), who was in chap. a
Sultan Mahmud's camp, and Sadr Khan, an officer of great rank and consideration, deserted and joined the
invaders; carrying along with them a large body of
cavalry. By this defection the affairs of Sultan Mahmud
seemed to be brought to the brink of ruin. Fortunately
for him, however, the general in command of the auxi
liaries of Delhi, presuming too much upon the value of
his services, and mistaking the feelings of those whom
he came to succour, insisted with Bohjat Khan of Chande>i, the chief of most influence among the insurgents,
and the real leader of the revolt, that the public prayers
should be read in the name of Sultan Sekander Lodi,
as the supreme sovereign. This he absolutely refused
to admit. Besides such attachment as he may have
had to Muhammed Shah, for whom he was fighting, his
own power, and that of the other confederate nobles,
rested on the weakness of their King ; and they were
little disposed, by acknowledging a more powerful
prince, to resign all their own importance. This pro
duced a coolness, which was followed by Bohjat Khan's
withdrawing himself from the camp of the allies. Sultan
Sekander probably discovered that Malwa was not yet
ready to fall into his hands, and the Delhi auxiliaries
were soon after recalled. In the extremity to which Their suche, in his turn, was reduced by these losses, Muhammed
Shah, resolving to strike a bold coup-de-main, de
spatched a strong body of his troops, by a circuitous
route, to surprise Mandu. But this detachment was
overtaken and defeated ; and Mohafez Khan, who con
ducted it in person, was slain. In spite of this disaster,
however, Muhammed Shah and Bohjat Khan, who had
again joined him on the retreat of the Delhi troops,
succeeded, by the intervention of Sheikh Oulia, a holy
man, in concluding a peace with Sultan Mahmud ; by
which Raisen, Bhilsa, and Dhamoni were assigned to
Muhammed Shah, as a provision for his support, at the
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book iv. same time that a general amnesty was granted to all
his followers ; and Medini Rao was glad thus to be able
to put an end to hostilities, which exhausted the king
dom and endangered its independent existence.
subsequent
To conclude the history of this little kingdom, some
' " ' "!
years after these transactions, Muhammed Shah died,
leaving a son Ahmed Shah. Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, who
had now succeeded his father in the throne of Delhi,
and who professed to be the ally and protector of the
prince, carried him off, and committed the charge of
his forts to such persons as he supposed to be in his
own interest. When Rana Sanga, the head of the Hindu
interest, advanced to attack Sultan Ibrahim, the go
vernor of these strongholds, being much more attached
to the Rajputs than to Delhi, revolted ; and all these
places, with Chanderi and many other towns, fell into
the hands of the Rana, who bestowed them on his
allies, the leading Rajput chiefs of Malwa. Raisen
and Bhilsa he gave to Silah-ed-din ; and Chanderi to
Medmi Rao.*
TheRAiputs
The conclusion of a peace, and the discomfiture of
inMaTwl™ the Musulman confederacy, had left Medini Rao and
the Rajputs all-powerful at the court of Malwa. They
filled the principal ofiices with their dependents ; the
royal guards were composed entirely of Rajputs. An
unsuccessful attempt made to secure Mandu for the
Muhammedan interest by revolt, gave a colour for re
moving the few Moslems who still continued to hold
any charge of importance. Except the personal ser
vants of the king, about twenty in number f, few were
Mnhmud left in any situation of trust. The king either taking
the^dit an alarm ftt these proceedings, or wrought upon by
the complaints and representations of the discontented
Musulmans about his person, resolved for once to act
with vigour and to dismiss his Rajput troops. This
* Ferishta, vol. iv. p. 2.56.
says, two hundred,
t Tabakat-i-Akberi.
Ferishta
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would have been no easy task even for the ablest prince. chap. iv.
The mode of doing it adopted by Mahmud, proved only SeCT" L
his weakness and ignorance. It is usual, in many
parts of India, when a master discharges a servant of
some consideration, with whom he wishes to part on
friendly terms, to present him, as a mark of his good
will, a little betel-nut and lime wrapped up in a leaf *,
as i9 done to a guest when taking leave. As the
Rajput troops amounted to forty thousand, the king
ordered that number of packets of pan to be prepared,
and sent in baskets to Medini Rao, that he might pre
sent them to the troops, and at once dismiss the whole
army. The Rajputs, inflamed at the indignity, called is diacomupon Medini Rao to depose Mahmud, and at once to med"
elevate his own son, the R ai-Raian f, to the throne.
The minister, by his influence, contrived to suppress
this mutiny ; but Mahmud, tired of the restraint under
which he felt himself, and too pusillanimous to resort
to any politic or manly measure, — with dastardly im
becility attempted, by means of his household servants,
to assassinate Medini Rao and Salbhan, his principal
ministers. Salbhan fell murdered under their blows ;
but Medini Rao escaped, severely wounded. No sooner
did the troops hear of this violent outrage, than they
rushed to the palace, which they attacked ; but were
repulsed by the personal bravery of the king and his
immediate attendants ; and were once more appeased
by Medini Rao, who was, to appearance, again received
into favour.^ Mahmud, however, not long after, con
trived to escape from the palace, with but a few atten- Escapes to
dants; and made good his way into Gujrat.
o«jrft
From Gujrat, he soon returned, accompanied by * "-1952]37'
Mozeffer Shah, then king of the country, at the head of
a powerful army. Medini Rao, though deprived of
that authority which in monarchical countries attends
• Pan-supari.
% Tabakat-i-Akberi, f. 453. ; Fej Rai of Rais,
rishta, vol. iv. p. 257.
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book iv. the name of king, took active measures to sustain his
cause. He left his son to defend Mandu, and himself
hastened to meet the invaders in the field ; but, soon
finding himself too weak to oppose the army of the two
His restor- kings, with any hopes of success, he retreated ; and,
having reinforced the garrison of Mandu, proceeded to
Cheitur, to solicit succour from Rana Sanga, at that
*.H. 924. period the chief of the Rajput race. The allied sovea.d. iM8. reigns, advancing, took Dhar ; and then besieged ManFeb. 24.
(]u, which, in the course of a few days, surrendered on
terms ; but the terms were broken by the besiegers, the
place attacked and carried by surprise, and nineteen
thousand Rajputs, without discrimination of age or sex,
are said to have perished, — numbers falling in the^Aar
or voluntary massacre, by which the sack of the place
was accompanied.* Mozeffer Shah, having reinstated
Sultan Mahmud in his capital, returned to Gujrat, leav
ing an auxiliary force behind him under Asof Xhan.
But though Sultan Mahmud was thus restored to his
capital and the adjoining provinces, a large portion of
Malwa was still hostile to him. Medini Rao possessed
Chanderi and Gagrown ; while Silah-ed-din held Bhilsa,
Raisen, and Sarangpiit, some of the most important
forts and districts of Malwa. While these chiefs were
nearly independent, or dependant rather on the Rana
than on Mahmud, their extensive territories could
Expedition hardly be reckoned parts of his kingdom.
Sultan
refractory6 Mahimid resolved, therefore, to reduce them to obeBAiputs.
dience ; and led his own troops and his Gujrat aux
iliaries against Gagrown, which he besieged.
Medini Rai, having been joined by Rana Sanga from
Cheitur, advanced with a formidable army to its assis
tance. On hearing of this movement, Mahmud raised
the siege, and made several days' march to meet him.
On the last of these days, the Sultan, after a long
* Ferishta makes the siege last
some months, and says nothing of
the treachery, the particulars of

which are detailed in the Tabak£t-iAkberi, ff. 455, 456.
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march, came to his ground about seven kos from the chap. ii.
enemy. Ran a Sanga, however, who had heard of his Sect" h
approach, and who was determined to attack him while
his troops were fatigued and in disorder, mounted and
moved forward. As he approached the camp, he came
upon scattered parties of Mahmud's men ; but, even
when he had reached the main army, found all in dis
order, and no regular opposition was attempted. It
could hardly be called a battle. Thirty-two of the Defeat of
chief nobles of Malwa fell in the contest and rout that Mahmui1,
ensued ; as did Asof Khan, and hundreds of the Gujrat
auxiliaries. Sultan Mahmud himself was taken pri
soner, after an obstinate resistance, in which he re
ceived several wounds. He was, as we have seen,
generously treated by Rana Sanga, and restored to his
kingdom ; partly, perhaps, by the influence of Medini
Rao. But, as Medini Rao, Silah-ed-din, and Sekander
Khan of Sivas, besides a number of small chiefs, re- ana ob
tained their possessions ; and, as Rana Sanga had him- ™entof
self seized upon many districts, insomuch that not Ma,waabove a tenth part of the kingdom of Malwa remained
in the Sultan's hands, the revenues of the state were
miserably impaired. Indeed, it was generally believed
that the Rana was restrained from occupying the whole
kingdom only by respect for the power and influence of
Mozeffer Shah.*
But the imprudence of Sultan Mahmud soon involved
him in new dangers. On the death of Mozeffer Shah,
Behader Shah, after two reigns of only a few months'
"
o
J
duration, succeeded to the throne of Gujrat ; and
Chand Khan, his younger brother, fled to Mandu,
where he was entertained by Mahmud.
Attempts
were made to engage in his cause the Emperor Baber,
who, by this time, had gained possession of the throne
of Delhi ; and a correspondence was carried on between

VOL. n.

» Tab. Akb. f. 457. ; Feriishta, iv. p. 262.
D

leader
GiyratT
*' ■'
a. d. 1526.
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book iv. Delhi and Mandu, for that purpose. Information of
this reached Behader, who smothered his resentment
for the moment, but resolved to take the earliest oppor
tunity to revenge the injury.
B4iwr in
About two years afterwards, Baber himself appeared
a. m. 934, on the stage of Malwa. After he had defeated Rana
a. D. 1528. ganga, he turned his arms against Medini Rao, the
chief supporter of the Rajput interest in Malwa ; and
took by storm Chanddri, the seat of his power, with
the slaughter of all its defenders, and of that eminent
man himself. He restored it to Ahmed Shah, Muhammed Shah's son, whose cause he affected to espouse,
leaving a " governor over him." It was the Emperor's
intention to have followed up his success by reducing
Bhilsa, Raisen and Sarangpur, the Chiefship of Silahed-din, and then to have marched to Cheitur to attack
the Rana in his capital ; but this plan he was forced to
abandon, by insurrections, which made his presence
necessary in the eastern provinces.*
itina RutAt this period, Rana Sanga died, and was succeeded
BcMder
by his son Rana Ruttonsi. Sultan Mahmud, thinking
Maiti"
*ma a favourable opportunity to recover what he had
lost, with that spirit of restless incapacity which marked
his character, sent an army to attack and plunder the
new liana's territories. Ruttonsi, in revenge of this
injury, marched into his dominions ; upon which the
Sultan advanced from Sarangpur to oppose him. Here
he summoned to his standard Silah-ed-din (with whom
a. h. 926, he had, a few years before, been at war ; and whom he
a. n. 1520.
even deprived of Sarangpur) and Moym Khan, the
adopted son of the late Sekander Khan of Sivas. He
now, when too late, attempted to conciliate these chiefs.
On Moyin Khan he conferred the title of Masnad Khan,
and presented him with a scarlet pavilion ; to Silahed-dm he gave some additional villages, near his various
* Baber's Mem. p. 377, 378.
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But the Sultan had ceased to command their chap. n

confidence ; and these noblemen, — believing that the ——
favours conferred upon them were intended to serve a
present purpose, while his hatred was in nothing
abated, and that they had every thing to apprehend
from his intrigues, — soon after left his camp and joined
the Rana. Meanwhile, Behader Shah, seizing the op
portunity for which he had been in wait, of prosecuting
his revenge, had also entered Malwa. The Rana, with
the Malwa chiefs who had joined him, marched towards
the King of Gujrat, that all might act in concert.
Sultan Mahmud, filled with alarm at this revolt and
double invasion, sent to Behader Shah, professing his
readiness to wait upon him; but, under various frivolous
pretexts, constantly put off the time of meeting. Be
hader, at length, aware of his insincerity, pushed on to h. 917.
Mandu, his capital, into which the Sultan had thrown A „ "5|i
himself; and, after a short siege, took it by escalade. ??*re1htfMahmud fell mto his hands, and was at first treated
with respect ; but three days afterwards, on some of
fence, real or pretended, Behader Shah proclaimed him
self King of Malwa ; and next day sent off the Sultan,
in chains, with twenty of his sons, under an escort of
an hundred horse, to be confined in the hill-fort of
Champanir. But the escort that attended him being
attacked, near Dokad, during the night by a party of
Bhils, he was put to death by his guard, to prevent a
rescue. This event occurred only three months after
Humayun had mounted the throne.*
* Ferishta, in the History of
Malwa, (vol. iv. p. 368.) fixes the
date of the storming of Mandu, on
the 9 Shaban, a. h. £32, (22 May,
a. d. 1526). This can hardly be
correct, as Baber, (Mem. p. 376.) in
Moharrem 93*, (Jan. 15^8), speaks
of Sultan Mahmud as still in Mandu.
The real date is probably a. h. 937,
Shaban 9, (a. ». 1531, March 8),
d

that assigned in the Tabakate Akberi, and by Ferishta in the History
of Gujrat (vol. iv. p. 115.). In the
History of Kandesh (vol. iv. p. 310.),
Ferishta seems to place the reduction
of Mandu, and, consequently, the
death of Sultan Mahmud, in a. h.
939 (a. d. 1 532-3). The Mirat-iAhmedi (Bird'stransl. p.238.) makes
the escalade of Mandu take place
2

taken,
Shaban 1 2.
ShaWm 13.
Behuder
^ep™"
King,

shai»an 15
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Behader Shah and Rana Ruttonsi now overran all
Malwa. The capital, with the western and northern
provinces, Behader added to his dominions. The Rana,
on the other hand, seems to have added little to his own
immediate territories ; but the Malwa lords, who had
espoused his interest, and who, for some time before,
had acknowledged his authority, he confirmed in the
possession of Raisen, Rantamb6r, Sarangpur, and several
other extensive districts.
Capture of
The ambition of Behader, nourished by success, was
Sildh ednot
to be restrained by conventions and treaties.
fi'm by
Behader.
Silah-ed-din or Silhadi was too powerful a subject not
a. h. 938,
A D. 1531. to be viewed with jealousy ; and he determined to ruin
him. That chieftain's son, who was in Behader's camp,
was sent to invite his father to wait upon the King,
who wished to consult with him before returning to
Gujrat.* The Rajput, leaving his son in Ujein, met
Behader Shah near Dhar. That prince entered the
fort, accompanied only by Silhadi, whom he there
treacherously seized, with the two Rajputs by whom
the chief was attended. One of them, laying his hand
on his dagger, drew it, and prepared for resistance.
" Forbear," said the chief, " it is me whom you are
killing." " 'Twas in your defence it was drawn," said
his faithful follower ; " but, since my act endangers you,
thus I slay myself, and escape the misery of seeing you
a prisoner." With these words, he inflicted on himself
several mortal wounds, " and so," says the Musulman
historian, " went to hell." Behader's pretext for this out
rage, and for his quarrel with Silah-ed-dm, was that the
pagan had in his seraglio several Muhammedan women,
and even some ladies of the haram of a deceased Sultan.
Partition
of Mai mi.

20 Shaban, (a. h. 937) and the
surrender of Mahmud Shah follow,
12 Moharrem, a. h. 938, (26 Aug.
1.031). Ferishta makes him killed
five days after the escalade (14
Shaban). The Tabakate Akberi

makes his death occur on the Sheb-eBerat (15 Shaban) one day later,
f. 459- Instead of twenty sons,
Ferishta gives him seven.
* Tabakate Akberi, ff 39 1. 459. ;
Baber's Mem. pp. 312. 3J6.
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The King, after gettmg Silah-ed-din into his power, chap. ii.
entered his dominions, and, with little opposition, Se't"
gained possession of Ujein, Sarangpiir, and Bhilsa. He
finally besieged the brother and one of the sons of that
chief in the strong fort of Raisen, which contained also
his wives and family, and, after a long siege, reduced
it to the greatest distress.
Silhadi, though in captivity, and even, it is said, com- catastrophe
pelled to renounce his own religion for the Moslem creed, of IUlsen'
most keenly sympathised with his afflicted subjects.
Seeing no prospect of relief from an army sent to his
assistance by Rana Ruttonsi, a prince far inferior in all
respects to his illustrious father, and in which his own
son Bhopat served with the shattered remains of his
force, was compelled to seek relief in submission or
despair. A capitulation was at length entered into, on
condition that the fort was to be given up, but that the
lives, liberties, and honour of all who were in it should
be respected, and that Silah-ed-din was to be set at large.
That chieftain asked permission to enter the fort for the
purpose of bringing out the females of his household, in
terms of the treaty. Here he had to sustain the re
proaches of his wife, Durgawati, a daughter of Rana
Sanga, who, distrusting any Moslem promises, declared
her resolution to die free and unblemished, and con
cluded her invectives by setting fire to a pile that she
had reared, which consumed in its flames the palace
and seven hundred beautiful females that were in the
haram. Silah-ed-din himself, stung to madness, put on
his armour, and, accompanied by his brother, rushed
out with their devoted followers, and died the death of
Rajputs. Behader bestowed Raisen, with Bhilsa and
Chanderi, on Alem Khan Jilal-Khan Jigat*, a noble• The Mirate Ahmedi calls him
Sultan Alem Lodi. He seems to
have been the son of a Sultan Jilalkhan, who aspired to the throne in

the beginning of his brother Sultan
Jbrahfm's reign. See also Baber's
Mem. pp. 3<ti). 335.
d 3
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BOOK. IV. man, who had lately held the government of Kalpi,
under Baber ; but who had subsequently fled from that
place, and renounced his allegiance.* Having thus
strengthened his power in Malwa, Behader returned in
triumph to his hereditary dominions.
Besides his conquests in Malwa, Behader Shah had
Furthtr
SUCPt'SSOS of extraordinary success in other quarters. He marched
BchiUIer
Shah.
through the territories of his nephew, Miran Muhammed
a. h. 936.
A. d. 1529. Khan, the prince of Kandesh, to succour Imad-ul-Mulk,
the King of Berar, when attacked by the kings of Beder
and Ahmednagarf ; and, driving the invaders before
him, advanced by Jalna to Doulalabad. He compelled
Burhan Nizam Shah to acknowledge him as King of
Ahmednagar, as well as Gujrat ; and to read the public
a. H. 939, prayers in his name. He gained some important ad
a. d. ] 582vantages over the Portuguese, who infested his domi
3.
nions. He was fond of state, and affected much pomp
and splendour, both in his court and camp. His armies
were numerous, and the Prince of Kandesh, and the
King of Berar, served in them with their auxiliaries ;
as did the legitimate Prince of Malwa, who was allowed
or compelled to attend his court.J
• Baber's Mem. p. 378.; Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 270. 118.
')' Briggs't Ferishta, vol. iii. p.
489.; vol. iv. p. 112.
J The greater part of the pre
ceding narrative is from the Tabakate Akberi, ff. 389—392. Fe
rishta, Hist, of Gujrat, vol. iv.
pp. 1—123.; Hist, of Malwa, Ibid,
pp. 167—269. ; Hist, of Kandesh,

Ibid. p. 310., corrected by a few
short notices in Baber's Memoirs.
It may be remarked, that the
different histories of Ferishta vary
from each other in several par
ticulars, especially in the chronology.
In each, he probably followed the
historian of the particular dynasty
whose annals he was writing.
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CHAPTER II.
AFFAIRS OF GCJRAT AND MALWA.

SECTION EL
CONQUEST OF MALWA BY HUMAYUN.
BELATIONS OF GUJBAT AND CHEITUR. — SUCCESSES OF BEHADEB
SHAH IN MALWA AND BAJPUTANA HE FORMS A LEAGUE AGAINST
HUMAYUN. JOINED BY SULTAN AlA-ED-d/n LODI AND HIS SON,
TATAR KHAN LODI AND BT MUHAMMED ZEMAN MCrZA. HU
MAYUN REMONSTRATES WITHOUT EFFECT.
OPERATIONS OF THE
ALLIES. THEIR ENTIRE DEFEAT. HUMAYUN INVADES MALWA.
STORM AND SACK OF CHEITlfri BY BEHADEB SHAH. THE ARMIES
OF HUMAYUN AND BEHADEB MEET AT MANDSUR
THE LATTER
ENTRENCH THEMSELVES DISTRESS IN BEHADEB's CAMP.— FLIGHT
OF THE KING —HIS TROOPS PLUNDERED AND PURSUED. —INVEST
MENT OF MANDU. — DESCRUTION OF THAT CAPITAL. — OVERTURES
OF BEHADER.— MANDU ESCALADED. — BEHADEB ESCAPES TO GUJRAT.
— MANDU PLUNDERED BY THE IMPEEIALISTS. — HUMAYUN SUPBEME
IN MALWA.
The destruction of the kingdom of Malwa, as an independent state, entirely changed the political relations
which had subsisted between the rulers of Guirat and
t
•>
Cheitur. Formerly, they were often allies ; henceforward, they of necessity became direct rivals. The spoils
and provinces of that extensive country were the prize
for which both contended. In this contest, the means
which they employed to attain their objects were diffe
rent. The King endeavoured to occupy the country
directly by his own troops ; the Rana, to secure an
ascendency by the intervention of chieftains of great
D 4

chap. n.
.
?elat,'?n,?f
Gujrat and
cheitur.
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book iv. local influence. The wealth and commercial prosperity
of Gujrat enabled Behader Shah to bring into the field
a large regular army and a powerful artillery ; the
Rana's gallant followers were ever prepared to sacrifice
their lives for their chief or their tribe, in the day of
battle, but they had no means of keeping the field for
any great length of time, or of securing permanently
such conquests as they made. A battle being gained,
or a city stormed and pillaged, they were eager to
return to their homes, with their glory and their plun
der.
The constitution of the Rajput states, a con
federacy of tribes or of little chieftains, was little suited
for retaining distant possessions,
successes of
The attack of Behader Shah on Silah-ed-din had
MiahT'
brought the Rana into the field, in his defence. But
the Rajput army were no longer directed by a warrior
like Rana Sanga. Rana Ruttonsi, after a short reign,
had yielded the sword of command to his brother Bikermajit.* This impolitic prince, having disgusted the
chiefs, who formed the strength of his armies, could
offer but an imperfect resistance to the attack of Be
hader; who now, flushed with victory, invaded his
a.h. 939. territories, year after year. In the summer after the
a. n. i53a- jgj^h u£ Silah-ed-din, following up his success, he re

a.h. 940.
n .\i.iiwa

duced the important fortress of Gagrown, and sent an
army to besiege Rantamb6r.
Though compelled to
hasten back to Diu, to check the encroachments of the
Portuguese on his coasts, he next season returned to
jjalwa . marc}ie(l victorious through its provinces ; and,

not only wrested from his rival the conquests made by
Rana Sanga in that kingdom, but even advanced into
and Ki'ijpu- the Rana's hereditary dominions, and besieged him in
tana.
* The period of the death of neous. As Colonel Tod allows
Ruttonsi, and accession of Bikerma- Ruttonsi a reign of five years, and as
jit, is not well known. The Musul- he ascended the masnad in a. h.
man historians do not fix it ; and 934, his death may be placed a. u.
the chronology of the Rajputs them- c)39•elves is in general extremely erro-
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Cheitur itself.
We have seen, that, in spite of the chap. ii.
march of the Emperor Humayun, as far as Gualiar, to Slct' n'
his assistance, the Rana was compelled ignominiously
to purchase, at a high price, the retreat of the King of
Gujrat.
These continued successes added fuel to the naturally Re forms a
ambitious temper of Behader. He and Humayun had against Hunow become neighbours, and the events of the last mjyuncampaign had shown that they must inevitably soon
come to a collision. The King of Gujrat, indignant
that his prey should have been wrested from him,
looked round for means to occupy and injure the Em
peror ; and they were not wanting.
Many Afghan Amirs, and other refugees from Delhi
and the eastern provinces, who had been driven into
exile by the successes of Baber, had fled to his court
for shelter. Sultan Behader, who had himself been a
fugitive from Gujrat at the time of Baber's invasion,
and who had spent some time in exile at the court of
Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, as well as at Juanpur, stood in
too great awe of the late Emperor to hazard any hostile
proceedings during his lifetime. But after the succession of Humayun, he was incessantly urged by Tatar
Khan Lodi, and other fugitives from what had been the
•
Afghan, and were now the imperial, dominions, to lend
them even a moderate aid ; as they boasted, with that,
to be able, if not to exterminate the Chaghatai invaders,
at least to drive them back beyond the Indus. We
have seen that Sultan Ala-ed-din Lodi, the father of
Tatar Khan, the uncle of the late Sultan Ibrahim, and
twice an unsuccessful competitor for the throne of
Delhi, had been sent by Baber to be imprisoned in the
distant fort of Kila-Zefer, in Badakhshan*, for reasons
unknown, but probably for the crime of being danger
ous from his birth and his pretensions. Having escaped
• Akbcni&ma, f. 37. MS. B. f. 74.

joined by
ed-dinLodi",
and nls »°11
Tatar
Khan Lodi,
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book iv. from custody, by the assistance of some Afghan merchants, he found his way in disguise, through many
perils, across the Afghan country and Baluchistan, to
the court of Gujrat. Behader, who had long resisted
the solicitations of the exiles, at last, prompted by what
he regarded as his own wrongs, yielded to their impor
tunity ; and, entering into their views, began to make
preparations for an attack on Humayun. He secretly
employed considerable sums in drawing off the adhe
rents of his rival, and received, with distinguished
favour, the refugees from Agra, who flocked to his
court.
It was about this period that Muhammed Zeman
and by
Muhammed Zemin Mirza, having escaped from Biana, arrived in his camp*,
Mirza.
with his keeper, Yadgar Taghai Beg, whom he had
seduced to accompany him in his flight. Behader Shah,
situated as he was, and indulging the plans which he
did, regarded the arrival of a prince of his rank and
talents as a fortunate occurrence, and warmly entered
into his animosities. The fugitive confirmed the opinion
given by Tatar Khan, of the ease with which the
Emperor might be expelled. He represented the dis
cipline of the army as relaxed since the late Emperor'a
death ; the troops, as giving themselves up to ease and
luxury; the nobles, as discontented; and both the
native and Afghan chiefs and officers, as only waiting
for an opportunity to revolt.
Humayun
These proceedings could not escape the notice of
remon
Humayun,
who called upon Behader Shah to dismiss
strates
without
Muhammed
Zeman Mirzaf, and the other rebels and
effect.
* An instance of Behader's luxu
rious and ostentatious magnificence
is mentioned on this occasion. When
Muhammed Zeman reached Be
hader's camp, before Cheitiir, he
was suffering from the heat of the
weather. His physicians recom
mended Gul-kend (candied conserve

of roses) to allay the heat. The
Mirza tent to ask Behader for a
small quantity, and received forth
with twenty cart-loads. The King
had been accustomed to have a
spirit distilled from it. TarikheBedauni, f. 12.9.
t No mention is made of any
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fugitives from the imperial dominions, who were enter- chap. h.
tabled in his court. This the King of Gujrat declined, StCT" IL
on the general ground of that hospitality which all a. d. 1534.
princes are accustomed to extend to the distressed. He
adduced the precedent of Sultan Ala-ed-din himself, Sultan
Sekander Lodi's brother, who, as well as several other
princes of the blood, in circumstances resembling the
present, had found refuge with his predecessor, Mozeffer
Shah, without giving offence to the sovereigns of Delhi.
Humayun, in return, maintained, that the reception
afforded to the fugitive enemies of his government was
inconsistent with the relations of amity that subsisted
between them, and must lead to dangerous conse
quences. He denied that the case of Ala-ed-din, referred
to, had any similarity to the present ; he reminded the
King, with something of a menace, that, unwilling as the
great Taimur had long been to attack Beyezid * Ilderim,
w hile he was engaged in war with the infidels of Europe,
and many as were the injuries which on that account
he long bore, yet that his patience was finally exhausted,
when that monarch refused to withdraw his protection
from Kara Yusef Turkoman, and Sultan Ahmed Jelair,
Taimur's rebellious subjects, who had taken refuge with
him.
That the consequences were sufficiently well
known. And he insisted, that Behader Shah should
either deliver up Muhammed Zeman Mirza, or at least
expel him from his dominions.
Behader obstinately
persisted in his refusal.
The demonstration which Humayun made on the Prepa™side of Gualiar, during the siege of Cheitur, was a suf- hostilities.
demand to deliver up Sultan Ala-eddin Lodi ; either, because he had
not then arrived ; or, as is more
probable, because his situation was
different from that of Muhamrned
Zeman, and did not in the same
degree justify the Emperor's demand.
The former, though a claimant of

the throne of Delhi, was an Afghan
of the race of Lodi ; the latter, a
Chaghatai prince of the race of
Taimur, who had been long in the
imperial service, and had married a
sister of the Emperor,
* Called Bajazet by our historians.
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book iv. ficiently intelligible indication of what he would have
a.d. 1534. attempted, had the internal disorders, which occupied
him at home, admitted of his marching beyond the
limits of his own dominions. Behader, offended at the
tone of his rival's remonstrances, now entered heartily
into the views of the exiles, and lent every assistance
in his power to the claims of Sultan Ala-ed-dm or Alitn
Lodi, who once more put forward his pretensions to
the throne of Delhi.
Tatar Khan, Alim's son, who
managed the affairs of his father, urged the King to
declare for him openly ; contending, that the Emperor's
army, in its present state, would not dare to meet that
of Gujrat. But Behader was still anxious not to come
prominently forward ; and it was, therefore, arranged,
that the intended attack should have only the air of an
unauthorised irruption of the Afghan refugees, for the
recovery of their former empire ; and that the King
himself should not appear to take any share in it. He
privately, however, supplied them with large sums of
money, to enable them to put their army on an effective
footing. The amount stated, probably with some ex
aggeration, to have been not less than a million sterling*,
was sent to Rantb6r, to be employed by Tatar Khan.
Adventurers and exiles flocked to his standard, from
every quarter ; and a formidable force was soon ready
to take the field.
a.h.941,
An extensive plan of operations was formed, and
a. D. 1534- vigorously acted upon. Sultan Ala-ed-din Lodi, Tatar
Khan's father, led a considerable force f to Kalinger,
* Twenty kror of old Gujrat gold
coin, which Abulfazl (Akbernama,
f. 37.) estimates at double the
currency of his time, or forty krdis.
This, if reckoned in rupees, would
give forty millions sterling, which
cannot be admitted. If reckoned
in dams, the current mode of
Treasury computation, it would
amount to one million sterling ; if

in double dams, to two millions,
Briggs's Ferishta calls the surn three
krors of rupees, or about three
millions sterling.
f 1 have been sometimes tempted
to believe that this army was coramanded by Ala-ed-dfn or Alim Khan
Jilal Khan Jigat, who, we have
seen, now held Raisen, Bhilsa, and
Chande'ri. Abulfazl, however, says
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in Bandelkand, to encourage the hostile spirit already chap. n.
existing in that quarter, and to threaten, or in case of Sect"
success, to invade Behar and the neighbouring provinces, operations
Burhan-el-mulk Sistani, with a body of Gujratis, was ames.
directed to march through the northern Rajput territory
of Xagor, to make a feint of attacking the Penjab ; and
thus to distract attention, and, by spreading alarm, to
prevent any assistance being rendered from that pro
vince. The real attack, under Tatar Khan, was to be
made in the line of Agra. Meanwhile, Behader Shah
himself, under cover of these different forces, proceeded
with the army of Gujrat, as if uninterested in what was
going on around him, to lay siege once more to the
Rajput capital, Cheitiir, where he would be at hand to
assist and take advantage of the invasion, should it
succeed. Many able men in Behader's council blamed,
we are told, this disjointed plan of operations ; giving
it as their opinion, that it would be much better to keep
the army in a concentrated state ; and expressed their
apprehension that the whole proceedings would be
regarded as a breach of peace. But their advice was
not listened to ; the King having persuaded himself
that, since the Lodis had undoubted pretensions to the
throne of Delhi, their asserting such claims would be
held to be a matter of their own, and could lead to no
inferences unfavourable to himself.
The different
armies were soon put in motion. Tatar Khan, who
had increased his troops to forty thousand horse,
Afghans and others, advanced towards Agra * ; and,
having by the way attacked and carried Biana, his
plundering parties extended their ravages to the very
suburbs of the capital.
Huinayun,
of these trans- Theirdefeat
enJ
. on receiving
o intelligence
o
actions, gave up, for the present, his expedition against
expressly, that it was Sultan Ala-eddin, Tatar Khan's father ; and the
Tarikhe Bedauni calls him the son

of Sekander, f. 139.
* Akbernama, f. 37. ; Tahakate
Akberi, f. 145.
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book iv. Bengal and Behar, and hastened back to Agra. Mean~ l534 while, however, he ordered his brothers, Hindal and
Askeri, his cousin, Yadgar Nasir Mirza, the son of
his late uncle, Nasir Mirza, and Kasim Husein Sultan,
Uzbek, with eighteen thousand horse, to proceed without
delay to check the invaders ; rightly judging, that, if
their grand army was defeated, the others could do
little mischief. When the approach of the imperialists,
inferior as they were in number, became known, the
invading troops were seized with a sudden panic, and
large bodies of them deserted every day and returned
home ; insomuch that, in a short time, of this great
army, collected with so much parade and expence, not
more than three thousand * horse remained with Tatar
Khan.
That nobleman, indignant at the treachery
of his mercenaries, stung with shame at the result of
his high promises, and defeated in his long-cherished
schemes of ambition, when they seemed on the very eve
of being accomplished, hesitated for some time whether
he should fight or retreat.
Impelled, however, by
indignation and despair, he came to a conflict with the
enemy at Mandrael, where the brave followers who still
adhered to him were routed with great slaughter, and
himself and three hundred of his officers slain. Biana
was soon recovered, without a blow ; and the other two
invading armies, on hearing of these calamitous events,
retreated into the territories of Gujrat.f
^l"u^un
Eager as Humayun was to repress the disorders that
Maiwa.
were arising in his dominions on the Ganges, and in
Behar, he saw clearly that he could not with safety
leave behind him a victorious prince so formidable as
Behader Shah, who had shown the worst dispositions,
and whose dominions now approached so near to his
capital. It was evident that, should he proceed to
Bengal, and should Behader, after reducing Cheitiir,
* Ferishta says, ten thousand.
rishta, vol. ii. pp. 73, 74.
f Akbemama, f. 37, 38. ; Fe-
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avail himself of his absence to occupy Agra, the com- chap. il
munication between the northern and southern parts Sect" "'
of the imperial dominions would be cut off, and himself
and his army exposed to the danger of being totally de
stroyed. He determined, therefore, at once -to attack
his enemy in the centre of his power ; and, in the middle
of November, A. D. 1534 *, set out for a vigorous cam
paign. Marching in the direction of Malwa, he soon
arrived near the strong fort of Raisen, on the Betwa.
The governor sent a deputation to meet him, and, in
the Asiatic style, to represent that he and the fortress
were his Majesty's. Humayun did not lose time in en
deavouring to reduce the place ; but, accepting the
proffered submission, such as it was, pushed forward,
and was soon encamped at Sarangpiir, an important town
on the Kali-Sind, in the very heart of Malwa.
This rapid advance disconcerted Behader Shah, who Behader
was still busily, and not unsuccessfully, employed in chei'tir.
the siege of Cheitiir. He saw the thin mask, with which
he had sought to cover his hostile intentions, rudely
torn away ; and an offended enemy in the centre of his
dominions. His most experienced councillors differed
as to the course proper to be pursued. Some advised
him at once to abandon the siege, which could be re
sumed at any time, and march to repel the invading
army. On the other hand, Sadr Khan, the most eminent
man of his court, and equally distinguished for his rank
and for his political and military talents, was of a dif
ferent opinion. He urged, that Cheitur was reduced to
the last extremity, and must soon fall ; that, to quit the
siege now, was not only to lose all the labour which had
been bestowed on it, but to injure the reputation of
their arms ; that besides, the Emperor, sensible of the
• a. a. 941, beginning of Jemadi I. (a. b. Nov. 1534). It
seems not very clear whether this
is the date of his giving up his cam-

paign against the Purebis, or of
marching from Agra. Akbernama,
MS. B. f. 73. and 5 r.
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BOOK IV. odium which would attend such an interference, would
a.d. 1535. not attempt directly to interrupt the operations of
Musulmans, engaged in a holy war against infidels.
This opinion prevailed ; the operations of the siege were
pushed on with redoubled fury ; the defences were bat
Storm and tered by the cannon of Rumi Khan, a Turkish engineer,
sack of
that place. who was assisted by Portuguese and other European
artillerymen ; and finally, a mine was sprung, which
left a broad and accessible breach. A storm followed,
a. n. 941. on the 8th of March, a.d. 1535, when the fort was
Ramzan 3.
a. D. 1535. carried by assault, in spite of every effort made by the
March 8. courage and despair of the Rajputs. The garrison, see
ing that all hope was gone, proceeded to put to death
their wives and women, who, on their part, voluntarily
presented their bosoms to the sword, or rushed into the
blazing pyre, to avoid the defilements of slavery, and
to maintain untarnished the honour of their tribe.*
The remaining Rajputs, then, clothing themselves in
their yellow-died garments, the well-known sign of
despair and death, sallied out to meet their assailants,
and were cut off to a man. The victors, on entering the
city, found only a heap of ruins and a lifeless solitude.
The booty, which was great, was divided among the
victorious troops.
Behader Shah had now nothing to detain him from
The armies
of Humayun and marching to chastise the invader of his dominions. To
Behader
account for the inaction of Humayun, at this important
meet at
Mandsur. crisis, we are told, that, on reaching Sarangpur, and
being informed that it was the opinion of Behader's
councillors that, as a faithful believer, he would not
attack a prince engaged in a holy war, he declared that
they only did him justice; and immediately ceased
• Akbernama, as above ; Tabakate Akberi, ff. 145, 146.; Tod's
Rajasthan, vol. i. pp. 311, 312.
From native authorities, Col. Tod
estimates the number of women,

who perished in this johar, at
thirteen thousand ; the loss of the
Rajputs, in the siege and storm, at
thirty-two thousand, the flower of
their tribe.
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from all offensive operations. There was now, however, chap. il
an end of this point of honour. On hearing of the fall sk"' H'
of the Rajput capital, Humayun left Ujein, where he
then was, and moved to the northward ; while Behader
Shah, marching to meet him, the two armies soon came
in sight of each other, on the banks of a large tank, near
the town of Mandsiir.*
The tents of the army of Gujrat were not all pitched, The latter
and the army itself had not yet come to its ground, when {nS£e».
its advanced pickets were attacked and driven in upon
their centre with some slaughter, by a body of the im
perial horse. This little incident had an effect on the
spirits of the troops on both sides. Taj Khan and Sadr
Khan, two of Behader's most distinguished officers,
strongly urged him, while his troops were still flushed
with their success at Cheitur, and before they had tried
the discipline and vigour of the Turki warriors, to lead
his men at once to battle, in which they would assuredly
exert themselves gallantly.
Riimi Khan, however,
who commanded the artillery, and who had much in
fluence with the king f, was of a different opinion. He
had with him about three hundred Turkish artillerymen,
besides eighty Portuguese and Franks commanded by a
native Portuguese, named San Jago, who had received
the title of Feringi Khan. Riimi Khan was an Ottoman
Turk, who had been honoured with the title of Khodawend Khan. He had learned his art in the Turkish
service, which, about this period, was distinguished for
superiority in the management of heavy artillery. The
• Akbernama, f. 38. ; Tabak. very distinct account of any camAkberi, ff. 146. 395- Jouher, (in paign before that of Bengal ; though,
the original) chap. ii. says, that the as he tells Kamran Mirza, in Ramzan,
imperial army halted near Talwar a. h. 960, that he had been nineteen
(or Tilur, or Tisur) ; that Behatler, years in the Emperor's service, he
after taking Cheitur, bad directed was probably with him at this time,
his march for Gujrat, but was inter- The Tabakat calls the place Sirsur.
cepted by the Emperor, near Mori,
t Lafitau, Hist, des Decouvertes
a town dependent on Burhanpiir. des Portugais, vol. i. p. 20Q. 4to.
Jouher does not appear to give a
VOL. n.
E
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book iv. trade of the sea-coast, and the capture of several PorA D. 1535. tuguese ships, had furnished the king with an excellent
train, which Rumi Khan pronounced to be second only
to that of the " Kaisar of Rum." He said, that it would
be foolish to throw away their superiority, by renounc
ing the use of the force in which they most excelled ;
that it would be better to cover themselves by trenches
on all sides ; to strengthen their lines by their cars,
waggons and carriages, and to plant their guns so as to
make their position impregnable to the enemy ; that the
Moghuls, as they called the imperialists, with their usual
daring and impetuosity, would soon be seen to gallop
up to the lines, within range of their shot, when they
would be swept off in crowds ; that, when they saw
themselves unable to make any impression and begin
ning to suffer from scarcity, they must, in the end, be
compelled to retreat ; that, then was the time for the
royal horse to follow, and cut them off in detail, in their
long retreat, when exhausted and broken as they would
be. Rumi Khan's success at Cheitur, and previously at
Raisen, under circumstances very different from the
present, gave perhaps an undue weight to his opinion ;
which prevailed, and was acted upon. For a time,
skirmishes daily ensued, in which the invaders, from
the quality of their troops, had uniformly the advan
tage ; when, however, they followed the flying foe close
to the trenches, they were soon made aware of the risk ;
and, as might have been foreseen, ceased to approach
them. *
Become disThe fortified camp of Behader was, indeed, unassailheartened. able . but it was in danger of becoming his prison.
The Chaghatai army had all the advantage of daring
and activity. They soon taught their enemies to dread
them, and showed a decided superiority, not only in
discipline and in close combat, but in more distant
* Tabak. Akberi, ff. 395, 396.
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fighting, from the use of the bow. The Gujratis, whose chap. il
defensive armour could not resist their powerful arrows, Sectafter some experience of their energy and skill, did
not willingly meet them in the field, and became dis
pirited ; while the ardour and enterprise of their in
vaders daily increased.* At this crisis Behader was
strengthened by the arrival of Sultan Alim, of Kalpi,
with the troops of Raisen and Chanderi.
While the armies thus lay facing each other, it The«comhappened one night that some young officers, who had Friend*.met at a drinking party in the Emperor's camp, having
indulged in liberal libations, began to vaunt their
prowess, and to exalt themselves, as nowise inferior to
the heroes of former days. Warmed with their own
boasting, and with the effects of the wine, they armed,
mounted, and, in spite of the efforts made by their
soberer comrades to prevent them, sallied forth, to the
number of about two hundred, to have a dash at the
enemy, and rode right for the hostile camp. When
they had nearly reached it, they chanced to fall in with
a division, under one of the Gujrati generals, who,
on seeing them approach, drew up his men, about four
thousand in number, to receive them. The young
enthusiasts, not deterred by this disparity of force,
charged in amongst them without hesitation.
The
Gujratis, astonished as they were, nevertheless at first
stood their ground, and a short but sharp conflict
ensued ; but, being confounded and daunted by the
unusual energy of the assailants, and numbers of them
falling, they finally gave way, and fled back to their
camp in confusion. In Humayun's army this " Com
bat of Friends," as it was called, was loudly celebrated,
and an official report | published, in a lofty strain, to
make it generally known ; while, in the camp of Be
hader, it spread equal dismay, so that afterwards few
t Karnama.

* Tabak. Akberi, f. 396.
e 2
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book iv. of hi3 troops willingly ventured beyond the protection
A D i 535 of their field works and batteries. On one occasion,
sh4w4i i. indeed, on the day of the rejoicings for the close of
April 4.
R£mZan, Muhammed Zeman Mirza, anxious to
distinguish himself among his new allies, advanced
out of the trenches with about five or six hundred
men, as if to challenge a combat, and was met by a
party from the opposite side. His followers, after
shooting a few arrows, retreated, and contrived to draw
their pursuers within the range of the artillery, which
poured in its fire upon them with terrible effect.
Distress
To act upon a plan of operations altogether defensive
dcr's camp, and passive, in an entrenched camp, is always dan
gerous, but, above all, in an open country. It places
every advantage of daring and enterprise in the hands
of an active enemy, and seldom fails to terminate in the
discouragement of the troops who are placed on the de
fensive, and in their being cut off from all their resources.
The Chaghatai Turks, having established their ascen
dency in the field, and not choosing to shatter their
force by throwing themselves on the lowering barri
cades of the enemy, scoured the country on every side,
cut off all foraging parties, intercepted all supplies of
grain, provisions, and stores, and nearly succeeded in
blocking up the Gujratis in their position, which was
thus impregnable to no purpose. All the grain and
provender in the neighbourhood was exhausted, and
the Gujrati troops did not venture out to bring them
from a distance. Scarcity was soon followed by famine.
They were glad to subsist on horse-flesh, and on the
vilest foods. Multitudes of men, as well as horses and
camels, perished from hunger* ; and, in the end, the
army of Behader found themselves nearly in the same
condition in which, rather more than two centuries
* Jouher says, that grain sold
for four and five rupees the sir, and

was not to be had even at that price,
«
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later, the Mahrattas were placed previous to the famous chat. it
battle of Panipat.
SliCTExtreme as the distress of the Gujratis had now
become, it was not easy to adopt any new plan of
operations. On the other hand, it being announced
to the Emperor that a fortunate day was at hand, he

night of
^^roon..fhi»
follow''r8-

resolved to attempt a general assault. But the misery
of the enemy had already reached its height. Behader,
in despair of being able, by any active exertion of his
dispirited troops, to extricate himself from his un
happy situation, resolved to break up his camp, and to
consult his safety by flight. On the 24th and 25th of Sunday,
April, accompanied by his nephew, Miran Muhammed April
Khan, prince of Kandesh, and afterwards for a short
time King of Gujrat *, Malu Khan, then governor, and
afterwards King of Malwa, under the title of Kader
Shah, and three or four other confidential friends, in
the last watch of the night, making his way through
a rent in the royal tent, he left the camp unnoticed ;
and, first taking the road to Agra, to elude observation,
soon after turned round towards Mandu. Sadr Khan,
and Imad-ul-mulk Khaseh-khail, with twenty thousand
cavalry, set out at the same time for that place by
the direct road, while Muhammed Zeman Mirza, with
another body of men, took the road of Lahur, to
attempt to excite revolt in that quarter. The heavy
artillery, having been loaded and crammed with powder,
were burst.
Humayun, who had intended early next morning to
make his attack, hearing a continued noise, accom
panied with an occasional discharge as of great guns
in the enemy's lines during the night, and ignorant of
the cause, thought it probable that a general attack
upon his camp was intended. He stood, with a body
* Briggs's Ferishta, voL iv. pp.
127,128. The same author, vol. ii.
p. 76., calls the ruler of Kandesh,

Mobarek Khan. (Did he afterwards
assume that name ?)
■ 3
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BOOK IV. of thirty thousand cavalry, mounted and in arms,
a.n. 1535. ready for battle. All night long the alarm, confusion,
shouting, and uproar in the Gujrati camp, mixed with
discharge of artillery, continued. When at length the
departure of the King became known to his army, it
immediately broke up and dispersed ; but it was only
in the course of the first morning watch that the
Emperor learned the real state of things, accompanied
with the information that Behader Shah had dis
Pillage of appeared. Upon this the imperial army burst into the
the camp. deserted camp, and a general pillage ensued. Property
of every description, baggage, horses, and elephants,
fell into the hands of the soldiers. Many, of all ranks,
Pursuit of were made prisoners. Humayun, pursuing his advan
the fugi
tage, not only dispatched a large force, under Yadgar
tives.
Nasir Mirza, to follow the flying enemy, but himself
set out soon after with a body of horse, and hotly
urged the pursuit. The Gujrati cavalry, under Sadr
Khan and Imad-ul-mulk, seem to have made good
their retreat, bravely fighting and closely followed by
the Emperor, with three or four thousand horse, all
the way to the very gates of Mandu, which they
succeeded in entering, though not without great loss.
Behader Shah, by taking bye-roads, and passing through
a wild and unfrequented country, also reached Mandu.*
* Akbernama, f. 38. ; Tabak.
Akb. ff. 146. 395, 396. ; Ferishta,
vol. ii. p. 76.; vol. iv. p. 127.;
Khafi Khan, ice. There are some
differences among historians regard
ing the flight of Behader. Ferishta,
ii. 76. says, that Sadr Jehan Khan
was one of the five who accompanied
him. The Tabakate Akberi also
says, that he was attended by five
Amirs of note. The Muntekhibul-Towarikh (ap. Briggs, iv. p. ] 28.
note) says, that he was accompanied
by a guard of an hundred officers.
Khafi Khan makes him attended,

in his retreat, by Sadr Khan and
four thousand horse ; and, after the
surrender of Mandu, introduces Hu
mayun complimenting Sadr Khan
upon the gallantry with which, in
the flight, he had twice extricated
his sovereign from his pursuers, by
his personal exertions ; on one of
which occasions, Humayun himself
had nearly engaged the King hand
to hand. Ferishta, too, alludes to
the same circumstance, vol. ii. p. 77.
This supposes that Behader, after
leaving the camp, joined Sadr Khan's
force, which is probable. The Ak
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The place was closely invested by the Emperor, who chap. it.
fixed his head-quarters at the adjoining village of SrCT' lh
Nalcha.*
Among the numbers who entered the imperial service after the victory of Mandsur, one of the first was
Rumi Khan, who, probably on no better grounds than
the want of success that had attended his advice, was
accused of having betrayed his master, in the late
operations, by a secret understanding with the enemy.
According to one account, Behader, before setting out
from Mandsur, ordered one of his officers to put him
to death ; but the man, who had formerly received some
favours from the Khan, gave him private notice of his
danger, so that he escaped to the hostile camp, where
he was well received, and immediately employed.f
Mandu, at that time the capital of Malwa, is a place
of great strength. " The site of Mandu," says Sir
John Malcolm, " was very inviting. The space chosen
by Hosheng Shah for his future capital is thirty-seven
miles in circumference. It extends along the crest
of the Vindhya range about eight miles, and is parted
from the table-land of Malwa, with which it is upon
a level, by an abrupt and rugged valley of unequal
depth, but nowhere less than two hundred feet, and
generally from three to four hundred yards in breadth.
On the brink of this valley "
" and on the summit
of the ridge of the Vindhya mountains, which form
the southern face of Mandu, a wall of considerable
height was built, which, added to the natural strength
of the ground, made it unassailable by any but a
regular attack. J
After Behader Shah had been a few days in the
place, he proposed a conference, offering, as the basis
of a treaty, to give up Mandu, with all its depenbernama and Tabakat are chiefly
t Lafitau, Hist&c. vol.i. p. 212.
followed in the text.
J Malcolm's Central India, vol. i.
• Khafi Khan, MS. A. f. 43.
p. 29.
■e 4

investMandu.
^I"°"
Khan,

Description
£^

overtures
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book iv. dencies, — that is, the kingdom of Malwa, — reserving
A~ 1535- to himself Gujrat and Cheitiir.
The proposal was
accepted ; and Sadr Khan, on the part of Behader, and
Moulana Muhammed Bergholi, on the part of Humayun,
accordingly met*, and proceeded to arrange the defi
nitive articles. Meanwhile, the garrison being thrown
Mandu
off their guard, relaxed in their watchfulness. Late
e ' at night, about two hundred of the imperial troops,

Bender
GujrSl'°

taking advantage of the circumstance, applied scalingladders to a remote part of the walls, which they
mounted. Having assisted their comrades by ropes to
gain the top of the works, they next let themselves
down into the town, and took possession of the nearest
gate, which they opened to their countrymen, who
rushed in in considerable numbers.
No sooner did the news of this irruption reach Milu
Khan, who had charge of the works f, than, mounting
the first horse he could find, he galloped off to give the
alarm to Behader Shah, then fast asleep. The King,
starting up at the sound of Milu Khan's voice, between
sleeping and waking, took to flight, with only two or
three attendants. As he proceeded through the town,
he was joined by Bhopat Rai, the son of the late Silhadi, and one of the leading chieftains of Malwa, who
overtook him, with about twenty horse.
They had
reached the Esplanade gate J, which seems to have led
into the citadel, when they met about two hundred of
Humayun's cavalry. Behader Shah, without hesitation,
bravely charged into the midst of them, and was fol
lowed by all his little party. He succeeded in breaking
through ; and, accompanied by Milu Khan and one other
attendant, entered the fort of S6ngar, the citadel of
* The conferences were held at
a place called iVt/t SabU (the blue
road).
f It is not perfectly clear what
character Milu Khan bore, in the
court of Behader. He is sometimes

called governor of Malwa ; but there
seems reason to believe that he was
nominally prince or Wali of Malwa,
under the overbearing protection of
Behader.
J Derwazeh, Sire Mcidan.
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Mandu. He did not venture, however, to prolong his chap. it
stay there. Having had his- horses, with much difficulty, SecT" 1L
hoisted by ropes over the wall, during the night, and
himself descending the precipice that surrounds it, he
finally, with excessive toil and danger, gained the
high road to Gujrat. An Uzbek, formerly in his ser
vice, who had deserted to the enemy, and was stationed
near the fort, recognised him in his flight * ; and in
formed the officer in command that he had certainly seen
the King ; but this information was not believed, or
acted upon ; so that Behader was not pursued ; and,
before he reached the fort of Champanir, about fifteen
hundred men had joined him.
The escalade of Mandu by Humayun's troops being Mandu
wholly unexpected on both sides, no intelligence of it {^""he tareached the Emperor at Nalcha that night, nor till near vaiaiitu.
eight o'clock next morning. When informed of what
was going forward, he flew to the Delhi gatef, by
which he entered. Here he found the combat still
maintained, in the streets ; and Sadr Khan, though
wounded, gallantly keeping his ground near the gate
of his house. In this obstinate defence he persisted,
till some of his officers, seeing the hopeless nature of
his resistance, seized the reins of his horse and led him
away to S6ngar, into which many of the troops that
had escaped from Mandu also threw themselves. For
three whole days, the victorious army was incessantly
employed in plundering the houses of this fine town,
before a stop was put to their rapacity.
The Emperor, eager to pursue his flying enemy, in- Humayun
supreme in
Malwa.
* Jouhcr says, that he escaped more probability, affirms that the
through the trenches of Hindu Beg, Uzbek made his report to his suby his connivance. But, as Hindu perior, Kasim Husein Khan, who
Beg afterwards quarrelled with Bi- who was himself an Uzbek, and who
ram Khan and his party, the oc- commanded in that quarter,
casiotal charges made against him,
t The gate by which Behader
by their adherents, are to be re- entered was the Choli-Mheisur gate,
ceived with caution. Abulfazl, with
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iv. vited the garrison of the citadel to surrender. Sadr
~5 Khan and Alim Khan * of Kalpi were the principal
officers in the place ; and, from necessity, entered into
a negotiation. After some delay, arising chiefly from
apprehension of the Emperor's resentment, a capitula
tion was concluded, and the fort surrendered, on condi
tion of quarter to the garrison. Sadr Khan was re
ceived with much courtesy, applauded for his fidelity
to his sovereign in his reverse of fortune, and for his
distinguished gallantry, and honoured with the Em
peror's friendship; while Alim Khan was treated with
great severity, being mutilated, by having his foot cut
off, as a deserter from the imperial service. The reduc
tion of Mandu put Humayun in possession of the whole
open country of Malwa, which he thus in some measure
conquered, by a single blow.
* There were two Alim Khans,
Alim Khan Lodi, the brother of
Sultan Sekander Lodi, and Alim
Khan Jigat of Kalpi, apparently the
son of Jilal Khan, the brother and
rival of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi. The
person taken in Maudu, I suppose
to have been the latter. Yet there
is considerable uncertainty. Abulfazl, in Akbernama, ff. 38, S9-, and
the Tabakate Akberi, ff. 146. 396.,
call this person Sultan Alim Khan.
The Tarikhe Bedauni, f. 140., calls
him Sultan Alim Khan Lodi. The
Mirat-e Ahmedi says expressly, that
he was the brother of Sultan Se
kander Lodi, who had been driven

from Kalpi by Humayun, and, ac
companied by twelve thousand horse,
sought an asylitm with Sultan Behader. The greatness of the jagi'r
bestowed on him proves him to
have been a man of no small note.
The expressions used in de
scribing his punishment are pai
kirdeh riha and pai buridend. Ferishta tells us, that he suffered capi
tally, vol. iv. p. 128.
We afterwards find a Sultan Alim
Khan, commanding the Gujrati left,
at the battle of Mahmudabad ; and
in possession of the jagfr of Danduka.
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CHAPTER II.
AFFAIRS OF GUJRAT AND MALWA.

SECTION IH
CONQUEST OF GUJrAt BY HUMAYUN.
HUMAYUN ADVANCES TO GUJRAT. — BEHADER FLIES TO DIU
NIGHT
ATTACK ON THE IMPERIAL CAMP HUMAYUN GIVES OVER CAMBAY
TO PILLAGE
DESCRIPTION OF CHAMPANfR. — IT IS CAPTURED BY
ESCALADE. THE GOVERNOR, EKHTIAR KHAN MASSACRE OF THE
GARRISON
AND IMMENSE BOOTY. — INDOLENCE AND REVELS OF
HUMAYUN
AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES. — DEMONSTRATION »
HDMAyUN'S FAVOUR FROM BIND. — SHAH HASAN ADVANCES TO
WARDS PATAN AND MAHMUDABAD. HE RETREATS.
BEHADER
SHAH AT DIU. — NEGOTIATES WITH THE PORTUGUESE. ANARCHY
IN GUJRAT. — BEHADER DEPUTES IMAD-UL-MULK TO COLLECT THE
REVENUES. — RAPID INCREASE OF DMAD's FORCE. — HUMAYUN
MARCHES AGAINST HIM
HIS ADVANCED GUARD SURPRISED. — HE
DEFEATS IMAD. HUMAYUN AT AHMEDABAD ARRANGEMENTS FOR
THE GOVERNMENT OF GUJRAT. — ADVICE OF HINDU BEG. —
ALARMING INTELLIGENCE FROM AGRA
AND FROM MALWA.
HUMAYUN RETURNS TO M/nDU. — TRANQUILLIZATION OF MALWA.
The destruction of the combined armies of Gujrat and chap. n.
Malwa, in the trenches of Mandsiir ; the possession of *CT"
'
Mandu; and the disappearance of every armed force u'umiyuu'
that could oppose him in Malwa, encouraged Humayun sets out for
to pursue his success, and to follow Behader Shah into Quir&this own country. Only three days after the fall of the
citadel, the Emperor, with ten thousand cavalry,
hastened by forced marches towards Gujrat, ordering
the rest of his army to follow without delay.
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book iv.
When he arrived at Champanir, he encamped at ImadA ~ 1535 ul-mulk's tank, opposite the Pipli gate. Behader, who
Arrives at had put the fort in a condition to stand a long siege,
champanir. and ^ad gent away the crown and state jewels with a
quantity of treasure to Diu, no sooner heard of his
arrival, than, giving his final instructions for its defence,
he left the town by another gate near the Leshker
Behader
Talao, and fled for Cambay. * Before setting out, howflies to Diu. eyer^ ^ ]arge town of Muhammedabad-Champanir,

a. h. 942,
m'T
July.
a. o. 1535.

situated under the hill on which the fort stands, was
set on fire by his orders or with his connivance. Hu
mayun's troops entered in time to assist in extinguish
ing the flames. The Emperor, eager to have Behader
Shah in his power, leaving Mir Hindu Beg with the
bulk of his force to invest the citadel, himself set out,
attended only by a thousand horse, in pursuit of the
flying prince.
Behader no sooner reached Cambay,
where a hundred war-grabs, which he had built for the
purpose of combating the Portuguese, were stationed,
than, setting them all on fire to prevent their falling
into the hands of his enemies, he renewed his flight,
proceeding towards Diu. The same day on which he
left Cambay, Humayun arrived ; and then, says his his
torian, for the first time, " encamped on the shore of
the salt sea," which none of his ancestors had ever
seen. He sent on a party to overtake the Sultan ; who,
however, made good his entrance into Diu. His pur
suers returned back with a rich booty, collected in the
neighbourhood of that city f ; and thus, says Abulfazl,
was the conquest of Mandu and Gujrat accomplished, in
the course of this year.
• Kambait.
f The Akbernama, f. 39. ; Tabakate Akberi, f. 146.; Tarfkhe
Bedauni, f. 140.; and Khali Khan,
make Behader fly, and Humayun
follow, to Ahmedabad ; the Tabakat
adds, that that city was entered and

plundered by the Emperor's troops.
It is more probable that Behader,
as reported in the Tab. Akb. f. 396.,
and by Ferishta, fled directly to
Cambay, where the Tabakat says,
that he only staid long enough to
get fresh horses, ff. 146. 396. v.
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While Humayun lay encamped near Cambay, with chap. il
the diminutive force that he had brought along with Stct'
'
him, Malek Ahmed Lad and Rakn Daiid, — chiefs sub- Nlgh^Jt"
ject to Behader Shah, and who possessed the greatest imperial
influence in the adjoining districts of Kolwara,—seeing campthat the Emperor was attended by so inconsiderable a
number of troops, and was not apprehensive of any at
tack, pointed out to the rude K61i and Gowar chiefs
in the neighbourhood, how favourable the moment was
for surprising and plundering his camp ; and easily in
duced them to concert measures for a night attack.
This could hardly have failed of success, but for an
unforeseen accident.
An old woman of one of the
tribes, who became acquainted with the plan, resolved
to turn this knowledge to account. Repairing to the
imperial tent, she told a servant of the household, that
she had some information of most urgent importance,
which she could communicate only to the Emperor's
private ear. As the woman was steady in her assevera
tions, and seemed to be an honest and decent person,
her apparently extravagant request was complied with ;
and, being brought before the Emperor, she gave a
clear and detailed account of the plan of an attack,
which was that night to be made upon him. Surprised,
yet doubtful, he questioned her, what motive could have
led her to make a disclosure so injurious to her tribes
men. The woman told him in reply, that her son had
been seized, and was detained as a slave, by one of his
servants ; and that all she wished, in return for the ser
vice she was now doing his Majesty, was to be able to
deliver her child from captivity ; adding, that if her
information was found false, he might inflict any punish
ment he pleased both on herself and her son. The lad
was sought for and found, and both were placed in
custody. The troops were ordered to be on the alert ;
and the Emperor withdrew to a rising ground at a
little distance, to watch the event.
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All was quiet during the night; but just before the
day
began to dawn, the Bhils and Gowars, to the
a.d. 1535.
number of five or six thousand, suddenly burst into the
It is de
feated.
camp * ; and rushed towards the imperial tents, which
they completely plundered ; putting to death all whom
they met. Having succeeded in this, their first object,
they next spread themselves on every side, bearing
down all before them. As soon as the light appeared,
the Emperor led down the troops that were with him,
against the disorderly assailants, whom they found dis
persed and plundering in every quarter of the camp.
They were soon routed, and pursued in their flight with
ITumayun much slaughter. Humayun, enraged at this attack, in
gives over
Cambay to which many of his followers fell, issued orders for
pillage.
setting fire to the neighbouring, and probably inno
cent, town of Cambay, which he gave up to be pillaged
by his followers.
From Cambay, Humayun returned back to ChamDescription
of Cham- panir, which he found still blockaded. This important
pan'ir.
fortress occupies the upper part of a hill that rises
towering out of the level plain, in the south-eastern
portion of Gujrat; and is visible over a great part of
BOOK IV.

* Akbernama, f. 39. ; Tabakate
Akberi, f. 147.
This surprise seems to have been
more complete, and the loss sustained
in it greater, than Abulfazl ac
knowledges ; for, not only was the
camp plundered, but several men of
eminence fell. Jam Firdzeh, the
chief of Tatta, who, when driven
from his dominions by the Arghuns,
had joined Behader Shah, at Bardda,
in a. h. 935, (a. d. 1 528), and whose
daughter Behader had married, (Ferishta,iv.llO.)wasin the Emperor's
camp, having been made prisoner at
the rout of Mandsur. He was put
to death, on this occasion, by the
persons in whose custody he was,
to prevent his being rescued. The

famous Sadr Khan Gujrati, who
had followed Humayun, was also
slain.—Akbernama and Tabakat, as
above. In the plunder of the Em
peror's baggage, a number of books,
which the Emperor always carried
with him as the companions of his
leisure, were destroyed or lost.
Among these, Abulfazl particularly
notices a splendid copy of the Taimurnama, or History of the great
Taimiir, written by the pen of Mulla
Sultan Ali, and illuminated by Ustad
Behzad, a famous painter, "which,"
he adds, " having been recovered,
is now in the imperial library." It
was probably the Zefer-nama of
Sherf-ed-din Ali Yezdi.
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that rich and populous country.* The fortress is sur- chap. n.
rounded on several of its sides by steep and nearly per- s*"' IIL
pendicular rocks, which, among the natives of India,
have gained it the reputation of being impregnable to
active operations. It had an upper and a lower fort,
the one rising above the other; while the extensive,
and at that time magnificent town of MuhammedabadChampanir, extended on one side along its base. Humayun, who had caused the place to be invested on his
first arrival there, on his return from Cambay planted
his battering cannon against it, and continued the siege
and blockade ; but without apparent effect. The fort
was bravely defended by Ekhtiar Khan, the son of a
Kazi of Neriad, one of the finest districts of the king
dom. The Khan, an officer of great resolution and
intelligence, and faithful to his prince, vigorously de
fended the towers and works that were attacked, and
nightly annoyed the besiegers by the fire from his wallpieces, and by throwing showers of rockets into their
batteries and camp. He had established a secret un
derstanding with the wood-cutters and some of the
villagers of the surrounding country, who, tempted by
the high prices given for their supplies, penetrated
through the ravines of the hill, which, being covered
by jungle and thorny plants, were nearly inaccessible
to persons on foot, and totally impervious to horsemen.
These peasants, however, by their acquaintance with
the by-paths of the hill, and by forcing themselves
through the thickets, continued to carry quantities of
grain and oil to the foot of the fort wall t ; when the
• See Lieut, (now Col.) Wm. torian, who afterwards, in the reign
Miles's account of this fort in the of Sultan Alira Behader, was hirnTransactions of the Literary Society self governor and collector of the
of Bombay, vol. i.
fort and district of Champamr, and
t Ferishta says (vol. ii. p. 78.) who consequently knew the place
that this was a needless precaution well, says, that the fort is by no
on the part of the governor, as the means of such strength as to enable
fort was provisioned for a siege of it to stand out against the attack of
some years. Khafi Khan, the his- an imperial army ; and he ascribes
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book iv. garrison, letting down the price from above by means
a.d. 1535-6. of ropes, drew up in exchange such provisions as were
thus supplied.
its capture
After the blockade had been thus protracted for upby escalade. war(Ig Q£ four months, Humayun, who had become
impatient of the delay, while making the circuit of the
place, in order to discover some spot where it might be
possible to attempt an escalade, in passing near the
gardens of the Kabul suburb, observed a party of these
peasants issue from the wood. Riding up, he began to
question them about their employment in such a place.
They affirmed that they were wood-cutters occupied
with their trade ; but as they could produce neither
hatchets nor any other implements of that calling,
reasonable suspicions were excited. The Emperor, ac
cording to the fashion of the country, instantly com
manded them to be seized and beaten ; assuring them
that the punishment should not cease, till they had
declared the whole truth. Seeing no remedy, they
confessed everything ; and, acting as guides, conducted
the Emperor's party back through the paths by which
they had gained the foot of the fortifications.
The rock, and wall by which it was surmounted,
were found to be sixty or seventy cubits high, and so
steep and smooth, that it was impossible to climb them.
Humayun, who saw that the garrison entertained no
apprehension of an attack in this quarter, fixed upon it
as a fit place for attempting an escalade. For this
purpose, he ordered seventy or eighty iron spikes to
a. b. 943, be made; and, one moonlight night, repairing with a
io36. cllosen ban(l of followers to the ground, he caused the
spikes to be driven in to right and left, at the distance
of a cubit above each other, in the face of the hill wall.
This being effected without observation, some of the
the merit of the long resistance
which it made, to the skill and
gallantry of Ekhtiar Khan. In the

time of Humayun, however, the
attack of fortified places was very
imperfectly understood.
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bravest of the warriors, eager to distinguish themselves chap. il
under the eye of the Emperor, mounted, to the number SecT" IlIof thirty-nine. The Emperor was next about to ascend,
when Biram Khan besought him to wait till those who
were mounting should be higher up, when the road
would be clear. The Khan himself then began to
ascend ; the Emperor followed, and was the forty-first *
on the top of the wall. About three hundred men
mounted by this iron ladder, in safety, before day
break.
While this was going forward, the troops which were
stationed in the batteries before the place, had been
ordered to open a cannonade, and to make assaults on
the other side of the fort, so as to draw off the atten
tion of the enemy. In this they succeeded ; the gar
rison, ignorant of what was passing behind, were intent
only upon repelling the open and visible attack in front ;
and, as the morning dawned, suddenly found themselves
assailed in rear by a shower of arrows. While yet
stunned by this unlooked-for occurrence, the sound of
the kettle-drum and trumpet from behind, announced
that the Emperor himself was among the assailants.
Confounded by the advantage thus unexpectedly gained
over them, and ignorant of the numbers of the enemy
who had effected an entrance, they were struck with
terror, and the escaladers succeeded in seizing a gate f,
by which they admitted the rest of the besiegers.
Ekhtiar Khan, with some of his troops, escaped to the Governor
upper fort, or Ark, where he was again invested ; but ^n.*r
the whole magazines of grain, oil, and other necessaries
being in the lower fort, which had been taken, he was
next day compelled to surrender on promise of quarter. First week
Besides being a brave soldier, Ekhtiar Khan was emi- jfUty2(£.26.
nent for his acquirements in science, especially in
geometry and astrology, and was also a poet, and a
* According to some the fortieth. and Tabakat), Mulba (Ferishta).
f Called Mouliah, (Akbcrnaina
VOL. II.
F
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book iv. man of letters ; qualities, we are told, which had
1536 favoured his rise at the court of Behader, and after
wards recommended him to the special favour of the
Maraacre of Emperor.* The whole garrison, the governor and his
the garri- famijy excepted, were barbarously put to the sword.
immense
1'°'5'

The treasure and property found in Champanir are said
to have been immense. Being, from its situation, regarded as impregnable, great quantities of jewels,
precious stuffs, and bales of rich goods of every de
scription, which had been laid up in it as a place of
security, besides arms, armour, provisions, and warlike
stores fell into the hands of the victors. Much gold and
treasure of former kings of Gujrat were also dug out of
the ground, where they had been hid. " Humayun,"
says Ferishta, " gave to his officers and soldiers as much
gold, silver, and jewels as could be heaped on their
respective shields, proportioning the value to their
rank and merit ; and the merchandises and rich cloths
of Rum, Khita and Ferang f, which had been there
collected to a vast amount, were at the same time
plundered by the captors." J
• Akbernama, MS. f. 40, B.
ff. 78, 79- J Tabakate Akberi, ff.
147. 396. I know not whether
" Am&n " always means an offer of
quarter. In its consequences, it is
often a surrender at discretion.
f Turkey, China, and Europe.
\ Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 80., copied,
adding what regards the shields,
from the Tabakate Akberi, which
Ferishta often follows, f. 146. See
also, f. 386.
A lively idea of the manner in
which valuable property was sometimes hid, in India, may be gained
from the account given by Jouher
in his Memoirs of Humayan, chap, ii.,
of the discovery of part of the
treasures of Champanir. A few days
after the fall of the fort, one of Behader Shah's officers, named Alem

Khan, came and made his submission to Humayun. As he was
supposed to be in the Sultan's confidence, several of the Emperor's
advisers recommended that he should
be seized and put to the torture, to
make him discover where the treasures were concealed ; but this the
Emperor would not suffer, as Alem
Khan had come in of his own accord; but he allowed him to be invlted to a banquet, and there plied
with wine, and interrogated on the
subject. A banquet, accordingly, was
prepared ; and when the good cheer
had produced its natural effects upon
the Khan, he was asked about the
treasure. Alem Khan, gratified by
his reception, replied, that his Majesty had only to make the water of
a certain large reservoir be drawn
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After this event, Humayun, instead of prosecuting chap. ii.
the decisive advantages he had gained, and which Sect"
placed the whole kingdom of Gujrat at his mercy, spent indolence
his time near Champanir, on the banks of the Douriah of HuT*'
tank, in celebrating his successes by sumptuous enter- md>'untainments, and enjoying the immense wealth that had
fallen into his hands. The long succession of these
festivities withdrew his attention, for a time, from the
cares of state, and the discipline of his troops, which
was gradually relaxed. Neglecting their military duties,
they gave themselves up to those excesses in which rich
and idle soldiers are wont to indulge. His affairs fell
into confusion ; the government of the provinces was
neglected ; and, even his own camp became a scene of
uproar and insubordination.
A striking instance of this spirit soon appeared. A Injurious
party composed principally of the secretaries, librarians, ^esults•
armour-bearers, clerks, and others, in the service of the
Emperor and his chief nobles, imitating the example
of their lords, were enjoying themselves in a grand
banquet at the gardens of Halal, in the vicinity of the
city. "When heated with wine the story recorded of
Taimur in the Zefer-nama, but borrowed from a much
more ancient fable, was read to them. The great con
queror, near the beginning of his career, and in his
days of difficulty, is said to have taken, from each of
his forty companions, two arrows ; which, tying in a
bundle, he offered to them to be broken. Each, in sueoff, when treasure would be found
enough to satisfy the whole army.
This being reported to the Emperor,
be caused a number of buckets and
other vessels to be collected, to empty
the tank. While the people were
thus employed, the Khan remarked,
that there was a much more expeditious mode of doing it He
made them dig under the tank,
where an outlet or drain was found,
F

which, being opened, the water
quickly ran off. An immense quantity of treasure was discovered, and
immediately divided among the army,
The Khan afterwards pointed out a
well, that was found to be filled
with gold and silver, which had
been melted into bars. No part of
this last treasure was given to the
troops,
2
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book iv. cession, tried in vain. He then presented their own
A~ 1536 two to each, who broke them with ease. Whereupon,
with a voice of authority, he drew the moral, and told
them, that, if they remained united and assisted each
other faithfully, making common cause, no enterprise
was too arduous for them to achieve.
The revellers, as they listened, applied the incident
to their own situation. They counted their party,
which was found to consist, not of forty, but of four
hundred. Flushed with the recent successes and with
wine, they magnanimously resolved to imitate the great
Taimur,—to set up for themselves, and to attempt no
less than the conquest of the Dekhan, at that moment
the grand resort of adventurers. Hurried away by this
heroic resolution, they instantly set out for the south.
Nothing could be more wild than such an attempt,
made by men in their circumstances, in a body, and by
one effort ; though many of them were probably per
sons who, individually, might have successfully aspired
to high eminence. They lived in an age and country
of revolutions ; they seem to have been men of some
education ; and every day proved the wonderful su
periority of the hardy and enterprising men of the
north over the natives of India. Even in the Dekhan,
the principal offices were filled by their countrymen,
of a rank originally not much superior to their own.
But such an enterprize as was in this instance at
tempted, was an act of madness, and should have been
punished only as a drunken frolic.
Next morning, when the heroes who composed this
chivalrous band were wanted in their various offices,
not one of them was to be found. The cause and di
rection of their flight, however, became speedily known;
a thousand men were sent in pursuit ; they were over
taken, and brought back in bonds to the imperial
presence.
The day of the week happened to be a Tuesday,
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when the Emperor, according to the fantastic astro- chaf. ii.
logical fancies, on which at this period of his age he SelT' 111
acted, clothed in red robes, the colour suited to Mars,
the guardian planet of the day, was sitting in state on
the throne of wrath and vengeance. He, too, though
the judge, was probably still labouring under the ef
fects of his previous excesses. The deserters were
brought it, in small parties *, and sentence pronounced
on them with a capricious cruelty, embittered by the
levity with which it was accompanied.
Some were
trampled to death by elephants, some were beheaded,
some had their ears and noses cut off, some their fingers
pared away. In the evening, the Imam, or leader of
the religious service in the mosque, who was a man of
no great understanding, read, according to custom, a
portion of the Koran, after the first genuflexion. The
chapter that he chose was that which alludes to the
destruction, by the divine wrath, of the masters of the
elephant, who impiously attempted to destroy the temple
of Mekka. It displeased the Emperor, as if chosen
with some allusion to his own recent employment f ;
* The details of this judgment, Others, who had touched the limits
as given by Abulfazl (Akbernama, of revolt with the tips of their
f. 40.) are very disgusting; and ex- fingers, were unable any longer to
hihit the wretched punning pro- discover the figure of their fingers,
pensity of our James I., but on an on their fists," &c.
occasion when it is not ridiculous,
-f- This Chapter, CV., entituled
but revolting. The sentences pro- " The Elephant," is a very short
nounced depend on idiomatic Persian one, and does not seem to contain
phrases, hardly translateable. " Some much matter of offence. Humayun
of the culprits," says he, " having probably referred to himself the
ttretched their head beyond the line expression of " Master of the
of duty, had their bodies relieved Elephant," and believed that allusion
altogether of the burden of the head ; was made to such as had recently
some, who, not knowing hand from been trodden to death.
foot, (i. e. foolishly) had struck their
"In the name of the most
hand in rebellion, were deprived of merciful God !
both hand and foot ; a band, who,
" Hast thou not seen how the
from self-conceit (khud-&<ni), had Lord dealt with the Masters of the
not lent their ears to the imperial Elephant? Did he not make their
commands, could find neither ears treacherous design an occasion of
nor nose (Mat) in their usual place. drawing them into error : and send
13
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book iv. and, when the service was over, he ordered the Imatn
4o ]536 to be trodden to death by an elephant, for charging
him, by insinuation, with tyranny.
Moulana Muhammed Bergholi, a learned and saintly personage,
high in the Emperor's favour, interceded for the Imam,
and pleaded that, being an ignorant man, he did not
understand the Koran, and meant no ill. But this in
terference only further enraged the Emperor, who
vented the passion, with which he was still inflamed,
in reproaches directed against the intercessor himself ;
and the sentence was carried into effect. When, how
ever, Humayun's rage had somewhat evaporated, and
when he had leisure for cool reflection, he was seized
with the deepest sorrow and remorse, and spent the
ensuing night in tears and lamentations.*
Demonstra^ was, Probably, about this time that a demonstra
tion in hu- tion, for the purpose of favouring Humayun's invasion
favourfrom of Behader's territories, was made on the side of Sind.
sind.
-phe Emperor, when he marched to attack Gujrat, wish

shah HaMO ad
vances to
wards
Patan.

ing to create a diversion in his favour by a formidable
inroad into that kingdom from the north and west,
wrote to Shah Hasan, the ruler of Sind, inviting him to
lead his army towards Patan, there to await farther
orders. With this requisition Shah Hasan complied,
and marched, with a considerable force, from Nasirpur
on the Indus, by way of Idphal, towards Patan in Guj
rat. Khizer Khan, who was governor of Patan-Nehrwala, for Behader, on hearing of his approach, being
resolved to make a vigorous defence, directed all the
neighbouring cattle to be driven within the inclosure of
the town. As soon as Sultan Mahmud Khan Bhekeri,
who commanded the advance of the Sind army, and.
plundered the country and the villages as he marched
along, had arrived, with five hundred cavalry, within
about seven kos of the town, he encamped. At the
against them flocks of birds, which
cast down upon thcm stones of baked
clay ; and rendered them like the

leaves of corn, eaten by cattle ? "
* Akbernama, f. 40.
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same time, he sent a message to the governor, inviting chap, il
him to surrender to Shah Hasan, who was on his route
'
to attack him, with a large army ; and offered to allow
him and his family to leave the town unmolested, and
to retire in- safety, wherever they might wish to go.
Khizr Khan returned for answer, that Behader Shah
was safe in Girnal ; and that he, as a faithful subject,
would defend to the last extremity the city entrusted
to his care. The envoys, who were of the Jhareja
tribe, desirous that their mission should not be alto
gether fruitless, then waited on the governor's mother,
to whom they held out the policy of sending some pro
pitiatory offering to the invaders ; and prevailed upon
her to present the sum of a lak of Firuzshahis to Shah
Hasan, and thirty thousand to Sultan Mahmiid, to in
duce and enable them to leave the Patan territory, and
to march on.
Next morning, Shah Hasan arrived with the main
body of his army, near Patan. Sultan Mahmiid, a man
of impetuous courage, was eager to be allowed to push
forward into Gujrat ; but Shah Hasan halted, and sent
on messengers to the Emperor to announce his arrival,
and to ask farther orders. Meanwhile, Khizr Khan's
people arrived with the presents, which seem to have
secured the city of Patan from molestation. Sultan
Mahmud, however, extended his plundering excursions Hi' troops
to the close vicinity of Mahmudabad, in Gujrat ; and toMa" °n
his followers were enriched by the plunder of that m6ddbidwealthy and flourishing country.
Here, the diversion from Sind terminated ; Shah
Farakh, one of Sultan Hasan's principal generals, hav
ing represented to him, that, should Humayun order
the Sind army to join his own, the Arghuns and Terkhans of Sind, who were at present satisfied with their
condition, — if they once witnessed the luxury in which
the Chaghatais lived, and the wealth gained by the im
perial army, in consequence of the division of the royal
T 4
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book iv. treasure, — would certainly become discontented ; and
~ l536 that many of them would exchange his service for that
of the Emperor. Shah Hasan acquiesced in the justice
of this representation. He, therefore, dispatched mes
sengers to report to Humayun, that he had received in
formation that the Kilmiti and Jitwi tribes, invited by
the Zemindars of Sind, had entered that country,
during his absence, and threatened to throw every thing
into confusion ; so that his immediate return was inHe retreats, dispensable. Without waiting for an answer, he led
back his army, by way of Radhanpur; inflicting severe
chastisement on the Jhareja and Sodha tribes, as he
went along.*
BehAier
When Sultan Behader fled from Champanir, he took
Di^.b at
refuge in the island of Diu, on which stood a rich and
populous seaport town, as well as a royal palace. It
was the great emporium of the coasting trade of that
part of India ; since it possessed a safe harbour, which
saved the necessity of encountering the banks and shal
lows of the Gulph of Cambay ; and Surat had not yet
absorbed the commerce of Gujrat. The Portuguese,
who, since the discovery of the route to the East by
the Cape of Good Hope, aimed at a monopoly of the
Indian trade, and had become the tyrants of the west
coast, from Ceylon to the Red Sea, were eager to esta
blish themselves at Diu ; not only in order to have the
command of the Gulph of Cambay, — and of the coast
of Gujrat Proper, and of the K6kan on the one side,
and of the peninsula of Gujrat and the coast of Kach
and Sind on the other, — but to be enabled to intercept
the trade of the Persian and Arabian Gulphs with
Negotiates India. Behader had been, for some time, at war with
rortiwuese. the Portuguese ; but, latterly, had entered into an ac
commodation with them. In his distress, he was now
* Tarikhe Sind, ff. 149—151.
This incursion evidently occurred
while the Emperor's army lay at

Champanir, a. h. 942-3 (a. v.
1536).
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urged by those about him to apply to them for succour, chap. n.
To this he consented, as a measure of temporary relief ; Sect" iu'
though, at the same time, he privately dispatched an
embassy to Soliman the Magnificent, the Sultan of Con
stantinople, with rich presents for the Sultan, valued
at six hundred thousand pieces of gold *, besides large
sums of money to pay the auxiliary force that might
be sent. Nuiio d'Acuna, the Portuguese viceroy, thus
called upon, agreed to furnish assistance ; but only on
condition that he should be allowed to erect a fortifica
tion at Diu, for the protection of his fleet, and put in
possession of the sea-tower which commanded the en
trance of the harbour. These demands he represented
as made solely for the necessary security of bis troops
and shipping ; and undertook that his countrymen
should levy no duties or customs on ships, whether
entering or sailing from the port ; and should exercise
no act of sovereignty. The King, in his distress, ac
ceded to these terms ; and no sooner was his consent
given, than the Portuguese, who had long sought in
vain to settle at Diu, set to work, and in forty days
erected a fortress, which was impregnable, at least to
their enemies, and made them in reality masters of the
island, and of the trade of the whole coast. The Por
tuguese affirm, that, in return for this concession, they
afforded Behader Shah the aid of five hundred Euro
peans, of whom fifty were men of note. f
After the fall of Champanlr, the whole country of Anarchy in
Gujrat, as far north as the river Myhi or Mehindri, had Gujrdt
come into the Emperor's hands, and was occupied by
his orders; but so much does he seem to have been
engaged in discovering and enjoying the rich treasures
of Champanir, that nobody was appointed to conduct
the government, or to collect the revenues of the pro
vinces beyond that river J, though, in the universal
* Lafitau, vol. i. p. 213.
t Brigg8'sFerishta,vol.iv.p. 134.

$ Tab. Akberi, f. 386.
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BOOK IV. panic that prevailed, they had been altogether aban
a.d. 1536. doned by the officers of Behader, civil and military.
The landholders and raiats in that quarter, left in this
singular predicament, wrote to Sultan Behader, to whom
they were still attached, to represent, that the revenues
of the country were now due ; but that there were no
collectors to receive them ; and that, if his Majesty
would appoint a proper person, they should be paid to
him as usual.
We are told that Behader Shah, sitting in council,
Beblder
deputes
Imad-ul- mentioned the tenor of these letters ; and asked, who
mulk to
would repair to Ahmedabad, and undertake the ma
collect the
revenues. nagement of this business. All were silent, till Imadul-mulk, a distinguished nobleman, who had been a
slave of the King's *, boldly offered himself for the en
terprise; but required, as an indispensable condition,
that, in consideration of the perturbed state of the
country, and of the peculiar exigency of affairs, he
should have the sole and absolute power to demand or
remit the revenue, to make grants of land, or pay away
money, as he judged expedient; without being liable
to be called to account at any future time. This being
assented to, he set out on his mission, with only two
hundred horse ; and marched for Ahmedabad. As he
went along, he appointed officers to collect the revenues
of the province ; wrote and delivered grants of land or
of pensions to different persons, in whom he could con
fide, and who had weight in the country; and was
Rapid In joined by them and their followers in such numbers,
crease of
(especially by the zemindars of Sorath or Kattiawar,)
his force.
that his force growing as he advanced, by the time he
reached Ahmedabad, which he occupied, he found him
self at the head of not less than ten thousand horse.
He now expended, with open-handed liberality, the
revenues which he collected ; and, the cause being
* Ferishta (iv. p. 80.) calls him
a Circassian ; the Tabakat, a slave,

f. 148.
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popular, his army speedily increased to thirty thousand chap. it
men.*
Mujahid Khan, the chief of Jiinagar, joined s,c"1- "L
him with ten thousand followers ; and the army re
ceived a valuable reinforcement by the arrival of Behader's European soldiers. f
When the news of these transactions reached Hu- numayun
mayun, they roused him from the trance of pleasure in ag^nst*
which he had too long indulged. Leaving Terdi Beg Imddin charge of Champanir, and having made a second
division among his troops of the plunder that had been
collected, he marched straight for Ahmedabad, and
crossed the Mehindri ; Askeri Mirza, with Yadgar Nasir
Mirza, and Hindu Beg, being ordered to keep one
march in advance of the army. Imad-ul-mulk, em
boldened by the success that had hitherto attended his
exertions, set out from Ahmedabad with his army, now
amounting to fifty thousand men ; and prepared to
meet him. By a forced march, he suddenly, about Im4d surmid-day, when the heat was most oppressive, and no adv^ced
attack was apprehended, came by surprise upon Askeri guardMirza, who was lying, with the advance of the imperial
army, between the town of Neriad and Mahmudabad,—
now a heap of ruins, at that time a flourishing city.
Yadgar Nasir Mirza had taken his ground about a mile
to the right ; and Hindu Beg his, as much to the left.
The Gujrati army came upon Askeri with such expe
dition, that he had not time to form his troops, which
were scattered in all directions ; but he retired, with
such as were at hand, into a thicket of thorny milkbush, that was hard by ; and there took up a position.
The Gujratis, without following the Mirza or attempt
ing to improve their victory, dispersed to plunder the
• TheTabakat, ff. 147. 397. says
fifty thousand. He is said to have
given all who joined him with two
horse, one lak Gujrati, 2,500
rupees, according to price. Ma-

homedan Hist. vol. iii. p. 739t Akbernama, f. 40. ; Tabakate
Akberi, as above, Ferishta, ii. 80. ;
iv. 128. ; Khafi Khan,
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book iv. camp. They gained, indeed, a rich booty ; but fell into
The two wings
A.u. ~
1536. inextricable disorder.
,
i •
• of lthe i imperial
i
army soon came m sight, marchmg m battle order.
At their approach, the enemy at once abandoned the
camp; and Askeri Mirza, at the same time, issuing
again from the jungle, reared his standard, beat his
kettle-drums, and pressed upon them in their retreat.
is routed The Gujratis were broken and defeated ; and were purbythemain gue(^ ag far ag Ahmedabad, leaving more than two
thousand dead on the field. When the Emperor reached
the scene of action, he is said to have inquired of Khodawend Khan*, who had been in the service of Behader, and was well acquainted with the composition
of his armies, if he should have another battle to fight,
or if the business was over. The Khan answered, that,
. if Imad-ul-mulk was himself in the battle, the business
was over ; but, if not, that his Majesty might expect
another bloody bout. Humayun sought eagerly to
discover how the fact stood ; and, from two men, who
were lying wounded, he ascertained, with pleasure, that
that nobleman had himself commanded in the fight.f
humoyun
Next day, the imperial army marched forward ;
dbidhmed" Askeri Mirza commanding the advance, as before.
When the army reached Kankaria J tank, close by
Ahmedabad, where it encamped, the Mirza, to whom
the Emperor had given the government of that city and
the surrounding districts, preferred a request, that the
trocps should not be allowed indiscriminately to enter
the town, as it would be the certain ruin of the place.
* Khodawend Khan was the title
of Rumi Khan, now in Humayun's
service.
t Tabakate Akberi, f. 148.; Akbernama, f. 40. The only intelligible
account of the action is that of
Nizam-ed-din, the author of the
Tabakate Akberi, or Tarfkhe Nizami, who had it from his father,

Muhammed Mokim Hirvi (of Herat),
who was then Mirza Askeri's vazi'r.
Abulfazl estimates the loss of the
Gujratis at three or four thousand
men. He mentions Alim Khan
Lodi, as commanding the Gujrati
left. The accounts of Ferishta and
Khali Khan are evidently incorrect.
X Or, Kukaria.—Hamilton.
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Orders were in consequence issued, to station guards at char it
every gate of the city, and that none but Askeri Mirza SlCT" mand his people should be permitted to enter. The more
effectually to preserve the inhabitants from injury, the
Emperor led his army across the Sabramati, so as to
interpose that river between his camp and the city;
and took post at the beautiful village of Sirkich, still
an object of interest, from the splendid tombs of the
kings of Gujrat, which it contains. From his head
quarters there, accompanied by his principal officers, he
visited the magnificent palaces, mosques, and colleges
of his new capital, which was then certainly one of the
richest and noblest in the world.
The conquest of Gujrat being now nearly complete,
the Emperor turned his thoughts to the settlement of
the country and the preservation of what he had gained.
Askeri Mirza retained Ahmedabad, and was raised to
the dignity of viceroy.
The veteran Hindu Beg, with
a large force, was to act as minister and commanderin-chief, and to send or carry assistance wherever the
exigencies of the service required. Terdi Beg retained
Champanir; Yadgar Nasir Mirza had the district of
Patan-Nehrwala ; Kasim Husein Sultan, Uzbek, had
Baruch and Nousari, with the port of Surat ; Dost Beg
Ishekagha * had Cambay and Bar6da; and Mir Bochak
Behader, Mahmudabad.f
It appears to have been at this crisis that the Em
peror was urged by some of his counsellors, especially
by Hindu Beg, to make some permanent settlement
of the affairs of Gujrat, so as to enable him to march
back, with the great body of his army, to the provinces
of the Ganges, which, while he was overrunning Malwa
and Gujrat, were already suffering deeply from the
miseries of invasion and revolt. Their advice was, to
* Chamberlain.
t The Tabakat makes a different
allotment of some of these places,

giving Baruch to Hindu Beg, and
Baroda to Kasim Husein Sultan,

hum™t™
™

Advice of
Hindu Beg.
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book iv. set apart a sum equal to one or two years' pay of his
A D 1636 troops, to reserve the rest for future exigencies, and to
restore Sultan Behader, nominally, to the throne of
Gujrat. This, they affirmed, would not only add to
his reputation for generosity, but would enable him to
govern that country in the easiest and most peaceful
way, and at the same time to provide for the safety of
his other dominions. The Emperor, however, could
not bear the idea of appearing to give up kingdoms,
on the conquest of which he valued himself so much.
The future history of his reign proves that the advice
was a sound one. It was impossible, with the force
that he possessed, to maintain kingdoms so extensive
and so scattered as he now occupied, especially as the
natives of Gujrat showed a decided partiality for the
old dynasty of their kings. Situated as he then was,
Behader would probably have consented to become his
vassal, and to have left in his hands the principal forts
of the kingdom.
Alarming
Humayun, after having divided the country among
fro^'l^ra? ms Amirs, pushed on towards Diu in pursuit of Be
hader Shah, who had taken refuge there. Scarcely,
however, had he reached Dandiika, about thirty kos
from Ahmedabdd, when he was overtaken by expresses
from Agra, bringing him the most alarming intelligence.
His long absence from his capital, and the great dis
tance to which he had marched with the main body
of his army, so as to be almost lost sight of, had
encouraged the disaffected to rise in several quarters.
The Afghans in Behar and in the East were again
active. Muhammed Sultan Mirza, assisted by his sons,
Ulugh and Shah Mirzas, had made himself master of
the country from Kanauj to Juanpiir, and caused the
Khiitba to be read in his own name. Symptoms of
commotion and revolt had begun to show themselves
even in the provinces on the Jamna, and close around
Maiw™m Agra. Dispatches of similar import followed in rapid
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succession from different parts of Malwa, conveying chap. n.
information that Sekander Khan and Milu Khan, here- 8lCT' '"'
ditary chieftains in that kingdom, recovering themselves
from their discomfiture, had made an irruption into the
territory of Hindia, on the Nerbada, which they had
plundered, and compelled Mehter Zambur, his governor,
to quit his capital for Ujein ; that the imperial troops,
who had been stationed in various parts of Malwa,
unable to keep the field, had thrown themselves into
Ujein, where they were besieged ; and finally, that
Derwish Ali, the governor, having been killed by a
musket shot, the garrison, in despair of not being able
to hold out till they were relieved, had capitulated.
On receiving this unwelcome news, the Emperor
,
.
°
. .
TT,
'
*
determmed to retrace his steps. His plan now was, to
make Mandu, as being a centrical position, his per
manent head-quarters, till he had cleared Malwa of
invaders, reduced to order the kingdom of Gujrat, which
he considered as substantially subdued, and suppressed
the commotions and revolt in the vicinity of Agra.
Setting out, on his return, therefore, he left Mirza
Askeri, his brother, in the government of Gujrat, assisted
by Hindu Beg and other experienced officers; and
marched, by Cambay, Bar6da, and Bardch, to the town
of Surat. Thence, he proceeded to Malwa, taking a
circuitous route by way of Biiranpur, where he staid
eight days. The kings of Ahmednagar and Berar, on
hearing of his march, sent him letters congratulating
him on his successes.
He proceeded on his route,
passing close under the strong fort of Asir, and at length
reached Mandu.
The report of his approach had
induced the invaders to hasten back to their former
retreat ; so that the country was soon restored to a
• " It was during this
that Khondemi, the author
Kabil-us.Seir, died in his
The remains of this eminent

march
of the
camp.
person

were conveyed to Delhi, and interred
in the same vault with Amir Khosrou
and Sheikh Nizam-ed-dim Oulia."
Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 81.

HumSyun
returns to
Mandu.

TranqnuiiMaiwa.
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book it. state of tranquillity. He was fond of the climate of
1536 Malwa, and lingered there with pleasure. He estab
lished several of his most confidential servants in the
province, by bestowing on them estates and jagirs;
and his affairs once more seemed to assume a promising
aspect.
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CHAPTER II.
AFFAIR8 OF GUJRAT AND MALWA.

SECTION IV.
LOSS OF GUJRAT AND MALWA.
REACTION IN GUJRAT, IN FAVOUR OF BEHADER. — SURAT OCCUPIED IN
m8 NAME AND BARUCH AND CAMBAY AND PATAN. INDE
CISION OF THE IMPERIAL GENERALS GHAZANFER DESERTS. BE
HADER ADVANCES TOWARDS AHMEDABAD. DANGER OF THE IMPERIAL
ARMY. DISAFFECTION OF M/rZA ASKERI — AND THE CHIEFS.
PRECIPITATE RETREAT FROM AHMEDABAD. — PURSUIT BY BEHADER.
— THE MIRZA AND HIS ARMY AT CHAMPANfu. TERDI BEG REFUSES
TO ADMIT THEM. THEY MARCI1 TOWARDS AGRA
BEHADER TAKES
CHAMPANfR — AND RECOVERS ALL GUJRAT. — HUMAyUN INTERCEPTS
ASKERI, IN RAJPUTiNA. — THEY RETURN TO AGRA. STATE OF THE
GANGETIC PROVINCES. — SUCCESSFUL CAMPAIGN OF HTNDAL M/hzA.
— LOSS OF. MALWA. — BEHADER SHAH AND THE PORTUGUESE. —
DEATH OF BEHADER. FATE OF DIU. — AXLEGED REAPPEARANCE
OF BEHADER. HIS ADHERENTS RETIRE TO AHMEDABAD. — HIS IM
MEDIATE SUCCESSORS.
But this was only a transient gleam of prosperity, g"^"'
Gujrat had been overrun, indeed, but it was far from J
being settled. The conquerors were still considered in c^"t°"nln
the light of strangers and marauders.
Hardly had favour of
Humayun turned his back on the province, when revolt
*
began to show itself. Behader Shah had succeeded in
concluding a treaty with the Portuguese, by which they
agreed to furnish him an auxiliary force. He was also
busy in raising a body of five or six thousand Habshi or
VOL. II.
G
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Abyssinian slaves.* His partizans, within the country,
were not idle. Rum Khan Sefer, the engineer who had
conducted the building of Surat castle f, seems to have
shut himself up in it ; and another officer established a
fortified position near Nousari, at the mouth of the
Tapti J ; and they maintained themselves against the
invaders, by the aid of the Gujrati fleet. These officers,
being joined by Khan Jehan Shirazi, now ventured to
act in concert, on the offensive ; drove Abdalla Khan,
a relation of Kasim Husein Sultan Uzbek, the governor
of the district, from the Nousari territory, after he had
held it little more than three months ; and seized the
city of Surat. Abdalla Khan retreated to Baruch, the
seat of Kasim Husein's government; while, following
up their success, Khan Jehan marched his troops by
land towards Baruch, at the same time that Rumi Khan,
with the ships § , in which were embarked the heavy
baggage and artillery, sailed round the coast and
ascended the Nerbada to that town. Kasim Husein,
not prepared for such an attack, abandoned the place,
and retired towards Champanir, whence he proceeded
to Ahmedabdd, to solicit assistance from Askeri Mirza,
the viceroy, and Hindh Beg, the commander-in-chief.
But these were not the only enemies whom the
partizans of Humayun had to encounter. Syed Ishak,
who received from Behader Shah the title of Shitab
* The Habshis are properly
Abyssinians ; but negroes of all descriptions are often, in common
speech, so called.
t General Briggs, Ferishta, (as
well as Major Price, Retrospect of
Mahoniedan History, vol. iii. p. 726.
note) supposes that Surat castle
was built by Rumi Khan Khodawend Khan, who was Behader's
engineer at the siege of Cheitiir,
and who afterwards conducted the
siege of Chunar for Humayun. But
Rumi Khan was a common name
for chief engineers, who were fre-

quently Rumis or Osmanli Turks.
The builder of Surat castle, buried
near the Mirza Shami mosque at
Surat, is not Khodawend Khan,
(who died at Chunar, after the fall
of that place, a deserter from the
Gujrat service,) but Rumi Khali
Sefer (Akbernama, f. 41.) who was
with Behader Shah at the time of
his death, and who, as here mentioned in the text, retook Surat and
Baruch.
J Or, Tapi.
§ Grabs,
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Khan, had recovered Cambay ; and all Gujrat was soon chap. n.
in arms and hostile. Askeri Mirza, seeing the danger Szct' iv'
approach so near, summoned Yadgar Nasir Mirza, who
held Patan-Nehrwala, to attend him at Ahmeddbdd.
The Mirza obeyed the call ; but, in the meanwhile, the
troops * which Behader had left behind in the north and
east, at Raisen, Rantambor, Ajmir, and Cheitur, — at
the time of his discomfiture and precipitate flight from
Malwa, — and the followers of some native chiefs, who
still adhered to his interest, having formed a junction,
advanced in great force, by a circuitous route on the
north, through the Rajput country, to meet Behader at
Diu ; and, hearing that the town of Patan was left
without a garrison, took possession of it. They now
sent to inform Behader Shah of their approach, their
numbers, and success ; and offered to attack Yadgar
Nasir Mirza. The Sultan, however, ordered them to
engage in no offensive operations till he joined them,
which he did soon after.
There appears, at this time, a great want of decision
among those who conducted the Emperor's affairs in
Gujrat ; but as many of the generals were veterans of
undoubted talent, and as the same want of success
appears in other quarters, the blame probably lay on
Humayun, and on the ministers who concerted the
general plan of operations, by which the force of the
Empire was frittered down, and dispersed over situa
tions very remote from each other. Want of success
was speedily followed by its inseparable attendant,
want of union.
The discontent at head-quarters, at
Ahmedabad, came to a great height ; it even reached
the length of a partial defection. The immediate cause
was trifling. Mirza Askeri, sitting late one night at a
party of pleasure, and being heated with wine, happened
boastfully to exclaim, " I am a king, and the shadow of
* The . Mirate Ahmedi makes thousand.
their numbers amount to forty
o 2

Bird's transl. p. 249-

and c»"»-

and Patan.

indecision
^riJg^'enti-
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book iv. God." Ghazanfer*, a nobleman of rank, and his own
a. n. 1536. foster-brother, whispered to one who sat by him, " That
may well be, for he is not himself." f The 'person to
whom the words were addressed, smiled ; which the
Mirza observing, insisted on knowing the cause ; and,
when told, was extremely incensed, and placed Ghazanfer
Desertion in confinement. In a few days that officer made his
of Ghazan escape, or was released, and deserted, with three
fer.
hundred horse, to Sultan Behader, whom he strongly
incited to march upon Ahmedabad, assuring him that
he was well acquainted with the counsels of the enemy,
who were all most anxious to retreat, and were only
looking for a pretext. " If you have any doubts," said
he, " put me in confinement ; march against the
Moghuls ; and, if they meet you in the field, then
punish me as you please." Many invitations coming
to Behader, at the same time, from his numerous ad
herents in the districts, all urging him to march to
Behader
their relief, he was finally induced to move upon
advances
Ahmedabad.
Everywhere he was received by the
towards
Ahmeda
people with tumultuous acclamations of joy ; his army
bad.
swelled as he moved along ; and he soon encamped at
the town of Sirkech, nearly opposite to the capital.
The situation of the imperial army, at this time, was
Danger of
the impe
rial army. one of considerable danger. It was in the midst of a
hostile, and probably incensed country. Humayun's
troops had been forced to abandon all the principal
towns, except Champamr.
They had now, however,
been concentrated ; and Mvrza Askeri, — the viceroy,
with Hindu Beg, Yadgar Ndsir Mirza, and Kasim
Husein Sultan Uzbek, his principal officers, — encamped
at Sirganj, near Asawel, a suburb of Ahmedabad, on
the left bank of the Sabramati, with nearly twenty
Disaffection thousand horse, facing Behader Shah. It is alleged,
of Mirza
Askeri and that, at this momentous crisis, Hindu Beg strongly
the chiefs.
• He was the brother of K&sim
t Or, " but he is not an autoKhan,
crar," (self-governed).
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advised Askeri Mirza, as the only way of preserving chap. n.
Gujrat, to assume the ensigns of royalty, and to declare Sect" iv"
himself independent; arguing, that not only would
this declaration encourage the inhabitants to join hiin,
by the hope of more effectual protection, but that his
own soldiers, having their king among them, would be
elevated to much higher exertion and daring, and would
more cheerfully devote themselves to his service.
Askeri Mirza hesitated ; but finally rejected the advice,
at least in the form in which it was offered.
It does, however, appear that, at a council in which
were met Askeri, Yadgar, Hindu Beg, and all the
principal Amirs then in Gujrat, Terdi Beg excepted, it
was the general opinion that, as Humayun persisted in
remaining at Mandu, and sent them no assistance, it
was vain, as matters stood, to think of resisting Buhader
Shah in the field ; and, acting under the influence of
the discontent and disaffection * produced by existing
circumstances, they resolved to march to Champanir;
to seize upon the treasure ; to proceed to Agra ; and
there declare Askeri Mirza Emperor, and Hindu Beg
visir; assigning, at the same time, suitable appoint
ments to all the other Mirzas and officers who joined
them. A retreat was accordingly resolved upon, only
three days after they had encamped at Sirganj, over
against Behader.
It happened, on the last of these days, that a shot Precipitate
from one of the Mirza's guns struck the audience-tent from^hof the Sultan, and threw it down. Enraged at the medabad.
occurrence he sent for Ghazanfer, that he might deal
with him in terms of his own agreement. Ghazanfer
entreated that the sentence might be deferred till the
armies were fairly drawn out ; adding, that he still
maintained his former opinion, and had sure information
that the Mirza was to retreat in the course of the night.
* Tabakate Akberi, f. 397.
g 3
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BOOK IV. And, accordingly, the Mirza and his Amirs did retreat,
a. d. 1536. without fighting, and with such precipitation and con
fusion that they left behind them, not only their stores
and heavy baggage, but even their private baggage and
wearing apparel ; and made a forced march of ten kos,
on the road to Champanir. A retreat, under such cir
cumstances, while it emboldened the enemy, disheartened
their own adherents, and threatened irretrievable ruin
to their affairs.
Pursuit by
This sudden change roused the activity of Behader
Behader.
Shah, who had entered upon the campaign with many
uneasy forebodings.
He now pursued the retreating
foe. His advanced body, commanded by Syed Mobarek
Bokhari, came up with the imperial rear, under Yadgar
Nasir Mirza. Yadgar halted his troops, wheeled round,
and met the pursuers bravely. A severe action ensued.
The Mirza's troops displayed great gallantry ; many of
the advance were slain, and others fell wounded into
the Mirza's hands. The enemy did not follow beyond
Mahmiidabad; and Yadgar, unmolested, rejoined the
main body of his own army. Askeri Mirza continued
his retreat in a state of discouragement and alarm, and
with such confusion that many of his soldiery were
drowned in crossing the Mehindri, which lay in his route.
Behader Shah advanced as far as that river, and halted.*
The Mirza
When the Mirza reached Champanir in his disastrous
■rmyat
retreat, Terdi Beg, the governor, who had heard of the
champanir. p]ans of defection that had been debated in his council,
and had communicated them to the Emperor, received
Terdi Beg him with caution ; and, while he gave the troops all
refuses to the assistance in his power, did not suffer them to enter
admit
them.
the fort. The day after their arrival, the Mirzas sent
to inform the Beg, that they and the army under their
command were in a state of the most complete destitu* For the preceding events, con
sult the Akbernama, f. 41.; Tabakat-e Akberi, f. 148.397.; Ferishta,

vol. ii. p. 8 1 . ; Birds Mirate Ah
medi, pp. 248—250.; Jouher, c. 2.
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tion ; and, therefore, called upon him to supply them chap. a
with some part of the public treasure preserved in the Sbct" IYfort, that the troops might be put in a condition to take
the field. When the governor declined to touch the
treasure, without his Majesty's express commands, they
insisted that, as an express sent to the Emperor at
Mandu would reach him in six days, and as there could
be no doubt of his Majesty's sanctioning an appropri
ation of such indispensable necessity for his affairs, he
should in the meanwhile make the advance on his own
authority. But Terdi Beg, who had no desire to put
the Mirza's army into a condition that would have
enabled it more effectually to injure the Emperor, re
fused to consent. In this extremity, Askeri's chief
Amirs determined to seize Terdi Beg, to take possession
of the fort and the whole treasure, and at once openly
to raise the Mirza to the throne. Should their at
tempt upon Champanir fail, they agreed to push on
nevertheless for Agra, which was left defenceless ; and
trusted that they could reach it before Humayun.
While these consultations were going on, Terdi Beg had
been prevailed upon to come out of the fort, to meet
the Mirzas ; bnt, getting some accidental intimation of
a plan to seize his person and the fort, he turned back
and sent to announce to them, that he could no longer
suffer the army to remain where it was, and summoned
them to remove it beyond range of his guns. They
promised to comply, but asked for a previous con
ference on the present urgent state of affairs. Aware
of their intentions, he absolutely declined any inter
view ; and, as they did not move their camp, he next
morning did fire upon them, as he had threatened.
The Mirzas, thus disappointed, made their troops defile
by the Kerji Ghat, and took the road to Agra, — abancloning Gujrat, after it had been occupied little more wards Agra,
than nine months.
j^.
As long as the imperial army halted at Champanir,
G 4
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BOOK IV. Behader Shah did not venture to cross the Mahendri,
a.n.1536-7. which is only fifteen kos distant ; but no sooner did it
march in the direction of Agra, than he moved forward
Behader
and advanced to Champanir. In spite of the strength
takes
of
the fort, and of its being, it is said, amply supplied
t'hampanir ;
with provisions and stores to support, a siege, Terdi
Beg abandoned the place, and withdrew on capitulation,
taking along with him as much of the treasure as he
had the means of transporting. He may in this have
followed the orders of Humayun ; and, indeed, in the
present state of affairs, and with the prospect of re
treating from Malwa, the only effect of resistance
would be the inevitable destruction of the garrison, and
the loss of the whole treasure. The town and fort were
immediately occupied by Behader Shah, who thus saw
himself once more in possession of the whole kingdom
and re
covers all of Gujrat.
Oujrat
Terdi Beg, on leaving Champanir, repaired directly
to Mandu, where he was received with distinction by
the Emperor, to whom he had acted a faithful part.
To prevent the conspirators from executing their new
purpose,
Humayun pushed forward by forced marches
Humayun
intercepts for Agra, taking the route of Cheitur. By a fortunate
Askeri in
Rajputana. accident, the two armies met in the Cheitur territory,
while on their march. The Mirzas, taken by surprise,
saw no remedy but to feign submission and obedience.
The Emperor, being in many respects in equal diffi
culties with themselves, shut his eyes to the past7
affected to be satisfied with their explanations, and
bestowed
upon them princely presents. The united
They re
turn to
army then marched towards Agra,, where its presence
Agra.
was imperiously required.*
* Akbernama, f. 41. ; Tabakat-e
Akberi, ff. 149. 397.; Ferighta,
v. ii. pp. 82, 83. ; Tar. Bedauni,
f. 140. ; .Jouher, c. 2. Jouher, in
the original, does not affirm that
Yadgar went privately to the go

vernor, or that he alleged the Kingi
orders, as in transl. p. 7. His
words are, " Nasir Mirza comes
into the fort of Champanir, and
says to Terdi Beg, ' Give me the
treasures.' Terdi Beg answers,
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One of the chief reasons that had drawn Humayun char n.
from Gujrat was the state of Behar, and the eastern bBCr'
provinces. Since Muhammed Shah Lohani and Sultan
*
Mahmud Lodi had both been driven out of them, and
disappeared from the theatre of public affairs, new
candidates for royalty had started up, and collected
the discontented Afghans, who were still numerous and
powerful. Shir Khan Sur, bad gradually overrun all

?,tate °( ,he
Gancetlc
provinces,

shir Khan'

the countries on the southern or Behar side of the
Ganges ; and Muhammed Sultan Mirza, after his escape
from prison, had raised the standard of revolt in the
upper provinces. The long absence of the Emperor
had latterly encouraged them to act with the greater
boldness and security.
Muhammed Sultan, having
gained possession of a great portion of the countries on
the left bank of the Ganges, had fixed the seat of his
government at Belgram, opposite to Kanauj, and had
gained sufficient strength to send his son, Ulugh Mirza,
with a large force to besiege Juanpiir ; while Shah
Mirza, another of his sons, reduced Karra-Manikpur.
Kanauj too had fallen into his hands.
Hindal Mirza, whom the Emperor had left in com- successful
mand at Agra, marched to quell this revolt, and soon °f Hindai
retook Kanauj. As soon as Muhammed Sultan Mirza Mirza"
heard of his approach, he called in all his detachments,
and was joined by Shah Mirza, while Ulugh Mirza
wrote to say, that he would hasten with all possible
speed to meet him ; at the same time urging him not.
to hazard a battle till his arrival. Muhammed Sultan
and Shah Mirza, encamping on the left bank of the
river, used every exertion to obstruct the passage of
the imperial army. Hindal, however, eager to engage
the enemy before Ulugh Mirza could join them, having
discovered a ford ten miles * above Kanauj, left his
camp standing, and effected a passage, unobserved,
' Without the Emperor's orders I
cannot give them,' and he sent oft'

an express to His Majesty," &c.
* Five kos.
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book iv. with all his troops. The two armies soon met face to
A D 1537. face ; but when they were on the point of engaging, a
strong north-wester * rising, blew such clouds of dust
right in the eyes of the insurgents that they could not
keep their position. The imperial troops, who had the
wind on their backs, availing themselves of their ad
vantage, pressed hard upon the enemy, whose retreat
was soon converted into a flight. Hindal, after taking
possession of Belgram and the surrounding country,
pursued the remainder of their army, as they marched
to form a junction with Ulugh Mirza. He overtook
them at Oud, where Muhammed Sultan and his sons,
having concentrated all their force, halted to check his
advance. The two armies lay opposed to each other
for nearly two months, when news arrived, that Humayun had left Mandu, and was on his way back to
Agra. This decided Muhammed Sultan to bring on an
action, as his only chance of safety. He marched out
of his trenches; an engagement ensued, in which the
imperial troops had the advantage. The insurgents,
dispirited by their continued want of success, began to
despair, and soon after dispersed. Muhammed Sultan
Mirza, and three of his sons, fled to Kuch-Behar f ;
while Mirza Hindal, following up his advantage, went
on to Juanpur. Having soon after heard of Humayun's
arrival at the capital, he left the army and joined his
brother there. |
Loss °f
Meanwhile, the Emperor was less fortunate on the
Maiwa.
si(Ie o£ jyialwa, J\fo sooner was it known in the sur
rounding countries that he was on his march back to
Agra, than Bhopal Rai, the chief of Bijagar, a district
that lies to the east of Malwa, finding that no garrison
was left in Mandu, entered and occupied the place.
There he was speedily joined by Milu Khan, who
* Bad-e-kibla.
t Jouher has Koh-Khanda Behar
near Parniao (or, Parbatian).

% Akbernama, f. 41. ; Jouher,
c. 2.
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aspired to the throne, which he ascended under the
title of Kader Shah ; and by Miran Muhammed Faruki
of Kandesh. As the Emperor's troops appear to have
been entirely withdrawn, they met with no opposition
anywhere, and soon took possession of the whole
country; and thus the kingdom of Malwa, as well as
that of Gujrat, slipped from the unsteady grasp of
Humayun.*
But while the course of events was thus once more
so favourable to Behader Shah, that monarch was not
doomed long to enjoy his prosperity. Fourteen days
after the fall of Champanir, he hastened back to Diu.
His negociations with the Portuguese had become com
plicated. When his fortunes were at the lowest ebb,
he had received some assistance from them, as has been
mentioned ; and, at the same time, had sent rich
presents to the Portuguese Viceroy of Goa, inviting
him to come to his aid with a more powerful force.
The Viceroy, Nuiio d'Acuna, had accordingly obeyed
his call, and set sail from Goa and Chewel, with a large
fleet and army. But when he reached the coast of
Gujrat, understanding that the Emperor of Delhi's
troops had in the interval been driven out of the coun
try, he began to apprehend, that, as his services were
no longer necessary, he might not gain those advantages
to himself and his followers, and that increase of territory to his country, which he had anticipated. Some
quarrels had arisen before the King's arrival, between
the Portuguese and his officers, in consequence of the
insulting pretensions and encroaching spirit of the for
mer. Behader would gladly have seen his troublesome
allies removed from Diu, where the building of the new
fort was hurried on upon a plan infinitely more ex
tensive than had been reckoned upon. Both parties,
however, dissembled their feelings.
* Akberaama, ut supra.

chap. u.

Transacfw^VBe^e[h^hah
Portuguese.

A-*
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Behader Shah, on his arrival in the neighbourhood of
Diu,
attempted to restore confidence by acting with the
*. d. 1537
utmost
frankness, putting himself boldly in the power
Death of
Bchader.
of the governor of the castle, and visiting him in his
fort. The Viceroy, who arrived off Diu about this
time, appears to have blamed the governor for not
availing himself of the opportunity thus offered to
seize the King, for the purpose of extorting from him
the cession of some towns and sea-ports which he
was anxious to possess.
To repair this oversight,
D'Acuna feigned sickness, and sent a message to inform
Behader, who had spent some days in the vicinity in
hunting, that he was come, at his call, with powerful
succours, and would wait upon him as soon as his
health allowed. The Sultan, thrown off his guard, or
perhaps suspecting no ill as intending none, laid cere
Ramzan 3, mony aside, and towards the close of the day rowed off
Feb. 13.
from the shore, with only a few attendants and went
aboard the admiral's ship, to visit him, and to inquire
after his health. No sooner, however, did he see the
Viceroy, than he plainly perceived that his illness was
a mere pretence, and felt vexed that he had gone. The
Viceroy, on his part, had probably been taken unpre
pared by Behader's sudden and unexpected appearance.
During the conversation that ensued, a page came in
and whispered something in his ear. In the state of
mind in which the King then was, this little incident
increased his uneasiness and excited his suspicion. He
continued to sit, however, though the intercourse was
forced and constrained ; till the Viceroy, rising, re
quested to be excused for a few moments, as he wished
to show his Majesty some presents that were intended
for his acceptance, and left the cabin. This confirmed
the suspicions of the King, who hurriedly intimating a
desire that they might be sent after him, started up
and hastened to his boat. He reached it and put off;
when Emanuel de Souza, the governor of Diu castle,
BOOK IV.
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coming up in his barge *, invited him to visit the new chap. n.
fortifications.
Rumi Khan Sefer, who was in the boat Scct' iv'
with the King, advised him to decline the invitation, as
treachery was probably intended ; but the King desired
de Souza to come into the boat. De Souza, in at
tempting to step from his own barge into the King's,
fell into the sea, but was taken up by Behader's atten
dants. This occasioned considerable bustle and con
fusion ; the cause was unknown, but the act of dragging
de Souza into the boat, was observed by the Portu
guese in the numerous vessels that lay on every side.
Hastily concluding that an attempt was made upon
their countrymen's life, in their eagerness to succour
him, they closed round the King's boat, into which some
of them leaped. The instant consequence was uproar
and menace ; blows speedily succeeded. Behader, to
tally unprepared for such an occurrence, and now con
firmed in his suspicions of treachery, threw himself into
the sea, and was followed by Rumi Khan. After
swimming for some time towards the shore, as he ap
proached a Portuguese vessel, one of the officers held
out an oar to assist him in getting in ; when a soldier
who stood by, struck him on the face with a halbert,
and his example was imitated by others of his comrades,
who repeated their blows, till Behader sank dead in the
water. Kumi Khan was saved by a Portuguese to
whom, on some former occasion, he had shown kindness.
De Souza, the governor, was struck and fell overboard,
during the scuffle in the King's boat. Neither his body
nor that of the King could be found.f
This scene passed before the eyes of the inhabitants FauofDiu.
* Abulfazl's account is, that a
Feringi magistrate, (Kazi Fering)
by which, I suppose, the governor
de Souza is meant) having stept
before him as he left the Viceroy,
insisted on his remaining ; upon
which the Sultan, drawing his sabre,
cm him down, and leapt into his

own boat ; seeing this, the Portuguese boats that were around closed
in, and Beh&der and Rumi leaped
into the sea.
t Akbernama, ff. 41, 42. ; Tabakat-e Akberi, ff. S97, 3QS. ; ¥erishta, and General Briggs's note,
vol. iv. pp. 130— 141.
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book iv. of Diu. They were filled with alarm at the sight ; and,
jJZ~i537. as they concluded that their town would be instantly
plundered by the Portuguese, leaving their houses, and
abandoning all their property, they rushed in such
numbers to escape from the place, that many were
crushed to death in the crowds that overflowed at the
gates ; while numbers were drowned in crossing the
narrow channel that separates the island from the
mainland. The Viceroy left no effort untried to quiet
the fears of the survivors, and to bring back the rich
traders and other inhabitants of the town ; but at the
same time he took possession of the King's palace, the
arsenals, and all the public magazines. Only a small
sum in money was said to have been found by the offi
cers commissioned to take possession of the treasury * ;
which gave rise to the belief, that they, as well as the
Viceroy himself, were guilty of extensive embezzlement ;
but the jewels, furniture, artillery and stores certainly
seized, are said to have been of immense value ; besides
an hundred and twenty ships, which also fell into their
hands.f Each party charged the other with treachery
* Lafitau, vol. i. pp. 256, 257.
f Behader Shah was the most
magnificent, and for some time the
most fortunate, prince of his age.
When first driven from Champanfr,
in his despair, he had resolved to
abdicate the throne and- pass the
rest of his life at Mekka. The
Turkish historian, Ferdi, according
to Chevalier de Hammer, " relates,"
says General Briggs, " that when
Behader Shah was compelled to re
treat to Diu, he sent his family and
the royal jewels to Medina. They
consisted of three hundred iron
chests, the accumulated wealth ac
quired from the Hindu princes of
Junagar, Champanfr, Abugar, and
Cheitur, and also the property of
the kings of Malwa. These gorgeous
treasures never returned to India,

but fell into the hands of the Grand
Signior of Constantinople, who, from
their possession, became entitled to
the appellation of Soliman the Mag
nificent. The celebrated waist-belt,
valued at three millions of aspen,
which had been three times taken
and retaken in the wars of India,
was sent to Soliman, by the ambas
sador whom Behader Shah deputed
to Constantinople to solicit the aid
of the Grand Signior against Humayuu." Briggs's Ferishta, vol. iv.
p. 141.
The original accounts of the death
of the Sultan, as given by the prin
cipal Indian and Portuguese au
thorities, have been extracted at
considerable length by Gen. Briggs,
(iv. pp. 131 —141.) who concludes,
that Behader and the Viceroy " were
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in this melancholy affair. That Behader, if actuated chap. n.
by evil intentions, should have put himself unattended s""" IV"
in the power of his enemy, seems hardly credible. The
Viceroy, without desiring his death, would probably
have willingly seen him his prisoner. The catastrophe
was evidently brought on prematurely, by accidental
circumstances. The conduct of the Portuguese after
the event, may be held as the best proof of their dis
position before it. The spirit which in that age regu
lated the proceedings of Europeans towards the princes
of America or of Asia and their subjects, was that of
the most unprincipled cruelty and rapacity ; in no
degree superior to that of the buccaneers of a later
period. The Portuguese have kept possession of Diu,
thus acquired, from that time to the present day.
Sultan Behader was only about thirty years of age, Alleged reand had reigned between eleven and twelve years, when ofB«hader
he was cut off.
The internal confusion and misery
which followed made his subjects long look back with
regret to the splendid, and, in general, tranquil period
of his reign ; while the deplorable circumstances attend
ing his death, which deprived him of all funeral honours,
produced a belief, in this as in several similar instances
fondly indulged by the common people, that the King
resolved each to seize the other, that
the followers of both knew the intendons of their respective masters,
uid suspected the opposite party ;
1° that nothing was wanting to bring
about bloodshed but such an affray
as arose, originating entirely out of
an accident, which blew the embers
of suspicion and mistrust into a
blaze, and produced the melancholy
result which has been related." Ihid.
p. 141. I have taken rather a
different view of the subject. 1 see
no evidence that Behader had formed
«ny design against the person of the
Viceroy. In case of need he probably would not have been very

scrupulous as to the means he employed to defeat the aims of the
Portuguese ; but, in fact, his whole
conduct was conciliatory. He put
himself unarmed and defenceless into
the power of his enemy. He was
passive in the whole affair. No
overt act of treachery on his part
appears. He had little to gain by
seizing the Viceroy ; it would only
have transferred the command to
the next in rank. The case was
different had the Viceroy got the
King into his power. The Portuguese, by their conduct after the
event, threw light on their intentions
before it.
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BOOK IV. was not really dead, and would one day return to govern
his dominions with glory. Many pretended that he
i.D. 1537.
reached the shore ; and there were various reports of
his reappearance, on different occasions, both in Gujrat
and the Dekkan.
It was, in particular, currently
reported and believed that a person appeared in Nizamul-mulk's territory, whom that prince acknowledged as
Behader Shah, and as such played with him at chougan*;
that, a crowd gathering about him, the concourse of
people was marked by the Nizam with some uneasiness ;
and the same night the stranger disappeared from his
tent, having been put to death, as was conjectured, by
that prince. It is added, that Mulla Kutb-ed-dm, of
Shiraz, who had been Behader's preceptor, was then in
the Dekhan, and conversed with the stranger, and that
he affirmed, with the most solemn asseverations, that it
was Behader, and that he reminded the Mirza of many
incidents of which they alone were cognizant.f
His mother
As soon as the death of Behader was ascertained, the
and nobles
Portuguese
viceroy sent to Makhduma Jehan, the King's
retire to
Ahmeda- mother, at once to condole with her on the melancholy
bad.
event, and to remove all blame from himself.
He
ascribed the whole unfortunate affair to unpremeditated
and unforeseen accident, and offered to lend her any
assistance which it might be in his power to afford at
the present juncture. But she rejected his offers with
indignation, considering him as the murderer of her
son ; and, accompanied by the Prince of Asir, and the
principal nobles, set out for Ahmedabad.
His Imme
While they were on the road, and while all Behader's
diate suc
household and family were overwhelmed with sorrow, Mucessors.
hammed Zeman Mirza, who had returned from the fruit
less expedition against Lahur, on which he had been sent
by the late king after the dispersion at Mandsur, fell in
with them, and professing the deepest distress, joined
the camp, under pretence of assisting in the usual rites
* Horse-shinty.

+ Akbernfima, f. 42.
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of mourning.
By his show of sympathy, and his chap. n.
soothing attentions, he so far insinuated himself into Sect" n'
the queen-mother's favour, that she is said to have been
prevailed upon to adopt him as her son. He succeeded
in seizing a large portion of the public treasures of
Gujrat from those who had charge of them ; though, of
the royal treasure and stores in Diu, part had been
plundered during the confusion, and the rest had fallen
into the hands of d'Acuna. He at first made a show of
revenging the murder of Behader on the Portuguese ;
but soon after, observing the extent of their power, he
altered his plan, courted their support, and sought, by
large sums of money, to induce them to proclaim him
Sultan. In this he at last succeeded, the khutba being
read in his name in the Sefa Mosque, at Diu, under
their authority. He collected an army of twelve thou
sand men, Moghuls and Hindustanis, and for some time
maintained the style of a sovereign prince. But Imadul-mulk, supported by the nobles of Gujrat, having pro
claimed Miran Muhammed Shah Faruki, of Khandesh,
a sister's son of Behader's, who was at that time driving
the imperial troops from Malwa, to be King of Gujrat,
marched against Muhammed Zeman, attacked and
dispersed his forces, and compelled him to fly to Sind.
Muhammed Zeman did not remain long there, as his
presence was far from being agreeable to Shah Hasan,
the ruler of that country ; so that he, at last, found
himself under the necessity of once more returning to
Hindustan, and of throwing himself on the clemency of
the offended Humayun.
The new king, Miran Mu
hammed Shah, reigned only six weeks, and was sueceeded by Mahmud Khan, another nephew of Behader
Shah, who reigned several years under the name of
Mahmud Shah. He was a son of Behader's brother,
Latif Khan, who was at that time a prisoner in Burhanpur.*
* Akbernama, f. 42. ; Briggs's Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 142— 144.
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CHAPTER III.
AFFAIRS OF KHORA8AN AND KANDAHAR.
STATE OF KHORASAN. — INROADS OF OBEID KHAN, AND THE UZBEKS.
THEY ARE EXPELLED FROM KHORASAN. AGAIN OVERRUN IT AND
liESIEGE HERAT WmCH IS RELIEVED BY SHAH TAHMASP
THE
UZBEKS ONCE MORE EXPELLED
JAM M/rZA IN HERAT AND KAN
DAHAR. SIEGE OF THE LATTER PLACE. RAISED BY KAMRAN
WHO ROUTS THE INVADERS. ATTEMPTS On'lAHUR, BY MUHAMMED
ZKMAN M/rZA. — NEW INVASION OF KHORASAN BY THE UZBEKS
obeid khan besieges Meshh1d and herat which is pil
laged. — advance of shah tahMasp — and retreat of the
uzbeks. — tahMasp occupies kandahar — which is retaken by
kaMrAn.
book iv. While these events were passing in Malwa and Gujrat,
statTof- Khorasan and the Persian frontier were the scene of
Kboris4n, important transactions. After the great defeat which
a!d.' 1529.

the Uzheks sustained at Jam, about nine years before
this time, it was expected that Khorasan would, for a
long period, have been delivered from their inroads and
invasions. But they were an enemy not easily daunted.
Inroads of That same year, as soon as Shah Tahmasp had quitted
ami'the1""1 tne province, Obeid Khan again collected an army,
Uzbeks.
crossed the Amu, and marched against Meshhid, which

They are
from' Khoriisiin;

he took possession of, after a blockade of two months.
Thence he proceeded to Herat, besieged it for seven
months, and took it by capitulation. His Sunni zeal is
said, by the Persian writers, to have led him to retaliate
the Shia persecutions of Shah Ismael and his successor,
and even to put to death many of the opposite sect, as
Shias and heretics.
Next year, the victorious Uzbek advanced to Farra,
which he beleagured for some time, but without success,
go that he was compelled to raise the seige; and, on
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hearing of the march of Shah Tahmasp into Khorasan, chap. hi.
at the head of seventy thousand men, he hastily aban- A.u. 936,
doned Her&t, and retreated to Merv. He summoned all
153°the force of the Uzbeks to join him there ; and the Sul
tans, from beyond the Amu, obeyed his call. But when
met, their opinions differed. Kuchum Khan, of Samar
kand, the Grand Khan, dying, was succeeded by his
son Abusaid, who set his face against the war, declaring
his resolution not to jom in it, and advising Obeid to
desist. His views were supported by some other chiefs ;
and Obeid, seeing himself thus deserted, and hearing of
the Shah's near approach, turned his back, with an in
dignant heart, upon Khorasan. Shah Tahmasp, having
expelled the enemy, marched to Herat; and the fishstandard of Persia again gleamed over the whole pro
vince. Having established his brother Behram Mirza
as viceroy, with Ghazi Khan, of the Taklu tribe, as his
Protector and Amir-ul-omra, he returned to Irak.
Obeid Khan, though unsupported by the Uzbek conoverfederacy, next year sent a detachment into Khorasan, a.h. 937,
who marched as far as Meshhid, but were driven back A "' 1631"
by the local force. Nothing dismayed, however, by this
repulse, he, the following season, again entered the J'"-i9™
country with a powerful host, having induced the other
Uzbeks to join him, and marched straight for the ca
pital, while divisions of his troops overran the provinces
of Meshhid, Asterabad, Sebzawar and Bostam with va
rious success. For a year and a half, the country was Jie*6^si<>8e
plundered in all directions, and Obeid continued to push
on the siege of Herat. Shah Tahmasp, completely and
painfully occupied by the rebellion of Alama Taklu in
Azerbaijan, who had called in the Osmanli Turks to his
assistance, was unable to succour them. At length,
famine began to rage in the besieged capital. The in
habitants were expelled, their provisions, money and
property seized by the domineering Taklus, and the
floors of their houses dug up to discover hidden trea11 2
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book iv. sure. Cats and dogs, and food deemed the most impure,
were eagerly eaten. The strength of the troops, who
suffered alike from want and fatigue, began to fail. An
offer was made to give up the place, provided Obeid
would withdraw his troops a march or two, so as to let
the garrison quit the city unmolested. He, on the other
hand, haughtily insisted that they should march out and
defile under his tent-ropes.* This condition Behratn
Mirza and his Taklu allies rejected, and the operations
of the siege were continued,
which is
Meanwhile, however, Tahmasp, having quelled the
sh^Tah- rebellion of Alama, was proceeding by forced marches
ma»p ;
to the relief of Herat. A party that he sent out sur
prised the Uzbeks who were in Asterabad, one morn
ing when most of them were in the bath, put them to
death with little resistance, and sent him five hundred
heads. The Uzbeks, who held Sebzawar, were in like
manner attacked, but retired fighting bravely, first to
Nishapur, and then to Meshhid. Abdal-aziz, who was
near that city, hurried to Herat with seven thousand
and the
horse, to support his father. Obeid did not venture to
Uzbeks
once more meet the Shah in the field, and retired to Bokhara,
repelled.
Jcm&di H, while Shah Tahmasp once more entered Herat, to the
**" great joy of the inhabitants, and spent the winter in the
Dec. 3o32' neighbourhood.
a. h. 939,
In the spring, he sent a division of his troops to re4.d. 1533. ^uce tne adjoining province of Ghurjistan among the
mountains, and was preparing to retaliate upon the
Uzbeks by invading Mawer-al-neher, when the news
that his grand enemy, Soliman the magnificent, was on
his march to attack his dominions in the west, com
pelled him to relinquish his intention. As the Taklu
Turks had been guilty of great oppression during the
government of their chief, and were very unpopular,
he named his brother, Sam Mirza, to be Viceroy ; ap* Tenab-e-Khima.
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pointing Aghziwar Khan, of the Shamlu tribe, his Protector and Amir-al-omra of Khorasan ; then entrusting the defence of the city to the townspeople*, he
set out for Irak.
For rather more than two years, Khorasan enjoyed
quiet under Sam Mirza and Aghziwar Khan, as the
Uzbeks did not renew their ravages. But, when news
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j^^™
and Kandahar-

reached Herat, of the death of Husein Khan Shamlu,
and the destruction of his tribe under the royal indig
nation, the Mirza, and still more Aghziwar Khan, him
self a Shamlu, began to look to rebellion for safety.
Collecting money, by extortion and violence in every
shape, they raised an army, and resolved to attack
Kandahar ; proposing, according to the Persian autho
rities, to erect it, along with Herat, into an indepen
dent sovereignt)r.
We have seen that Humayun, on the death of his
father, had given up the countries from the Satlej to
Khorasan, to his brother Kamran Mirza. Early in the *.«■ 941.
summer of 1535, Sam Mirza and his protector Aghziwar A- D' 1535'
Khan, being joined by Sultan Murad Afshar of Farra,
advanced with a considerable army, crossed the Helmend, and laid siege to Kandahar.
The place was siege of the
bravely defended for eight months by Khwaja Kilan, latter',tace'
the governor, who had succeeded Askeri Mirza in the
management of the province.
Kamran Mirza, when
apprised of the invasion, marched from Lahur, and led
an army of twenty thousand men to its relief. On his
approach, the besiegers retired one march, and encamped. They were attacked, however, in their new
position, on the 25th of January, 1536, and defeated
with great slaughter, principally by the military skill
and bravery of Khwaja Kilan. Aghziwar Khan Shamlu,
the young prince's Atalik, or Protector, having been
thrown from his horse, was taken prisoner and put to
* Shahr-zadegan.

Alem-arai Abasi, ff. 24—27h 3

raised by

a.h. 942,
f^jge,
Jan- 25.
the invaders'
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book iv. death. The Mirza effected his escape to the Germsir,
whence he soon after proceeded to Tabas. Having by
this exploit secured the western part of his dominions,
Kamran returned back to Lahur.
unsuccemIt was while he was absent on this expedition, that
on LaMr* Muhammed Zeman Mirza, who, it will be recollected,
by Muham- after tne rout Qf Behader Shah at Mandsur, had set out
med Zeman
.
.
7
.
Mfrza.
to try his fortune, or to make a diversion on the side of
the Penjab, reached the borders of Sind. Shah Husein,
the son of Shah Shuja Beg Arghiin, the sovereign of
Sind, unwilling that an ambitious prince of such pre
tensions should enter his dominions, encouraged him to
proceed to the conquest of Lahur, which he represented
as a tempting and practicable object, since Kamran
was absent with the army in Kandahar, so that that
fertile and populous country was left comparatively de
fenceless. The Mirza accordingly went on to the Pen
jab and laid siege to Lahur. But unfortunately for his
views, Kamran Mirza returned victorious at that very
crisis, and the invader saw himself forced to retire with
precipitation, and to return to Gujrat, which he reached
with a few followers in the utmost want and misery.
We have seen that he there enjoyed a short-lived sove
reignty, before he was compelled to flee once more to
Sind, and finally to Hindustan.
New invaThe march of Sam Mirza to attack Kandahar, was a
Khor°fcan signal for the Uzbeks to renew their inroads. In the
by the
north, a body of five or six thousand entered and laid
Uzbeks ».b. mi, waste Khorasan. Sufian Khalifa, the governor of Mcsha.d. is3o. n^ an undaunted but hot-headed soldier, was success
ful in coming up with, and defeating them. To the
eastward, another inroad was made from Ghurjistan.
Khalifa Sultan Shamlu, whom the Protector had left
governor of Herat, having marched to repel them, with
a motley and ill-assorted body of troops, collected in
haste, in absence of the regular forces, was attacked,
defeated and slain. The inhabitants of Herat, thus left
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without a head, sent to invite Sufian to take charge of chap. iil
the capital, his success in desultory warfare having
gained him great reputation all over the province.
Leaving his son in Meshhid, he obeyed their call.
Obeid Khan, finding that Khorasan continued with- obeid Khan
out troops, and without a governor, once more crossed MeThhid ;
the Amu at the head of an immense army, and besieged *'"'{^.
Meshhid. Despatches were sent to recal Sufian, who
promised soon to be at the holy city, when he would
slay Obeid, and send his skin to the King, stuffed with
straw. Setting out from Herat with only three thousand
horse, he, on the road, filled a bag with hay, and osten
tatiously carried it along with him, lest the Uzbeks, by
not leaving a blade of grass around Meshhid, might
defeat his boast. The first detachment that he met, he
dispersed ; but getting nearer the town in his insane
career, he was hard pressed and compelled to take
shelter in an old ruin, where he obstinately defended
himself several days, subsisting his followers on the flesh
of their horses ; but was in the end taken and put to
death.
The unfortunate city of Herat was now again in im- and H«r*t,
minent hazard. The lieutenant whom Sufian had left
and
in charge of it, used his endeavours to make the people i>iUa«edof the town and country join in its defence. But the
severities that he exercised for that purpose disgusted
and enraged them, so that they sent to call even the
Uzbeks to their relief. Obeid, arriving, besieged the
city for five months, while the inhabitants endured all
the miseries of war and famine. At length, three
hundred Uzbeks, having gained entrance by night into
a bastion, it is said by treachery, the city was taken,
the garrison flying into the citadel of Ekhtiar-ed-dui.
All the horrors of a city taken by storm ensued. Obeid
afterwards gained possession of the citadel by a treaty *,
* Alem-arai-Abasi, f. 28.
k 4
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book iv. m which it was stipulated that the garrison were to be
allowed to march out with all their property. But, as
they left the fort, they were all stripped naked and
marched for Bokhara, the greater part of them perish
ing miserably by the way.
Advance of
During four months, Obeid held possession of Herat,
Tahmasp ; and the Sunni persecution of the Shias was renewed.
*.h. 943, At length, Shah Tahmasp, compassionating the sufferA-B. 153/; jngg Q£
subject8, seized an interval of comparative
peace, and set out for Khorasan. As he approached,
Obeid Khan, eager to keep permanent possession of that
and retreat province, proposed to meet him in the field. The other
brt£* U* Uzbek chiefs, however, preferred a retreat ; and, though
it was then winter, the invading army set out to regain
their own country by the route of Balkh. Tahmasp
reached Herat unopposed, and sent to Tabas to bring
Sam Mirza, who had shut himself up in that town after
his flight from Kandahar. He was pardoned for his
rebellious designs, and for the invasion he had made, as
was pretended, without the royal authority ; and some
of his servants were put to death, as being his evil ad
visers. . Khorasan was now committed to Sultan Muhammed Mirza, another young prince ; and Muhammed
Khan Sherf-ed-din Ughli Taklu, was placed beside him
in Herat, as Protector, and Amir-ul-omra.
Tahmasp
Having cleared Khorasan of enemies, and provided
occupies
for its safety and the proper administration of affairs,
r' Shah Tahmasp now turned his eyes to the side of Kan
dahar. That province had been dependent on Herat in
the days of its prosperity ; and the Shah, though he
had pretended to be ignorant, and to disapprove, of Sam
Mirza's attack on it, now entered it himself with a
powerful army. The capital does not seem to have
been placed in a sufficiently defensible state, after the
late siege. Khwaja Kilan, from the want of provisions
and scarcity of military stores, seeing no hopes of
being able to stand a siege, resolved to shun an in
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effectual contest ; put in order his palace, which was chap. hi.
magnificently furnished; and arranged all its rich
carpets and sumptuous gold and silver plate, to be
ready for the reception of the Shah.
He then left
orders with his deputy, Kanji Khwaja, that, on his
Majesty's approach, he should present him with the
keys of the fort and public offices, and deliver a mes
sage in his name; that, as the Khwaja, from want of
warlike stores, had not the means of either defending
the place, or of meeting him in the field, — as, if able,
he would have done,—he thought that the next most
honourable course he could pursue, was to put his
house in order, and, in that condition, leave it for the
guest whom he could not entertain in person. He then
withdrew, and retired, by way of Sind and Uch, to
Lahur.
Mirza Kamran was much offended at this
conduct, and did not admit him to his presence for
a whole month after his arrival ; complaining, that the
Khwaja had not held out even for a short time so as to
admit of his being relieved.
The Khwaja's valour,
judgment and fidelity were indisputable; and this
attempt to soften the asperity of war may, perhaps,
be regarded not only as a proof of the refinement of
the man, the friend of Baber, and of the politeness
that originated in the liberal studies so successfully
cultivated in the Court of that prince ; but, perhaps, as
a symptom of the growing civilisation of the age so
rudely checked by the confusion and turmoil that fol
lowed.
Kamran lost no time in preparing a force for another which is
expedition against Kandahar.
Leaving his cousin, K&aSi.by
Mirza Haider Doghlat, who had lately arrived from
Kashghar by way of Badakhshan, to conduct the go
vernment of Lahur in his absence, he sat out. But
before Kamran's arrival, Shah Tahmasp had quitted
Kandahar, which he left under the charge of Bidagh*
* Or, Budak.
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.book iv. Khan Kajar, a great noble of his Court, and of the
tribe of the present royal family of Persia. The fort
sustained a siege of some length, when Bidagh Khan
a. ii. 944, capitulated and surrendered it, on condition of being
a.B. 1638. allowe(I to return home with his troops.
Kamran,
having put the place in a state of defence, marched
back to Lahiir.
Though two or three inroads were made into Khorasan by the Uzbeks, during the life of Obeid Khan, who
died ah. 949, no great invasion was attempted, and
that province remained in possession of the Persians
during that period, and enjoyed comparative tran
quillity.*
* For the events in Khorasan
and Kandahar, see the Alem-araiAbasi, ff". 24—28.; Akbernama,

MS. A. f. 39. ; MS. B. f. 77- ;
Tabakat-e Akberi, ff. 146—149- ;
Tarfkh-e Bedauni, f. 140.
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CHAPTER IV.
AFFAIRS OF BENGAL.

SECTION L
STATE OF BENGAL. — HISTOBY OF SHfK KHAN.
STATE OF THE EMPIRE. — SHfR KHAN IK BEHAR AND BENGAL
IN
DOLENCE OF THE EMPEROR AT AGRA. — SHfR KHAN, HIS CHA
RACTER, FAMILY, AND HISTORY — REPAIRS TO THE COURT OF
SULTAN IBRAHIM LODL — SUCCEEDS TO HIS FATHER'S JAGIRS. —
OVERTHROW OF THE AFGHAN DYNASTY BY BABER. — SHfR KHAN
FAVOURED BY THE AFGHAN KING OF BEHAR — HIS ELEVATION. —
INTRIGUES OF HIS ENEMIES
DIVISION OF HIS JAGIRS ORDERED.
HE REFUSES TO DIVIDE THEM — AND IS EXPELLED. — REIN
STATED BY AID FROM ONE OF BABER's GOVERNORS. — LNCREASES
HIS RESOURCES. — VISITS BABER AT AGRA. — MEDITATES A RE
STORATION OF THE AFGHAN EMPIRE
WITHDRAWS SUDDENLY
FROM THE COURT. — IS RECONCILED TO THE KING OF BEHAR. —
BECOMES PRIME MINISTER — AND REPELS AN INVASION A CON
SPIRACY FORMED AGAINST HIM. — THE KING FLIES FROM BEHAR —
WHICH IS INVADED FROM BENGAL THE DTVASION DEFEATED BY
SHIR KHAN. — RIVAL CLAIMANTS OF THE CROWN. — SULTAN MAHMUD LODI ACKNOWLEDGED.
EXPELLED BY BABER, WHO OCCU
PIES BEHAR. — SHfR KHAN EXTENDS HIS JAg/rS AND POWER
ACQUIRES CHUNAR. — 8ULTAN MAHMUD RENEWS HIS PRETENSIONS.
— IS JOINED BY SHfR KHAN. ADVANCE OF HUMAYUN. — TREA
CHERY OF SHfR KHAN, AND DISPERSION OF THE AFGHAN FORCES.
— SHfR KHAN RETAINS CHUNAR AND HIS JAGfRS. — CONSOLDDATES
HIS RESOURCES. PLUNDERS TO THE NORTH OF THE GANGES. —
TAKES POSSESSION OF SOUTHERN BEHAR —AND DfVADES BENGAL.
When Humayun reached Agra, on his return from chat. iv.
Gujrat and Malwa, he found the affairs of the empire in
U
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great disorder. We have seen that, from the time of
his accession, there were dangers to his government,
which it required a strong and steady hand to avert.
Even in his own court, the fidelity of several of his
great Amirs, some of them the most distinguished
among the Turki and Chaghatai nobles who had accompaniej Bdber in his wars, was tottering and had failed.

Muhammed Zeman Mirza, as well as Muhammed Sultan
Mirza and his sons, had broken out in" open rebellion ;
and, though defeated, the latter of them were still in
arms.
The situation of the country itself favoured
such attempts. It was but recently subdued, and the
emperor's followers were strangers to the inhabitants.
A great proportion of the kingdom of Delhi was com '
posed of little states, more or less independent, and not
easily reduced to order. Even in the Doab, and in
the vicinity of Agra itself, there had for ages been a
set of refractory chieftains, who willingly seized every
opportunity, when the power or attention of the govern
ment was relaxed, to indulge in plundering depreda
tions ; and while Humayun was absent in Malwa and
Gujrat, these freebooters had carried their inroads to
the very gates of the capital. Such petty and unset
tled states were ever ready to join a bold adventurer,
shir Khan
But the most concentrated opposition to his arms
"n^Betgai was presented in the eastern provinces of Juanpiir and
Behar. These countries had, at no distant time, been
the seat of an independent kingdom, which, though it
had been subdued by Sultan Sekander Lodi, had re
vived under a new dynasty, the Lohani, in the time of
his son Sultan Ibrahim, and had only recently been
again subdued by Baber. A bold attempt made by the
Afghans to renew, in that kingdom, the Lodi Dynasty
of Delhi, under Sultan Mahmud Lodi, Ibrahim's
brother, had been defeated only by the energy of that
illustrious prince. All the materials of revolt and
resistance, however, were amply scattered over the
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Eastern provinces. They had for many years been the chap. iv.
theatre of war; the minds of the inhabitants were Sect" l
unsettled, had become familiarised to change, and were
almost strangers to regular government. Though the
old Sherki, and the more recent Lohani dynasty had
disappeared, and though the attempts of Sultan Mahmud Lodi, and of Muhammed Sultan Mirza, to revive
the kingdom had failed, Shir Khan Sur, a new can
didate for distinction and power, though as yet in
an humbler form, had started up ; was extending and
consolidating his influence, gradually but with consum
mate skill, in Behar and on the side of Bengal ; and by
his valour in the field and the equity of his fmancial
administration, was gaining the admiration and the
affection of his subjects. The Afghans, in every part
of India, began to turn their eyes to him, as the leader,
who, at some future time, might be destined to restore
to them that proud ascendency of their nation, the loss
of which every man of them so deeply deplored.
As Humayun, in his expedition to the westward, had
necessarily been attended by a large proportion of his
best troops, some of the provinces on the Jamna and
Ganges were held by very scanty detachments.
This
circumstance, the long absence of the Emperor from
his capital, and latterly his losses and want of success,
had encouraged the discontented and turbulent ; so
that, though Hindal Mirza had been successful in quel
ling the revolt of Muhammed Sultan in Juanpiir, a
great part of the country was in a very unquiet state.
Humayun, for some time after his return, fixed his Indolence
residence at Agra. The loss of the kingdoms which he ^ror6afm"
had subdued with so much glory, and the generally A«nunfavourable posture of his affairs, preyed upon his
mind, and affected his spirits and his health.
He
sought relief in the habitual use of opium, which, if
for a time it deadened his uneasy feelings, soon affected
both his judgment and his temper. For about a year,
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book iv. he passed most of his time in his private apartments,
* „ 1536-7 and rarely held any councils. He could not, however,
overlook the disorders that disturbed the immediate
neighbourhood of his capital. They were soon quelled,
and heavy contributions raised on the offending ze
mindars, in punishment of their rebellious or predatory
inroads.* It had been his resolution that his first
expedition, when he again took the field, should have
for its object to wipe off the stain upon his glory, by
once more conquering Malwa and Gujrat. But there
were soon demands for his presence much nearer at
hand.
shir Khan,
About the end of this period, Sultan Juneid Birlas
1.1 iw. died, a veteran of great eminence, who for some years
had governed Juanpur and the eastern provinces, and
who, by his talents and the weight of his character,
had restrained the ambitious attempts of Shir Khan,
now decidedly at the head of the Afghans in India,
both in genius and reputation. No sooner, however,
was that restraint removed by his death, than Shir
Khan, who already possessed a great part of Behar,
ventured to launch out into bolder enterprises, and to
turn his undivided force against the province of Bengal ;
and his success in that quarter was such as speedily
to break even the slumbers of Humayun.
nischaracShir Khan, who, afterwards became king of Delhi
Ur'
under the title of Shir Shah, was one of the most extra
ordinary men whose name appears in the history of
India. His character has been represented in very dif
ferent lights by different authors. As he was long the
grand enemy of the house of Taimur, whom for a time
he drove out of India, by their partisans he has been
drawn in very unfavourable colours. But the evidence
of less prejudiced writers, and of facts, must restore to
him the high praise and honourable distinction that,
* Akbemama, f. 42. ; Ferishta, iv. 83. ; Khafi Khan, 45.
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with all the imperfections of his character, are justly chap. iv.
his due.
cct'
His original name was Ferid ; he was the son of and faml,yHasan and grandson of Ibrahim *, an Afghan of the
tribe of Sdr, who dwelt near Peshawer. The family
claimed descent from the ancient kings of Ghur, who
reigned in the mountains that lie between Kabul and
Herdt; and Ferishta, on the supposition that the Stir
family had established this claim, holds it to be the
most illustrious of the Afghans. f The marriages which
they formed in that part of the Afghan country to which
they removed J, prove them to have been of what was
deemed an honourable race ; though Abulfazl relates
that Ibrahim was originally a horse-dealer. It is by no
means improbable that even a well-born Afghan may
have engaged in that occupation, or that, when leaving
his own country for India, he may have invested his
little fortune in a venture of horses, as is often done at
this day. Ibrahim arrived in India in the reign of
Sultan Behlul Lodi, in search of military service, which
he procured ; served under some Amirs of distinction ;
and remained for a time, first at Hissar Firtiza and after-

* The Akbemama, f. 41., calls
Ibrahim the grandfather, Shiberkheil, or according to Col. Price's
reading, Shirakbil. The Nisabnama-e Afghanan, f. 81., makes
Hasan Khan, the father, to be of
the tribe (taifa) of Mati, and family
or clan ( gabfla) of Sur.
t VoL ii. p. 99- The Tar. Bed.
f. 145., describes him as being az
dek keh ibdrat ass Afyhdn est" the
town that takes its name from the
Afghan." Can this be Deh-Afghanan, a suburb of Kabul ?
X When Sultan Behlul was seated
on the throne, he invited a number
of his countrymen from Ron, a
district inhabited by the Afghans.

" Rob," continues the author of the
Tabakat-e Akberi, " has the same
meaning as Koh (a hill). The
country comprehended under that
name extends in length from Swat
and Bajour to the township of Sfwi,
which is dependent on Bheker ;
and in breadth from Hasan-Abdal
to Kabul and Kandahar. It is
bounded by the Daman-koh." Tab.
Akb. ff. 35. 169. A similar passage
occurs in Ferishta. This extent of
country includes nearly the whole of
Afghanist&n-Proper. Instead of
the words following " Hasan Abdal to Kabul," the Tarikh-e Nizami,
f. 207. reads, " Kandahar lies on
the confines of this hill-country."
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6ook iv. wards at Shamlu, or Simla, a district in the province
of Agra.*
Ibrahim's son, Hasan, who was born in Hissar, early
in life entered the employment of Rai-mal, a Hindu
(the grandfather of Rai-Sal, an officer of eminence in
Akber's court), under whom he probably gained some
insight into revenue concerns. He afterwards went to
Juna, in the district of Sahsaram, in Behar, to Nasir
Khan Lohani, one of Sekander Lodi's most powerful
nobles, in whose employment he remained some time ;
and having, by his faithful service and intelligence,
distinguished himself among his equals, was admitted
into his master's confidence. On Nasir Khan's death,
Hasan entered into the service of that nobleman's
brother, Doulat Khan ; and from his passed into that
of Baban Khan Jilwani, a distinguished Afghan chief,
in which he advanced himself, was actively employed
in much business of importance, and became his prin
cipal adviser. His reputation finally became such that
when Jemal Khan was appointed to the government of
Juanpur, he was taken into his service, in which he
spent the rest of his life ; received from him in jagir the
valuable districts of Sahsaram and Khawaspur-Tanda,
places dependent on Rhotas in Behar, and was sent to
take possession of them with five hundred horse.f
And hi».
Hasan's eldest son was Ferid, afterwards known with
tory'
so much distinction as Shir Shah. Omens seldom fail
to attend the birth of every eminent man, and they
were not wanting to Ferid's. His mother, when with
• The Akbernama has Simla in
the district of Narnul. The Tah.
Akb., f. I69.. Narnul ; the Tar.
Bedauni, f. 1 45., Narnul, in HissarFiruza; the Kholaset-al-Towarikh,
f. 271.; and Nisabnama, f. 81.;
Nimla, in Narnul.
t Akbernama, f. 42. ; Tabakat-e
Akberi, f. 169.; Tar. Nu. f. 207.;

Tar. Bedauni, f. 145.; Ferishta,
vol. ii. p. 95. et seq. ; Kholaset-ulTowarfkh, f. 271. j Khafi Khan.f.
50.; Nisabnama-e Afghanun, f. 81.
The Tabakat, Ferishta, and Nisabnama, do not mention any circum
stances of Hasan's life, till he en
tered the service of Jemal Khan, in
Sultan Sekander Lodi's time.
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child of him, dreamed that the moon, in its full bright
ness descending from heaven, entered her womb.
Waking her husband, she communicated to him her
dream ; upon which he struck her several blows. Sur
prised, she angrily asked him what he meant ; and was
told, that the sages of former times had advised that
one who had a fortunate dream ought not, by dreaming
again the same night, to run the risk of counteracting
its happy influence ; and that his blows were intended
to prevent her again falling asleep. In like manner,
we are told of Ferid, that when he was about four years
old, as he was one day childishly whining to his father
to give him a dirhem, a wise and holy derwish who was
near, exclaimed aloud, " Great God ! the Emperor of
Hindustan is crying for a dirhem."* This expression
filled his father with delight, as confirming his wife's
dream, and inspired him with high hopes of his son's
future eminence ; hopes which the boy's opening talents
seemed early to justify.
Hasan had eight sons ; two of them, Fend and
Nizam, by his wife, a noble Afghan lady ; the other six
by different slaves or concubines, three of them, Sulei
man, Ahmed and Madar being by one mother. It is
hardly necessary to remark that while, by the Musulinan
law, the number of wives is limited to four, that of
concubines is left unlimited ; but that, as all of them
live in the master's house like the wives, under the
same superintendence, and liable to the same punish
ment for infidelity, and as consequently no more doubt
exists in the one case than in the other as to paternity,
the children of both classes are acknowledged by the
law, and entitled to a share in the paternal succession ;
much as, for the same reasons, was customary among
the patriarchs and Jews in ancient times. Hasan was
not partial to his Afghan wife ; and his fondness for
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* Khol. al-Tow. f.271.
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Suleiman's mother, who had acquired a great ascendency
over him, led him to show more favour to her sons than
to his other children. Ferid, who, even when little
more than a boy, evinced a proud and decided temper,
unable to brook this preference, left his father's house,
and repaired to Juanpur, where he placed himself under
the protection of Jemal Khan, his father's patron.
Hasan wrote to his son to return, and to Jemal to send
him back, that he might be instructed in learning, and
trained up in the accomplishments suited to his station ;
but Ferid resisted every solicitation of the friendly
Khan, saying that Juanpur, which was a large city and
abounded with learned men, was a much better place
for instruction than such a village as Sahsaram. He,
however, applied himself ardently to the pursuit of
knowledge. He is said to have studied the Arabic and
Persian languages, and the religious and civil code of
the Musulman law, as contained in the Koran and the
commentaries upon it ; and such was his delight in the
beautiful poets of Persia, that he was able to repeat by
heart the whole poems of the celebrated moralist and
poet Sadi.* With such acquirements, it is not wonderful
that he soon came to be considered as a great scholar
among his countrymen, the Afghans ; who, though
distinguished in arms, have always been noted for their
dulness in letters and the arts. Besides this, he took
pleasure in frequenting the monasteries and colleges of
the Derwishes and other religious orders ; and courted
the society of the Ulema, or Muhammedan lawyers and
* The author of the Tabak&t-e
Akberi, (ff. 169. 35.) himself a
man of letters and versed in Persian
literature, speaks doubtfully of Ferid's scholarship. He mentions his
reading the Kafia (or, Arabic Gram
mar) with the commentaries and
other books, " such," says he, " as
the Gulistan, Boslan, and Sekandern&ma, which were then generally

read by the people of Hind, and
made himself acquainted with the
principles of morals and with some
books of history." This would
suppose but a limited course ofstudy,
and such it probably was. Tbe
Nisabnama mentions, as part of
his reading, history and the AkhlaqiSuri, f. 81. bit.
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doctors, as well as of the Sheikhs and men of saintly chap. iv.
reputation, studied their manners and habits of thinking, Sect" l
and secured their favour, which he retained through
life, and which was often of singular advantage to him
in his plans of ambition. His father heard of the young
man's reputation, when he visited Juanpiir a few years
after.
Their relations interfered to make up their
quarrel, and to prevail upon the son to return home.
As Hasan was himself about to attend the governor of Appoi"f0'^
Judnpiir with his troops, he offered Ferid the manage- his father*
raent of both his jagirs, during his absence ; a burden jds'rs'
which the youth consented to undertake, on the express
understanding that, though many of the officers in the
jagirs were his own near friends and relations, he was
to have the absolute direction of all, so as to be able,
he said, to govern the raiats with impartiality, by
gentleness and justice, and to relieve them from the
ignorant oppression which he saw exercised over them
by his countrymen.
Ferid accordingly repaired to the jagirs to act as nisjudiSheikhdar or military collector; and soon gained the ^Tmeaconfidence of the inhabitants, by the kindness with which sureshe treated them, and his invariable regard to justice,
from which neither the calls of interest nor the claims
of relationship could divert him. Soon after his arrival,
he also showed the bold decision of his character. The
head men of some villages in the jagir, who had been
refractory, refused to wait upon him, which was equi
valent to withdrawing from his authority. These he
determined to punish, and consulted the officers of the
jagir as to the best means of effecting his object. He
was told that, as all the troops had gone with his father,
it was necessary to put off any operations till their
return. But this dilatory conduct, and passive acqui
escence in injury, were little suited to the energetic
character of Ferid.
He gave orders to make two
hundred saddles, borrowed one horse from the headi 2
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book iv. man of every village in his Perganas, and selecting the
most active of the men who had seen service and lived
scattered about in the jagir, supplied them with money
and clothes, animated their zeal by his example and
promises, mounted them on the borrowed horses, and
led them against the rebels. With unexpected speed
he destroyed the houses and property of the refractory,
and made some of them prisoners ; at the same time
seizing a number of their wives and children, whom he
retained as hostages.
Having quelled all opposition in the interior of his
little territory, he next proceeded to punish some tur
bulent neighbours, who, from the woods and hills on
the limits of the jagir, trusting to their inaccessible
fastnesses, made frequent inroads, plundering and ha
rassing the cultivators. As they refused to meet him
or to give suitable redress, he marched such a force as
he could collect into their country, till he came near
their chief town, which they had fortified as a castle or
fastness. There he halted ; drew a trench round his
camp ; and, cutting down, day after day, a portion of
the jungle by which the enemy's fort was surrounded
and defended, he at length reached their stronghold,
which he regularly attacked and finally stormed, killing
numbers of the defenders, and making the rest prisoners.
These early acts of resolute determination inspired his
rude neighbours on every side with such alarm, that
they never after troubled him, but remained quiet and
inoffensive, paying him regularly an annual tribute.
Prosperity
The freedom from internal and external oppression
trict9.dls" enjoyed in his villages, soon drew to them an influx of
cultivators from all the districts around, so that he was
enabled to bring into cultivation nearly the whole of
the waste lands within their limits. He relieved the
inhabitants from many burdensome exactions, neither
molesting them himself, nor suffering others to molest
them ; insomuch that the produce of the jagir was soon
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amazingly increased ; the villages flourished ; the in- chap. iv.
habitants pursued their industry in quiet, and he him- Sect" i'
self was extremely beloved.
Hasan, who some time
after paid a visit to his jagirs, was delighted with the
order, populousness, and general prosperity which he
everywhere witnessed.*
But, says the native historian, as the love of gold and
woman are the great disturbers of human society and
of private families, so the mother of Suleiman, jealous
of the reputation and importance which Ferid was daily
acquiring, and anxious that her son should have the
management of the jagirs, exerted the influence which
she possessed over Hasan's mind, and had succeeded in
extracting from him a promise to transfer to her sons,
when they came of age, the management of the Perganas. Hasan was, however, well aware of the heart
burning in his family, and the injury to his estate,
that such a change would occasion ; and, having every
reason to be satisfied with Fen'd's conduct, put off from
time to time the performance of his promise. But
Ferid, whose observation the intrigues that were carrying
on and the perplexity of his father could not escape,
put an end to his difficulties by resigning, in disgust,
the charge of the jagirs, to which his brothers Suleiman
and Ahmed were immediately appointed.
Though Hasan used every endeavour to soothe the
injured feelings of Ferid, by representing the appoint
ment of his brothers as made merely with a view to
initiate them into business, while he was still to be the
heir, the young man once more resolved to leave his
father's house. Sultan Ibrahim Lodi had now become
king at Agra, whither Ferid repaired, with his brother
Nizam, and entered into the service of Doulat Khan
Lodi, one of the great Amirs of the court. Ferid, by
his talents and assiduity, gained the esteem and
* Tab. Akb. f. 170.; Tar. Niz.
ff. 207, 208. ; Khol. al-Towarikh,

ff. 272, 273.; Ferisbta, vol. ii.
pp. 99, 100.
i 3

Jealousy of
mother.*"

He resign.

Repairs to
of Sultan
J^ihim
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book iv. patronage of that chief, who, having on some occasion
asked in what way he could serve him, Ferid seized
the opportunity of informing him how he was situated ;
that, though the son of Hasan by a noble Afghan lady,
his father, now in his dotage, bewitched by the arts of
a favourite Hindu concubine, who had gained unlimited
power over his mind, had set him aside from the man
agement of his jagir, and had bestowed it on her sons ;
he represented both the revenue and military force of
the districts as falling into decay, and the soldiers as
discontented ; but added that, if he and his brother
were put in possession of the jagirs, he would undertake
that, while one of the two brothers remained in the
perganas to manage them and to take care of their aged
father, the other should at all times attend the Sultan
with a body of five hundred horse.
When Doulat Khan took an opportunity of repre
senting these circumstances to Sultan Ibrahim, the
king coldly remarked, that he must be a bad man who
could depreciate and undermine his own fat her. Doulat
informed Ferid of this repulse, but at the same time
kept up his spirits by increasing his allowance, and by
assuring him that he would neglect no opportunity of
still effecting his object. Ferid, by his liberality and
generous qualities, gained the heart of his patron, to
whom he still continued attached, and whom he accom
panied in his daily attendance at the derbar. A short
Appointed time afterwards, Ferid's father having died, Doulat
heather1 Khan, once more waiting on the king, renewed his
in the
application under more favourable circumstances, and
secured for his follower a grant of the jagirs of Sahasram
and Khawaspur-Tanda ; in consequence of which, Ferid
returned to Sahasram with a strong retinue, and took
possession of the jagirs, which he again governed with
his former moderation and justice.*
* Tarikh-eJNizami, f. 208. fol- 102.; and by Tar. Bedauni, f. 145.
lowed by Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 101,
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Suleiman, unable to oppose his brother thus supported chap. iv.
Dy the royal authority, repaired to Muhammed Khan Sect" l
Siir, a relation of the family, who then held the govern
ment of Junda and Baksar, with fifteen hundred horse.
By this time the invasion of Baber had begun, and a
decisive battle was daily expected. Suleiman's patron
promised that, if the Sultan was successful, he would
carry him to court and secure for him his jagirs. The
impatience of Suleiman, however, who complained that,
while he was waiting, his mother and family were
without house and home, induced Muhammed Siir to
send a confidential person to attempt to bring Ferid to
an accommodation.
The reply was that Ferid was
perfectly willing to share with his brothers whatever
belonged to the private inheritance and estate of his
father, but would part with none of the military or »
political power entrusted to him by his prince ; ob
serving, in the words of a well-known saying, that one
scabbard could not hold two swords, nor one city contain
two rulers. To this arrangement Suleiman would not
accede, insisting on having a share in the government ofthChr°w
of the jagirs ; and Muhammed Khan was preparing to Ayf^t" by
restore him by force, when news arrived of the defeat
and death of Sultan Ibrahim.
In the disorders and wars that followed the overthrow
of the Afghan kingdom of Delhi, Ferid was not inactive.*
He remained attached to the interests of his tribe, and
joined Behar Khan, the son of Deria Khan Lohani, when,
supported by the Afghans of India, he occupied Behar,
• It does not appear what part
Hasan took in the Lohani rebellion ;
but, from his connection with Nasir
Khan Lohani and Baban Khan
Jilwani, who were so active in the
revolt, we may conjecture that he
sided with the insurgents. When
Ferid went to Sultan Ibrahim, was
it resorting to his father's enemies ?

while Suleiman sided with the
rebels.
It may perhaps be suspected that
the whole of Hasan's service with
Nasir, Doulat, and Baban was in
the reign of Ibrahim, and during
their revolt, not in Sekander's time :
the chronologv is very confused,
i 4

Riber.
*; "; j^a.

shir Khan
S^Sj?
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book iv. and assumed the ensigns of royalty as king of the
kl of
Eastern provinces of Behar and Ju&npur, under the
Bchir.
name of Sultan Muhammed.
Ferid's bravery, his
knowledge of affairs, and his assiduity speedily gave
him a high reputation in the council and camp of the
Afghans. He was much employed in business of im
portance, and became a personal favourite of the king.
His prowess
An accidental occurrence raised him to still higher
and eiev<- distinction. It happened that, the king being one day

intrigues
enemies.

on a hunting party, a tiger unexpectedly made its
appearance.
Ferid, who was present, bravely pushed
forward, and was fortunate enough to attack and slay
the ferocious animal with his sabre. The King loaded
him with praises, and honoured him with the title of
Shir-Khan (lion lord). He rapidly rose from one office
of trust to another, until he was at last appointed
Atalik, or Governor, of Jilal Khan, the Sultan's son
and heir, an office which implied the highest degree of
rank and confidence.*
This proud elevation could not be attained without
exciting the envy of his compeers. Shir Khan, having
some time after obtained leave of absence, went to visit
his jagirs, where he seems to have remained beyond the
prescribed period. The occasion of injuring him, thus
offered, was not lost on his enemies. The King one
day took notice of the circumstance, and spoke of it
with some appearance of dissatisfaction. Muhammed
Khan Sur, the governor of Junda, Suleiman's patron,
who was present, seized the occasion to throAV suspicions
on the fidelity of Shir Khan, insinuating that his delay
was owing to his desire to wait the arrival of Sultan
Muhammed Lodi, a brother of the late Sultan Ibrahim,
who was at this time a candidate for the throne of
Behar as well as Delhi.
The King, irritated at the
moment, and moved by these insinuations, threw out
• Tar. Nizami, f. 209.; Khol. f. 145.; Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 103.
al-Tow. f. 273.; Tar. Bedauni,
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some angry expressions against Shir Khan ; upon which
Muhammed Khan suggested, that the most effectual
way to keep him in order was to bestow his jagir on
his half-brother and rival, Suleiman, who had managed
it in their father's lifetime, and had been fixed on by
him as his successor. Suleiman was at that time living
under Muhammed Khan's protection. Though this was
rejected, as being too strong a measure against one who
had been guilty of no active or overt offence, yet the
party hostile to Shir Khan succeeded in procuring from
the Sultan an order for dividing the jagir among the
brothers.
But Shir Khan had become too strong to be removed
at will, in such turbulent times. A firman was indeed
issued, that an account of Hasan's estate should be
taken, for the purpose of making an equal division
between his sons ; and this duty was entrusted to Shir
Khan's enemy, Muhammed Khan Sur.
To a demand
sent by that officer, that Shir Khan should divide with
his brothers the jagir which he had so long unjustly
withheld from them, a reply was returned, that they
were not now in the Roh (or Afghan mountains),
where all the sons shared in the father's lands ; that
here the land was the king's, granted for the support of
troops, and followed his pleasure ; that he held his
land by a special grant of Sultan Ibrahim, and that his
brothers had no concern whatever with it ; but that he
had already declared his readiness to grant his brothers
their due share of their father's private property, which
was all that in law they were entitled to demand.*
On receiving this answer, the governor of Junda,
glad of an opportunity to enforce his demand by arms,
* Tar. Niz. f. 209- ; Nisabnama,
f. 83. The Roh is the Afghan
Highlands. This argument of Ferid's, is precisely that of the feudal
system. It marks the difference be

tween allodial and feudal lands.
The tenure by military service affords
the best explanation of the origin of
primogeniture.
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book iv. immediately despatched his slave, Shadi, with a large
body of troops, to put Suleiman in possession of Khawaspiir-Tanda ; with orders, if Shir Khan made any
resistance or opposition, to seize Sahasram, and all the
rest of the jagir also. Shir Khan, who did not antici
pate such active measures, was taken by surprise. He
wrote, however, to his deputy in Khawaspiir, — who
was Malek Saka, a slave, the father of the celebrated
Khowas Khan, — to harass and delay the invading
troops on their route by every means in his power,
but on no account to engage in a general action * till
he himself arrived. Unfortunately Malek Saka, hurried
on by his impetuosity, or by a desire of distinguishing
himself, rashly met the invaders as they approached
Khawaspiir, was defeated, and slain.
This deranged all Shir Khan's plans, and deprived
him of those means of resistance on which he had
depended.
The enemy, pursuing their advantage,
advanced to Sahsaram ; and he was forced to abandon
the jagir.
Some of his friends now advised him to
repair to the court of Sultan Muhammed ; but, dread
ing the influence of Mohammed Khan Siir with that
monarch, he preferred throwing off his allegiance to the
king of Behar, and entered into a correspondence with
Sultan Juneid Birlas f, who was then governor of the
province of Karra-Manikpiir on the part of Baber, and
Reinstated who agreed to receive and protect him.
He waited
t>y aid from UpQn Juneid with rich offerings, submitted to him his
Biiber's go- claims and his means of enforcing them, and in the end
vemors.
obtained from him a body of troops to assist in recover
ing his country. With these he advanced, and Mu
hammed Khan Siir, unable to resist him, fled to the
Khotas hills. Shir Khan now, not only regained his
* The Tar. Nizami rather intimates that Saka had power to engage.
t Sultan Juneid Birlas, an amir

of an illustrious family, is said to
have married a sister of Baber's.
Khol. al-Tow. f. 273.
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own jagirs, but seized Junda and several other adjoin- chap. iv.
ing districts that belonged to Muhammed Khan him- skrT'
self. Haying liberally rewarded the auxiliary troops increases
that had accompanied him, he sent them home, with toryanu
suitable presents for Sultan Juneid.
foreesHis scattered family and clansmen now returned.
He recruited his forces, took again into his service many
inhabitants of the country who had fled to the hills,
and speedily became very formidable. With the fore- his gener
sight and sound judgment which formed so remarkable ous ^
a part of his character, he now wrote to his late enemy
Muhammed Khan, begging him to pardon the steps
which necessity alone had compelled him to take, that
he might secure his own possessions, from the usurpa
tion of his brothers ; assured him that while he was
determined to retain his own jagir, he had no desire to
interfere with the possessions of one whom he honoured
as an uncle ; and invited him to return from the hills,
and resume possession of Junda and his other districts.
He, at the same time, sent him the whole amount of
the revenue that had been collected from the perganas
during his occupation of them ; besides a large sum of
arrears, which the former managers had returned in
their accounts as irrecoverable, but which Shir Khan,
from his thorough knowledge of revenue concerns, had
been able to realise. This act of generosity ever after
attached Muhammed Khan to his interests.*
As soon as the state of his affairs at Sahsaram per
mitted, Shir Khan, leaving his brother Nizam in charge
of his jagirs, again visited Sultan Juneid Birlas at
Karra, and accompanied him to Agra, where he was lie visits
* The preceding narrative is from
theTabakat-e Akberi, ff. 171, 172.;
Tar. Nizami, ff. 207—209-, which
Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 98— 108.; and
Tar. Bed. ff. 145, 146., have followed ; and is modified by the Ak-

bernaroa, f. 42. ; the Nisabnama-e
Afgh. ff. 81—84.; the Kholasetal-Towan'kh, ff. 171 — 173. ; Khafi
Khan, ff. 50—52. ; and Stewart's
History of Bengal,
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book iv. presented to the Emperor Baber, whom he attended in
BabeTUT ms expedition against Chanderi.
Shir Khan remained for some time in Baber's camp,
a b 934
.
a. d.' 1528. where he had the best opportunity of observing the
manners and policy of that prince, and of his ministers.
His keen eye saw defects, even where to others all
Meditates a seemed to be sound. One day, in conversing with some
restoration q£ ^is Afghan friends, he happened to remark, that,
Afghan
empire.

from all the observations he had made, he thought it
by no means an impracticable thing to drive these
foreigners out of Hindustan. To their inquiries, on
what he founded this opinion, he answered, that the
Emperor, great as were his talents, applied but little to
business, so that everything was left to his ministers,
who, being selfish and corrupt, did not attend to the
interest of the state ; that the Afghans unfortunately
were divided, constantly at enmity Avith each other, and
consequently powerless ; but that, could they be brought
to lay aside their mutual animosities and support him
heartily, he did not doubt that he could himself accom
plish the business. His friends laughed at the idea,
and jeered him on his wild and impracticable fancies.
About the same time, he was one day invited to an
entertainment at the Emperor's, where some solid dish *
was placed before him, and only a spoon with which to
eat it.
Having in vain asked for a knife, he at length
drew his hanger, and, cutting up the meat into small
pieces, proceeded to complete his meal with the spoon,
perfectly indifferent to the smiles and remarks of those
who were diverted with his Afghan rusticity. Baber,
when the incident was pointed out to him, turning to
Mir Khalifa, his prime minister, quietly remarked,
" this Afghan is a man of sense and spirit ; " and, being
informed of his conduct towards Muhammed Khan, he
did not hesitate to predict his rise to future greatness.
* Mahcheh.
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Shir Khan got notice of this conversation of the Em- chap. iv.
peror and his minister, and understanding that his own StCT' i"
observations to his friends had been repeated to him, withdraws
apprehensive that he was viewed with suspicion, fled fromTi™
from the camp the same night, and returned to his jagir. CourtTo excuse this step he wrote to his patron Sultan
Juneid, that he must not regard this precipitate retreat
as owing in the slightest degree to disaffection ; that
having learned that his old enemy Muhammed Khan
had urged Sultan Muhammed to send an army to occupy
his jagirs while he was absent in the Chaghatai camp,
and knowing how much delay must necessarily occur,
before he could in the regular way obtain permission to
leave the camp, being hard pressed, he had ventured to
depart at once without loss of time ; and begged Juneid
to assure his Majesty how faithfully he continued to be
attached to his service. Sultan Juneid saw plainly that
these were mere professions, and was much offended.
But, while Shir Khan thus attempted to excuse his Breconflight, seeing no prospect of succeeding at the Emperor's u^of the
court, he sought to be reconciled to Sultan Muhammed. Beb4rThis he easily effected ; and soon after, accompanied by
his brother Nizam, repaired to the court at Patna,
where he was joyfully welcomed by the king and re
stored to the office of Atalik, or protector, to his son
Jilal Khan*
It was not long after his return to the court of Sultan
Muhammed Lohani that that prince died, and was suc
ceeded by Jilal Khan, his son, still a minor, who was
proclaimed king under the name of Sultan Jilal-ed-din.
Affairs were for some time conducted by the young
king's mother, Bibi Diidii, in conjunction with Shir
Khan, who became prime minister. His usual ability Becomes
did not forsake him upon this elevation. He strenu- minuter,
ously exerted himself to maintain the prosperity and
* Tar. Niz. ff. 210, 811. ; Tab.
Akb. f. 172.; Tar. Bed. f. 146.;

Ferishta, v. ii. pp. 106, 107.; Kbafi
Khan, f. 53.
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book iv. reputation of the kingdom, which was still in its infancy. Makhdum Alim Khan was the governor of
Hajipiir, an important province on the north of the
Ganges, at that time belonging to Bengal. He had for
some time cultivated Shir Khan's friendship, and having
quarrelled with his master, Nasret Shah, now entered
into a close alliance with the Khan. Enraged at this
injury, Nasret sent Kutb Khan, the governor of Mongeir, with a large force to invade Behar, to punish the
regent, and to seize the country ; and afterwards to
Rcpcis an root out his own rebellious subject from Hajipur. Shir
invasion.
Khan, who was able to bring only a very inferior army
to meet the invaders, tried every art to effect an ac
commodation, but in vain. He therefore resolved to
hazard the issue of a battle, marched against the enemy,
whom he boldy attacked, and, by his superior skiU and
hardihood, totally defeated, with the loss of their leader,
— the whole elephants and camp equipage, as well as
the military chest of the army of Bengal, falling into
his hands.*
AconspirHis success on this occasion, added to the high
formed
reputation he had already obtained, only increased the
against
envy and dislike with which he had previously been
regarded by the Lohani Afghans, the young king's
relations, who now formed a conspiracy for the purpose
of cutting him off, and engaged the king himself in it.
They alleged, probably not without foundation, that
his ambition extended beyond the mere office of regent,
and did not stop short of the crown itself. Though
his vigilance, and some quarrels among themselves,
enabled him to discover and to defeat the schemes of
the conspirators, he failed in the attempts which he
made to cut them off. But he waited on the young
King, Sultan Jilal-ed-din, to whom he represented the
implacable hostility of the conspirators, and the guilty
* Tar. Akb. f. 172.; Tar. Niz.
f. 311.; Tar. Bed. f. 146. The

Lohanis are also called Nuhanis.
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plans they had formed ; he added, that if his Majesty cnap. iv.
did not actively second his views, he himself must of Sect- Inecessity retire from his service, which he was prepared
to do at a single word ; that his Majesty must choose
between his regent and those who were combined for
his ruin. The King, confused, overawed, and quite
unprepared for such an offer, protested his ignorance
of the plot, and put himself into his minister's hands.
Shir Khan, thus invested with absolute power, took
means to separate and divide the confederated lords.
One portion of them he sent to collect the revenues of
the perganas ; another, to face the King of Bengal, who
was again in arms. Though the conspirators were thus
thwarted for the time, yet, as they consisted of the
king's nearest relations, and of the officers immediately
about his person, they continued to fill his mind with
suspicion and distrust ; and as Shir Khan, who was at
this time engaged in facing the Emperor's troops, per
sisted in carrying everything with a high hand, the
King was at length prevailed upon to make his escape The king
by night, accompanied by a few officers, and to take ^a^om
refuge in the territory of Nasret Shah, of Bengal ; im
ploring his assistance to remove an overbearing minister,
who had now in reality usurped all the powers of the
government; and offering to hold his kingdom of Behar
as dependent on Nasret Shah.
Nasret Shah, happy to find an opportunity of reveng- invasion
ing at once his own wrongs and those of the King of Bengal.
Behar, ordered Ibrahim Khan, the son of the Kutb
Khan, of Mongeir, whom Shir Khan had defeated and
slain, to accompany Jilal-ed-din into Behar, at the head
of a large army, for the purpose of revenging his father's
death, and of replacing him on the throne. Shir Khan
avoided meeting so superior a force in the field, and
retired into an entrenched camp which he had formerly
* Khafi Khan intimates that he
had met with a defeat before en-

tering the camp, f. 53.
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book iv. fortified, and in which he was soon besieged. Here the
two armies lay for some time opposed to each other,
and had daily skirmishes. In these affairs, and from
the constrained situation in which he was, in a hostile
country, Ibrahim Khan suffered so much, that he was
at last obliged to send to his master to solicit reinforce
ments. Shir Khan, discovering this, and finding his
army in high spirits, led them out to offer battle to the
enemy. It was joyfully accepted. Ibrahim drew out
his army, which was strong in artillery and elephants,
and marched to meet them. Shir Khan added stratagem
to bravery. The battle began with great ardour on
both sides ; but while Ibrahim was engaged in front, in
keen pursuit of a party of the retreating enemy, he was
attacked in the rear by a body of chosen troops, who
had been posted in ambush behind an eminence, under
is entirely the personal command of Shir Khan.
Ibrahim was
shirKharu defeated and slain, with the flower of his troops. All
his artillery, elephants and baggage, fell into the hands
of Shir Khan ; and the young King, Sultan Jilal-ed-dm,
escaping with difficulty from the field of slaughter,
sought refuge in Bengal.* This decisive success freed
the dominions of Behar from foreign enemies.f
EWai
But these were not the only rivals who contended for
o'the™" *ne possession of the eastern provinces, so miserably
crown.
distracted by war and faction. There were three rival
princes who aspired to Behar.
Sultan Jilal-ed-din
Sherki, the representative of the older Sherki dynasty
of Juanpiir, which for a long time had nearly disap
peared from the stage, but still possessed Benares and
other districts, and who had placed himself under the
* Tab. Akb. ff. 172, 173. ; Tar.
Nizami, f. 211.; Tar. Bedauni,
f. 146.; Nisabnama-e Afg. ff. 184
—186.; Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 98
— 10y.; Khan" Khan, ff. 52, 53.;
Kho). al-Towar. ff. 273, 274.
•f The acquisition of Chunar is

placed at this time by most historians. Tab. Akb.; Akbernatna ;
Nisabnama, &c. But Baber's Memoirs prove that Taj Khan was
still alive, and in possession of the
place, at the close of the ensuing
campaign, pp. 431, 432.
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protection of Bdber, to whom he submitted : Sultan oiap. nr.
Jilal-ed-dm Lohani, the son of Behar Khan, who, when Sect" h
driven from his kingdom of Behar, had fled to the
territory of Bengal, where he now was ; and a third
competitor, Sultan Mahmud Lodi, the brother of the suitan
late Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, also appeared in the field.*
Lodi.muJ
After the ruin of his hopes on the side of Delhi, by
the defeat of Bana Sanga and the death of Hasan Khan
of Mewat, he had remained for some time in the terri
tories of Cheitur, but being at this time invited by
several powerful Lodi chiefs and some zemmdars of
the country, who had assembled at Pana, he now joined
them. His pretensions were favoured by various classes,
as well as by the numerous friends of the Lodi family.
Indeed, he had with him the good wishes of the Afghans
in general, who, whatever party feuds existed among
them, would gladly have seen the race of Lodi restored
to the throne of Delhi. The recent destruction of the
Lohani dynasty of Behar, by the flight of the King to
Bengal, had made it clear to the inhabitants of the
eastern provinces, even of such as had formerly revolted
from the Lodis and opposed them, that, unless the
Afghans of every tribe united under some new chief,
their reign was over, and that no individual was so likely
to unite the whole Afghan population of India in a
steady union as a member of the royal race of Lodi.
This feeling produced a temporary union.
Sultan i,UniverMahmiid was universally acknowledged. He entered ^y™ledged.
* There seems to be considerable going into Behdr. TheNisabnama-e
confusion, in many instances, in the Afgh. f. 87. has vildet-c Pateh ;
native historians, or their tran- Mahmud is invited to that country,
scribers, between Patna, Panah, and thence enters Behar. It seems
Pateh, and Tehia, which differ only to have been the district of Panah
by the points. Sultan Mahmud is (or Pateh or Tehiai in Bundelkand,
made by Ferishta to come down where the Afghans assembled before
from Patna, upon Shir Khan. The marching into Behar. It is often,
Tar. Nizami, f. 212., has Tirhateh. probably by the fault of the copyThe Tar. Bed. f. 147. has Patna, ists, confounded with Patna, which
but immediately after mentions his is better known.
VOL. II.
K
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book iv. Behar at the head of a few troops, rapidly made himself
master of the town of that name, and of the greater
a.h. 935, part of the province, and was proclaimed King. He
End o/ 29' soon found himself at the head of a large army, amountFebruary. ing, according to the reports brought to Baber, of no
less than a hundred thousand men. Shir Khan, who
saw the tide strongly running in Mahmiid's favour,
however willing he might have been to maintain his
own pretensions, saw that he did not possess the means
of stemming the torrent, waited upon Sultan Mahmud
and acknowledged him. The territories of Behar were
parcelled out by the Sultan among the leaders of the
insurrection, little probably beyond his own jagir being
left to Shir Khan ; but, at the same time, the Sultan
granted him a written agreement, by which he stipulated
that, as soon as he was in possession of Juanpiir, he
would resign Behar to Shir Khan, in full dominion.*
is expelled
Sultan Mahmud Lodi, having sent Baban and Bayezid
across the Ganges to the province of Sirwar, with a
strong army, himself advanced up the river and laid
siege to Chunar; while Shir Khan crossed over and
occupied Benares. The advance of Baber, from Agra,
soon put an end to the hopes of Mahmud. On his
approach, Benares was hastily abandoned, and the siege
of Chunar raised. Sultan Mahmud retreated in con
fusion towards the S6n, his army broke up, and he was
soon after obliged to pass to the left bank of the Ganges,
where he too, like his rival Jilal-ed-din Lohaiii, sought
refuge with the army of Bengal. Upon this dispersion,
Shir Khan sent to Baber his submission, which was
accepted ; and Jelal-ed-din Lohani, making his escape
from the Bengal army, where he felt himself a prisoner,
also submitted. Baber, as we have seen, defeated the
army of Bengal, as well as that of Baban and Bayezid,
who were pursued across the Ganges and Jamna, into
• Baber's Mem. p. 405.
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the territory of Bandelkand, whence, at a future time, chap. iv.
they once more entered Behar. Baber assigned a jagir Selt" L
to Jilal-ed-din Lohani, the late sovereign of Behar, and
made provision for several thousands of the Lohani
troops, who had followed that prince's fortune.
At the conclusion of the campaign, the Emperor
returned to Agra, leaving Muhammed Zeman Mirza
governor of Judnpur, and entrusting the government
of Chunar and other districts of Behar to Sultan Juneid
Birlas, the governor of Karra-Manikpur, under whom
Taj Khan Sarangkhani had the immediate command in
that fortress. Baber did not visit the eastern provinces
for the two last years of his life. Shir Khan, being now
a dependent on the empire, seems to have been left in
full possession of his jagir.
The country, after so
many wars and revolutions, was in a very distracted
state.*
This interval, and the confusion that prevailed over shirKhan
all the eastern provinces, afforded Shir Khan a favour- j^dandis
able opportunity of extending his influence, his reputa- power;
tion with his tribe, and even his territories.f Nor did
he neglect it. Among other important acquisitions, he acquires
became master of Chunar, about the end of Baber's Chuia&Treign, or the beginning of that of Humayun.J That
celebrated fort lies on the banks of the Ganges, above
Benares ; and, from its strength and position, commands
the country around, and especially the course of the
river. It had been held under the late Sultan Ibrahim
Lodi, by Taj Khan§, who afterwards continued to hold
it in Baber's name. Taj Khan was much under the
influence of his wife, Lad Malek, a high-spirited lady,
* Baber's Memoirs, pp. 405—
432.
t lfcid. p. 407.
% Siewart, Hist, of Bengal,
p. 120., makes the event take place
a. n. 943; hut this date is much

too late. From many authorities
it appears that it was in Shir Khan's
possession as early as a. h. 937.
} Taj-Khan was the son of JilalKhan Sarangkhani, one of Sultan
Ibrahim Lodi's great Amirs.
k 2
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book it. of Turkoman extraction, of great beauty and accomplishments, who, though childless, entirely possessed
his affection. This inevitably excited the jealousy and
hatred of his other wives, whose sons resolved to put
her to death. One of them, the eldest, assaulted her
one night with a sword ; but the wounds which he
inflicted were not mortal, though the cry spread over
the harem that they were murdering Lad Malek. On
hearing the alarm, Taj Khan, with a naked sword in his
hand, hastened to attack the assassin, who, seeing that
he could not escape from his father, turned upon him,
and laid him dead upon the spot. As all Taj Khan's
sons, except the murderer, were too young to be able
to conduct the government, Lad Malek, who had the
affection of the garrison, became mistress of the fort ;
and by her address induced the chiefs and zemindars of
the districts subject to Chunar to acquiesce in her assum
ing the management of the whole jagir. Shir Khan,
who was not far off, finding how matters stood, entered
into an understanding with Mir Ahmed Turkoman,
Lad Malek's uncle, seized and confined the delinquent,
who had fled into his territory, and, after some nego
tiation, it was arranged that he should marry Lad
Malek, which he did ; and by that means gained pos
session of the valuable country of Chunar, with the
fort, which is the key of that part of the province, with
all the treasures that had been accumulated in it, as a
place of safety.*
suitan
In spite of his late discomfiture, Sultan Mahmdd
reiiewshis Lodi, soon after the death of Baber, had found means
^'aw™' to coMect another army of Afghans, and resolved to
a.d. i53i. march against Juanpur. He summoned Shir Khan,
who still in secret professed attachment to his cause,
* Akbernama, f. 35. ; Tabak.
Akb. f. 173., followed by Ferishta,
ii. p. 110. ; Tar. Niz. f. 212. ; Nisabnama-e Afgh. f. 86. ; Kholaset-

al-Tow. f. 274. ; Khafi Khan,
ff. 33, 34. A statement of the
treasures found in Chunar is given
in the Nisabnama, f. 87.
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to join his army. Shir Khan was in reality little chap. iv.
disposed to render him any active assistance, and made Sect" J
so many delays that Sultan Mahmud, by the advice of
his Amirs, -who were not unaware of his character and
views, contrived, in marching for Juanpur, to take his
route through Shir Khan's jagir of Sahsaram. This ghi°'^by
quickened the lukewarm diligence of the crafty Afghan,
who, as the Sultan approached, came out to receive
him with every mark of honour, gave him a splendid
reception, and joined him in prosecuting the campaign.
On the approach of the Afghan army, the troops of
Humayun, under Sultan Juneid Birlas, abandoned
Juanpur * ; and Sultan Mahmud was soon master of the
country, as far as Karra-Manikpur and Laknau.
Humayun was at that time, as we have seen, occupied Advance of
with the siege of Kalinjer, which, on hearing of the irrup- IIumi5'untion of the army of Behar into his territory, he raised, and
inarched straight to meet them. On hearing of his ap
proach, Sultan Mahmud concentrated his force. When
the two armies were encamped, facing each other, and
ready to engage, Shir Khan, offended that Baban Khan
Jilwanif, and Bayezid Khan Fermuli, two old and dis
tinguished leaders of the Afghans, had been preferred
to him in the command of the army, to which he Treachery
aspired, sent a secret message to Mir Hindu Beg Kochin, Khan^and
a veteran Moghul chief, who was at this time Humayun's jjfS^"lon
Amir-ul-omra and commander-in-chief, to assure him Afghan
that he continued a hearty friend to the house of his ° **"
patron, Baber, which he would prove by his deeds ; and
proposed that, when the two armies were engaged, he
should draw off his own division and retreat, so that the
defeat of the pretender would be certain. Accordingly,
in the battle that ensued, while the two armies were en
gaged, he retreated with all his troops. A general panic
* Tab. Akb. ff. 173—174.; Tar.
Ni*. f. 212.; Ferishta; Nisabnama, f. 87-

t The Nisabnama calls Baban,
" valad Ata Lodi," f. 88.
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book iv. ensued. Sultan Mahmiid was entirely defeated, with the
loss of his whole camp and of the symbols of sovereignty.
^
He fled to Patna,* disgusted with the world, and be
lieving that he was persecuted by fate, renounced
public life, gave himself up to devotion, and some years
afterf, died in Orissa.
sMr Khan
Humayun, after this victory, having replaced his
chunArnnd governors, hastened back to Agra. Hindu Beg was
hisjaYirs. sent to receive possession of Chunar, and to garrison
the castle with imperial troops.
But Shir Khan's pur
pose had been served, and he delayed from time to
time, under various pretexts, to surrender the place ;
so that, in the end, Hindu Beg returned to court, with
out having effected his object.
We have already seen that, in the following year, the
Emperor, determined to break the power of Shir Khan
a.h. 938, and of the Afghans in Behar, laid siege to Chunar;
a. D.1532. \yUt that, being called away by the rapid progress of
Behader Shah in the west, he found himself obliged to
enter into an agreement with Shir Khan, by which he
allowed him to retain Chunar and his other territories.!
AmiconsoFor nearly five years after this period, the disturbed
lidatesnis state of the provinces on the Ganges, and the Emperor's
resources.
absence from his dominions, while engaged in the con
quest of Malwa and Gujrat, left Shir Khan an invalu
able opportunity, which he did not neglect, for extend
ing his dominions and his power. It is said that when
Behader Shah, the king of Gujrat, found himself hard
pressed by the powerful invasion of the Emperor,
anxious to create a diversion that might draw off the
whole or a part of his troops, he sent envoys to Shir
Khan with large sums of money, to induce him to
» The Tar. Niz. f. 213. calls
it Bateh; Tar. Bed. f. 147. Tehiat.
t According to Ferishta, he died
that same year ; the Tar. Niz. f. 213.
places his death in a.m. 949; so
does the Tar. Bedauni, f. 147. The
Kholas. al-Tow. f. 275. places it in

a. h. 945. The Nisabnama in
a. h. 944.
$ Tabak. Akb. ff. 173, 174.;
Akbernama, f. 42. ; Ferishta, vol. ii.
pp. 110—113.; Nisabnama Afgh.
ff. 88, 89. ; Khan Khan, f. 35.
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march to his assistance. Shir Khan, it is said, having chap. iv.
got the treasure into his hands, pretending that his Sect" l
difficulties at home prevented his marching to a dis
tance, proceeded to accomplish his own plans of ag
grandisement, and left Behader to his fate.
Shir Khan's success was much assisted by the revolt
ii.
i
.1
of Muhammed Sultan Mirza and his sons, on the side of
Laknau and Juanpur, which threw that portion of the
eastern provinces into confusion. He profited by this
occurrence to make excursions into the provinces north
of the river, and to seize immense booty, not probably
paying any very scrupulous attention to the rights or
interests of either of the contending parties.
While
returning from one of these predatory inroads to the
north of the Ganges, he found means to come unex
pectedly on Ulugh Mirza, Muhammed Sultan's son, who
was then lying on the Siru or Gogra, defeated him by a
stratagem, and, turning round, plundered Benares.
Enriched and emboldened by this success, he soon
,
*
r, i
p
i
after turned his arms agamst the Sultan of Bengal,
Having marched across Behar with a large force, he
reduced Patna * and the neighbouring territory, which
* At this period, when going
with some friends through the bazaar
of Patna, a religious mendicant, who
was sitting in a corner silent and
buried in meditation, suddenly burst
out, as if inspired, exclaiming, " Behold the king of Delhi walking on
foot." Shir Khan accepted theomen,
which was the stronger, as the man
was regarded as a simpleton ; took
his handkerchief, tied a knot in the
corner of it to hold firm the respouse, and resolved to follow his
fortune up to the throne itself. Nisabn. f. 89- This anecdote might
have been published to influence his
followers, but one recorded by Abulfazl in the Akbernama, and which
occurred soon after, serves to illusx

trate not only the habits of thinking
of the time, but of the individual,
When Shir Khan entered Bengal,
being desirous of knowing what was
to be the event of his enterprise, he
invited to his court a famous astrologer, who was then with the
Raja of Orissa, informing him that,
as he had strange notions and unusual plans in his head, he wished
for his presence that he might have
the benefit of his skill. The Raja,
who, like some European princes not
long before, kept his astrologer shut
up as a kind of state-prisoner, refused to let him go. The astrologer,
however, wrote to Shir Khan, that
for a year to come he would not be
completely master of Bengal, but
4

riunder? <«
tnc north
of the
"^fgli,
*•D• 1 Co

*•

942-

Til*es p°,s"
session of
southern
Bchur.
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had for some time been occupied by that potentate.
Not content with this, he proceeded downwards to the
farthest limits of Southern Behar, and at Su raj pur,
above Mongeir, engaged and defeated the Bengal army,
and improving this advantage, took possession of the
whole country. His ambition and his success did not
stop short here ; he entered the kingdom of Bengal
itself. That country had not been free from the con
vulsions that had afflicted the kingdoms around. On
the death of Nasret Shah, which happened some time
before this invasion, he was succeeded by his son Firuz
Shah, who, after a short reign of three months, was
murdered by his uncle Sultan Mahmud Shah. Against
this prince, Shir Khan now carried on a successful war
fare, defeated him in several actions, driving him before
him, and at last shut him up in his magnificent capital
of Gour, to which he laid siege. An insurrection of
some zemindars of Behar called off Shir Khan for a
time, but the siege was conducted in his absence by
Jilal Khan, his son, under the guidance of Khowas
Khan, the ablest of his generals. *
that he would become so on a date
which he mentioned ; and that,
moreover, on that very day the river
Ganges would be fordable for one
hour ; and, 6ays Abulfazl, himself
an adopt in astrology, as he pre
dicted, so it happened.
• Akbernama, ff. 42, 43. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 109— 113.;
vol. iv. p. 350. Stewart's Hist, of
Bengal, p. 118. The exact time of
the death of Nasret (or Nasib) Shah
is uncertain. Ferishta, in the Hist,
of Bengal, vol. iv. p. 352., tells us
that he never could ascertain whether
Nasib died a natural death, or was
murdered ; but that he died a. h.
945, after a reign of eighteen years.
In this there is some mistake. His
predecessor, Ala-ed-din, is stated to
have died a.h.930(voI.iv. p. 350.),

so that, if Nasib died in a. h. 945,
his reign was only of fifteen years.
In Ferishta, General History, vol. ii.
pp. 108, 109—113., the actions
elsewhere ascribed to Nasib in
the last part of his reign, arc
given to Mahmiid in the early part
of his. Stewart, Hist, of Bengal,
p. 1 17.) says that Nasret was mur
dered a. h. 940, after a reign of
thirteen years, though some his
torians, he thinks inaccurately, make
him die a. h. 943, after a reign of
sixteen years. Abulfazl (Akber
nama, f. 43. v.) calls the king of
Bengal defeated by Shir Khan,
Nasib Shah. The second siege of
Chunar occurred in A. B. 945. It
is possible that Nasib may have died
during the siege of Gour, which
was in the same year ; though not
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The report, of these rapid successes had alarmed chap. iv.
Humayun, during his residence in Gujrat and Malwa ; Sect- h
and now, after his return to Agra, made him march
with his grand army to re-establish his authority in
Behar. The events that followed, it is now time to *• h. 944,
1 . .,
A.u. 1537.
detail.
probable, as Stewart makes Mahmud
die in a. h. 945, the same year,
which would allow only a few months

for his reign. I should be inclined
to fix upon the early part of a.h.
943 as the time of his death.
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CHAPTER IV.
AFFAIRS OF BENGAL.

SECTION II.
CONQUEST AND LOSS OF BENGAL BY HUMAYUN.
HUMAYUN AT AGRA. PREPARES TO ATTACK SuIr KHAN. — LAYS SIEGE
TO CHUNAR ; WHICH SURRENDERS, AFTER SIX MONTHS. SHfli
KHAN IN BENGA1.. HUMAYUN ADVANCES TO BENARES. — CAPTURE
OF GOUR, AND REDUCTION OF BENGAL AND BEHAK, BY SHIR KHAN.
HUMAYUN SUMMONS HIM TO SUBMIT; HE REFUSES. HUMAYUN
TRAVERSES BEHAR, AND APPROACHES THE TERIA-GARHI PASS.
TLANS OF Sh/r KHAN
SURPRISE AND ROUT OF THE IMPERIAL
ADVANCED GUARD. — RETREAT OF THE ENEMY.—S1i/r KUAN GAINS
RHOTAS BY TREACHERY. HUMAYUN ENTERS BENGAL, OCCUPIES
GOUR, AND SUBDUES THE WHOLE PROVINCE. INDOLENCE OF TILE
EMPEROR, AND COURT.— SHHi KHAN RE-OCCUPIES BEHAR, AND THE
PASSES. LAYS SIEGE TO JUANPUR AND CHUNAR. REVOLT OP
HiNDAL MlHZA, AT AGRA. HUMAYUN RETREATS FROM BENGAL ;
HIS DANGEROUS SITUATION. M1RZA ASKERI FORCES THE PASSES
INTO BEHAR. SHIR KHAN PROCLAIMED KING
THE TWO ARMIES
APPROACH. SHfR SHAH'S TACTICS; OPERATIONS AT CnONSA
DISTRESS OF THE IMPERIAL ARMY. REBELLIONS IN HINDUSTAN.
TREASONABLE CONDUCT AND VACILLATIONS OF HINDAL MfKZA.
HE ATTACKS DELHL KAMRAN MHtZA CALLED IN TO RELIEVE IT.
— HiNDAL RETREATS TO AGRA. KAMRAN ALSO REVOLTS. PURSUES
inNDAL, AND RECEIVES HIS SUBMISSION. MARCHES AGAINST SHIR
SHAH; BUT RETURNS WITHOUT FIGHTING. — CONTINUED DISTRESS
OF HUMAYUN AT CHONSA. HE SENDS AN ENVOY TO SHfR SHAH ;
NEGOTIATIONS AND ARMISTICE. NEGLIGENCE OF HUMAYUN.
ATTACK BY SHfR SHAH SLAUGHTER OF THE IMPERIALISTS.
DANGER AND WOUND OF HUMAYUN.
HIS ARMY ANNIHILATED.
PROCEEDINGS OF SHIR SHAH. HUMAYUN MAKES HIS WAY TO AGRA.
—SHfR SHAH SUPREME ON THE LOWER GANGES.
bookjt. Though Humayun's return to Agra had been hurried
a.D. 1537.
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on by the reports that had reached him of the alarming chap. iv.
progress of Shir Khan in Bengal, and by the recent Sect' _'
death of Sultan Juneid Birlas, which had added still
farther to the disturbed state of the eastern provinces ;
he, however, wasted a twelvemonth, after his arrival in
the capital, in pleasure and inactivity, before he seriously
resolved on taking the field. The first wish of his
heart was to have again marched into Malwa and
Gujrat, and to have retrieved his affairs in these pro
vinces. Burhan Nizam Shah, of Ahmednagar, who was
assailed by his neighbours in the Dekkan, as well as
from Gujrat, sent an embassy, offering to assist Humayun
in a new invasion of that country.* But the danger
from Shir Khan's unexpected progress drew off the
Emperor in another direction. Sensible, at last, of the
danger of any farther delay in seeking out and com
bating his indefatigable enemy, he made every prepara
tion for an active campaign. He despatched his Amirs
to their different jagirs to expedite the march of their
contingents, while he committed the government of the
principal provinces of the crown to his most eminent
nobles. Delhi, he entrusted to Mir Fakr Ali ; Agra,
to Mir Muhammed Bakhshi ; Kalpi, to Yadgar Nasir
Mirza, his cousin and brother-in-law ; and Kanauj, and
the adjoining country, to Nur-ed-din Muhammed Mirza,
who also had married a daughter of Baber. Having
concentrated the whole moveable force that he could
command, the Emperor set out, and proceeded down
the Jamna, sometimes by land, sometimes by water,
accompanied by his brothers, Askeri and Hindal, and
taking with him a part of his harem. On the way,
Muhammed Zeman Mirza, whose pardon had been
negotiated by his wife, a sister of Humayun's, met him,
with a body of troops, who still accompanied him, after
all his elevations and misfortunes, and was honourably
* Briggs's Ferishta, vol. iii. pp. 228, 229.
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BOOK IV. received. Chundr was the first object of the campaign.
A. D. 1037-8. Shir Khan, being still absent in Bengal, the moment was
regarded as favourable for an attack. Before the army
reached Chunar, Kutb Khan, his second son, whom he
had left in charge of it, retired * to the neighbouring
hills of Bharkanda, to observe and harass the besiegers
from without, leaving Ghazi Khan Surf, the father of
the future king, Ibrahim Shah Sur, to conduct the
defence within.
The place was strong, well provided with stores and
Lays siege
to Chunar. ammunition, and defended by a brave and numerous
garrison. In spite of every effort on the part of the
assailants, little progress was made.
Riimi Khan,
Behader Shah's celebrated engineer, who had left him
after the disastrous discomfiture of Mandsur, w7as now
Humayun's Mir-Atesh, or Grand-Master of Ordnance,
and directed the operations of the siege. When it had
lasted several monthsJ, seeing that his battering guns
* According to Jouher, this was
on the Sheb-e-Berat, 16 Shaban,
which would be the 18 Jan. a. i>.
1538. Six months, between Agra
and Chunar, is a long time.
t Bedauni, f. 141., says that it
was Jilal-Khan, and that he retired
in a boat during the siege.
J Kumi Khan, when he found
that his batteries did not produce
the desired effect, and desirous to
ascertain on what part of the forti
fications an impression could most
successfully be made, is said by
Jouher to have resorted to an arti
fice not altogether singular in bar
barous warfare. Having caused a
faithful and intelligent Abyssinian
slave, with whom he had a perfect
understanding, to be severely flogged,
the slave made his escape by night,
and found admittance into the fort.
There, with imprecations against the
injustice and cruelty of his master,
he exhibited his limbs still flagrant

from the scourge, explained with
truth in whose service he had been;
spoke of the skill, as an engineer,
that he had gained under so able a
teacher ; and professed his readiness,
in revenge of the injurious treat
ment he had received, to point out
the spots, from which the camp of
the besiegers could be most effectually
annoyed. To evince at once his
skill and his sincerity, he showed
some defects in the fortifications
that required to be remedied. The
officers who had charge of the de
fences, the better to avail themselves
of his remarks, carried him to the
most important parts of the works,
on which he silently made his ob
servations ; and, having gained his
object, in the course of a few days
he found means to escape and return
to the camp, where he communicated
bis remarks to his master, who acted
upon them in his future operations.
Jouher, c. 3.
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did not make the impression which he expected, he made chaP. iv.
a more scrutinising survey; and, having discovered ScCT' u'
that the defences were weakest on the side of the river,
besides running some works to cut off the communica
tion of the garrison with the country, and a mine or
two on the land side, in furtherance of his previous
operations, Riimi Khan constructed a battery near the
Ganges, in which he placed a huge piece of cannon, to
bear on the walls by the river side. But soon, finding
that, from its distance and position, it did not produce
the desired effect, he resolved to attack the river face
directly, where the works were weakest. For this pur
pose he constructed a large platform upon boats in the
river, on which he raised a battery, surmounted by a
high tower that overtopped the fortifications.
This
floating battery he moved across the river by night,
and anchored close to the fort. This movement was
supported by a general attack on every side. A furious
cannonade ensued, and soon threw down a portion of
the wall, by which the besiegers attempted to enter * ;
but so well did the garrison defend themselves, that
seven hundred of the assailants were killed, and the
floating battery was half-destroyed by the shot. Next
morning, artificers were set to work to repair the battery
for a fresh attack, when such of the garrison as had
not already escaped, seeing that the Emperor was
resolved to take the place at any expense, and that
there was no prospect of relief, capitulated on condition which surthat their lives should be spared. After the surrender, ^e™x
Moveiid Beg Duldi, a favourite of Humayun's, under months,
pretence of an order from the Emperor, caused the
hands of three hundred artillerymen to be struck
off; a breach of faith for which, on the indignant com
plaint of Rumi Khan, he was sharply rebuked by
Humayun. The command of the place was conferred
Jouher says that no breach was made.
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BOOK IV. on Rumi Khan, who held it but a few days, when he
a. p. 1538. died, it was strongly suspected of poison administered
by some of the nobles with whom he was unpopular.
He was succeeded in the government of Chunar by Beg
Mirak, whom he had pointed out as most fit for the
office.*
Sh(r Khan
The six months during which Ilumayun was detained
in Bengal.
by the siege of Chunar afforded a most valuable breath
ing time for Shir Khan, who employed it in the reduction
of Bengal, and especially in pushing on the siege of
Gour, where his troops were directed, sometimes by
himself, and sometimes by his son, Jilal Khan, and his
great general, Khowas Khan, the son of the late Malek
Ilumayun Saka. After the fall of Chunar, the Emperor moved
advances to
Benares.
down to Benares, where he learned that Shir Khan was
actively occupied in the siege of Gour, and had the
prospect of being soon master of the whole kingdom.
On this, he resolved to prosecute his march into Bengal,
that he might check his progress, and had reached the
river S6n, when news arrived that Gour had fallen.
It appears that after a siege of many months, a
Capture of
Gour, and scarcity of food began to prevail in the city, upon which
reduction
of Bengal the king, Syed Mahmud Shah, seeing no hopes of suc
and Behar
cessful resistance, and that the place must soon fall,
by Shir
Khan.
effected his escape in a swift rowing boat, and reached
Hajipur. He was afterwards pursued and attacked by
a party of Shir Khan's troops, his followers dispersed,
* Jouher's Mem. c. 3. ; Akbern&ma, f. 43. ; Tabakat-e Akberi,
ff. 149,150. 175.; Tar.Niz. f.213.;
Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 83, 84. 113.;
Nisabnama, f. 8.0. ; Khafi Khan,
f. 45. The Tabakat, f. 150., says
that the artillerymen were mutilated
bahukm (q. bihukm) Ashraf, and that
their left hand was cut off. Abulfazl seems to extend this to all the
garrison of two thousand. The
Tab. Akberi, f. 1 75. ; Tar. Niz.

f. 213. call Riimi's successor, Dost
Beg, as does the Nis&hn&ma. Fe
rishta, following the Tabakat, makes
the siege last six months (vol. ii.
p. 114.) as does the Nisabnama.
Jouher allows six months for the
construction of the floating battery
and tower. There is a good deal
of diversity in the various accounts
of the siege, which it is needless to
attempt to reconcile.
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and himself wounded ; so that he was soon after com- chap. iv.
pelled entirely to abandon his kingdom, and to seek Sxct' n'
refuge in the camp of the Emperor.* Shir Khan, after
his victory, hastened back to Gour, which fell into his
hands ; and the greater part of the dependent provinces
of Bengal and Behar followed the fate of the capital.
This intelligence induced Humayun to follow a more
vigorous plan of operations. He saw the necessity of
preventing the Afghan from having time to confirm his
power in the wealthy and populous kingdom of Bengal.
He therefore despatched an envoy to Shir Khan, com
manding him, without delay, to resign to him the
throne, the umbrella, and other ensigns of royalty, with
the royal treasures which had fallen into his hands;
and, at the same time, to surrender all the territory
that he had recently seized ; offering to assign to him,
in jagir, the fort of Chunar, the city of Juanpur, or any
other place that he might choose. Shir Khan received
the message with every mark of deference, but declined

Humdyun
to""°"
»ulnnlti

which he
dec"nc'-

the offer, saying that the conquest of Bengal had been
achieved by years of toil, and the lives of many of his
bravest followers, and that he was therefore by no
means disposed to part with what had cost him so
much.
The envoy, who was detained some time in
Shir Khan's camp, on his return, besides reporting as
to his mission, informed the Emperor that the Khan
had already set out on his way from Ghour to Rhotas
and the hill country, carrying with him the immense
treasure that he had taken, and which he intended to
secure in the fastnesses among the hills.
Meanwhile Humayun, leaving Mir Hindu Beg Kochin, numiyun
his Amir-al-omra, as governor of Juanpur, with direc- ^,^"cs
tions for the general management of affairs in that
• Mahmud, in his distress, made
application for assistance to Nuno
d'Acufia, the Portuguese GovernorGeneral of India, who sent nine

ships, but they did not arrive till
the town was taken. Hist. Faria de
Souza, quoted by Stewart, Hist, of
Bengal, p. 121.
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book iv. quarter, marched forward for Bengal. At Moniah, a
A o. l6ss, small town between Arra and Dinapur, near the cona. h. 945. fluence of the S6n with the Ganges, he was met by
Syed Mahmud Shah*, the expelled king of Bengal, who
was still suffering severely from his wounds. As the
rainy season had now commenced, many of the Em
peror's officers were of opinion that it would be better
to suspend operations till its close, since the movement
of troops, especially of cavalry, must be attended with
extreme difficulty during that season in the low country
of Bengal.
But Mahmud Shah contended, that the
earliest moment was the best ; that Shir Khan was still
unconfirmed in the possession of the country, and, if
attacked without delay, could easily be expelled. He
added, that there was no danger of suffering from want
of supplies, as was apprehended by some, since there
were granaries in Bengal adequate to the support of
many armies. Humayun, persuaded by these reasons,
in which there was great weight, and dazzled with the
prospect of conquering another kingdom to make up
for those he had lost, willingly adopted the views of
the exiled monarch.
Approaches
The army continued its march, and before it had
garhipast quitted the territory of Mongeir, information arrived
>that Jilal Khan, Shir Khan's second son, and Khowas
Khan, his ablest general, had occupied the narrow de
file near the village of Teria-garhif,—the grand pass that
leads from Behar to Bengal, — and fortified a strong
position in the heart of it, for the purpose of check
ing the advance of the imperial army. On reaching
Bhagilpur, between the town of Mongeir and the pass,
Mirza Hindal was detached across the riverJ, with a
* The Akbernama and Tar. Bed.
f. 141. call him Nasib Shah, which
must be erroneous.
t Tiliagulley. Rennell.
J Jouher, c. 4., speaks of Hindal,
and Yadgar Nasir Mirza's being sent

back from the Son, to look after
Agra and Delhi. The Tabakat-e
Akberi and Tar. Bedauni say that
Hindal Mirza was sent from Mongeir
to Agra, to check and chastise Muhammed Sultan Mirza, and his sons,
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body of five or six thousand men, to act on the op- chap. iv.
posite bank ; and, soon after, Jehangir-Kuli Beg and 8ecT"
Biram Khan, with a detachment of about the same
strength, were sent forward to clear the road by the
Teria-garhi and Sikria-garhi pass.
The defile which Shir Khan had ordered his son to
occupy, is the long and narrow passage lying between
the Ganges and the termination of the Rajamahl hills,
where, on the east-side, the narrow space is, for some
distance, washed by that river. The ground on the
west rises abruptly into the Rajamahl hills*, here
precipitous, and rendered impassable by jungle and
thorny shrubs.
It is the great natural highway
through the hills from Behar into Bengal.
Shir
Khan, seeing no probability of defending Bengal
against the formidable army commanded by the Em
peror, by resistance in the open field, had given his
son a body of about fifteen thousand men, with in
structions to defend the .upper, or Teria-garhi, pass as
long as he safely could, but charging him on no ac
count to involve himself in offensive opperations, and,
as soon as the main body of the enemy's army ap
proached, and it was known that he, Shir Khan, had
reached Shirpur, to abandon his ground, and hasten by
forced marches to join him.
Shir Khan's plan of operations was to allow Huma- n™* or
yun's army to take possession of Bengal ; to move by
r ian"
the road of the hill-country of Jharkendf, towards
Rhotas, and secure his treasure and spoil in the difficult
recesses of the hills, or in that fort, if he could have
access to it ; and then to operate on the Emperor's rear
Ulugh and Shah Mirza, who had f. 43. v., merely makes him sent
fled at Humayun's approach, and across the Ganges with five or six
were still exciting commotions. Fe- thousand men, to co-operate with
rishta, v. ii. p. 85., agrees that Hin- the grand army.
dal was sent to suppress the revolt
* See Rennell's Atlas of Bengal,
of Muhammed Sultan Mirza, at Plate, No. 15.
Kanauj. Abulfazl, Akbernama,
t Jharkend and Bharkend.
VOL. n.
L
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book iv. and communications as he advanced into Bengal, seizA D 1538 ing upon Behar behind him, and cutting off all inter
course with his dominions, both in the north and west.
Surprise
When the imperial detachment, under Jehangir-Kuli,
oHhTira. approached the defile, they found it strongly fortified,
periai ad- This forced them to halt, in order to examine if the
guard.
enemy could be dislodged by an attack, or if any other
practicable pass could be found, by which their posi
tion could be turned, and they taken in the rear.
Jilal Khan, seeing the imperial troops encamped so
near, and learning that they lay carelessly on their
ground, less occupied with securing their own camp
than with devising means for assailing their oppo
nents, seized the favourable opportunity for cutting
them off, fell upon them by surprise with great fury,
wounded Jehangir-Kuli himself, and put numbers
to the sword. The detachment was saved chiefly by
the valour and conduct of Biram Khan, who had a com
mand in it. Collecting some of his troops, he attempted
by his gallant resistance to give the imperialists time
to rally.
But, though he made several desperate
charges, and even broke through the enemy, yet, as
Jehangir's force had been pushed greatly too much
in advance, and was consequently left unsupported*,
they were overborne by superior numbers ; and, un
able to recover their ground, were compelled to fall
back on the grand army at Kohlgam, between Bhagilpur f and the pass. Many officers of rank fell in this
affair. A violent storm which sank the Emperor's
barge at the moorings, attended by a heavy fall of rain,
* Jouher, c. 3., makes no mention
of any sally, but represents them
as being overpowered, while on their
march in the narrow defile, by Jilal
Khan's men, who were placed in
ambush in the overhanging heights.
f The Colgong and Bogilpoor
of Rennell. Jouher calls it Kahl-

gram. One account makes the Emperor here allow his brother Hindal
to proceed to the provinces of Tlrhut
and Purnia, which were given him
in jagir, with directions to setde
them, and return with stores and
necessaries for the expedition,
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which flooded the surrounding country, prevented the chap. iv.
Emperor from moving on for several days after. When Sect- IIhe was able, however, to send forward reconnoitring Retreat of
parties to examine the passes, it was found that the eenemyAfghans, who had received notice that Shir Khan with
his whole plunder and artillery had reached Rhotas,
having thus attained their object, had already aban
doned their works and retreated. *
It was at this moment of danger that Shir Khan sWrKhan
succeeded in gaining possession of the hill-fort of Rhotas by
Rhotas. Having lost Chunar, to which he had for- treachcrymerly trusted as a secure retreat for his family and
his treasures, he had now no commanding fortress in
which he could deposit them in the moment of need.
His own country was overrun, and he found it neces
sary to withdraw his troops from the open country of
Bengal.
In such circumstances, the possession of
Rhotas would be of unspeakable advantage to him.
It lies high up, in a strong country, on the upper
course of the S6n ; was reckoned impregnable ; and
had never submitted to the Kings of Delhi. It would
not only be a place of security for his family and
treasure, but a most important military post in the
warfare he anticipated. With caution and secrecy he
proposed to the Raja, Hari Kishen Birkisf, to be
allowed, in this pressing exigency, to send his ha
rem and family, with his treasure and a few attendants,
into the fort, as a place in which they might be safe
from all the accidents of war. This was at first re
fused. But Shir Khan employed an able agent, who
gained the Raja's favourite wife and his minister by
rich presents, and who represented to the Raja, that,
• Akbernama, f. 45. ; Tabakat-e
Akberi, f. 150. ; Tar. Bedauni,
f. 141.
t Abulfazl calls the Raja, Chin
taman. Akbern., f. 43. ; the Khola-

set-ul-Towarikh, f. 275., describes
him as ltaja Chintaman, a Brahman.
The Nisabnama, apparently on good
authority, makes Chintaman a Brah
man and the Rajah's minister.
2
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doubtul enterprises in which Shir Khan was

a. d. 1538. engaged, it would be an unspeakable relief to his mind
to know, that, even should he be deprived of life, his
harem and his honour would be safe ; and that his
wealth, such as it was, the treasures and the plunder
of Bengal, instead of falling into the hands of his
inveterate enemies, would enrich a friend who had
ever been faithful to him. And the Raja, thus strongly
urged, whatever were his motives, whether friendship
or avarice, was finally persuaded to comply with Shir
Khan's request.
The plan said to have been adopted by him was not
altogether novel, and was founded on the severe and
jealous delicacy with which, in the East, women of rank
are treated. A thousand dolis *, or covered litters,
were provided, in each of which was placed a chosen
Afghan warrior, in armour, and sent up to the fort.
In some of the first, ladies were seated, to cover the
deceit; in others were arms.
When the persons in
charge of the gates stopped the dolies at the head of
the procession, and began examining them, Shir Khan
despatched a messenger to the Raja, to remonstrate with
him on the unspeakable disgrace he would incur, were
his females exposed to view; and the Raja sent orders
to let them pass without examination. As soon as all
the dolis were within the fort, the armed men issued
from them ; the bearers and attendants supplied them
selves with arms from the dolis ; one party advanced
to seize the palace, another took possession of the gates,
and admitted Shir Khan and his troops. Hari Kishen
effected his escape by a private passage. " Thus," says
Ferishta, " fell one of the strongest fortresses in the
world into the hands of Shir Khan, together with
much treasure, that had been accumulated for ages.
Although the author, Muhammed Kasim Ferishta, has
* The authorities differ as to the
number of the dolis, as well as in

many other particulars, making them
300, 1000, and 1200.
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Seen many hill-forts in India, he has seen none to chap. iv.
compare with that of Rhotas.
It is situated on a Sect" n'
table-land, on the top of a mountain more than five
kos (seven miles) square. It has only one entrance, by
a very narrow road, along a steep ascent of two miles
from the foot of the hill to the gates ; and water is
found everywhere in abundance, by digging a few feet
below the surface." *
As soon as Humayun found that the passes were
clear, he left Kohlgam, and continued his march into
Bengal.
At the same time he allowed his brother
Hindal, at his own request, to proceed to the provinces
of Tirhut and Purnia, which he had given him in
jagir, enjoining him to bring from thence to Bengal
such stores and necessaries as might assist the invasion.
In the course of a few days, Humayum took possession
of Gour, the capital of Bengal, which, as well as the
neighbouring country, he found wasted and ruined by
the ravages of war, and the inhabitants in extreme
misery and wretchedness. In Gourf, dead bodies were
still lying everywhere in the streets and bazars, which
were covered with rubbish. These marks of war and
desolation were soon removed.
Humayun met with
little opposition in completing the conquest of the
whole province, which submitted to him in the course
of the year, and, with the restoration of order, it was
speedily restored to comparative prosperity.
* Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. pp.
114,115. SeeTabak. Akb. f. 175.;
Tar. Niz. ff. 213, 214.; Abulfazl
Akbern., f. 43. ; Tar. Bedauni,
f. 141.; Nisabn. Afgh. f. 89.; Kholaset-ul-Tow. p. 275. ; Jouher's
Mem. c. 3.; Khafi Khan, ff. 55, 56.
There is some discrepancy as to the
date of the taking of Rhotas. Jouher,
who accompanied Humayun on his
expedition to Bengal, mentions his
Bearing of Shir Shah's being in
Rhotas before he left Agra, and even

makes the Emperor march against
it, while Shir Shah was employed
in Bengal. But his Memoirs were
written from memory, at the distance of many years after the events,
and, in this, as in several other instances, are probably erroneous.
t The old name of Gour was
Laknouti; Humayun, who was very
partial to it, called it Jinnetabad
(Paradise). After residing in it
three months, he was forced to leave
it, the troops finding it. unhealthy.

Humiyun
gal, and oc£^''.

and subthoieprovlncc-
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Humayun, thus far successful, was fully alive to all

a. d. 1538.
indoienee
peror and
court.

the enjoyments of his new situation.
He soon portioned out the whole country into jagirs, which he
divided among his principal officers. He was delighted
with the fertility, and with all the novelties and luxu

ries of that rich province. Giving way to the habitual
improvidence of his temper, he shut himself up in his
private apartments, and resigned himself wholly to
frivolous indulgences, and to idle pleasures. He was
faithfully imitated by his court and his officers, who, in
like manner, devoted themselves to jollity and sensual
pursuits. Nothing was done to conciliate the inhabitants,
to improve their condition, to strengthen the govern
ment, or to secure the possession of the new conquest.
Some time elapsed in this manner, while Humayun
and his court enjoyed themselves*, without thoughts of
the past, and with little care about the future. By
degrees, the intelligence from the north became less
frequent. Hindal Mirza did not forward the expected
convoys.
On the contrary, news full of suspicion
were brought ; first, that without leave, and in spite of
the rains which then prevailed, he had marched straight
un«ai*c- for Agra ; and next, that he was comporting himself in
of his af.
a manner not consistent with his fidelity to his brother,
fairs.
Humayun immediately despatched Sheihk Bhiil, to bring
back the Mirza to his duty. Meanwhile, no reinforce
ments or supplies arrived from any quarter. The little
news that did arrive became daily less ; and gradually
all routes of communication were completely blocked up.
This state of things might have roused the most un
thinking.
But the inconveniences experienced were
only negative ; there was no positive and active annoy
ance pressing close at hand ; and the victors thought* The length of Humayun's re.
sidence in Bengal is not well defined.
The Tar. Nizami, f. 214., Tar. Akb.
f. 175., Nisabnama-e Afgh. f. 90.,
make him spend three months in

Gour, in pleasure; as does the Tar.
Bedauni, f. 141. The Tab. Akb.
allows six months for his residence
in Bengal, in all ; the original of
Jouher, nine months.
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kssly pursued their career of enjoyment. Such rumours chap. it.
of what was going on at a distance as reached Gour, SlCT" "•
being seldom of a favourable description, were carefully
coDcealed from the Emperor by those about his person,
as of too disagreeable a nature for royal ears ; so that he
was on the brink of a precipice, before he suspected that
there was any danger.
At length news the most alarming, and which could Shu Khan
no longer be concealed from the Emperor, arrived in ^wr'ann*
rapid succession. It was discovered, that not only was the p"85^Shir Khan in possession of the passes, but that the
country through which they had recently marched was
rapidly falling into his power. As long as Humayun
pursued his route through Behar, the Khan had shunned
meeting him. He, for a moment, stopped his pro
gress on the confines of Bengal, to gain time to removo
his booty, from Gour and the conquered country, to the
mountains of Jharkend, and to Rhotas, where he de
posited it in safety. While the Emperor, having fairly
passed the defiles, entered Bengal to the south of the
hills on the one side, the Afghan descended from his
mountain recesses into Behar on the other, and spread
his forces once more to the north of the hills, where his
own strength lay.
He was speedily master of the
whole province, and had occupied every road by which
troops or couriers could pass down to Bengal, so that
the Emperor was totally excluded from all co-operation,
or even communication, with the rest of his dominions.
Availing himself of the absence of the imperial army,
he passed the Ganges, took the city of Benares after a
short siege, and slew the governor Mir Fazli, and seven
hundred Chaghatais. Thence he proceeded to Juanpur, Lays siege
which he prepared to besiege. It was defended by ^r"4"'
Baba Beg Jilair, who had succeeded to that command
by the recent death of Hindu Beg. The governor had
just been joined by Yusef Beg from Oud, who had got
so far with a body of five thousand men, that he was
L 4
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book iv. attempting to carry to Bengal, to reinforce the EmA ~ 1538 peror.
Yiisef Beg * joined the governor to assist in
defending the place, and indulged his fondness for
action in constant sallies and skirmishes. Jilal Khan,
Shir Khan's eldest son, taking with him a few thousand
men, succeeded in coming up with him while on one of
these excursions near Juanpur. Yusef's officers ad
vised an instant retreat, his numbers being far inferior
to the Khan's. But, hurried on by the ardour of his
courage, he engaged, was defeated and slain, and his
troops dispersed. Next day, Jilal laid siege to Juan
pur. Shir Khan's joy at this victory, the first con
siderable one gained by his troops in the open field
against the Emperor's, was very great. He regarded
it as a happy omen and pledge of future success ;
observing in homely phrase, that a cock, when once
soundly beaten, is not easily brought again to the
scratch. Baba Beg made a brave and skilful defence
of Juanpur ; and despatched expresses to the Emperor
and the neighbouring governors of provinces, to ask
ami chu- assistance. Meanwhile, Shir Khan blockaded Chunar
also. He seized the families of the principal zemmdars
of Behar and Juanpur, as hostages, and sent them in
custody to Rhotas. His army was now very strong,
and his operations, planned and conducted with con
summate sagacity, had in all quarters been crowned
with success. No less alarming were the reports reitcvoitof ceived, at the same time, from Agra, where Hindal
Mirifat
Mirza had put to death Sheikh Bhiil, soon after his
Agra.
arrival ; had thrown off his allegiance ; had assumed
all the ensigns of sovereignty; and caused himself to
be proclaimed Emperor, f
* The Nisabnama(f. 91.) asserts
that Biram Khan, who had not then
attained the rank he afterwards did,
held a command in Yiisef Beg's
army.
t Akbcrnama, ff. 43, 44.; Ta-

bakat Akb. f. 175.; Tar.Niz. f.214. ;
Ferishta, v. ii. pp. 83, 84. ; Jouher,
c. 4. ; Khafi Khan, ff. 45—47- ;
Nisabnama-e Afgh. ff. 89—91. ;
Tarfkhe Reshidi, ff. 365, 366. ;
Tar. Bedauni, ff. 141, 142.
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For some time, Humayun affected to treat the news chap. iv.
as unfounded and impossible ; but he soon found that 8*CT' 1 '
it was no time to linger where he was.

He sum- Huraayun

moned a council, to make arrangements, both for his from Benreturn, and for leaving an adequate force to preserve 8a1,
his conquest. Some difficulty arising, as to a proper
person to be entrusted with the future command of
the province, Humayun proposed to appoint Zahid
Beg to be governor of Bengal; and to leave him
behind, with a competent number of officers and
troops, for the protection of the province.
That
nobleman had married the sister of Baike Begum,
one of the Emperor's favourite ladies, who had often
importuned his Majesty to confer some appointment
on him. The Beg, being present when the nomination
was made, asked the Emperor, with some petulance,
if his Majesty could find no place but Bengal, in
which to make away with him.
Humayun, enraged
at this unseasonable and insolent speech, vowed that
he should put him to death.
Zahid Beg, however,
escaped from the Council, and sent a message to the
Begum, entreating her to intercede for his pardon.
This she did, but in vain.
He was, therefore, ob
liged to fly privately from the camp, and, along with
Haji Muhammed Koka and Zmdar Beg, two officers of
distinction, succeeded in reaching the upper provinces.
The government of Bengal was committed to JehangirKuli Beg, a gallant veteran, who was left behind with
a body of five thousand horse.
Humayun, when about to retrace his steps, sent
forward Khan Khanan Lodi with the advanced guard
of the army, ordering him to occupy Mongeir in
Behar, and to hold it till his arrival.
He himself
followed ; but from the heavy rains, which rendered
the roads deep and nearly impassable with mud*,
* This of the rains and mud
deserves attention. For the months,

see Tar. Niz. p. 214..
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book iv. much of the baggage of the army was soon lost,
A D 1538 many horses perished, and the troops began to en
dure great hardship. To add to their distress, before
the Emperor had quitted Bengal, he learned that a
strong body of Shir Khan's troops, under Khowas
Khan, had destroyed the gates of Mongeir by fire,
entered the town, and carried off Khan Khanan.*
His dan.
Xhe danger was now more urgent than ever. The
gerous situ.
.
,
t»
1 p
t» 1 /
ation.
difficult straits that separate .bengal from Beliar were
still to be passed ; the troops were worn out and
dispirited, and numbers of them suffering from sick
ness.
Humayun, sending for Askeri Mirza, whose
division was reckoned the most efficient in the army,
offered to reward him to any extent, or, as he ex
pressed himself, to grant any four demands he should
make, provided he could extricate him from his present
situation.
Askeri called a meeting of his principal
officers, and explained what had pagsed. They asked
him, what boon he thought of requiring. His answer
is a melancholy symptom of the degradation of the
court and times of Humayun. " It is my intention,"
said he, " to ask a round sum of money, a supply of
the most costly manufactures of Bengal, some handsome
slaves, and a few eunuchs." His officers, filled with sur
prise and indignation at his short-sighted selfishness, told
him without hesitation, that the crisis was one of great
difficulty and danger, from which nothing but their
strenuous exertions could relieve him or the Emperor ;
that they would expect, therefore, to share in some
reward proportioned to the extent of the benefit con
ferred; and proposed, that all of them should be
raised to a higher military rank, should receive an.
increase of pay for their followers, and a large dona• Akbernama, fT. 43, 44. ; Tabakat-e Akberi, f. 175.; Tar. Niz.
f. 214. ; Jouher, c. 4. This KhanKhanan was Dilawer-Khan, son of

Doulat Khan. He had been made
Khan-Khanan by Baber. He died
in prison in Shir Shahs reign.
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tion in ready money for themselves. On these condi- chap. iv.
tions they hoped to be able to extricate the army Sectfrom its present distress.
The Emperor complied
with their demands, paid down the money, and added
rich presents to gratify his mercenary warriors. Having mi™
received a reinforcement of the best troops in the camp, fonL the
the Mirza advanced, made his way through the passes, ^^int°
and reached Kohlgam, where he halted. From that
place he sent back to inform the Emperor of his suc
cess, and to communicate intelligence, the truth of
which he had been able to ascertain. His report was,
that Shir Khan was busy besieging both Chunar and
Juanpur ; was in possession of Behar and the country
as far as Kanauj ; had been encouraged by his success
to declare his independence, by assuming the title of
Shah, or King * ; and was now collecting a large force
at Rhotas.
This intelligence seems to have induced the Emperor
to march up the left bank of the Ganges, till he came
opposite to Mongeir, where he found Askeri and the
advance.
Here Muhammed Zeman Mirza communi
cated undoubted information which he had procured,
that Shir Khan was not far off, and was secretly, but
carefully, watching every motion of the army. Instead
of proceeding onwards by the same bank to Juanpur, by
which route he would have been less liable to meet
with interruption, and could have collected reinforce
ments from various quarters, the Emperor, — from some
false point of honour, as is alleged, lest Shir Shah should
boast that he had given up the ordinary high road,
which lay to the south of the river, and taken that on
the north, to avoid facing him, — was induced to recross to the right bank. This movement he is said to
have made by the advice of his favourite, Moveiid Beg,
in opposition to the remonstrances of his ablest officers,
* He probably at this time assumed the style of King of Behar.

swr Khan
k^1™1"1
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book iv. who represented the miserably unprepared state of the
~ 1£>38 army for active service, worn out, as they were, by a
long and difficult march through heavy roads, and
nearly destitute of baggage and warlike stores. Having
crossed over to the right bank, Humayun resumed
his march upwards, past Patna, till he reached Moniah,
at the confluence of the Son with the Ganges.*
At Moniah, the enemy, who, though hovering at no
great distance, had hitherto hardly shown themselves,
were discovered to be at hand in great force. Orders
were issued to the troops to arm and prepare for action ;
and, next day, a body of the Afghans appeared in
sight.
The day following, just as the army was about to
march, news arrived that the Afghans had seized the
boat which carried a huge piece of ordnance f that had
been used at the siege of Chunar. The army, however,
crossed the S6n ; and, on the fourth day, with some
skirmishing, reached ChonsaJ, near which the Karamnassa flows into the Ganges.
shir shah's
On hearing of the Emperor's march from Gour, Shir
t.u tub.
Knan had raised the siege of Juanpur, and concentrated
his force. His plan of campaign was laid with great
coolness and skill. If the enemy pushed forward, for
the purpose of bringing on a pitched battle, he resolved
not to face them in the open field, nor to hazard the
fate of the war on a single great action, in which the
imperialists, from the quality of their force, were likely
to have the advantage. On the contrary, in that case,
he proposed to give them the slip, and to re-enter
Bengal, as he had formerly left it, by the Jharkend
* Abulfazl makes Muhammed
Zeman Mirza join the army before
the siege of Chunar (Akbernama,
f. 43.). Jouher makes him and
Mubammed Sultan Mirza join
during the siege, c. 3. ; the Tabakat
makes him arrive at this time with

a considerable party, f. 150. ; and
Ferishta, v. ii. p. 85. follows that
authority.
t Dig Koh-shikan, the hillbreaker.
$ Chor.sar. Rennell.
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hills. If, on the other hand, the Emperor, instead of chap. iv.
marching to attack him, pushed on straight for Agra, Sect"
then he was to hang on his flanks and rear, cut off his
supplies, and harass him on the line of march ; and
even, if occasion offered, to attempt a surprise. The
accounts which soon reached him, of the broken and
disabled state of the imperial army, induced him, how
ever, to deviate from this plan ; and, adopting a bolder
system of operations, to march down and meet his
enemy face to face.*
Accordingly, when the Emperor's army reached
Chonsa, about nine in the morning, before they had
dismounted, an immense cloud of dust was seen in the
east. The Emperor gave orders to ascertain whence it
proceeded, and soon learned that it was Shir Khan,
whose army had arrived by a forced march. A consulta
tion was held. Kasim Husein Sultan proposed an instant
attack, observing that Shir Khan must have come that
day eighteen or nineteen kos, and that his horses must
be worn out and fatigued, while theirs were compara
tively fresh. The Emperor was inclined to fall into his
opinion, but was induced by Moveiid Khan to defer the
attack till next day. A bridge was thrown across the
Karamnassa, and the army passed and encamped
without fighting, which disheartened both Amirs and
soldiers. Shir Khan, who had placed himself in the
direct line of his march, fortified his camp on every
side with strong entrenchments.
Humayun's further advance was now checked. The
army, brought into this trying situation, was already
much weakened by sickness and disease, as well as by
the casualties of a long march through bad roads. The
greater proportion of the draught cattle had perished
on the march, the rest were worn out and emaciated ;
numbers of the cavalry, having lost their horses, were
* Akbernama, f. 43.
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BOOK IV. dismounted, and forced to accompany the army on
Even the cavalry horses left were in a wretched
a.d. 1539. foot.
condition. The troops were dispirited. These evils
were not likely to be remedied by their present posi
tion, cooped up in their camp under the eye of a
vigilant enemy. The Emperor had lost the power of
moving. Daily skirmishes ensued, bravely contested,
and generally terminating in favour of Humayun's
troops, but in which many lives were lost on both sides.
Any onward movement must be through the enemy's
lines ; yet, such was now the reduced and disheartened
condition of the imperial army, that it would have been
imprudent to hazard such an attack ; and without an
action of some kind, it was impossible even to change
their ground. In this situation the two armies remained,
facing each other for about two months.* During this
* The Tabakat-e Akberi ; the
Tar. Bed., and Ferishta, say three
months. The chronology of Hu
mayun's expedition to Bengal is not
very distinctly marked by historians,
but some of the leading points may
be ascertained. He left Agra, a. h.
944, Sefer 8. (a. d. 1537, July 17-).
According to Jouher, the army
reached Chunar on the Sheb-e-Berat,
Shaban I6.1 (a. d. 1538, Jan. 18.)
Six months between Agra and.
Chunar is a long time ; and, as it
is agreed that the siege lasted six
months, we may suppose that the
blockade had begun before the
arrival of Humayun. The rains had
begun before the Emperor reached
Moniah. At Patna, he was ad
vised to halt, because the rains had
come on. Shu- Khan is said to have
taken Gour on the 12th of Fer-

verdin (Zikadeh, A. h. 94-4, a. d.
1538, April) ; Humayun remained
three months at Gour ; and, ac
cording to different accounts, from
six to nine months in Bengal al
together ; the Tabakat, f. 1 50., and
Bedauni, f. 141., allow six; Jouher,
who was on the expedition, nine.2
All Bengal, we are told, was con
quered in the course of a. h. 9*5,
which ends May 29. a. d. 1539The month, in which Humayun
commenced his return from Bengal,
is not specified ; but he remained
two months at Chonsa, probably,
April and May, 1539, before the
rains set in, and his final dis
comfiture occurred a. h. 946, Sefer 5.
(a. b. 1539, June 23.) when he had
been nearly three months at Chonsa.
On these data, I have attempted to
arrange the chronology of the events.

1 Major Stewart, in his trans
lation of Jouher, p. 9-» makes this
occur a. h. 945 ; but there is no
date of any year in the original, and
it is clear that it is a. h. 944.

The Sheb-e-Berat of a.h. 945 would
bring it down to A. H. 1539, Jw>. 7.
2 Stewart's Jouher, p. 13., has
several months, but the original has
nine.
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time some of those who had lost their horses or their chap. nr.
health in the Bengal expedition, and found their way Sect" _
to Juanpur and Chunar, contrived to rejoin the Em
peror, whose situation, cooped up as he was, grew daily
worse. Messenger after messenger was despatched to
Hindal, and afterwards to Kamran, whose arrival at
Agra became known, beseeching them to turn their
arms against Shir Khan, and to march to the relief of
the Emperor and his army ; but not a symptom of
succour appeared.
Indeed, it was not on the side of Bengal and Behar j^J1'°M
alone that the affairs of Humayun were in a dangerous
state. Revolt and rebellion were raging in his capital,
and in his own family. Situated as he now was, Hu
mayun, in ordinary circumstances, might have looked for
assistance from his brothers, and the provinces around
his capital. But no consolatory ray of hope gleamed
upon him from that quarter. Instead of ready succour,
all there was procrastination, intrigue, and treason.
When Humayun entered Bengal and proceeded to Gour,
tt. i ••-»«•/
•
-in
• ■
, .
.
it.
Hindal Mirza, instead ot remammg to keep the rebels m
check, and maintain the communications with the grand
army, taking advantage of the season, abandoned his
post, and set out for Agra, without leave. His absence,
and the death of Hindu Beg, had encouraged and ena
bled Shir Khan to pass the Ganges, and, as we have
seen, to take Benares, defeat Yusef Beg, and lay siege
to Juanpur ; besides cutting off all the communications
of Humayun's army. Hindal, who was now in his
twentieth year, misled by the evil counsellors who so
often surround an aspiring prince, and incite him to sa
crifice every duty at the shrine of ambition, on his
arrival at Agra, entered the city, took possession of the
Emperor's palace, issued his orders as if vested with
absolute power, and seemed to direct his views to the
throne itself.*
« Akbernama, f. 43. ; Tabak.

Akb. f. 1 50. ; Jouher, c. iv. ; Ferishta.

tan.
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The great officers, whom Humayun had left in situaA ~ 1538 tions of trust, could not witness such proceedings with
unconcern. The man who, at this moment of danger
and turmoil, seems to have exerted himself above
all others, was Mir Fakhr Ali*, an old and distin
guished officer of Baber's, whom Humayun had left
as military governor of Delhi, under Yadgar Nasir
Mirza. Alarmed at the course which Hindal was pur
suing, he hastened down to Agra to meet the young
prince ; and represented to him, in the strongest terms,
the danger to which he was exposing the power and
the very existence of the Chaghatai race in India; he
pointed out, that it was a moment when, instead of
destroying everything by discord and disunion, it was
most necessary that every friend of the family of Taimur
should exert himself, to break the rapidly increasing
power of Shir Khan and the Afghans. By such remon
strances, he prevailed upon Hindal to leave the city, to
cross over the Jamna into the Doab, and there collect
whatever forces could be brought together, to march
and raise the siege of Juanpiir. Muhammed Bakhshi,
Humayun's military governor of Agra, readily furnished
every assistance in his power from the arsenal and
magazines, to equip the troops, and enable them to take
the field.
Mir Fakhr Ali, thus far successful, next
hastened to Kalpi, to induce Yadgar Nasir Mirza, the
Emperor's cousin and brother-in-law, who commanded
there, and whose jagir Kalpi was, to put his troops in
motion, so as to form a junction with those of Hindal
in the territory of Karra, that they might thence
proceed in concert to Juanpiir.
It happened, unfortunately, that at this time Zahid
Beg, Khosrou Beg Kokiltash, Haji Muhammed Baba
Kushke, and other discontented and turbulent nobles,
who had fled from Bengal, arrived, and had secret
* Or, Mir Fakr Ali.
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communications with Nur-ed-din Muhammed Mirza, the chap. iv.
governor of Kanauj, who had married Gulreng Begum, Sect" il
Humayun's sister, and who seems to have been privy
to Hindal's designs.
Nur-ed-din wrote to Hindal
Mirza, announcing the arrival of these noblemen, and
at the same time forwarded to him a petition from them,
asking his favour and protection, and proffering their
own duty and services.
To this address the Mirza,
who, in spite of his change of conduct, had still a strong
leaning to his treasonable purposes, returned a gracious
answer, which he gave to Muhammed Ghazi Taghai,
one of his trusty adherents, by whom he at the same
time wrote to inform Yadgar Nasir Mirza, and Mir
Fakhr Ali, of the arrival of the Amirs. The Amirs did
not wait at Kanauj for his answer, but proceeded to
Kol, a jagir of Zahid Beg's. Hindal's envoy, hearing
of this movement, instead of going first to Yadgar,
went straight to meet them. The conspirators, finding
that Hindal was irresolute or insincere, and being
themselves desperate, told the envoy, explicitly, that
their mind was made up ; that they had for ever shaken
off their allegiance to the Emperor; that, if Hindal
would assume the imperial dignity, and read the Khutba
in his own name, they were ready to be his most
faithful subjects ; but if not, that they would straight
way repair to Kamran Mirza, and make him the same
offer, which would not be refused. The envoy, return
ing to Hindal, reported what had passed, and added
his own opinion ; that the Mirza was so far committed
as to have only one of two measures to adopt ; he must
either at once call in the Amirs, accede to their advice,
and declare himself Emperor ; or get them into his
power, cast them into prison, and treat them as rebels.
Hindal, whose mind was misled by high and dazzling
projects, was not long of coming to a decision on this
VOL. II.
M
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book iv. alternative.* He agreed to accept the proposal of the
A D 1538- fugitive nobles, and to raise the standard of rebellion.
It was at this very juncture that Sheikh Bhul or
Behlul, who had been sent by Humayun from Gour, on
a mission to the MIrza, arrived near Agra. He wa9
the elder brother of Sheikh Muhammed Ghous, who
had gained Gualiar for Bdber, and who was one of the
most eminent saintly men then in India. The posses
sion of the mysterious names of God, by the secret
use of which it was devoutly believed that the most
wonderful and miraculous effects could be produced,
added awe to his character. He was revered by Hu
mayun as his religious teacher and spiritual guide, and
had acted as a councillor to Hindal himself, in his cam
paign against Muhammed Sultan Mirza and his sons,
beyond the Ganges. Hindal, on hearing of his approach,
went out and received him with every mark of honour.
He had been sent from Bengal, as we have seen, by the
Emperor, when he first heard of the Mirza's defection,
to reason with him on the folly of his proceedings, that
could only serve to elevate the Afghans on the ruins of
the imperial family and men. He brought with him
assurances from Humayun, not only of forgiveness for
his past misconduct, but of every favour and exalta
tion for the future, that the affection and generosity
of a prince and a brother could bestow.
The weak
and wavering mind of Hindal was shaken by these
remonstrances of duty and wisdom. He had not yet
made any irrevocable manifestation of his rebellious
intentions, and was once more persuaded to return to
his allegiance, and to join in an active effort to drive
the common enemy out of the field, and free his so
vereign from his distress and peril. The very next
day, he sent to make fresh requisitions from Muham
med Bakhshi, the governor, of such a quantity of
* Akbernama, ff. 43—45.; Tab.
Akb. 150, 151.; Jouher, c. 4.;

Nisabnama-e Afgh. ff. 90, .01- J
Tar. Bed. f. 142.
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warlike stores and equipments, arms, cattle and money, chap. iv.
as would enable him to put his army instantly in mo- Sect"
tion, and to proceed to the relief of Juanpiir. With
all his demands, the governor, influenced by the Sheikh,
professed his readiness instantly to comply, except as to
money ; all that was in the treasury having already,
he affirmed, been disbursed among the troops.
Only four or five days had gone on, in this course of
vigorous preparation, when Nur-ed-din Mirza, who had
entered entirely into the views of the fugitive lords,
arrived from Kanauj. He came, intending to carry
into effect the plan that had so lately been concerted
and settled between them and Hindal. Finding the
course things had taken, he, by the weight of his au
thority, once more produced a change in the vacillating
mind of the Mirza. Muhammed Ghazi was again sent
to renew the agreement with them. To this they con
sented, but only on condition that Sheikh Bhiil, who
was the acknowledged agent of the Emperor in Hin
dal 's camp, and had been the means of breaking the
first agreement, should be publicly put to death ; an
act, they said, necessary to prove at once the sincerity
of the Mirza's return to their views, and his fixed
determination to enter into no terms with his brother.
These conditions were acceded to by the prince ; and
Sheikh Bhiil, who suspected no change of policy, and
every moment of whose time was actively employed in
superintending the despatch of arms and stores to the
camp, and in removing any impediments to the imme
diate march of the troops, was seized in his own house
by Nur-ed-din Muhammed Mirza, carried across the
Jamna, and beheaded on a sandy down* near the
gardens of Baber's palace, under the shallow pretence
that he carried on a secret correspondence with the
Afghans.
* Registan.
M 2
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The compact of the confederates being thus sealed in
A n- 1538. holy blood, the rebellious Amirs now moved to Agra,
and waited on Hindal, who was proclaimed Emperor ;
and the public prayers were read, and money coined
in his name.
The troops were immediately put in
motion, but it was towards Delhi, not Juanpiir. Muhammed Bakhshi, deeply shocked at the murder of the
Sheikh, waited on the Mirza : " You have slain the
Sheikh," said he, " why am I spared?" But blood
enough had been shed. He tried to pacify the faithful
Amir, and sent him to the camp. The most earnest
remonstrances on his cruel proceedings, came from the
ladies of his father's Harem. When Hindal went to the
palace of his mother, Dildar Aghacheh, he found her
attired in deep mourning. On his reproaching her for
assuming the garb of sorrow, at a moment when his
accession to the throne called only for joy and festivity,
that lady, whose affections made her far-sighted, with
tears assured her son, that, far from participating in
his delight, she saw, in all that was passing around her,
matter only of profound regret and condolence; that
she seemed already to be mourning over his bier;
that, young and inexperienced as he was, he had given
himself up to the guidance of evil counsellors, who had
engaged him in a course that could lead only to ruin.
" And," continued she, " to your other guilt, you have
added the stain of innocent blood.
You have mur
dered the holy Sheikh. Away ! and do not defile my
palace with your presence." * The prince used every
means he could devise to soothe her resentment and
sorrow, and insisted on carrying her along with him
in his march to Delhi.
The news of these procedings at Agra soon reached
Yadgar Nasir Mirza and Mir Fakhr Ali, who were
still at Kalpi, preparing to join Hindal on his march to
• Akbernama, ff.43,44.; Tabalc. c. 4.; Tar. Bedauni, f. 142. ; Khafi
Akb. ; Ferishta, ii. 85, 86. ; Jouher, Khan, f. 47.
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the eastward. Perceiving at once that nothing could chap. iv.
be done to prevent the intended revolt, they instantly SeCT" "'
resolved to strain every nerve to secure Delhi ; and ac
cordingly, proceeding by forced marches, and by a cir
cuitous route, that they might escape observation, they
succeeded in throwing themselves into that ancient
capital. Hindal Mirza, on leaving Agra, had marched
straight for Delhi, expecting to get possession of it
with little resistance, in the absence of the governor.
When he arrived at Hamidpur, near Finizabad, he got
notice of their rapid march ; and, seeing himself anti
cipated, hesitated whether or not to go on. Finally, ne attacks
however, he resolved to push forward, and besiege the Delhi"
town. On his march, he was joined by many of the
smaller zemmdars of the neighbourhood.
The faithful noblemen, who had thrown themselves
into Delhi, used every exertion to strengthen the works
and the garrison ; and did all that activity and valour
could effect to repulse the besiegers. They despatched
messenger after messenger to Kamran Mirza, to call called In to
him to their aid. That prince was then at the height relleve lt~
of his reputation. He had made two successful expe
ditions from Lahiir to Kandahar, in the first of which
he had relieved, and in the second, re-taken that im
portant town. His dominions stretched from HissarFirdza to Zemin dawer on the one side, and to Badakhshan on the other. On hearing of the distracted state
of the empire, the danger of Humayun in Bengal, the
increasing power of Shir Khan, and the rebellion of
Hindal, Kamran Mirza had determined to advance into
Hindustan, and had set out at the head of ten thousand
horse. He met the messengers on the road, received
their despatches, and moved forward with increased
speed ; so that ere long news arrived in the camp of
the besiegers that he was near at hand, and had reached
Sonpat, which lies between Panipat and Delhi. Upon
M 3
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BOOK IV. this, Hindal, seeing all hope gone of gaining the town,
a. n. 1539. abandoned the siege, and hastened back to Agra.
Hindal re
The part that Kamran Mirza was to act, in the
tires to
Agra.
present state of affairs, was a matter of the deepest im
Kamran
In his hand was placed the fate of the
al-o in re portance.
volt.
house of Baber. It soon appeared that he pursued a
short-sighted policy ; and that, while he professed to
serve his brother Humayun, he in reality looked only
As he approached
a. u. !)46, to his own supposed advantage.
a. H. 1539.
Delhi, the governor came out to meet him. Mir Fakhr
Ali, having easily penetrated the prince's designs,
ventured to offer him his advice. He told him that
Yadgar Nasir Mirza was in the place, determined to
hold it for Humayun, which he certainly would do, if
attacked at that moment ; that it was Kamran's best
policy, whatever were his ultimate views, to follow
Hindal to Agra, so as to prevent his gaining a decided
influence there ; that, if Agra, the capital, fell, Yadgar
Nasir would no longer have the same inducement to
hold out, and Delhi would then submit without a
struggle. In the end, he had sufficient address to per
suade Kamran to march on to Agra ; and Yadgar, thus
left undisturbed, employed the leisure afforded him in
strengthening the defences, and adding to the garrison.
Pursues
As Kamran approached Agra, Hindal, who had been
Hindal ;
joined by none of the jagirdars of note, finding him
self unequal to maintain a contest with his brother,
fled with five thousand horse to Alwar, the capital of
Mewat, his government. His mother remained behind;
and, influenced by the representations of Kamran Mirza,
who became responsible for his safety, soon after pre
vailed upon him to make his submission to that prince,
rerelvcs his and to return to Agra. In this submission he was
submission; joined by the refractory Amirs, who had espoused his
cause; and the whole confederates, now apparently
united in a common cause, met ; and, having crossed
the Jamna, formed an army on its left bank for the
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professed purpose of marching against Shir Khan. chap. iv.
Kamran Mirza held the chief command. The army Sect"
moved slowly forward a few marches. The general
confidence began to revive, insomuch that traders
ventured to carry stores and other supplies, which they
attempted to introduce into the Emperor's camp at
Chonsa. But Kamran was the slave of a guilty am
bition, and swayed by bad advisers, among whom ap
pear to have been the fugitive Amirs, who sought to
widen the breach between the brothers. They sought
to convince him that to destroy the enemy, and so re
lease the Emperor, was only laying a snare for his own
destruction. Influenced by such counsellors, the ad
vance, slow at first, afterwards ceased ; and by and by
he was persuaded that the season for doing any thing
was past ; that it was better to return, preserve the
stores and munitions of war,"and husband his resources,
that the troops might be allowed to return home, and
make every thing ready for a new campaign ; that,
meanwhile, should Shir Khan defeat the Emperor, they
would be prepared to face him ; and should Humayun
destroy Shir Khan, they would possess the means of
making terms with arms in their hands. Lending a
'—^
ready ear to such false and shallow reasoning, Kamran led his army back to Agra about the beginning
of the rains, abandoning his brother to his fate.*
Humayun had now been for two months cooped up
in his camp at Chonsa, and suffering many privations.
He could not bring his wary antagonist, whose camp
was deeply entrenched and defended by artillery, to
leave it and engage in the open plain ; nor was he able,
* Akbernama, ff. 43, 44. ; Tar.
Akb. ; Jouher, c. 4. ; Ferishta,
vol. ii. pp. 85 — 87.; Khafi Khan,
f. 47.; Tar. Reshidi, ff. 365, 366.
Several historians, Nizam-ed-dm
Ahmed, the author of the Tabakat-e
Akberi, Ferishta, and Khafi Khan,
M

make Kamran assume the title of
Emperor. From the narrative of
Abulfazl and of Jouher, c. 5., and
still more from that of Haider Mirza,
I think it probable that he assumed
the authority, but not the name.
4

marches
shl'^Khan.

•

But returns
without en*
gaging him.

continued
HunSyun
* chonsa.
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book iv. in face of the enemy, to effect the passage of the
The
a.d. 1539. Ganges, though he lay close to that river.
superiority which his troops maintained in partial
skinnishes was of no avail. He lay in an enemy's
country ; and the opposite bank, as far as Kanauj, was
overrun by the Afghans. His only hope of relief was
from his brothers, who possessed the means of collecting
an army, and marching to succour him ; but the news
which reached him from Agra, first of the treason of
Ilindal, and afterwards of the arrival and unworthy
conduct of Kamran, at length convinced him that, while
his danger was daily increasing, he had nothing to
>. h. 946, expect from them.
To add to his misfortunes, the
""n 1539' periodical rains, which set in with great violence,
June. • increased the difficulty of moving, or of receiving
supplies or reinforcements. Part of the camp of Shir
Shah was laid under water, which forced him to move,
with the greatest part of his troops, to the higher
ground, two or three kos off, leaving his cannon and
fortified position under the guard of a portion of his
army. But the skirmishing continued, and no prospect
of relief appeared,
lie sends an
At length Humayun, compelled by the necessity of
envoy to
his
situation, sent one Miilla Muhammed Barghiz, who
Slur Shah.
was known to Shir Shah, to treat of a pacification. He
found the new king busy with his spade, in the heat of
the day, among his soldiers, who were employed in
digging a trench. On seeing the ambassador, the King
washed his hands, a temporary awning was spread, and
he sat down under it on the ground, without ceremony,
and received the envoy.
To the observations which
the Mulla made, when he communicated the Emperor's
message, the King only replied, "Go, and tell your
Emperor this from me : he is desirous of war, his troops
are not ; I do not wish for war, my troops do." He,
however, gave instructions to Sheikh Khalil, whom he
called his Murshid, or spiritual father, an eminent and
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pious divine, descended from the famous saint, Sheikh chap. it.
Ferid Shakerganj ; and, having sent him to Humayun, Stct" u'
a negotiation was entered into.
An intercourse of messengers between the camps now Negotutook place ; the conditions of the treaty were discussed, amuuce!
and were supposed to be nearly arranged. An armistice
seems to have followed ; the men of the two armies
met on friendly terms, and even amused themselves by
making pleasure parties to visit the opposite camps.
Shir Shah took advantage of this calm to despatch
Khowas Khan, with some thousand horse, to chastise
Raja Mharta, who had assisted Humayun, not only
with his troops, both horse and foot, but by cutting off
the supplies of Shir Shah's army; and who had resisted
every offer of reward and threat of vengeance that had
been made to secure his neutrality. The Khan pre
vailed, after an obstinate encounter, defeated and slew
the Raja, and brought back his head, which he laid at
the feet of his sovereign.
The treaty was meanwhile in progress*, and the Proposed
conditions at last settled between the envoys were, that treaty,
all Bengal, and his old jagir in Behar, should be con
ceded to Shir Shah, who was to acknowledge Humayun
as his lord paramount, and to read the Khutba in his
name. But Shir Shah insisted that, in addition to this,
Chunar should be restored to him; and, after some
• As to the supposed treaty of
peace, Abulfazl says little, but de
claims against- the cunning and
treachery of Shir Khan, Akbern.
f. 4-5. The Tar. Nizami, f. 214.;
Tabak. Akb. f. 150., and Tar. Bed.
f. 1 42., make peace concluded, on
condition that Humayun was to be
allowed to return home in safety,
Shir Khan retaining Bengal as far
as Garni, the khutba to be read in
the Emperor's name. Jouher makes
him iusibt on Chunar being given

up, to which Humayun was com
pelled to assent. The Nisabnama
makes Bengal given up as far as
Garhi. Ferishta makes Bengal and
Behar be ceded to Shir Khan for
the payment of a trifling tribute,
and adds that the treaty was signed
and ratified by mutual oaths.
Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 87.
The Kholaset-ul-Towan'kh, f. 276.,
also supposes a peace to have been
concluded.
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BOOK IV. delay, Humayun, though reluctantly, was obliged to
a.d. 1539. consent.
Some affirm that this treaty was mutually agreed to,
Negligence
of Uuand
confirmed by oath ; but perhaps no definitive
mayun.
treaty was signed. Preparations were made for break
ing up both camps. Shir Shah, having constructed
a bridge over the Karamnasa, had sent his best men two
or three days' march to Behar, on their way to Bengal.
The Emperor seems to have withdrawn his outposts.
His troops dispersed carelessly about the camp, and all
were busy in packing up their baggage and the public
stores, and in finishing a bridge of boats, which they
were constructing over the Ganges for their return
home. The camp was a scene of bustle and rejoicing.
Attack by
Shir Shah, seeing that Humayun and his generals
Shir Shah.
were thrown off their guard, believed that the wishedfor moment was at hand for striking a blow, which
should at once avenge the wrongs of the Afghans, and
destroy the Emperor, his army, and the House of Baber.
The most atrocious breach of faith cost his mind
nothing; it was the very basis of his policy.
He
directed the troops that had marched, to countermarch
secretly and with speed. He divided the force intended
for the enterprise into three columns ; taking one him
self*, giving another to his son, Jilal Khan, and the
third to his general, Khowas Khan.
He ordered
Khowas Khan to take a circuit with his division, and
as the day dawned, to surprise the enemy by the river
side, to seize the boats and other craft in the river, and
to put to the sword all who came in his" way. The
other two columns were to co-operate by attacking on
different quarters. It is asserted that Sheikh Khalil,
who was in Shir Shah's camp, sent to desire the Em
peror to be on his guard against a surprise, as Khowas
Khan had marched, about afternoon prayersf, with a
* " Having his back to the
Kibleh," says Jouher, which looks

as if he had come from the west,
t Namaz-diger. Jouher.
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strong body of men ; but that no attention was paid to chap. rv.
.1 • . •
,Sect. II.
the intimation.
The -watch, which that night was under Muhammed ^a£*bJj£
Zeman Mirza, was but negligently kept. Before the perialists.
morning twilight appeared, an uproar was heard in the
rear toward the river. Soon after was seen a crowd of
women and camp-followers, flying in confusion over the
whole camp. The Afghans were found to have entered,
and were slaying all they met, without mercy or dis
tinction.
The surprise was complete.
To numbers
their sleep became the sleep of death. The troops in
general had not time to arm, to saddle their horses, or
to form in order, before the Afghans poured in on every
side. Humayun started from sleep * on the first alarm. Danger of
The imperial kettle-drums were beaten, and about three Humayunhundred horse soon gathered around him. Just as he
was mounting his horse, Baba Jelair and Terdi Beg
Kuch Beg joined him. He besought them to spare no
exertion to bring off the empress, Haji Begum. These
devoted servants, while zealously attempting to execute
his orders, were slain fighting at the entrance of the
private tents. Mir Pehlewan Badakhshi, another officer
of distinction, and a considerable number of men, shared
the same fate, in attempting the same achievement.
They failed in their purpose, and the princess fell into
the hands of the Afghans. At this crisis, Shir Shah
himself happened to arrive. He ordered his eunuchs
and most trusty servants, with a party of armed men,
to keep watch round the harem, and to suffer none to
be injured. The wives and families of the officers and
men of the vanquished army fled, and took refuge in
this asylum, where they were safe. "While Humayun
was attempting to collect his troops, a party of the
enemy, with an elephant, came down upon him. He
made a sign to some of his household, who were by, to
• The Nisabnama says that he was reading the Koran.
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book iv. attack it. As they hesitated, he snatched his spear
A D 1539 from the officer who carried it, spurred on his horse,
and struck the animal on the head with such force, that
He is
he was unable to draw the spear out again. Meanwounded '
while, an archer who sat on the howdah, wounded him
on the arm with an arrow. This compelled the Em
peror to retire, leaving his spear in the wound. He
now called out to those who were near him to join him
in a charge, but was not seconded. All was disorder.
One of his followers, seizing his reins, exclaimed, in
Oriental phrase, " This is no time for dallying : the
feast is over, why linger near the food ? " and led
him towards the river.
On reaching the bank, he
swims the found the bridge broken down. At once he spurred
his horse, and plunged into the stream, but was soon
dismounted.* At this moment of danger, a watercarrier swam up to him, presented him with his waterbag, which he had filled with air, and made a sign to
the sinking monarch to lay hold of it. He did so, and
made his way across, the water-carrier swimming by
him and assisting him. On reaching the opposite bank,
the Emperor asked his deliverer what was his name.
He said it was Nizam. " To me," said the Emperor,
in the exuberance of his gratitude, " thou art as Nizam
Aulia, and thou shalt be placed on my throne."f
His army
The defeat was complete. Shir Shah had left nothing
faled.
to accident. The camp had been attacked on every
side, as soon as it was entered on the rear. On the
river, the bridge was broken down, and boats were in
• " The Emperor came to the
banks of the river," says Jouher,
c. v. " An elephant, Girdbaz by
name, accompanied him. He ordered
the driver to break down the bridge,
which he did. His Majesty drove
his horse into the river, but lost his
seat," &c. The Akbernama, f. 45.
and Nisabnama, ff. 91, 92., represent the bridge as being broken

down by the Afghans,
t Nizam-ed-dm Auh'a is a celebrated saint. Some writers make
the promise to Nizam to be, that he
should occupy the throne for half
a day ; others, till noon. The Tabakat calls Nizam, Muhammed Sakka,
Muhammed the water-carrier. See
Akbernama, f. 45.; Jouher, c. 5.;
Tar. Bed. ff, 142, 143.
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readiness, which sailed up and down, filled with men chap. iv.
armed with matchlocks and spears, who killed all they Sect"
could reach in the water.
The whole tents, campequipage, baggage, artillery, stores, and what remained
of the treasure, fell into the hands of the conqueror.
Muhammed Zeman Mirza, Moulana Muhammed Ali,
Moulana Kasim Ali, the Sadr, or Head of the Law, many
other officers of distinction, and eight thousand of the
Emperor's best Tartar troops, perished on this disastrous
f, besides numbers of inferior note and camp fol
lowers. This memorable event occurred at the Chupah
Ghat, on the banks of the Ganges, on the 27th day of
T
ieor>#
June, a. d. 1539.*
When Shir Shah, after the final discomfiture and
dispersion of the enemy, returned to the imperial tents,
he dismounted in the Hall of Audience, and humbly
prostrated himself in prayer to the Giver of all victory.
He did not now hesitate to declare a dream which
he had on the preceding night. He thought that he
and Humayun were both carried into the presence of
the prophet of God, who was sitting in state on
a throne, and who, addressing the Emperor, told
him, that the Almighty had bestowed his kingdom
on Shir Shah ; and at the same time, taking the crown
and cap of authority from his head, placed them on
that of his rival, commanding him to rule with justice.
This dream, he said, he had not published before the
battle, lest it should be regarded as a device to inspire
courage into the Afghans. He sent a courteous message
to the captive Empress, condoling with her on the
deceitfulness of fortune ; but adding that, in former
• In this account of the campaign of Bengal and Behar, and its
disastrous close, the authorities
chiefly followed have been, Akbern.
ff. 44, 45.; Tab. Akb. ff. 150. 175.;
Tar. Nizarai, ff.213, 214. ; Jouher's
Mem. c. 4, 5. ; Nisabnama-e Afgh.

ff. 90—92.; Tar. Bedauni, f. 142.;
Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 84—
88. ; Khafi Khan, f. 47. The Tarikh-e Bedauni gives some lines
which Shir Shah wrote on the
memorable victory which closed the
campaign.

*'

946.

sefer9,
June 27.
J™1^'
s«r shan.
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book iv. days he had been protected and cherished by the
A ~ 153g imperial house, and regarded himself as a child of
the family, and he promised to send her back, with
all the Harem, to Agra, as soon as the Emperor was
known to have reached it, — a promise which he faith
fully performed. He ordered the same allowances to
be issued to all who were in the Harem, that they had
previously been accustomed to receive ; and commanded
that all the other women and children of the van
quished army, who had been made prisoners, should
be protected, and allowed to return home, at their own
pleasure. *
The Emperor remained but a short time on the left
™ay*toblS bank of the Ganges, to collect such of his troops as, by
-*era-

the strength of their horses, or in any other manner,
had been able to get across the river. Having been
joined by his brother Askeri and some other chiefs,
they soon after rode off for Agra.
He had not ad
vanced far, when he found that he had not yet escaped
all danger ; as it appeared that Mir Fen'd Gur, an
Afghan officer, was following him in the rear ; while
Shah Muhammed Afghan had taken post in front, to
arrest his farther progress. This news so much dis
heartened the troops, already worn out with fatigue,
that fears were entertained lest they should desert
their standards. In this emergency, Raja Prabhan, a
Rajput chief, volunteered with his followers to check
the advance of Mir Ferid, so as to allow his Majesty to
bend the whole force of his arms against the enemy,
who shut up the road by which they were to advance.
The offer was accepted, and the Emperor with his fol
lowers marched straight against the Afghans in front,
who, intimidated by their determined appearance,
abandoned their ground and left the road open. The
• Nisabnama-e Afgh. f. 92.
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Emperor proceeded by way of Kalpi ; and, after a rapid chap. iv.
and laborious march, reached Agra. *
sk"' IL
Meanwhile Shir Shah lost no time in improving his swrshah
victory. Besides the force which he despatched in pur- Bengal and
suit of the fugitives, he hastened back into Bengal Bebirwith a strong body of troops, accompanied by his son
Jilal Khan ; and attacked Jehangir-kuli, the Emperor's
general, whom he defeated in several successive actions.
That brave officer, unable to keep the field, was com
pelled to retreat into the territory of some native ze
mmdars, where he maintained an obstinate struggle for
some time ; but, in the end, he and most of his troops
were overtaken and slain by the overpowering supe
riority of the Afghans ; so that, of his whole army,
Derwish Maksiid Bengali f was the only man of note
who ever re-joined the Emperor. Shir Shah was now
proclaimed King, without opposition, in Bengal also;
and, though he was soon obliged to leave the country J,
to attend in person to his affairs in the north, he
directed his attention unremittingly, for the next two
years, to complete the reduction of that kingdom, and
to place its revenue and internal affairs on a satisfactory
footing.
The effects of the great victory at Chonsa were not And •n the
confined to Bengal ; they extended in every direction. Gangetic
provinces.
* Jouher, c. 5. The Raja, who
behaved with so much spirit, is said
to be of Aril or Arail. There are
two Arails. One opposite Allahabad, across the Jamna; and one
eleven miles S. by E. from Kanauj.
(See Hamilton's Hindustan, vol. i.
pp. 301. 374.).
+ He was of the Ziaret-gah near
Herat, and consequently of a religious family. Akbern. f. 61. Fe.
rishta states, vol. ii. p. 88., that
Jehangir Beg was expelled from
Bengal, and rejoined Humayun ;
which is certainly a mistake, as he

himself mentions, vol. ii. p. 117.,
that he was defeated and slain in
Bengal.
X Tar. Nizam-i. f. 214. ; Tab.
Akb. f. 160. ; Akbernama, f. 45.;
Tan'kh. Bedauni, f. 143. ; Nisabnama, ff. Ql —93. The Nizabnama
says that, after many actions, Jehangir was besieged and slain in
Garohi. Is this the Garrows ?
Abulfazl makes Slur Shah halt on
the borders of Behar, and send his
son, Jilal Khan, to complete t'ie
destruction of Jehangir- Hull's force,
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book iv. Shir Shah was soon undisputed master of Behar. lie
A ~ i639 crossed the Ganges to renew the siege of Juanpur,
which, with the whole territory dependent on it, sur
rendered with little resistance.
In like manner he
overran the rest of the country, east of the Ganges,
as far as Kanduj. Not content with this success, he
sent his son Kutb Khan across that river, and through
the Doab, with a large detachment, for the purpose of
reducing the important towns of Kalpi and Etawa on
the Jamna. The wide dominions of Humayun seemed
now to have shrunk into the narrow space circum
scribed by the walls of Agra and Delhi ; and his
tenure, even of these cities, was far from being secure.
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CHAPTER V.
HUMAYUN'S EXPULSION FROM HINDUSTAN.
I1UMAYUN JOINS KAMrAn AT AGRA. — HUMILIATION OF HINDAL
HUMAyUN PREPARES AGAIN TO ATTACK Sh/r SHAH. ILLNESS AND
RETREAT OF kAmrAn. — DEFEAT OF SHIR SHAH's ADVANCED ARMY.
HAIDKK MIRZA DOGHLAT IN HUMAyUn'S CAMP. HIS CHARACTER
OF THE EMPEROR — AND ACCOUNT OF THE CAMPAIGN — AND OF
THE BATTLE OF KAnAuJ. OTHER ACCOUNTS OF THAT DISASTER.
FLIGHT OF HUMAYUN.— HE ARRIVES AT AGRA. PROCEEDS TOWARDS
DELHI AND ONWARDS TO THE PENjAb. Sh/r SHAH AT DELHI
HIS PARTIES PURSUE HUMAYUN ACROSS THE SATLEJ. SELFISH
CONDUCT OF kAMrAn. TREATY AMONG THE IMPERIAL BROTHERS.
— THEIR WANT OF UNION. — TREACHERY OF kAMrAn. — SHIR SHAH
RECEIVES HIS OVERTURES. ENTERS THE PENJAB THE IMPERIAL
FAMILY QUIT lAhUR KAMRAN DEPARTS FOR kAbUL. HINDAL
FOR S1ND AND GUJrAt. HUMAYUN MEDITATES AN EXPEDITION TO
KASHMfR
RECENT EVENTS THERE. — kAMrAn THWARTS THE
PLANS OF HUMAYUN WHO PROCEEDS TOWARDS S1ND. — HINDAL
REJOINS HIM AT GUL-BALUCH
THEY PASS THE TERRITORIES OF
BAKHSHU1 LANGA AND REACH SIND. RECENT STATE, AND PAST
CAREER OF HUMAYUN. — THE AFGHAN SUPREMACY RESTORED IN
INDIA, UNDER SHfR SHAU.
HuMXyun, on his arrival near Agra after his disastrous
expedition, found his brother Kamran, who, about a
month after his impolitic and inglorious retreat, was encamped at the Zirefshan gardens. When the Mirzas,
Kamran and Hindal, received intelligence of the Emperor's discomfiture, followed by certain information
that Shir Shah was taking possession of the country on
every side, they perceived, too late, that, circumstanced
as things were, it was in vain to think of dethroning the
Emperor, with any hope of establishing themselves in his
stead ; and that the only safety of the brothers lay in
their union. Nor would it have been politic, on the
VOL. II.
N

chap. v.
a. „. g4fi,
j^6jj*
joins Kdmjj1^'
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book iv. Emperor's part, with the small force that he had been
~ 1639 able to save from the wreck of his army, to attempt to
punish them for their late defection. As he came near
Agra, he galloped forward and entered Kamran's tent, be
fore the Mirza was aware of his coming.* The brothers
embraced each other affectionately, and with many tears.
They afterwards went and sat down together, in a
friendly manner, in the porch of the pavilion. Mutual
explanations followed. The veil of silence was probably
thrown over the offences of Kaniran, still chiefly secret
and in embryo. Hindal's desertion and his open as
sumption of royalty were pardoned, at the intercession
of his excellent mother, and of Kamran ; and he soon
after arrived from Alwar, his jagir, and joined his
brothers.
humiiu.
But as his offence was public, so was his humiliation.
Himid.
Humayun, soon after his return, gave a grand feast in
the palace of Baber's garden, to which all the Mirzas
and the chief officers and Amirs were invited. In the
midst of the entertainment, and in presence of the
whole assembly, the Emperor, addressing Kamran, asked
him why Hindal Mirza had rebelled. Kamran, turning
to Hindal, who was present, inquired, what had induced
him, instead of assisting his Majesty in his difficulties,
to break out into revolt. The Mirza, covered with con
fusion, replied, that he was young and inexperienced,
and that some Amirs, such as Zahid Beg, Khusrou
Kokiltash, Haji Muhammed, and others, had misled him
by bad advice, but entreated forgiveness of his offences,
— an answer fatal to a man of ambition. " Well," said
Humayun, " at Kamran Mirza's entreaty, I do forgive
you and them ; but correct your views, and amend
your conduct ; and above all, henceforward do not listen
to my enemies." After some farther admonition, he
• Tab. Akb. f. 51. The author
mentions that his father, Muhammed
Mokim, was one of the few who

attended the Emperor in this flight,
See also Jouher, c. v.
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added, " What is past is past. We must now all join
manfully to repel the common enemy." The princes
and Amirs, applauding his clemency, loudly joined in as
suring him that, by his favour and the divine assistance,
they would soon extirpate Shir Khan and his race.
Solemn prayers and vows were repeated, and it was
fixed that, as early as was practicable, the imperial tents
should be pitched in the Zirefshan garden, ready for the
field*
Not long after the Emperor's return to Agra, the
o '
water-carrier, who had saved his life at Chonsa, presented himself at the public derbar. Humayun, as soon
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Huma>n
rewards his
deliverer
at Chonsa-

as he saw the poor man from afar, mindful of his danger
and his vow, descended from the throne, and, in strict
compliance with the words of his promise, allowed him
to mount " the throne of the world," and to occupy it
for half a day. Whatever commands the new sovereign
issued were literally and instantly fulfilled, even where
the imperial decrees and usages happened to stand in
the way; and the delighted monarch employed his
power, during his short reign, to make several of his
friends and family happy for the whole future course of
their lives. This mummery did not escape the ridicule
and scorn of Kamran.f
Indeed, though policy and necessity united the Prepares
brothers for a season, it was soon but too evident that attacVsMr
there was little cordiality between them. Meanwhile, Shah !
however, the levying of troops went on ; many Amirs
joined the Emperor with reinforcements from their
jagirs ; and among others, Muhammed Sultan Mirza
* Jouher, c. v.
■f Abulfazl, Ferishta, and the
author of the Kholaset-ul-Towarikh,
say that he filled the throne for
half a-day : Jouher, for two hours
(do saat). The author of the
Kholaset adds that the report pre▼alert t in his day was, that the waterit

carrier, to complete the semblance
of imperial power, had his leathern
mashek, or water-bag, cut into pieces
of the size and shape of different
coins, which were gilt or plated,
and stamped with his name, and
the date of his reign and of the
Hejra, as a sovereign prince.
2
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BOOK IV. and his sons, who had so long been in a state of re
a. n. 1539. bellion, finding, probably, that no single branch of the
divided house of Taimur could withstand the over
whelming superiority of the Afghans, once more sought
and gained the imperial pardon and protection. The
army gradually swelled, but more perhaps in numbers
than in effective strength.
The brothers, after their reconciliation, held many
long consultations on the course to be pursued, but, in
the state of mutual feeling in which they were, to
very little purpose. Nothing was concluded. Kamran
strongly urged Humayun to remain in the capital, and
to entrust to him the conduct of the campaign ; under
taking, with his army of the Penjab, which amounted
to 20,000 men, still fresh and unbroken, to give a good
account of Shir Shah. But to this the Emperor refused
to consent, declaring that, as he had been treacherously
defeated by the Afghans, he was determined to have
his revenge in person. During the delays that suc
ceeded, Kamran, who in no respect, entered into the
Emperor's views, showed the strongest desire to return
to Lahiir, and repeatedly asked leave to go. Every wish
of Kamran's, but that alone, was readily granted. In
vain did the Mirza urge that the government of his
extensive territories required his presence. For seven
months did he persist in his petitions and entreaties to
be allowed to depart ; when news arrived that Shir
who ad
vances to Shah, having cleared Bengal of the imperial troops,
moet him.
Ramzan,
had collected a formidable army, and was on his march
January.
to attack the brothers.*
It might, have been supposed that such a demonstra
Illness and
retreat of tion would have induced them to unite heartily against
Kamnin.
the common enemy. But Kamran had no wish to add
to his brother's power, which he still regarded as
dangerous to his own independence : and his impatience
• Akbernama, f. 46. ; Tab. Alcb. Bedauni, f. 143.; Jouher, c. 5.;
f. 151.; Tar. Niz. f. 214.; Tar. Ferishta, &c.
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to return to the north was increased by a severe attack chap. v.
of illness, which ended in a complication of disorders.
The climate of Hindustan was unfavourable to his con
stitution. His malady, in the course of two or three February
months, was aggravated by a slow fever attended with t° ApnI"
eruptions over his body, great emaciation and the
partial loss of the use of his limbs. The power of
medicine failed : it was insinuated that his complaints
were the effect of poison, and he determined to return.
" The retreat of Kamran," says Haider Mirza *, " was
the efficient cause of the rise of Shir Khan, and of the
fall of the Chaghatai dynasty." The Emperor spared no
entreaty to prevail upon him to leave some of the chief
men of his army with their followers behind as aux
iliaries ; but, far from assenting to this, he perversely
used his endeavours to seduce such of the Emperor's
officers and troops as were in Agra, to accompany him.
His minister, Amir Khwaja Kilan, who never ceased
urging him to quit Agra, was at last sent before with
the mainbody of the army, and Kamran himself pre
pared to follow.
Meanwhile Shir Shah advanced to the Ganges, which Defeat of
he crossed, and detached his younger son Kutb Khan advanced
across the Doab to attack Kalpi and Etawa, positions armyof importance from their vicinity to the capital. They
were held by Yadgar Nazir Mirza and Kasim Husein
Sultan Uzbek ; and a part of Kalpi had been given in
jagir to Kamran. The Amirs assembled their followers,
and being joined by Sekander Sultan with a detach
ment of Kamran's troops, marched out to check the
progress of the invaders. They had no difficulty in
bringing the enemy to an action, and completely routed
them in a desperate battle, in which Kutb Khan was left
dead on the field. His head was cut off, and sent with
many others to Agra. The victorious generals strongly
* Tarikh-c-Ileshidi, f. 3t>7
h 3
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book iv. advised the Emperor to follow up his success, and in1TT540 stantly to take the field in person. He accordingly
marched from Agra towards the Ganges to meet and
engage Shir Shah.*
iMder
The efforts of Humayun to detain his brother and
Doghiat in ms troops at this important and dangerous crisis were
hiimayun'» unsuccessful ; but several of Kamran's ofiicers were
prevailed upon to remain. Of these, the most eminent
was his cousin, the celebrated Haider Mirza Doghlat f,
who, in his own defence, states at some length the ar
guments used to influence him, and they are curious as
showing the feelings of the brothers to each other. He
was high in the Mirza's confidence, and we have seen
that he was even left, for upwards of a year, in charge
of the government of Lahur, during Kamran's last ex
pedition for the recovery of Kandahar. Kamran re
monstrated with him on his proposed desertion ; and
reminded him that he had received him in his Court
when an exile from his own country; that he had
treated him all along as if he had been a brother, with
the most distinguished confidence and consideration,
and intrusted to him the chief conduct of his affairs ;
and that, in return for all this, to leave him, his cousin, at
such a moment, when a powerful enemy threatened his
kingdom, and his body was wasting under a dangerous
disease, would be the height of unkindness and in
gratitude. On the other hand, Haider tells us that he
had become the Emperor's brother after the Moghul
fashion, an engagement which bound them to each other
by the strongest ties of honour : the Emperor never
spoke to him nor addressed him, even in his public
firmans, by any other name than that of brother and
friend, a distinction shown to none of the Sultans of
the Court, nor even to his own brothers. Humayun,
* Akbernama and Tab. Akberi,
as above.
t Haider was the son of Mu-

hammed Husein Korkan Doghlat,
by the sister of Baber's mother,
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on his part also, remonstrated with Haider Mirza, and chap. v.
laid claim to his services. He said, that though Haider '
was in Kararan's employment, he himself had really
been latterly guided in every thing by his counsels;
that as to his being Kamrau's cousin, he stood in exactly
the same relation to him ; and as for his illness, even
if it were real, Haider was no physician : that the
present was no ordinary time : that, on the issue of the
approaching combat with Shir Shah, depended the fate,
not of Humayun merely, but of Kamran himself, nay
of the whole family of Baber, and of Hindustan itself:
that if Shir Khan was successful, all was lost, and
Kamran would not find himself safe even in Lahiir:
that, as a faithful and enlightened friend of their house,
it was Haider's duty to consult the general good and
remain behind : unless, indeed, he dreaded the issue of
the contest, and was anxious to shelter himself from
danger by getting to Lahiir as a place whence, in case
of calamity, he could easily betake himself elsewhere at
will. " This reasoning," says Haider Mirza, " was to
me conclusive, and I made up my mind to remain.
Being unable, by any entreaties, to obtain Kamran's per
mission, I staid without it. Kamran Mirza, leaving
Iskander Mirza with about a thousand men as aux
iliaries, and taking with him as many as he could *, set
out for Lahiir : and this," continues he, " to the enemy
was a victory, and to his friends a defeat."
The selfish and short-sighted policy of Kamran was hi» characfatal to his family: and Humayun, with many excellent Emperor,
and agreeable qualities, had not the talents required to
support a sinking empire. We have a character of him,
as he was at this time, drawn by an able hand, which
* Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 89., follows
Haider in regard to the number of
men left The Akbernama, f. 46.,
has three thousand under AWalla
Moghul; the Kholaset-ul-Towarikh
has the same number ; the Tab.

Akb. and Nisabnama, f. 93., have
two thousand. The number carried
back is stated at twenty thousand,
He must have been joined by reinforcements after leaving the Penjab.
m 4
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book iv. bears every mark of truth and impartiality. " Hu1M0 mayun," says Haider Mirza, " as he was the eldest, was
the greatest and most distinguished of Baber's sons. I
have seen few persons possessed of so much natural
talent and excellence as he : but in consequence of his
having dissolute and sensual men in his service, and of
his intercourse with them, and with men of mean and
profligate character, such as in particular Moulana
Muhammed Farghari, and others like him, he contracted
some bad habits, as, for instance, the excessive use of
opium * ; and the business which, as a prince, he should
himself have managed, he left to them. Nevertheless,
he had many excellent qualities. In battle he was steady
and brave ; in conversation, ingenious and lively ; and at
the social board, full of wit. He was kind-hearted and
generous. He was a dignified and magnificent prince,
and observed much state ; insomuch that, though I
came into his service at Agra, in his broken fortunes,
when people said his pomp and style were no longer
what they had been, yet, when the army was arrayed
for the Ganges campaign, at which time the superin
tendence devolved upon me, the number of artisans who
accompanied him was seventeen thousand, from which
the extent of the other branches of his establishment
may be imagined."
state of the
It was about the beginning of April when the im,^y. A
perial tents were pitched in the Zirefshan garden. The
z"k'L°I;
beginning
o April.

natural consequences of the Emperor,'s want of success
in the preceding campaigns, and of the discord of the
Mothers, were visible in the bad spirit that prevailed
in the camp and court. The higher Amirs, and espe
cially the Chaghatai nobles, were discontented. The
army consisted, in a great measure, of troops hastily
raised, and who had seen no service. The great body
of veterans had perished in the Bengal expedition. In
* Tuikh-e-Reshuli, f. 365.
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the camp there was a general languor and disaffection, chap. v.
The officers showed little zeal, the troops little ardour ;
all was disorganised. Shir Shah appears to have recrossed the Ganges on the Emperor's approach, and to
have baffled him in an attempt to cross the river, over
which he had thrown a bridge. Humayun then marched
along the banks to Kanauj.
Some of the enemy's
ships appearing in the river to dispute the passage, one
of the largest was sunk by the fire from the imperial
guns. The events that followed may be best understood
from the narrative, somewhat abridged, of Haider Mirza,
who held a high rank in his army, tinged though in
some respects it may be by the colouring thrown upon
them by his wounded feelings.
" The imperial army reached the banks of the Ganges ^awcr
in the best way that it could. There it encamped, and count of
lay for about a month, the Emperor being on one side p^gn*"1"
of the river, and Shir Khan on the other, facing each
other. The armies may have amounted to more than
two hundred thousand men.* Muhammed Sultan Mirza,
and his sons Ulugh Mirza and Shah Mirza, were princes
of the house of Taimur, who had been entertained with
every mark of kindness and kingly favour by Baber,
hut after his death had more than once revolted, had
been pardoned and received back into favour by Hu
mayun. They now once more deserted. This defection
quite changed the face of things.
Desertion became
general in the army. The most surprising part of it
was, that such as deserted did not go over to Shir Khan,
and of course could expect nothing from him. The
general cry was, " Let us go and rest in our own
homes." A number even of Kamran's auxiliary troops
deserted, and fled to Lahdr.
" The Emperor had with him a formidable artillery ;
* The Emperor's anny is usually
staled at ()0,0OO, or 100,000; Slur
Shah's, at 50,000.—Tar. Nizami,

f. 214.; Nisabuama, f. y2. ; Beclauni, F. 143.
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bookiv. seven hundred carriages, each having a swivel, and
A D 1540 drawn by four pair of bullocks ; and sixty-one heavy
guns, each drawn by sixty pair of bullocks, and sup
plied, not with stone, but with leaden bullets.
" As the army had begun to desert, it was judged
better to risk a battle than to see it go to ruin without
fighting. If the result was unfavourable, in that case
we could not at least be accused of having abandoned
an empire like Hindustan without striking a blow.
Another consideration was, that if we passed the river,
desertion would no longer be possible. We, therefore,
crossed over.
" Both armies entrenched themselves. Every day,
skirmishes occurred between the irregulars and the
Hindus. At length, however, the monsoon rains came
on, and there was a heavy fall which flooded the camp.
To move was indispensable. Those about the Emperor
told him that such another rain would ruin the army;
and proposed to move to a rising ground, which the
inundation could not reach, and which lay in front of
the enemy. I went to reconnoitre, and found the place
suitable for the purpose. They wished to march im
mediately. I represented that, when we did march, it
would be desirable to divert the attention of the enemy
by engaging them in skirmishes, as it would not do to
be drawn into a general action, when the army was
marching to change its ground : that next day was the
tenth of Moharrem, when we could draw out our troops
in battle array, without advancing on the Afghans, or
courting an engagement, but that if they left their
trenches to attack us, we should engage ; that a battle
we must have in the end ; but that, in the first instance,
it was best for us to draw up the army in battle array,
and plant the heavy cannon and small guns in front;
that there were nearly five thousand gunners, who
could be stationed with the guns: that if the enemy
did not come out that day, we should return back to
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the camp ; and next day, having again drawn out the
troops in the same order as before, we could keep our
ground, while the baggage and stores were conveyed,
covered by our lines, from the old camp to the new
ground ; and when that was accomplished, we might
retire to our new quarters.
" The plan was approved of, and, accordingly, next
day * the army was drawn out to carry it into effect.
The ranks were marshalled, but were unsteady : the
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chap. v.

And of the
Kaniu?'
M°harrem

guns and cannon, under the guidance of Muhammed j«.h. 947,
Khan Rumi, the son of Ustad-Kuli, Ustad Ahmed May l7'
Rumi and Hasan Khalifat, were moved forward to the
appointed place, accompanied by the artillery men, and
chains were extended between them, as is the practice.
In the rest of the army were Amirs, — Amirs only in
name, who enjoyed governments and rich jagirs, with
out the slightest tincture of prudence, or knowledge,
or energy, or emulation, or nobleness of mind, or gene
rosity, qualities from which nobility draws its name.
The Emperor placed the author on his left side, so that
his right was next the Emperor's left ; on the Emperor's
right was a chosen band of his tilandeh. On my left
were placed my retainers, four hundred in number, all
tried men, veterans who had experienced the changes
of fortune, and were nurtured in hardships. On the
day of the battle, they were all mounted on tipchak
horses, and clad in mail. Between me and the extreme
left of the centre stood seven and twenty Amirs, all
having the horse-tail banner.f Beyond that was the
left wing, the extent and nature of which may be
judged of from the other. On the day of battle, when
Shir Khan marched out with his army in columns, of
the seven and twenty horse-tail standards that were
with these great lords, there was not one that was not
* Roz-e-Ashur. Moharrem, 10.
f Or, more literally, the Ugh,
or banner of the tail of the Tibet,

or mountain, cow. This was held
only by Amirs of a high class,
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book iv. hid, from fear lest the enemy might see and bear down
A ~ 1540 upon it. The soldiership and bravery of the Amirs
may be estimated from this trait of courage.
" Shir Khan led out his troops in five divisions of a
thousand men each, having one of three thousand in
advance. I reckoned his whole force at less than fif
teen thousand, while I estimated the Chaghatai army
at forty thousand, or thereabouts, all mounted on tipchak horses, and in armour. The noise of their move
ment was like the waves of the ocean ; the courage of
their Amirs and commanders such as has been said.
When Slur Khan's army quitted their trenches, two of
the columns drew up before the ditch, the other three
advanced towards our army. On our side the centre
was in motion, to take the ground I had marked out
for it, but we were unable to reach it. In the Chag
hatai army every man, Amir and Vazir, rich and poor,
has his camp-followers (gholams), so that an Amir of
any note, if he has an hundred retainers *, will, for him
self and them, have perhaps five hundred camp-fol
lowers, who, in the day of battle, do not attend their
master, and are not masters of themselves, so that they
wander at large; and as, when they have lost their
master's control, they are under no other, however
much they may be beaten back on face or head, with
mace or stick, they are totally unmanageable. In a
word, by the pressure of the masses of these men, the
troops were quite unable to keep their ranks; the
camp-followers, crowding behind, bore them so down
that they were thrown into disorder ; and the crowd
continuing still to press on, some on one side, some on
another, pushed the soldiers upon the chains of the
carriages. Even then the camp-followers, who were
behind, went on urging those before, till in many in
stances the chains burst, and every person who was
* Noukcr.
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stationed at the chain so broken, driven out beyond it, chap. v.
while the order, even of such as kept within, was
totally broken and destroyed, and, from the pressure
and confusion, not a man could act.
" Such was the state of the centre, nor were matters
more prosperous on the right. As Shir Khan's three
columns approached, a cry of ' defeat ' was heard,
and that instant a panic seized the men; and before
an arrow was shot from a bow, they fled like chaff
before the wind. The fugitives ran towards the centre.
Here they found all in disorder, the camp-followers,
having pushed clear through the line, had disordered
every thing, and separated the Mir from the men, and
the men from the Mir. But when, to this confusion,
the rush of the terrified men flying from the right was
added, the defeat was sure, and the day irretrievable.
The Chaghatai army, which counted forty thousand
men in armour, besides camp-followers and artisans *,
fled before ten thousand. It was not a fight, but a
rout, for not a man, friend or foe, was even wounded.
Shir Khan gained a great victory ; the Chaghatais
suffered a ruinous defeat. Not a cannon was fired —
not a gun. The artillery was totally useless.
" When the Chaghatais took to flight, the distance
from the field of battle to the banks of the river might
be about a farsang.f Before a man was wounded, the
whole army, Amirs, Behaders, and common men, fled,
broken and dismayed, to the banks of the Ganges.
The enemy's army followed, and overtook them. The
Chaghatais, not having time to take off their horsearmour or their own cuirasses J, plunged, accoutred as
they were, into the stream. Its breadth might be
about five bowshots. Many Amirs of illustrious name
perished ; and all from want of concert and control.
Every one went, or came, at his own will. When we
* Shagird-pesheh.
f Nearly four miles.

J Kichim and jdba.
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book iv. emerged from the river on the other bank, a monarch,
TT~ who at noon had seventeen thousand artisans inm his
a. D. 154U.
establishments, was mounted upon a wretched spavined
horse, with both his head and feet bare. Permanence
belongs to God alone, the King of kings. The author
had nearly a thousand persons, retainers and servants,
of whom only sixty escaped out of the river. All the
rest were drowned. From this instance the general
loss may be estimated." *
Such is the account of Haider Mirza, which, though
it bears evident mark of the disappointment and chagrin
which embittered his mind, is that of an able man, and
an eyewitness who had the best means of information,
other ac- From other authorities, even more disposed to cover
tha"di»the failures of the imperial arms, we may glean a few
aaterfurther particulars of this battle, which, for a season,
was decisive of the fate of Hindustan. The rains ap
pear to have commenced with unwonted violence, nearly
a fortnight before the usual time. Humayun com
manded his own centre, Hindal the advance, Askeri the
right, Yadgar Nasir the left. On Shir Shah's side,
Jilal Khan with his column, chiefly composed of Niazi
Afghans, advanced against Hindal, Mobarez Khan led
his against Yadgar and Kasim Husein Sultan, while
Khowas Khan was opposed to Askeri. The action U
said to have commenced by a rencounter between Hindal's division and that of Jilal Khan, in which Jilal
being thrown from his horse, his troops fell into dis
order, and Yadgar, on the left, having gained some
advantage over the force opposed to him, drove in the
right of the Afghans upon their centre. On observing
this, we are told Shir Shah led up a body of his reserve,
and checked the progress of the imperialists, while
Khowas Khan, on his side, rode forward to attack
Askeri, whose division instantly fled.
Humayun in
• Tar. ReiMdi, ff. 368—371.
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vain attempted to rally his troops, and to seize a rising chap. v.
ground. His personal exertions were unavailing. All
agree that in a short time every thing was confusion
and flight.*
When he reached the Ganges, he found an old ele- night of
phant, and mounted into the howdah, where he found Hum^unan eunuch of his household, named Kafur. He ordered
the driver to cross the river, but the man told him that
the animal was quite unequal to it, and would be
drowned. Kafur hinted to the Emperor that the man
wished to carry over the elephant to the Afghans, and
that it was better to put him to death ; that he would
undertake to guide the animal. On this Humayun
drew his sword, and struck the driver, who fell wounded
into the water. The eunuch then stepped down on the
elephant's neck, and directed him across. As they
gained the banks, which were very steep, the Emperor
found it difficult to mount them, when a soldier, who
had just gained the shore, presenting his hand to the
Emperor, drew him up. Humayun asked his deliverer's
name, and was answered, Shems-ed-din Muhammed of
Ghazni, in the service of Mirza Kamran. The Emperor
made him high promises. At this moment he was
recognised by Mokadam Beg, one of Kamran's nobles,
who came forward and presented his own horse.f
* Akbemama, ff. 45, 46, 47.;
Jouher, c. 5. ; Ferishta, vol. ii.
pp. 89, 90. ; Khafi Khan", ff. 48, 49.
The Tab. Akb. ff. 151. 166., and
Tar. Niz. f. 214., Tar. Bed. 143.,
'with the Nisabnama, f. 93., agree
that the Chaghatai army fled with
little or no fighting.
t Akbernama, f. 47. ; Nisab
nama, f. 93. ; Jouher, c. 5. ; Tar.
Bedauni, f. 1 44. ; Kholaset-ul-Towan'kb, f. 260.
The narrative of Jouher, which
he gives on the Emperor's own
authority, differs from the account

of the others in several particulars.
" His Majesty further related," says
he, " that when he arrived near
the bank, it was, so steep that he
could not find a place to ascend.
At length, some of the standard
bearers (tugh-baran), sons of Baba
Jelair, viz., Mirza Muhammed and
Ters Beg, tied their turbans together,
and throwing an end of the cloth
to him, he, with some difficulty,
climbed up ; they then brought him
a horse, on which he mounted and
proceeded to Agra." — Stewart's
Jouher, p. 22., corrected by the
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book iv. Shems-ed-dm afterwards became one of the most dis*iD 1540 tinguished noblemen of the empire, was made Khan
Azim, and was the atkeh, or foster father, of Akber, in
those days a connection of no small importance.
Humayun was soon after joined by Askeri Mirza,
and by Yadgar Nasir Mirza, and they all, with the few
attendants they could collect, pushed on for Agra. By
the road they passed a walled village *, the inhabitants
of which, probably accustomed to be plundered alike by
the conquerors and the conquered, refused all inter
course with the fugitives, even in the way of buying;
and selling the necessaries of life ; and, it was alleged,
attempted to cut off and plunder the stragglers. Hu
mayun, when informed of this refusal, desired Askeri
Mirza, Yadgar and Hindal, who had also joined him,
to go and punish their insolence. If we believe Abulfazl, about thirty thousand of the neighbouring popu
lation had by this time risen to defend themselves, or
attack the retiring troops. But the number on the
spot was probably inconsiderable.
Askeri declined
original. Stewart calls the tughbdrdn, "camp-colour men:" I suspect the word should be tughddrdn,
" nobles who had the tugh-banner,"
Baba Jelair was a man of high
rank.
* The name of this village is not
very clear. Major Price (Mahom.
Annals) calls it Bankapiir, or Behganu ; Major Stewart's Jouher has
Bhyngang. My copy of the Akbernama, No. 1. f. 47., reads Behkanu, or Behganu ; that No. 2.
f. 96., has Bingala. In the Memoirs
of Jouher, the opposition made near
this village is not treated as so formidable as it is by Abulfazl. It is
said "that the peasants stopped
the road, and one of them wounded
Myrza Yadgar with an arrow : on
which the Myrza said to the prince
Askeri, ' Do you go on and punish

these villagers, while I stop to dress
my wound.' The prince was displeased at this request, and gave
the Myrza some abuse : on which the
other retorted in harsher language,
when the prince struck him three
times with his horsewhip. ' I will
repay you after the fashion of kings.*
said Yadgar, and struck him several
successive blows with his whip,
without intermission. VVhen intelligence of this unpleasant fracas
reached the Emperor, he said, ' They
had better have vented their spite
on the robbers than on each other,
What has happened cannot be recalled ; but let us hear 110 more of
it.'"—Stewart's Mem. of Humayun,
p. 23., slightly modified from the
original. Abulfazl makes the first
blows proceed from Yadgar.
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going. " It is from such want of co-operation among chap. v.
you," said Yadgar Nasir Mirza indignantly, " that we
are brought to the state in which we are ; and still
you are not corrected." These words produced an
altercation, and some blows of a whip followed on both
sides. Yadgar and Hindal Mirza then attacked the
villagers, and put many of them to the sword. Mirza
Askeri's conduct on this occasion gave great offence to
the Emperor. From this place Humayun posted on
to Agra.*
At Agra, Humayun found little to console him. The He arrive9
quarrels of the brothers and their mutual jealousies had at A8ra"
thrown every thing into disorder. The whole govern
ment and army were disorganised. Kamran, when he
set out from Agra, had induced some of the officers of
government, and a great portion of the garrison, to
accompany him to the Penjab. The country had been
drained of troops to form the Emperor's army, the
greater part of which had perished in the Ganges, or by
the sword of the Afghans, while the scanty remainder
was dispersed in flight. There was, therefore, no con
siderable force in reserve to form the nucleus of a new
army. Nor did any means exist of calling out, in this
emergency, the national resources that were still left.
The nobles were discontented ; the peasantry, a prey to
misrule and anarchy ; the Afghans hard in pursuit.
The Emperor, without entering the city, alighted in the
suburbs at the house f of Syed Rafia-ed-din, a very
learned and eminent Sufi doctor, who, like many of the
distinguished divines of his time, had a high reputation
for political sagacity. As circumstances were urgent,
Hindal Mirza was sent with his followers into the fort to
* Akbernama, f. 47.
that in the late battle he saw a
t The Akbernama (f. 47.) makes troop of derwishes attack his lines,
this visit take place the morning and not desist till they had broken
after Humayun's arrival. The Ni- through them. This of course res4bnama(f. 94.) asserts that, in this ferred to something supernatural,
conversation, Humayun affirmed
VOL. II.
O
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BOOK TV. bring off the Emperor's mother, sisters and family, with
their domestics, and such part of their treasure and
A.n. 1540.
jewels as they were able to remove. The Syed, mean
while, placed before the Emperor, bread, melons, and
such homely fare a3 his house at the moment afforded,
and soothed his mind by moral and religious reflections
on the instability of fortune. Having breakfasted, the
Emperor consulted him as to the practicability of de
fending Agra. From this attempt the Syed strongly
dissuaded him, as being hopeless, and advised him to
hasten forward to Lahur, where his brother Kamran's
power was still unbroken. When the Emperor de
parted, he presented him with a horse richly caparisoned,
and gave him his blessing. Humayun, now abandon
ing his capital, rode off to Sikri.* He was soon after
followed and joined by Hindal with the household.
Humayun had not been long at Sikri, in his father
Baber's garden, when an arrow discharged from an
eminence by an unknown hand, fell close by his side.
Haider Mirza and an officer, who were sent to discover
whence the arrow proceeded, both returned wounded.
Apprehensive of treachery, he proceeded on his route
Proceeds
towards
to
Delhi. He seems to have been in an irritable state,
Delhi.
and had but few Amirs left along with him. One of
them, Mir Fakr Ali, happening to ride on before him
on the road, Humayun called out angrily, " It was by
thy advice that I passed the Ganges. Better would it
have been that thou hadst perished there than that this
should happen. Go immediately, and leave me." Fakr
Ali fell back.f The Emperor had not a more faithful
or zealous servant than the Mir, who died soon after
Sefer 20.
on
the road to Sirhend.
June 26.
But the Emperor was not doomed to retreat in quiet.
Hardly had he reached his ground at the first stage,
at Bijuna on the banks of the Kanbir, when Askeri
Jouher, c. 5. ; Akbernama,
f. 47.

f Jouher," c. 6. ; Akbernama)
f. 47.
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arrived with information that Mir Ferid Gur, who had chap. v.
been sent in pursuit of them by Shir Shah, was fast
approaching. The Mirza, therefore, advised Humayun
to renew his march without losing a moment, offering,
with the few troops still left, to cover his retreat. All
was now unseemly trepidation. " In consequence of this advice," says Jouher, " the (Emperor) mounted
his horse and set off, but the followers were thrown
into the greatest alarm, not knowing what to do. No
one attempted to assist another; the son paid no at
tention to his father, nor the father to the son, but each
person endeavoured to conceal whatever valuables he
had, and to make his escape ; and, to add to their dis
tress, a very heavy rain fell. In short, God preserve
us from seeing such another day." * The Emperor,
struck with the misery and dismay of his followers, seems
at length to have thought of conducting his retreat
with some degree of method. He ordered the troops
to halt ; divided them into different columns. He him
self led the advance ; Hindal had the right, Yadgar
Xasir the left, and the other Amirs brought up the
rear. " It was ordered," continued Jouher f, " that if
any person went before the Emperor, he should be
punished, and his house plundered."
Humayun at length reached Delhi, where, on the Aud io the
25th of May, he was joined by Kasim Husein Sultan Mo'ha^
Uzbek, and several other Amirs. Hindal and Askeri ™m
. .
May 25,
now took leave to proceed to their jagirs, the one to
Alwar, the other to Sambhal, for the purpose of making
some hasty arrangements on the spot. The Emperor
did not venture to prolong his stay in the ancient
capital of the kingdom, and on the 27th, only ten days M°h^
after the decisive battle, he left it.
On the 29th, May 27.
Hindal Mirza and Haider Mirza rejoined him at the
village of Rahtak, where he halted next day. Thence,
* Stewart's Jouher's Memoirs,
t Jouher, from the original,
p. 24.
o 2
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by long marches of ten or twelve kos, they proceeded to
Sirhend, which they reached before the middle of June.
There Hindal was halted for n few days, while the Emperor proceeded to Machiwara on the Satlej. As the

river was swollen by the rains, and as no boats were
• to be found, they passed it as they best could, and
marched on.
shir shah
Intelligence now arrived that Shir Shah had halted on
at Delhi.
reaching Delhi, but had sent forward detachments in
pursuit, which were only forty or fifty kos off. The
Afghan prince, during his whole life, whether from
superstition or policy, had maintained a close intimacy
with the leading devotees and holy men of his religion,
and with the whole body of religious mendicants, whose
influence often afforded him essential service in his
various political enterprises. He seems to have been
willing to have it believed that a supernatural power
favoured all his designs, and among other means, led him
on by dreams and visions of the night. The morning
of the discomfiture of Humayun near Kanduj, he re
lated that, the night before, he dreamed that he and
Humayun, alighting from their horses, had wrestled
between the two armies ; after long and keen struggling,
the Emperor threw him upon the ground, and made
strong efforts to lift him up again from it, but could
not succeed ; Shir Shah, clinging to the ground, baffled
his attempts. He himself proceeded to interpret the
dream, affirming that his aim and ambition had long
been to take possession of the ground of Hindustan,
which his dream portended that he would do, and that
he would baffle Humayun.
Immediately after the
battle he pushed after the fugitives, and took possession
of Agra, where he got possession of the treasures and
arsenals, and then hastened on to Delhi. Here he
paused for some time to give the orders rendered neces
sary by his great success. No effectual resistance was
now presented to him from any point of the Emperor's
peculiar dominions. The hopes of the family of Baber
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were turned to the Penjab, and to Kabul. Shir Shah
pushed on a strong force in pursuit of the flying
monarch, which soon approached the Satlej. Upon
this Hindal Mirza, with the Emperor's rear-guard,
crossed that river, and joining the main body, the whole
proceeded to Jalindher, between the Satlej and Biah,
where Hindal's division again halted, while Humayun
proceeded to Lahur on the Ravi.* On his arrival at
Ldhur, Mozeffer Beg was despatched with a body of
troops to support Hindal, and encamped on the western
bank of the Biah. The Afghans, who had passed
through Sirhend, and crossed the Satlej in pursuit,
soon appeared on the opposite bank. Askeri Mirza
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chap. v.

his parties
Humayun
*car™? the

arriving about this time from Sambhal, all the four
brothers met at Lahur. Muhammed Sultan Mirza and
his sons, who, it may be remembered, had deserted
from the Emperor's army before it crossed the Ganges,
and had gone to Lahur, fled from that city, as soon as
Humayun approached it, and went down to Multan.f
When the imperial princes held their consultations at
Lahur, it was still only the beginning of July, not two ReM 1. i.
months since the grand discomfiture of Kanduj.
July 5"
When Humayun resolved to bend his flight towards selfish conthe Penjab, he had cherished a hope that Kamran might ^mrL.
still receive him cordially, and acknowledge and submit
to him as his sovereign lord ; or at least employ the
whole force of his extensive dominions in repelling and
humbling the Afghans. He was disappointed in all
these hopes. Kamran was much more his rival than
his subject, or even his ally. The Emperor was re
ceived with external honours, and suspicion that could
not be disguised. At Lahur he found nothing pre* Called also Gandwal, or Goindwal.
+ Akbernama, f. 47. ; Jouher,
c. 6.; Tabakat-e Akberi, f. 151.;
Tar. Niz. f. 188. ; NisabnamaAfgh. ff. 93, 94. Shems-ed-din

Muhammed, the fortunate soldier
who assisted Humayun in mounting
the banks of the Ganges at Kanauj, also came to Lahur, and was
gratefully welcomed by the Emperor.
o 3
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book iv. pared to meet the common enemy. The conduct of
A D l540 Kamran at this crisis was unkind to his brother, and
ruinous to the family.
His situation was certainly
very trying. He was placed between two dangers, and
hardly knew whether most to dread his brother or
Shir Shah. He saw that the hereditary claims of the
former might be employed to wrest from him the
whole of his extensive dominions, which stretched from
Persian Khorasan and the Helmend, to the Satlej and
Hissar-FinSza. The utmost success of the former would
be confined to the conquest of the Penjab, leaving
Kabul, Ghazni, and Kandahar untouched. Hence his
energies appeared to be paralysed, and he was evidently
more anxious to keep under his brother Humayun and
his dreaded pretensions, than to meet and repel the
Afghans. Could the brothers have trusted each other,
and combined to act as their common interest required,
much might still have been effected ; but there was no
sympathy among them, no mutual confidence. All was
suspicion, jealousy, and distrust.
Treaty
The Afghans continued to advance. When their
"mperta!he entrance into the Penjab was known, the brothers, and
brothers.

such of the Aim'rs as had followed them, or were on the
spot, held many consultations, to which the most emi
nent of the holy men, who then flourished in that
country, were invited, that they might at once add
solemnity to the council by their presence, and enlighten
it by their wisdom. Terms were finally agreed to,
after much discussion, and a regular treaty of alliance
and concord concluded between the princes, and sealed
and witnessed by all the assembly. But signatures and
seals were vain, where confidence and unity of purpose
were wanting. Neither adversity, nor the progress of
events not to be mistaken, could teach them the most
obvious lessons of prudence. Each still urged on a
separate project of his own. Humayun, who had been
the greatest sufferer, enforced the necessity of una
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nimity, and the mischiefs of discord. But his past chap. v.
success and conduct were not such as to make them Their waQt
turn to him with much hope, as the leader of a con- of uufcm.
federacy. Kamran Mirza, who, from the first, betrayed
the general cause, and consulted only his own indi
vidual interest, was anxious chiefly for the speedy
breaking up of the congress, that the princes might
separate, and he himself be at liberty to proceed to
Kabul. He, therefore, proposed to retreat from Lahiir,
as soon as it was attacked, into the neighbouring hillcountry ; and he undertook to convey the families of
his brothers and of their adherents into the highlands
of Kabul, above the passes, where they would be safe ;
after which he engaged to return, and join his brothers.
Hindal Mirza and Yadgar Nasir Mirza had a plan of
their own. They recommended an attack upon the
fort and territory of Bheker on the Indus ; after con
quering which, they affirmed that it would be no diffi
cult matter to invade and subdue Gujrat ; and, aided
by the wealth of that kingdom, to resume operations
with a powerful force, in the very heart of Hindustan.
The plan of Haider Mirza was different still. His
thoughts were turned towards Kashmir, which he had
once already overrun, and with which he was well ac
quainted. He advised the princes to occupy and fortify
the skirts of the hill-country between Sirhend and
Sarang, and undertook within two months to be in pos
session of Kashmir, whither their families could be
sent as a place of safety, for which no situation could
be better fitted. In support of his opinion he main
tained that it would take Shir Shah at least four months
to bring on to the hill-country his carriages and artil
lery, on which he chiefly relied ; and that, should the
Afghans attempt to follow them among the mountains,
their army, in a short time, would be completely
ruined.*
* Akbernama, f. 47
o 4
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book iv.
All these deliberations, however, ended without
a~is40. leading to any combined plan of operation. Humayun
did not possess the qualities that command at once
respect and confidence. Each of the princes was led to
pursue schemes of his own, and became an adventurer
on his own account. The genius of Baber had deTreachery scended on none of his sons. Kamran, on whom every
thing depended, was resolved to admit of no competitor
in his dominions ; and, at the very moment when he
signed the treaty with the other princes, and joined in
their deliberations, regardless of his oaths, was carrying
on an underhand correspondence with their inveterate
enemy, Shir Shah. For that purpose he had secretly
sent Kazi Abdalla, his Sadr or Chief Judge, to en
deavour to enter into a treaty with the Afghan, hoping
to confirm his own independence and power, by an al
liance with the common enemy.
He instructed his
envoy to assure Shir Shah, that, if left in possession of
the Penjab, he was ready to evince his gratitude by
rendering him the most important services.*
Shir Shah halted for some time at Delhi, highly de
lighted with his success, and unwilling, by an impru
dent advance, to hazard any portion of what he had
gained. He heard with some alarm of the assemblage
at Lahur, and was apprehensive of its consequences,
shir shah The arrival of the Sadr was, therefore, to him a most
receives his
.
~
'
.
'
overtures, pleasmg occurrence. It relieved him from great anxiety.
He gave him a gracious reception, learned with rapture
the divisions that prevailed among the Mirzas, and
readily promised Kamran all that he asked. The
Sadr, probably anxious to expel Humayun from the
Penjab, pressed Shir Shah to advance without delay
towards Lahiir; and the king soon sent him back, ac
companied by an ambassador, who had instructions
carefully to mark the real state of affairs, and to re* Akbernama, f. 48.; Kholasetul-Towarfleh, f. 260. See also

Jouher, c. 6.; Tar. Nizami, f. 188.
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turn and report what he saw. Kamran made every chap. v.
thing be conducted as if this mission had been to the
Emperor. The ambassador was introduced to a public
audience of Humayun, with much pomp, in a royal
garden at Lahur, when Kamran entertained the Em
peror and his brothers at a grand festival ; the whole
population of the city being called out to witness the
entry and the reception. But the real business was
transacted with Kamran himself at a private nocturnal
conference. The Sadr was once more sent back, with
new instructions, and again meeting Shir Shah, who by enters the
this time had advanced to the banks of the Biah river Pe"j*bnear Sultanpur, encouraged him to cross it. Mozeffer
Turkoman, who had been left to defend the passage,
Avas unable to resist the force opposed to him, and soon
after arrived at Lahur, bringing information that Shir
Shah had forced his way over, and secured a position
on the right bank, in spite of all the opposition he could
offer; was bringing the rest of his troops across, and
might soon be expected to arrive in sight of Lahur.
There was now no longer room for delay. Whether Th? imKamran was overreached by Shir Shah, or whether he fe^Tiy quits
had privately consented to surrender to him all the Lih(iTPenjdb, it is difficult to determine. The former sup
position is most probable. At all events no attempt at
resistance was made. The Emperor and the Mirzas Jemidi a
instantly abandoned Lahur, crossed the Ravi, which October 31.
happened to be fordable, and hastened towards the
Chenab. Kamran conveyed his followers and his pro
perty across in boats. The princes were at that moment
on such bad terms with each other, that some of Humayun's counsellors advised him, as the only way to
render the army unanimous and efficient, to make away
with Kamran, who was evidently intriguing to depose
him. But this proposal the Emperor at once rejected.
" No," he replied, in the style of his country, " never,
for the vanities of this perishable world, will 1 imbrue
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BOOK IV. my hands in the blood of a brother, but will for ever
m.d. 1540. remember the dying words of our respected parent
(Baber), who said to me, 4 0, Humayun! beware!
beware ! Do not quarrel with your brothers, nor even
form any evil intentions towards them ? ' These words
are engraved on my heart, never to be erased."
Humayun, in the exigency in which he was placed,
had resolved to adopt the plan proposed by Haider
Mirza, and to attempt the conquest of Kashmir. After
crossing the Ravi, he marched on to the town of
Hazara, which he reached in the morning. Here he
Rfjeb 1.
Nov. 1.
was informed that Kamran, with his troops and fol
lowers all in arms, was marching right towards him.
The Emperor's followers offered to arm also to repel
any aggression, but he forbade them, and waited the
issue. Kamran, on coming up, sat down beside him,
when they conversed for about an hour. The Mirza
said, that from the instant he had last set out for
Hindustan, so incessant had been his occupations, that
he had enjoyed no interval of rest, and that his fol
lowers also were quite exhausted. He, therefore, found
it necessary to use his endeavours to put his affairs on
a proper footing, and to recruit his force, and asked the
Kamran
Emperor's leave to proceed to Kabul for that purpose,
departs
for Kabul ; promising to return as soon as that object was effected.
Humayun assented, with prayers for his safety and
success, after which the brothers separated. Humayun
then continued his march, and halted about four kos
Hindal, for further on ; when he got notice that Hindal Mirza,
S.'nd and
Yadgar Mirza, and Kasim Husein Sultan Uzbek, had
Guirdt.
been induced by Beg Mirak to set out on their proposed
attempt on Gujrat. Many of the Emperor's followers,
upon this, deserted and joined them. Hindal's party
marched down the Penjab towards the Baluch country.
Humdyun
Humayun, thus abandoned by two of his brothers,
meditates
* Stewart's Juuher, p. 26. ; Akbernama, f. 48.
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hastened forward to join his cousin, Haider Mirza*, in
the projected expedition against Kashmir.
It is necessary shortly to advert to the state of
parties in that country. When Katnran marched from
the Penjab for the purpose of recovering Kandahar
from the Persians, it has been mentioned that he left
Haider Mirza in charge of Lahiir. At that time several
nobles of Kashmir, who were discontented with the
reigning prince of that kingdom, waited on Haider
Mirza, who had formerly commanded in Kashmir, and
attempted, through his influence, to obtain from Kamran
a body of troops with which to dethrone the present
ruler, and restore themselves to their country, from
which they were exiled. Haider Mirza, who, from the
incidents of his past life, took a lively interest in the
affairs of Kashmir, entered warmly into their views;
but, in spite of all his exertions, was, from various cir
cumstances, always prevented from procuring for them
the assistance they desired, while Kamran remained at
Lahur.
Afterwards, when that prince was lying at Agra,
Haider Mirza succeeded in prevailing upon him to send
Baba Jujkeh, one of his officers, to attempt the adven
ture along with the exiled nobles.
But so dilatory
was the general in his motions that, before he reached
the scene of action, the news of Humayun's defeat at
Chonsa arrived, an event which withdrew the attention
of the Mirzas from distant expeditions, and turned it
to providing for their immediate safety. The attempt
on Kashmir was therefore suspended, and the exiled
nobles were placed in the Noushehr and Rajwari f ter
ritory, in the opening of the mountains between the
Penjab and Kashmir, to wait better times.
The exiles, however, never ceased from urging Haider
Mirza to support their interests ; and after Haider
* Haider was the maternal cousin of Babcr.

t Jlajciur.

chap. v.
an „IM.di.
*\
^0.^
*™^ts
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book iv. changed Kamran's service for that of Humayun, he had
1S40 regularly communicated their letters to the Emperor,
who, in his present distress, seeing nothing better to
be done, agreed, with their assistance, to attempt the
conquest of Kashmir. He had, therefore, sent forward
Haider Mirza, with such of his troops as were willing
to join in the enterprise, to Noushehr, which was the
most practicable road into the mountain-circled valley,
and where he could see and confer with the exiled and
the discontented Kashmirian nobles. Haider was to be
joined by Sekander Topchi, who had a considerable
jagir in that quarter, and by his followers ; and in ad
dition to these, Khwaja Kilan Beg, one of Kamran's
principal Amirs, was to meet them with a reinforce
ment. On hearing of the Khwaja's arrival at Noushehr,
Humayun himself was to join them, and the expedition
was to enter the hills.
Kamrfn
The accounts of what happened at this period of
J?an*rrfthe alarm are very uncertain and contradictory. It would
Humayun. appear, however, that Kamran Mirza, who retired by
way of Bhira, contrived to thwart the plans of Hu
mayun. Khwaja Kilan, who probably governed the
Bhira country, had written, both to Kamran and to
Humayun, with assurances of his fidelity and attach
ment. On hearing of the advance of the Afghans
within thirty kos of Lahiir, and of the flight of the
Emperor and Kamran towards Bhira, he had hastened
from Sidlkot, where he was, to meet them at Bhira.
Humayun, on his part, had set out for that town,
eager to meet the Khwaja. It was about afternoon
prayers when he reached the Jelem, which was much
swollen. Anxious to cross, he desired Terdi Beg to
lead the way, and to spur his horse into the river. The
horse swam awhile, but turned round, and could not
be made to go on. Determined to force his way, Hu
mayun caused an elephant to be driven into the stream,
and then plunged in on horseback, and followed it
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across. He thus crossed with forty men about evening chap. v.
prayers. They rode all night without stopping, and
arrived next morning at the town of Bhira. Here he
found that they had been anticipated by Kamran, who
had already seized Khwaja Kilan in his house, and
thus secured his services. While irritated by this
sudden disappointment, and his brother's breach of
faith, Jabar Kuli Korchi, an officer of his guard, of
fered to him to lay violent hands on Kamran. " No,"
said Humayun, among whose faults cruelty was not
one : " No ; I refused to slay him at Lahiir, and I will
not do it here." He could not, however, remain where
he was, nor could he perhaps, with safety, venture to
push on to Noushehr. He resolved at once to turn
back, and riding, without halt, down the banks of the
river, by noon next day he reached Khushab, where he
was well received by Husein Sultan, the governor of
the district.*
The Emperor, confounded and perplexed by these
untoward events, renounced altogether the plan of pro
ceeding to Kashmir, and resolved to join Hindal and
Yadgar Mirza in their expedition again Bheker. Haider
Mirza meanwhile, adhering to his original purpose,
though deprived of the assistance of Sekander Topchi,
who retired into the mountains of Sarang, as well as of
Khwaja Kilan's co-operation, penetrated the mountain
passes of Kashmir, and, as will hereafter be mentioned,
was, on the 22d November, less than three weeks after R<aeb22.
this time, acknowledged in the capital of Kashmir, as ov' 22'
sole ruler of the kingdom, without a battle.
Humayun left Khushab the morning after his arrival, who proalong with the governor, who agreed to accompany ^Vsind.
him, and had proceeded about six kos, when he reached
a narrow pass beyond which the road divides, one
branch leading to Multan, the other to Kabul. It
• Jouhcr, c. 7. Compare Akbemaraa, f. 48., and Tar. Nizami,

f. 188., Tabak. Akberi, f. 152.
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book iv. happened that he and his brother Kamran came to the
A D 1540 entrance of the defile at the very same time. The
Emperor wished to enter it first, but Kamran, who
now threw off the mask, refused to give way, saying
he was determined to take the lead. Humayun was
much irritated, and the followers of the princes pre
paring to assert the right of their masters by force, the
affair bore a threatening aspect, when Mir Abul-Baka,
a man noted for his sanctity, who belonged to Kamran's court, riding up to the Mirza, remonstrated with
him on his conduct. The Mirza was brought to ac
quiesce, and the Emperor, passing on first, took the
Multan road; after which Kamran following, turned
off for Kabul. It was observed that Kamran was ac
companied by his brother Askeri ; and he was soon
after joined by the restless Muhammed Sultan Mirza
and his sons, Ulugh and Shah Mirzas, from Multan.
The family had no sooner heard of the dispersion of
the Emperor and his brothers, than they resolved to
attach themselves to Kamran, and overtook him on the
banks of the Indus.
After some days' march down the desert that lies
between the Chenab and the Sind, the Emperor arrived
at Gul-Baluch, where he received information that
Hindal and Yddgar Nasir Mirzas, who had preceded
him in the same route, had been attacked and inter
rupted by the Baluches, a barbarous and hardy race
spread over all that country, who would not suffer the
Mirzas to proceed on their route.
Here Humayun
halted his little force. It appears that the Mirzas, who
had left Lahur and crossed the Rdvi along with the
Emperor, after separating from him near Hazara, had
marched down into the Multan territory. Their ran
gers* soon after fell in with a party of Afghans who
escorted Kazi Abdalla, the Sadr, Kamran's envoy, to
* Kerawalan.
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Shir Shah. The Sadr was then probably returning chap. v.
from a secret mission to the Afghan camp, and on his
way to meet his master. They were all taken and
brought to the camp of the Mirzas. The Afghans were
put to death ; and the Kazi saved at the intercession
of a friend.* The march of the Mirzas through the
western desert lasted twenty days, during which period
they were subject to the greatest fatigue, and to suffer
ing and danger of every description. The Baluches
already occupied these wastes, and were in possession
of the few strong positions within their bounds, so that
they were able to cut the wanderers off from water and
provisions : and so determined was the opposition which
they made to the progress of the Mirzas that, harassed
and in despair at the increasing difficulties which they
daily encountered, the princes were forced to retrace
their steps, and were now actually on their way back.
The Emperor, while at Gul-Baluch, hearing a kettle
drum in the desert, sent out to discover whence the
sound proceeded, and found that it was from the camp
of Hindal and Yadgar, which was pitched only two or
three kos off. He sent forward the reverend Mir AbulBaka, who had left Kamran, and joined him, after the
occurrence at the defile. The holy man, who had au- mndai rethority to invite the Mirzas to join the Emperor, was jatlGuih.im
successful in his mission, and brought them back with Baidch.
their followers; after which, both the little bands,
having once more united, advanced in conjunction on
their march.
Before the Emperor, attended by the Mirzas, set out
from Gul-Baluch, an alarming report reached them,
that Khowas Khan, the Afghan general, had been sent
in pursuit of the Emperor, and was only twenty kos
distant.
Humayun prepared for battle, few as his
numbers comparatively were, but was soon relieved by
• Mir BSba Dost.
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BOOK IV. intelligence that Khowas Khan had halted, and seemed
That distinguished
a.n. 1540. to have abandoned the pursuit.
officer, having pushed on to Multan, finding his enemy
totally dispersed, and being unable to get any intelli
gence of the Emperor or the Mirzas, had retired for the
purpose of rejoining the main body of the Afghan army.
The belief of his vicinity, however, quickened the move
ments of the Emperor's army, who hastened along once
more on their dreary and painful route towards Uch,
over against which town, after many sufferings from
hunger, thirst, and fatigue, they at length halted, on
the banks of the Chenab, which, after receiving the
End of
Stiibfm.
waters of the Satlej and Biah, is known by the name of
End of
December. the Gara.
They pass
When Humayun approached the territories of Bakhthe terri
shui Langa, who was one of the great chieftains of the
tories of
Bakhshul country, and whose tribe, in times not long past, had
I-ianga.
given sovereigns to Multan, he was anxious to avert op
position in passing through his country, and especially
in crossing the Gara. For that purpose, he sent for
ward a mission, who bore a firman conferring on the
Langa the high title of Khan Jehan; and a khilat,
composed, among other articles, of a dress of honour,
a horse-tail standard, shield and kettle-drum, with four
elephants. The Emperor required the Langa, on his
part, to furnish grain for the supply of the camp, and
boats for crossing the river. Bakhshui, who dreaded
his uninvited guests, seems to have conducted himself
with great caution and prudence ; did not wait on the
Emperor, but sent supplies for present use, accompanied
by suitable presents. He, at the same time, encour
aged merchants to proceed to the suffering camp with
necessaries of all kinds for sale, and furnished boats by
a. d. 1541, which the Emperor was enabled to pass the Gara. After
beginning
of January. accomplishing the passage of that river, near Uch, he
moved down the left bank of the Indus to Bheker, the
Itamidn 28.
January 26. territory of which he reached in the end of January,
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A.D. 1541. There he encamped at the town of Lohri, chap. v.
on the left bank of the river, near the city and fortress and reach
of Bheker, which filled the small island in the middle Sindof the stream, the opposite bank being occupied by the
town of Sakar.*
Humayun, for several years to come, does not reappear on the theatre of India. He was now completely past career
driven out of the empire left him by his father, and was
not permitted to enter, even as a guest, the wide extent
of dominions still enjoyed by his younger brother, and
of which he was liege lord. His fortune, during the
ten years that had elapsed since he mounted the throne,
had been various. He had conquered the kingdoms
of Malwa and of Gujrat, and had been expelled from
them. He had conquered the kingdom of Bengal, and
had been compelled to abandon it. These conquests,
effected by the superior military skill, and the greater
vigour of mind of his brave Turki and Moghul troops,
and their veteran leaders, seem to have been lost chiefly
by the want of any well-combined general plan of
operations. In his advance into Gujrat and Bengal,
every obstacle gave way before the fury of his attack.
But when in possession of the object of his ambition, he
found that he had gained nothing. He totally failed
in securing the fruits of his victory. No sufficient
army of reserve, or of communication, supported the
victorious troops. Wherever the imperial camp moved,
all, at first, was conquest and glory. But as the govern
ment was essentially military, on the army all depended :
any disaster to it was ruin to the government. The
change of dynasty was still so recent, that a most
wakeful and patient superintending policy would have
* The chief authorities for these army reach Bheker, Ramzan 26.
transactions are the Akberuama, Yadgar Nasir Mirza led the advance
ff. 47—*9. ; Jouher, c. 7- ; Fe- of the imperial army, and perhaps
rishta, -vol. ii. pp. 90, 9'-; Ta- arrived two days before the main
n'kh-e-Sind, ff. 151 —154.; Khafl body.
Khan. The Tar. Sind. makes the
VOL. II.
P
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book iv. been indispensably requisite in every quarter.
The
~ empire had really, as yet, attained no unity, and it had
little of what can be called political, or civil, organiza
tion ; so that the government took its colour entirely
from the character of the person at its head. The want
of a grand superintending mind was soon felt. There
was no adequate provision for the regular administra
tion of affairs in the provinces ; no effective system of
mutual support among the officers of the empire. The
head of the government had not the weight of character
which inspired awe or reverence. Revolt early began
to appear in different quarters ; and that not merely
among the Afghans, burning to recover their lost
greatness, but among the chief nobles of the imperial
court itself. The empire of the great Baber was in
danger of falling to pieces. The discord of the brothers
completed the mischief ; for the leading Amirs, seeing
no hopes of retrieving affairs by adhering to the Em
peror, who, brave and accomplished as he was, was
regarded with no confidence, had lost heart, even before
they were dispersed by the last decisive discomfiture.
It was not yet fifteen years since the defeat and death
of Ibrahim Shah, from which event the overthrow of the
Afghan, and the rise of the Taimurian, dynasty in India
maybe dated. Of these fifteen years, the vigorous govern
ment of Baber occupied only five ; the other ten were
filled by the indolent and thoughtless misrule of his
son. There had not been much time to consolidate the
influence of the new race. Their power still remained
entirely military ; so that, when the army of the Turki
monarch was dispersed, and his camp taken at Kanauj,
the authority of the family of Baber seemed to be
rooted out from India for ever.
TheAfShir Shah, whose success made him the represenghdnsuprc- tative of the Afghan race, and whose abilities rendered
macy ret
o
3
stored in
him worthy of the trust, lost no time in pursuing his
sw/shah?' advantage. Though the Afghans had been routed in
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battle, and driven to the extremities of the empire by chap. v.
the great Baber ; yet they had so long previously held
power and sovereignty in India ; they were so numer
ous there, as so many of their race had resorted to that
country in pursuit of fortune and of subsistence, and
settled in it : and so many of them, for several reigns,
had held all the great offices of the kingdom, and
numerous rich jagirs and estates in every part of the
land, that their power and influence were much deeper
rooted, and better established, than it was possible for
the authority of their Tiirki rivals to be, in the few
years they had enjoyed it. The Afghan power, though
broken for the moment, could still, by a skilful hand,
be speedily repaired. The interest of a rich, powerful,
and numerous class of brave men was at stake ; and
every arm was prepared to aid the hero, who was
struggling to raise their nation once more to the
eminence from which it had fallen, and to hurl de
struction on the hated invaders, whose success must
infallibly wrest from the whole Afghan population of
India, not their political power only, but their very
estates and property, and, what was equally dear to
them, the importance individually enjoyed by the
meanest Afghan, as belonging to the dominant race.
All of these, delighted with the rising prospects of Shir
Shah, now flocked to his standard, and hailed him as
the restorer of their glory, of their power, and of the
Afghan ascendency.
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BOOK FIFTH.
huMaytjn in exile.

CHAPTER I.
hoMAyun's residence in sind.

SECTION I.
FIRST RESIDENCE IN SIND.
STATE OF SIND ON THE ARRIVAL OF HUMAYUN. — CONDUCT OF SHAH
HCSEIN. HUMAYUN AT ROI1RI
HIS FOLLOWERS DETACHED OVER
THE COUNTRY. — DISTRESS IN HIS CAMP. — HE SENDS ENVOYS TO
SHAH HUSEIN — WHO PROCRASTINATES, AND ATTEMPTS TO INDUCE
HUMAyUN TO LEAVE SIND
HUMAYUN LAYS SIEGE TO BHEKER. —
SCARCITY IN UPPER SIND
HUMAYUN AT THE CAMP OF HINDAL. —
HIS MARRIAGE TO AKBER'S MOTHER. — HE RETURNS TO HIS CAMP.—
INTENDED DESERTION OF HINDAL, PREVENTED BY THE EMPEBOb's
CONCESSIONS. — DISMISSAL OF SHAH HUSEIN'S ENVOY. HUMAYUN
ADVANCES TO SEHWAN. — DESCRIPTION OF SEHWAN, TO WHICH HE
LAYS SIEGE. —APPROACH OF SHAH HUSEIN. — DIFFICULTIES OF THE
SIEGE, AND DESERTIONS FROM THE IMPERIAL CAMP
PROGRESS OF
THE SIEGE OF BHEKER. HUMAYUN URGES HINDAL TO ACT AGAINST
SHAH HUSEIN. — DEFECTION OF YADGAR NAS1R M1KZA. — SHAJI
HUSEIN SEIZES THE EMPEROR'S FLOTILLA — HUMAYUN RETREATS
FROM SEHWAN WITH THE LOSS OF HIS BAGGAGE. — REACHES ROHEI,
AND CROSSES THE INDUS CONDUCT OF YADGAR.—DISORGANIZATION
OF HUMAYUn's FORCES. — THREATENED ATTACK OF YADGAR. —DE
SPONDENCY OF HUMAYUN, WHO RETREATS TO THE DESERT OF
MARWAR.
book v. When Humayun, driven first from Hindustan, and
afterwards from the Penjab, resolved to try his fortune
A.H.947. on the Lower Indus, he had not long left Uch, in his
Statu of
'
°
»
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disastrous flight, before he reached the dominions of chap. i.
O »
.
Sect 1
Shah -Husein Mirza, the ruler of Sind. That prmce,
U
though he had been forced to relinquish Multan, after ^°n°tfbe
having conquered it from the Langas, as has been Humayun.
mentioned, was still the undisputed ruler of Upper and
Lower Sind, or of Bheker and Tatta, and his dominions
extended along the Indus, from the sea nearly to Uch.
To the east of the Indus, the country, wherever the
•waters of that river or its branches were found, was
rich, and seems to have been fairly peopled. The more
desert portions, as far as the borders of the Rajput
states, were inhabited by various tribes, chiefly Baliiches.
On the west of the river, and above Tatta, the Lakki
hills and the Baliich mountains enclosed Sehwan, Baghban, and Dadar with the present Shikarpur, all of
which acknowledged Shah Husein as their prince.
Though he had professed to be dependent on Baber,
the dependence was little more than nominal, and he
governed his dominions uncontrolled, as an absolute
sovereign.
Shah Husein was a man of great talent and sagacity,
and the events that had been recently passing in Hin
dustan did not escape his attention. When Humayun
was at the height of his power, and had overrun Gujrat,
Husein had sent Mir Anka Arghun, as his ambassador,
to congratulate the Emperor on his conquests. The
ambassador, who cast a keen eye on what was passing
around him, reported to his master that such was the
negligence of Humayun, and such the arrogance of his
officers, that it was impossible that affairs could con
tinue long to go on, as they were doing.* Events jus
tified the prediction. The defeat of Humayun, however,
and more especially his subsequent expulsion from his
Indian dominions, filled Shah Husein with uneasy conductor
apprehensions, as he had just reason to look for a visit Husein.
* Tar. Sind, f. 152.
p 3
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book v. of at least some portion of the fugitives. He had comAi D. 154U mitted the charge of Upper Sind, and of the island
fortress of Bheker, to Sultan Mahmiid Bhekeri, with
instructions, if invaded, to lay waste the country before
the invaders, to leave them nothing but a desert on
every side, and to defend himself in his castle to the
last extremity. As Humayun advanced, these orders
were punctually executed. On both sides of the river,
from Uch to Bheker, and, at a later time, from Bheker
nearly to Sehwan, the cattle were driven away, the
forage or grain removed or burnt, the inhabitants com
pelled to migrate, and the villages destroyed.
"URohr"n
Humayun left Uch about the beginning of January,
Beginning A. D. 1541, and on the 26th of the same month, in spite
ofRamzin. 0f tne difficulties which he encountered, reached Lohri,
28. January and was waited upon by some mdividuals of the Daricha and Sefiani tribes, who had remained in the town.
Next day he moved to the Mirza's College, and the day
after to the delightful garden, or Charbagh, of Baberlu,
which he made his head quarters while he remained in
that vicinity.
Lohri, or Rohri *, is situated on a high flint rock on
the left bank of the Indus, opposite to the celebrated
fort of Bheker, which rises near it from a rocky island
in the centre of the river. This island had, some years
before, been strongly fortified by Shah Husein, and
more recently had been supplied, not only with a strong
garrison, but with provisions and warlike stores suf
ficient to enable it to maintain a long siege. " The
island fortress of Bheker,'' says a late traveller f, "is
built upon an oval flint rock, three quarters of a mile
in circumference, which divides a stream eight hundred
yards in width. The fort itself is strongly built, but it
is overlooked by the bank, upon which stands the town
• The older writers in general call
this town Lohri ; in modern times
it is always called Rohri.

t Conolly's Overland Journey,
vol. ii. p. 260.
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of Rbhri. It commands the river, and all boats, that chap. i.
pass up and down the river, pay a toll." Still farther Selt"
to secure his position, Sultan Mahmud had ordered all
the boats and other craft on the river to be seized, and
moored under the walls of the fort. The gardens at
which Humayun encamped were about four miles from
Rohri, and had been formed and ornamented at great
expense, with all the skill and taste of the age. He
and his household occupied the palace, with the garden
in which it was situated ; his chief nobles took pos
session of the rich houses that had been built by the
Arghun chiefs in the immediate vicinity, while the rest
of the troops were placed in the neighbourhood, and
in the grounds, all the way to the town itself, where
they gladly enjoyed some repose after their long suf
ferings.*
But the life of Humayun was not doomed to be one His foilowof quiet. It was necessary to make provision for the over the c'
support of his followers.

In the course of a few days, country-

Mirza Hindal moved with his division four or five kos
farther down the river, where he halted, and soon after
crossed over to the right bank. Yadgar Nasir Mirza also
crossed, and encamped near him. But soon after, for
the purpose of extending their quarters, and securing
a larger supply of provisions, Hindal marched doAvn to
Pater in the fertile province of Sehwan, and Yadgar to
Darbila ; the former fifty, the latter twenty kos below
Rohri.
Immediately on his arrival f, the Emperor had lost Distress in
no time in calling upon Sultan Mahmud, the governor hls camp'
of Bheker, to repair to the presence, and to deliver up
the fort to the imperial officers. Sultan Mahmud re
plied, that he was only a servant of Shah Husein, and
that, without orders from his master, his duty would not
* Akbernama, f. 49.
Bed. f. 179. Jouher, 29., calls
t Akbemama, f. 49- i 'I'ab. Akb. these towns Pat, in the district of
f. 152.; Tar. Niz. f. 188.; Tar. Suhan (Sehwan), and Blrila.
r 4
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permit him to comply with either request. As, how
A. D. 1541. ever, a serious scarcity already prevailed in Humayun's
camp, Sultan Mahmiid was induced to send to him, out
of the provisions laid up in store in the fort, five
hundred loads of grain, besides other victuals.
lie sends
The answer of Sultan Mahmiid, from which he ob
envoys to stinately refused to depart, compelled Humayun to refer
Shah Husein,
directly to Shah Husein himself. Without delay he
deputed* Mir Taher Sadr and Mir Samander, two of
his confidential servants, to the Mirza, who was then
at Tatta, desiring them, by every practicable means,
to gain him to his purpose. He bade them represent
that the Emperor's coming to Bheker had not been
optional ; that his object now was, not to interfere with
Shah Husein in the government of Sind, but to proceed
on to the conquest of Gujrat ; and he called upon the
Mirza to come and consult with him in person, on the
best means of invading that country.
who pro
The Mirza received the envoys with every mark of
crastinates,
honour, and even offered his Majesty the revenues of
all the countryf from Ealikanda to Betura for the
support of his household : but, on the grand subject of
their mission, he deferred, from time to time, giving
them a definitive answer, though he kept their hopes
alive by the most artful representations. After a delay
of some months J, Humayun, whose patience was ex
hausted, sent them instructions either to return at once,
or to let him know distinctly what prospect they had
of success. The envoys wrote in return, begging to
be allowed to remain some little time longer, as they
entertained fair hopes of bringing their negociation to
* Jouher, c. 8., calls the envoys
Keber Beg Bariki, and Mir Taher
Pir-zada.
f This seems to be the territory
lying north-west of the Ran. 1 ' is
doubtful if it really belonged to the
Mirza.

} They seem to have been de
tained upwards of six months;
Tar. Niz. f. 189. The Tarikh-eBedauni says five or six months,
f. 179-
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a favourable issue. But a farther time having elapsed, chap. i.
during which no communication whatever was received SzCT" u
from them, and the Emperor's difficulties increasing
daily, he despatched orders, commanding the envoys,
in case Shah Husein refused to accompany them to the
presence, to return without him.
On receiving these orders, Mir Samander, one of the

a£t

envoys, prepared to return to Rohri.
The Mirza, induce Huseeing that he was unable to create any farther delay, to
and that the Emperor's army had not been broken up SIndby famine and disease, as he probably anticipated, now
attempted to remove Humayun from his territories in
a different manner. Along with Mir Samander he sent,
as his ambassador, Sheikh Mirak, a man descended of
the holy Sheikh Puran, whose family was highly re
vered by all the Arghuns. This ambassador, who
carried various presents to his Majesty, was desired to
represent to him that the produce of Bheker was at all
times but scanty, and, far from being adequate to sup
port his Majesty and his troops, was hardly enough to
maintain the inhabitants of the country ; that, on the
contrary, should he march his army to Chachkan*, he
would find a rich country, fertile and highly cultivated,
which could furnish supplies of every kind, to recruit
and refresh the army after its late marches and fatigue ;
that, if the imperial army moved to occupy that pro
vince, Shah Husein would himself be at hand to assist
their operations; that Chachkan, from its situation,
was admirably suited as a place (Tarmes for an invasion
of Gujrat, a kingdom which Humayun could reduce
"with ease, and, aided by its wealth, gradually recover
the whole of Hindustan.
These plans of conquest seem to have captivated the
imagination of Humayun, who, at first, gave his assent
» Chachkan lies east of Tatta
and west of the Ran, on the eastern
branch of the Indus. See James

Bumes's Narrative of a Visit to
Bind; and Map. Edin. 1831.
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book v. to the ambassador's proposals. But his ministers viewed
a. a. lMi. tnc matter in a different light. The country of Chachkan, which lies to the east of Sind, was inhabited bysome brave tribes, whom Shah Husein had been unable
to subdue ; and must be conquered by the Emperor
from its present occupants. It had, indeed, rich fields
and villages, and was watered by branches of the
Indus, but it possessed no fortress, in which, when the
army moved forward against Gujrat, the families and
heavy baggage of the army could be deposited, so as
to be in safety from the attacks of Shir Shah, of Shah
Husein Mirza himself, or even of the neighbouring
tribes. They considered the whole proposal as only an
artifice of the crafty Mirza, to remove the Emperor
from his territory. If Shah Husein was really as de
sirous as he pretended to be to serve the Emperor,
why, they said, did he not give him admission into
some one of his own strongholds ? Mir Samander, who
had studied the Mirza's character in his court, con
firmed this view, by declaring that, in his opinion, Shah
Husein had really no intention to join the Emperor.
Humayun Humayun having, at length, concurred in this opinion,
Bhekcrgc to
siege of Bheker was resolved upon, and immediately
begun. When Shah Husein was told that the Emperor
had laid siege to Bheker, which, as well as Sehwan, he
had placed in the best posture of defence, he is said to
have remarked, that he felt quite at ease on that sub
ject ; for that Humayun would not give up the delicious
garden in which he dwelt, to go to watch the operations
of the siege in the camp over against Bheker ; and that
his amirs never would take the place ; a prediction which
was fully verified.*
Scarcity in
From the time that the imperial camp reached Rohri,
upper sind. multitudes from different quarters seem to have flocked
* Akbcrnama, f. 4.0. ; Tab. Akb.
ff. 151, 152.; Tar. Niz. ff. 188,

89. ; Jouhcr. 2—0. ; Tai ikh-e-Sind,
ff. 154, 155.
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to join it. The contest in Hindustan had not been chap. i.
merely between two individuals, Humayun and Shir Sect" l
Shah ; it was between two different races, the Turks
and Afghans. When the Emperor and his family were
expelled, there was no longer any safety in that country
for his countrymen and adherents.
Some accounts
make the number of persons of every age and sex, who
now joined the camp, amount to two hundred thousand,
which has an air of exaggeration.* The influx of a
very great multitude, however, into a country not
extensively fertile or well cultivated, and the measures
resorted to by Shah Husein for destroying the grain,
or preventing its transport to the army, joined to a
bad season, soon aggravated the scarcity, which had
prevailed from the first, into a famine, so that, all around
Bheker, numbers began to perish of hunger, f The
Emperor opened his treasury to supply the wants of
his followers, but every thing speedily rose to an ex
orbitant price.
Humayun had wasted much valuable time, in hopes
of procuring a favourable answer from Shah Husein.
His brother Hindal Mirza had repeatedly asked his
permission to attack and occupy the rich province of
Sehwan, but was not allowed, that no interruption
might be offered to the success of the negociation, which
the Emperor had so much at heart. That obstacle
being now removed, Hindal was at length authorized
to reduce the district, and informed that the Emperor
himself would soon visit his camp. Shah Husein, pur
suing the same policy as he had done in regard to
Bheker, had fortified the town of Sehwan, and now
ordered the whole surrounding country to be laid
waste. Humayun, alarmed by some intimations that Humayun
had reached him, of Hindal's having a design to desert *f HinaTP
from him, and march to Kandahar, quitted for a short
* Tar. Sind, f. 156.

f A single loaf is said to have
cost a mithkal.
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book v. time the gardens of Baberhi, in which he had now spent
AaTiMi. nve or six months, and leaving his army to continue
the blockade of Bheker, proceeded by Darbila, where
he visited the camp of his cousin, Yadgar Nasir Mirza,
and stayed two days. Three days afterwards he reached
Pater, which lies about twenty miles west of the Indus,
and was met by his brother Hindal.
His mar
This visit to Pater is chiefly remarkable for Huriage to
akbcrt
mayun's marriage at that place to the mother of the
mother.
illustrious Akber.
During the festivities that attended

Early in
in the948'
summer of
a. d. 1541.

the Emperor's arrival, Hindal's mother, Dildar Begum,
gave a grand entertainment, to which all the ladies of
the court were invited ; and among them was Hamida,
then only fourteen, the daughter of Sheikh Ali Akber
Jami, Hindal's preceptor. Humayun, captivated with
her appearance, inquired if she was yet betrothed ; and
being told that she had been promised, but that the
ceremony of betrothment had not yet taken place .
" Then," said the Emperor, " I will marry her." Hindal,
much offended, observed to his brother, that he had
supposed that his Majesty's visit to Pater had been to
do him honour, and not to look out for a young bride ;
but that, if the Emperor persisted in doing any thing so
unbecoming, he must quit his Majesty's service. Dildar
Begum, who overheard this altercation, interposed,
reproved her son, and attempted to settle the dispute.
But, as Hindal refused to apologise for the unseemly
language he had used, Humayun left the house in high
displeasure, and went on board of a boat. Dildar,
however, followed the Emperor, prevailed upon him to
return back, made up the quarrel between the brothers,
and next day gave a nuptial banquet, when the young
lady* was married, and delivered to the Emperor, with
• Hamida was of the family of
Zhindeh-ffl Ahmed Jam,a celebrated
saint; Kholaset-ul-Towarikh, f. 261.

Her style after her marriage was
Hazret Mariam-makani, Hamida
Banu Begum ; Tar. Niz. f. 189.
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her blessing. A few days after this event, Hindal's chap. i
camp having become unhealthy, and a great mortality SlCT' L
prevailing, Humayun left it with his suite, and pro- ue returns
ceeded to the Indus, where he embarked, and sailed up ° s cainp'
the river to Bheker.*
He found his army in great distress ; but the evil did
not terminate there. The signs of ruin and desolation
which appeared on every side, joined to the recent
quarrel, determined Hindal, who had long ceased to
serve his brother with much zeal, to come to the resolu
tion of separating from him.
For some time past
Hindal Mirza had been urged by Keracha Khan, Kamran's governor of Kandahar, to repair to that capital,
and to assume the sovereignty in the kingdom. f In
these views he was encouraged by Yadgar Nasir
Mirza, his cousin and brother-in-law, his great adviser,
who agreed to follow him in the adventure.
Ac
cordingly, Hindal having collected all his force, de
camped, and took the road to Kandahar ; at the same
time writing to Yadgar that he would wait for him on
the route, and entreating him to lose no time in forming
a junction.
The news of this movement of Hindal, with informa
tion of the designs of Yadgar, reached Humayun on
the 8th of September 1541, and led him to apprehend
the total ruin of his affairs. He hurried, in alarm, to
the house of Mir Abul Baka, his intimate friend, a man
of science, and of great weight and influence, both from
his personal character, and as being descended of a holy
family ; and, after a long conference, despatched him to
use his endeavours to bring to an accommodation
Yadgar Nasir, who was at that moment encamped
* Tar. Niz. f. 189- ; Jouher,
C.9.; Tar. Sind, ff. 156, 157.
f Nizam-ed-dm Ahmed, the authorof theTabakat-e Akberi, f. 152.,
represents Humayun's visit to Pater'

as having for its object to prevent
Hindal from accepting Keracha's
offers, of which the Emperor had
obtained notice,

intended
Hindai!

jem4dii.
i7-sept. 8.
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book v.
A D 1541
prevented
perl's concessions.

about ten kos off, on the opposite bank of the river.*
Abul Baka was successful, and concluded a treaty with
the Mirza, who agreed to recross the river, and wait
upon Humayun ; to remain steady to his interests;
thenceforward, to do him faithful and active service.

.Temidii.

The return he was to receive, for thus adhering to his
allegiance, shows the difficulties to which Humayun was
reduced ; when the Emperor reached Kabul, he was to
give up to Yadgar, Ghazni, Chirkh, and the district of
Lohger, territories which Bdber had assigned to the
Mirza's mother, for her support ; and, when Hindustan
was once again recovered, one third of it was to be
Hindal's portion. Next day the Mir, having completed

his mission, was crossing the river on his way back
to Rohri, when the Bheker menf, informed of his
mission, and desirous to intercept him, sent out a
vessel manned with a strong party, who discharged
showers of arrows into his boat. The Mir received
l^sepMo severa,l mortal wounds, of which he expired on the
following day. Humayun was deeply affected by this
misfortune, and gave loud vent to his sorrow, declaring
that neither the ingratitude of his brothers, nor the
treachery of his adherents, nor any of the numerous
calamities that had assailed him, had ever unmanned
him so much as the loss of this faithful friend. Yadgar
sept 17.
Nasir Mirza crossed the river about a week after, and
having ratified the agreement, returned back to his
camp.
Dismissal of
At the same time Humayun dismissed Sheikh Mirak,
shah hu- Shah Husein's envoy, with directions to inform his
seln 3 envoy.
.
•> '
.
master that the Emperor agreed to all his proposals,
but expected that he would evince his duty and alle
giance, by repairing to the presence J ; a test to which,
* Tar. Bed. f. 17.9.
beri, f. 152.; Tar. Niz. f. 189.;
t They are said to have been Tarikh-e Sind, ff. 157, 158.; Jouher,
Doulat-shahis and Barghdais.
p. 30. ; Tar. Bed. ff. 178, 179.
% Akbernama, f. 49. ; Tab. Ak- '
.

lite or huMXyun.
in spite of numerous promises, the wary Arghiin had no
intention of submitting.
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The Emperor's affairs were now in such a situation
that his ruin seemed inevitable, unless something de
cisive could be achieved ; and nothing appeared so Humdyun
likely to afford relief as an attack on Tatta. Leaving s^wim
Yadgar Nasir in the government of Upper Sind, there
fore, with directions to prosecute the blockade of
Bheker, Humayun proceeded down the river about the jemm u.
end of September. He had not advanced far, when
Sept- *2numbers of his people left him, and went to the camp
of Yadgar, who showed no disposition to send them
back. Humayun, however, held on in his course along Rejebn,
the Indus, and on the 6th of November reached the Nov-6vicinity of Sehwan.
The province of Sehwan, which by historians is often Description
called also Siwi and Siwistan, is bounded on the east by "e * the Indus, on the west by the Baluch mountains, and on
the south by the Lakki range, which runs in upon the
Indus. It is watered in its whole extent by a branch
of that river, called the Aral, which comes down to it
from Larkhana. Canals from this branch water the
fields, intersecting the country in all directions, while,
on the west, many streams descend from the hills. It is
consequently a well watered, fertile, and prosperous
little province. The town of Sehwan, which also, like
the province, is often called Siwi and Siwistan, stands
on a rising ground, close to the Lakki hills, on the
banks of the Aral, somewhat above where it rejoins the
Indus. It is commanded by a castle, built on an arti
ficial mound of earth about sixty feet high, surrounded
by a strong brick wall that rises from the level of the
ground below. The Lakki hills, which exclude the
refreshing breezes from the ocean, render the climate
extremely sultry.*
When Humayun arrived near Sehwan, a party of his
• See Burnes's Travels, vol. i. pp. 47- 50. 251.
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book v. troops attacked a body of the enemy, who had issued
a. n. 1541. from the fort, defeated them, and drove them back
within the walls. Flushed with success, the victors
came on board of the Emperor's ship, and represented
to him that it would be an easy matter to take the
town, which would give them the command of all the
surrounding country. With too great facility he ento which he tered into their views, suspending the march against
lays siege.
Tatta, and immediately laid siege to Sehwan. He pro
bably imagined that it would occasion a delay of but a
few days ; but here Shah Husein had pursued the same
wise policy as elsewhere. He had placed a strong
garrison, and a number of his ablest officers, in the
fort. The country around was reduced to a waste, and
the inhabitants and cattle driven away. Even before
the Emperor's arrival, the garrison had unsparingly
destroyed all the gardens, garden-houses and other
buildings, in the suburbs or near the place. Batteries
were, however, constructed by the invaders, and opera
tions begun and carried on with such vigour that the
garrison began to be straitened.*
Approach of
Mirza Shah Husein, who had watched the danger as
Shah Hu it approached his capital, thought it now time to com
sein.
mence active operations, and marched from Tatta to
Sen f, a town on the right bank of the river, not far
from the imperial camp ; where he entrenched himself
and collected a flotilla of ships and boats. He nomi
nated Mir Alika Arghun, a tribesman of his own, to
the command of Sehwan, and ordered him to proceed
to strengthen the garrison. Mir Alika, seizing a fa
vourable opportunity, passed with his men through the
camp of the besiegers, near the bazar, and was not dis
covered to be an enemy till he had safely entered the
Difficulties place. Humayun upon this ordered a mine to be run,
of the siege.
* Akbernama and Tar. Nizami, having at present a population of
and Jouher, as al>ove.
about 2000. Burnes, i. p. 250.
f Burnes speaks of Sen as a town
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and approaches made with more vigour than ever.* In chap. i.
a short time, the mine being fired, a portion of the wall Sect" 1was thrown down ; but, to the disappointment of the
besiegers, as they were preparing to mount the breach,
it was found that a new wall had been run up behind
it. Shah Husein, meanwhile, completely hindered all
provisions from reaching the imperial camp, either by
the river or by land. Parties of his troops ranged the
country on every side ; and want, despondency, and
discomfiture seemed everywhere to attend the invaders.
They found the Arghuns brave, and well equipped, and
plentifully supplied with all the munitions of war, while
their own store of gunpowder began to fail, and they
were unable to command the implements necessary for
carrying on a siege which, contrary to their expecta
tion, was protracted for some months. To add to their
misery, the country was overflowed as the river rose ;
and disease began to rage. The soldiers, who were
without bread, were supported chiefly on the flesh of
the camp cattle, which they were forced to kill in order
to supply their necessities ; but, seeing no end to their
sufferings, they lost heart, and deserted in numbers.
Such was the pressure of misery, that their example Desertions
was gradually followed by several officers ; and, ere [m^ri^e
long, not a few even of the more eminent of the camp- nobles absconded, among whom Mir Taher is specified ;
some of them joining Shah Husein, who gave them a
favourable reception, while others found their way back
to Bheker to Yadgar Nasir Mirza, whom they instigated
to set out without delay to Kandahar, representing
affairs in Sind as utterly desperate.
Some time before matters had reached this pass, one
Ali Beg Jelair, an old Tiirki noble, had offered, if al
lowed only five hundred horse, to fall upon Shah Husein
by a forced march, and surprise him where he lay, con* Akberuama, f. 50. ; Tab. Akb. (. 153.; Tar. Sind, f. 159.
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book v. fident that by such an attack he could discomfit his
A ~ 1541 army. But daring enterprises do not suit dispirited
troops ; and the Emperor found none of his chiefs dis
posed to join in the adventure.
progress of
Yadgar Nasir Mirza, when left to continue the blockthe siege of
"
'
Bheker.
ade of Bheker, had crossed over from the right bank of
the river, and taken up his quarters in Rohri. The
harvest that year suffered from the severity of the
season, and from the ravages of hostile troops ; yet his
army had increased in strength. The fort of Bheker,
as we have seen, is placed on an island in the Indus,
where it occupies a very picturesque and a very im
portant situation. It has opposite to it the town of
Rohri, on the left bank of the river, and what is now
the town of Sakar on the right bank. The river, which
is here eight hundred yards wide, rolls past the island
in two streams ; the one four hundred, the other three
hundred-and-fifty yards broad. " The waters lash the
rocks which confine them, with noise and violence."
" The town of Rori, which faces Bakkar, stands on a
precipice of flint forty feet high ; and some of its houses,
which are lofty, overhang the Indus. The inhabitants
of these can draw up water from their windows ; but a
road cut in the rock supplies the citizens with this ne
cessary of life, without risking their lives. The opposite
bank of Sakkar is not precipitous like that of Rori." *
The garrison of Bheker, who were not disposed to be
cooped up without making some active efforts to annoy the
besiegers, made two different sallies upon Yadgar Nasir
Mirza, and twice surprised and cut off a number of his
troops. A third time they landed from their boats, but
were met by the Mirza's men, and a regular action
ensued in the sandy plain by the river side, not far from
the town. The advantage remained with the besiegers.
Three or four hundred of the assailants were left dead
* Barnes's Travels, vol. i. p. 62, 63.
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on the field ; some were driven into the river, where chap. l"
they perished, while others succeeded in reaching their Sect" l
boats, and regained the fort. This repulse put an end
to these sallies.*
When Humayun found that his difficulties were increasing, and that he was hemmed in on every side by
Shah Husein's operations, he had written to Hindal,
earnestly entreating him to make a diversion in his
favour, by marching down towards that prince, who
would not dare to face him in the field ; he added, that
he was himself prevented from making such a move
ment, by the certainty that the fort, during his absence,
would receive all manner of supplies, so that the whole
labour of the siege would be thrown away. In conse
quence of this demand, Yadgar despatched a trifling
body of 150 horse, under Terdi Beg, to his assistance.
But it was too late for such a force to be of any
service.
Yadgar Nasir Mirza had, before this, begun to play
a double part. Shah Husein, who was no stranger to

Hunrfym
daft*™""
against
sein.

Defection of
1^^T

his ambitious views, seized upon the present crisis, Mirrawhen the affairs of Humayun were depressed, and those
of Yadgar in some degree prosperous, as holding out a
favourable opportunity for withdrawing him from his
allegiance to his sovereign. He had for some time en
gaged Yddgar in a private correspondence, and now
deputed Baba-kuli, his seal-bearer, to complete the
negociation.
Shah Husein offered to acknowledge
Yadgar as Emperor, to read the khutba in his name, to
give him his daughter in marriage, with all his trea
sure, which was supposed to be very great, and, to
complete the whole, the succession to the throne of
Sind, as her dower. It was artfully represented to the
Mirza, that though Shah Husein, who was now aged,
had no near relation left to soothe and comfort his de* Akbemama, ff. 49, 50. ; Tab. Akb. f. 153. ; Tar. Sind, f. 158.
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book v. dining years, he was not, however, disposed to resign
A ~ ]641 the reins of government while he lived: but that it
was not necessary for Yadgar to wait the uncertain
period of his death, before he ascended a throne : that,
with the assistance of his father-in-law, he might easily
conquer Gujrat, of which he should be put in imme
diate possession: while the whole territory of Tatta
would fall to him in the course of nature, on the de
mise of the Mirza. Yadgar's constancy was not proof
against these magnificent offers, and he joyfully acceded
to the conditions proposed to him. But as he was not
yet ready openly to declare himself, and as it was of
consequence to amuse the Emperor, he sent forward his
camp equipage one march from Rohri, as if he were
preparing instantly to set out to join him.
Meanwhile, Humayun, whose difficulties were daily
increasing, despatched Abdal Ghafiir, an officer of his
household *, to hasten Yadgar Mirza's motions. But
the Mirza, having learned from the envoy the disabled
state of the Emperor's army, and believing that he had
now nothing to dread from his resentment, ordered the
tents back to the city. It was at this crisis that, at the
desire of the Arghun prince, he seized a ship that was
on its way down the river, loaded with grain and pro
visions for the supply of the famished camp, and deli
vered it into the hands of Shah Husein, who put the
crew to death.
shah i?uShah Husein, relieved from the fear of any troubleth'en^!es some diversion, by his understanding with Yadgar
tui™r8fl°"

^rza, was now enabled to bend his undivided force

against the Emperor : and news soon reached the camp
of Humayun, that the Arghun was on his way up the
river with a fleet of boats, in which was embarked a
large body of troops, for the purpose of cutting off the
zikadeh 17. Emperor's retreat. This intelligence was speedily fol^ch15342 lowed by the astounding information, that the enemy
* He was Mi'r-Mal.
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had seized by surprise the whole of the Emperor's fleet chap. t
which lay close by the camp, and contained the scanty S*CT h
provision of stores still left for the supply of the army ;
and so suddenly had this been effected, that some
females who were on board, had only time to make
their escape, half naked, into the camp. The siege was
immediately raised, and the army retreated, or rather
fled with precipitation, towards Bheker, leaving their
whole tents, camp equipage, and baggage behind.*
A short time before these events, an ambassador who
had been sent by Shah Husein to the Emperor, having
been plundered by some persons belonging to the camp,
Humayun now sent Monaim Beg, an officer of rank, to
offer explanations, and at the same time to urge Shah
Husein to cease from the pursuit, and to show some
sympathy to his sovereign in distress. But the Arghun,
who was highly irritated, refused to admit the envoy
into his presence, asking what benefits the Emperor
had ever conferred on him or his family, that he should
now mind his distress. Meanwhile, the Emperor con
tinued his retreat, which was hurried and disorderly,
every one thinking only of himself, or his own safety.
Many fell behind, and were slaughtered by the pursuing
enemy ; others deserted, so that, by the time the Em
peror came opposite to Bheker, few of his followers
remained with him.
Here a new difficulty occurred. Humayun had sent
on expresses before him, to desire Yadgar Nasir to have
boats in readiness to transport his troops, when they
arrived, across the river, to Rohri. But, on his arrival,
* Akbern&ma, f. 50. ; Tar. Sind,
f. 160.; Jouher, c. 9- The Tabakat-e Akberi, f. 158. ; Tar. Niz.
f. 190., says that the siege lasted
seven months. If the dates are correct, it could have lasted only four.
The Tar. Bed. f. 179. makes the
siege last eighty days. The waters,

however, generally rise in the end
of April, from the melting of the
snows in the mountains. (See
Burnes.) The account in the text
supposes that they rose in February,
so that the Tabakat is probably correct, in which case the siege was
raised in the course of April.

Humayun
f^m*^Ms baggage;

reaches
RohrL
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book v. no boats were to be found. Yadgar had sent privately
1542 to invite the Arghuns to come by night, and seize all
the boats near Bheker, which they had done. To ob
viate the difficulty and danger of attempting a passage
across to the left bank, with the imperfect and uncer
tain means that he could hastily command, his chief
officers advised Humayun at once to turn off for Kan
dahar ; but he declared that nothing but dire necessity
would induce him to approach his undutiful and un
friendly brothers, or take refuge in their territories. He
despatched a party under Roushen Beg, with orders
to drive in all cows and buffaloes from the villages
for ten or twelve kos around, and of their skins to
construct rafts and vessels for crossing the river.
These orders were speedily obeyed ; and in addition to
the conveyances which they afforded, a few boats,
which had been sunk in the Indus, were pointed out by
two neighbouring zemindars, and raised. These opera
tions detained Humayun on the right bank for several
days. All this while, Shah Husein's fleet was known
to be advancing upwards; but, fortunately for the
fugitives, the course of the Indus below Bheker is ex
tremely tortuous, and, from the rapidity of the cur
rent, the progress of vessels ascending is proportionally
slow.
Before the rafts could be properly constructed, on
the inflated skins of the cattle that had been slain,
Shah Husein Mirza had arrived within two kos of the
Emperor's shattered party. Numbers of the first de
tachment that crossed over, fell into the hands of the
enemy, who took most of their rafts. This added to
the confusion and alarm. The Emperor's followers
found difficulty in crossing. Terdi Beg had taken pos
session of a boat that was lying at the ghat, or creek,
on the river side, to convey his people over. One of
the Emperor's Ishek-Aghas, or chamberlains, coming up,
desired him to quit the boat, and clear it of his goods,
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as it was required for the use of his Majesty's wives and chap. l
children. Terdi Beg, offended at the insolence of his Seci" l
manner, called him a contemptible fellow.* " Not more
so than yourself," retorted the chamberlain ; on which
the Beg raised his horsewhip, and struck him. The
chamberlain instantly drew his sword, and aimed a
stroke, which luckily fell on the pummel of the Beg's
saddle; when the bystanders interposed. What followed
is illustrative of oriental manners. The Emperor, on
being informed of this occurrence, was much concerned.
But as Terdi Beg was a man of high rank and consider
ation, he made the offending Agha be taken to that
nobleman, his hands tied with a kerchief. Terdi Beg,
on seeing this proof of the Emperor's attention to his
feelings, immediately untied the kerchief, seated the
Agha, in the most respectful and courteous manner,
beside him, presented him with a rich dress and a horse,
and apologised for what had passed, t
The Emperor gained the left bank of the Indus in crosses the
safety, but his dangers were not yet over. Yadgar IndUi
Nasir, distressed and alarmed at his unwished-for re
turn, before he was ready for open revolt, in order to
make a show of fidelity, pushed on against a party of
Shah Husein's men, who had landed on the bank of the
river not far below, killed some, made others prisoners,
and forced the rest to take refuge in their boats. He
then returned in triumph to the Emperor, and laid the
heads of the slain at his feet. Shah Husein now halted
by the river, and quietly watched the progress of
events.
Though Yadgar treated the Emperor with every ex- Conduct of
ternal demonstration of respect, Humayun, though he YlWgil-made no complaints to him of what was past, could not
help perceiving the change that had taken place in his
» Merdek.
Jouher, c. 9.; Tar. Sind, ff. 157—
t Akbernama, ff. 49, 50. Tab. 160. ; Tar. Bed. f. 180.
Akb. f. 153.; Tar. Niz. f. 190. ;
Q 4
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bookv. conduct. The Mirza still continued his secret corre1542 spondence with Shah Husein, who insisted that he
should give up the two zemindars, who had pointed
out the boats, in which the Emperor crossed. These
men, getting some intimation of their danger, fled to
Humayun's camp. Yadgar requested him to deliver
them up, under pretence that he had to settle accounts
with them for the revenue of their lands, which lay in
his district, and were in arrear. The Emperor sent
them with a guard, who had orders to bring them back,
as soon as their accounts were arranged. But no sooner
had they arrived, than Yadgar took them by force from
the guards, and delivered them up to Shah Husein.*
Soon after this outrage, he openly assumed a hostile
countenance, and never afterwards returned to his
allegiance.
Humayun, who by the late events was deprived of
such stores as he had previously possessed, and who was
in a country where famine raged, procured, with much
difficulty, from Yadgar Nasir a scanty supply of grain,
which was soon consumed. In this exigency, com
pelled by want, he sent an application by Terdi Beg
and some others of his chief officers, to Sultan Mahmiid
Bhekeri, the enemy whom he was besieging. Mahmiid
received the deputation with every honour, presented
them with dresses, and gave each of them a sum of
money, and a portion of grain. He then called a council,
at which various opinions were given, but, in conclu
sion, he sent the Emperor three hundred loads of grain
for the use of his household.
DisorganiBut this small provision was soon expended. The
Humiyun'i camP followers and people of the bazar, seeing this uniforee.
versal distress, gradually went off, and such of Hu
mayun's troops as did not desert to Yadgar were com* Tab. Akb. f. 154.; Tar. Niz.
f. 190. The zemindars appear, in

the first instance, to have been sent
into the castle of Bheker.
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pelled, from the increasing destitution, to separate, and
scatter themselves in small parties over the country,
in every direction, in search of food ; in which disor
ganized state they were attacked, and numbers of them
put to death by the inhabitants. Wherever they had
any opportunity of coming to action, they uniformly
maintained their superiority : but with hunger and want
it was impossible to contend ; and the brave veterans
whitened the plains of Bheker with their bones.* Some
of them were fortunate enough to make good their way
to the surrounding countries, and even the highest of
the Emperor's officers, such as Kasim Husein Sultan
Uzbek, went over to Yadgar, who spared neither pro
mises nor threats to induce Humayun's remaining fol
lowers to abandon their master. When he saw them
reduced to the last extremity, he sent them an express
and open invitation to desert, adding that, as for such
as remained in the camp till morning, their " blood
must be on their own heads."
" After this," says the narrative of the ewer-bearer,
" news was brought that Fazael Beg (who had deserted
the day before), intended to seduce his brother Monaim
Beg to leave the camp. The Emperor, hearing of this,
said, ' Let him come, and he shall meet with his deserts.'
Having, however, heard that Monaim Beg and Terdi
Beg wished to escape, «the Emperor sat up the whole
night, watching, while these two attended him. When
it was morning, his Majesty went to the bath, and
desired them to wait his return. No sooner was he
gone than the two Begs ran to their horses. Roushen
Beg, the wardrobe-keeper f, hastened to inform the
Emperor that they were going away. He was sent
to call them back, but they did not mind him ; so that
the Emperor was himself compelled to run and recall
them. Seeing no remedy, they came back. Monaim
* Tar. Sind, f. 160.

f Toshak Begi.

chap. i
Sect" l
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book v. Beg was ordered into custody, and Terdi Beg found
A ~ i642 himself obliged to remain."*
Threatened
It was impossible for Humayun long to exist under
Yadgdr.
such painful circumstances. He daily discovered new
instances of Yadgar's hostility; but such were the
difficulties of his situation, that his only chance of ac
complishing any thing depended on the junction of the
Mirza's forces with his own few and exhausted fol
lowers. The Mirza, however, who cherished very dif
ferent views, had no disposition to meet his wishes.
He even, at one time, issued out of Rohri, of which he
retained possession, intending to attack the imperial
camp, and thus finish the contest at one blow.
Humayun no sooner heard of his hostile approach than
he drew up his remaining adherents, resolved to sell
his life dear. In the meanwhile, however, Hashem
Beg, a trusty and faithful officer of the Mirza, over
whom he had great influence, hearing of his intentions,
galloped out of the town after him, seized the reins of
his horse, reproaching him with his guilty and impo
litic proceedings, and succeeded in making him return
back to Rohri.*
dlnTof
Worn out with fatigue, disappointment, and uncerHumdyun. tainty, and deprived even of hope, the mind of Humayun
began to sink under the pressure, and he spoke of
making the pilgrimage of Mekka, and of adopting a life
of piety and seclusion. From this purpose he was
diverted by the persuasions and entreaties of the few
servants who had followed him in all his changes of
fortune, who still continued attached to him, and even
now clung to the hope of gaining rank and riches
through his means. With tears they entreated him to
resign all such thoughts, and to make one more attempt
* Jouher't Mem. c. 9. See also
Tab. Akb. f. 154., and Tar. Bed.
f. 180.

f Tabak. Akberi, f. 154.
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to bring back fortune to his banners, by marching into chap. l
the territories of Maldeo, the Rai of Judpiir or Marwar. StCT'
Maldeo was, at this time, the most powerful of all
.
_ .. ,
'
.
'
t
!•
the Kajput sovereigns. Me was possessed of great
wealth and a very large army, and had added to his
hereditary dominions by extending his sway over
several of the neighbouring states. He had repeatedly
sent to invite Humayun into his country*, professing
the most devoted attachment, and offering to support
his cause with an army of twenty thousand Rajputs.
The Emperor's followers flattered him with the belief
that Maldeo would be delighted at such an opportunity
of meriting his Majesty's gratitude, and that his affairs
might still take a favourable turn. Yielding to their
entreaties, and indeed at a loss what else to do, he
finally determined to follow their advice. He made a
last effort, however, to work upon Yadgar to join him,
but found all his endeavours ineffectual. With a heavy
heart, he, therefore, resolved to abandon Sind, and to
try his fortune in the deserts of Rajputana.f
* The Tarlkh-e Sind states that
at this very time, Humayun received
a letter of invitation from Maldeo
himself, f. 161., and Nizam-ed-din
affirms that he promised to assist
him in the conquest of Hindustan,
Tar. Niz. f. 191., and Tar. Bed.
f. 180.

t For the later transactions in
Sind, see Akbernama, f. 50. Tahakat-e Akberi, ff. 1 53, 1 54. ; Tar.
Nizami, ff. 189—192.; Tar. Sind,
ff. 157—l6l.; Tar. Bedauni, f. 179,
180. ; Kholaset-ul Towarikh, f.
261.; Jouher's 8th and 9th chapters.
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CHAPTER I.
huMayun's besidence in bind.

SECTION IX
huMAyun in the deserts op Mabwab and in bind, a
second tiMe.
MARCH OF HUMAYUN FROM BHEKER TO UCH. — OBSTRDCTED BY BAKHSHOl LANGA. MARCH TO DERlwAL. TO THE BIKAn/u AND JUDrUR
TERRITORY. — MALDEO AND HUMAYUN SEND SPIES TO EACH OTHER'S
HEAD-QUARTERS. INSINCERITY OF MALDEO. RETREAT OF HUMAYUN. — A COVERING PARTY FORMED, AND SUCCESSFUL SKIRMISH
OF CAVALRY. — HOSTILE EMBASSY FROM JF.SELMIK
HUMXyUN AR
RIVES AT THAT TOWN. — PROCEEDS TO THE GREATER DESERT. —
EXTREME WANT OF WATER. — SECOND EMBASSY FROM JESELMfft.
— CONTINUED DISTRESS FOR WATER. — THEY REACH AMERKOT. —
FRIENDLY CONDUCT OF THE SANA
ANECDOTES OF HUMlYUN.
STAY AT AMERKOT. RECENT EVENTS IN SIND, AND PROCEEDDIGS
OF SHAH HUSEIN
FLIGHT OF YADGAR M/rZA TO KANDAHAR.
RESOLUTION OF HUMAYUN TO INVADE JUN. — BIRTH OF AKBER.
DESCRIPTION OF JUN. — HUMXyUn's STAY THERE. — INCREASE OF HIS
FORCE. — APPROACH OF SHAH HUSEIN. — DISGUST AND DEFECTION
OF THE HINDU ALLIE8 OF HUMAyUN
SHAH HUSEIN ATTACKS HIM
UNSUCCESSFULLY. — BIRAM KHAN JOINS HUMjCyCN. — HIS HISTORY.
RENEWED SCARCITY IN THE IMPERIAL CAMP. DESTRUCTION OF
THE FORAGING DETACHMENT. — SHAH HUSEIN PROPOSES TERMS —
HUMAYUN AGREES TO QUIT SIND.
bookv.
1542
March of
fromBheker
to Dch.

When Humayun found that he could no longer remain in Sind with safety, he determined to accept the
invitation that had repeatedly been sent him by Maldeo,
and set out, with the intention of marching to Judpiir.
]}ut aa the direct road from Bheker to that place, through
the desert, was too dangerous and difficult to be at
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tempted, he resolved to take the more circuitous but
practicable road by Uch. With this purpose, leaving
Rohri on the 7th of May, he marched up the left bank
of the Indus, and soon reached the village of Aru. This
was on the route of the caravans, and grain and other
articles passed through it, to and from Jeselmir and the
neighbouring countries. ~No sooner did the merchants
hear of Humayun's approach, than, dreading the pillage
that must follow the arrival of a famishing army, they
loaded their camels, and pushed away into the desert,
with such of their property as they were able to remove.
But a sufficient quantity of grain and other provisions
remained, and was seized, to enable the little camp to
pass their time at Aru in what to them had become a
great novelty and enjoyment, an abundance of the
common necessaries of life.* Setting off again in the
* Some anecdotes related by the
Emperor'sewer-bearer throw as much
light on his character as the more
important events of his reign, and
do not represent it unfavourably.
" On one occasion," says he, " his
Majesty's water-bottle was empty.
He, therefore, asked his humble
servant Jouher Aftabchi, if he had
any water in the ewer. His humble
servant replied, ' There is water.'
The Emperor said, ' Pour it into
my bottle.' What water I had,
I poured into the bottle, adding,
' What a horrid country this is,
where one cannot get even water,
and as we are now travelling at
night, should I be separated from
your Majesty, I shall perish for
want of something to drink.' I
then poured a small quantity of the
water back into the ewer. The
Emperor signified his approbation,
saying, ' That will be enough for
you.'
" In the morning, we fortunately
came to a small lake, and encamped.
It so happened that I had gone to

the other side of it, when a deer
was roused from the jungle, and ran
through the camp. Although many
persons struck at it, it passed them
and entered the lake. When his
Majesty was told, he came out, with
an intention of following the animal,
and said, ' I would be glad if it
could be taken.' He then happened
to observe me, and said, ' There
is a man on the other side of the
water : call out to him and say, the
deer is gone hence, take it if you
can.' They did bo. When the
humble Jouher saw the deer coming,
he quickly threw himself into the
water, exclaiming, ' One leg for
me.' His Majesty said, 'It is
well,' the other three he claimed for
himself. The deer was swimming,
and its strength failed. I seized
and kept hold of it, till Sheikh Ata
Beg was ordered to kill it. Fateh
Ata (or Allah) came up, and cut its
throat, as ordered. They carried it
to the Emperor, who ordered one of
the fore quarters to be given to me ;
and I accordingly received it, as he
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afternoon, they were exposed to considerable privations
Jl. d. 1542. before they reached Mhow, where the Bheker territory
ended.
The same was the case after leaving that
town, while they continued their route upwards, through
a parched and barren tract, in which they had much to
endure from want of every description, but especially
from want of water. After a few days' march, however,
they arrived at Uch, where they halted and spent about
six weeks.
obSBakhed
The ruler of that country, Bakhshui Langa, on whom
shut Langa the Emperor, on his former passage through his domi
nions, had bestowed the sounding title of Khan-Jehan,
or Lord of the World, when now called upon to wait on
the Emperor, or to send provisions for the supply of the
camp, little pleased with the return of his uninvited
guests, not only refused to render any assistance, but
offered every obstruction to the people sent out to
purchase supplies, so that whatever was procured was
taken by force. Such was the general distress that the
Emperor's followers went out into the jungle, to gather
the berries of such trees and shrubs as were in bearing,
to assist in sustaining life. What was the number of
persons that remained with Humayun at this time, we
are not informed.*
But this state of suffering could not be supported for
Maivh to
Ucrdwal.
ever. Even the scanty supply of fruits and seeds from
the forest failed, and it was necessary to move.f At
directed. Other two of the quarters
were sent to the imperial kitchen,
and the remaining one to the lady
exalted as Mariam, Hamida Banu
Begum, who at that time was seven
months gone with child of Akber."
Jouher, c. J). See Stewart's Jouher,
pp. 35, 3f)., which I have altered to
bring it closer to the original text.
* Jouher, c. 9- Jouher particu
larizes the sanker, or Sanger, and
the ber trees as chiefly supplying
them with sustenance. The latter

is a wild plum. With the former
I am unacquainted.
f An incident, recorded by Jou
her as occurring at this time, more
resembles the cruel and tyrannical
mockery of the princes of Europe
in the middle ages, towards their
Jewish subjects, than the usual ge
nerosity of Humayun. Those who
had been sent out to bring in the
stragglers, " returned, and reported
that a Moghul, to whom the Em*
pcror was in debt, had fallen down
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this moment, a wandering derwish, who had just arrived chap. i.
from Jeselnrir, mentioned his having recently passed Sect" "•
the fort of Derawal, which belonged to Maldeo, and
where he had seen abundance of everything. Humayun
immediately issued orders to march into the desert in
that direction, and on arriving in the neighbourhood of Ret>i i s.
the fort, was fortunate enough to meet with an ample June22supply both of grain and water. Here he halted for rcw i. 14.
three days, and Sheikh Ali, one of his Amirs, who had June28'
much influence with him, proposed to take the fort by
surprise ; a treacherous and impolitic proposition, which
Humayun had the wisdom to reject, the more readily
as it would have offended Maldeo.
Leaving Derawal about noon, after filling their water- Rewi. 17,
bags, Humayun proceeded in the desert tract, in the July L
direction of Ajmir and Bekamr, and travelled till noon
next day ; when, finding water, they halted for the
night. On the day following, they again set out at
midday, travelled all that day and the night after, and
next day till three in the afternoon, without coming to
water. About afternoon prayers, however, a pond of
water was discovered to their great joy, when Humayun
alighted, returned grateful thanks to God Almighty for
from thirst, and was lying at the
point of death, with his son standing by him. His Majesty went up
to him, and said, ' If you give up
my debt, I will give you a pitcher
of water.' The Moghul answered,
' Let me preserve my life. I give
up the debt for a pitcher of water.'
Upon this the Emperor took Monaim Beg as one witness of the
agreement, Mozeffer Beg Turkoman as the second, and Roushen
Koka as the third. After they had
declared themselves witnesses, the
Emperor gave him his fill of water ;
and the Moghul drank, and went
on to the camp." c. 10. The Moghul was a subject of Humayun ;

his distress and danger arose from
the fidelity with which he remained
attached to his fallen fortunes ; and
the power which the Emperor employed, as a prince, to the poor
man's injury, was given to be exercised for his advantage. The cool
mockery of taking three men to witness, in conformity to the musulman law, renders the incident only
more disgusting. It required all
the selfishness generated by early
indulgence and servility, to reconcile the most common mind to so
mean an abuse of power. Yet honest Jouher relates it with glee as a
good story, and the Emperor himself certainly thought it so.

i?ew i is.
ReM i. 19.
Rew 20.
July 4
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BOOK V. his merciful protection, and halted. He ordered the
ji. d. 1543. water-bags to be filled, and sent back on his own horses
to afford relief to such as had fallen behind, and were
perishing for thirst, and to bring them into the camp.
Such as were still alive were supplied with water, and
brought in. The dead they buried. This station seems
to have been near Wasilpiir, in the Bikamr territory.*
ReMH. 17.
By the 31st of July, Humayun had advanced within
July 31.
twelve
kos of Bikamr. Here he was joined by some
To the Blkanfr and of the stragglers of his army, who had contrived to
Judpur
territory.
reach Bikanir, where they found the inhabitants very
ill disposed towards them. As it was of the utmost
consequence to ascertain the sentiments of Maldeo, Mir
Samander "j", in whose judgment the Emperor reposed
entire confidence, was despatched to Judpur, to Maldeo's
court. Meanwhile, the camp moved on to Filudi J,
about thirty kos from Judpur, where it halted, and
where the troops procured an abundant supply of grain,
and of every thing that could recruit them after their
toils and sufferings.
Maldeo
The report made by Mir Samander on his return, was
sends spies
by no means favourable. He said that, whatever show
to the
camp.
and professions of attachment Maldeo might have made,
it was plain that they were totally insincere. About this
time, a few trifling presents of fruit were sent to the
camp by the Rajput prince. But new causes of sus
picion were discovered. The Emperor's little party ap
proached the capital by short stages. A merchant had
arrived in the camp, and, among other articles, ex
hibited for sale a large and valuable diamond. This
excited inquiry. The man was found to be Sangai
Nag6ri, one of the Maldeo's confidential officers. Hu
mayun, who had no doubts of the real character of the
• Akbernama, f. 50. Tab. Akb.
f. 154. ; Tar. Niz. f. 191.; Jouher,
c. 10.
I Abulfazl and Jouher both make

Mir Samander the envoy. Nizam-eddm Ahmed says it was Atka Khan ;
the Tarikhe Bedauni, Anka Khan,
t Or Pehludi.
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seller, made him be told that such a diamond was fit chap. i.
only for a prince, and was to be gained by the sword, Sect" il
not purchased with money.
Humayun, more dubious than ever of the disposition
of Maldeo, now deputed Shems-ed-din Muhammed Atkeh,
to his court. But as there was a certainty that, in the
present state of affairs, all his acts would be narrowly
watched, he, at the same time, despatched secretly into
the city one Rai-mal Soni, a goldsmith, and a man of
observation. He was desired to mingle with the Raj
puts, and to use every endeavour to gain a farther in
sight into the Rai's intentions. He was directed to
send back his remarks in writing if he found it safe to
do so. But, if it appeared to be dangerous to commit
them to writing, he was to communicate the result by
a sign. If he thought Maldeo faithful, the messenger
whom he sent back was to deliver his message, by taking
hold of all the fingers of one hand with the other ; if
treacherous, the messenger was to grasp the little
finger only.
As it happened, these precautions were not unnecessary. The imperial camp had moved slowly two or
three marches onward from Filiidi towards Judpiir,
Maldeo's capital, and the Rai had announced that a
body of troops had left that city to meet the Emperor,
and do him honour. Humayun was encamped on the
banks of the Juki tank, when Rai-mal Soni's messenger
arrived. Being questioned what message he brought,
he held up and grasped the little finger only. From
this it was concluded that Maldeo was acting perfidi
ously ; and the report of spies led to the conclusion, that
the real object of the troops sent to meet them, was
very different from the professed one. This view of
matters was confirmed by a letter which reached the
camp from one of the Emperor's librarians, who, during
the dispersion that had taken place when the Emperor
was driven from Hindustan, had sought refuge with
VOL. II.
K

Humiiyum
.'gent
{J°ii^atcl1

insincerity
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book. v. the Rai, and now wrote, advising the Emperor to hasten
A ^ 1542. without delay out of his territory. Atkeh, the Em
peror's envoy to Maldeo, had been carefully watched, so
as to prevent his communicating any information to his
master, and was, in reality, in a sort of free custody.
Suspecting something wrong, however, and displeased
with what he saw, he secretly left the city without
taking leave, reached the camp, and confirmed the Em
peror in the belief of his danger. There was now no
time for hesitation.*
The Emperor, believing that
Retreat of Maldeo was bent upon his destruction, commanded a reHunmjuD. j.rograde movement, and resolved instantly to proceed
to Amerkot, by the route of Jeselmir.
" The real intentions of Maldeo," says Abulfazl, " re
main a matter of uncertainty. Some contend that he
was, at first, really well inclined towards the Emperor ;
while others are as decided that his professions of service,
and his humble letters were, from the first, wholly de
ceitful and false." But the observations of Nizam-eddin Ahmed, perhaps the best historian of the period,
seem to afford the real explanation of his conduct.
When Humayun was expelled from Hindustan, and,
Shir Shah extended his conquests on every side, the
Afghan and Rajput princes were brought into a state
of collision. Maldeo, anxious to gain support against
his powerful rival, invited Humayun to his aid, as the
most formidable enemy whom he could oppose to Shir
Shah. But when the Rajput prince saw the Emperor
arrive in his dominions with only a small number of
followers, and they in the most destitute and miserable
condition, and quite unfit to render him any succour;
at the same time that Shir Shah, a body of whose troops
were in the Nagor district, and threatened his frontier,
had sent him ambassadors requiring him to seize and
* Akbernama, f. 51.; Tabak. Akberi, f. 154.; Tar. Niz. f. 191. ;
Jouher, c. 10.; Tar. Bed. f. 180.;

Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 92. ; Kholasetul Towarfkh, f. 26l.
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deliver up Humayun; urged by the promises and threats chap. i.
of the Afghan, and looking upon the affairs of the Em- Sect" 11
peror as totally ruined, he departed from his original
intentions, and altering his conduct, resolved to give
him up to his mortal foe. *
When the camp was once more in motion to return
back, the Emperor sent out Roushen Beg and Shemsed-din Muhammed Atkeh, to seize and bring in some of
the inhabitants of the country, to act as guides. They
accordingly brought in two men f with their camels ;
the camels his Majesty ordered to be picketed with his
own cattle, and the men to be placed in custody, and
their swords taken from them. He made a Kazi, who
was with him in camp, and knew their language, ex
plain to them, that no harm was meant them, and that
they would be well rewarded for acting as guides to the
camp. The men remonstrated, and said that they were
poor Villagers, and totally ignorant of the road to
Amerkot. They were, however, detained, and, as is usual
enough in such cases, treated as being spies, or as men
who stubbornly and perversely concealed what they
knew ; and they were threatened to be put to death.
Driven to despair, the men contrived to free themselves
from custody, snatched a dagger and a knife from two
of the bystanders, and before any one was aware of
danger, attacked and killed Tersun Beg, who had charge
of them, and then rushing to where their own cattle
were tied up, stabbed them, as well as the other animals
picketed along with them, among which were a riding
horse and mule of the Emperor's; and so desperately did
these wretched men use their weapons, that they killed or
mortally wounded a number of men, women, and horses J,
* Tar. Nizami, f. 191.
•f The Tabakat says that these
men were spies seized in the camp,
and that one of them was directed
to be put to death to intimidate the

other, f. 155. The Tar. Bed. f. 180.,
also calls them spies,
J They are said to have killed
sevente en living beings, men, w omen,
and cattle.
R 2
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book v. before the imperial attendants, who at length surounded
*, D- 1542 them, could put them to death.
This incident spread so much confusion and alarm
over the camp, that several of the Emperor's immediate
servants spoke of retiring ; several did secretly desert,
and he had some trouble in keeping the great body of
his followers from dispersing.
The little camp was,
however, at last put in motion. As most of the Em
peror's cattle had been slain *, and among the rest his
riding horse, by these unfortunate men, his grooms
went, and demanded several horses and camels of Terdi
Beg, who gave a surly refusal. The Emperor, there
fore, mounting on a camel, began his march. As soon
as Nadim Koka, who was on foot, leading a horse on
which his mother was riding, observed the Emperor's
distress, he made his mother dismount, presented her
horse to the Emperor, and seated her on the Emperor's
camel.
a covering
As the road they now took was over a loose moving
formed.
sand, where no water was to be found, they endured
much distress ; and, to add to their sufferings, reports
were constantly brought in, that Maldeo was in pursuit,
and his troops close at hand. Humayun, the better to
cover his retreat, ordered Ishan Taimur Sultan, Terdi
Beg, and Monaim Khan to take a party, and bring up
the rear slowly and deliberately ; but if the enemy
came near, then to attack them without hesitation. In
this manner the whole moved on, and having passed
Feliidi, reached Setelmir, in the Jeselmir territory.
But during the darkness of the night, the covering
party lost the road, and separated from the main body ;
and when morning broke, a suspicious body of men
was descried at a distance, following in the track f of
the retiring camp.
* Jouher says,
horses and a mule
f Tab. Akb. f.
181. ; according

he had only two
left.
15.5. ; Tar. Bed.
to Jouher they

consisted of three bodies of five hundred men each. He is the only
writer who guesses at numbers.
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When it was ascertained that they were enemies, such
measures were adopted for warding off the danger as
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circumstances allowed. The horses that were loaded, successful
had their burdens transferred to camels ; the ladies were cavalry,
dismounted, and their horses given to such soldiers as
were marching on foot ; so that a small troop of cavalry
was hastily formed. It consisted of Sheikh AH Beg,
Derwish Koka and Ahmed, the father of the historian
Nizam-ed-din, with twenty-two others, who, riding
back, were fortunate enough to encounter the enemy
as they were issuing through a narrow valley or defile.
Sheikh Ali, at the first shot, struck the leader of the
enemy, who dropped lifeless on the ground ; and most
of the arrows discharged by his little troop happening
to take effect, and to wound some of their chief men,
the enemy hastily turned, and rode off ; but were pur
sued, many of them slain, and several camels taken very
opportunely for the wanderers. Sheikh Ali now de
sired Behbud Chobdar (a mace-bearer) to return, and
inform the Emperor of their success. Behbud, having
cut off the heads of two of the enemy who had fallen,
tied them to his saddle-girths, and, riding back, threw
them down exultingly before the Emperor, who re
ceived them as a fortunate omen, prostrated himself in
thanksgiving and praise, and despatched him to recal
the party. Sheikh Ali was desired still to bring up the
rear, and, in a short time, the weary wanderers reached
a well in which there was some water, and halted. *
At the same time the party, that had lost their way
during the night, made their appearance, and joined
them, bringing in a number of cows and buffaloes,
which they had seized in the Jeselmir country. This,
with the other favourable events of the day, renewed
the drooping spirits of the fugitives, and they passed
the night more comfortably than usual.
* Akbernama ami Tar. Nizami, as above.
R 3
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At this station two messengers, sent by the Raja of
Jeselmir, met them. They complained, that the Em
peror had come into his country, with an armed force
uninvited, and that, though no cows were allowed to be
#
»
#
. .
killed within his dominions, the Emperor's people were
seizing and slaughtering these sacred animals, an act
most abhorrent from the religion and feelings of Hindus.
They added that this could not be permitted, and that
his subjects would obstruct the passage of the imperial
camp, wherever it moved. A consultation was held,
when it was resolved to detain the envoys without re
turning an answer, and, having taken a supply of water,
to march forward on their dreary journey.
They reached the neighbourhood of Jeselmir on the
*
°
13th of August. The Raja, Rai Lankern, who was
little pleased with their visit, had placed a body of men
to keep them off from the tank, which lay without the
walls of the town. Many of Humayun's followers had
already dropped down, worn out and exhausted by
thirst and fatigue, in passing over the sandy desert.
But, as the rest came up, they attacked the enemy, and
after a contest of some hours, drove them away, but
not without considerable loss on their own part. The
natives retreated into the fort.
Advancing about five kos, they came upon a village,
where they found abundance of grain and water, but
no inhabitants.
After this, they entered a country where the oases
were fewer, and the desert more dry and desolate than
any they had yet passed. To add to their distress, the
Rai had ordered his son, Maldeo*, to precede their
march, and fill up the wells with sand, which he had
done. They seem now to have gone on for three days
before they met with water. At the end of their first
* The name of the Raja of Judpur, as well as of the son of the Rai
of Jeselmir, was Maldeo, a circum-

stance that seems to have produced
confusion in the narrative of some
historians of these transactions.
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march, about noon, they reached some wells. But no chap. i.
water came up in any of the buckets that were let Sect" 11
down. It was found, to their dismay, that they had
been filled up. Compelled by necessity, they again
moved forward. Towards evening prayers, they found
a well, and orders were issued that they should halt
and rest, whether water was found in it, or not. The
camels were ranged around the little camp, as a de
fence, and, to guard against surprise, some men were
appointed to make the rounds all night, on the outside .
of the enclosure. Humayun himself joined them in their
watch, till Sheikh Ali besought him to take repose, and
supplied his place. He was prevailed upon to consent
to the exchange, and having lain down, went to sleep.
On waking in the morning he found his sword half
drawn from the scabbard, but was unable to discover
by whom it had been done. *
That day they, once more, proceeded on their toil- ^£™e
some journey, and, on the fourth day, at last reached water,
four wells, one of which, however, was found to contain
no water. The remaining three were given in charge
to the chief Amirs. As the buckets had been removed,
and none were to be found, an iron kettle was let down
to supply the want. In this desert region, water is
found only at a very great depth f, often six hundred
feet from the surface. The rope which is fastened to
the water-bag or bucket, is drawn by a camel, or by
bullocks, which are of course at a great distance from
the well, before the bucket comes to the top. In this
instance, the distance was too great for the voice to be
heard, so that it was necessary to strike a small drum,
to give the camel driver notice to halt and ease the
rope, when the kettle came within reach. As soon as
the first bucket was seen at the top of the well, there
was a rush to seize it, and four or five persons, mad
Jouhcr, . clO.

t See Tod's Rajasthan.
r 4
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book v. with thirst, threw themselves at the same time upon it,
a d. 1542 so tnat ^e roPe broke, and the vessel fell down into the
well. On seeing this, the perishing expectants raised a
shout of despair, and some in their agony plunged in
after it. When the water at length began to be brought
up, the crowds around strove and fought for it, and
there was not found enough to supply them all. One
well had been reserved for the imperial household, but
the artisans of the court, who could not be supplied,
went in a body and complained to Humayun, that
Terdi Beg was supplying his horses and camels with
water from his well, while they were dying of thirst.*
The Emperor, riding up to the Beg, addressed him in
Turki, his native tongue, and requested that he would
allow his servants to draw water for themselves for one
hour, to which the Beg agreed. The distress was, how
ever, unspeakable ; many fell down and died, before they
could get a drop to quench their burning thirst,
second EmAt this time a son of the Rai made his appearance,
Jraeim™m bearing a white flag. When admitted to an audience,
he complained that Humayun had entered his father's
dominions in a hostile manner, but assured him that,
had his coming been known, the Rai would have re
ceived him with every mark of hospitality. He com
plained of the excesses of the Emperor's followers, and
of the confinement of the two messengers. He added
that, if the Emperor would halt a short time where he
was, a sufficient number of bullocks and buckets should
be sent, to enable him to draw up the water. By the
advice of Terdi Beg, the two envoys were released,
continued
Having ascertained that, at the next stage, there was
»atcr.s f°r only one well, the Emperor divided his little camp into
three divisions, which he ordered to move forward on
three successive days, so as to have the benefit of the
water in turns. The first division was led by the Em♦ Tar. Niz. f. 192. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. p. Q5. ; Jouher, c. 10.
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peror, attended by Terdi Beg and Ishan Taimur Sultan ;
the next by Monaim Beg; the third by Sheikh Ali.
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chap. i.
Sect" _

Yet, in spite of this precaution, the scarcity of water
was severely felt, and numbers perished of thirst. We
are told that, at this time, a part of the royal army,
probably one of the three divisions, about mid-day,
reached a pool of water, when the horses and camels,
which for some days had had little or no water, could
not be restrained from rushing into it, to appease their
thirst, and drank to such excess, that many of them
died.
The Emperor had now arrived within ten kos of Jj^rkoj"*
Amerkot *, but the nature of his reception there was
'
probably still uncertain. Meanwhile, protracted misery
had levelled all distinctions of rank, and, in some
minds, had destroyed even the feelings of common
courtesy. The horse of Roushen Beg having broken
down on the march, he went and asked the Begum for
the horse which he had given her. When notice of this
was carried to Humayun, he alighted, sent his own
horse to his wife, and after marching for some distance
on foot, mounted a camel belonging to the ewer-de
partment. After he had ridden in this way a couple of
miles, Khalid Beg, the son of Khwaja Khalifa, hearing
what had occurred, rode up and presented his horse to
Humayun, who continued on his course, and the same jem&rn.
day entered Amerkot, accompanied by only seven horse- j^' Augt"
men. Most of his followers dropped in, singly or by
twos and threes, in the course of the day.
The Ranaf, from various circumstances, was well Friendly
disposed towards Humayun. As soon as the Emperor of the Rana.
arrived, he sent his brother to wait upon him, to apo
logise for his not himself appearing that day, it not
being a lucky one, but promising to attend him on
• The Tabakat calls Amerkot a
hundred kos from Tatta.
t The ruler of Amerkot is usually

called Rana, by the writers who
speak of him.
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BooK v- the day following.

Next day the Rana accordingly

a.d. 1542.

visited the Emperor, and explained to him his situation.
He said that his principality was small and barren, but
that he had two thousand horsemen of his own tribe of
Sodhas, and that to them five thousand Samicha horse
of his allies could be added, all ready to follow his Ma
jesty, and devoted, heart and hand, to his service ; and
that, assisted by these, the Emperor might conquer
both Tatta and Bheker. The Emperor thanked the
Rana for his ready zeal, and gave him to understand
that, though unfortunately he did not himself at that
moment possess the means of fitting out and paying his
allies, he did not despair of speedily falling upon a
method of acquiring them.
Aneedotes
The minute details of the Emperor's conduct at this
of Hum y- perioj }iave much in them that is curious and interest
ing, as exhibiting his sanguine and thoughtless temper.
When the Rana retired, as Humayun possessed no
change of apparel, he was compelled to undress that he
might give his clothes to be washed, and, in the mean
while, sat down in his bathing-gown. A bird happened
to fly into his tent. Struck with its appearance, he
caused the door to be shut, and the bird was taken. He
called for a pair of scissors, and having cut its wing,
made a painter take its likenesss, after which he let it
off into the desert.
The historians of his reign tell us, that at this time,
he borrowed a sum of money from Terdi Beg and some
others of his followers. The mode in which this loan
was effected, is not mentioned by these historians, but
is described in all its particulars by his ewer-bearer with
graphic simplicity, and is highly characteristic of the
shifts to which Humayun, in his difficulties, thought
himself entitled to resort.* When he had told the
* Abulfazl launches into an exclamation against Terdi Beg and
the Amirs, whose avarice compelled

him to resort to force. Nizam-eddin Ahmed, with more moderation,
merely says that Humayun levied a
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Eana that he had no money to pay mercenaries, though chap. i.
he believed that his Amirs had, one of his servants, Sect'
Shah Muhammed Khorasani, had hinted to him, that
he knew perfectly well where the Amirs hid their
valuables. To facilitate the search which he proposed
making, Humayun called a meeting of all his Amirs in
his tent. When they were convened, he found some
pretence for keeping them waiting, and in the mean
while privately despatched his servants along with Shah
Muhammed, directing them to repair to the tents of
the Amirs, to search for, and bring to him, all the
money, and valuables, with every kind of plate or ves
sels that were found there, the cooking kettles and
dishes only excepted.
They accordingly went, and
broke open the portmanteaus and boxes of the Amirs,
tore up the harness and stuffing of the travelling fur
niture of their camels, took out all the money, jewels,
and costly clothes found in them, and brought them to
his Majesty. Of the money and valuables so found, he
restored one half to the owners, the other half he gave
to his own servants and others. Of the clothes, twothirds were restored to the owners, the remaining third
being retained for the use of the imperial household.
In this rather unprincely way, so disparaging to his
nobles, he was enabled to make presents of richly orna
mented daggers, and of some money, to the Rana and
his sons.*
benevolence (masaadet) from them.
Terdi Beg seems to have been a
hardy old soldier, not much pleased
with the mode in which he saw af
fairs managed, and probably not
very conciliating in his manners.
From the constant demands made
upon him when distress occurred,
and the collisions thereby occa
sioned, it may be inferred that, by
foresight and attention, he kept his
own immediate followers and their
cattle in tolerable order, and was

little satisfied with the unceremo
nious requisitions made upon him,
in trying circumstances, to correct,
at his risk and at his expense, the
negligence and oversights of such
as had not been equally provident.
Such a man could hardly be in fa
vour with the retainers of a thought
less court.
* For the transactions in the de
sert, see Akbernama, fF. 50, 51.;
Tabakat-e Akberi, ff.l6*,l65.; Tar.
Niz. f. 190—2 ; Jouher, c. 10,
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Humayun remained about seven weeks at Amerkot,
j. D. 1542. to recruit and refresh himself and his exhausted followers. During this time, he received every assistance
Amerkot. from the Eana that his limited means allowed, and got
some information of the transactions that had taken
place in Sind, after his departure from Rohri.
Recent
"We have seen that Shah Husein Mirza, after forcing
smd.
the Emperor to raise the siege of Sehwan, had failed in
his attempt to intercept him in his retreat. As long as
he had any apprehensions of Humayun, he continued
to court Yadgar Nasir Mirza, and to buoy up his mind
with the hopes of succeeding him in Sind, as his son-inlaw, and even of placing him on the throne of Gujrat
Beginning and of Delhi itself. Yadgar, lured by these promises,
of Mohar- had treacherously renounced his allegiance to Humayun,
and, about the middle or end of April, had crossed over
to Saker on the right bank of the river, and sent some
of the cannon and guns belonging to his division into
the fort of Bheker. Humayun had been compelled to
Moharrem leave Rhori on the 7th of May, and, on the 10th, Shah
Husein, having ascertained that he was really on his
proceedings way to Uch, repaired to Bheker in person. The keen
Husein.
and sagacious, but stern and cruel, Arghiin examined
every department, and the condition of every thing,
with his own eyes. He sharply reprehended the gover
nor, Sultan Mahmud Bhekeri, for the waste committed
on the corn in the granaries, and especially for having
employed it, to feed his own enemy. Determined to
make an example, though unwilling to punish that
nobleman personally, he impaled the probably innocent
storekeeper before Mahmud's gate. Malek and Umer,
the two chiefs who had assisted Humayun to cross the
river, by discovering to him where some boats were
sunk, and whom Yadgar had basely seized and de
livered up, he commanded to be flayed alive before the
11.; Tankh-e Sind, ff. lfil—3. ;
Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 92—95. ; Tar.

Bedauni, ff. 180, 181. ; Kholaset-ul
Towarikh, f.
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gates of Saker. After Humayun's departure, the camp chap. i.
followers, and men of every class, who had been unable
to accompany the Emperor in his flight, scattered in
consternation and despair over the surrounding country.
Yadgar, whose importance was destroyed by the de- night of
parture of the Emperor, shared the fate of traitors who Mta to
cease to be necessary ; he saw every promise made to Kanrtah<irhim broken ; and hardly two months had elapsed after
Humayun's departure, before he was glad to flee from
Sind *, and to take the road to Kandahar. He arrived
near that city when Kamran was besieging Hindal, and
had reduced it to extremity.
Yadgar accompanied
Kamran to Kabul, whence that prince despatched am
bassadors to Shah Husein, to request that he would
send back his sister Shehr-Banu Begum, Yadgar's wife,
with her son Mirza Sanjer. The Arghun instantly
complied, and sent them forward by the barren wastes
and wild passes between Sind and Kandahar, with every
outward mark of honour ; accompanied by a number of
the stragglers and others who had separated from the
Emperor in Sind, and still survived in that territory.
But, says Abulfazl, he committed an error, intentional
or not, in sending them through that desert tract, which
is destitute both of water and forage, unprovided with
sufficient supplies, so that numbers perished ; and those
who reached the town of Shal, in addition to all their
other sufferings, were seized with malignant fever, by
which, among others, the princess was carried off, so
that, of two or three thousand persons who were in the
caravan, very few survived to reach Kandahar Shah Beginning
Husein, having remained near Rohri till the middle of ofRebl nJul)', and put every thing in order, went down to
Sehwan f, where he staid a week, to see that the
* Jouher says, he was not allowed to leave Sind till he had paid
a shahrukhi for every man, seven
for every camel, and five for every
horse that accompanied him ; pro-

bably as if he had been a common
traveller or merchant ; Tar. Sind,
f. 163. ; Jouher, c. 13.
f Akbernama, f. 56.
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BOOK V. breaches and damage done to the walls were properly
a. d. 1542. repaired, and then went on to Sen.
While Humayun remained at Amerkot, he held con
sultations as to the course which it was most expedient
for him to follow. It would appear that the Raja, Rana
Parsdd, had not b'een long in possession of his prin
cipality, and looked to the Emperor for assistance in
Resolution maintaining himself against Jani Beg, the chief who
of Humayhad been dispossessed, as well as for taking revenge on
un to In
vade Jun. Shah Husein, who had put his father to death. The
Rana strongly recommended an invasion of Lower Sind,
and, as the first step towards that attempt, an inroad
into Jun, the inhabitants of which, being ill-affected to
the Arghuns, would certainly join the invaders. The
small and barren district of Amerkot was not a fit place
for the lengthened residence of a prince like Humayun.
It was accordingly resolved to march towards Jun with
their united forces. And the Raja, having been pre
vailed upon to withdraw his people from the castle of
Kejeb 1.
Amerkot, the Emperor, on the 11th of October, placed
Oct 11.
in it Hamida Banu Begum and the rest of his family,
with such attendants as he could spare, under the
charge of Khwaja Moazem, Hamida's brother, and him
Rejeb 5.
self set out on his expedition. Four days after, on
Oct. 15.
Sunday the 15th of October, in this solitary castle, sur
Birth of
Akbcr.
rounded on every side by sandy deserts, Hamida Banu
Begum gave birth to a prince, who was afterwards to
be the Emperor Akber, the ornament of his line and
family. *
The Emperor learned the joyful tidings from Terdi
Beg Khan, at the first stage, about twelve kos from
Amerkot, where he was still encamped. "As soon,"
says one who attended him, " as the Emperor had
finished his thanksgivings to God, the Amirs were in
troduced, and offered their congratulations. He then
* Akbernama, f. 51.
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called Jouher, and asked, what he had committed to his chap. i.
charge. Jouher answered, two hundred Shahrukies, a
'
silver wristlet, and a musk-bag ; adding that the two
former had been restored to their owners. His Majesty
inquired the reason of this, as they had been given to
him to keep. Jouher said, that, in doing so, he had
obeyed his Majesty's orders.
On this, the Emperor
ordered the musk-bag to be brought, which was done.
Having broken it on a china plate, he called his nobles,
and divided it among them, as the royal present in
honour of his son's birth. They offered their congratu
lations, with prayers and good wishes for his prosperity,
and that of the imperial infant. At that station they
continued the rest of the day, and had such rejoicings
as circumstances allowed. This event diffused its fra
grance over the whole habitable world." * So unpro
mising were the circumstances that attended the birth
of one, who was to become the most magnificent Sovereign
of his age.
The same day, after evening prayers, the Emperor
decamped, attended hy his own faithful Chaghatais, and
a number of the Amerkot Rana's men, and in five
marches arrived near Jiin.
The district of Jun lies to the north-west of the Ran, Description
on the western limit of Chachkan, near the eastern ofJunbranch of the Indus, which, after traversing the desert,
forms the western boundary of Kach. The territory of
Jun is intersected by numerous smaller branches of the
river, that divide it into many islands and districts,
which, at that time, were highly cultivated. It abounded
with all the necessaries of life, and for the beauty of
its gardens, and the excellence of its fruits and vege
table productions, excelled every other part of Sind.
The nature of the ground, broken and defended by so
many streams and artificial canals, joined to the bravery
» Jouher, c. 12.
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of the inhabitants, seems long to have secured to its
population
the same blessings of independence that were
a. o. 1542.
enjoyed by their neighbours, the inhabitants of the
wilder and more barren portion of Chachkan.
Pklrmish of
When Humayun arrived in this quarter, he found
cavalry.
Jani Beg, the former possessor of Amerkot, and a noted
marauder, lying in the neighbourhood of the chief town
of Jun, with a formidable body of horse. He sent for
ward Sheikh Ali Beg with a hundred of his old ad
herents, and a party of five hundred of the Rana's Sodha
horse, and himself followed with his remaining troops.
Sheikh Ali, naturally bold, and trusting to be supported,
charged the enemy as soon as he came near them, and
entirely broke and dispersed them, before the arrival of
the Emperor, who ordered all the prisoners to be put
Humayun to death. From the field of battle Humayun moved on
at Jun.
to the town of Jun *, where he pitched his tent in a
large garden, beside which the zemindars or chiefs, who
had joined him, encamped.
He dug a deep trench
round the whole, so as to form a respectable fortified
camp. In this position he remained for nearly nine
months, during which time he invited all the neighbour
ing Rajas, or chiefs, to join him ; and, in consequence of
this invitation, the Rais from the country of the Sodhas,
t he Sanrichas from Each, and the tribesmen of the Jam,
who formerly were rulers of Bheker, waited upon him ;
Increase of so that his army at one time consisted of no less than
bis forces.
• When Jun was taken, two took it ; and having met in a buzehrather noted persons fell into his shop, were boasting of their feats of
hands. " During the period that the bravery. Their conversation being
Emperor besieged Sehw&n, there overheard, they were seized, and
was a musqueteer in the fort, who brought before the Emperor, who,
never missed his aim. H. M. said, after inquiry, ordered the musque
' I hope I shall one day get hold of teer to be put to death, but forgave
that fellow.' He sometimes also used the thief, and made him a handsome
to say, ' I wish I could catch the present." Stewart's Jouher, p. 46.,
man who drew the sword from un
a little altered. Many will differ
der me, half way out of the scab
from the Emperor in his ideas of
bard.' It happened that both of distributive justice.
these men were in Jun, when we
BOOK V.
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fifteen or sixteen thousand horse. And" here, about the
.
beginning of December, he was joined by the infant
Akber, and the whole party from Amerkot.*
As soon as Shah Husein heard of this new approach
of Humayun to his dominions in one quarter, hardly
six months after he had left them in another, he
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hastened to meet the coming danger ; and soon ap- Husein.
peared with a formidable army on the branch of the
Indu3 that was nearest to Jun, and pitched his camp on
the opposite bank, four kos from that place.
While the two armies lay in this situation, skirmishes
daily occurred. But the contest was an unequal one.
Mirza Shah Husein had all the. resources of his king
dom behind him ; while, to Humayun, the loss of any
one of his old adherents, in whom his real strength
consisted, was irreparable.
The Mirza added artifice to force. He made an at
tempt to detach from the Emperor's interest such allies
as had joined him. To the Rana of Amerkot he pri
vately sent a complimentary and flattering message,
with a dress of honour, a rich dagger, and other pre
sents, inviting him to abandon the Emperor's interest.
These the Rana carried to Humayun, who directed his
ally, in proof of his contempt of the donor, to employ
them in dressing up a dog, by Musulmans held to be
an unclean animal, which he did. Shah Husein felt
deeply hurt by the insult.
But the cause of Shah Husein was soon more effectually served by the habitual and uncontrollable arrogance of Musulmans towards Hindus of every rank,
One of them, Khwaja Ghazi, insulted the Rana of
Amerkot, who, meeting with no redress, left the camp
in disgust with all his followers, declaring that to at
tempt to please Moghuls f was only labour lost. This
* Akbernama, f. 51. j Tar. Sind,
f Here we see that the term Mof. 164. ; Jouher, c. 12. The Em- ghul was already used to denote all
press's party left Amerkot, Shaban northern men.
1 1 (Nov. 20).
VOL. II.
S

Disgust and
^l'lndu^
allies of
Hum4*un-
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BOOK V. defection was instantly followed by that of all the na
a.d. 1542. tive chiefs, whom the Emperor in vain attempted to
soothe ; and Huma}'un was once more reduced to his
own few, though brave, adherents, some of whom, and
among the rest Monaim Khan, (who at a future time
was destined to be prime minister of the empire) in
despair deserted from his camp, and joined the Mirza.
shah HuThe news of the desertion of the Emperor's allies
himunsuc! encouraged the Mirza to make an attempt to surprise,
cessiuiiy.
or tG force his position : but Humayun, having received

Biram Khan
joins iiuhatrem ™°"
a.h. 950,
April 12
a. d. 1548.
ms history,

intimation of the design, had taken such effectual pre
cautions, and so completely defended the camp by new
trenches, that the attempt was defeated, though not
without serious loss on the rEmperor's
side.
•
t
it
It was at this season 0i growmg distress, that the
celebrated Biram Khan arrived, very unexpectedly, in
the imperial camp. After the disastrous battle of Kanauj, which had finally ruined the fortunes of Hu
mayun in India, that nobleman, escaping from the field
of carnage, found refuge in Sambhal with Raja MatterSin, one of the chieftains of the country. Shir Shah,
hearing of this, sent to demand that he should be given
up, to which the Raja, unwilling to incur the weight of
that prince's resentment, was obliged to assent. Biram
Khan was, accordingly, conducted to the royal camp,
during Shir Shah's campaign in Malwa. The King
treated him with marked distinction, rose when he was
brought in, embraced, and addressed him in the most
flattering manner. In the course of conversation, Shir
Shah happening to observe that where attachment to a
master is real, and proceeds from the heart, it never
alters its course ; Biram Khan rather emphatically re
plied, " Your Majesty's observation is just; real attach
ment can never change." With much difficulty he
effected his escape, near Berhanpur, in company with
Abulkasim, who had been governor of Gualiar under
Humayun, and they took the road to Gujrat. As they
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travelled along, an ambassador of Shir Shah's, who was cnAp. i.
on his way back from that country, having heard of S,CT" "•
Biram Khan's escape, and that some person of distinc
tion was lurking in the neighbourhood, sent a party
of his escort, who seized Abulkasim, a nobleman re
markable for his fine countenance and noble deport
ment. Biram Khan, seeing their mistake, with his usual
high spirit and honourable feeling exclaimed, " I am
Biram Khan." But Abulkasim, eager to preserve his
friend, with much presence of mind interposed, and
coolly observed ; " See how my faithful servant, to save
me, is willing thus to run into danger! Do him no
injury, poor fellow! Let him go." Biram Khan was
accordingly turned away, and reached Gujrat, where he
was well received by Sultan Mahmud, who then filled
the throne. Abulkasim was carried before Shir Shah,
who, insensible to the noble devotedness of his friend
ship, put him to death. Shir Shah often remarked, that
from the tone in which Biram Khan assented to his
observation that genuine attachment never changes, he
felt persuaded he never could gain him. Sultan Mah
mud in vain endeavoured to retain Biram in Gujrat.
He obtained leave to make the pilgrimage of Mekka,
repaired to Surat, as if for that purpose, passed over
into Kattiawar, and thence, soon after, joined Humayun
at Jiin. The Emperor was much delighted on hearing
of the approach of so eminent a person, at a moment of
such difficulty, and made all the leading men in his
camp go out to receive and welcome him.*
But Humayun felt daily, more and more, that while Renewed
the position of his camp made it nearly unassailable, it ^T^'"
at the same time made it easier for the enemy to cut off rfai camp,
his supplies. This difficulty was not felt as long as he
had the tribes of the desert for his friends. But since
they had abandoned him, he was compelled to send out
* Akbernama, f. 52. ; Jouher, c. 12.
s 2
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book v. his own retainers in greater numbers, and to greater
~ ~ distances than before, in order to secure the needful
provision of grain and other necessaries. In a short
time, all the nearer sources of supply had failed. In
this exigency, hearing that there was a castle in the
Thari, which contained an ample store of corn and
other necessaries, and that it could be reduced with no
great force, he detached Sheikh Ali Beg Jelair on the
service; and that officer succeeded so far as to send
back considerable supplies to the camp. But Shah
Husein, having been informed of his motions, ordered
Isa Terkhan, one of his generals, to march and attack
the detachment, and cut off all supplies of grain from
the imperial camp. That officer showing some hesita
tion, the duty was committed to Sultan Mahmud Khan
Bhekeri, who till now had remained in disgrace, and
who, anxious for an opportunity of recovering the
prince's favour, gladly accepted the command, and
marched to the relief of the castle ; while Shah Husein,
to divert and occupy the Emperor's attention, pressed
upon the imperial army more closely than ever, both by
land and water, and engaged it in daily skirmishes. The
Emperor, however, having heard of the march of the de
tachment that was sent against Sheikh Ali, despatched
Ishan Taimur Sultan with a reinforcement to his assist
ance. As Sheikh Ali was superseded in the command by
Ishan Taimur's arrival, he was much offended, and the
circumstance produced a very unseasonable quarrer be
tween these two officers. Sheikh Ali, it would appear,
was desirous of avoiding a regular conflict.
Humayun, meanwhile, tired of being shut up more
closely than ever within his intrenchments, and seeing
no prospect of effecting any thing by the defensive plan
of operations to which he was reduced, had determined
to hazard a battle. " At this time," says Jouher,
" H. M. said, Shah Husein has advanced three or four
times in battle-array, to fight. If he comes back to
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morrow morning, I will march out and attack him." CJ^*' jr
With this intention he repeated the Fatehi *, and
changed the unfit for better horses. His resolution was
to fight on the morrow. It was the holy month of w
Ramzan, and after breaking his fast (at sunset), one
watch of the night had passed, when a person came
from the river-side, and said, " There is some one on
the other bank who calls for a boat." H. M. said,
" Ask his name, who calls for a boat at so untimely an
hour." They asked, " Who are you, that want a boat ?"
He answered, " I am Ishan Taimur Sultan." This was
reported to the Emperor, who said, " God grant that
all may be well ! " A boat was sent across, and Ishan Destruction
came before the throne, where he told of the death of oftheforagSheikh Ali Beg, and his own defeat." f
mcnt.
It would appear that Sultan Mahmud Khan, having
been joined by some of the neighbouring tribes, watch
ing his opportunity, one morning about sunrise, made iy
an unexpected attack upon the imperial detachment.
The combat was desperate, and bloody. It is insinuated
that Terdi Beg J, who probably commanded in the name
of Ishan Taimur, acted but remissly. Sheikh Ali, with
his sons and retainers, stood firm, and fell fighting
bravely. The loss was great on both sides, but espe
cially on that of Humayun.
* This is a solemn prayer from
the Koran, and is generally repeated
when clanger is apprehended.
t Jouher, c. 12.
\ Tar. Sind, f. 1 64. Terdi Beg
is repeatedly mentioned as behaving
ill, especially by Abulfazl, who writes
of him with great bitterness. But, as
he was put to death by Biram Khan,
whose panegyrist that writer is, some
doubts may be entertained of the
historian's impartiality : especially as
Terdi Beg, on many occasions of
danger and difficulty, is represented
as comporting himself bravely, and
bearing the brunt of the action. He
s

was one of the oldest of the Chaghatai nobles, and perhaps next in
importance to the Emperor. He
stood in the way of the able and
amhitious Biram Khan's power, the
Transoxian chiefs looking up to
him, as those from Persia did to
Biram Khan. The consequences
were seen in the next reign. It
was a favourable circumstance for
Biram 's fame, great and undoubted
as his merits were, that the historians
of the age were, in general, Persians,
or the immediate descendants of
Persians,
3
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On learning these events, and especially the death of
Sheikh Ali, the Emperor was affected, and agitated be
yond measure. Shah Husein Mirza, on his part, had,
like the Emperor, been preparing for a battle on the
following morning. His troops had buckled on their
armour, and his men were ready to mount, when a
deserter from the Emperor's camp arrived with in
formation that Ishan Taimur had been defeated, Sheikh
Ali slain, and that Humayun had resolved to lead out
his troops and attack the Mirza in the field, that very
day. The Mirza, apprehensive of the efforts of men
driven to despair, and hoping that the Emperor would
now at length be disposed to make peace, did not, for
the three following days, draw out his troops as usual.
^ tne en(^ o^ t^at tmie, Shah Husein sent Baber

poses terms. Kuli, one of his chief officers, on a mission to the Em
peror's camp. Humayun, as the Mirza had foreseen,
was now determined to quit Sind. An agreement was
speedily concluded. The Emperor, on the one hand,
agreed to quit the territories of Shah Husein, while
"^esto" Shah Husein, on the other," consented to supply him
quit smd. with thirty boats to convey his effects from the present
camp, and with 100,000 mithkals in money*, 2000
loads of grain, and 300 camels, to be delivered to him
at the village of Runai, when he had crossed the Indus,
to enable him to proceed on his route to Kandahar.
These terms being arranged, the Mirza gladly furnished
him with a bridge of boats to cross the arm of the Indus
Rew ii. 7. at Jiin. And, accordingly, on the 10th of July, HuJu'yio.
mayun marched with his whole army from the camp
which they had so long occupied, and crossed the river
in two days. The conditions agreed upon were faith
fully and joyfully observed by Shah Husein. The pro
visions and cattle for transport were brought to Runai,
and divided among the troops ; and from thence the
* Some historians omit the money, which is mentioned in the Tarflch-e
Sind.
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camp moved on to Sehwan, where Humayun made
every thing ready for leaving Sind, after having, on the
whole, tarried two years and a half in it and the ad
joining country.*
* The transactions in Sind and
the Rajput desert are recorded by
Abulfazl, Akbemama, ff. 50—2. in
the Tarikh-e Akberi, ff. 154—6.
Tar. Niz. f. 192. Ferishta follows
briefly, vol. ii. p. 91 —5., and the
Tar. Bedauni, ff. 179—182. ; Jouher, who was with the Emperor, re
cords them in his 8, 9> 10, 11, and
12th chapters. His account, how
ever, being written from memory at

the distance of many years, though
lively, does not furnish dates, and
perhaps sometimes transposes events.
Abulfazl, who wrote from excellent
reports, though able, is laudatory,
and too desirous to conceal the faults
of his patron's father. The Tarikh-e
Sind, ff. l6l —165. is valuable, as
occasionally giving the Sindian
Story.
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CHAPTER I.
IIUMAYUN'S RESIDENCE IN 8IND.

SECTION III.
huMAyun's houte fboM BIND TO SfSTAN.
RECENT STATE OP AFGHANISTAN. — kIMRAN IN kAbUL. — ASKERI IN
GHAZNI.
kAMrIn's EXPEDITION TO BADAKHSH^N
HINDAL IN
KANDAH.YH. EMBASSY OF kAMrAn TO SHAH 1IUSEIN MET BY HUMAyUN. DIFFICULTIES OF 11IS ADVANCE TO KANDAHAR. — HOSTILE
PREPARATIONS OF ASKERL — HE ADVANCES TO TAKE HUMAYUN.
HASTY FLIGHT OF THE EMPEROR. ARRIVAL OF ASKERL
AKBER
TAKEN, AND SENT TO KANDAHAR.—HUMAyUN FLIES TOWARDS s/sTAN.
—TEMPORARILY DETAINED BY A PARTY OF BELCHES
PROCEEDS
THROUGH THE GERMS/r
ENTERS SfSTAN.
book v.
A ~ 1543
a h. 960 '
st!tenof

When Humayun gave up all thought of re-entering
Hindustan at the head of an army, by effecting the
conquest of Sind, he unwillingly turned his thoughts
towards Kandahar, which was part of the dominions of

t^nhdni^

n^s Drother Kamran.

That prince, after separating

KAmnmin from tne Emperor at Khushab, when compelled to
Kibui.
abandon the Penjab to Shir Shah, had retired to Kabul,
where he assumed all the insignia of an absolute and
independent king, and made the prayer for the prince
be recited, and the coin struck, in his own name, thus
renouncing even the nominal supremacy of Humayun.
He bestowed the government of Ghazni on his brother
Asken in Askeri, who accompanied him in his flight ; the govern
ment of Kandahar was held by Keracha Khan.
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Mirza Kamran, not long after his return to Kabul,
marched across the Hindu-kush mountains, to chastise
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Mirza Suleiman, the ruler of Badakhshan, who refused Wmrin's
to acknowledge him, or to renounce his allegiance to to Bajakhthe Emperor, defeated him in battle, compelled him to »hinsubmit, and deprived him of a portion of his territory.
On his return, finding that Keracha Khan had invited nindai in
Hindal Mirza from Sind, and had delivered up to him KaDdaharthe country of Kandahar, he raised an army, and
marched towards that capital, which he besieged for
six months, when Hindal, finding that resistance was
vain, agreed to surrender the place, and coming out to
meet his brother, resigned himself into his hands.
Kamran bestowed the government of Kandahar on
Mirza Askeri, and carried Hindal Mirza to Kabul as
a prisoner; but after sometime bestowed on him the
district of Jui-Shahi, now Jelalabad, in jagir.*
Mirza Kamran, eager to draw still closer the bonds Embassy of
of union between himself and the ruler of Sind, who jfoa^iu-°
had acknowledged him as his superior Lord, sent Mir xla.
Alla-dost a man eminent for his piety, and Abdal Wahab, who belonged to the family of Sheikh Piiran, the
great Saint of Sind, as ambassadors, to ask the daughter
of Shah Husein in marriage. After Humayun had
crossed the Indus, and begun his march towards Kan
dahar, he heard, when near Sehwan, that these ambas- met by husadors were not far off; and they also, hearing of his mayunapproach, threw themselves into that town. Humayun
sent a message to Alla-dost, asking to see him ; but the
envoy returned an excuse, pretending that the people
among whom he was would not suffer him to quit it.
Leaving the banks of the Indus, Humayun and his
followers now proceeded towards Fatehpur-Gandava.
After leaving that place, their route lay through a Difficulties
of his ad* Akbernama, ff. 55, 56. The afterwards took it from him, and
Tar. Bedauni says, that he gave him made him reside in Mouza.DerGhazni (probably a mistake), but wishan, f. 181.
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book v. tract of country, for some days' march desert and waste,
—
, and afterwards rugged and mountainous.
The guides
given them by Shah Husein, who had no desire that he
TOrtlKjm- should become acquainted with the country, were
dah4r.
careful not to conduct them to the best springs or
wells *, and the troops suffered much from having only
brackish water, or none. To add to their distress, the
road was infested by banditti, as it has been in all ages;
they were chiefly Baliiches, who, singly or in bands,
hovered around, and plundered, without mercy, all that
fell behind in the line of march. Jouher tells us that,
having fallen somewhat behind, he was attacked and
wounded, and the water vessels under his charge carried
off, almost in presence of the Emperor. The plunder
and distress were general ; and, as much time had been
spent on the march, and the year was on its decline, the
country, which in summer is exposed to the Simum,
and the blasting winds of the desert, was now subject
to such excessive cold, that the travellers' broth, we are
told, was hardly poured out of the kettle, when it be
came a plate of ice. Even the men of most note were
ill provided with clothing, to resist the severity of the
cold, to which they were here exposed. As an ex
ample of their unprovided condition, the Emperor, who
happened to have a fur cloak, made it be divided,
giving the outside, as a most acceptable gift, to Biram
Khan, and the inside, or lining, to an officer of the
household. After a toilsome journey, most probably
through the Bolan Pass, they reached the district of
Shal-Mustung, near the northern limit of Baluchistan,
and about a hundred and fifty miles from Kandahar,
on which it was dependent.
Hostile preHere they encountered difficulties of a different deparationa of
Askert
* Such is the account of the con- march through such a country
temporary writers, and from the might, of itself, account for many
Mirza's character it is not improb- of the hardships endured by the
ble.
But the difficulty of the Emperor.
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scription. Two of the Emperor's servants, who preceded the camp, were carried off from a spring at which
they had alighted, by scouts sent out by Jilal-ed-din
Beg, an officer of Kamran's, who was stationed in that
quarter. One of the two, however, contrived to make
his escape, and, rejoining the Emperor, related both his
own adventures, and such circumstances as he had
learnt from the conversation of the party that had
taken him. By this accident, Humayun discovered
that his brothers were aware of his approach, that their
hostility was unabated, and that Askeri was not far off.
Renouncing, therefore, his intention of proceeding to
Kandahar, he turned off towards Mustung. Some of
his followers, however, asked permission to go on to
Kandahar, which he granted ; and, at the same time,
wrote a letter of remonstrance and advice to his
brother, which he entrusted to one of them to deliver.
When Humayun was leaving Sind to march against
Kandahar, Shah Husein, desirous of counteracting his
plans for retrieving his affairs, had despatched expresses
to Kamran and Askeri, to inform them of his move
ments. Kamran instantly sent orders to Askeri at
Kandahar, to put that city in a state of defence, and
himself to waylay and seize Humayun, at whatever
risk. Askeri Mirza, having executed the one part of
his instructions, had now advanced considerably on his
way to execute the other. The Amirs, who formed his
court, were, however, far from being unanimous in their
opinions. Kasim Husein Sultan Uzbek, Mehdi Kasim
Khan, and others, advised him not to move against the
Emperor, lest that prince, driven to desperation, should
take refuge in Persia, a step which might be followed
by the most ruinous consequences. Abulkhair was of
a different opinion, and enforced the necessity of seizing
Humayun, and to this opinion Askeri inclined. In the
morning after the consultation, therefore, the Mirza
marched forward on his route towards Shal-Mustung,
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book v. (in which direction he learned that the Emperor, who
A, D. 1543. was not far off, had proceeded,) in hopes of surprising
him. After advancing a kos or two, having by this
time got into a waste and intricate country, he inquired
if any of his followers was acquainted with the road.
One Chupi Behader, an Uzbek, who had been in Kasim
Husein Sultan's service, but in this expedition had
joined the troops immediately under the Mirza, said
that he knew it thoroughly, having often travelled it
back and forward. " True," said the Mirza, " you had
a jagir in this quarter," and ordered him to ride for
ward, to reconnoitre along the road, and report what he
saw. The man remarking to the Mirza that he rode
but a sorry pony*, the Mirza directed Tcrsiin Birlas,
one of his attendants, to dismount and lend him his
horse, which was stout and swift ; and Tersun obeying
very reluctantly, was sharply chidden by the prince.
Chupi, who had formerly served under Humayun iu
Hindustan, having mounted his fleet steed, rode for
some time at a moderate pace, till he had reached the
pass of Pekh, in a valley formed by the hills, when,
being out of sight, he set off at full speed, and did not
halt till he reached the imperial camp, when he alighted
at the door of Biram Khan's tent, and at once informed
him of the danger that was at hand. Biram Khan,
without delay, hastened, by a private road, to the
Emperor's pavilion ; and speaking from behind the
kanats or screen, informed him of the imminent danger
with which he was threatened. Humayun starting up,
proposed, with his usual spirit, to meet the attack in
arms : but the Khan at once convinced him that, from
Askeri's overpowering superiority in numbers, there was
no hope but in retreat. The Emperor upon this, indig
nantly exclaiming, " Are Kandahar and Kabul for ever
to be the cause of contention between me and my unYabu.
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worthy brothers?" despatched Khwaja Moazem and chap. i.
Biram Khan, instantly to bring the Empress Hamida
L
Begum, and her son, the infant Akber, who soon
arrived. A hasty requisition for horses was addressed n^ty flight
to Terdi Beg and some other Amirs, who made difficul- Emperor,
ties. But no time was to be lost ; the foe would soon
be upon them. Hamida Begum was hurriedly placed
on horseback. It was decided that Akber, who was
only a year old, would be unable to support a rapid
journey in inclement weather, through a desert and
waterless waste, and he was left behind under the care
of his usual attendants. Humayun then hurried away,
accompanied by only forty men, twenty-two of them
persons of note, and two ladies. All the rest of the
party, with the whole tents and baggage, were left
behind.*
• Akbernama, f. 53. ; Tab. Akb.
f. 156. ; Tar. Niz. f. 1.Q3. Such is
the account given by Abulfazl and
followed in the Tab. Akberi. The
narrative of Jouher is somewhat
different. The night before, when
Humayun reached Shal-Mustung,
he took up his quarters in a garden,
where a man accosted him, and
asked if he knew any thing of Mfrza
Askeri. The Emperor said, that he
did not, but would be glad if he
would communicate any informa
tion he possessed. The stranger
desired to speak to him alone, and
all the imperial attendants, except
Jouher, being removed, informed
Humayun that his son, one of the
Mirza's servants, had just arrived
alone ; that he had left the prince
in the hills, at the pass of Pekh,
only five kos off, and that, before
two watches of the morning were
over, Askeri would arrive, for the
purpose of seizing his Majesty. This
information induced the Emperor to
leave the garden and rejoin the
camp.

Humayun, having breakfasted on
whatever was at hand, said his
morning prayers, and being much
fatigued with his long journey, lay
down, and fell fast asleep. His
people dispersed on various employ
ments. " At noon," says Jouher,
" a man came full speed from the
wilds, and asked for H. M. He
was in great haste. The servant
said, ' Leave your horse here, and
go in.' He would not leave it, but
twisting the bridle round his hand,
entered the tent. H. M. was asleep.
He was waked, and asked the man,
' Do you bring any message ? ' The
man answered, 'No,' but added, that
Mirza Askeri was coming in a hos
tile manner. H. M. asked ' What
is your name ? ' He answered,
' Chupi Behader, by tribe an Uzbek,
and I am sent by Kasim Husein
Sultan.' His Majesty said, ' It is
true,' sent for Biram Khan, and
asked his advice. He advised H. M.
to set off instantly. H. M. said,
' We must fight them.' Biram Khan
answered, ' We are few : they are
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Just as Humdyun was setting out, Mir Abul Hasan,
a. d. 164a. *ne Sadr, who had been sent forward by Askeri to
attempt to detain the Emperor, by engaging him in
conversation, arrived, and proceeded to deliver some
complimentary messages on the part of the Mirza.
Humayun, however, set off, without paying them any
Alkeri'°f attention. Askeri came in sight some time after, and
pushed forward a body of troops to surround the camp,
intending to cut off all communication with it on every
side, and to prevent any one from escaping. But he
soon learned, with regret, that Chupi Behader had
brought news of his approach, and that the Emperor
had already escaped, and fled into the desert. He
placed a guard, to cut off all intercourse between the
two camps. Mir Ghaznevi (afterwards Atkeh Khan),
under whose care the young prince had been left, pre
sented himself, and was graciously received, the Mirza
expressing his regret that Humayun had gone away ;
loudly professing that his sole object in coming was to
wait upon the Emperor, and to do him every service.
He, at the same time, sent a camel with fruit for
Akber's use. But he repaired the same evening to the
imperial tents, and, throwing aside all shame, took pos
session of the baggage, all of which he narrowly ex
amined, causing a list of the articles to be made in his
own presence. He, at first, received with civility Terdi
Beg and Humayun's other Amirs, when they waited on
him ; but next day, they were delivered into custody,
and soon after subjected to heavy exactions, many of
them perishing in the tortures inflicted on them to
extort a discovery of their real or supposed wealth.
The young prince was received with every mark of
Akbcrwnt affection and tenderness, and carried to Kandahar by
toKanda- Askeri, who delivered him to the charge of his wife
bar.
O
Sultanum Begum ; but without taking him from the
coming in great force," &c. Abulfazl had seen Jouher's narrative. It
does not appear whether Nizam-ed-

din Ahmed had. It carries with it
an air of probability,
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immediate care of Maham Anka, Jiji Anka, and Atkeh chap. i.
Khan, who had been appointed by his parents to nurse S,CT' IIL
and watch over him. Sultanum Begum's affection for
him was sincere, and like that of a mother. The young
Akber was brought to the Bala-Ark, or Citadel of R*mz&n is.
Kandahar, on 15th of December, a.d. 1543.*
Meanwhile Humayun, and the small party of fugi- Humtjmn^
tives that accompanied him, after galloping off from sistin.
their camp, soon reached the desert waste. Day failing,
was succeeded by a night of uncommon darkness.
Biram Khan, it is said, proposed to Humayun to take
advantage of it, to turn back, and come upon the camp
by surprise ; adding that, from his knowledge of Askeri's
frivolous and selfish character, he was assured that they
would find him sitting in the midst of his clerks, busy
in examining the contents of the chests and packages,
which the Emperor had left behind : that the probability
was, that the troops would make little resistance, or
would even join them. Humayun acknowledged that
the enterprise was a feasible one, but said that he was
now cured of ambition, and had made up his mind to
proceed, through Persia, to the holy city of Mekka.
But, though they do not seem to have been pursued
by Askeri, their danger was not yet over. They kept
on their course towards Sistan. One night, after a long
march, the barking of a dog was heard. The Emperor had
hardly time to observe, that some habitations! must be
at hand, when a party of Baluches met, and stopped
them. They spoke in their own language, which was
not understood : but fortunately one of the ladies, who
was with the Emperor's suite, was herself a BaliichJ,
the wife of an officer in his service. She was employed
to interpret, and it appeared that they were followers
* Akbernama, ff. 53, 54. ; Tab.
Akb. f. 157. J Tar. Niz.flf.193, 194.;
Jouher, c. 13. It does not appear
that Terdi Beg and the other Amirs
were asked to attend Humayun in
his flight into Sistan.

t Nizam-ed-dfn calls this fort,
Kila Haji Baba, f. 194.
| She was the wife of Hasan Ali,
Ishek-agha (chamberlain),
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book v. of Malek Khati, a Baluch chief, whom Abulfazl styles
A ~ 1543- the Captain-General of the banditti of the desert. This
leader being at that moment absent, his people, on
rUMetain- finding that it was the Emperor, insisted that the little
ed'by «
troop should not pass onward without their master's
party of
i
BHiache*. leave.
The Emperor was obliged to comply, and entering
the fort, the freebooters salaamed to him respectfully,
spread a carpet on which he and Hamida Begum sat
down, and supplied the wants of the party with all the
hospitality of the desert. When day began to dawn,
as the Emperor was engaged in his morning prayers,
Malek Khati, who had been sent for, returned.
The Emperor's peaceable entrance into the fort,
which gave him the character of a guest, had roused the
robber's sense of honour. Saluting the Emperor, and
making the usual polite inquiries after his health, the
chief informed him, that three days before, an order
from Kamran Mirza had reached him, commanding him
not, on any account, to suffer the Emperor Humayun
to pass that way, but to seize, and make him prisoner.
" But," added he, " now that your Majesty has visited
me, on my head and eyes be it. Yet it is better that
you should ride on, and I will myself conduct you to
the borders." Humayun gladly assented. The party
was again put in motion, and proceeded about fifteen
kos, guided and accompanied to the confine of his ter
ritory by the Malek, who there took his leave.
proceeds
On losing the escort of his robber host, Humayun
through the entered the Germsir *, which lies between Kandahar
Germsir.
Khorasan, and at that time depended on Mirza Kamran. Though a very unwelcome guest to Abdal Hai,
the governor of the country, who remained faithful to
the Mirza, and even punished some of his servants who
assisted the Emperor, he was, however, received with a
certain degree of respect, and supplied, though scantily,
* Germsir signifies warm country, and here denotes the low tract of
land lying on the Helmend.
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with such necessaries as the country afforded. It hap- chap. i.
pencd that Khwaja Jilal-ed-din Mahmiid had been sent s*"' 111
into the district by Askeri to collect the revenue. Humdyun opened a communication with him, and suc
ceeded in bringing him over to his interest ; so that the
Khwaja waited upon him, and presented his Majesty
with a large set of tents, besides horses, camels and
mules, and such sum of money as he had collected ; a
most seasonable and acceptable supply, in his present
distressed circumstances, to the Emperor, who bestowed
on him what was then little more than a title, the office
of Mir Saman, Sirkar Khaseh (keeper of the imperial
stores).
The Germsir of Kandahar, in which Humayun
lingered for some days, was subject to that country,
but lay close upon Sistan, a province that belonged to
the King of Persia, and into which, by merely passing
the Helmend, he could easily fly. His unhappy and
destitute condition preyed upon his mind. Worn out
by his sufferings, feeling the vanity of past enjoyments,
which had vanished from his grasp, and left behind
nothing but regret, and willing to turn his eyes from
the deary prospect before him ; with a feeling common
to Musulmans in adversity, he talked of devoting the
remains of his life, in some sequestered solitude, to
meditation and prayer. But the remonstrances of his
adherents, powerfully supported no doubt by his hanker
ing after the enjoyments of that world, which he be
lieved that he was desirous of abandoning, soon recalled
him. to more active exertions. Desirous of ascertaining
the sentiments of the King of Persia, the hereditary
friend of his family, he addressed to him a letter, in
which he explained his situation and his wishes, and Jjjj^1"
despatched it by the hands of Chupi Behader. He
would willingly have remained in the Germsir, till an
answer arrived, but Abdal Hai sent to announce to him,
that Mirza Kamran had despatched a large body of men
VOL. II.
T
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book v. from Kandahar, in quest of him ; that, if he remained,
a „. 1543. nothing could prevent his falling into their hands, and
that his only hope of safety lay in passing into the ad
joining province of Sistan, where, under the protection
of the King of Persia, he would be free from danger.
Seeing, therefore, that he could nowhere be safe in
the wide-spreading dominions of his father, Humayun
Enters sis- unwillingly crossed the Helmend, and encamped in the
' "
Persian territory, by the side of the lake into which that
river empties itself. He was hospitably and honourably
received and entertained by Ahmed Sultan Shamlu, the
governor.*
Humayun did not willingly abandon the territory
which he considered as his own, to enter that of the
Shah of Persia, a bigot, who was the chief of another
sect of Musulmans from that to which he and his fore
fathers had adhered. But he had not a spot on which
he could safely place his foot.
Kamran seemed to
have come in his place, and by the extent of his do
minions to have become the representative of the Chaghatai dynasty. He was master of Kabul and Ghazni,
of Kandahar, Khutlan and Badakhshan. Shir Shah
ruled, with absolute power and acknowledged talent,
the empire that had formerly been his, and, in addition
to it, the Penjab, and the countries beyond the Indus,
which he had wrested from Kamran. In Upper and
Lower Sind, Shah Husein Arghun was absolute master.
Driven from every spot of which he had lately called
himself master, and viewing, with the deepest dread,
the possibility of falling into the hands of his brother,
he resolved to abandon the kingdoms of his father, and
threw himself on the dubious and untried generosity of
a stranger.
« Akbernama, f. 53. ; Tabak. to Germsir, Humayun seems to have
Akberi, ff. 15(5, 157.; Tar. Niz. bestowed the name of Chuli, men
f. 19*. ; Jouher, c. 13. On the few of the desert, and to have always
adherents who accompanied Hu- treated them with special regard,
mayun in his flight from Mustung
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CHAPTER II.
HUMAYUN IN PERSIA.
HUMAYUN'S RELUCTANCE TO ENTER PERSIA
HIS RECEPTION AND OC
CUPATIONS IN s/sTAN. — SETS OUT FOR HERAT AND MESHH/d RE
GAL ENTERTAINMENT BY THE SHAH'S ORDERS. STAY AT HERAT AND
MESHHfD. PROCEEDS TO JOIN THE SHAH. SENDS FORWARD BIRAM
KHAN AS ENVOY TREATMENT OF THE AMBASSADOR AT KAZVIN
HUMAYUN AT KAZvfN. DEPUTATION FROM THE SHAH INTERVIEW
OF THE SOVEREIGNS. HUMAYUN AT THE PERSIAN COURT.
IN
TOLERANCE OF TAHMASP. GRAND HUNTING PARTY
INTRIGUES
AGAINST HUMAYUN. JEALOUSIES OF THE SOVEREIGNS. ATTEMPTS
TO CONVERT HUMAYUN TO THE Sh/a SECT.
LEAGUE BETWEEN
HUMAYUN AND TAHMASP. PARTING FESTIVITIES. HUMAYUN PRE
PARES TO SET OUT FOR KANDAHAR. REMARKS ON HIS TREATMENT
BY THE SHAH—AND HiS OWN BEHAVIOUR.
It was not without great reluctance that Humayun
came to the determination of abandoning his own do. .
t
•
i •
.
,
«„.
mmions, and trustmg himseli m the power of a foreign
prince, who had pretensions to some part of his territory, and was a bigoted adherent to a sect of Moslemism, different from that to which he himself adhered.
But he had only a choice of evils left, and he submitted
to what he deemed the least.
On entering Sistan, he was received with the greatest
respect and hospitality by Ahmed Sultan Shamlu, the
governor. Humayun, at first spent much of his time
in the amusements of hunting and hawking, waiting
till an answer should be returned to the letter which
he had addressed to the Shah.
He afterwards ad
vanced farther into the province, when the governor
brought his mother and wives to entertain the empress.
Many of Humayun's late followers, who had been carried
to Kandahar, escaped, and, by degrees, joined him in
T 2

chap. ii.
•»•D. 1544,
a. b. 950.
"1™^"*
to cuter

His recepHon and oc
cupations in
sistan.
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book. v. Sistan. Many visitors of note waited upon him out of
u ~ i544 respect, or from curiosity.
Among those most accept
able to him, was Husein Kuli Sultan, the governor's
brother, who had come from Meshhid, to visit his
mother and brother, before setting out on a pilgrimage
to Mekka. As he was a man of piety, of learning, and
of speculation, Humayun questioned him minutely as
to the tenets of the religious sects that then divided
Persia, and especially as to the grand division into
Shias and Sunnis, a subject which had become of the
deepest importance to the fugitive prince.
Having
one day asked him, what was his own opinion as to the
difference between the sects, Husein Kuli answered,
evasively but with address, that he had for a long time
meditated on the conflicting tenets of these sects, and,
during the last five years, had read all the books
written by both parties ; that the Shias maintain that
to curse and ban the three first Khalifs, is an act of
piety, and agreeable to God ; while the Sunnis hold,
that such conduct is the mark of an infidel : but that,
for his part, he conceived that, if a man conscientiously
believed that by doing a certain act, he was meriting
the favour of God, this never could mark him out as an
infidel.
Humayun was pleased with the argument,
and with the whole style of Husein Kuli's conversation,
and pressed him to enter his service; but Husein Kuli
excused himself, on the plea of having made all his
arrangements for setting out on the great pilgrimage,
though he promised to join him on his return from the
Holy cities.*
Among those who joined Humayun from Kandahar,
were Haji Muhammed Baba Kushkeh and Hasan Koka,
both foster brothers of Kamran, who strongly urged
him to march into Zemin-dawer — at that time a pro
vince of Kandahar — assuring him that Amir Beg, the
• Akbernama, ff. 57, 58.; Tar. Niz. f. 194. ; Mem. of Bayezid,
ff. 2, 3.
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governor, would join him, as well as the governor of chap. ii.
Bist and many others, and that the defection was likely
to be so general that in a short time he would certainly
be master of Kandahar itself. But Ahmed Sultan, the
Persian governor of Sistan, who had not yet received
orders from his court, in what manner he was to con
duct himself towards the Emperor, seems to have taken
an alarm on receiving some hint of this plan, and in
stantly waited on Humayun to remonstrate with him
on the subject, advising him to reject the proposal as in
many respects objectionable, and offering to proceed
with him at once to Irak and the Persian court. To
this proposition, perhaps equivalent to a command,
Humayun signified a modified assent, and, to quiet the
suspicion of the governor, excluded for some time from
his presence Haji Muhammed, the author of the project
that had given so much offence. Instead, however, of
proceeding post with Ahmed Sultan by the direct but
desert road of Tabas, Humayun expressed a wish to sots out for
visit Herat, of the magnificence of which he had heard Se™'h?dd
much, as well as the holy shrine of Meshhid. This being
agreed to, he set out, attended by Ahmed Sultan, for
Herat, and proceeded, by the fort of Awek in Sistan, to
the town of Farra.
Here news were at last received from the Court of
Persia. When Humayun's letter reached Shah Tahmasp, the son of Shah Ismael, a young man then about
twenty-seven years of age, an event so honourable to
the new dynasty of the Sefis as the arrival of the Em
peror of India, the representative of the great Taimur,
to seek refuge at the foot of the throne of the king of
kings, was hailed with delight. The kettle-drum was
beat for three days at the royal residence at Kazvin ;
and a gracious answer was returned to Humayun by
the Shah, containing some complimentary verses from
the royal pen to respond to those in the Emperor's
letter. Firmans were addressed to all governors and
T 3
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book v. other chief officers of the provinces and cities through
1544 which the Emperor was likely to pass, commanding
them to receive and entertain the imperial guest with
every mark of honour, and to furnish him and his reti
nue with provisions, wines, fruits, and whatever else
could contribute to their comfort from stage to stage in
the whole progress of their journey. In the firman
directed to the governor of Herat, he is enjoined to
prepare, for the Emperor's use, five hundred trays of
meat of different kinds, besides sweetmeats ; and the
total number of trays of every description for him and
his suite was never to be less than fifteen hundred daily.
A thousand men on horseback were always to attend
him, who were strictly enjoined to prevent all collisions
between the natives of the country and the Emperor's
servants.*
From Farra, where he was rejoined by his own mes
sengers, and by the Shah's ambassadors, who had
attended them back from the court, his advance to He
rat resembled a triumphal procession. For the space
of twelve or fifteen miles before he reached the capital,
the whole inhabitants of the nearest towns and villages
had been commanded to attend, and line the road ; and
as he approached Herat, the whole population of the
town poured out, and covered the hills and plains, the
* Akbernama, ff. 57—9- ; Bayezid's Mem. ff. 3—5. The Shah's
letter to the Governor of Herat is
curious, but is illustrative of the
state of Persia rather than of India.
It describes the presents for the
Emperor, consisting of horses, dag
gers, ornamented swords, housings
of cloth of gold, brocades, &c, as
well as directions for his entertain
ment. Everything is specified :
loaves of white bread, baked with
milk and butter, tents, table-linen,
sheets, changes of wearing apparel,
plate, and utensils of all kinds, sher

bets, cooled in ice and water, fruits,
grapes, rose-water, amber, and per
fumes; the number of trays of meat
The young prince was to make the
Hazaras and Nukderis of the ad
joining mountains come down, to
the number of 30,000, and attend
the Emperor on his route to Herat.
On every subject, the minutest di
rections are given. Akbemiima,
No. 1. ff. 57—59. ; No. 2. f. 119and seqq. Also Bayezid's Mem. MS.
ff. 3—1 0., from which Abulfazl pro
bably copied it.
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trees and house tops, as he parsed along. The Amir
al omra, Muhammed Khan Sherf-ed-dm Oghli Taklu,
the young prince's Atalik or guardian, and the chief
officers of the government, received him at the Pulmalan river, and conducted him towards the city ; where
the young prince himself, Sultan Muhammed Mirza, the
Shah's eldest son, and nominal governor of Herat,
received him in state, and accompanied him to the palace
in the Jehan-ara gardens, where he found a magnificent
entertainment prepared for him.*
Having visited the palaces, mosques, colleges, monasteries, tombs, and gardens of Herat, then one of the
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finest cities in the world, and lingered there about a
month, he proceeded towards Meshhid, by the route of
Jam, where he visited with reverence the mausoleum f
of his Empress Hamida-Banu's ancestor, Zhindah-fil znhajehs.
Ahmed Jam, a holy man, to whose tomb pilgrimages Feb' 29'
were made, as to a place of great sanctity. From Jam
he went on to Meshhid, where he was received with and Mesnthe usual procession and demonstrations of respect, by ^ 951.
Shah-kuli Sultan Istajlu.
Here he remained forty ""h*''™m
days, and visited the sacred tomb of the Imam Ali
* Akbernama, ff. 59, 60. ; Tab.
Akb. f. 157t " As he visited this tomb by
night, the gate was shut. The
door-keeper attempted to open it,
but the chain was closed, and the
Emperor was informed by him that
it was impossible to remove the
chain. He retired a few steps, but
returning ; ' O Imam,' said he,
' every person who has ever offered
up his vows at your shrine has obtained the object of his wishes ;
your slave has also come with similar hopes to your tomb, in expectation of succeeding in his request?' Having said this, he laid
his hand on the door, when, instantly, the chain was unlocked : it
t

might even be said it was cut in
two: on which his Majesty entered
the holy tomb, walked round it, and
offered up his prayers ; after which,
he sat down at an appointed place,
and began to read the Koran. The
superintenilant of the tomb then said
to the Emperor, ' If you like, you
may snuff the lamp.' His Majesty
replied, ' If not too great a liberty,
I will do so.' The officer said,
' You have leave.' The Emperor,
therefore, took up the scissors, and
cut off the snuff of the lamp ; after
which, having said his prayers, he
came out, but commanded that one
of the royal bows should be sus
pended at the gate as an offering."
Slewart's Jouher, p. 6.
4
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bookv. Reza, which, being a "Sunni, he was obliged to do
a. ~ 1544. privately : and here he appears to have received the
first direct invitation from the Shah to repair to
Kazvm. Advancing therefore by Nishabfir, he visited
the turquoise mines in the neighbourhood, and then
went on to Sebzawar. Having halted there forty days
proceeds to he resumed his progress, proceeding by Damghan,
shah.'1
Bostam, Semnan, and Sefiabdd, receiving from time to
time as he went along, expresses, which brought him
presents of fruit from the court.
The real circumstances of Humayun's intercourse
with Shah Tahmasp cannot be satisfactorily ascer
tained. Abulfazl, whom historians in general copy,
jealous of the honour of the imperial family, merely
hints at, or altogether conceals, or perverts, any cir
cumstances which were painful or humiliating to the
exiled prince.
Succeeding historians, following his
authority, have accordingly been loud in their praises
of the magnificent hospitality with which he was
received.
It was not until the publication of the
translation of the Memoirs of Jouher *, who attended
the Emperor as a domestic servant during his exile,
and who tells his plain unvarnished tale, with the un
conscious frankness of an aged gossip, on the minutest
circumstances of incidents, to which the elegant, but
cautious, historian hardly ventures to allude, that it
was discovered that Humayun had much to suffer, and
many humiliations to endure. Indeed, even the proud
parade of his entry into the chief towns, was less fitted
to please a man, however vain, by the borrowed pomp
and show with which he was surrounded, than to
humble one of a proud spirit, by a public exhibition of
his own misery, and his patron's grandeur.
w™dSB"rdm
When Humayun reached Kila Ders near Rei, a
* The Tezkereh al Vakiat, or private Memoirs of the Mogul Eraperor Humayun, written in the Persian language by Jouher, translated

by Major Charles Stewart, H. E. I.
C. S. Lond. 1832. (Printed for the
Oriental Translation Fund.)
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letter arrived from the Shah, to inform him that he chap. ii.
was at Kazvin, at that time the royal residence, and Khan ~
that the Emperor might now send forward Biram Beg env°yas his ambassador.
That able man was a Turkoman,
originally a subject of Persia, and had accompanied
the army of Najm Sani, sent by Shah Ismael to assist
Baber in the conquest of Bokhara. He had survived
the discomfiture of that army, and had ever since
remained in the service of Baber and his son, in which
he had risen to high distinction by his bravery, and
his sound and practical talents.
When Humayun
thought of entering the Persian territory, Biram Beg
appears to have become the principal adviser of that
monarch. He was, accordingly, despatched to court,
with an escort of ten horsemen.
A few days after Biram Beg's arrival at Kazvin, the Treatment
Shah, a despotic prince and a bigoted Shia, desired bi^dor"at
him to cut off his hair, and assume the Taj or Persian Kazvin.
cap, which was considered as a symbol of adherence to
the Shia doctrines. This, Biram Beg, faithful to his
duty, firmly, but delicately, declined, alleging that, as
he was now the servant and representative of another
prince, he was bound to be regulated by his master's
wishes. The Shah, who had earnestly desired to gratify
at once his vanity and bigotry, by making the ambas
sador of the sovereign of India assume the badge of his
own service and religion, was much offended, but told
the Beg that he was at liberty to do as he pleased.
Yet to show him his danger, and shake his firmness,
the Shah commanded some Chiragh-kush heretics, who
belonged to a sect that was equally calumniated and
hated by the orthodox Musulmans, and who had been
long in prison, to be brought out and executed in his
presence.*
* The Chiragh-kush, or lamp extinguishers, are heretics of the Is-

mah'ah sect, who are much disliked,
and their doctrines much misrepre
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BOOK V.

It is usual for the kings of Persia, during the warm
season
of the year, to leave their palaces in the cities
a. i>. 1544.
on the plain, and to retire to cool summer quarters,
high up among the lofty mountains which are so com
mon in that country. Those of the Shah were, this
year, between Sultam'a and Surlik. When Tahmasp
set out from Kazvin, he sent directions to Humayun
to remain where he was, till further notice. But he,
soon after, sent Babek Beg, to act as the Emperor's
Mehmandar; and instructions followed that he should
advance to Kazvm, where he was to rest three days,
and then proceed on to the camp of the Shah.*
During the three days that Humayun resided at
Humayun
at Kazvin. Kazvm, he was lodged in one of the royal palaces, and
Jemmli I. entertained with much splendour. On the fourth day,
July or
Augt (It he set out to join the royal camp, which lay between
lieRins July Abher and Sultania, and travelled all night. In the
21.)
latter part of the night, he desired his people to look
out for water, that he might halt. While they were
so employed, neAvs was brought that Biram Beg was
at hand. That nobleman soon after arrived, and ob
served to Humayun, that he had advanced rather far ;
but the Emperor said, he could not go back. The
Emperor, having said his morning prayers, then went
to sleep, but was soon after wakened by the singing
of the Persian pioneers, who had begun to work in
repairing the road. Having bathed, and dressed him
self, he took his seat in his diwan-khana, or presence
Deputation chamber, as Biram Beg informed him that a large
from tbe
honorary procession was on its way to meet him.
Shah.
Here he received the vakils of the Sultans, the Khans,
the Mirzas, and the great Syeds in succession, who
were all presented ; and then setting out, the Emperor
sented by all orthodox Musulmans.
They are occasionally severely per
secuted. They have been already
mentioned, vol. i. p. 287, note.

* Akbernama, ff. 57, 58. ; Tar.
Niz. f. 194. ; Tab. Akb. f. 157. ;
Jouher, c. 14, 15.; Bayezid, ff. 2
— 12.
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met the Sultans, Khans, Mirzas and Syeds themselves chap. u.
as he advanced along the road.
When the King's
brothers met the Emperor, Behram Mirza presented
him with a complete dress of honour, and a fiery un
broken steed, the latter, with the polite arrogance
characteristic of Persians, for the purpose of putting
to the test his skill in horsemanship, on which they
pique themselves so much.
Humayun put on the
whole of the proffered dress, except the taj, or cap,
which, bearing the symbol of the twelve Imams, was
considered as indicating an adoption of the Shia faith.
He then mounted the horse, which fortunately, to their
disappointment, proved very manageable in his hands.
The Emperor now again moved on, and was met by
the korchi-bashi (or commander of the guards), who
adressed him with a " salam-aleikum " (on you be
peace), a salutation used among equals, and passed on.
After him, " a number of inferior people mounted on
Kermanian horses came, and made their salute: the
object of their being introduced was to prove that all
the Persians, whether of high or of low rank, were on
a footing with our (Emperor)."*
. The Shah received Humayun with honour, and placed interview of
him on a cushion on his right hand. But his religious reiegn^ve"
zeal was not long of betraying itself. " After making Jemddi,
some inquiries concerning his health and the fatigues August!"1
of the journey, he said, 1 You will put on the taj' (or
Persian cap). Humayun (taking advantage of the
ambiguity of the term) answered, ' The taj (crown) is
a mark of greatness. I will put it on.' The Shah,
with his own royal hands, then placed the cap on the
Emperor's head, on which the Shah, and all the Khans
and Sultans raised a shout, calling out, 'Alla! Alla!'
and bending down their heads, as in prayer, according
to their custom. The Emperor then asked that the
* Stewart's Jouher, p. (>4.
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Mirzas might be allowed to be seated, but was told by
the
Shah that such was not the etiquette." An enter
a. u. 1544.
tainment, served by the Emperor's butler, followed.
The two sovereigns ate together. When it was finished,
there was another general shout, and prostration, in
honour of the coming of so great a potentate to the
foot of the royal throne.* To the spectators in general,
it must have appeared as if the Indian prince had con
formed to the Persian usages and faith.
Humayun, on leaving the presence, had quarters
Humayun
at the Per assigned to him between those of Behram Mirza and
sian Court.
Beder Khan, and was attended home by the Mirza.
After enjoying the warm bath, he made his hair be cut
off, apparently to conform to the Persian costume ; and
having received three honorary dresses, he put on one
of them, and, conforming himself to circumstances with
the easy elasticity of his character, passed the rest of
the night in jollity and pleasure.
Next day, as the Shah marched for Sultam'a,
Humayun, having gone out to salute him, was treated
with cold neglect and insult. The Persian's arrogance
is never displayed more conspicuously than in the ad
vantages which he attempts to gain over an antagonist
in the combat of forms, an important part in their
diplomacy. Humayun, much hurt at the slight thus
put upon him, as soon as he arrived at Sultania, went
straight to the dome of the shrine of Sultan Muhammed
Khodabendehf, the grand prop of the Shia faith, and
there gave vent to feelings of the deepest regret and
self-reproach, for having put himself in the power of a
BOOK V.

* Jouher, c. 14.
t Sultan Muhammed Khodabendeh (originally called Aljaptu or
Uljaitu), was the son of Arghun
and brother of Eazan, whom he suc
ceeded as Emperor of the Moghuls.
He was a zealous Musulman, hav

ing been converted to that religion,
when he took the surname of Khodabendeh, or servant of God. He
founded Sultam'a, a. h. 704 (a. d.
1304), and was celebrated for his
justice.
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prince who could make so ungenerous a use of an chap. ii.
accidental superiority.
Humayun now found that he had placed himself m Intolerance
the power of a keen religious bigot, who was deter- maspah"
mined to avail himself of the advantage he had gained,
to convert at all events his Indian Sunni refugees to
the true Shia faith. The means he adopted were ge
nerally more marked by violence than conciliation. A
large quantity of firewood being one day sent for the
Emperor's use, Shah Tahmasp accompanied it with a
message, that if he adopted the Shia faith, the Shah
would protect and cherish him, but that, otherwise, he
would set the fuel on fire, and consume him and his
heretical followers in the flames. To this intolerant
and insolent message, Humayun calmly replied that
they had come, firmly attached to their religion, and
would maintain it : that empire was nothing, for what
ever is, is by the will of the Almighty, on whom he
had fixed his trust, and to whose pleasure he would
submit, whatever it might be. He asked leave to
proceed on the pilgrimage of Mekka. The Shah, in
reply, sent to tell the Emperor that he was on the
point of marching to exterminate the Sunni Osmanlis,
and that it did not become him, even had he leisure,
to engage in altercation, or to retaliate complaints;
that Humayun had come into his dominions voluntarily,
and that he, as sovereign, would not be doing his duty,
were he to suffer him to continue to hold his present
false and impious doctrines.
It was not easy for Humayun to decide how he
could act with a due regard to his personal safety, in
the dangerous position in which he now felt himself
placed. While he was in this state of perplexity, Kazi
Jehan Kazvmi, a divine of great note, and the Shah's
Diwan or minister, waited upon him, and in the course
of a long conversation earnestly besought him, as a
matter of policy, to comply with the Shah's request.
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book v. He represented to him, that he was not a solitary
a „ 1544 Deing, for that the consequences of his fruitless ob
stinacy would affect, not himself only, but the lives
of nearly seven hundred helpless Sunnis, his followers,
who must share his fate : that the circumstances in
which he was placed imposed it upon him as a duty,
should he find himself driven to extremity, to intimate
his acquiescence, on the reasonable ground that, as he
was no longer master of his own actions, he must
submit. "But what am I expected to do?" said the
Emperor. " Let the specific demands be brought in
writing."*
The Diwan was not long of returning, when he
brought three papers from Shah Tahmasp. Humayun
read two of them, which he put aside. He was perus
ing the third, when the Shah himself, burning with
impatience, came to one side of the pavilion, and called
out something with a loud voice. The Diwan upon
this, addressing the Emperor in a soothing tone, told
him that there was no going back, and beseeched him
to have regard to the circumstances in which he stood.
The Shah himself presented him with the third paper,
with his own hand, and read it in his presence.
Humayun would seem to have signed it, though the
nature and extent of his forced acquiescence are not
very clear.f
Grand
Yor his own royal amusement, and to exhibit to the
pa"ry'.n8
Emperor his power and greatness, the Shah ordered a
grand hunting match near the Takht-e Suleiman J, one
* Tab. Akb. f. 158. ; Jouher,
c. 14.
t Jouher, c. 14., but the account
is very confused in the only copy of
the original which I have seen, and
I am uncertain if I have always
caught the sense.
J An interesting account of
Takht-e Suleiman may be found in
Major Rawlinson's notes of his

journey to the rnins of that place,
Journey of the Royal Geographical
Society, vol. x. pp. 4G—57- " In
the spring and summer," says that
inquisitive and intelligent traveller
(p. 56.), " the neighbourhood of
Takhti Suleiman is represented as
a perfect paradise. The country all
around is carpeted with the richest
verdure : the climate is delightful,
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of the most beautiful spots in Persia. The game, for chap. ii.
several days' journey round about, was driven to a
central point by the inhabitants of the country, assisted
by the troops, and confined by fences or bodies of
armed men.
The collection of wild animals thus
brought together is described as being immense. When
all was ready, the Shah and the Emperor first entered
to a convenient spot within the ring, and when satiated
with the easy slaughter of some of the innumerable
animals thus presented to rhem, the royal Mirzas were
next admitted ; and after them the chief nobles, among
whom were Biram Beg and Haji Muhammed Koka, and
some others of the suite of the Emperor. In the end,
persons of every rank were admitted indiscriminately,
and the soldiers were allowed to kill and carry off at
pleasure. A second ring was formed, some days after,
near the Houz-e- Suleiman (Suleiman's Lake); and
after the hunt or slaughter, there were games of choughan-bazi and kebk-enddzi, a kind of horse-shinty, and
shooting at a mark, generally a bason, or bird, placed
on the top of a high pole, while riding at full speed.
After some days had been passed in these amuse
ments*, Humayun, desirous of conciliating the Persian
monarch, made up a present, consisting of the largest
diamond which he possessed, "worth kingdoms," f and
of two hundred and fifty fine Badakhshi rubies, which
he sent by Biram Beg, as an offering to the Shah, with
a message, that the latter had been brought from
and myriads of wild flowers impregnate the air with fragrance. Indeed,
there is not considered a more agreeable yailak, or summer pasture, in
all Persia."
* A circumstance which occurred
at one of these hunts illustrates the
lax morality of the Mirzas and the
servility of the court. Bertram
Mirza, the king's brother was on
bad terms with Abul-kasim Khalfa,

a Persian nobleman of rank. Seizing
a favourable opportunity, the Mi'rza
took a deliberate aim, and shot him
with an arrow, during the chase,
he died upon the spot. No one
dared to mention this murder to the
King.
t This diamond is said to have
weighed 4 miskals and 4- dangs, Akbernama, f. GO. ; Alem-arai Abasi,
f. 43.
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book v. Badakhshan expressly for the purpose. The royal
*.T~i544. jewellers having declared these precious stones to be
above all price, Shah Tahmasp signified his satisfaction,
and bestowed on Biram Beg the title of Khan, with the
alem-standard and kettle-drum; while Haji Muhammed
Koka, who had been successful at the play of kebk-endazi, was honoured with the title of Sultan. These
titles, bestowed by one sovereign on the servants of
another, were, at least, of an ambiguous nature, and
marked an assumption of superiority on the part of the
Persian monarch.*
In'i'gt hu
^or nearly two months after these events, all intermiyun.
course, whether personal or in writing, between the two
monarchs, was suspended. For this, various reasons
are assigned. It seems that Roushen Beg Koka, and
some other Amirs who had been in Humayun's service,
but had afterwards joined Kamran, returning about
this time from the pilgrimage of Mekka, were intro
duced to the king of Persia. Most of them had quar
relled with Humayun, who had charged Roushen Beg
in particular with embezzling some jewels committed
to his charge. In the course of their intercourse with
the Shah, they represented Humayun as quite devoid
of the talents required in a king, and affirmed that, had
he behaved properly to his brothers, he never need
have left his own kingdom. They farther offered, if
Humayun were imprisoned, to lead a Persian army to
Kandahar, which they undertook to deliver over to the
Shah. A second cause is said to have been the un
willingness of the Persian Turkoman and Tiirki officers
to serve under Humayun, whose father Baber, they
alleged, had, by his treachery, caused the death of Mir
Najm, their countryman and his army, when sent to
assist him ; and they apprehended that the same fate
* Akbemama, f. 60. ; Jouher,
c. 14. ; Tar. Niz. f. 195. ; Khafi
Khan, f. 134., says that Biram got

the title of Arjemend Khan, KhanKhaimn. The Alem-arai mentions
that of Khan-Khanan.
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might probably await themselves if they attended the chap. ii.
Emperor. A third reason, more personal to the Shah,
is also mentioned.
When Humayun, sixteen years Jeaiousiesof
before, after having defeated Behader Shah of Gujrat, efgnt"™"
returned to Agra, he had, on some occasion, amused
himself with the trial of divining arrows, on twelve of
the first class of which he inscribed his own name,
while on eleven of an inferior sort he put that of Shah
Tahmasp ; a circumstance which had been repeated to
the Persian prince, who, some time before this, had
charged him with the offence. Humayun acknowledged
the fact, but accounted for it by saying that, in what
he had done, he had looked only to the relative extent
of the dominions of the two princes ; his being, at that
moment, twice as extensive as those of Persia. " Yes,"
said Tahmasp, much piqued, " and one consequence of
this foolish conceit has been, that you could not govern
these your extensive dominions, but have suffered your
self to be driven from them by a set of clowns, leaving
your children and family prisoners behind you." —
" We are all in the hand of God," said the Emperor,
" and must submit to the decrees of the Almighty."
This was not the only occasion on which Humayun's
expulsion from his dominions had formed the subject
of conversation between the two princes. At an early
period of their intercourse, Shah Tahmasp, when con
soling his guest, who sat at dinner with him, had en
couraged him to hope, in his oriental phraseology, that
the sword of the Shah would be the key to open for
him once more the doors of the kingdoms subdued by
his father Baber ; but added, that the real source of all
his misfortunes lay in the injudicious way in which he
had treated his brothers, whom he had rendered inde
pendent : that, for his part, he made it a fundamental
point of his policy to keep his brothers weak and in
subjection to him, and that, unless Humayun adopted
a similar principle, his kingdoms never would enjoy
VOL. II.
u
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book v. repose.
After dinner, Behram Mirza, the Shah's
t.D.1544. brother, having advanced, according to custom, to pre
sent the basin and ewer, Tahmasp observed, " This is
the way in which you ought to have treated your
brothers;" a remark in which Humayun, warm from
the recent conversation, heartily and pointedly con
curred. The Mirza, offended with the tone of Humayun's
assent, never forgave him, became his bitter enemy,
and did all in his power to injure him with the Shah,
which was rendered the easier by that prince's religious
bigotry, and by the virulent feelings, generated by his
unsuccessful attempt to convert the Emperor, clearly
and decidedly, to his opinions.
Attempts to
Humayun certainly seems for a time to have been
mayun to " in danger of spending the remainder of his life as a
the^sMa
prisoner in Persia, even if his life was safe. Tahmasp
is reported at one time to have given instructions to
Behram Mirza to remove out of the way the obstinate
Emperor, who was relieved from the dangers that sur
rounded him, chiefly by the generous intercession of
Shah Tahmasp's sister, Sultanum Khanum, who strongly
represented to her brother the impolicy, as well as in
justice, of using any severity towards an exiled prince
who had sought his protection and hospitality; and
flattered him with the hopes of removing in due time
the stranger's religious errors, and of gaining a royal
convert. Humayun is said to have encouraged these
efforts of the friendly princess, by assuring her that he
had always been privately well disposed to the Shia
faith, a circumstance from which much of the animosity
of his brothers towards him had proceeded. The Sultanum was effectively aided in all her endeavours by
Kazi Jehan, the minister, whose piety was purer and
more enlightened than that of his master, and who did
all in his power to awaken generous feelings in his
mind. They found an useful auxiliary in the Shah's
physician, Hakim Nur-ed-din Muhammed*, who was
* Or Muharrem.
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much with the Shah, and had great influence on his
mind, and whose benevolent efforts to assist the unfortunate monarch were never relaxed. Humayun is said
to have completed the favourable impressions made by
the princess and her friends on the mind of the Shah,
by some complimentary verses addressed to him, the
concluding couplet of which, playing upon Humayun's
name, bore that other princes placed their glory in
having been under the shadow of the Huma, but that
the Shah, greater than all, had the Huma under his.
The Huma is an imaginary bird, and the Orientals
believe that, on whomsoever its shadow falls, that per
son is destined to sovereignty.*
Certain it is that, whatever was the cause, Shah
Tahmasp, in the end, changed his conduct. He sent
for Humayun, to meet him at his summer camp.

cuap. n.

league
Humiyun
^pfah"

Humayun went, and had a private conference of several ;
hours, in which it seems to have been agreed, that the
Shah was to assist him in recovering Kandahar, Kabul, \^
and Badakhshan ; that Kandahar, when taken, was to
be restored to Persia, and that the Emperor and his
suite were to listen to the instructions of Kazi Jehan
on the subject of their religious differences. ' The
Emperor, on returning to his quarters, took a favour
able opportunity of assembling his Hindustani fol
lowers, informed them of Shah Tahmasp's promises,
which held out to them an early prospect of revisiting
their native country. He added that Kazi Jehan would
speak to them " on a certain subject." They were all
delighted at this change, and lifted up their hands in
thanksgiving. As, by the result of the negociations,
which had been probably conducted, on the Emperor's
side, by Biram Khan, the temporal interests of the two
monarchs were become the same, a compromise seems
to have taken place. Humayun professed to favour
• Tar. Bed. f. 182. ; Khol. ul Tow. f. 265. ; Tab. Akb. f. 158. j Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 154—6.
b 2
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book v. the Shia partialities of the Shah, and the Shah affected
*. d. 1544. *o believe that Humayun and his followers were sincere
in their professions.
In the whole of this difficult
negociation, Humayun was much assisted by Kdzi
Jehan, and the royal physician, Nur-ed-din Hakim.
The Shia divines wrote out the articles of their faith,
all of which Humayun read and assented to, and agreed
that the khutba, or prayer for the Sovereign, should be
recited in the Shia form.*
This reconciliation was followed by a grand ring-hunt,
and a magnincent entertainment given to Humayun
near the Takht-e-Suleiman.
To prove the sincerity
of the new alliance, Roushen Beg and the other officers
who had tendered their services to put the Shah in
possession of Kandahar, were seized and brought before
Tahmasp. Being no longer useful, they were sacrificed
as traitors to this union of kings. The Shah gave
orders that, their tent-ropes being cut and tied round
their waists, they should be lowered down into the deep
subterraneous prison in the Diwan of Mehter Suleiman f,
there to perish miserably. Roushen Koka, who was
the Emperor's foster-brother, found means to write him
a letter, imploring him, by the memory of his mother,
whose milk they had both sucked, to pardon and inter
cede for him. Humayun, with his usual humanity,
instantly wrote, beseeching the Shah, in the strongest
terms, by the tomb of his father Shah Ismael, to remit,
the punishment.
" Doubtless," said the Shah, on
reading the letter, " Muhammed Humayun is a man of
singular good nature and benevolence thus to intercede
for wretches who have attempted to do him the greatest
injury ; " and ordered the prisoners to be delivered over
to him.J
parting feaThe whole conditions of this treaty being finally
tivltles.
* Tar. Bed. f. 183.
Major Rawlinson's Journal as
t Zindan-Mehter-Suleiman. See quoted.
J Stewart's Jouher, p. 72.
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arranged, Shah Tahmasp gave the Emperor a parting charii.
entertainment. It was celebrated with great splendour,
and lasted three days. Nearly six hundred awnings,
and twelve bands of music, were prepared, and the
whole ground was covered with carpets.
The first
day there was a magnificent banquet, and dresses of
honour, and sabres enriched with jewels were largely
distributed. On the second day, the Shah placed the
Emperor by his side, and pointing to the extensive
field covered with a spreading camp, told him, that all
that he saw, tents, horses, camels, carpets and every
thing else, was his, with whatever besides he required :
adding that he would send his son, with twelve thou
sand horse, to recover his dominions.
When the
whole train and cavalcade had passed in review, in
splendid array, the Shah standing up and laying his
hand on his breast, said, " 0 King Humayun, if there
is any defect, let your generosity excuse it."
The third day was devoted to a contest of shooting
at the kebek.
The night was devoted to a jovial
party.
Various liquors were put down, and bottles
and goblets placed before each guest. No cupbearer
was present.
Every one filled his cup at his own
pleasure. It was morning when the party broke up.
A little incident that occurred on the fourth day,
when the camp was about to be broken up, and the
two monarchs to separate, is extremely illustrative of
the anxiety with which the Persians embrace every
opportunity, in their mutual intercourse, to gain an
advantage in point of form or etiquette. As Humayun
was completely in Shah Tahmasp's power, any show of
respect to him would naturally rather have been
ascribed to the Shah's generosity, than interpreted into
a concession to the pretensions of the Indian prince.
Yet when Humayun, on this occasion, before setting
out, went to take leave of Tahmasp, he found him
seated on a small carpet folded up threefold under him,
v 3
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book v. so as to prevent the possibility of any one sharing a
».n. 1644. portion of it. Humayun, when he alighted, seeing that
there was no place for him, was about to seat himself
on the ground. Haji Muhammed Kushkeh, a Moghul,
observing this, took off the ornamented cover of his
quiver, tore it open, and spread it out for his Majesty
to sit on. Humayun, pleased with this attention,
asked him who he was. He answered, " A Moghul."
" You will come into my service," said the Emperor.
" I am unworthy of that honour," replied the
Moghul. " My master is now in your Majesty's service.
Who am I ? When he is promoted, I may hope to
come in his place. Till then, I am dust." He after
wards became a distinguished officer.*
The twelve thousand cavalry that were to be placed
under the nominal command of Sultan Murad Mirza,
the Shah's third son, then an infant, were Kizelbashes
of the Turki tribes. Bidagh Khan Kajar was named
his Atalikf or Protector. Shah-kuli Sultan Afshar,
the governor of Herman, Ahmed Sultan Shamlu, the
governor of Sistan, his brother Husein-kuli, and a
number of other officers and Amirs, were ordered to
co-operate. The Shah told Humayun that he would
add three hundred Korchi Khaseh J (of his own body
guard cuirassiers), ready to obey any order of his
Majesty, as if he had been their religious guide. Mean
while, the whole auxiliary force were allowed to go to
their homes, in order to prepare themselves for meeting
* Jouher, p. 72.
+ Saleh va Atalfk.
J Tar. Alim-arai Abasi, f. 43.
These Korchi were " beh n'sh-sefidi
Kachel Shah, va Binli Istajlo," i. e.
had Kachel Shah and Birdi Istajlo
for their grey-beards (or comman
ders). The chiefs of the Turki and
Afghan tribes are called Rish-seffd,
or Grey-beards. These troops being
from Turki tribes, their comman

ders went by this national title.
The Osmanli troops are still divided
into kettles or companies, because
originally when they were fractions
of tribes, each company had one
kettle for cooking their food in com
mon, a custom which they still ob
serve : and they attach the same
point of honour to preserving their
kettle, that regular troops do to pre
serving their colours.
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the Emperor, in due time, on the banks of the Helmend. ciup. ii.
The Emperor, having intimated a wish to visit Tabriz,
and Ardebil, and their Holy Places, before setting out,
sent back the Empress and family, and his camp, under
the command of Haji Muhammed Khan Koka, towards
Sebzawar, on their way to Sistan, while he himself,
with a few attendants, made a march of about four kos
from Takht-e-Suleiman, on the route to Tabriz.
The Shah, who had now regained his good humour,
asked the Emperor to give him an entertainment in his
quarters in the Indian fashion, and to use the Indian
cookery.
A royal banquet was accordingly prepared,
which seems to have begun with music, and strong
drinks were early sent round. This was followed by a
presentation of presents * The Shah, having asked
who should divide them, the Emperor told him, who
ever he might name.
The Shah imposed that task
on Khwaja Moazem, the Empress Hamida's brother,
who placed one tray of rare and valuable curiosities
before the Shah, and another before the Emperor; the
rest he divided to each according to his rank. The
dinner followed, at which we are told that the Indian
dish, kicheri f, unknown in Persia, was honoured with
particular approbation. After dinner, the camp moved
on to Miana J, while the Emperor accompanied the
Shah, whose camp also moved forward, and after reach
ing his pavilion, remained there about an hour, to
avoid a heavy fall of rain. When the rain ceased,
Shah Tahmasp rose, and bidding God bless him, pre
sented him with two apples and a knife, desired his
brother Behram Mirza to attend him to his camp, and,
taking a ring off his finger, and putting it on Hu* Sachek.
f " Among these foods," says
Jouher, " the Hindustani rice-pilau
mixed with dal, was approved of ;
for in that country they make their

pilau with hens' eggs bruised."
Jouher.
£ At Ardebfl, a nephew (sister's
son) of Tahmasp was betrothed to
a daughter of Maasum Beg. Was
this Khwaja Moazem ?
v 4
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BOOK V. mayun's, they parted. Humayun and the Mirza, followed
The Emperor, cutting one
A. n. 1544. by a large suite, rode on.
of the apples in two with the knife, presented one half
to Behram, in token of unceasing regard, and himself
ate the other.
When they came in sight of the
Emperor's tent, the Mirza drew in his reins, and took
leave. Humayun presented him with a diamond ring,
telling him it was a keepsake which he had got from
his mother, and added many expressions of regard and
esteem.*
Humayun
The Emperor, now left to himself, travelled onwards,
prepares to
set out for and visited Tabriz, Ardebil, the cradle of the Sefvi
Kandahar. family, and its tombs and holy places, especially the
tombs of Sheikh Sefi, the ancestor of the race, and of
Sheikh Ismael the Shah's father ; after which he
returned back nearly to Kazvin. Here the Shah, who
was on his way to that city from his summer quarters,
observing his tents, inquired whose they were. Being
told, he expressed his surprise that the Emperor was
not yet gone, and sent to desire that he would make a
march of twelve farsangs, about forty-five miles, with
out delay.
Humayun rejoined his main camp at Sebzawar,
where he found that his wife Hamida Begum had given
birth to a daughter.
Having given directions for
taking the Begum, with the camp and heavy baggage,
by the direct road through the desert, by Tabas, he
himself proceeded to revisit Meshhid, where he again
* The state of moral feeling in
Persia is strongly marked by an in
cident that occurred at Kila-Ders.
Four horsemen who were seen to
come from the desert, openly at
tacked and murdered Yakiib Seferchi, the Emperor's butler. Being
pursued and overtaken, they turned
round and asked, " Why do you
follow us? What we did was by
orders of the Shah." It appears

that the Shah having made the Em
peror a present of some swords,
Hasan Ali, an lshek-Agha, cham
berlain, abstracted one of them.
Yakiib, having discovered this.informed the Emperor. Hasan Ali,
in revenge, told the Shah, that Yakiib
had spoken contemptuously of the
Persian tdj or cap. Hence the or
der to murder him.
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circumambulated the hallowed tomb of Imam Ali Reza,
and received back the bow and bowstring that he had
left suspended on the gates of the shrine, a circum
stance which afforded him much delight, as a proof
that the holy Imam was favourable to him. At Meshhid he was detained about a week by a continued fall
of snow, when he went on to Tabas, whence he pro
ceeded to Sistan, where he found the young prince,
Sultan Murad Mirza, and the royal troops assembled,
and ready for action.*
Here Humayun must have seen, with no small pleasure, his dependence on the court of Persia about to
cease. The real circumstances of his reception in that
country were very different from the representations of
them that have been given by the official and general
historians of Persia and India. " The reign of Tahmasp
owes much of its celebrity," says the late historian of
Persia, " to the truly royal and hospitable reception he
gave to the Emperor Humayun, when that monarch
was forced to fly from India, and take shelter in his
dominions. The Persians have, in all ages, boasted of
their hospitality, and the vanity of every individual is
concerned in supporting the pretensions of the country
to a superiority over others, in the exercise of this
national virtue. The arrival of the fugitive Humayun
presented an opportunity of a very singular nature for
the display of this noble quality ; and we know no
example of a distressed monarch being so royally wel
comed, so generously treated, and so effectually re
lieved. All the means of the kingdom were called
forth to do honour to the royal guest ; and they were
liberally furnished to replace him upon his throne.
* Akbernama, ff. 56-61.; Tab.
Akb. f.157- ;Tar. Nil. f. 195. ; Jouher, c. 15. 16. ; Bayezid, ff. 10— 12.
Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 154—6. ; Khafi
Khan. The narrative of the author

of the Tar. Alim-Arai Atmsi, adds
few circumstances to the narrative
of the Indian historians, and chiefly
adopts the views of Abulfazl, ff". 42,
43.
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book v. Tahmasp merited the praise which his conduct upon
a.nTis44. th's occasion obtained him from distant nations ; but
his own feelings must have been gratified by the
applause of his subjects, every one of whom felt ele
vated by the munificent hospitality with which his
sovereign treated the fugitive Emperor of India." *
This eulogium of the eloquent and generous historian
is founded on the representations of Abulfazl, Ferishta,
and the writers who follow them, all of whom, in spite
of some hints and unexplained allusions of Abulfazl and
Nizam-ed-din Ahmed, agree in lauding the munificence
and generosity of the Persian prince. But the simple
narrative of honest Jouher at once destroys all these
delusions. While it confirms the accounts of the exter
nal honour and parade with which Humayun was received
in his progress through the country, it presents a most
unfavourable idea of his reception at court, and of the
conduct and character of Shah Tahmasp himself. He
seems to have been a haughty, narrow-minded, into
lerant bigotf, intent, in every instance, on displaying,
in the most ungenerous manner, his superiority over the
* Malcolm's History of Persia,
vol. ii. pp. 508, 509.
t " The bigoted attachment of
this prince to his religion, was shown
by his conduct to an English mer
chant, accredited by a letter from
Queen Elizabeth. That great and ac
tive Sovereign, desirous of extending
the commerce of her kingdom, en
couraged Mr. Anthony Jenkinson
to visit the distant Court of Persia.
An English writer states, that a
pair of the king's slippers were sent
to the envoy, lest his Christian feet
should pollute the sacred carpet of
the holy monarch ; and that after
he came to the presence, the first
inquiry Tamasp made was, not re
garding the object of the mission,
but the belief of the ambassador,

whether he was a Gaur, or unbe
liever, or a Mahomedan ? The Eng
lishman replied, he was neither an
unbeliever, nor a Mahomedan, but
a Christian ; and added that he
held Christ to be the greatest of
prophets. The monarch, to whom
he was deputed, said, that he was
in no need of the aid of infidels, and
bade him depart. He did so ; and
a man followed him from the hall
of audience, till he was beyond the
precincts of the court, sprinkling
sand on the path he walked over :
an action which could only be meant
to mark the sense which the Maho
medan prince had of the uncleanness of the person that he had suf
fered to approach him."—Malcolm's
Persia, vol. i. pp. 51 1 — 513.
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unfortunate prince who was his guest, and on persecuting chap. n.
him into a conformity with his own religious opinions.
And, in so far as he was not influenced by the interces
sion of his generous sister, he finally decided on restoring
the exiled prince to his kingdom, merely by a calcula
tion of the immediate benefits he was himself promised
in return. Nor need this surprise us. The picture of
pure and splendid generosity which the contemporary
historian of Akber would gladly exhibit, to smooth the
humiliation and elevate the importance of the father
of his patron, is one which we should in vain expect
to see realized in a court so little refined, so selfish,
and in many respects so barbarous as, with all its pomp
and splendour, that of Persia then was. Indeed it was
not likely to be realized either in a country like Persia,
or under a prince like Shah Tahmasp. The narrative
of Jouher, incorrect and artificial as it is, is one of
many instances of the inestimable value, for historical
truth, of even the meanest contemporary record.
The exact extent of the concessions made by Hu- «™jh|»«*»
ni i
• t
•
behayiour.
mayun to the bhia prejudices of his patron we cannot
ascertain ; neither he nor the historians of his reign
were anxious to dwell upon them ; but they were, evi
dently, considerable, and appear to have shed a doubt
over the purity of his Sunni principles for the rest of
his life. He had adopted the bonnet of the Shias ; he
acknowledged that he had made approximations towards
the doctrines of that sect. He had heard the reasonings
of its doctors ; he affected to be convinced, in certain
points, by their arguments ; and if he did not, as is
probable, sign his assent to the leading articles of their
faith, he had certainly read in public the formula of
their belief. In later times he employed many Shias
in his service, among others Biram Khan. We find
him sometimes taunted by his brothers, as one tainted
with the Shia heresy ; and, after his death, the same
charge was brought against his memory. The proba-
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book v. bilit}7 is, that the circumstances in which he was placed
a.d7im4. m Persia led him, at that time, to affect an approba
tion of the Shia tenets, that he did not feel ; and, in
aftertimes, his pride may have prevented him from
making such an explicit avowal of his religious senti
ments, as was expected by the bigoted Sunnis, among
whom the latter part of his life was chiefly spent.
The proceedings of Humayun in Sind and Persia
may perhaps appear to have been detailed at too great
length. But as some of them have been misunderstood,
and others misrepresented by former writers, I have
ventured to dwell upon them, for the purpose of giving
what seemed to me a fairer and more correct idea of
their real nature.
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CHAPTER III.
huMayun in Afghanistan.

SECTION I.
HUMAYUN'S CONQUEST OF KANDAHAR AND KABUL. — EXPE
DITION TO BADAKnSUAN.
HUMAYUN INVADES KANDAHAR. — AFFAIRS OF HIS BROTHERS. — THE
GERMsfR SURRENDERED TO HUMAYUN
CAPTURE OF BfsT. PRE
PARATIONS OF KAMRAN AKBER REMOVED TO kAbUI
SKIRMISH
NEAR KANDAHAR WHICH IS BESIEGED BY HUMAYUN. MISSION OF
BIRAM KHAN TO KABUL
IRRKSOLUTION OF KAMRAN. PROGRESS
OF THE SIEGE OF KANDAHAR. DEFECTION OF kIMRAn's CHIEF
NOBLES. DISTRESS AND DESERTIONS IN THE GARRISON. SURRENDER
OF THE TOWN, WHICH IS GIVEN OVER TO THE SHAH'S OFFICERS.
— PERPLEXITY OF kAMrAn. AFFAIRS OF BADAKHShAn ESCAPE
OF YADGAR AND HINDAL. ISOLATION OF KAMRAN. DISSENSIONS
BETWEEN THE PERSIANS AND IMPERIALISTS. HUMAYUN SUPPLIES
HIMSELF WITH HORSES BY PLUNDER, UNCERTAINTY OF HIS COUN
SELS. HE SEIZES KANDAHAR. DIVIDES THE DISTRICT AMONG HIS
NOBLES. ;— SETS OUT FOR kAbUL. IS JOINED BY HiNDAL, yAdgAr,
AND OTHERS. ADVANCE OF kAMRAN
DESERTIONS TO HUMAyUN.
— KAMRAN SENDS AN EMBASSY — ESCAPES TO GHAZNL HUMAyUN
OCCUPIES KABUL — AND RECOVERS AKBER. — KAMRAN FLIES TO SIND.
—CONGRATULATORY EMBASSIES TO HUMAyUN.—yAdgAR MfRZA IMPRI
SONED. — HUMAYUN SETS OUT FOR BADAKHSHAN
YADgAr M/rZA
PUT TO DEATH. — THE ARMY OF BADAKnSHAN DEFEATED BY HUMAYUN. THE COUNTRY SUBMITS. DANGEROUS ILLNESS OF HU
MAYUN. — KAMRAN RECOVERS KABUL. — HUMAyUN MARCHES ONCE
MORE AGAINST IT.
"When Humayun arrived in the province of Sistan, he oup. in.
found the Persian troops that had been sent to his Stct' h
assistance, cantoned over the country.

They were
i545"
Humrijun
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book^?. nominally under the command
A 0 154j third son of the king of Persia,
invades
or three years of age; but were
a ar" by Bidagh Khan, of the Tiirki

of Murad Mirza, the
and an infant of two
in reality commanded
tribe of Kajar, from

which the present royal family of Persia is descended.
Humayun, in compliance with the wish of Shah Tahmasp, as soon as he arrived, collected and reviewed the
troops. lle found them in high order, and instead of
1 2,000 cavalry, and 300 korchis, or royal horse-guards,
that had been promised, the muster proved that they
amounted to at least 14,000 horse. After remaining
about a fortnight in Sistan, he put his troops in motion,
and entered the dominions of his brother.*
Affairs of
It will be recollected that, at this time, Mirza Kamhis brothers.
ram held the undisputed possession of Kabul, Ghazni
and Kandahar, on one side of the mountains, as well
as of Badakhshan, Kunduz, Kishem and other pro
vinces, beyond them. His brother Askeri was governor
of Kandahar. Hindal, another of his brothers, who,
after abandoning Humayun in Sind, had been besieged
and made prisoner in Kandahar, though nominally,
perhaps, governor of Jui-Shahi, was now under surveil
lance or free custody, and lived privately at the palace
of his mother, Dildar Begum, at Kabul.
Yadgar
Nasir Mirza, his cousin, who, as we have seen, had
been compelled to leave Sind, was now also at Kabul,
but suspected, and carefully watched.
It has been mentioned that Kamran, after his return
from Hindustan, had marched to Badakhshan against
Mirza Suleiman, who refused to acknowledge his au
thority ; had defeated him, and deprived him of part of
his dominions.
No sooner, however, did Suleiman
learn that Kamran had marched to besiege Hindal in
Kabul, than he collected a force, and recovered the
districts which had been separated from his princi* Akbernama, f. 6l. ; Jouher, c. 16.
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pality. This compelled Kamran, on Ins return from chap. in.
Kandahar, to cross the Hindu-kush mountains a second Sect" ~
time. The hostile armies met at Anderab. Suleiman
was again defeated, and took refuge in Kila-Zefer, in
which he was blockaded by Kamran, to whom a great
part of the territories of Badakhshan submitted. After
a brave defence, Suleiman was compelled by famine
to surrender. He was thrown into prison, along with
his son Mirza Ibrahim.
Kamran appointed Kasim
Birlas to be governor of Badakhshan ; and, leaving with
him a force supposed to be sufficient to maintain it in
tranquillity, returned to Kabul, carrying with him the
captive Mirzas. For a whole month after his arrival,
the city was in a state of continual festivity ; and, from
this period, he is said to have given himself up to in
dolence and voluptuous indulgence, paying little atten
tion to the concerns of government, or to the complaints
of his subjects.*
Nor were these the only royal personages whom he
held in custody. We have seen that when he parted
from Humayun near Khushab, on the Jelem, he was
joined at Dinkot, on his way to the Indus, by Muhammed Sultan Mirza, the grandson of the great Sultan
Husein of Herat, and by his sons, Ulugh Mirza and
Shah Mirza. As these princes had also become objects
of suspicion, they had been kept out of employment,
and now dragged on an idle life at Kabul.
Nothing, therefore, could, to appearance, be more
prosperous than the situation of Kamran. But his
power was unsocial, guarded by suspicion and jealousy,
not by the affection even of those nearest to him. He
was a sovereign in whose success none of them felt a
pleasure and a pride, as if it were their own ; and it
rested, therefore, on a narrow and a sandy foundation.
As Humayun, advancing from Sistan, entered the
* Akbernama, ff. 55, 56. ; Tab. Akb. f. 154.

a. h. 949,
j'^Ju 11!
17- s***-

TheGermeir sur
rendered.
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dominions of Kamran, he was met near Laki, a fort on
the right bank of the Helmend, by Abdal Hai, the
governor of the Germsir, who approached him as a
suppliant, wrapped in his winding sheet, with his
quiver hanging from his neck; asked forgiveness for
his former undutiful conduct, and surrendered the pro
vince into his hands. He was graciously received, and
honoured with a command.
But™* °f
^ detachment was now sent, under Ali Sultan Taklu,
one of the auxiliary chiefs, to reduce the important
city and fort of Bist, which lies near the confluence of
the Arghandab with the Helmend, and is the chief city
and the key of the Zemm-dawer. The Persian general
having been killed by a matchlock shot soon after the
siege began, his followers, who were Turks of the Taklu
tribe, placed his son, a boy of twelve years of age, in
the command, and carried on the siege with renewed
vigour. The place was soon compelled to surrender,
when the principal officers, and most of the soldiers of
the garrison, joined Humayun.
PreparaKamran, who had long dreaded an invasion from
Kimran.
tne territories of Persia, had placed all his frontier for
tresses in a state of defence. On hearing of the Em
peror's return towards Sistan, his first concern was to
remove the infant Akber, Humayun's only son, from
Kandahar, where he still remained under the care of
iie removes Askeri's wife, and of the nurses and household apKit^i. t° pointed by his father, and to bring him to Kabul.
For that purpose he despatched one- of his confidential
officers, accompanied by a brother of Khizer Khan, the
great Hazara chief, to bring the young prince from the
castle of Kandahar. When they reached that place,
and had explained the object of their mission, they
found Mirza Askeri's ministers divided in opinion as
to the policy of giving him up. Some advised that the
child, attended by an honourable retinue, should be
sent back to his father, who had now arrived on the
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frontier, as being the best means of conciliating the cuap. in.
injured and offended Emperor; while others maintained Sect" l
that things had gone too far for Askeri to think of ob
taining any sincere forgiveness, and that, therefore,
the great object now was not to throw away the favour
of Kamran. This advice prevailed, and though it was
already the depth of winter, which in that country is
particularly severe, the infant prince, and his sister,
Bakhshi-banu Begum, were sent off for Kabul, in the
midst of rain and snow.*
Kamran was apprehensive of a rescue, on which
account he had selected a chief of the Hazaras to con
duct the party, as the road between Kandahar and
Ghazni was partly inhabited, and had always been in
fested, by robbers of that tribe. That the princes might
not be known on the road, Akber was addressed as
Mirak, the princess as Bacheh.f On reaching Kilat,
the party passed the night at the house of a Hazara.
But the prince's rank was not easily concealed by
attendants, who adored him ; and, next morning, the
master of the house expressed his persuasion that the
child under his roof must be the young Akber. Khizer
Khan's brother, on hearing these suspicions of his host,
lost no time in resuming his journey, and hurried on
to Ghazni, whence, without delay, the infant prince
was conveyed to Kabul, where he was lodged with his
grand-aunt Khanzada Begum, the favourite sister of
* The nurses and other personal
attendants who were with the young
prince at this time, continued in his
service for some years, and, in the
next reign, both they and their children rose to high distinction. The
two nurses were Mahum Anka, the
mother of Adam Khan, and Jiji
Anka, the mother of Mir Aziz Kokiltash. The whole household was
under the superintendence of Shemsed-din Muhammed Ghaznevi, the
VOL. II.
X

husband of Jiji Anka, and a man of
talent, who afterwards made a figure
in history, by the title of Atka
Khan. It was he who helped to
save Humayun from the Ganges,
after his defeat near Kanauj.
" Anka " signifies a nurse ; " Atka "
a nurse's husband. Their children
are " kokiltashes."
f These terms signify "the young
Mfr," and " the child."
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Baber, by whom he was watched with the tenderest
care. *
Meanwhile a report having reached Humayun on the
Helmend, that Mirza Askeri was about to leave Kandahar, and to flee with all his treasure to Kabul, he
pushed forward a strong party, composed partly of his
Persian auxiliaries, partly of his own adherents, that
he might either prevent his leaving the place, or over
take him, should he have escaped. The news proved
to be false ; but the party, having vauntingly ap
proached too near the town, were received with a dis
charge of artillery by which many of them were killed
and wounded. Mir Jemil, one of the chief officers of
the garrison, and brother of Bapus, a chief of great
distinction, sallied out to improve this advantage,
and was so successful, that he sent back to assure
Askeri, that if he would lead out to his assistance the
remaining force that was in the castle, the enemy must
be completely routed. Askeri, however, supposing that
the confusion was only a feint on the part of the in
vaders to lead him into an ambuscade, declined to
move, so that the allied troops were enabled to draw
off and effect their retreat, though with very consider
able less.
Five days after this affair, the Emperor reached the
vicinity of Kandahar. He immediately proceeded to
mark out the ground for the trenches and batteries,
the charge of which he assigned to different officers.
As the garrison was very strong, there were daily
skirmishes and single combats, in sight of the two
armies, and severe losses were sustained on both sides.
The siege drew out into length, and the imperial camp
began to suffer from scarcity of provisions. Just at
that time they received intelligence that Rafia, a fosterbrother of Kamran, was encamped behind a hill that
* Akbernama, f. 62.
'f Akbernama, f. 63. ; Tar. Ni-

zami,ff. 195,196.; Tar. Bed. f. 183.;
Jouher, c. 17.
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lay on the banks of the Argandab, towards Zemm- chap. ni.
dawer, with a large body of Hazaras and Nukderis, "ZCT' Iwhom he had collected. Biram Khan, having marched
with a detachment of Persian auxiliaries and of the
Emperor's adherents, came upon them by surprise ;
and, after a short action, in which Rafia was taken and
his force dispersed, gained possession of the camp, and
returned back in triumph, with a large provision of
stores, arms, grain and cattle found in it. This, for
a time, restored abundance within their own lines.
As, however, the garrison still held out obstinately, Mission or
Humayun, apprehensive of the result, and anxious to t° Ktbuu*
bring Kamran to any reasonable terms, resolved to
despatch Biram Khan as his ambassador to Kabul.
When that brave and able man reached the pass of
Roghni and Abistada, on his way to Ghazni, he was
assailed towards nightfall by a band of Hazaras who
blocked up the road.
He attacked them without
hesitation, and, after a sharp combat, forced a passage,
and slew several of their number. As he approached
Kabul, he was met with much ceremony by a proces
sion of men of note, and Kamram gave him an enter
tainment at the Charbagh palace, where he delivered
his credentials. He was allowed to see the young
Akber, at the palace of Khanzada Begum. This was
natural; but he was also permitted to visit Hindal
Mirza, who was in a kind of free custody at his mother
Dildar Begum's house ; and Suleiman Mirza, the prince
of Badakhshan, and his son Ibrahim Mirza, though
detained as prisoners outside of the fort, were brought
to the Shehr-ara gardens to meet him. He also waited
upon Yadgar Nasir Mirza and Ulugh Mirza, attended
indeed, as in the former instances, by confidential
persons appointed by Kamran to watch him. Yet he
contrived not only to deliver letters, presents and
messages from the Emperor to most of them, but was
able to remove their apprehensions, and to prepare
X 1
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book v. them for attempting to escape, and to return to their
ji.d. 1545. allegiance to Humayun. He, in like manner, em
ployed his insinuating eloquence with many of the
chief nobles about the court, and led them not only
to expect pardon, but to indulge in hopes very favour
able to their future fortunes, if they joined the Emirresolution peror. During all this time, Kamran was agitated by
of Kimrdn. con^en(Ijng passions, and quite unable to make up his
mind to any decided line of action. He saw that he
was unable to bring into the field an army that could
cope with that of Humayun, supported as he was by
his Persian auxiliaries ; but he continued to procras
tinate, not resolute to resist his brother, but, at the
same time, not willing to resign his own power. At
last, after having detained Biram Khan six weeks in
Kandahar, he consented to his taking leave, and sent
under his escort Khanzada Begum, professedly to
prevail upon Askeri to give up Kandahar, as it was
pretended that that prince would not obey Kamran's
order, but really to encourage him in his defence by
the hope of relief; or, should he fall into the hands of
his offended sovereign, at least to secure his pardon by
her influence with the Emperor.*
Progress of
The siege of Kandahar, meanwhile, went on but
K^nlahar* slowly. The place was strong, and Mirza Askeri was
indefatigable in his exertions. The danger reasonably
to be apprehended from treachery in such a civil war
he obviated by constantly shifting the posts of the
garrison, and keeping all on the alert. At the begin
ning of the siege, the confederate army had attacked
the place with much ardour. But the siege had been
long, and their losses considerable. The Kizelbashes
had entertained hopes that, as soon as Humayun, the
son and heir of the great Baber, entered the territory
of his father, the whole of the Cahghatai nobles and
tribesmen would flock to his standard. They now
found themselves disappointed, as not a man of note
« Akbernama, f. 64. ; Tar. Niz. f. 196.
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had yet repaired to his camp, and there was no ap- chap. ni.
pearance of revolt in his favour in any part of the S"^'T^ i•
country. They saw no prospect of final success; so
that the Persian leaders, disgusted with the service,
and serving unwillingly under a foreign general, began
to talk of returning home, as from a fruitless enter
prise. Alarmed at a state of feeling so fatal to all
his hopes, Humayun made some desperate efforts, and
one night, by a resolute advance from head-quarters,
effected a lodgment, and erected a battery within a
stone cast of the old town. The Kizelbashes, roused
by this able and gallant operation, pushed forward on
their side, and nearer approaches were made every
where. Askeri, filled with apprehenbion, asked for a
cessation of hostilities, till the arrival of Khanzada
Begum, who was known to be then on her way to Kan
dahar, and in whose mediation he professed to place
great reliance.
In consequence of these negociations, Humayun,
rather imprudently, relaxed his operations for some
days, which Askeri employed, with unabating industry,
in repairing the works that had been injured, and in
adding new ones. On Biram Khan's arrival, Khanzdda
Begum was allowed to enter the fort, that she might
prevail upon her nephew to surrender. But this he
refused to do, and she was not, or pretended that she
was not, permitted to leave the castle. The siege was
resumed with redoubled vigour.
At this crisis, however, the affairs of Humayun iuction
began to assume a more favourable aspect. Intelli- rdn-« chief
gence arrived that Kamran, who had advanced to noblesrelieve the place, had retreated, and the effects of
Biram Khan's residence at Kabul also became ma
nifest. Ulugh Mirza, the son of Muhammed Sultan
Mirza, has been mentioned as one of the princes whom
Kamran kept in a kind of state custody at Kabul, for
more security changing his keeper weekly. In the
x 3
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book v. course of these changes the Mirza came into the cus—'— tody of Shir-efken Beg, who himself had some reason
to be displeased with Kamran. A plan for escape was
formed between the prisoner and his keeper, in which
Fazil Beg, Monaim Beg's brother, Kasim Husein Sultan
Uzbek, and other chiefs of distinction, were led to take
a part. They set out together privately from Kabul,
and after many fatigues they all joined Humayun, ex
cept Kasim Husein, who, having separated from them
in a dark night, had lost his way among the hills, and
fell into the hands of some Hazara banditti. But he
also came in, a few days afterwards, on foot, weary,
plundered and half naked.
All the fugitives were
heartily welcomed, and placed in commands. Not long
after, Dawa Beg, a Hazara chief, declared for Humayun,
and joined him with a part of his tribe ; and, ere long,
letters were received from many of the leading men of
Kabul, full of protestations of attachment. These events
spread joy over the camp, and re-animated the wavering
Kizelbashes, who now redoubled their exertions against
the beleaguered town.
Distress and
In proportion as the spirits of the besiegers rose, the
desertions h0pCS of the besieged declined. Regular information
in the gar*
0
°
rison.
of what passed in the town was obtained by means of
letters fixed to arrows, which were daily shot into the
camp. By them the besiegers were encouraged to go
on, the garrison being represented as reduced to ex
tremity. Such, indeed, was at length the general dis
tress, that many of the garrison, not only soldiers and
artillerymen, but even officers and men of rank, began
to desert, letting themselves down from the walls by
ropes. Khizer Khan, the great Hazara chief, among
others, despairing of a successful resistance, leaped from
one of the battlements, and was received below by
some of his faithful tribesmen, and carried off on their
shoulders to a hill in the neighbourhood.* The escape
* Koh-lika.
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of a man of so much importance was known in the chap. in.
camp early next morning, and he was pursued. He StCT- rhid himself in the hole of a rock, close to which his
pursuers passed. One of them laid hold of the skirt of
his cloak, which was probably made of the skin of some
animal. He drew it in, retaining his breath ; and his
pursuers, thinking it had been the tail of some wild
beast, passed on. On the approach of night, he crept
from under his rock, and succeeded in gaining a place
of safety.*
Deserted by his garrison, his officers, and even Surrender
his nobles, Askeri could no longer hope to preserve
Kandahar, and, therefore, began to take measures for
bis personal safety.
He sent his aunt Khanzada to
Humayun, and through her, after the siege had lasted
upwards of five f months, a surrender was negotiated.
On the 3rd of September, a. d. 1545, he left the fort in Thursday
the train of the Begum, on foot, attired as a suppliant J^^j
and, according to the custom of the time, having a sword
suspended from his neck ; and was conducted by
Biram Khan into the presence of the Emperor, who
received him sitting in state in his Derbar, surrounded
by his Chaghatais and Kizelbashes. The Emperor,
from respect to the intercession of the Begum, and the
near relationship of the offender, desired the sword to
be taken from his neck ; and, after Askeri had made
his submission, commanded him to be seated. He was
followed by Kamran's chief Amirs and officers, to the
number of thirty, who were brought in with their swords
and quivers hanging from their necks, and their
winding-sheets in their hands. Some were consigned
to prison, others were released.
A grand feast suc
ceeded ; in which the occurrences of the siege were
talked over, and, with the usual appliances of music
* Akbernama, ff. 64, 65. ; Tab.
t The Tar. Bedauni has three
Akb. f. 158. ; Tar. Bed. f. 183.
months..
x i
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book v. and wine, the party was prolonged till the morning
a.*. 1645. 1'ght. When the general enjoyment was at its height,
and even the Mirza had forgotten his care, one of
Humayun's attendants placed some papers before him.
In a moment the Mirza's countenance changed ; his
gaiety was gone. They were the letters which he had
addressed to the chiefs of the Baluches, and of the
other tribes, when the Emperor was crossing the
desert; and their contents left no doubt of the full
extent of his evil disposition. The wretched prince
was ordered to be detained in custody, but to be
brought to court from time to time, that he might visit
the Emperor.*
Jemiidi n.
Next day Humayun, accompanied by the chief Per
•J6. Sept. 4.
sian officers, entered the fort. Bidagh Khan claimed that
the fort and all that it contained, especially Askeri
Mirza and the treasure, should be made over to his
master, in terms of the treaty.
The Emperor ex
pressed his readiness to give up the fort and its stores,
but refused to surrender Askeri, and denied the Shah's
right to the treasure ; but, at the same time, expressed
his readiness to present it to the Persian monarch, as a
gift. He waited to see the treasure-chests brought out
and examined ; and after they had been closed and sealed
with his seal, and that of the chief Persian commanders,
he returned to the camp.
Even already, mutual
jealousies and fears had begun to prevail. Under the
influence of these, the Kizelbashes lost no time in send
ing off the treasure to prevent any attempt to sieze it.
They persisted in demanding that Askeri Mirza should
be given up to them, as a hostage for their safe return,
and even threatened to seize him by force. The Em
peror, alarmed at a pretension which might have been
fatal to his repose, at once to secure his prisoner, and
to make a demonstration of his own force, collected
* Akbernama, f. 65.; Briggs's Ferishta, pp. 157, 158. ; Tab. Akb.
f. 158.; Tar. Bed. f. 183.
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the whole of his old followers, and the adherents by chap. ni.
whom he had been recently joined, divided them into Sect" h
troops, and reviewed them under arms.
This alarmed
the Persians, who saw his rising power with suspicion
and dread, but they no longer persisted in their
demand. The Chaghatais, and such of the towns
people as chose to leave the place, had three days
allowed them in terms of the capitulation, during
which they could leave it uninjured, with their wives
and families.
On the fourth, it was given up by Hu- It is given
mayun to the prince Muhammed Murad Mirzu, in con- 0^J° the
formity to his treaty with the Shah ; while the Em- office". ,
peror himself moved to some distance, and took up his
head-quarters at the Charbagh of Bdber •, on the
banks of the Arghanddb, where he enjoyed himself for
some time after his fatigues, receiving daily accessions
of number from the adjoining provinces, f
The news of the full of Kandahar, and the pro- Perpiexii
bability of the speedy approach of the imperial army ofKimr4nto attack Kabul, distressed and confounded Kamran. He
ordered the young prince Akber to be removed from the
palace of Khanzdda Begum to his own, and committed
him to the care of Kuch Kilan, throwing into prison the
former faithful guardian of his infancy, Shems-ed-din
Muhammed Ghaznevi, better known as Atka Khan.
He held a council to concert the measures of precau
tion required by the crisis, especially as to Badakhshan, in which quarter he was apprehensive of troubles, ahm™ of
Abdal . Khalik, who had been his tutor, and Bapus, ^a4d„'kh"
a nobleman who seems, at this time, to have been his
chief minister, advised him to conciliate Suleiman
Mirza, the late ruler of that country, now his prisoner,
and to restore him to his government, by which means
he might secure both his friendship and co-operation.
Fortunately for Suleiman, Mir Nazer Ali, and some
* The Khulja Bagh. Jouher.

t Akbernama, f. 65. ; Jouher,
c. 17.
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book v. other nobles of Badakhshan, who were discontented
A ~ 1545 with the existing government, had, a short time before,
formed a conspiracy, and succeeded in surprising KilaZefer.
They had also taken prisoners Kasim Birlas,
Kamran's governor, and the other officers left by him
in charge of the country, of whose conduct they loudly
complained. At the same time, however, they wrote
to inform Kamran, that they had no wish to renounce
his authority ; that, if he would send back Mirza
Suleiman, they would place the country in his hands •,

Escape of
Hinda *

but, should he refuse, that they would put their pri
soners to death, and surrender the kingdom to the
Uzbeks. Kamran, alarmed at this danger, thought it
prudent to comply with their request ; and accordingly
released the Mirza, who, soon after, set out to return
home, accompanied by his son Ibrahim Mirza, and
his mother, Khurram Begum. But they had only
reached Pdi-Minar, a populous village not far from
Kdbul, at the bottom of the hills, when Kamran,
repenting the step he had taken, despatched a messen
ger to recall the Mirza, pretending that he had some
important information to communicate at a personal
interview, after which he might resume his journey.
Suleiman, justly suspicious of the object of this sudden
recall, returned for answer ; that as he had taken leave
in what the stars had indicated as a propitious moment,
he was unwilling, by any retrograde movement, to
destroy the efficacy of this fortunate conjunction ; but
that, whatever commands the king might be pleased to
honour him with, should receive the most implicit
obedience. Without loss of time, he then hurried for
ward to Badakhshan, where he seized the reins of
government, and speedily forgot his treaty and his
promises. *
During the distraction caused by these proceedings,
Yddgar Ndsir Mirza found means to escape from the
* Akbernama, f. 65.
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custody in which he was detained; so that of all the c^l1L
Mirzas, his relations, who had lately been in Kamran's ,
court, none was left,, but his brother Hindal Mirza
alone. Him he now found it convenient to flatter and
soothe ; and he was not sparing of promises to bring
him over heartily to his interest. Hindal, dissembling,
appeared to be the dupe of all his protestations. It
was settled that he was to be admitted into a partner
ship in the kingdom ; and that one-third of all that
Kamran then possessed, or that the princes might
thereafter, by their joint efforts, acquire, was to be as
signed to him. This agreement being concluded, Hin
dal was sent after Yadgar, with whom he had always
been intimately connected, that he might compel, or
prevail upon him, to return back. But no sooner had
he reached Pai-Minar, than, finding himself safe among
the mountains and defiles of the Hindu-kush range, he
turned away to the west-ward, and like those who had
preceded him, set out to join Humayun.
The desertion of the last prince of the imperial Isolation of
blood who had been left with him, and of so many KirardnAmirs as accompanied them, threw Kamran, for a
time, into a state of deep dejection.
The apparent
facility with which so many princes, who had been
guarded as prisoners with so much jealousy, effected
their escape, is inexplicable, except on the supposition
that Kamrdn had become unpopular with his Amirs.
He now complained that he felt himself forsaken, and had
not one being in the world, in whose counsel he could
trust, or on whose fidelity he could rely. His temper
was not such as to invite frank or unpleasant communi
cations. In his prosperity, he had been surrounded by
flatterers, who had cherished his self-conceit by their
base and selfish adulation. In his adversity, in spite of
the change of circumstances, he listened with such
impatience to a different language, that it was dan
gerous to use it : and those who were disposed to offer
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book v. him sound counsel, were deterred, no less by the imme4 D 1545 diate danger of the task, than by their want of con
fidence in his ultimate firmness .and prudence in acting
on their advice. He was thus left without any safe or
honest friend ; and, committing error after error, the
numbers of his adherents daily diminished, and the moral
influence of his government was totally gone. *
i ssensions
Humayun, after the surrender of Kandahar, was
Peniana ' desirous to have pursued his success, and at once to
ruju1™1*" have marched against Kabul, but found his army too
weak to venture on such an enterprise.
The Persians
considered the whole object of the expedition to have
been attained, with the occupation of Kandahar. By
that event a new kingdom was conquered for the Shah.
The Turkoman and Kizelbash Amirs, fatigued with the
long campaign so far from their own country, had
returned home, some with, others without leave, so
that hardly any but Bidagh Khan, Abul Fateh Sultan
Afshar, and Sufi Wali Sultan, were left to support the
young prince Murad ; and they showed no disposition
to march farther, in support of a foreign prince. With
a total want of good faith, and an entire blindness to
the future, they displayed, however, sufficient activity
in harassing their new subjects, who hated them as
foreigners and oppressors, and detested them as heretics.
Complaints from persons of every rank were daily
brought to the Emperor, who was unable to afford any
redress. He had left the immediate vicinity of Kan
dahar, and advanced first to Hasan-Abdal, and next to
the Gumbez-Sufeid. The Kizelbashes, now as jealous
of their allies as of Kamran, and desirous that they
should move away to a still greater distance, took mea
sures to cut off their supply of provisions. In spite of
the season, for winter was at hand, and the Chaghatais complained loudly of the severity of the cold, it
became necessary again to move, and the Persians
* Akbernama, f. 65.
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refused to allow them either to winter in the town, or chap.iii.
to hut themselves in the vicinity of Kandahar. But no
StXT' Imovement could be made without horses or draught
cattle, which they did not possess.*
About this time, a certain proportion of the Persian Humoyun
supplies
troops having been placed in garrison in the fort, their himself
horses were sold to some merchants, who intended to 'yonder!
convey them to India, and were then picketed on
the outside of the town. These Humayun, urged by
his necessities, resolved to seize.
Leaving his camp at
Sufeid Gumbez, he himself moved to Baba Hasan
Abdal, whence, after mid-day prayers, he pushed for
ward a strong detachment, who, before afternoon
prayers, reached Kandahar, came upon the merchants
by surprise, and carried off to his camp seventeen
hundred horses ; which, after supplying the wants of
himself and of his household, he divided among his.
followers. The merchants to whom they belonged,
waiting upon the Emperor with their complaints,
could get no redress or compensation, but his bond
for the full price, to be paid when the state of his
affairs allowed ; a security not likely to be negotiable
in the bazar, either at Kandahar or Delhi.
Still, however, it was difficult to put the army in
motion, as the season was severe, and Humayun pos
sessed no place of strength, in which the wives and
families of himself and his followers could be left in
safety. To obviate this difficulty, he besought Bidagh
Khan to appropriate a few houses in Kandahar for
their reception ; a request, however, with which the
Khan declined to comply.
This delay was attended with disagreeable conse- uncertainty
quences. The confidence in Humayun's fortune, which tfn'scounhis troops had entertained, began to fail. Several of
Kamran's officers, who had been in Kandahar, but had
subsequently entered the Emperor's service, escaped
* Tar. Bed. f. 183.
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book v. from the camp, and fled to Kabul.* The scarcity went
A D. i54S. on increasing.
It was now seriously proposed by
some of Humayun's Amirs, to hazard every thing ;
to make an attempt to surprise Kandahar ; and, if suc
cessful, to justify their conduct to the Shah in the best
way they could, and engage to restore it to him as
soon as the Emperor had gained possession of Kabul
and Badakhshan. From following this plan he was
diverted by some of his council, who argued that,
should the attempt be made and fail, he lost both
Kandahar and the Shah, whom he thus converted into
an open enemy; in which case he would be left without
one ally, or place of refuge, in the world. Another pro
posal made at this trying moment was, to pass over
into Badakhshan and there join Suleiman Mirza.
But
the difficulty of a winter march among the mountains
and defiles of the Hazaras and Aimaks, in crossing the
Paropamisan range, joined to the total want of a place
of security, in which to lodge their families and bag
gage which they must leave behind, made tliem aban
don that idea as quite hopeless.
He seizes
Just at this crisis, Muhammed Murad Mirza, the
Kandahdr. young Persian prince, died. Those who had charge
of him being desirous to conceal this event, no notice
of it was sent to Humayun, to whom, however, the
news was secretly conveyed. As, by this change of
circumstances, the co-operation of the Persian auxili
aries seemed to become more doubtful than ever, while
one obstacle of delicacy was removed, Humayun, in
despair, returned to the idea of gaining Kandahar in
any way, trusting to be able to justify the act to the
Shah after it was done.
This plan was warmly supported by Haji Muhammed
Khan Koka.f The Emperor, while he objected to any
• Among these were Abdalla
Khan and Jamil Beg.
t He was the son of Baba

Kuskkeh, a man who made a figure
in Baber's time,
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open attack, was willing to get possession of the town, chap.iii.
could it be carried by stratagem. This Haji Muhammed S*CT' 1undertook to effect. Accordingly, in furtherance of
the plan, notice was sent to Bidagh Khan, that the
army was on the point of marching for Kabul, but that,
as the Emperor wished to be free from the trouble and
risk of carrying Askeri Mirza along with him, he was
desirous of leaving him in safe custody in Kandahar.
Bidagh Khan, who had all along earnestly desired to
have the Mirza in his power, agreed without hesitation.
This preliminary step being arranged, various parties
were sent from the camp by night to different sides of
the town, especially to three of the principal gates.
About dawn, Haji Muhammed, who led the first divi
sion, leaving his ambuscade, attended by a few servants
only, contrived to enter one of the gates, along with a
string of camels, that were carrying hay and provender,
at that early hour, into the town. The officer at the
gate challenged them, and insisted on turning them
back, no Chaghatai having for some days been allowed
to enter. Haji Muhammed maintained that he came
by Bidagh Khan's permission, to bring into the fort
Askeri Mirza, who was to be left there. This story
produced no effect on the officer, who proceeded to
shut the gate and turn him out: upon which Haji
Muhammed, drawing his sword, attacked him, and cut
off his arm. The Haji's followers, who were close at
hand, now rushed in, but were bravely opposed by
such of the Persians as ran to the spot on hearing the
uproar, and a sharp conflict ensued, which continued
till Ulugh Mirza and Biram Khan, having effected an
entrance at another gate, came to the assistance of their
friends. The Kizelbashes, overpowered, retreated into
the citadel. Such as remained behind in the town
were pursued, and put to death by the enraged citizens.
About noon, Humdyun himself made his entry into the
city, and was received with shouts of joy. He sent
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book v. to inform Biddgh Khan, that the measures, which he
A~ jJ46 had unwillingly taken, had been rendered necessary by
that nobleman's unjustifiable conduct in concealing the
death of the young prince Murad Mirza, who, Humayun alleged, had been entrusted to his care, and by
other unfriendly acts. Biddgh Khan, who was not
prepared to sustain a siege, having, in the course of
the night, thrown down a part of the back wall of the
citadel, marched off unmolested towards his own
country, loudly expressing his indignation at the
treachery and ingratitude of his allies. Biram Khan
was appointed governor of Kandahar, and ambassadors
were sent to Shah Tahmasp, to assure him that, though
Bidagh Khan, having acted contrary to his Majesty's
intention, had been dismissed from the command, his
faithful subject Biram Khan, who had succeeded him,
was ready to obey all the orders of his master, the
Shah. Tahmasp seems to have found it prudent to
acquiesce in this arrangement, and a number of the
regular Persian troops, especially the Korchis, con
tinued in the Emperor's service.*
Divides the
Humayun, thus master of the kingdom of Kandahar,
among his proceeded to divide its different provinces among his
nobles.
adherents. The Zemin-dawer he bestowed on Ismacl
Beg ; Kilat, on Shir-efken Beg ; Shal, on Haider Sultan,
who died soon after; the district of Tin, which lies
among the Hazara hills on the Helmend, on Ulugh
Mirza, except some districts of it, the revenues of which
he bestowed, by way of pension, on Haji Muhammed.f
To some of his followers he gave jagirs; to others,
according to a custom of the times, he gave up some
of the richest and most obnoxious of his prisoners,
• Akbernama, f. 66. Tar. Nfz.
ff. 196, 197. Tar. Bed. ff. 183, 184.;
Jouher, c. 17, 18. ; Bayezid, ff. 16
— 18. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 157—
159.

t Some of these assignments
would appear to have been made at
rather a later period.
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from whom he allowed them to extort such sums as cbap. hi.
they could ; which was often done by cruel severities.
Sect" ~
While the minds of the Emperor and his chief officers
were engrossed by these proceedings, Askeri Mirza
contrived to escape. A few days afterwards an Afghan
arrived in the city, and gave secret notice that the
Mirza was concealed in his house ; but, with that regard
to external appearances which, with some of the Afghan
tribes, seems to constitute their point of honour, far
more than substantial fidelity, besought the Emperor
to seize the fugitive prince in such a way that the
informer might not be compromised, as privy to his
being retaken. The Emperor accordingly sent Shah
Mirza, and Khwaja Amber, his steward, who took the
unhappy Mirza from under a mattress, beneath which
he was hidden, and brought him to the presence. Humayun spared his life, we are told, from his desire to
conform to the dying advice of his father Baber, to be
merciful to all, but especially to his brothers ; and gave
him into the custody of Nadim Kokiltash, one of the
confidential servants of his household.*
The Emperor, now possessed of a place of strength, sets out for
had become master of his movements, and was eager K bul"
that no time should be lost. Leaving his own family,
and the families of his followers, in the citadel of Kan
dahar, though winter had arrived, he set out for Kabul;
but, instead of taking the more open road of Kilat and
Ghazni, these towns not having yet come into his
power, he followed the course of the Helmend, which,
penetrating through the hill-country, leads to the high
mountains of the Koh-Baba, close upon Kabul. When
* Akbernama, &c as above.
Abulfazl places the acquisition of
the Turkoman horses at this time,
and makes the heads of the caravan,
afraid of being plundered, voluntarily offer them, on condition of
getting bonds to be paid, when the
VOL. II.
r

Emperor conquered Hindustan, to
which he consented. This, no doubt,
is a sort of official representation,
The ewer-bearer's account, however,
is the more probable one, and he
was, at the time, with the Emperor,
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book v. the army arrived near Tin', Dawa Beg, the Hazara
A. d. 1545. chief who had lately acknowledged him, and whose
clan inhabited the neighbouring districts, met him with
his tribe, all the headmen bringing horses and cattle,
which they presented to the Emperor; and, as the
country around had many fine straths and valleys, a
halt of some days was made, to restore the health of
the army, which had suffered in the unhealty climate
of Kandahar. Here Khanzada Begum, his aunt, and
Baber's favourite sister paid the debt of nature. Here
Is joined
also Yadgar Nasir Mirza, with Monaim Beg, and soon
Y<d^rand a&er Hindal Mirza and Terdi Beg, who had escaped
others.
from Kabul, as has been mentioned, joined the Em
peror. Their arrival excited much joy, and was fol
lowed by that of many others, both Amirs and soldiers,
who now hastened to return to their allegiance.
The army once more moved forward, but, in the
course of its march, was again attacked with sickness,
and numbers died. This induced Hindal to propose in
council, that the army should return to Kandahar for
the winter, and that early in the spring, when all the
necessary stores and munitions of war were in readi
ness, it should commence its march in full strength
upon Kabul. The Emperor made no remark while the
council was sitting ; but having, probably, become sen
sible that, in the former part of his reign, he had given
too much license to his brothers, after it was over, he
sent him a verbal message, through Mir Syed Birkeh,
to intimate that he had begun his march for Kabul
before he had heard of the escape of Yadgar Nasir
Mirza, or of Hindal's intention to join him ; that he had
since seen nothing to make him change his plan, for,
as to hardships, they were inseparable from war; that
if the Mirza needed repose, the Zemin-dawer was at
his service for the winter, and that, in the spring, he
might join the imperial array, after the war was over.
The Mirza apologized for his indiscretion, and promised
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in future to be more guarded, both as to the time and chap. nl
.
Sect I.
manner in which he offered his advice.
!_1
Among those who now waited upon the Emperor, as
the camp again advanced, was Jamil Beg, the brother
of Bapus, whom Kamran had selected as Atalik or
Guardian for his son-in-law, Ak Sultan, the governor
of Ghazni. He brought Ak Sultan along with him, and
was graciously received ; his desertion from Kandahar
was easily forgiven, and he privately negociated a
pardon for his brother Bapus. Many of the Amirs of
Kabul had sent to invite the Emperor to push on.
When the army, emerging from the mountains, reached A<Jvanre of
1 uret Sheikh All m the terntory oi rugnman and
Arkendi, near Kabul, Mirza Kamran, informed of their
approach, sent Kasim Birlas, with a body of troops, to
impede their advance ; and Kasim Mokhlis, his Master
of the Ordnance *, was ordered to carry forward the
artillery, and plant them in the Julga-douri, to be
ready for action. At the same time, all the inhabitants
of the adjoining country, with their families, were
ordered to be brought into Kabul. Kamran, having
repaired the fortifications, and strengthened the garri
son of that city, marched from his capital, full of con
fidence in his army which was numerous f, one portion
of it consisting of a body of four or five thousand
horse, completely appointed and clad in armour, while
Humayun's force was comparatively small and illprovided. Kamran took his ground J, not far from the
body which he had sent in advance, and there exercised
and reviewed his troops. When Humayun heard that
Kasim Birlas had occupied the Khimar pass, which lay
directly in his line of march, he sent on Haji Muhammed Khan, with a strong detachment, who attacked
him with vigour, dislodged him, and cleared the pass.
* Mir-Atesh.
20,000 men ; that of Humayun to
f The army of Kamran is said 4000 or 5000.
to have amounted to 18,000 or
J Bagh-e-Guzergah.
y 2
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BOOK V. As there was now the near prospect of a battle, Mirza
a. D. 1646. Hindal asked, and got permission, to lead the van.
Desertions
The imperial army, having cleared the defile of
to HumaKhwaja
Pushteh, halted in the territory of Arkendi.
yun.
Here Bdpus, one of the chief Amirs of Kabul, was
brought by his brother Jamil ; and Shah-berdi Khan,
who held the districts of Gurdiz, Bangash, and Naghz,
also arrived and joined the imperial camp. They were
joyfully received. Every night parties deserted from
the Mirza's army, and joined the Emperor. Bapus
strongly urged Humayun to push on without delay,
while the general sentiment was so strong in his
favour, and the enemy, from the daily desertions, knew
not whom to trust.
Kamrdn
Kamran Mirza, now equally alarmed at the hostile
sends an
demonstrations
of the enemy, and the defection of his
Embassy.
own followers, found himself compelled to devise means
to gain time. He sent forward two men, respectable for
their sacred character, who were instructed to make
humble offeis of submission on his part, and to entreat
the Emperor to cease from active operations. They
met Humayun, when he was scarcely a mile from the
enemy's camp, and prevailed upon him to halt. But
soon after, suspecting that Kamran's sole object in
opening this negociation, was to gain time for effecting
his escape, he advanced towards the Mirza's camp with
seven hundred lancers.
As he rode along, he was met
by Mosdhib Beg, the son of Khwaja Kilan Beg, Kamran's Amir-al-omra, at the head of a procession of all
the other Amirs of Kamran Mirza, who came to make
his own submission, and to offer their's. Their sub
mission was accepted ; but, as it was so tardy, they were
not admitted to the presence, and were subjected to
fines.
Escapes to
On reaching the camp, Humayun found that Kam
Ghazni.
ran had escaped into the citadel of Kdbul; that his
• Nim-kos, half a kos.
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troops were in confusion, and beginning to break up ;
and that numbers had already fled.
Kamran did not
venture to remain long in the citadel, but some hours
after sun-set, when it was dark, taking along with him
his son Mirza Ibrahim, his wives and family, made his
escape, and took the Pani-Hissar road towards Ghazni.
Humayun sent Bapus, with a body of his most trusty
men, to occupy Kabul, and to preserve it from pillage ;
and, when afterwards informed of Kamran's flight, he
despatched Mirza Hindal to pursue him. He himself
entered Kabul on the evening on the 10th of Ramzan* (Nov. 15th), in the midst of a general illumina
tion, and was delighted once more to embrace his son
Akber, now about three years of age, whom he found
in perfect health. The Bala-Hissar, or Citadel, made
* There is some difference as to curry of beef, and a sirawal of cow's
this date. Abulfazl has, the eve of tripe that happened to be ready
Wednesday, ltamzan 12. a. h. 952.; dressed. No sooner did his Majesty
but the Tar. Bed. and Feri-shta put his spoon into the dishes, and see
make it ltamzan 10. a. r. 952. that they were beef-curry and cow's
Bayezid has Ramzan 10. a. h. 953. tripe, than, laying down the spoon,
and sighing, he burst into a complaint,
The Tabakat-e Akberi has " Ram
zan 10. a. h. 952. or 953., God exclaiming, 'O Mirza Kamran ! and
knows which." Jouher gives a lively had you indeed come to such a
account of Humayun's proceedings length, as to make the fare of Bibf
on entering the Bala His.var, and Jiu, that asylum of chastity, to be
arriving at the palace of Kamran. only cow's flesh, and cow's stomach ?
" As one watch of the night was Could you not have reserved one
past, and his Majesty had not yet single sheep for her in your kitchen ?
broken his fast, he desired Wasil, And yet this asylum of chastity is
the keeper of the wardrobe *, to the very person who brought here
make a plate of warm soup (ash) be the bones of our venerated father,
and placed them in his tomb. Could
brought; but soon recollecting him
self, he bid him go to the palace of not we, four sons of him whose
the Bibi, as Baike Begum was abode is in heaven, have done some
called, and bring him some broth, thing better among us ? ' In a word,
if there was any. Mehter Wasil, he drank a single cup of sherbet,
and the humble Jouher, went; and, and put off breaking his fast till the
afier paying their respects, delivered morrow." Jouher, c. 19- Burnes
the message, that, as his Majesty informs us that, in Turkistan, none
had yet eaten nothing, he requested but the lower classes eat beef. Burthat some food might be sent him, nes's Travels, vol. iii. p. 159.
if there was any. That lady gave a
Toshakji Begi, chief wardrobe-keeper.
T 3
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book v. no resistance ; and Kabul, and all its provinces south
A ~ 1545. of the Hindu-kush range, submitted to him. He pub
lished a general amnesty, and spent the winter in the
citadel, busily engaged in settling the civil and finan
cial affairs of the country, and in administering justice.
The mother of Akber having arrived in the spring from
Kandahar, under the escort of Yadgar Nasir Mirza,
the circumcision of Akber was celebrated by a magni
ficent festival, at the conclusion of which the Emperor
bestowed khilats and rewards on the most distin
guished of his adherents. The government of Ghazni
was conferred on Hindal ; and Ulugh Mirza, who had
returned from the pursuit of Kamran, was confirmed
in that of Zemin-dawer, which had been given him in
addition to Tiri and the adjoining districts,
jumrfn
Meanwhile Kamran, having escaped from the pursuit
aiestoSind. Q£ jIintja| w]1o was no£ anxioUs to seize him, approached
Ghazni, but was refused admittance into the town. He
now threw himself on the protection of Khizer Khan
Hazara, who carried him, first to Tin, and then to
Zemin-dawer, whence, after some vain efforts to fix
himself in that country, he was finally compelled so
take refuge in Sind. f
CongratsDuring this period of tranquillity, the Emperor re•leTtoHu^ ceived the congratulations of several of the neighouring
mdyun.
princes, on his having recovered his father's throne.
An embassy from Shah Tahmasp, at the head of which
was Valad Beg, was magnificently entertained, though
it made little progress in the grand object for which it
was sent — the restoration of Kandahar to the Shah.
A similar embassy from Mirza Suleiman, the prince of
Badakhshan, was less favourably received, as the Mirza
declined the Emperor's invitation to wait upon him, or,
in other words, declined acknowledging his immediate
authority. Mir Syed Ali, a chief whose influence was
* Akbernama, f. 66—70. ; Tab.
Akb. ff.158— l60.;Tar.Niz.ff.l97,
198.; Bayezfd, ff. 17—22.; Jou-

her, c. 18, 19.; Ferishla, vol. ii.
pp. 158— lGO.; Tar. Bed. ff. 184,
185.
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great and extensive among the Afghans and Baluches, chap. in.
also waited upon the Emperor at this period, and
received the government of Duki *, dependant on Hin
dustan on which it borders, and not far from his own
residence. Lawang Baluch, another of the principal
Baluch chiefs, having also acknowledged the Emperor,
was rewarded with the country of Shal and Mustung.
These chiefs, we are told, no sooner received these
honours, than they took their leave, fearing that the
air of the city, and the habits of city life might affect
the health of their followers, accustomed only to their
own wastes and wilds.
Yadgar Nasir Mirza, Humayun's cousin, had not Tadgdr '
been long returned from escorting the imperial house- pri^ned."
hold from Kandahar, when he was charged with entering
into new intrigues and cabals, with Askeri Mirza and
others, against the Emperor. Humayun had probably
brought with him from Persia a resolution to beat down
all who could be his rivals, and, in particular, to reduce
the power of the princes of the blood, which, in the
former part of his reign, had been productive of so
many mischiefs. But he seems to have proceeded with
unusual caution, probably to carry along with him the
approbation of the old and powerful nobles connected
with his family, and of his followers in general. Thirty
distinct articles of accusation were brought against
Yadgar, some of them for instances of disrespect to his
Majesty; but the leading one was that, when in Sind,
Shah Husein Mirza had offered him Bheker on condi
tion of his deserting the Emperor, to which he had
agreed, whereby the Emperor had been obliged to
retire into Irak. On the present occasion, witnesses
were examined, and evidences taken, in a manner,
of which we find few examples in Asiatic history ; and
he is said to have been convicted by the testimony of
* Duki was probably dependant on Multan.
T 4
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impartial men of veracity, as well as of his own ac
complices. Some parts of the accusation he denied ; as
to others he was silent. He was found guilty; and
Humayun informed him, through Keracha Khan, that
since, after being so often pardoned, he had engaged
anew in rebellious intrigues, he must expect no farther
favour. He was accordingly thrown into prison in the
Bala-IIissar, in a house near that in which Askeri was
confined.
Humayun, being now the undisputed sovereign of the
countries to the south of the Hindu-kush range, turned
his attention to such provinces, on the north of these
mountains, as still acknowledged the supremacy of
Kabul. These, besides Badakhshan, consisted of Kunduz,
Khost, Anderab, and some other districts lying between
the mountains and the Amu. Not content with Badakh
shan, Mirza Suleiman had wrested from Kamran these
provinces, which formed no part of that principality,
and seemed little disposed to part with them on the re
quisition of the Emperor.
In the spring of 1546,
therefore, Humayun, resolving to chastise him, marched
out of Kabul, and encamped in the Yuret-Chalak. To
prevent intrigues in his absence, he resolved to carry
Askeri along with him. But after he had proceeded as
far as the valley of Karabagh, aware of the danger of
leaving behind him so restless and turbulent a spirit
as Yadgar Nasir Mirza, he resolved, in the words of' his
historian, ' to release the body of that prince from the
pains of existence, and to put himself at ease.' He
sent an order to that effect to Muhammed Ali Taghai,
whom he had left governor of Kabul. " How should I
put to death the Mirza," said that good man, " I, who
never killed a sparrow?" The Emperor, upon this,
devolved the duty upon Muhammed Kasim Mochi, who
strangled the Mirza with a bowstring. He was buried
on a rising ground opposite to the gate of the citadel,
near a piece of water : and, after a time, his remains
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•were taken up and carried to Eazvin, where they were chap. ni.
deposited in his father, Nasir Mirza's, tomb.*
StCT" l'
Humayunf, having crossed the mountains, reached
Anderab, where, at the village of Tirkeran, he found
Mirza Suleiman with a considerable army, strongly
entrenched, and prepared to check his advance. The
Emperor, determined to force his position, sent on
Mirza Hindal, with Haji Muhammed Khan, Keracha
Khan, and a strong body of troops, himself following to
support them. The advance made a gallant attack on
the fortified camp, as soon as they reached it ; but the
Badakhshdn archers, who were posted behind the
trenches, did great execution, and killed or dismounted
numbers of the assailants. Among those who most
distinguished themselves on this occasion, were a party
of the Persian Korchi, or cuirassier body-guard, who
accompanied the ambassador, and took a part in the
action. The contest was long doubtful, till a party of
hardy veterans, by a desperate effort, forced their way
across the ditch, surmounted the trench, and sabred
the archers behind it, who had done such execution.
In a short time after this success, the whole army of
Badakhshan was broken and put to flight. Suleiman,
abandoning his new territory, fled along the Bangi river
and by Narin, Ishkemish and Talikan, towards the
broken glens of Khost. Mirza Beg Birlas, who had
commanded his archers, and some others of his principal
chiefs, surrendered to Humayun. The Aimaks who
were made prisoners were dismissed, uninjured. Hindal
* Akbernama, f. 69. ; Bayezid,
f. 22. ; Tab. Akberi, f. 1 60.
J Sometime before setting out
on this expedition, on leaving a
drinking party after midnight, Humavun happened to stumble. His
butler (Mir Saman) Khwaja Jilaled-din Mahmud, expressed t> is regiet that his Majesty should have
taken any thing that exposed him

to such accidents. Struck with the
observation, he renounced the use of
intoxicating mixtures (hashia), and
sent to tell the Sadr, and other chief
men of the law, who had been of
the party, that the advice should
have come from them. He is said
to have adhered to this resolution
to the end of his life. Bayezid,
ff. 22, 23.

The army
°ua deJ^m^n

v-"
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book v. Mirza was sent in pursuit of the fugitives ; while
a.77i54c. Humayun himself advanced by the pass of Shashan
into the valley of Khost. where he spent some days in
the amusements of fishing and fowling, for which the
place is celebrated, as well as for its fruits.
The
The conn, country around submitted, and Suleiman was compelled
try mi m ts. ^
s]ielter beyond the Amu, in Kulab, and the
upper districts of Khutlan.*
Affairs being in this prosperous state, Humayun
moved to Kishem, where he spent three or four months,
and divided among the Amirs his late conquests. Badakhshan and Kunduz he gave to Mirza Hindal; the
collectorate of Khost was given to Monaim Beg, and
that of Talikan to Bapus. The more effectually to
settle the country of Badakhshan, to secure the quiet of
the peasantry, and to rest the army, Humayun resolved
to pass the winter in Kila Zefer, towards which he
ranRerous directed his march. But on arriving at the village of
illncfs of
o
o
lium&yun. Shahdan, between Kishem and that town, he was seized
with a violent illness, which, for two months, prevented
him from leaving the place. At the beginning of the
disease he was for four days insensible. Reports of his
death, or of its near approach, were, in consequence,
spread and believed. Officers of every rank left their
posts, and consulted together as to the line of their
future conduct. Among the rest, Mirza Hindal himself
left his government of Kunduz, and advanced from
Rostak, where he had been, up the Kokcha river, one of
the chief branches of the Amu, on which Kila-Zefer
stands, prepared to assert his right to the vacant throne.
Signs of disorder and insubordination appeared on
every side. The Amirs, of Suleiman, who had fled into
the higher districts of the mountains, gaining confidence,
began to descend, and overrun the country. At this
trying crisis Keracha Khan, the prime minister, con* Akbcrnama, f. 69. ; Bayezld, ff. 25, '26. ; Tar. Niz. f. 197.
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ducted himself with great decision. Mirza Askeri, from ctmp.ni.
whom most immediate danger was apprehended, he ~!f!L.
removed into his own tent, and placed him there in
custody. He himself, and the Amirs most devoted to
Humayun, pitched their tents close to the imperial
pavilion, from which all persons were excluded except
the wife of the Emperor, the royal physicians, and one
or two confidential servants of the household. Keracha
was indefatigable in his attentions. The disease reached
its crisis on the fifth day. While the Begum*, who
watched by his sickbed, was engaged in pouring into his
mouth the juice of pomegranates, which she squeezed
from the fruit, to her surprise and delight he opened
his eyes, and asked her, how affairs were going on.
Being informed that all was in a state of perturbation
and alarm, he sent for Keracha Khan, and desired him
to make haste and let it be known, that he was now
convalescent. At the same time letters were despatched
to Kabul by Fazil Beg, to announce the amendment of
his health, so as to prevent any commotions there ; and
fortunately that, officer reached the capital early in the
morning, a few hours after the news of the Emperor's
illness had arrived. In the camp, as soon as the Em
peror's recovery was known, Mirza Hindal hurried back
to Kunduz, and all the other officers returned to the
stations which they had left. The partizans of Mirza
Suleiman dispersed, and returned home. When Humayun
was well enough to bear the motion, he was carried in a
covered litter to Kila Zefer, where his health and
strength were rapidly recruited. Here he bestowed on
Shir-efken, the son of Kuch Beg, the districts of
Kahinerd, Zohak, and Bamian, and sent him to take
possession of them ; promising that, when he returned
* Jouher, c. 1£). says that it was
Chuchak Begum, who watched by
his bedside : Bfbi Fatima, the UrduiHegi of the Harem is represented
by Bayezid, f. 27. as having been

most useful. Abulfazl makes Mfr
Birkeh the person who was with
him, and who received his orders,
f. 6Q.
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bookv. to Kabul, Ghurbend should be added to his jagir. In
a D 1046 a short time, the Emperor was so far recovered as to
resume his favourite amusement of hunting. His pro
tracted residence beyond the mountains, however,
alarmed the Uzbeks, who possessed Balkh and the coun
tries on the west ; and they employed themselves in
preparation to repel the attack, which the}' believed
was meditated.*
lUmrin rewhile every thing seemed to proceed so procovers Kai
bui.
sperously, the equally unexpected and unwelcome news
arrived, that Kamran, assisted with troops and money
by his father-in-law, Shah Husein Arghiin, had once
more returned into the territory of Kabul, had gained
possession of the capital and of the young prince, and
that, among other noblemen who had joined him, was
Shir-efken, who had so lately profited by the Emperor's
liberality.
This news was a severe blow to Humayun. It put
an end to the hopes he had fondly cherished, of at once
marching into Hindustan, and promised another long
and doubtful war with his brother, whose power and
means of offence were much increased, by his having in
his possession, not only the Emperor's son Akber and
the rest of his family, but the wives and families of all
his principal Amirs, who had been left at Kabul as a
place of security.
To add to Humayun's other diffi
culties, it was then the depth of winter, and the lofty
Ilindu-kush mountains, difficult to be crossed even in
summer, but then covered with snow, were interposed
between him and Kabul. He instantly concluded a
treaty with Mirza Suleiman, by which the kingdom of
Badakhshan was restored to him, as he had enjoyed it
under Baber ; and leaving Mirza Hindal governor of
all the other provinces beyond the mountains, Kunduz,
Anderab,Khost,Kahmerd,Ghuri, and their dependencies,
* Akbernama, ff. 6p, 70. ; Tab. Akb. f. lGO. ; Jouher, c. 19. ; BayeziJ,
f. 27-
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he set out from Kila-Zefer to march for Kabul. At
Talikan, on the Ferkhar river, he was detained several
days by the violence of the rain and snow. As soon as
they abated, he went on to Kunduz, where he was
hospitably entertained by Hindal, in the garden of
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Khosrou Shah. Several of his Amirs, however, anxious
for the fate of their families in Kabul, deserted from
the camp ; so that Humayun himself and his remaining
officers, seeing that the troops desponded, and were
wavering, were compelled to go about among them to
confirm them in their allegiance, by re-animating their
hopes, and by promises of reward.* After the Muhammedan festival of the Korban, he again set out, and
proceeding by Oheharder, a town on the road to Khulm, j"^ih10'
began to ascend the hills, though the quantity of snow *.D. i647.
that had fallen was such, that the roads were blocked
up, and they were compelled to make a path by ram
ming in down, so that the horses and camels could move
over it. In spite of every difficulty they surmounted
the defiles of Shibertu and the pass of Rakik, and halted
at Khwaja Syaran, ready soon to attack Kabul itself.
* Akbernama, f. 71.; Tab. Akb. f. 161. ; Jouher, c. 20.
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CHAPTER III.
HUMAYUN IN AFGHANISTAN.

SECTION II.
CAPTURE AND LOSS OF KABUL BY kAMrAn.
SUBMISSION.

HIS

KAMRAN IN SIND. — LEAVES SIND ON HUMaYun's ILLNESS. — SURPRISKS
GUAZNI AND KABUL.— HIS CRUELTIES. HUMAYUN ADVANCES AGAINST
HIM. —IS DESERTED BY MANY NOBLES.—RESOLVES TO ATTACK KABUL.
DEFEAT OF KAMrAn's GENERAL. — HUMAyUN TAKES THE OUTER FOR
TIFICATIONS
PROGRESS OF THE SIEGE. — BRUTAL CONDUCT OF
KAMRAN. —HIS DISTRESS AND SUBMISSIVE APPLICATIONS.— HE ESCAPES.
FLIES TO BADAKSHAN, AND THENCE TO THE UZBEKS. — HUMAvUN EN
TERS KABUL, WHICH IS PLUNDERED.—SENDS IN PURSUIT OF KAMRAN.
WHO RETURNS WITH AN ARMY FROM BALKH. AND ATTACKS BADAKHSnAN.—HUMAYUN MOVES TO MEET HIM.—REVOLT IN HIS CAMP. THE
KEBELS ESCAPE TO KAMRAN. — THE GOVERNOR OF BADAKHSHAN
DECLARES FOR HUMAVUN. —HIS ADVANCE. REPULSE NEAR TAL1KAN.
THE FORT INVESTED. SUBMISSIVE OFFERS OF KAMRAN.— HE
SURRENDERS HIS RECEPTION BY HUMAYUN. HUMAyUN SETTLES
HIS NORTHERN DOMINIONS, AND RETURNS TO KABUL.
book v.
A ™ 1547
kk" r'53in
sind.

But it is now necessary to explain by what means Mirza
Kamran had been able to effect so great a change in his
circums*;ances' We have seen that, when formerly compelled to abandon his capital by night, he attempted to
seize Ghazni. Being disappointed by the vigilance of
the garrison, he had taken refuge with Khizer Khan
Hazara*, who received him with every mark of distinc
tion, and conducted him first to Tin, among the Hazara
* Kamrau had given his daughter to Khizer Khan's son.
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mountains, and next into the low country of Zemin- chap. ni.
dawer. That province was then governed by Hisdm- Sect'
ed-din Ali, a son of Mir Khalifa, who not only defended
the forts against the invaders, but was successful in
harassing them in the open country. Humayun, as
soon as he learned that Kamran had appeared on the
llelmend, having bestowed the government of Zemindawer on Ulugh Mirza, despatched him and Yadgar
Nasir Mirza to that province, at the same time issuing
orders to Biram Khan, who was at Kandahar, to join
the two Mirzas, and to pursue Kamran without loss of
time. These orders were ably executed ; and the Hazaras no sooner heard of the approach of the Mirzas
and the governor of Kandahar, than they abandoned the
low country, and retreated into their highland wilds.
Kamran. thus left without farther hopes of success, was
glad to fly, through the country of the Baliiches, to
Bheker, where he was well received by Shah Husein
Arghun, whose daughter had for some time been be
trothed to him. Shah Husein assigned him a residence
at Pater ; and he soon after married Chuchak Begum,
who continued faithful and attached to him in all the
vicissitudes of his future life.
Kamran had been little more than three months Leaves sind
settled at Pater, when, the news of Humayun's expedi- Un'« iiiness.
tion against Badakhshan, followed by the report of his
illness, having reached him, he resolved to try his for
tune in the country of Kabul. His father-in-law, who
was not displeased at the departure of so restless and
ambitious a prince, afforded him every aid that he could
desire; and Kamran soon set out from Sind accom
panied by a thousand chosen horse. After he had
passed through the Baluch country, and arrived near
Kilat, he fell in with a party of Afghan horsedealcrs,
whom he plundered ; and, seizing the horses, distributed
them among his followers, most of whom thus became
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possessed of a led horse. This enabled him to advance
rapidly on Ghazni, which he entered by surprise, having
had a previous understanding with some of the inhabitants. The governor, Zahid Beg, he put to death,

and carefully cut off all communication with Kabul.
Emboldened by success, he pressed on for that city,
accompanied by his Sindi troops, and, preceding the
news of his own return, reached it early in the morning,
and Kdbui On taking possession of the gates, he found that the
governor Muhammed Ali Taghai was gone out to take
the warm bath. The Mirza made him be brought
• forth, undressed as he was, and sabred him on the spot.

hu cruel.

The city and citadel, with all the Emperor's family, fell
into his hands without resistance. He went to reside
in the Bala-Ark or Bala-IIissar. The young prince,
Akber, who had already been exposed to so many
changes of fortune, he treated with tenderness, but
again removed him from the care cf Mir Atka, and
placed him under the charge of his own servants.
Whether from irritation of temper or from policy,
he now indulged in acts of extreme severity and cruelty.
He blinded Fazail Beg and Mehter Vakila, whom Humayun had sent to forward the preparations for his
intended expedition against Hindustan.
He put to
death, or imprisoned, many others of Humayun's most
faithful adherents. Hisam-ed-dm Ali, the son of Mir
Khalifa, chancing about this time to return from Zemindiiwer, the government of which he had resigned to
Ulugh Beg, was seized by the Mirza, who, in revenge
for the repulse he had received from him in that pro
vince, ordered him to be torn limb from limb. By
great exertions he succeeded in detaching many of the
chief men of the country, and among others Shir- efken,
from their allegiance to Humayun.
He spared no
efforts to collect an army and every munition of war;
and in a short time he was once more acknowledged in
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all the districts dependant on Kabul and Ghazni as the chap.iil
lawful sovereign.*
SlcT' 1 '
Humayun, meanwhile, informed of what was passing, num/iyun
having pursued his painful march over the snow and ^"n"™'
through the defiles of the mountains, proceeded for the hlm:
Abdereh pass. Shir Ali, one of Kamran's most active
officers, crossing by Zohak and Ghurbend, had taken '
possession of the Abdereh defile, which he had fortified
to check the Emperor's approach, but, unable to oppose
Mirza Hindal and Keracha, who led the advance, re
treated, when they marched towards Zohak to attack
him. As soon as the Emperor's army had passed the
defile, however, he returned by a circuitous road, and,
hanging on their rear, took such baggage, stores, and
stragglers as fell behind. When the Emperor reached
Charikaran, in his descent towards Kabul, a new deser- and Is dction took place. Many of his followers, filled with
noapprehension for their families in Kabul, and among ««•
them some men of rank, such as Iskander Sultan and
Mirza Senjer Birlas, Baber's nephew, making their
escape from the camp, found their way into the town.
Humayun, seeing the danger to which he was exposed
if this spirit continued, called a council, and invited all
his officers to deliver their opinions with unlimited
freedom. It was there agreed that, as Kamran had
shut himself up in Kabul, and did not seem disposed to
hazard a battle, it was advisable to march past the
town to Bori and Khwaja Pushteh, where the army
would be better off, and could have supplies in abun
dance. In pursuance of this plan, every thing was
ready for the march, and the Emperor was about to
mount his horse, when it occurred to him, that if
he passed the city as proposed, it would be imagined
that he intended to leave it behind, and go on to Kan
dahar ; in which case the greater part of his men, who
« Akbernama, f. 70. ; Tarikh-e Sind, f. 167. ; Tab. Akben, f. IfiO.
VOL. II.
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BOOK V. had families in Kabul, would take that opportunity of
». d. 1547. deserting ; and that, therefore, it was better at once to
attack the town. If the Mirza hazarded a battle to
preserve it, 'twas well ; if not, that, at least, desertion
would be prevented, and the troops placed under cover.
Resolves to Haji Muhammed was, therefore, sent on, with the ad
attack Ka
vance, by the Minar pass, while the Emperor took the
bul.
Payan pass, on the direct road to the city.
When Mirza Hindal came near Deh-Afghanan, one
Defeat of
Kdmran's of the suburbs of Kabul, he was met by Shir- efken at
general.
the head of a body of Kamran's best troops, and an
action ensued, bravely supported on both sides. Some
of the Emperor's men, however, broken by the impe
tuosity of the attack, at last turned and fled. Humayun,
who was at a little distance, observing this, and seeing
Mirza Hindal still gallantly maintaining his ground
with the handful of men left with him, was on the point
of galloping to his succour, when Keracha Khan begged
to be allowed to lead the reinforcement. The Khan
charged with much vigour, and himself engaged Sln'refken hand to hand. Slnr-efken, who was a distin
guished swordsman, discharged upon him three furious
blows in quick succession, all of which he warded off
with his sabre. Shir-efken then let fall a fourth, but
missing his aim, was thrown forward on his horse;
upon which Keracha, pushing on his charger, unhorsed
him, and took him prisoner.* Haji Muhammed, mean* This is related differently by
different writers. Bayezfd says, that
when Shir-efken heard of Humayun's approach, he was in the
bath, and drunk ; that, without in
forming Kamran, he set out to en
gage the enemy : that near Baba
Shesh-per he met the enemy's pick
ets : that Syed Ali, a Korchi, there
attacked him, seized him by the
waist, made him prisoner, and car
ried him to the Emperor: that Ke

racha Khan insisted he should be
put to death ; that a quarrel arose
between Shah Mirza, Ulugh Mirza's
brother, and Jemil Beg, the brother
of Bapus, as to which of them had
made him prisoner ; and that, upon
the testimony of the soldiers, the
prize was given to Jemfl Beg. Pro
bably these commanders claimed a
right to whatever was gained by
their retainers. Bayezfd, f. 30.
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while, arriving with his division by a different road, CHap. ni.
,
*
.
Sect. II.
and attacking the enemy in flank, they fled in every —!—'
direction.
Humayun showed a disposition to have
spared Shir-efken ; but Keracha and other officers re
monstrating upon the bad example of pardoning a de
serter and rebel of such rank, his head was struck off
on the spot, in the Emperor's presence. Without loss
of time, Humayun followed the retreating troops
towards Kabul, and advancing by the Khiaban, an
avenue and pleasure-ground leading to the Iron-Gate*,
a part of his troops pressed on the fugitives with so numdyun
much ardour, that they entered the outer inclosure ^srfortialong with them. Mirza Khizer Khan, the Hazara, and flcations.
the Arghun auxiliaries, believing all to be over, rode
off, and took refuge among the neighbouring Hazaras,
so that the outer enclosure of the city was taken with
out farther resistance, Shir Ali retiring into the for
tified town. Most of the prisoners taken in this action
were put to death, f
The Emperor, having established his head-quarters Progress of
at the Koh-Aakabein (Eagles' Hill), which commanded theEleg0,
the town, planted his artillery, and commenced a can
nonade upon it. Kamran, who, for some time, had
expected to be besieged, had placed both the town and
citadel in the best posture of defence, and had a strong
garrison within the walls. This enabled him to make
daily sallies, for the purpose of interrupting the opera
tions of the besiegers, which led to many desperate
rencounters. In one of these, Haji Muhammed Khan,
while engaged in marking out ground for trenches, was
attacked by Shir Ali, and severely wounded in the
right arm. He was rescued by his own men, and,
being unable to walk, was carried to his quarters,
where for some time he remained dangerously ill. A
* Derwaza-Ahenein.
198. ; Jouher, c. 20. ; Bayezul, ff.
t Akbernama, ff. 70, 71.; Tab. 18—20.
Akb. 160, 1(51. ; Tar. Niz. ff. 197.
z 2
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book v. report of his death reaching the Emperor, an officer
u h. 1547 was sent *o *ake charge of his portion of the trenches.
This so much hurt the old veteran that, ill as he was,
he ordered his horse, and rode out to visit them, in
consequence of which over-exertion he had a severe
relapse. Mirza Sanjer, who had so lately deserted from
Humayun, was run off with, during a sally, hy his
horse, which carried its rider to the Bagh-e-Benefsheh*,
where its former owner had lived. He was taken, and
carried before the Emperor, who sent him to prison.
The town and citadel were too extensive to admit of
their being fully blockaded by the besiegers. Even at
an early period of the siege, a few men of rank deserted
from Kamran ; but as it continued, and scarcity began
to prevail, numbers, seeing no prospect of relief, made
their escape, and for the most part joined the Emperor.
When the siege had lasted for some time, a large
caravan from the north reached Charikaran, bringing
about five hundred horses and much valuable property.
Kamran, informed of its arrival, directed Shir Ali to
take a detachment and plunder it. Some of his officers
objected to this, as Humayun, they said, would not fail
to send a party to pursue them ; so that, either the de
tachment would be unable to reach the caravan, or, if
it did, would be unable to get back to the town, in
which case no benefit could be derived from the sally.
Kamran, however, persisting, the detachment set out,
surprised the caravan, and bore off the booty.
Humayun got notice of their march and its object.
But as several hours had already elapsed since they
left the fort, instead of making a vain attempt to over
take them, he put his whole troops in motion to block
up the roads and guard the fords, so as to prevent
their regaining the town. This was done so vigorously
and successfully, that Shir Ali, when he returned, found
it impossible to effect an entry in any quarter; so that
* V'iolrt garden.
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he was compelled to retire to a distance, and wait for chap. in.
an opportunity of throwing himself into the place by 8*CT- IIsurprise. A grand sally from the fort was at length
concerted, under cover of which a way might be opened
for his troops to regain the fort. But, after desperate
efforts, the besieged were repulsed, chiefly by the
steadiness of a small body of matchlock-men, and forced
to fall back, with a great loss in killed and wounded.
Shir Ali, after this repulse, losing all hope of being able
to enter the town, made for Ghazni, but was pursued,
overtaken, and defeated at the Sejdwend pass, his fol
lowers dispersed, a considerable part of the merchandise
and horses plundered from the caravan, recovered, and
a number of prisoners taken. When the pursuing
party returned to the camp, Humayun sent for the
merchants who had been plundered, and delivered up
to them whatever they could identify as having be
longed to them: an act of justice which, in those times
of rapine, made a most favourable impression, and was
afterwards very beneficial to his affairs. This act of
generosity was accompanied by one of a very different
description. The prisoners that had been taken, about
thirty in number, were led out in front of the trenches,
opposite to the city gate, and there put to death, in
presence of the besieging army and of the garrison.
This act of cruelty marks the decided turn that had
taken place in the spirit of the war, which, from various
causes, as is but too common in civil wars, had, for
some time past, been gradually assuming a character
of great ferocity.
The relations of such as had suffered in this execu- Brutal contion hastened to Kamran, and loudly demanded retali- ^"/n.
ation for the blood that had been spilt. Though he
had himself been the aggressor, and shown the example,
the demand was in accordance with his irritated feel
ings. The relations of such as had been employed in
the transaction were seized, and subjected to a cruel
z 3
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book v. revenge.
Bdpus had been ordered by the Emperor to
K D i547 superintend the late execution. Kamran, under pre
tence of retaliation, gave over that nobleman's wife to
the rabble in the bazar, to be dishonoured, and mur
dered his three sons, who were between the age of three
and eight years, throwing their dead bodies over the
walls, towards that part of the trenches where Keracha
Khan and Mosahib Beg commanded.
The sons of
these two last mentioned Amirs he caused to be tied to
stakes, and exposed suspended by ropes from the castle
wall, at the same time intimating to their unhappy
parents that they must either join him, or make the
Emperor raise the siege, or at least open for him
through their lines a passage, by which he might leave
the fort, otherwise that their children should be treated
as those of Bapus had been. Keracha, who was then Humayun's prime minister, made answer aloud in hearing
of the troops, to Kamran's men who were on the battle
ments — that his children must all meet death in the
course of nature, and in the allotted time : that they
could not fall better than in the path of duty to their
benefactor : that his own life belonged to his sovereign,
from his allegiance to whom nothing should make him
swerve ; " but," added the minister, " if Kamran will
return to his allegiance, my life, which at any time I
would gladly give for that of my children, shall be
gratefully devoted to his service." Humayun gave his
brother to know that, should he carry his threat into
execution, he and his son must expect the same fate, as
soon as the city fell. Kamran, however, made the wife
of Muhammed Kasim Khan Mochi, with some other
females, be suspended by the breasts from the battle
ments, and continued to rage, with odious brutality,
against the helpless and unoffending children and
wives of his enemies.
As the cannonade still continued, Kamran, to check
the fire of the besiegers, is said to have ordered the
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young prince, Akber, to be exposed on that part of the chap. hi.
wall where the fire of cannon and musquetry was hot_
test. If we do not, with Abulfazl, allow that Sambal
Khan, the Emperor's master of artillery, wondered
from what unknown cause the hands of his artillery
and matchlock-men trembled ; why the bullets took
a crooked course, and why their matches did not
communicate their usual fire, yet we must detest the
being who closed a scene of dastardly cruelty towards
his innocent prisoners, by exposing his infant nephew
to such a risk. The firing, however, ceased.*
The siege had now continued so long, that the chiefs,
who were in the Emperor's interest, began to join his
camp from a distance, from Zemin-dawer, Kandahar,
Kilat, and Badakhshan. They all had stations assigned
to them, so that the blockade was completed all around,
and every day became closer.
Kamran, now much
straitened, began to feel apprehensions for his own
safety.
He sent the humblest and most submissive His distress
confession of his past errors to Keracha Khan, beseech- Jj"tS,pp™"'
ing him to intercede with his offended brother, whom cations,
it was now his supreme wish faithfully to serve ; and
* It is difficult anywhere to find the fact seems doubtful. Bayezid, a
instances of flattery so gross as the contemporary, and on the spot,
greater part of Abulfazl's account of though he minutely describes the
the infant years of Akber. Akber- other atrocities, takes no notice of
nama passim. The Emperor, who this, fF. 31, 32. ; and Jouher, who
wished to be thought invested with was also in the camp, only says, in
a supernatural character, did not dis- mentioning the cannonade which
courage such representations, but which was opened from the Kohrather favoured any artifice that Aakabein and returned from the
could add weight to the belief. The fort, " Mirza Karnran upon this
story of Akber's being actually ex- threatened to expose his Majesty's
posed on the walls is related by son, Muhammed Akber, to the fire of
Abulfazl, as well as by Nizam -ed- the battery. When information of
din Ahmed, Tar. Niz. f. \c)9-. wno this reached the Emperor, he ormentions that Mahum Anka inter- dered the cannonade to cease, but
posed her body to preserve him his troops to remain in the trenches
from danger, in which he is followed on every side, and to guard them
by the Tar. Bedauni, Ferishta, and well." — End of cap. 20.
in general all subsequent writers. Yet
z 4
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book v. offering, in proof of his sincerity, to put his life and
a. n. 1647. fortune in the Emperor's hands. Humayun, with his
usual easy good nature, was disposed to forgive him.
But Keracha Khan and Mosahib Beg, — whether they
only foresaw new trouble and fresh intrigues from the
Mirza's residence in his brother's court ; or whether,
according to others, they were alarmed lest their own
importance should be gone, were Humayun to reign
supreme, without a rival, — are accused of having pri
vately filled the mind of Kamran with dread of the
danger that awaited him should he surrender to his
brother ; and, at the same time, terrified him by the
information that the Emperor's army was every day
growing in strength. As friends, therefore, they are
said to have advised Kamran to make his escape, offer
ing secretly to assist him in passing through the lines.
Bew™3*?.' At all events, the Mirza, on the 27th day of April, the
a. b. 954. night being very dark, left the citadel by a breach
April 27.
°
. °
J
'
.
J
He escapes, opened in the wall, was conducted through the trenches,
and made the best of his way for the mountains on
foot. Humayun, on hearing of his escape, sent MIrza
Hindal to pursue him. The Mirza overtook him after he
had reached the hills, which he found him ascending,
mounted on the back of a man. Hindal was about to
seize him, but desisted on the earnest prayers of his
brother, not to force him back to certain death ; and
being affected at his deplorable and destitute situation,
presented him with a horse, and turned back.*
* Akbernama, ff. 71—73. ; Tar.
Akb. ff. 160, 16'1. ; Tar. Niz. ff.
198, 199. ; Jouher, r, 20. and 21. ;
Bayezid, ff. 30—32. ; Tar. Bed.
f. 185. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. l6l —
l63.; Bayezid affirms that Hindal
allowed Kamran to pass through
his lines, that he was recognised and
seized, but a sign taken from him,
after which he was allowed to go
on. Other authorities affirm that
llaji Muhammed was sent in pur

suit and overtook him, when Kam
ran exclaiming in Turki, " Go and
say to your father, Baba Kushkeh,
it was I that slew him." Haji Mu
hammed, who was an old soldier
and a Moghul, did not push on,
but turned back and let him go ;
Tar. Bed. f. 185. and Tab. Akb.
He probably also knew him as a
child, being Kokildash to one of
the imperial family.
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Krimran had concerted with his adherents, that they chap. ni.
should meet him at the hill of Istalif, in the Koh- sfct' ll'
daman, north of Kabul, where he was to collect an rnestoBaarmy, and make a new attempt; but, on his arrival, Jnd^hence
seeing nothing in readiness, he set out again by night t° *e un
attended only by Ali-kuli, a Korchi, and proceeded
onward by the valley of Senjed.
He was met on the
way by a party of Hazaras, who robbed him of the
little he had left. One of them, however, recognizing the
Mirza, he was carried to their chief, who took him to
Zohak and Bamian, where he was joined by Mirza Beg,
Shir Ali, and a few more, who still adhered to his interest.
In the course of a week, they collected about a hundred
and fifty horse, with which they went down to Ghuri,
which they summoned to surrender. But Mirza Beg
Birlas, the governor, declaring his determination to
hold the place for Humayun, the party had begun to
pass on, when one of their number, a man of no note,
in a rude and blustering manner, abusing the privilege
allowed to companions in misfortune, began to rail at
Kamran, exclaiming that, if he was really the son of
Baber, and had any sense of honour, he would not
allow the governor to escape so easily.
Kamran ex
plained to his restive adherent, that he had neither
stores nor implements for conducting a siege, nor were
his people in a humour for it. But, at length, stung by
the renewed reproaches of the man, he turned back, and
by a piece of fortunate temerity, defeated Mirza Beg, who
had with him a thousand foot and three hundred horse,
and took the place; in which was found a large supply
of stores, besides the horses, arms and accoutrements
of the troops. Leaving Shir Ali to defend this import
ant acquisition, he pushed on towards Badakhshan,
in the hope of prevailing upon Mirza Suleiman, and his
son Mirza Ibrahim, to join him.
But these princes,
Avho had no attachment to any of the brothers, and
were wholly bent on making themselves independent,
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book v. and on securing their country from foreign invasion,
*.d. 1647. declared their determination to adhere to the treaty
lately concluded with Humayun : so that Katnran,
finding no prospect of success in that quarter, was
compelled to turn for succour to the Uzbeks, the grand
enemies of his race, and marched down to Balkh, in
hopes that Fir Muhammed Khan, the Uzbek chief of
that province, might espouse his cause.*
Hum«yun
Meanwhile, Humayun, having entered Kabul, had
buiThwus *he satisfaction of embracing his son Abker, whom, as
plundered. well a3 all the ladies of his family, he found safe. He,

Sends in
Kdn.Ur!u-n!f

however, gave up the town to be plundered for one
whole night by his troops, as a punishment on the
inhabitants for allowing their town to be surprised.
This, had it been the real cause, was punishing them
for the fault of a governor chosen by himself, and for
all the subsequent misery which, through his negli
gence, they had endured. But the real motive was,
probably, his inability to remunerate his troops in any
other way for their long-suffering and privations, before
and during the siege. He put to death some Mullas,
who had encouraged Katnran in his rebellion and misdeeds. Being apprehensive that the Mirza might establish himself in Badakhshan, he despatched Keracha

Khan across the mountains, to chase him out of his
dominions. That general, accordingly, descending on the
northern face of the range, laid siege to Ghuri, which he
took, after it had been long defended with gallantry by
Shir Ali, who, when it was no longer defensible, effected
his escape, carrying the garrison along with him.
Kamrfn reKdmran had not been long at Balkh, before he sucan™rnTyth ceeded in engaging the governor, Pir Muhammed Khan,
from b ukh. in his interest.

That chief, and indeed the whole

Uzbek confederacy, had seen with jealousy and alarm,
• Akbernama, f. 73. ; Tab. Akb.
ff. 161, 162.; Tar. Niz. ff. 199,
200.; Jouher, c. 21.; Bayezul,

f. 32. ; Khol-ul Towarfkh, f. 267.
This last calls Pir Muhammed Khan,
Wali of Turin.
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the late visit of Humayun to the provinces on the Amu. chap. m.
When he heard, therefore, of Kamran's approach, to ask SeCT' '
succour against his brother, he considered the occa
sion as a most favourable one for fomenting that dis
cord among the sons of Baber, which hitherto had
been so advantageous to the Uzbeks.
He received
the Mirza with every mark of distinction, lodged him
in his own palace, and soon accompanied him back into
the country which acknowledged the sovereign of Ka
bul, at the head of a powerful force. With his aid,
Kamran recovered Ghuri, and took Baklan; and ad
venturers flocked to his standard from every quarter.
Hindal Mirza, who with the troops of Kunduz, had
formed a junction with Keracha Khan and Suleiman
Mirza, was unable to resist such an invasion.
His
army, therefore, soon broke up ; he threw himself into
Kunduz ; Keracha Khan recrossed the mountains, to
bring an adequate reinforcement from Kabul, while the
Badakhshan Mirzas hastened back to defend the nar
row passes of their own mountains. Pir Muhammed
Khan, seeing his ally, Kamran Mirza, undisputed
master of the open country, returned home to Balkh,
leaving with him a strong body of Uzbek auxiliaries.*
The Mirza, availing himself of his good fortune, re- Atta<*s un
solved to make his first attack on the dominions of d s""1'
Suleiman. For that purpose, he advanced to Kishem
and Talikan, whence he detached a body of his Chaghatai and Uzbek troops, under Rafik Koka, to occupy
Rostak, a town and district situated on the Kokeha
river, within the territory of Badakhshan. Suleiman,
collecting the militia of the adjoining highland district
of Kulab or Khutlan, marched suddenly into Rostak,
and made a sharp attack upon Rafik, with whom he
came up near Kila Zefer. He was, however, repulsed,
and compelled once more to take refuge among his
* Akbernama, f. 74.
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book v. mountains. Such an effect had the news of Kamran's
a.d. 1847. success on his old followers and soldiers at Kabul, that
nearly 3,000 of them left that place, and joined him in
his new adventure.*
Humiyun
No sooner did the Emperor hear of the dangers that
meet him. threatened him on the side of Balkh, than he left his
capital, and marched to place himself at the head of
his troops in the north. He had only reached Ghurbend, in the Koh-daman of Kabul, when he met Ke
racha Khan on his way back from his unfortunate ex
pedition. Keracha, as he crossed the hills, had been
plundered of all his baggage by the Aimaks, who, with
the Hazaras and other hill-tribes, were the only gainers
by these intestine wars. The destitute condition, to
which he was thus reduced, made, it indispensable for
Keracha to go on to Kabul, there to refit, so as to en
able him to take the field; and Humayun moved from
Ghurbend to Gulbehar, where he halted to enjoy the
pleasures of the chase, and to await his minister's re
turn. As soon as Keracha rejoined the camp, the Em
peror, intent on his original purpose, again moved on.
But, through this ill-timed delay, the season for passing
the hills was lost, and in attempting to surmount the
passes of the Hindu-kush mountains, when they were
covered with deep snow, the difficulties and dangers
were found to be such, that, after much disorder and
loss among the troops and cattle, which plunged, and
stumbled, and sank in the snow, the attempt was aban
doned, and the army returned to Kabul, to await the
return of spring.*
iicvoit in
When the season arrived, in which it was practicable
his camp.
,
TT
.
,
1 ,
to cross the mountams, rlumayun, as he was about to
set out, was prevented by an unexpected revolt. The
real nature of the intrigues which produced so many
revolutions, for a long series of years, in the family of
• Khol. ul Towarfkh, f. 267-

f Akbernama, f. 74.
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Taimur, it is impossible, at this distance of time, to chap. ni.
discover, even were it of much importance. Some ob- S*CT" "'
servations are obvious enough. Though much respect
was paid to the members of the imperial family, as de
scendants of Taimur, or of Baber, no one individual of
them was viewed with exclusive veneration as the eldest,
or legal representative of the dynasty. Any one of
them who could command success, could command obe
dience. The throne of the individual was always, there
fore, unsteady.
Possession, within the range of the
family, brought right along with it. There were no
great bodies, of the nobles, of the law, or of the church;
no corporations, living beyond the life of man, and main
taining, while they existed, the same uniform spirit and
character, that could be opposed to a spirit of change.
The towns, though they had wishes and interests of their
own, having no municipal government, no correspond
ence with each other, no central point or council, by
which their common interest could be known or pur
sued, were without power, or influence in affairs of
state, and could only show their uneasy feelings by riot
or revolt. A few Amirs, with their followers, decided
the question, who was to rule. Even among them,
there were nobles, but no body of nobility. There was
no Senate, or States-General, or Parliament, in which
they had a right to take their seat, and where they
could consult in common. The king's court was the
centre of union, and from the crown all honour flowed
to the individual ; for dignity was not hereditary. The
possession of the ear, or even of the person, of the so
vereign was the great object of the ambitious. The
great Amirs strengthened themselves, for influence at
court, by adding to the number of their retainers ; and
all in the lower stations who aspired to rise, connected
themselves with some powerful noble. The consequence
was, that a few of these grand Amirs, by a combination
among themselves, or by a sudden coup d'etat, could
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book v. make and unmake the sovereign. Princes of talent
" 1548 could overrule, and give an useful direction to the
power thus accumulated in a few hands ; while such as
were deficient in political skill, became the instruments,
and too often the victims, of this unregulated power.
As there were few steady checks to the exercise of power,
every governor, as well as every sovereign, was nearly
despotic in his own government. In such a state of
things, discontent and collision were inevitable.
Some discontent would appear to have prevailed at
the court of Kabul among the leading nobles, though
we are ignorant of its exact nature and extent. Keracha Khan was Prime Minister, an office which he had
earned by important services. It is probable that in
this high station, encouraged by the easy humour and
indolence of Humayun, he may have arrogated too much
to himself, and carried matters with too high a hand ;
and the Emperor could hardly fail occasionally to fed
the engrossing spirit of his minister ; while, on the other
hand, Keracha was easily inflamed at any obstacle to his
authority. The possession of the purse is always the
most important part of a minister's power, and any in
terruption in that power is most sensibly felt. It hap
pened that Keracha, who had got the Emperor's consent
to bestow a trifling sum of ten tumans * on a particular
officer, had himself written the order on the treasury to
carry it into effect. When it was presented, Khwaja
Ghazi of Tabnz, the Diwan or Minister of Finance, who
had returned from Persia during the late siege, and
been appointed to that important office, refused to pay
it, and at the same time represented to the Emperor
that as he, by the nature of his office, was answerable
for the expenses of the army, he could not allow any
other person to interfere in his department. The order,
when refused, was carried back to Keracha, who took
* In that age this sum might be equal to 80/. or 100/.
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fire, and hastened to complain to the Emperor, but chap. ni.
received no satisfaction. This produced a coolness, and
! '
the offended Prime Minister, resolved to carry his point,
went so far as to form a party among the Amirs, who
demanded that Khwdja Ghazi should be dismissed.
This demand being refused, the cabal were so much
offended, as to talk of revolting to Kamran. To prevent
matters reaching so serious a length, the Emperor sent
to Keracha, to assure him of his regard, to attempt to
conciliate him, and to desire that matters should go on
on their former footing. But Keracha haughtily insisted
as a preliminary, that Khwaja Ghazi should be given up
to him in bonds, to be treated at his discretion, and his
office bestowed on Kasim Husein Sultan. To this de
mand, not more unjust and alarming to a faithful ser
vant than degrading to his master, an answer was re
turned, not rejecting it with scorn, but, rather jesuitically, reminding Keracha that he was Vizir, that the
Diwan was under his control, and that he might, there
fore, easily contrive some future opportunity on which
he could call him to account. But even this dereliction
of imperial duty and of honour, did not satisfy the in
censed Vizir, who, finding that he could not bend his
sovereign, resolved to renounce his allegiance ; and, in
concert with a number of the leading men of the court,
among whom were Bdpus, Mosahib Beg, Ismael Beg
Duldi and others, attended by three thousand veteran
horse fully equipped, left Kabul by the Pai-Minar pass,
seized the imperial herd or stud which was at Khwaja
Kiwaj, drove it before them, and took their course
through the Koh-daman.
Humayun, utterly unprepared for such a defection,
sent orders to the troops that were nearest at hand to
hasten to Kabul ; and as they arrived, they were sent off
in pursuit of the rebels, with orders to impede their
progress. Terdi Beg, Monaim Khan, Muhammed Kuli
Birlas, and other officers, who adhered to the Emperor,
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BOOK V. were successively despatched in this manner in the
A. D. 1548. course of the day ; and at noon, when the hour was
at length declared to be fortunate, the Emperor himself
set out, and at length overtook and attacked the rear
guard of the fugitives near Kara-bagh. Having pushed
them before him, he had got close upon Keracha Khan,
towards the close of the day, on the banks of the Miiri,
The rebels when night interposed. The fugitives, continuing their
escape to
flight, passed the bridge of Ghurbend, which they broke
Kamrdn.
down behind them ; whereupon a detachment, that had
followed them up to that time, returned back to Humayun at Karabagh. That prince, finding that they
had escaped his immediate pursuit, hastened back to
Kabul, to prepare for a campaign on the Badakhshan
side of the hills, which he now saw would be more
necessary, and the event more doubtful than he had
expected. Keracha, on his part, leaving Temir Shaghali
in the district of Penjshir, to collect and forward all
the intelligence he could procure from Kabul, pro
ceeded by the Upper Hindu-kush pass, and joined Kamran in Kishem.*
IIum6)'un
Humayun, on his return to Kabul, despatched orders
collects his
to
his Amirs in every quarter, to furnish their quotas
forces.
to the army he was preparing to lead against Kamran.
a. h. 955,' Among others he invited Ilaji Muhammed Khan to join
Jemndi I. 5. him from Ghazni. In the course of about a month, on
June 12.
the 12th of June a. d. 1548, he left Kabul and pro
ceeded to Karabagh, where he halted ten or twelve
days, waiting for his stores and field equipage. Here,
to the general surprise, he was joined by Haji Muhammerl, whose fidelity seems to have been suspected.
Kasim Huscin Sultan Uzbek also arrived from Bangash, and was gladly welcomed.
The Gover
It was while they were still at this station that Mirza
nor of Ba
dakhshan Ibrahim, Suleiman's son, arrived from Badakhshan.
declares for
• Akbernama, f. 74. ; Tab. Akb. rishta, vol. ii. p. 1(5.3.; Jouher, c.2I.;
him.
f. 162. ; Tar. Niz. 200, 201.; Fe- BayezM, f. S3, 34.
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This was an important event for Humayun. His anxiety chap. ni.
to meet the Emperor had made him venture to leave 8ect" il
home without escort, and expose himself to the peril
of passing through a hostile country. Advancing by
way of Perian, when he arrived at the Penjshir terri
tory, he found Temir Shaghali in possession of all the
passes. Malek Ali Penjshiri, however, one of the hillchiefs, having joined the Mirza with his tribe and
family, they engaged Temir Shaghali, who was killed
in the action. Malek Ali, after this, guarded the Mirza
through the passes, but could not be prevailed upon to
accompany him into the imperial camp. The Emperor,
however, sent to express his obligations to him. Mirza
Ibrahim was soon after sent back, to inform his father
of the Emperor's motions, and to concert with him a
plan for co-operating with the army on its arrival at
Talikan.
Humayun, marching from Karabagh, proceeded by nisadGulbehar, whence he sent back Akber and his mother vance'
to Kabul, the command of which he entrusted to Muhammed Kasim Khan Mochi. He next advanced through
the beautiful valley of Penjshir, which lies in a high
situation, close upon the country of the Siahposh Kafirs,
and is famous for its fruits and delightful climate.
From Bazarak, a village in the valley, he sent forward
some of his ofiicers to ascertain the state of the northern
provinces; and, following with his army, surmounted
the passes of the Hindu-kush, and descended to the
banks of the Bangi, one of the chief rivers that rise in
the mountains. He found that Kamran's generals had
abandoned Anderab, on hearing of his approach. He
therefore made Terdi Beg push on, that he might seize
the families of the rebels, which had been left in Khost.
This, if accomplished, would have been a decisive blow
in Humayun's favour; but Keracha Khan, foreseeing
that such an attempt might be made, had despatched
Mosahib Beg to remove them ; and just as Terdi Beg
VOL. II.
A A
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book v. reached the Khost territory, Mosahib succeeded in con1648. veying them safe to Talikan.
On reaching the low country, Humayun was joined
from Kunduz by his brother Hindal, who brought with
him a prisoner of considerable importance, Shir Ali.
This chief had long possessed much influence in the
court of Kamran, whom he had often urged to attack
Kunduz, representing it as an easy conquest. He was,
at length, entrusted with a force to make the attempt,
and had reached the town. But a party from the fort
having one night surrounded the house in which he
was, and come upon him by surprise, Shir Ali, in trying
to escape, threw himself into the river, but broke one
of his arms, and was taken. Humdyun received him
with distinction, gave him a dress of honour, and re
stored him to the government of Ghuri. He was a
man of great vigour, foresight and activity ; but it is
not very easy to discover the principle on which officers,
at this distracted period, the moment they passed, by
desertion or the fortune of war, from one army to an
other, were entrusted with commands of importance.
There seems to have been little steady fidelity, or honour,
among the adherents on cither side.*
The important conflict between the Emperor and
Kamran, who had received so large an accession of
strength by the revolt of the Amirs, was now about
to take place. When rather more than the half of July
1548 was passed, Humayun, encamped in the Aleng
Kazan of Anderab, was joined by the Kazi of Anderab,
with a number of the neighbouring tribesmen f, and
others, who had been followers of Mosahib Beg. He
lost no time, but resolved to attack the enemy while
still divided. Putting his troops in motion, and giving
Hindal the advance, he marched to lay siege to
Talikan, at that time garrisoned by Keracha Khan and
* Akbernama, f. 75. ; Tab. Akb.
f. 162.

+ The Tukba, Simchi, anil Baluch are specified. Akbernama.
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the rebel Amirs, with a party of Kamran's troops under chap. m.
Mirza Abdalla, who were making every preparation to Sect" r
place it in a condition to sustain a long siege. Kamran
himself, with the main body of his army, was lying at
a distance near Kishem and Kila Zefer.
Humayun, trusting to this division of the enemy's Hepuisenear
force, had ordered Mirza Hindal and the advance to TaIlkancross the Bangi above Talikan*, and to take up ground
on the other side of the river. But the rebel Amirs,
aware of the Emperor's movements, had, by express,
informed Kamran of their danger, and added that
Hindal and his division could with ease be cut off by a
sudden attack. Kamran had, in consequence, made a
forced march of nearly fifty miles f, had arrived near
Talikan, and already occupied a rising ground not far
from the fort. No sooner, therefore, had Hindal's divi
sion passed the river, than Kamran attacked and broke
it, while unsupported by the main body, plundering
their baggage, and driving them back in confusion to
the side from which they had come.
The Emperor, who reached the river just when this
discomfiture occurred, was eager to cross at once, in
face of the enemy. But finding that to be dangerous,
the bed of the river being full of loose rolling stones,
which rendered footing insecure, he was compelled to
march about a mile farther up, where the bottom was
of firm rock, and there he crossed. Without delay he
again moved downwards, to drive Kamran from the
rising ground which he had occupied. As he approached
it, he found that a strong party which he had pushed
forward had been vigorously assailed and driven back ;
but, as soon as the imperial standard was seen ad
vancing, Kamran, convinced that the main body was
* Talikan stands upon the Fer- Talikan the river generally gets the
khar river, which joins the Bangi. name of the Talikan river.
Both branches, however, seem to be
t
kos.
occasionally called Bangi. Below
aa 2
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BOOK V. now at hand, hurriedly deserted his position, and re
a.d. 1548. tired into the town with the loss of his own baggage as
well as of that which he had taken. Humayun now
The fort
invested.
plundered and laid waste the surrounding country, and
sat down before the fort. Such prisoners as he had
taken were put to death. Being anxious, however, to
put an end to hostilities, he wrote to his brother*,
making an overture for an accommodation, but it was
rejected. Batteries were, therefore, erected, and opera
tions begun.
The siege went on for about a month, during which
time the Emperor was joined by Mirza Suleiman and
his son, with large reinforcements, as well as by Chaker
Khan, the son of the late Sultan Weis Kipchak, with
a force from Kulab. Kamran, meanwhile, finding that
he had no prospect of relief from any quarter, as the
Uzbeks, rejoiced to see the princes of Kabul destroying
each other, refused him any farther assistance, became
most eager to open the negociation which he had so
lately rejected. For this purpose he shot into the camp
of the besiegers, arrows having attached to them letters
Submissive addressed to the Emperor, in which, by the humblest
offers of
confession of his offences, and by promises of a change
Kimntn.
of conduct, he attempted to propitiate his resentment,
and proposed Mir Arab Mekki as his mediator. The
Emperor having agreed to receive his submission, the
Mir was sent into the fort, and, after some conferences,
finally concluded a capitulation by which the Mirza,
* Hardly any letters passed in
that age between princes in which
quotations from favourite poets are
not to be found. Humayun wrote to
Kamran, " O my unkind brother,
what are you doing ? For every
murder that is committed on either
side, you will have to answer at the
day of judgment. Come and make
peace, that mankind may no longer
be oppressed by our quarrels." The

letter was sent by Nesib, a diviner,
(rammal). Kamran, having read the
letter, was silent ; and when the di
viner requested an answer, the Mirza
only repeated the well-known verse,
" He that would obtain sovereignty
for his bride, must woo her across
the edge of the sharp sword." Ne
sib, considering this as his answer,
bowed and returned to Humayun.
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renouncing his claim to independence, agreed that the chap. ui.
Khutba should be read in the Emperor's name, that S,CT'
the revolted Amirs should be delivered up in chains,
while he himself was to be permitted to retire to Mekka.
Accordingly the Emperor's Sadr entered Talikan, and on R<aeb. 12,
Friday, the 1 7th day of August, recited the prayer for August 17"
the prince in his name, in the Grand Mosque. Kamran, iseswwith his family, having come out of the town, was con- rendenL
ducted by Haji Muhammed to the limits of the imperial
territory. He requested that Bapus might be one of
the Amirs who were to accompany him in his exile,
because, he said, he was his protege, and he wished to
have an opportunity of atoning for the sore injury he
had done him. The revolted Amirs were brought as
prisoners into the Emperor's presence, and pardoned,
probably on a private understanding under the treaty.*
The army was still encamped in a valley on the Bejeb. 17,
banks of the Talikan river, when, on the 22nd of Au8USt22,
August, the Emperor was surprised to learn that
Kamran was not far off, and on his way back to throw
himself on his mercy. When Kamran left Talikan, he
was under the deepest apprehension for his personal
safety. But when he had gone a few stages, and heard
of the generous reception, which Humayun and given
to the revolted nobles, — as he had no real wish to go to
• The first who was brought in
was Keracha Khan, with his scymetar hanging from his neck. The
Emperor made it be taken off, permitted him to make his obeisance,
addressed some conciliatory words
to him, and then desired him to be
seated on his left, below Terdi Beg
Khan. The same ceremony was
gone through with the others, who
had all'places assigned them. When
Korban Kerawal, who had been a
personal servant of Humayun's came
in, and bowed down with shame,
performed the korntih, " And you
a a

too," said the Emperor, • What
cause of offence could you have ? "
Korban answered, " What can those
do, whose face God has blackened ? "
On which Hasan-kuli quoted the
couplet, " He who puffs at the lamp
which God has lighted, singes his
beard." All the rebel lords, says
Abulfazl, but especially Keracha
Khan, who had a very long beard,
felt much ashamed. Akbernama,
ff. 75, 76.; Tab. Akb. ff. 162,
\63.; Jouher, c. 22. ; fiayezid, ff.
33—-37.
3
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the Holy Cities,—he began to imagine that he might still
have something to expect from his brother's clemency ;
an idea that was encouraged by Mirza Abdalla, and
others who accompanied him, to whom the pilgrimage
was as little pleasing as to himself. After he had
travelled about forty miles*, therefore, he turned back,
and sent on Bapus to wait upon Humayun, and com
municate to him his most humble petition to be received
under his protection. Humayun at once acceded to his
wishes, made every preparation for his honourable re
ception, and sent out Hindal and Askeri, his brothers,
the latter of whom he released from bonds on the occa
sion, with Mirza Suleiman, and many great Amirs, as an
honorary procession, or Istakbal, to meet and conduct
him to the presence, with the sound of kettle-drums and
trumpets.
ins reccp.
When Kamran approached the Emperor, who was
huniiyuii. sitting in state in the pavilion of public audience, he
took a whip from the girdle of Monaim Khan, who stood
by, and passing it round his neck, presented himself as
a criminal.
" Alas ! alas ! exclaimed the Emperor,
there is no need of this ; throw it away." The Mirza
made three obeisances, according to the usual etiquette
of the court, after which the Emperor gave him the
formal embrace, and commanded him to be seated.
Kamran began to make excuses for his past conduct,
and to express his regret. " What is past is past," said
the Emperor. " Thus far we have conformed to cere
mony.
Let us now meet as brothers." They then
rose, and clasped each other to their breasts, in the
most affectionate manner, and both burst into tears,
sobbing aloud, so as to affect all who were present.
Humayun, on resuming his seat, desired his brother to
sit next to him on the left, the place of honour, adding
kindly in Turki, the language of their family, " Sit close
* 10 Farsukh or farsangs, Tab. Akberi.
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A cup of sherbet was brought, of which the CgJ^,I"1'

Emperor having drunk the one half, handed it to his
brother, who drank the other. A grand entertainment
followed, at which the four brothers, who now met for
the first time, after a long separation, sat on the same
carpet and dined, or, to use the words of the historian,
eat salt together. The festival was prolonged for two
days, in the midst of universal rejoicing. As Kamran,
from the rapidity and hurried nature of his return, had
left his tents behmd on the road, the Emperor ordered
him to be supplied with a set pitched close to his own,
and, at his desire, consented to Askeri's going to stay
with him.*
A council was now held about the expediency of an
attack on Balkh. There was considerable diversity of
opinion. The army was, therefore, ordered to march
on to Narin, where the road divides, one branch leading
to Balkh, the other to Kabul. The Emperor, meanwhile,
turned off with his three brothers to the fountain of
Bend-kusha, near Ishkemish, where he spent some days
in a party of pleasure. Baber was encamped at this
spot, when his cousin Khan Mirza and his brother
Jehangir Mirza, came and submitted to him. This
event, with the date, Baber had commemorated by an
inscription on a flat slab of rock. Humayun now made
an addition to it, to record the meeting and reconcilia
tion of all the brothers.^
On leaving this spot, he proceeded to Narin, where it numayun
was resolved to defer the expedition against Balkh till northern*
the following year. He, therefore, in the meanwhile, dominion5'
applied himself to the settlement of his northern domi
nions. Khutlan, a province beyond the Amu, at that
time, as now, generally called KulabJ, as far as the
* Akbernama, f. 76. ; Tabakat-eAkberi, f. lC3. ; Jouher, c. 23.;
Bayezid, ff. 35—39.
t Ibid.
aa

J Kulab lies beyond the Amu,
between Derwaz and Shughnan.
Burnes's Travels, vol. iii. p. 275. It
is the old Khutlan, or a portion of it.
4
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frontier of Muk and Karatigin, he allotted to Kamran
Mirza, giving him Chaker Ali Beg Kulabi, the son of
Sultan Weis Beg, as Aniir-ul-omra to accompany him
to his province. He permitted Mirza Askeri to go with
Kamran, bestowing on him the district of Karatigin.
These assignments were little more than nominal.
Kulab was considered as dependant on Badakhshan ;
Karatigin probably was not. Chaker Ali was governor
of Kulab ; but, at the same time, was a sort of in
dependent chief, who did not owe much submission
either to Humayun or Suleiman. The Emperor's sealbearer presented Kamran, when near Narin, with the
perwana, or grant of his new territory, and congra
tulated him on his appointment. It gave Kamran but
little satisfaction. What "said he," have I not been
sovereign of Kabul and of Badakhshan ? And is not
Kulab a mere pergana, or district, of the latter? "How
can I serve in it?" "I have heard that you are wise,"
said the keeper of the seals, " and I know you to be so.
May I be permitted respectfully to observe, that, after
all that has passed, the wonder rather may be, that you
have got even this, or any thing." The justice of the
observation was felt by Kamran. He, next day, waited
upon the Emperor, was honoured with a khilat, and
the investiture of Kulab, and, accompanied by Askeri
and Chaker Khan, set out for his government. Many
of Chaker Khan's followers left him, and attached them
selves to Kamran. They army broke up. Suleiman
Mirza and his son Ibrahim continued to hold the
government of Badakhshan, to which Talikan was
added, with Kishem and some other districts. Mirza
Hindal retained Kunduz with Ghuri, Kahmerd, Baklan,
Ishkemish and Narin. Shir Ali remained with him as
Minister.
They all repaired to their governments,
while Humayun proceeded to Khost, and thence to
Perian, on his route to the Penjshir pass.*
* Bayezid, f. 39—41.; Akbernama, &c, as above.
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Perian was a fort, which the great Taimiir had built, chap. ni.
when he chastised the infidels of Kittiir. Humayun,
*CT'
who found it in ruins, resolved to restore it. For that Returns to
purpose, when the army came up, he divided the work K buL
among all his Amirs, each having a particular portion
allotted to him to build or repair; and so effectively
did the work proceed, that in the course of the ten
days that the army tarried there, the fort, with its
walls, gateways and defences, was completely restored.
The name of the place he changed to Islamabad, the
" City of the True Faith." He also made enquiries as
to the silver mines in the vicinity, but found that they
would not repay the expense of working.
Having
crossed the mountains, and descending by the banks of
the Penjshir river, he halted some time at the Ashterkeram pass; so that it was the beginning of winter
before he reached Kabul, and the ground was already
covered with snow. After waiting some time for a lucky
day, he made his entry into the town on the 5th day of ^J52October a. d. 1548.*
* Akbernama, f. 77.; Tar. Nizami, ff. 200, 201.; Jouher, c. 23.
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During the following winter Humayun had a short
interval of leisure, which he employed in settling the
a. D. 1548.
a. H. 955, internal affairs of his dominions. His greatest danger
State of
Humayun's evidently lay in the unsettled temper and tendency to
court.
intrigue of his great Amirs.
Kamran had long governed Kabul with absolute
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power; and the nobles and the people whom he had ruled, chap.iii.
probably regarded his right to the crown as at least — '.
equal to that of his elder brother. He felt himself by
no means secure, even in his own court. In some
degree, at least, to guard against the dangers by which
he was surrounded, he resolved to remove to a distance
Keracha Khan and Mosahib Beg ; the former of whom
had been Minister to Kamran and to himself ; the latter
the son of the late Khwaja Kilan ; both of them men
of sufficient influence and talents, and who, from recent
experience, he believed, did not want the disposition to
be dangerous leaders in any revolt that should break
out. He, therefore, intimated to them that they had his
permission to leave his service for a time, and proceed
on a pilgrimage to Mekka. They, accordingly, set out
on this unwished-for act of religious duty, but lingered
in the Hazara country, and in the end, through the medi
ation of their numerous friends, found means to work on
the easy good nature of the Emperor, who forgot their
rebellion, and permitted them to return. We have seen
that Humayun, in the earlier part of his reign, had
repeatedly suffered from the rebellion of Muhammed
Sultan Mirza and his sons. One of them, Ulugh Mirza,
in coming from his government of Zeimn-dawer to join
the Emperor (while yet beyond the mountains), being
accompanied by Khwaja Moazem, the brother of Harnida Begum — a rash, wrong-headed man, who had
recently fled from court in consequence of an assassina
tion of which he had been guilty — had been induced
by the Khwaja to make an attack upon some Hazaras
who lay near the road towards Ghazni, in the course of
which the Mirza was cut off. Not long afterwards his
brother, Shah Mirza, was waylaid and slain near the
Minar pass, by a brother of Haji Muhammed, in con
sequence of some old family quarrel-of-blood. This
removed two unquiet and dangerous spirits of high
name and pretension.
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At this time he received an embassy from AbdalReshid Khan, the son of Sultan Said Khan, the chief of
Kashgar ; and he despatched one to Shah Tahmasp,
most probably to deprecate his resentment for still continuing to keep possession of Kandahar, and to keep
alive his hopes of its being restored at no distant period.
But the embassy which most interested him was one
that arrived from Kashmir from his cousin Haider Mirza
Doghlat. It will be .recollected that when Humayun
was defeated, and compelled to abandon first Delhi, and
afterwards Lahur, he had resolved to accompany Haider
Mirza and Khwaja Kilan, in an attempt to conquer
Kashmir. When every thing was arranged for that
purpose, and the Mirza was waiting for him at the en
trance into the mountains of that country, the sudden
approach of Shir Shah had spread a general alarm, in
consequence of which Khwaja Kilan had fled towards
Kamran on the Jelem, and, either faithless to his en
gagements with Humayun, or seized and carried off
against his will by Kamran, as was pretended, had ac
companied him to Kabul. Humayun, thus cut off from
communication with Haider Mirza, and fearing a design
on the part of Kamran to deprive him of his personal
liberty, had proceeded through the desert, and joining
Hindal and Yadgar Nasir Mirza, marched on in hopes
of gaining possession of Bheker and Tatta. Mirza Hai
der, thus deprived of the reinforcements he had reckoned
upon, as well as of the advantage of the Emperor's
name, determined to proceed in his enterprise, with such
imperfect means as he possessed.
The beautiful region of Kashmir had long been a prey
to intestine commotions, chiefly occasioned by the two
rival families of Chak and Makri, which contended for
the office of Prime Minister under princes, who, whether
from nonage or other incapacity, were quite unfit to
direct the affairs of such a kingdom. In the course of
these contentions, the party of Abdal Makri having
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been expelled, had, through the medium of Haider Mirza,
-- - .
applied for assistance, first from Kamran, and afterwards
from Humayun, while he yet filled the throne of Delhi.
The Mirza, who was Baber's cousin-german, was not
a stranger to Kashmir.
About eight years before,
Said Khan, the sovereign of Kashghar, encouraged by
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the distracted state of the country, had sent his son
Sekander Sultan, accompanied by Haider Mirza, at
the head of an army of 12,000. men, which advanced
from the north by the valley of Lar, and took pos
session of the capital. This Tartar force committed suun 9.
the devastation usual to barbarous troops, and was March6,
soon loaded with booty. Muhammed Shah, the king
of Kashmir, and his chiefs, with numbers of the in
habitants, fled to recesses in the surrounding moun
tains, whence they descended to harass and attack
the invaders. Haider, after being nearly three months
in possession of the country, made a treaty with the
Kashmirian lords, and their nominal king, by which
it was agreed, that Sekander Sultan should marry that
monarch's daughter, and that the Tartar army should
return back to Kashghar.
Haider Mirza, after his return to Kashghar, had an
eventful life. He was finally obliged to quit the country,
and, passing through Badakhshan, repaired, as we have
seen in an earlier part of this history, first to the court
of Kamran, and afterwards to that of Humayun, whom
he attended in his disastrous campaign of Kanauj, and
afterwards in his flight to Lahur, where he prevailed
upon him to attempt the conquest of Kashmir. When
he found, however, that Humayun had taken the route
of Bheker, and so abandoned his enterprize of Kashmir,
he resolved to prosecute it himself with such means as
were in his power, trusting for success to the distracted
state of the kingdom, and the assistance of the refugee
chiefs and their partizans, by whom he had been in
vited. He, accordingly, put in motion his troops, which

End of
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BOOK V. amounted to about 4,000 men. Malek Achi Chak, who
then governed the kingdom in the name of Nazuk, the
nominal king, collected an army of 3,000 horse, and a
large body of infantry to oppose him, and took posses
sion of the Karmal pass, to obstruct his entrance into
the country. But Haider Mirza, proceeding unobserved
a. ii. 947, by unfrequented routes, after overcoming great difficul
Bejel) 22.
a. d. 1 540. ties, surmounted, on the twenty-second day of November,
Nov. 22.
the steep pass of Pamij, which Malek Achi had neg
lected, thinking it impracticable to cavalry ; descended
on Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir, and without blood
shed or opposition, took possession of it, and of the
country. Malek Achi's army, filled with consternation,
disbanded, and he himself, seeing no hopes of regaining
his ascendency by the strength of his own party, re
paired to the court of Shir Shah, carrying with him a
daughter of the late king, whom he gave in marriage to
the Afghan prince. Aided by Shir Shah, he was en
abled to re-enter Kashmir at the head of 2,000 horse.
He was soon joined by his adherents, and his force rose
a. H. 948, to 5,000 cavalry. But Haider Mirza and the KashRebi a 20.
A.n. 1541. mirian chiefs in his interest, attacked, and completely
August 13. routed the invaders ; and the Mirza, in spite of numerous
intrigues and factions, beame the ruler of the whole of
Kashmir.
Mirza Haider had now ruled Kashmir seven or eight
years with all the authority of an absolute prince,
though he administered the government at first under
the name of Nazuk Shah, the native king, and, after the
return of Humayun to Kabul, in the name of that prince,
when, anxious to form a still closer connection with
the Emperor in his future plans, he deputed Mir SaA. n. OAS, mander on a mission to Kabul. The envoy met Hu
a.n. 1548. mayun soon after his return from Talikan. The Mirza
lie Invites
Humayun in his letters, with every profession of loyalty and at
to Kashmir,
and the in tachment, invited his majesty to Kashmir, and gave a
vasion of
glowing description of the charms of its climate, of its
India.
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spring and autumn, with their flowers and fruits, and chap. ni.
of all the delights of that favoured region. But the
*CT'
grand recommendation which he pointed out, was that
it would serve as an impregnable position from which
His Majesty could pour down his troops for the con
quest of Hindustan, an enterprize which he urged him
to attempt without delay.
Nothing could have been more in accordance with
the wishes of Humayun. The invasion of that country,
and the expulsion of the Afghan dynasty, had long
been the favourite dream of his ambition.
But to
march across the Indus at that moment was to en
danger his kingdom of Kabul and his own existence.
Every thing had been arranged for an attack on Balkh ;
and as it was of the first importance to settle his terri
tories beyond the mountains, and to secure his other
dominions from the intestine dangers to which they
were so subject, before he ventured to engage in distant
expeditions, he resolved to proceed with the expedition
he had undertaken. He, however, returned a favour
able answer to Haider Mirza's invitation, of which he
assured him he was determined to avail himself as soon
as his expedition against Balkh was over, and his troops
ready to take the field for a new enterprise. Such, un
doubtedly, was Humayun's intention. But it was long
before he could carry it into effect. He had still many nis chareverses to undergo ; nor was Haider Mfrza doomed to ^„ig"rdaaid him in its execution. That eminent man continued u°n.
for some time longer to rule in Kashmir. He added
Great and Little Tibet, Rajuri* and Pakheli to his do
minions.
He was a prince of distinguished talent.
Finding the country which he had conquered to be in
a very wretched condition, he devoted himself assi
duously to its improvement, and attempted to restore the
industry of his subjects. He encouraged agriculture,
invited mechanics and artizans from a distance, and
employed them in the construction of public and
* Rajour.
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bookv. private works.
Under his care, says Abulfazl, the
country became a garden, and the ornament of the
world. That historian blames him for the excessive
attention he paid to the fine arts, and especially to
music, as having occupied so much of his time as to
interfere with his attention to public affairs. He was
a.h. 9sp, finally slain, about two or three years after the period
a d. i55i. 0f which we treat, in a night attack of some native
chiefs who had conspired against him, and surrounded
the house in which he slept. He was a man of worth,
of talent and of learning, and the Tarikh-e Reshidi, a
History of his own Times, which he left behind him, is
one of the most valuable works of that age.*
Position of
The state of affairs at Kabul was not certainly such
m °'
as would have justified Humayun in undertaking new
and distant adventures. The allegiance of his brother
Kamran was far from being assured, and that prince,
who had so long governed Kabul, might be supposed
still to have partizans in that country, who could create
trouble, should the Emperor march towards Hindustan.
Kamran had already quarrelled with Chaker Khan,
and they had come to open hostilities. When invited
to repair to Kabul, on the promise of Humayun to
provide him with another principality, the Mirza had
declined the invitation. The Emperor had resolved to
make a campaign against Balkh, which he seems to
have promised to Kamran, as his government.
Humiyun's
As soon, therefore, in the following year as the weawiinn °
ther permitted, Humayun summoned his troops to
1*11*956, attend nim, all(i leffc Kabul. The object of the expea. d. 1549. dition, though probably carefully concealed, was Balkh.
That country had been wrested from the Persians
by the Uzbeks, and was held by Pir Muhammed Khan,
a young Uzbek prince, who had received and assisted
Kamran when driven from Kabul.
Humayun pro
bably considered the assistance so rendered to his
* Akbernfima, f. 55.
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brother, as a sufficient excuse for the attack which he chap. iix
meditated ; while the possession of a rich and extensive Sect" m'
territory, that would have given him the command of
the whole of the left bank of the Amu down to the
desert, was probably his most powerful motive. He
sent to warn Kamran and the other Mirzas in the North,
to be ready to co-operate with him, as had been ar
ranged at the end of the preceding campaign. He was
detained about a month at Yuret Chalak, not far
from Kabul, waiting for Haji Muharamed Khan from
Ghazni ; and by other business of importance ; and
while yet at thut station, he was joined by Mirza Ibra
him from Badakhshan.
The army at length moved
to Istalif, were Abds Sultan, an Uzbek prince who had
just married Humayun's youngest sister*, probably
suspecting that the expedition was directed against his
countrymen, disappeared without taking leave. HuN mayun advanced deliberately by the Penjshir route,
waiting to hear that the Mirzas were in motion : and
immediately on learning that they were in the field, he
marched down to Anderab, and thence by Talikan to
Nari f ; and crossing the high grounds between the
Bangi and Ghuri rivers by the pass of Nari, halted in
the Nilber valley, celebrated, beyond all the valleys of
that region, for its beauty in the spring. Here he was
joined by Mirza Hindal from Kunduz, and by Mirza
Suleiman from Badakhshan, but Kamran did not make
his appearance. Kamran, though he had quarelled K&mrin
with Chaker Ali Beg Kulabi, the son of Sultan Weis jj,m. J
Beg, the chief of the country, and the minister assigned
him by Humayun, and though he had even driven him
out of Kulab, had, however, kept up a correspondence
with the Emperor, assuring him of his fidelity, and of his
being prepared to co-operate with him. Trusting to
these assurances, Humayun had marched on, expecting
* Gulchehreh-Begum.
VOL. II.
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book v. to be joined by his brother. When he at length found
A.d. 1549. that Kamran failed to appear, both he and the Mirzas
began to feel considerable anxiety. Mirza Ibrahim
was sent back, at Mirza Suleiman's request, to provide
for the safety of Badakhshan, and to embody a force in
that country.
siege and
Having arrived at Baghlan *, the Emperor pushed
of EK*k.r forward the Mirzas Hindal and Suleiman with a strong
force to Eibek, a fertile and populous district in the
territory of Balkh, defended by a strong fort. As the
detachment approached the chief town, it met Pir
Muhammed Khan's Atalik or Minister, who, hearing of
the Emperor's approach to the Uzbek territory, had
hastened, attended by the chief officers of his govern
ment and a large body of troops, to place Eibek and
the frontier in a state of defence, and to check the
invaders. On his arrival near that town, however, he
unexpectedly encountered the Emperor's troops, and,
contrary to his intention, was compelled to throw him
self into the castle of Eibek, unprovided as it was.
Humayun instantly sat down before the place, and
pushed on his approaches with such vigour, that in
a few days the besieged, who had neither water nor
provisions, asked quarter, which was granted, and the
city surrendered. f
Delay* of
At an entertaiment given by Humayun on this occaHumayun.
when
cUp nad gone round, he is said to have
asked Khwaja Bagh, the Atalik, what were the best
steps to be taken to ensure the conquest of Balkh. The
Uzbek, surprised at the question, after reflecting a little,
answered, that being an enemy, he was not perhaps the
safest person to consult. The Emperor replied, that
Uzbeks were downright honest men, and he knew him
to be the frankest of the Uzbeks. The Atalik rising up
said, " If you would conquer Balkh, cut oft' our heads,
• Or Baklan.

f Akbernama, f. 77. ; Bayeifd, f. 42.
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hasten on to the capital, and it will be yours." " You
are Musulmans," said the Emperor, " how can I put so
many believers to death ?" " If you will not do this,"
said the Atalik, " I have another proposal to suggest.
Pir Muhammed Khan is much directed by me. I will
undertake that all the country on your side of Khulm
shall be ceded to you ; that the Khutba shall be used in
your name ; and that he will send a thousand chosen men
to attend you when you march against Hindustan." This
proposal, too, the Emperor rejected. Jt was generally
believed that, had he pushed on at once to Balkh, after
taking Eibek, Pir Muhammed, who was filled with con
sternation by the blow he had received from the loss of
all his best troops and officers, who was himself unpre
pared, and had received no assistance from the Uzbeks
beyond the river, must have submitted at discretion to
any terms proposed. Humdyun sent the Uzbek Sul
tans, Amirs and Bis, or chiefs of tribes, whom he had
taken, to Kabul, keeping with him only the Atalik. *
The Emperor halted several days at Eibek, chiefly in
consequence of his anxiety at the non-arrival of Kamran. At length, however, he again put his army in
motion, and advanced towards Balkh, by the way of
Khulm.
When they reached Astaneh, the shrine of
Shah Aulia, the ground for the camp was taken near a
stream that flowed hard by ; the Audience Hall had not
yet been put in order; the people of the bazar were just
come up, and were busy arranging their loads; and the
Emperor, who had been on a visit to the holy shrine,
was in his private tent, quite unconscious of the vicinity
of an enemy, when a loud shouting and uproar was
heard in the direction of the camp-bazar. An attack
had been unexpectedly made in that quarter. Kabuli,
an officer of rank, who had hastened to the rescue, had
fallen ; and his head was cut off and carried to Balkh.
• Bayezfd, ff. 42, 43. ; Akbernama, f. 78
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BOOK V. An Uzbek, Khan Behader, who had been disabled by a
a.n. 1549. sabre cut and made prisoner, was brought before the
Emperor. Humayun asked him who it was that had
made this attack on the camp. The prisoner answered
that it was Shah Muhammed Sultan, of Hissar, the son
of Berendhk Sultan.
The Emperor asked if he was
mad. " Sire," said the Uzbek, " he is a young man of
high spirit and full of confidence.
Since leaving
Hissar he has not yet seen Pir Muhammed Khan, and
is anxious to signalize himself before entering Balkh."
Humayun thus learned that the Uzbeks from beyond,
the Amu were beginning to arrive.
The army, however, continued its march, and next
Continued
absence of morning advanced towards the numerous canals* and
Kamran.
streams that intersect the country near Balkh. Though
the progress of the army had been slow, expecting the
arrival of Kamran, it had now reached Balkh, and he
had not yet arrived. It seemed evident that he had no
intention of coming, and a general apprehension was
diffused among the troops that he intended, while they
were engaged in the siege of Balkh, to give them the
slip, and march once more to Kabul. So that, says
Bayezid, who was then in the camp, they were more
afraid of the Mirza than of the Uzbeks.f
In the course of the day, about afternoon prayers,
Repulse of
tbe Dibek Mirza Suleiman, Mirza Hindal, and Haji Muhammed
advance.
Sultan Koka, who had the advance, attacked the advance
of the Uzbeks, commanded by Abdalla Sultan and
Khosrou Sultan, sons of Sekander Sultan, near the
Takhteh-pul, and drove them across the bridge, which
they also passed to the Balkh side of the stream.
For
his exertions on this occasion Haji Muhammed was
honoured with the patent of Khan. The whole army
advanced by the canals of Balkh to within about half a
kos from the town, and encamped for the night. A
• Juibdrha.

f Bayezid, ff. 33, 34.
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council was now called.
The general opinion was, chap. ni.
that as Kamran had not joined, he either had marched, Sect" iu"
or would march, to Kabul ; that the disastrous conse- "umayun
rc^ulvts to
quences which would result from his occupation of that retreat,
city must be prevented at all hazards ; and that the
present was the proper time for retreat, while Abdalaziz, the son of Obeid-Khan, the grand Khan of the
Uzbeks, who was now on his march from Bokhara, had
not yet crossed the Amu.
The danger of Kabul
affected all, from the Emperor to the lowest soldier,
who had families in that city. It was resolved to re
treat, and to take up a position near the entrance of
the hills at Dera-Gez, a valley with narrow defiles,
which were easily to be defended. From that position
they could either march on Kabul, should Kamran have
moved in that direction ; or, if he had not, they could
there remain encamped"; reinforce the army by assis
tance from the Aimak tribes, or by recruits from other
quarters; and, as soon as the Uzbek auxiliaries had
recrossed the Amu and returned home, march down
with renewed vigour and superior advantages to the
conquest of Balkh, and perhaps of all Mawerannaher.
At midnight the council broke up, orders were issued
for a retreat, and it instantly commenced. The rear
was entrusted to Mirza Hindal, Suleiman Mirza, and
Husein Kuli Sultan, the keeper of the seal.*
It was morning when the army reached the broken
* In this account of the proceedings at Balkh, the account of Bayezid is chiefly followed ; it is a very
probable one, and he was in the
camp, and had the means of being
well informed. Abulfazl, (ff,78, 79).
who is followed by Ferishta and
others, makes Abdal-aziz join before
the retreat, and a general action is
described, in which the Uzbeks had
30,000 men (Tar. Niz. f. 201.),
but were defeated, and driven into
BB

the town. Abulfazl says that Humayun proposed to improve the advantage by an immediate attack,
which was not done ; while Jouher
ascribes the proposal to Hindal,
adding that the Emperor would not
allow the place to be attacked that
night. This proposal might have
followed the success of the advance
described in the text, when the
kochekbend, or outer fortified enclosure of the town, was entered.
3
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Panic in
his army,

Rout.

s

ground on the banks of the river that flows through the
Dera-Gez. In the course of the night the Uzbeks had
been apprised of the retreat of their enemy, and issued
out in force to pursue them. To retreat in order and
with coolness in the face of an enemy, is one of the most
difficult achievements even of veteran regular troops,
but with an irregular army is hardly possible. The
imperial soldiers no sooner found that they were on
their march for the Dera-Gez, with their faces turned
towards Kabul, than, believing that Kamran was al
ready master of that place and of their families, they
were seized with consternation, and numbers of them,
separating from the army, made the best of their way
home across the hills, in bands or singly. All attempts
to arrest or bring them back were fruitless. The panic
had become complete. The Uzbeks, who went in pur
suit of the retreating army, were not long of overtaking
the rear-guard in the morning, when it had reached the
Dera-Gez. The Uzbeks, charged, and met with a short
and slight resistance. It soon gave way and dispersed,
the Uzbeks killing or unhorsing all whom they over
took. Humayun was at the time not far off, standing
on the other side of the river with a body of his ser
vants. News was brought to him that the Uzbeks
were close upon Mirza Hindal, and that Malek Mirza
had been taken. He was much distressed.
" Mirza
Hindal," said the keeper of the seal, " is no child, but
a soldier, and will come on the best way he can."
Humayun ordered an officer who was standing by, to
go and get word of Hindal. He was himself pre
paring to cross, when a party of Uzbeks, who reached
the opposite bank, discharged an arrow at the Em
peror, from an eminence. Bayezid, who was present,
tells us that he held up his shield to protect his Ma
jesty's person ; but the arrow struck the Emperor's
horse in the breast. It was a favourite horse, which
he had got, when at Herat, from the minister of the
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young prince. The Uzbeks were, however, driven off, chap, m.
and the Emperor pursued his retreat.
Having ad- Sect" _
vanced a little way, he ordered Husein Kuli Sultan to
rally the men and form them, so as to resist the Uzbeks. He answered that it would be better to allow
those who were now with his Majesty to go on, as
they would be unwilling to turn and leave him. " Not
a man of them," continued he, " will at this moment
mind my orders." " You yourself," said the Emperor,
" do not now heed my orders." " Emperor of the
world," answered Husein Kuli, "pardon me;" and
turned back, saying to the author, " Come you along
with me, and let the other servants attend his Ma
jesty." As the fugitives came up, such as Khizer
Khwaja Khan, Mosahib Beg, Muhammed Kasim Mochi,
Shahem Beg Jelair and others, Husein Kuli called upon
them to turn and fight. But nothing he could say,
could induce any of them to stand and help him.
"All were striving," continues Bayezid*, each to get
the other's horse, pulling it to themselves. At last
the Muhrdar (keeper of the seal) was compelled also
to draw off." He overtook Humayun about noon, who
received him most kindly, and praised him in the most
cordial manner. The Emperor's adventures for some
succeeding days, when he sought to repass the moun
tains by unknown or little-frequented roads, a prey to
thirst, hunger and fatigue, and guided by the barbarous
inhabitants, are related in the liveliest and most pic
turesque manner by Bayezid f, who was a sharer in
his flight. At length, by the route of Kahmerd and
Ghurbend, he reached the vicinity of Kabul, which he
entered on the first day of the fast of Ramzan. In the
midst of the general rout and panic that took place in
the Dera-Gez, some chiefs are mentioned as having
distinguished themselves ; Hindal Mirza, Terdi Beg,
* Bayezid, f. 45.

+ Bayezid, ff. 45—50.

*>te" tobui.

<s
Ramzdn 1,
8ept" 23,
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book v. Monaim Khan, Shah Bidagh and Tulik Khan Kochm
a.d. 1550. are particularly named. When the rout was seen to
be irreparable, the leaders dispersed, taking different
roads.
Mirza Suleiman returned to Badakhshan.
Hindal, attended by Monaim Khan, found his way to
Kunduz. Many of the Emperor's Amirs and officers,
among whom was Shah Bidagh, fell into the hands of
the enemy. The Atalik and other Uzbeks, who had
been made prisoners at Eibek, having been allowed to
return to Balkh, made so favourable a report of the
handsome treatment which they had met with, that
Pir Muhammed, to show his sense of this conduct,
sent back all his prisoners to Kabul, in the most humane
manner ; a striking instance, when contrasted with the
consequences of the recent cruelties exercised at Kabul,
how in war generosity produces generosity, while re
taliation of injury generates the darkest passions that
disgrace human nature.
wi"™4yun
Humayun, on reaching Kabul, found everything safe,
Kdbui.
and that Kamran had never in reality attempted to
cross the mountains. He passed the winter in the
rroceeding 13dla Hissar of Kabul. Kamran, meanwhile, whose
failure to join his brother had been the real cause of
the late discomfiture, resolved to take advantage of the
Emperor's misfortunes, to increase his own power.
We have seen that he was but little satisfied with the
allotment of Kulab, which had been made to him when
he was reconciled to his brother ; that he had very soon
become embroiled with Chaker Ali Beg, the Minister
assigned him by Humayun, and had expelled him from
his province. He, nevertheless, made every profession
of allegiance to the Emperor, who, confiding in his
promises, had marched to Balkh, when Kamran's breach
of promise led to the most disastrous consequences.
No sooner had Humayun recrossed the mountains, than
Kamran, who is said, for some time before, to have
been carrying on a secret correspondence with several
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of his brother's chief Ministers, hastened to improve chap. ni.
the opportunity for his own advantage. Leaving Sect" ni'
Askeri Mirza, therefore, in Kulab, he marched to seize
the dominions of Suleiman Mirza.*
Suleiman, unable to oppose him, retired from Talikan ^y^T
without fighting, and fell back upon Kila-Zefer. Kam- »han,
ran entered Talikan, which he gave to Bapus Beg,
and advanced to Kila-Zefer. Suleiman, placing Ishak
Sultan in that fortress, the principal one of Badakhshan, withdrew to the highlands and narrow valleys
of the upper country, and waited at the village of
Jurm, in an inaccessible position, to see what turn
affairs would take in the country below.
Kamran, finding that nothing could be effected by
any operations against Suleiman in Badakhshan, marched
down to Kunduz. He there attempted to work upon
Hindal Mirza by professions of friendship, and by re
presenting their interests as being the same, to enter
into an alliance with him, and to desert Humayun.
Hindal, however, did not listen to his proposals, but
remained faithful to his allegiance. Upon this, Kamran
laid siege to the place, and pushed on his operations
with vigour, while Hindal omitted no exertion in its
defence.
Kamran, seeing himself baffled in all his
attempts, at last asked assistance from the Usbeks,
with whom he entered into a treaty; and a large
auxiliary force was soon sent to assist him in the siege.
Hindal, being hard pushed by this new and active
enemy, had recourse to a stratagem, which seems to be
a standing one in Eastern wars. He caused a letter
to be written in Kamran's name, addressed to himself,
proceeding on the supposition that the two Mirzas had
made up their differences, and entering into details as
to the best plan for overreaching the Uzbeks. The
letter was entrusted to a kasid, or messenger, who, it
* Akbernama, ff. 78, 79- ; Tab.
Akb. ff. 163, 16'4.; Tar. Niz. ff.
200, 201. ; Jouher, c. 24. ; Ferishta,

vol. ii. pp. 165, 166. ; Khol : ul Towarikh, f. 267. ; above all Bayezid,
f. 42 -50. He is very minute.
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book v. was contrived, fell into the hands of the Uzbeks. He
a. d. 1550. was searched, and the letter discovered. The Uzbeks,
concluding that the brothers had made a reconciliation
to which they were to be sacrificed, alarmed and dis
gusted, abandoned the siege, and returned home. In
consequence of this defection, the operations made little
progress.
Returns to
It was about this time that news reached Kamran,
Kulab.
that Chaker Ali Beg had descended from the moun
tainous country into which he had been driven, and
was plundering and laying waste the territory of Kulab.
Askeri, who had marched out to chastise him, was
defeated, and compelled to take shelter in the town. By
Kamran's orders, Askeri marched out against him a
second time, and was a second time routed. This com
pelled Kamran to raise the siege of Kunduz ; the rather
as he learned that Suleiman Mirza had descended from
his mountain retreat, and had formed a junction with
Ishak Sultan at Kila-Zefer, of which he had taken pos
session. Kamran, detaching a body of troops to check
the advance of Suleiman, himself hastened to Kulab.
On his approach, Chaker Beg hurriedly raised the siege,
and Askeri marched out and joined his brother.
Kamran, taking Askeri along with him, now marched
Is defeated
by the Di- back to meet Mirza Suleiman. He had reached Rostak*,
beks.
near which he was encamped, when a large body of
Uzbeks under Said, who had gone out on a foray,
observing a camp at a distance, fell upon it, without
inquiring whose it was, and completely plundered it.
Kamran, Askeri and Mirza Abdalla Moghul, with a
few of their men, escaped to Talikan. Said, on learning
the real state of matters, sent back the prisoners and
plunder that had fallen into his hands, excusing himself
to the Mirza for having, by mistake, carried off his
baggage.
But the mischief done was irreparable.
Kamran's army was broken and dispersed. Suleiman
Rostak lies on the Kokcha branch of the Amu.
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and Hindal, taking advantage of the mischance, ad- cs"*r'I{;
vanced in conjunction against him ; while he, seeing
that his strength was broken, and that all hope of
effecting any thing on the Amu had vanished, made the
best of his way to Khost, intending to proceed from
thence, over the hills, by the route of Zohak and
Bamian, as that on which there was least snow, so as to
reach the Hazara country, where he could learn the
true state of Kabul ; and either try his fate there once
more, or retire to Bheker, as circumstances might
dictate.*
It is asserted that, all this time, there was a party in Excites a
Humayun's court favourable to Kamran. It was headed Kabul,
by Keracha Khan, Mosahib Beg, Kasim Husein Sultan
Uzbek and other Amirs of the very first rank, and was
in general composed of those who had already rebelled,
who had joined Kamran, and had finally surrendered
along with him at Talikan. Though they had been
pardoned, and had accompanied Humayun in his Balkh
expedition, and now attended him in his court, they
had never been restored to favour, and were still in
disgrace. They are said to have carried on a private
correspondence with Kamran, inviting him to advance,
and assuring him that, from the general disaffection
towards Humayun which now prevailed, they would
undertake to restore him to his throne. Of the truth
of these assertions, and indeed of the real causes and
nature of the intrigues and discontents that produced
the many revolutions at Kabul at this era, very little is,
with certainty, known. The events of the times have
been recorded chiefly by the servants of Humayun and
his son, who are disposed to represent every thing in
* Akbernama, ff. 79, 80. ; Tab.
ff. 163, 164. ; Tar. Niz. ff. 201,
202. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 166,
I67.; Ferishta says that Humayun
wrote to Ali Shir Khan, one of
Kamran's officers, making him great

promises, to seize his master, and
send him prisoner to court. Bayezfd,
f. 50. gives the command of the
Uzbeks to Mir Taulon Uzbek, not
to Said.
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bookv. the most favourable light for that prince, who, with
A ~ I560 many high and agreeable qualities, was evidently very
thoughtless and very impolitic. We may sometimes,
from the course of events, infer that suspicions of
treachery are alleged to save the credit of the prince.
At the same time, that treachery was common, and
left little imputation on the character of the traitor, is
no less evident from the whole history of the times.
When Kamran, after his disaster on the Amu, was
crossing the mountains, he received communications
from the discontented Amirs, urging him to march at
once upon Kabul, where they would join him.
To
lull the suspicions of Humayun, the Mirza sent him
envoys to announce his coming, the object of which he
pretended was to ask forgiveness for his late offences,
and to submit himself in every respect to the Emperor's
orders, relying solely on his never-failing clemency.
Humayun is said to have listened with favour to these
pretences, till reminded by his counsellors how little
a. h. 957 faith could be placed in his brother's representations ;
and that any new indulgence which the Emperor might
grant him, might be ascribed rather to weakness than
numdyun generosity. Humayun, therefore, made preparations for
prepares to
.
jrr
scizehim. intercepting the Mirza, and leaving Kabul to the
nominal charge of Akber, under the direction of
Muhammed Kasim Khan Birlas, he marched for the
hills by Karabagh and Charikaran, and halted for a
time at Ab-Baran.*
Divides us
Here Keracha and the Emperor's other advisers,—for
forces.
Keracha seems still to have had influence, — recom
mended that the different passes in the mountainous
country should be occupied, so as to prevent the Mirza's
escape. Abulfazl asserts that this advice was given for
the purpose of weakening the Emperor's force. But, if
Kamran was suspected of attempting, with his broken
* Abulfazl says be left Kabul in the middle of 957.
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bands, to reach the Hazaras, it was only by some such chap. ni.
operation that he could have been intercepted. Accord- StCT' m'
ingly Haji Muharamed Khan was sent towards Zohak
and Bamian with one strong division, and Monaim
Khan towards Sal-Auleng with another. It is affirmed
that at this time, Keracha Khan and the conspirators
sent daily reports to Kamran of all that passed in the
imperial camp; and that, when every thing was pre
pared for the Mirza's success, by the dispersion of the
army, he was instructed to turn away from Zohak and
Bamian which he had reached, and hastening by forced
marches towards the Dera Kipchak, a dependency of
Ghurbcnd, where Humayun lay with his diminished
force, to fall upon him by surprise. It is said that
the Emperor's suspicions were lulled asleep by the con
stant asseverations of those about him, that Kamran's
only anxiety was to throw himself at the Emperor's
feet. But the division of the troops for the purpose of
intercepting him, shows that this was not altogether
relied upon ; and it seems clear that Humayun was not
only ill-informed of his brother's movements, but sup
posed his force to be much less than it really was.
The Emperor had passed up the defile of Kipchak, i« surprised
and was encamped at the upper end of it, when, about by KimrAn"
nine in the morning, a servant of Mir Asghar Munshi,
one of the officers appointed to guard the pass, arrived
full speed and out of breath, calling out, " The Mirza
is coming," which spread an alarm among the men.
Humayun, being angry, ordered the man's head to be
struck off.
The troops were instantly armed, and
marched for the Dera, or valley.
They soon came
within sight of the Mirza's advance. When Humayun
had got a bowshot within the valley, a hill was seen
another bowshot farther off, behind a projection of
which the Mirza's advance, under his son-in-law Ak
Sultan, had taken their station. The ground in front
of this projection was broken and rocky.
Hussein
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book v. Kuli Sultan, the Keeper of the Seal, Kunduk Sultan
A ~ 1550- brother of Biram Ughlan, Mirza Kuli Choli, Pir Muhammed Akhteh and others bravely pushed on to drive
them from their position ; but, the ground being steep
and difficult, they did not succeed. Pir Muhammed was
slain by an arrow. Mirza Kuli's horse fell and broke
his rider's leg. His son, who was with the guards, while
charging to remount and carry off his father, was also
slain. The Muhrdar's horse was wounded, and threw
him.
Bayezid, who attended him, brought another
horse, and succeeded in remounting him, and in carry
ing him off to the Emperor's lines.
zlaint°f
Emperor himself now advanced.
When he
Humayun's reached the spot where the slain were lying, Kamran
chicft.
made his appearance on the projecting hill with his
wives and daughters, followed by the rest of his troops.
The Emperor's matchlock-men, says Bayezid, did not
load their pieces with ball, most of them having been in
the service of the Mirza at Kabul. The Mirza's people
keeping up an uninterrupted discharge of arrows, most
of the horses and men of His Majesty's party were soon
wounded. At this period, continues Bayezid, Kasim
Husein Khan was on the other side of the river, and had
before him a good way by which he might have reached
the Mirza's advance, but he made no onset, and stood
still. None other of the Sirdars ventured to charge the
Mirza.
Kamran, perceiving that they were shaken,
marched down the declivity, and pushed on straight for
the standards.
The standard-bearers, not thinking
themselves able to keep their ground, turned and fled :
and Kasim Husein Khan with his force fled also.
woghdofd
The rout was now general, and Humayun joined in
Humayun. the flight, returning back the road by which he had
come. One Babai of Kulab, overtaking him,—whether he
knew who he was is uncertain, —struck him a heavy blow
on his cap * which wounded him behind the car, and
» Taj.
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had raised his sword to repeat the blow, when Humayun, chap. ni.
turning round, and looking his assailant sternly in the Sect" ™'
face, exclaimed, " Wretched rebel ! " Babai, from sur
prise, suspended his blow for a moment, when Mehter
Sagai, the wardrobe keeper, afterwards known as Ferkhat
Khan, interposed, and Babai drew off. Humayun was
supported, and born away on horse-back. Muhammed
Amir and Abdal Wahab protected his retreat. Hu
mayun, however, was so severely wounded, and so faint
from loss of blood, that, in the course of his flight, he
threw off his jabba, a quilted or padded corselet, which
he gave to one of his servants to carry. The man, being
pursued, soon afterwards threw it away, to lighten him
self in his flight; an incident that was afterwards fol
lowed by very important consequences.
Humdyun now resolved to push for Zohdk and Bdmidn, where he expected to find Haji Muhammed and
his division, who had gone up by the Sirtan pass. As he
had become faint, and was unable to bear the motion of
his own spirited horse, he exchanged it for a small am
bling pye-bald one, offered him by Mir Syed Birkeh, on
which he was lifted, and the Mir and Khwaja Khizer,
riding on each side of him, supported him as he went
along. Towards the end of the night, he reached the
entrance of the Sirtdn pass, having been joined by a few
of the fugitives. The cold air and fatigue had by this
time much affected him, and he again felt faint from his
wound. Mir Birkeh took off his cloak, and threw it over
him. It was morning when he gained the top of the
pass, where he soon began to feel the heat of the morn
ing sun, and halted by the side of a stream, where he
had his wound washed and dressed, and said his ori
sons : and, not long after, Haji Muhammed Khan ar- Heisjoined
rived with three hundred well equipped veteran horse. fo^mcnt.
This placed Humayun in comparative security.*
* The spirit of defection was still
in operation. He one day sent out

Shah Bidagh Khan, Tulik Kochin,
Majnun and others to the number
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As he still suffered much from his wound, he reA D 1550 mained for some days in the hills about Zohak and
Bamian. Meanwhile, however, he consulted with his
Amirs, what steps were most advisable to be taken. Haji
Muhammed advised going to Kandahar ; others were for
pushing on for Kabul, while some were for retiring
Proceeds to upon the provinces on the Amu. Shah Muhammed,
the north. jj^j^s brother, was sent down with Haji's men to pass
through Kabul, and to proceed to secure Ghazni. Hu
mayun wrote by him to Akber, to announce at once his
defeat, and his safety. Having himself finally resolved
to proceed to the northern provinces, he went on to
Kahmerd.* On his route, he was entertained by the
wandering Aimaks, according to their notions of hospi
tality. While with them, he learned the approach, first,
of one caravan with 300 horses, and afterwards of
another with 1700, on their way from the west of
Hindustan.
Of these Humayun seized as many as
suited his purpose, giving his bond for the amount.
From Kahmerd he proceeded by Alenjek, where he
halted a week, and then went on, and encamped on the
banks of the Bangi. Here, as they were mistaken for
a caravan, a voice was heard from the other side of the
river, inquiring, what news they had of the Emperor.
Humayun ordered that no answer should be given, but
that in return they should ask, "Who the enquirer was,
— by whom sent, — and what he had heard of the Emof ten, on a reconnaissance towards
Kabul. Of the whole number Tulik
Koch in only returned.
• The ewer-bearer relates several
amusing anecdotes chiefly regarding
the difficulties to which Humayun
was reduced, and to his want of
clothing. It was long before they
could get for him, wounded as he
was, a samiana, or awning fit to
cover one person ; his coat being
clotted with blood, he was glad to

get back a cast off coat, which he
had given a domestic, by whom it
had been worn ; his trowsers being
spotted with blood, an old woman
brought and presented to him a pair
of her own silk drawers. " These,"
said he, " were never intended for
man to wear, but necessity has no
law ; " and he drew them on. He
gave the woman a present, with a
certificate relieving her from all
taxes. Jouher, c. 24.
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peror ? The man informed them that he was of the chap. ni.
Meshi tribe, and had been sent by Nazeri Sal-Alengi to *CT"
get news of the Emperor, as a report had reached them
that His Majesty had been defeated, had left the field
of battle wounded, and had never since been heard
of ; but that the quilted cuirass, which he wore
in the fight, had been found, covered with blood,
and carried to Kamran, who was overjoyed, believing
that the Emperor had perished. The man was desired
to come over, brought into the Emperor's presence,
and asked if he knew who it was. " Can the Grace of
God be obscured ?" said he;* on which he was dis
missed, and ordered to spread the news as widely as
he could ; and to desire his master to meet the Emperor
when he returned that way.
At Khinjan the Emperor met Mirza Hindal who ac- Ana pre.
companied him to Anderab, where he was joined by turns to"
Mirza Suleiman and his son Ibrahim Mirza ; as well as K4bulby all the detachments which had been sent out before
the action to intercept Mirza Kamran ; and every pre
paration was now made for recrossing the mountains to
Kabul.f
But it is time to return to Kamran, whom we left on conduct of
the field of battle at the Dera Kipchak. When told K&rar4n'
that Humayun was entirely defeated and had fled, he
could hardly believe his own good fortune. The de
feated troops fled by three different roads ; by that of
Ghurbend ; by the direct road to Kabul, and by the
road to Istalif. Parties were sent in pursuit of them
all. Numbers were overtaken and slain, or stript of
whatever they possessed. The Hazaras too, ever ready
for indiscriminate plunder, infested the ways, stopped
* This answer is that recorded
by Abulfazl. The ewer-bearer merely
says that the man did recognize him.
f Akbernama, ff. 80, 81. ; Tar.
Nizami, ff. 201, 202.; Tab. AkVOL. H.
C

beri, 164, 165. ; Jouher, c. 24.;
Bayezid, ff. 50 —53.; Kholaset-ulTowarikh, f. 267. Both Jouher and
Bayezid were in the action.
C
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book v. all whom they met, and robbed them of their horses,
i.n. 1550. arms, and clothing. Kamran's flatterers soon restored
him to his accustomed presumption. Before he left
the ground, Baba Said brought in Keracha, who was
wounded. The Mirza addressed him courteously, in
quiring if his wound was severe, and soon restored him
to his wonted favour and authority. Soon after, Huseinkuli Sultan, the keeper of the seal, a man much esteemed
both by Humayun and his father, was brought in as a
prisoner : when Kamran himself struck him with his
sabre, and commanded him to be hewn to pieces in his
own presence. Takhji Beg, another old and respected
Amir, shared the same fate. Baba Kulabi arrived with
information that the Emperor was wounded ; imme
diately upon which, Yasan Doulat was despatched with
a party to attempt to overtake him in his flight. Kasim
Husein Sultan, who had taken little part in the action,
retired when it was over to a neighbouring hill ; from
which he was soon after induced to descend, and enter
the Mirza's service.
The Mirza proceeded, without loss of time, to Charikar, where a man arrived bringing the Emperor's
bloody cuirass, which completed the Mirza's satisfaction.
He hastened on to Kabul, and at once sat down before
it. Kasim Khan Birlas who commanded in the place,
though formerly a servant of Kamran, determined to
hold out faithfully for the Emperor, unmoved by the
reports which universally prevailed ; till they were con
firmed by the bold assertions of the Mirza, and by a
sight of the bloody cuirass, which was sent in for him
to examine. Convinced by the statements that were
made, and by this melancholy confirmation of them,
He occupies and believing resistance to be now fruitless, he surK4buL
rendered the town, and Akber became a third time a
prisoner in the hands of his uncle.*
* Akbernama, &c. as above.
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Kamran now lost no time in increasing his army, chap. ni.
and in dividing the different governments of Kabul SkCT" IIL
among his partizans. His prime adviser was Keracha.
He gave Jui-Shahi (now Jelalabad) to Askeri, Ghazni
to Keracha, and Ghurbend to Yasan Doulat. He seized
all Humayun's treasures, and, having imprisoned his
Diwan, extorted large sums from him. He drew to
himself whatever he could, by all kinds of tyranny and
extortion ; so that, if he enriched his treasury, he im
poverished his kingdom.
But he was not left long to carry on these operations Advance of
in peace.
Three months had not passed when news Humiyunwas brought to Kabul that Humayun still lived, and
was marching from Anderab, at the head of a formidable
army. Kamran immediately concentrated his army,
and being joined by a number of Hazaras and other
mountaineers, moved forward to meet him, before he
could descend to the low country.
By the time Humayun had lain about six weeks at
Anderab, he had been joined by many detached bodies
of his army, and had collected such a force, that, his
wound being now cured, he resolved once more to
march over the hills to Kabul ; and, it being still sum
mer, to take the direct route of Hindu-koh.
There Hi»comPact
had recently been so many instances of defection and "hiefs.
desertion, even among Amirs of the highest rank, that,
apprehensive of being again abandoned in trying cir
cumstances, as he alleged that he had already been, he
resolved to administer to them a test-oath, to secure
their fidelity by superstition, as Abulfazl insinuates,
since true religion and a sense of duty had been insuffi
cient to retain them in their allegiance. This oath was
to be administered to each body of men in the way
supposed by them to be most binding upon their con
sciences ; and, by the terms of it, they engaged to fo>low and obey him, as their prince and leader, faithfully,
sincerely and honestly. By this solemn act, he procc 2
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book v. posed not only to influence such as took the oath, but
~ I560 to inspire all his friends and followers with confidence.
To carry this design into effect, he assembled the
Mirzas, Amirs and chief men, who were with the army,
and explained to them his purpose. Haji Muhammed
Khan Koka, who, says Abulfazl, was deficient both in
respect and fidelity, observed that when all had taken
the oath as required, it might be proper for his Majesty
to take an oath on his part, engaging " that whatever
we, his well-wishers, recommend with a view to his
interest, and deem indispensable for that purpose, he
will consent to, and perform." Mirza Hindal, firing at
this suggestion, exclaimed, " Haji Muhammed ! what
means all this ? What are you saying ? Never surely
did servants address a master, or slaves their lord, in
language like this ! " Humayun, however, interposed ;
" Let it be," said the Emperor, " as Haji Muhammed
and the other chiefs desire. Whatever they shall ad
vise for my interest and with good intent, that will I
execute." *
When this mutual agreement, unparalleled perhaps in
Asiatic history, had been ratified and confirmed, the
army marched on. On the part of Humayun it was an
attempt to secure the fidelity of the army and its
leaders, under all circumstances.
The singular de
mand of Haji Muhammed, imperfectly explained by
contemporary writers, seems to indicate a general want
of confidence in the judgment and steadiness of the
Emperor, which indeed, if we consider the whole pre
vious course of his history, is not wonderful.
Haji
Muhammed was a foster-brother in the family, and
may, therefore, be supposed to have been sincerely at
tached to it. But his freedom on this occasion was not
grateful to royal ears, and was probably never forgiven.
Abulfazl, the Minister of Humayun's son, always speaks
* Akbernama, f. 82.
some slight variation.

Jouher also, c. 25. mentions the incident with
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of him with distrust and dislike, though he seems to chap. in.
have been one of the Emperor's most efficient servants. S*CT" m'
Could any limits have been imposed upon the abso
lute power of the prince, the present was not, perhaps,
an unfavourable crisis. It, in many respect;!, resembled
those situations in which the barons of England ex
torted charters and concessions from the King. A civil
war raged. The monarch had been eminently unsuc
cessful in his enterprises, had suffered many defeats,
and been repeatedly driven from his throne. His talents
for government were not of a high class ; and his popu
larity was, probably, not great in his new kingdom.
His nobles, who were powerful, had been sufferers by
his repeated failures, yet on them was placed his only
hope of restoration. They had still much of the Tartar
independence, and exercised the right of transferring
their allegiance from one competitor to another, as
their private interest seemed to require. It was in
their power at any time, if not to raise, at least to pull
down their monarch. All this made it easy to humble
the crown. But when that was done, the result was
little favourable to liberty, or to any settled govern
ment. The power, which the Sovereign lost, the nobility
did not gain. They had no principle of cohesion among
themselves. There was no body connected as a peerage,
no hereditary rank, nor great ancestral possessions, that
secured to certain families a large and regular depend
ence of followers. There was no Great Council in which
they could meet and deliberate, and take common mea
sures for the benefit of their order. Nor was this de
fect of concert and stability confined to the nobles. In
like manner, there was no church. There were many
revered Khwajas and Miillas, whose fame and influence
was extensive; but it was confined to the individual.
There were no assemblies of the church or of churchmen,
interposed between the King and the nobles, or between
the nobles and the people, acting, by turns, as a proCC 3
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book v. tection, or a check, to them all. The popular, or muniA D 15ao cipal, power had no existence. There were no large
towns, governed by their own magistrates, and assert
ing particular privileges, —no corporations, that united
large bodies of the lower classes in a common interest,
and gave them the means of a common defence. There,
was, in reality, no common-weal at all,—no foundation
for free institutions. The people had nothing to do
with law or authority, but to obey them.
Nothing
was fixed or stable, but despotism. All power was in
the Sovereign, and in the irregular and, as short-lived,
so, generally rapacious power of the Amirs, derived
from him, founded on his grant, and personal to the
individual from whom it could at any time be with
drawn. There were, therefore, no materials, out of
which the fabric of liberty could be built. Any power
taken from the Sovereign went to particular nobles,
and continued equally despotic in their hands. A re
gular body of laws, free institutions, or permanent pro
tection against misrule, was never dreamt of.
Xhe
prince was the shadow and representative of God upon
earth. If, for any cause, he was deposed, another was
substituted in his place, everything else remaining
unchanged. The great peculiarity, in the present in
stance, was, that the great Amirs did not displace the
monarch, but placed restraints upon his power. This
led, necessarily, to a standing council, which, had not
everything else been adverse, might have proved the
first step, one element of a better government ; for any
permanent institution, whatever it may be, that acts
as a check upon absolute power, must in its tendency
be favourable to liberty, by setting limits to oppres
sion.
The armies
Humayun, having surmounted the northern slope of
°n m!™*3 Hindu-kiish, descended on the south into the valleys of
Kiimnm
Pcnjshir and Ashterkeram. On arriving near Shuterinret.
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gerden, he saw the army of Kamran drawn up on a hill chap. hi.
right in the line of march.
S'CT- IIL
The two armies being now close upon each other, Humfiyun
Humayun, desirous to save the effusion of human blood, endeavours
sent Mirza Shah Sultan *, of the family of the Syeds of fu»y to neTermiz, to the camp of Kamran to propose a pacifica- gociatetion. The men of these holy families were the great
negociators of the time, and the respect paid to the
sanctity of their character, in the midst of the ravage
and rapine that prevailed, often enabled them to al
leviate the mischiefs of war. The Mirza was, besides,
related to the imperial family. The proposals which
he carried were, that Kamran should acknowledge the
supremacy of his elder brother ; and that, they should
unite their armies, and in conjunction undertake the
conquest of Hindustan. To this Kamran consented,
but on condition that he should keep Kabul, while
Humayun retained Kandahar.
Humayun sent back
his envoy a second time, accompanied by his Sadr, to
propose by way of compromise, that the young Prince
Akber should be left in the government of Kabul,
which, as well as their conquests in Hindustan, should
be common to both. Kamran, it is said, was disposed
to have acceded to these terms, but was dissuaded by
Keracha Khan, who insisted on not giving up Kabul,
exclaiming, " My head and Kabul;" meaning death or
Kabul. A battle, therefore, became inevitable. Hu
mayun issued orders that the whole army should be
ready for action next morning, four hours before sun
rise.
Kamran's astrologers declared that day to him un
favourable for an engagement, and he, in consequence,
sought to gain time. While the armies lay thus op
posed to each other, Khwaja Abdal Simd, and several
officers who had been separated from the Emperor at
* He is called the brother of Mir Birkeh.
cc 4
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book v. the surprize of Kipchak, and had taken service with
A ~ 1560 Kamran, deserted and went back to him, carrying in
formation that there was considerable perturbation and
alarm in the enemy's camp. In the course of the day,
orders an Humayun put his troops in motion. He himself took
attack
j
l
i
the centre, Suleiman Mirza had the right wing, Hindal
the left, Mirza Ibrahim the advance, and Haji Muhammed with some veteran officers, the reserve.
Kamran drew out his troops to meet him, himself taking
the centre, and assigning the right to Askeri Mirza,
the left to Ak Sultan, his son-in-law, and the advance
to Keracha Khan. "When they came near the enemy,"
says Jouher, " and there was but a slight space between
the two armies, Haji Muhammed Khan advised that the
troops should be brought to a halt, and that no fight
should take place that day. As there was a compact
between the Emperor and his Amirs, he saw no remedy,
but ordered Beg Mirek to make the troops halt. At
this moment the Mirzas came up and said, that " they
were not for encamping ; that the battle must be fought
that day ; that it was not prudent to wait to be at
tacked, but better for them to attack Kamran, and to
conquer or die."
The orders had been issued, but
difficulties occurred ; the troops were not prepared to
encamp. Abdal Wahab came, and represented to His
Majesty, " The army is now face to face to the enemy.
We have no tents to enable us to encamp." His Ma
jesty said, " Let us advance in order. If we are op
posed, it is well. If not, we shall take up a position
on the banks of the river."
The army, therefore,
again moved forward." *
Kamran was posted on a lofty eminence, having the
rest of his army hard by. Mirza Ibrahim, who com
manded the Emperor's advance, by a desperate attack,
seized the heights. He was followed by the Emperor,
* Jouher, c. 25.
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who ordered the matchlock-men by whom he was at- chap. ni.
tended, to open a fire on the lower ground. Keracha, -_J '
moving forward with a body of cavalry, attacked and
broke the Emperor's left, and wheeling round, proceeded
to charge the right wing, when he was wounded by a
matchlock bullet, and soon after dismounted and made
prisoner, by a man of inferior rank.
As they were
leading him from the field, one Kamber Ali, whose
brother Keracha had put to death at Kandahar, coming
behind him and taking off his steel-cap, cleft his skull
with a blow of his sabre, and cutting off his head, pre
sented it to the Emperor, who afterwards directed it to
be placed over the Iron Gate of Kabul, to verify the
Khan's words, " My head and Kabul." In Keracha the
Emperor lost a formidable enemy. After a well con- Defeat and
tested battle, Kamran, seemg the imperialists victonous umrta
on every side, abandoned the field, and fled, by the pass
of Badbaj, towards the Afghan country. A party under
Hindal and Haji Muhammed, which was sent to pursue
him, soon returned, having used but little diligence
in the attempt to overtake him. Mirza Askeri was
taken prisoner.
The victors plundered the enemy's
camp, and slew numbers of them. Many, who surren
dered, were received into the Emperor's service. The
victory was complete, and most opportune for his affairs.
But what above all delighted him was the arrival of
the young Akber, who was brought by Hasan Akhteh,
to whose care he had been entrusted, after his father
had had reason to fear that Kamran had carried him off.
He affectionately embraced his son, engaged himself by
vow to make certain pious and charitable donations,
and resolved on no future expedition to separate from
him more.
We are told that the Emperor soon after observed
two camels loaded with trunks, wandering without
drivers on the field of battle. " Let every man take
what booty he can find," said the Emperor, " these two
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book v. camels are my share." When the boxes were opened,
a. D, 1550. ne was alike surprised/ and gratified to find that they
contained the very books which he had lost at the rout
of Kipchak. Some of the most flagrant offenders were
put to death. In the evening, the Emperor had a grand
entertainment in the Garden-palace of Charikaran, to
celebrate his victory ; after which he lost no time in
Humiyun proceeding to Kabul, which he entered next day withrc-occunie»
...
*
Kibui.
out resistance.*
The first days after his arrival in that city were spent
in rewarding his friends, and punishing his enemies,
some of them capitally. Mirza Suleiman, who with his
son, had rendered distinguished service, was sent back
to Badakhshan, loaded with rewards. Mirza Ibrahim
remained some time longer, and, before his departure,
was betrothed to Bakhshi Banu Begum, the Emperor's
daughter. Akber got the district of Chirkh in Lohger,
as a jagir : and Haji Muhammed Khan was appointed
his Minister, with the care of his education. Humayun
a. u. 958, spent about a year in Kabul, at this time.
A. D. 1551.
* Akbernama, ff. 82, 83. Tab. ff. 53, 54. ; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 166,
Akb. ff. 164, 165.; Tar. Nizami, 167. ; Khol. uI-Tow. f. 269.
f. 202. ; Jouher, c. 26. ; Bayezfd,
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CHAPTER III.
HUMAYUN IN AFGHANISTAN.

SECTION IV.
SUBSEQUENT HISTORY OF KAMRAN. DETERMINATION OF
HUMAyUN TO RECOVER INDIA.
WANDERINGS OF KAMRAN. — REPOSE OP HUMAYUN
NEW ATTEMPTS
OF KAMRAN. MEASURES TO SEIZE HIM HE FLIES TOWARDS THE
INDUS CHANGE IN THE POLICY OF HUMAYUN. TRANQUILLIZATION
OF AFGHANISTAN. HUMAYUN MARCHES AGAINST KAMHAN. NIGHT
ATTACK ON THE IMPERIAL CAMP. — DEATn OF HINDAL THE CAMP
OF KAMRAN SURPRISED. HE FLIES TO SELfM SHAH
HUMAYUN
LAYS WASTE BAXGASH. — THE GAKERS OFFER TO SURRENDER KAM
RAN. — HIS VISIT TO THE CAMP OF SELfM SHAH. HIS HUMILIATING
RECEPTION, ESCAPE, SUBSEQUENT WANDERINGS, AND DETENTION BY
THE GAKERS. SURRENDERS TO HUMAYUN. IS DEPRIVED OF HIS
EYESIGHT. — REMAINING INCIDENTS OF HIS LIFE. —HIS INTERVIEW
WITH HUMAYUN. — IS DESERTED BY HIS ATTENDANTS. — PROCEEDS
TO SIND AND MEKKA. DEVOTION OF HIS WIFE THEIR DEATHS.
HUMAYUN PLUNDERS THE COUNTRY. DEFECTION AMONG HIS TROOPS.
— HE RECROSSES THE INDUS.—REBUILDS AND PROVISIONS PESHAWER.
RETURNS TO KABUL. FAVOURABLE STATE OF HIS AFFAIRS. — HE
RESOLVES TO RECONQUER INDIA.
Meanwhile Kamran, after his defeat at Ashterkeram, chap. hi.
Sect. IV.
having made his escape from the field, fled, attended —'■—
by only eight followers, and found his way through A-^lgS58'"
many difficulties and dangers, towards Deh Sebz, a dis- wanderings
trict in the midst of the country of the Afghans. It ofK,mr "•
is to be recollected that, at this time, the Afghans con
sisted of a set of independent tribes ; or, if they owned
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book v. any submission to Kabul, it was only nominal. They
d. i56i. ^ay chiefly in the tract to the east of Kabul and Ghazni.
The wild Afghans, through whose country Kamran
passed, met him as he fled, and plundered him and his
followers of the little they had left. He found himself
compelled to cut off his hair and beard ; and wandering
in the disguise of a Kalender, or religious mendicant,
found his way through the hills to Melek Muhammed
of Mandrawer, the most distinguished chief of the
Lamghanat, to whom he discovered himself, who, out
of consideration for the Mirza's former rank and great
ness, took a warm interest in his affairs. The reverses
of fortune which he had endured, did not deter the
Mirza from still indulging in schemes of ambition. He
was soon joined by a party of soldiers of fortune, who
had escaped from the late defeat, and collected a num
ber of adventurers from the neighbouring country, and
from the wandering tribes, so that his force amounted
to fifteen hundred men. He was supposed to have ex
tended his intrigues into the court of Humayun, a
suspicion which gave that prince, still but insecurely
settled on his throne, no small degree of uneasiness. It
so happened that, at this very moment, Haji Muhammed
Khan suddenly left the court of Humayun without
leave, and withdrew to his government of Ghazni; a
step which the Emperor suspected to be connected
with designs in favour of Kamran ; though he affected
to talk of this insult as merely a piece of humOur. He,
however, despatched a considerable force to defeat the
new efforts of Kamran, who, unable to resist, fled from
Mandrawer to the upper part of the valleys of Alankar
and Alisheng. Being pursued thither also, he next
fled eastward into the county of the Khalil, Mehmend
and Daud-zai Afghans, among whom he arrived in a
most destitute situation. The few followers, who had
attended him thus far, there dispersed, and scattered
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over the country. His pursuers, having followed him chap. ni.
as far as Ghaz and Shahidan, returned home.
SxCT' IV"
Humayun had now a short period of repose, during Repose of
which, still farther to confirm Suleiman Mirza in his Hum4yuninterest, he asked Shahzada Khanum the Mirza's
daughter in marriage, and she was betrothed to him.
Mirza Askeri, still his prisoner, he sent to be guarded
in Badakhshan, whence he had permission, which was
equivalent to a command, to proceed to Mekka. That
prince survived nearly seven years, and died at last £*^'8i
between Damascus and the holy city.*
No reverses could damp the ardour with which NewatKamran strove to regain his throne. He again began KaWn.'
to collect a new body of adventurers around him.
They consisted chiefly of the Khalil and Mehmend
Afghans, joined by numbers of soldiers of fortune of
every description, who flocked to his standard in hopes of
plunder or of place, should he regain the crown. With
these he soon infested the whole eastern borders of
Kabul, and, occasionally, pushed his plundering excur
sions into the heart of the more level country, retiring
with his marauders, when pursued, into the narrow
glens and mountain recesses which encompass the
greater part of Kabul. Humayun saw the necessity of
putting a speedy and final stop to these incursions, and
was sensible that the only effectual mode of doing so
was to follow his enemy into the country that afforded
him refuge, wherever that might be. He sent, there
fore, to invite Haji Muhammed to join him in this ex
pedition with the troops of Ghazni. But, hearing in
the meanwhile that Kamran had laid siege to a fort
near the Charbagh, not far from Jui-Shahi (now Jelalabad), he set out in that direction with the few troops
he had with him, without waiting for the reinforcement
from Ghazni. Kamran, hearing of his rapid approach,
» Akbernama, ff. 83, 84% ; Khol. ul Towarikh, f. 270.
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raised the siege, and retreated downwards to Peshawer ;
whence, making a circuit by Bangash and Gardiz, he
proceeded towards Kabul, giving out that it was
for the purpose of forming a junction with Haji
Muhammed. Abulfazl affirms that that Amir was now
entirely in Kamran's interest, and had invited him to
unite their forces for an attack upon the capital. How
ever that may be, at that very time Biram Khan
arrived at Ghazni, on his way from Kandahar to Kabul.
He was an old friend of the governor's, who received
him with much honour, and invited him to a grand
entertainment within the fort, intending, says Abulfazl,
to have seized him. Biram Khan, who got some inti
mation of evil designs, feigning an excuse, waived the
invitation, and encamped by a stream near the town ;
where he was visited by Haji Muhammed, whom by
his superior art and address, he prevailed upon to ac
company him to Kabul. Humayun, meanwhile, no
sooner heard of Kamran's movements, than he hurried
back to defend his capital. The Mirza, after he had
arrived within one march of Kabul, hearing that Biram
Khan and Haji Muhammed were not far off on their
march to join the Emperor, seeing all chance of success
gone, turned back, to wander some time longer in the
straths and hills of Lamghan.*
• Akbernama, f. 84. ; Nizam-ed- expect from him an impartial ac
dfn Ahmed) Tab. Akb. f. 165. and count of transactions in which that
Tar. Niz. f. 203.) makes Humayun great man was concerned. Haji Mu
write to Kandahar to request Biram hammed probably stood a little in
Khan to visit Haji Muhammed and Biram's way. He had been Prime
seize him. He also affirms that Haji Minister, and seems to have been
wrote to Kamran inviting him to laid aside, first for Keracha, and
come to Ghazni, when he was ready now for Biram Khan. Whether the
to acknowledge him as king. From disaffection laid to his charge was
whatever cause, it is clear that the real, or only a pretext for supersed
ruin of Haji Muhammed was re ing him, it is hard to determine. If
solved upon. Perhaps his conduct real, it seems strange that he should
in the matter of the test-oath was twice have been induced to go to
not forgotten. Abulfazl is so much Kabul. He evidently at this time
a partizan of the Emperor and of did not consider his life to be safe.
Biram Khan, that we can hardly
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After Biram Khan and Haji Muhammed had reached chap. ni.
Kabul, the latter, when one day entering the city, was Sect" iv"
stopped at the gate and turned back, with rather a
pointed message from the governor. This, added to
the manifest jealousy which the Emperor had shown,
naturally roused his suspicion that something was in
agitation against him.
He, therefore, resolved to
escape before the Emperor arrived; and, to prevent
being detained, instead of proceeding straight to
Ghazni, he set out for Karabagh on the north, under
pretence of a hunting party ; passed the defile of Minar,
and made his way through the hills to Baba Kochkar,
whence he hastened, by the Damankoh of Behzadi and
Alinder, towards Ghazni.
AVhen Humayun soon after reached Siah-sang near Measures to
Kabul, on his way back to oppose Kamran, he was met
Kim"
by Biram Khan. Finding that Kamran had retreated,
and resolved to follow him wherever he was to be
found, that an end might be put to those eternal
alarms of which he was the cause, — he issued orders
that not a man should leave the camp, or enter Kabul.
As he was not at his ease in regard to Haji Muhammed,
he despatched Biram Khan to prevail upon him once
more to return to the camp, if possible amicably, but
at all events to bring him. The Khan, by his prudent
and conciliating management, and by engaging for cer
tain conditions which he confirmed by oath, succeeded
in mollifying and reassuring the Haji, and finally con
ducted him to the presence when all the forms of a
reconciliation took place.
A few days after this event, the Emperor marched
back to the Lamghanat in pursuit of Kamran. By the
time he reached Jui-Shahi, the Mirza fled through the
passes of Kuner Nurgil higher up the Kama River, while
his followers dispersed. Biram Khan, now honoured
with the title of Khan-Khanan, was sent with a body of
troops to pursue him, which he did with so much vigour
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that the Mirza, not finding himself safe in the territory
of Kuner Nurgil, went off towards the Indus. Biram
Khan rejoined the Emperor at Daka, between Jui-Shahi
^ ^ Khftiber pas8.

It was at this time that the Emperor caused Haji
Muhamined Khan and his brother Shah Muhammed to
be seized. They were charged with turbulent and
rebellious designs, and after the forms of a regular in
vestigation, were found guilty, stript of all their honours
and possessions, and when they had been kept a short
time in prison, were put to death. Indeed, in the con
dition in which the countries under Humayun then
were, it was not safe for the prince, after quarrelling
with any subject, to leave him powerful. It would
have been only affording him the means of aiding a
rival with greater effect. Humayun, influenced probably
Change In by the stern, but successful, policy of Biram Khan,
huinlyun** seems, at length, to have resolved to quell rebellion, and
to punish disaffection with unsparing severity, in every
one, from the prince to the peasant. Ghazni and the
other jagirs of the two brothers, were divided among
the Emperor's adherents.*
The winter Humayun spent in hunting and festivity,
and in settling the neighbouring country. Early in the
spring he had the satisfaction of receiving deputations
from different tribes of Afghans, with acknowledgeTranquiiu- ment8 of submission and tributary offerings.
The
zation of
flight of Kamran allowed things to assume a better form
tin.
than they had done for a long period. Biram Khan
returned to Kandahar. The countries of Ghazni, Gurdiz,
Bangash and Lohger were entrusted to Hindal ; Kunduz,
which the Mirza had held, was given to Mir Birkeh ;
Jui-Shahi to Khizer Khwaja Khan. When these ar
rangements were made, Hindal, leaving Kunduz, re
paired to Ghazni. But before Mir Birkeh arrived at
* Akbernama, f. 84. ; Tab. Akb. f. 165. ; Tar. Niz. f. 202, 203.;
Jouher, c. 26.
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Kunduz to supply his place, Mirza Ibrahim contrived chap. ni.
to get possession of it, and it was allowed, if not by Sect- n ■
secret treaty, at least by connivance, to remain in his
hands.
It was about this time that Shah Abul-Maali entered
Humayun's service. He was a Pirzada, or son of a Pir
or saintly personage, and claimed to be descended of the
Syeds of Turmez who were connected with the im
perial family. He was a man of decision and talent,
by which, and by the unbounded influence he gained
over the Emperor's mind, in spite of his presumptuous
and overbearing temper, he rose to high rank and
estimation.
But Kamran, meanwhile, had not been idle. In the Hmmiyun
course of his wanderings, he had contrived to collect ^ins"
about him a new and considerable body of adventurers, K&nr&n.
with whom he advanced, and once more entered JiiiShahi, the middle point between the upper and lower
country. The Emperor immediately summoned Hindal
and the Jagirdars nearest to the capital, to join his
array. They obeyed, and he marched against Kamran,
who, without meeting him, retreated into his usual
mountain recesses. When the camp reached Surkhab,
however, Kamran, descending from the hills, made a
fierce attack by night on the advance, which lay at the
Siah-ab between that town and Gandemak. The troops,
though surprised, defended themselves bravely, and
maintained their ground; but lost many men, and a
great part of their baggage.
Humayun proceeded on his march, through a broken
mountainous country, so close on the hills, and so beset
writh steep lowering cliffs, ravines, valleys and hill
passes, that he was in constant danger of being sur
prised, or of having the different divisions of his army
separated from each other, and cut off by the sudden
attacks of an unseen foe. Passing Jui-Shahi, he ad
vanced as far as Jirbar, a township in the territory of
VOL. II.
D D
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Nanginhar, beyond Behsud, guarding his camp and
march with watchful care. On his arrival, he ordered
the camp to be surrounded with trenches to prevent
surprise, and erected a temporary fort on a rising ground.
Two Afghans brought a report that the Mirza intended,
that same night, to attack the camp with a body of
Khalil and Mehmend Afghans. It was the eve of the
20th of November. The guards were ordered to watch
in the trenches, and to be on the alert. About the end
of the first watch of the night, an attack was made
accordingly. The Emperor was on the rising ground ;
Hindal in the camp below. The onset was furious, and
the contest continued hot for some time, each officer
defending his own portion of the works, some part of
which, however, the enemy succeeded in scaling, and
entered the enclosure. Some men of note were slain ;
all was confusion and uncertainty, friend and foe being
mixed together and covered by the darkness of the
night ; when the rising of the moon showed the real
state of things, and the imperialists recovered their
superiority. The assailants took to flight, but Mirza
Ilindal had fallen in the fray.
" When the affair was
over," says Jouher, " and his Majesty inquired for his
brother Hindal, no one had the courage to tell him.
He then called out aloud from the height ; but, although
surrounded by at least three hundred persons, none
answered. He ordered Abdal Wahab to go and bring
news of the prince. He went, but, in returning, was
shot by one of our own matchlock-men, who mistook
him for an Afghan, and thus was he added to the
number of martyrs. Mir Abdal-Hai was next sent, and
brought back the melancholy intelligence, which he com
municated by repeating two verses of a poet. The
Emperor instantly retreated to his pavilion, where he
was overwhelmed with grief, till his Amirs came and
consoled him, saying that his brother was blest, in
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having thus fallen a martyr in the service of his chap in.
Majesty."*
'
S,CT- IYIt appears that Mirza Hindal, on hearing of the in
tended night-attack, had carefully visited all his
trenches, after which he had thrown himself down in
his tent to take some rest, when he was roused by the
uproar and alarm occasioned by the onset of the
Afghans. They had attacked the works on every side
on foot, with shouts and war-cries ; and a body had
succeded in getting over the Mirza's trenches. The
night was dark. The ^Hrza started up, and hastened
to meet and repel the assailants, having only his bow
and arrow in his hand. His men had hurried away in
confusion, to protect their horses from being plundered,
so that none of his immediate servants were with him.
He soon met an Afghan face to face, and so near that
it was necessary to close with him. By main strength
he had gained the upper hand, when his antagonist's
brother, Tirenda, a Mehmend Afghan, came to his as
sistance, and slew the Mirza without knowing him.
When the battle was over, the Afghan brought the
Mirza's ornamented quiver and arrows, unconscious to
whom they belonged, and presented them to Kamran,
as the spoils of a man of rank. Kamran no sooner saw
the quiver than he recognised it as his brother's, and,
dashed his turban on the ground in an agony of grief.
The Mirza's body was left for some time unnoticed,
where it fell.
After the first confusion, when the
troops began to collect, and were returning to assail the
Afghans, Khwaja Ibrahim, one of his servants, as the
troops which he had joined were passing near the
Mirza's tent, saw, in the darkness of the night, a man
* Jouher, c. 26. ; Bayezfd, who
was in Monaim Khan's service, relates that the Khan, during the
alarm, rode up to the rising ground,
and found the Emperor in tears.
Having asked the cause, " Have you
»D

not heard," said he, " of the martyrdom of Mirza Hindal ? " Monaim
replied, " You lament your own
gain. You have one enemy less."
His Majesty checked his lamentation. Hayezfd, f. 5(}.
2
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in black armour lying on the ground. He did not at
first stop, but pushed on towards the Afghans, till
he recollected that Hindal had that evening put on a
black cuirass. Turning back, he examined the body,
and found that it was the Mirza's. His right hand had
been cut off, and some fingers of his left, apparently in
an attempt to defend his head ; and a cross blow, that
had fallen on his mouth, had nearly separated the head
from the one ear to the other. With great presence of
mind, he lifted up the body, and carried it into the
Mirza's pavilion, where he laid it down and covered it
with a cloak, ordering the porters to admit no one, as
the Mirza was fatigued with his exertions, and had
received a trifling wound ; and desired that no noise or
bustle should be allowed, that could disturb him. When
the enemy was finally repulsed, the Khwaja mounted a
rising ground, and in the Mirza's name returned thanks
to the troops for their exertions which had secured the
victory. His conduct was warmly applauded by the
Emperor.
Hindal's remains were conveyed first to
Jui-Shahi, and, after a time, to Kabul, where they were
interred at the feet of his father Baber. He was thirtytwo years of age at the time of his death. Ghazni, the
jagir of Hindal, was given to Akber, to whom were
also transferred the Mirza's adherents, and the daughter
of the deceased prince was betrothed to him.*
* Akbernama, f. 85 ; Jouher,
c. 2(5. ; Bayezid, ff. 5.0, 60. ; Tab.
Akb. f. 165. ; Khol-ul-Tow. f. 270.;
Jouher mentions an incident con
nected with the death of Hindal,
which is highly illustrative of that
tenderness to animal life, that is
common with pious Musulmans.
Two days before the night attack,
when the Emperor and his brother
were returning from chusing a
strong position for a fortified camp,
they met three deer; "one, Hindal
pursued ; another Shah Abu-Maali ;
the third escaped. When Hindal

was over against the deer, he shot
it with an arrow in such a way that
it never moved, but raising its face
thrice towards heaven, yielded up
its life to God. All who were pre
sent were filled with wonder, (it
seeming) as if the deer had lifted
up its complaint to the Almighty
Creator." Jouher, c. 26. Two days
after, the Mirza was slain by the
Afghdns, " having no other arms
to oppose to the enemy but his bow
and arrow." He was born in a. h.
925, and slain 958, being about 33
lunar years of age.
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The day after this attack, Humayun fell back to chap. in.
Behsud, where he constructed a fort, and remained all E Tthe winter, watching the proceedings of Kamran, who
wandered from one tribe of Afghans to another, at
tempting to rouse them to espouse his cause. In this
position, surrounded by mountains on every side, he
was beset by the Afghans, who prowled round his camp,
which they dared not attack, and harassed his troops,
plundering and putting to death such of his men as fell
into their hands. They often came up close to the
works, and upbraided their enemy with cowardice, for
not daring to come out, and fight on even ground.
These insults Humayun appears to have borne with a
patience not usual to him : but his Amirs and officers,
at length, began to murmur aloud. It is not impro
bable that he was unwilling to risk a winter retreat
through the passes between Behsud and Kabul, and
perhaps he had suffered more in the late attack than
his historians admit. When the spring returned, and
it was possible once more to act in the wild country of
the Afghans, he thought it best to anticipate any attack
they might meditate ; and learning that Kamran lay,
at no great distance, with a body of troops that he had
collected, he resolved, by a bold attack, to beat up his
quarters, and, if possible, to secure his person. With
this intent, he set out from Behsud, and marched
the whole night, in the supposed direction of the
Mirza's camp. The road was long, and the weather
was still piercingly cold. Kamran had been entertained
by all the neighbouring tribes in succession, staying
seven or eight days with each. This rambling mode
of life rendered it uncertain among whom he might be
found. At the end of the night, Humayun halted to
rest his troops, and mounted again at peep of dawn.
At that early hour, he was fortunate enough to fall in
with two of Kamran's followers, charged with a mission
7
c
to Malek Muhammed of Mandrawer. From them he
DD 3

*'

The camp of
Kimr»"
surprised,
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BOOK V. was directed to the encampment of the tribe with which
a.d. 1552, the Mirza was to be found, and, hastening on, reached
it as the sun rose. They rushed in ere the Afghans,
who amounted to 14,000 fighting men, could recover
from their surprise, and put to death all the men whom
they met, making prisoners of the women and children,
whom they afterwards sold as slaves.* Kamran made
a narrow escape, the assailants entering his tent at one
side, while he escaped by the other ; but Maksud, his
favourite, who slept in it was taken prisoner. The
surprise was complete ; the resistance feeble ; the booty,
especially in sheep and cattle, very large. This disaster
was decisive of the Mirza's fate among the Afghans,
who were seized with general dismay, and did not
afterwards dare to protect him. He, therefore, fled ;
but meeting with no succour from the Afghan tribes,
crossed the Indus, and, compelled by the extremity to
T'c flies to which he was reduced, sought refuge with Selim Shah,
Sclim Shah.
the Afghan King of Delhi. Humayun, no longer ap
prehensive of any attack from the Afghans, left his
fortified camp of Behsiid, and returned in triumph to
Kabul, f
End of
Towards the end of the year, the Emperor moved
a. h. 959,
down
into Bangash to chastise the Afghans in that
and of
a. n. 1552. quarter, who had sheltered and assisted Kamran. As
1 1 umiiyun
lays waste Bangash lies on a far lower level than Kabul, and the
Bangash.
winter is consequently much less severe, he was able to
carry on hostile operations in that country, while the
grounds above were covered with snow. While he
himself moved down from the capital, he ordered a
second division from Ghazni, under Akber, to co-operate
with him by marching on Bangash by the route of
Gurdiz. The invaders spread, plundering and laying
waste the country on every side, seizing the effects, and
driving off the sheep and cattle of the different tribes,
* Jouher makes the prisoners,
male and female, amount to 12,000.

t Akbernama, ff. 8-1—87. ; Jou
her, c. 27.
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into whose territory they came, and especially of the chap. ni.
Abdal-Rahmani and Bermzidi Afghans. Monaim Khan, Sect" iy'
with a third division of the Emperor's troops, advancing
from his jagir Of Nanginhar by way of Tira, attacked
the habitations of Fateh Shah, an Afghan chief, who
was accused of belonging to the hated sect of Chiraghkiish, and destroyed or plundered his whole property,
he himself narrowly escaping, but severely wounded *.
To complete the satisfaction which HumAyun enjoyed Tl,e ?akors
1
J
J J
oner to surfrom these successful operations, which wasted the ter- render
ritory of his enemy in every direction, he was met by am' '
ambassadors from Sultan Adam Gaker, the head of the
Gaker race, who brought the important intelligence
that Kamran had wandered into his territories, and that,
if the Emperor would visit him, he was ready to ac
knowledge his Majesty, and to deliver his brother into
his hands. Along with the ambassadors came Jogi
Khan, a servant of Kdmran's, bearing a letter from that
prince, in which he made every protestation of attach
ment, with expressions of regret for the past, and pro
mises of submission for the future. This was an oppor
tunity not to be neglected. Humayun was convinced,
from long and painful experience, that he never could
be personally safe, or secure of executing any of his
plans, while Kamran was at large. Without delay,
therefore, he bent his march towards the Indus, which
he crossed near Dinkot, on his way to the country of
the Gakers.
We have seen that Kamran, after his camp had been Kamrin
surprised in the night-attack, and his allies routed and ^J" ^c
dispersed, finding that no more assistance could be seiimSnan.
gained from the Afghans, who were confounded by the
* Jouher tells us (c 27.) that
Humayun, while in Bangash, heard
one Pekh Mazhabi had made a place
for himself in the Bangash territory,
and was misleading men : on which
dd

he sent a party to punish him, who
made his wives and children prisoners. He may probably be the person mentioned in the text, Mazhabi
merely signifying " sectary."
4
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book v. blow inflicted on some of their tribes, hastened towards
a.dTi553. the Penjab, resolved, as a last resource, to court succour
from Selim Shah, the Afghan sovereign of Delhi, and
the hereditary enemy of his family and race. That
prince was then at Bin, a township of the Penjab, and
engaged in operations against the chief of Jamu when
Kamran's envoy arrived. Instantly perceiving the ad
vantage to be derived from this incident, he joyfully in
vited him to his court, and, as he approached, sent an
honorary procession to receive him. Kamran saw with
disappointment, however, that it was composed of per
sons of inferior rank, and, that on entering the camp, he
was not met by the King. The unhappy prince soon
discovered that he was no longer a sovereign, and en
dured all the painful feelings of degraded majesty,
heightened by a sense of his own imprudence, in having
His humill- thrown himself into the hands of a bitter enemy. When
ccplfon."
introduced to the presence, he found Selim seated in
state, with much pomp, on his throne. Having, either
intentionally or by accident, made some delay in ap
proaching the king, he was thrice loudly reminded by
the master of ceremonies *, before the whole Court, that
he was in the presence of the Lord of the World. As
he approached the throne without making his obeisance,
the officer who introduced him, seized him rudely by
the neck, and made him bend to perform the kornish,
proclaiming at the same time that the son of the Makadam, or head-man, of Kabul, had come to make a
petition to his Majesty. To add to his vexation, Selim
for some time affected not to notice him, and when he
did, looking haughtily his way, only half rose from his
seat, gave him a passing welcome, directed that his tent
should be placed among those of the Mir-zadas, and
gave orders to present him with a caparisoned horse, a
dress of honour, a female slave and an eunuch. The
* Mfr Tuzuk.
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late powerful sovereign of Kabul, Kandahar, Badakh- c,^^,"1i"shan and the Penjab, felt indignant and humbled, at —'.— '
receiving such treatment from an upstart Afghan. He
was permitted to go at large, but was watched as a
prisoner. Selim, who had some tincture of learning,
and piqued himself on his skill in composing extempore
verses, often sent for the Mirza, who was an elegant
poet and an accomplished scholar, and contended with
him chiefly in metrical composition, an intercourse which
invariably terminated in disgust. Kamran was not
long of discovering that the promises made to him were
never meant to be kept, and that he had humbled
himself to become the mere dependant of an Afghan,
whom he hated, and who was his mortal foe. Worn
out with petty annoyances also, he became tired of life,
and resolved to attempt, at whatsoever risk, to effect his
escape.
When Selim had concluded his business in the Penjdb, Hls escaPehe set out to return to Hindustan, carrying along with
him the Mirza, whom he continued to flatter with hopes
of assistance, which he never meant to render. His
intention was to have sent him as a prisoner to some
hill-.fort, to be reserved as a check upon Humayun.
As the camp approached the Satlej, Kamran saw that
no time was to be lost, and privately despatched Jogi
Khan, a trusty servant, to Raja Kambhu, a hill chieftain,
whose country was only twelve kos from Mdchiward,
the grand pass over the river, to ascertain if that chief
would afford him protection. The Raja promised to
receive him : and as soon as the camp had crossed the
river at Machiwara, the Mirza effected his escape.
Having dressed one of his servants in his own sleeping
robe, and, in order the more effectually to lull the
vigilance of the guards and spies by whom he was
surrounded, made Baba Said a nobleman of his house
hold sit up reading aloud by his bedside, as if he had
lain down to go to rest, he proceeded to disguise him-
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BOOK V. self in female attire, and throwing over him the robe or
*.D. 1553. veil used by Musulman women, which covers the whole
body and conceals the shape, having only a small
aperture left for the eyes, he walked out of the female
tents unsuspected, and having at a convenient place
mounted a fleet horse, found his way to the concerted
place of refuge among the hills.*
His subse
The Raja received him as he had promised, and en
quent wan
tertained him hospitably for some time ; till, learning
derings,
that a force was on its march to demand that the Mirza
should be given up, unable to resist the power of Delhi,
he sent off the prince to another hill-chief, the Raja of
Kaliirf, who possessed the strongest place in that
quarter, but who soon after, from a similar apprehen
sion of incurring the resentment of Selim, sent him on
to Jamu. The Raja of that territory, however, afraid
of once more drawing on himself the hostility of the
Afghan, from which he had before suffered, would not
grant permission to the Mirza to enter his dominions.
Kamran, finding himself thus situated, set out for MankotJ, where he very narrowly escaped being made a
prisoner. He was compelled once more, therefore, to
disguise himself as a female, and set out on horseback
with an Afghan horse-dealer, who was returning to
Kabul. In passing through the Gaker country, he dis
covered himself to the Sultan, and claimed his assistance
to
regain his throne. That chief, who had been an ally
and deten
tion by the of Baber's, detained the Mirza as a prisoner at large,
Gakers.
at the same time giving information to Humayun, as
has been mentioned, that the Mirza was in his power.
Kamran, finding himself in this desperate situation,
* The Kholaset-ul-Towarikh
says, at Rajeghat 20 kos from Sirkend, f. 283.
t The present capital of Kahir
is Bellaspur on the Satlej. Forster's
Travels, vol. i. p. 240. 8vo. ed. The
Kholaset calls it Kehlut, and makes

him go thence to Nagerkot and
thence to Jamu. Ferishta, vol. ii. p.
lb'J). says that he took refuge with
the Raja of Nagerkot.
J Mankdt lies in the hills be
tween the Ravi and Chenab.
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sent Jogi Khan along with the Sultan's envoys, with cHAP.m.
conciliatory letters to his brother, to attempt to soothe SlCT- Ivhim.
We have seen that Humayun received these letters
while on his expedition into Bangash, and that he im
mediately resolved to march into the country of the
Gakers, and to spare no exertion to get into his hands
an enemy, who for many years, had thwarted all his
plans, and made a battle-field of his dominions. Having
also some views on Kashmir, he sent back from his
camp Khwaja Jilal-ed-dm Mahmud, to take charge of
Kabul during his absence, and carrying Akber with
himself*, to initiate him into business and the art of
war, crossed the Indus near Dink6t, and soon entered
the territories of Sultan Adam, who, on his approach,
began to entertain some fear of the guest whom he had
invited, as well as some apprehensions for his own
safety and independence. The Emperor sent on Monaim
Khan to quiet his fears, as well as those of the MIrza ;
and, after some delay and evasion, the Sultan at length
came, and waited upon the Emperor in the territory of surrenders
Pirhala, where the Mirza soon after found himself, most ^°n1Iumayunwillingly, constrained to submit to his brother, and
to join him in his camp.
After some days spent in entertainments and festivity,
Sultan Adam *, having received a dress of honour, a
* Abulfazl makes Humdyun carry
Akber with himself. Akbernama,
f. 89- Other authorities make him
accompany the Khwaja back to Ka
bul.
f Abulfazl (Akbernama f. 88.),
gives a short account of the succes
sion to the chiefship of the Gakers.
He observes that the Gakers consist
of many tribes who inhabit between
the Sind and Behat (or Jelem).
Their country once belonged to the
Kashmiris. In the reign of Sultan
Zein-ed-dfn Kashmiri, Malek Kad,

an Amir of Ghazni, who was con
nected with the ruler (Hakim) of
Kabul, invaded the country, and
wrested it from the Kashmiris. Ma
lek Kad was succeeded by his son
Malek Kilan, whose son Malek Pir
became chief of the tribe (lilus).
After him Tatar was the director
(Nazim) of the family (kabileh).
This chieftain was always in a state
of hostility with Shir Shah, the Af
ghan king of Delhi, and with his
son Selim Shah, considering him
self to be connected with the im-
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book v. standard, and kettle-drum and some rich presents, the
15M reward of his important, but dishonourable, service,
took his leave. Consultations were now held as to the
disposal of the Mirza. The Emperor's councillors were
unanimously of opinion, that there could be no hope of
tranquillity for his dominions while the Mirza was in
life ; and that his death was due no less to the Emperor
himself, than to the quiet and peace of his subjects.
Discussions Humayun, both from his own natural disposition and
fate.
the impressive parting advice of his father, was very
averse to proceed to extremities. Upon this his Amirs,
the Muftis, Doctors of the Law and other men of note
who accompanied the army, presented a petition, ad
vice and remonstrance under their seals, pra)-ing that
capital punishment might be inflicted on Kamran, as an
act required by justice, and indispensable to the public
peace. This paper Humayun sent to Kamran, who
was much agitated on reading it. He sent a message
in return to say, that those whose seals were affixed
to this paper asking for his death, were the very per
sons, who had urged him on to the extremities, that
had brought him to his present misery.
i» deprived
Though strongly urged on every side, Humayun obsignt.Sey* stinately persisted in refusing to imbrue his hands in
his brother's blood ; but he resolved, by depriving him
of his eyesight, to render him unfit for public life. For
this purpose, he ordered the Mirza's servants to be re
moved from about his person, and supplied their place
by some of his own. He instructed his ewer-bearer,
Jouher, from whom we have the detailed particulars of
this event, to watch the interior of the tent, and on no
perial family. For when Baber invaded Hindustan, Tatar entered his
service and served him faithfully.
He fell in the war with Rana Sanga,
leaving two sons, Sultan Sarang and
Sultan Adam. On the death of
Sarang, the chieftainship of the

tribe came to Sultan Adam, who at
this time continued to hold it;
though the two sons of Sarang, Kemal Khan and Said Khan Gaker,
laid claim to the dignity, and were
their uncle's enemies.
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account to yield to sleep for a moment. Jouhcr went chap. ni.
on duty about afternoon prayers, when the unhapp}' S,CT' v'
prince asked for a prayer carpet, and on receiving it,
prostrated himself in prayer. His evening prayers he
also said within the tent. Entering into conversation
with the ewer-bearer, he made him champoo him,
asking him several questions, such as, his name, how
long he had served the Emperor, and if he had ever
been in Mirza Askeri's service. It was then Ramzan,
and he told his attendant that he had fasted six days *,
asking him if he would be his substitute, to fast in his
stead. What followed may be best given in Jouher's
own words. " I replied, ' I will fast for you ; but the
Mirza himself will yet be able to keep his fast. Be bold,
and let not melancholy take possession of your heart.'
He then inquired, ' Do you know what is to be done
with me.' I replied, ' Kings know the revenues of kings;
but this is clear to me, that no man breaks his own
arm ; and, moreover, his Majesty the Emperor Muhammed Humayun is most merciful and beneficent.' In this
manner the night passed away."
Next morning, the army marched and the Emperor a.h. 960.
gave orders that the Mirza's eyes should be lanced, ^gj,4"^
He then set out. The orders, when communicated to
the servants who had been sent to attend the Mirza,
produced disputes who was to do the deed, each shift
ing it from himself. Sultan Ali Bakhshi, the pay
master, who brought the instructions, directed Ali Dost,
a chamberlain, one of the persons to whom the charge
of the Mirza's person had been committed, to proceed
to execute the duty enjoined. This he absolutely re
fused to do, without the Emperor's direct commands.
" You," said he, " addressing the paymaster," will not
pay out a single Shahrukhi without his Majesty's direc* This would mark the time as
being the 6th day of Ramzan, supposing that Kamran had fasted that

and the five preceding days (1 6th
August a. d. 1553.)
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book v. tions. How can I do such a deed as this without his
" 1563 Majesty's personal orders ? Should he to-morrow ask
me, ' What made you do this deed, and disable my
brother?' Am I to answer, ' 1 did it because Sultan Ali
Dost bid me ? ' No, I cannot do it." Thus they disputed
together. At length, the humble Jouher said, " I will
go and inform his Majesty." Ali Dost, Sultan Bariki,
Gholam Ali Sheshangusht *, the Darogha of the Ferashkhana, and I, the humble Jouher, galloped after his
Majesty, and addressed him. Ali Dost, among the rest,
spoke to him in the Turki language, saying, " Nobody
will do this deed." The Emperor, in the same language,
called him names, and said, " Thou, what has come
over thee ? Do thou go and do it." What followed, as
perhaps the most faithful account of such a scene that
is on record, may best be described in the words of
an eye-witness and agent, f
" Having received this order, we returned to Kamran,
and Gholam Ali said to the Mirza, ' 0 Mirza ! would
that Almighty God tore my tongue from the roots,
rather than that the words I speak should come from
my mouth. But for the commands of princes there is no
remedy. Our orders are to lance your eyes.' ' Kill me
at once,' said the Mirza. Gholam Ali replied, ' None
dare so far overpass his orders as to kill you.' He then
proceeded to execute the work. Having folded a handker
chief which he had in his hand into a ball, to serve for
a gag, the Ferash J thrust it into the Mirza's mouth as
he struggled. They then held his hands, dragged him
out of the pavilion, laid him on the ground, and struck
the lancet into his eyes, such was the will of God ! fifty
times more or less. Like a brave man he did not utter
a single groan. But when a man sat down on his
knees, he said to him, 1 Why do you sit on my knees ?
* The sixfingered.
t Jouher, c. 27.
X An inferior servant who takes

up and lays down the carpets, assists
in pitching the tents, &c.
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Will you not leave off till you have had your will of chap. hi.
me ?' Except this expression, he breathed not a com1V'
plaint, but maintained a perfect manly firmness, till
they poured some lemon juice and salt into his eyes.
Being then tortured beyond endurance, calling on the
name of God, he exclaimed aloud, '0 Lord! for the
offences which I have committed in this world, surely I
have suffered retribution. I may now entertain hopes
of my future salvation."
" The Mirza after this was placed on horseback, and
we rode on after the army, till we came to a grove
planted by Sultan Firuz Shah, where, the weather being
hot, we alighted. After resting, he was again mounted
on horseback and brought on to the camp, where he
alighted at the tent of Mir Kasim Kohbur, which was
already pitched.
" As I saw the Mirza restless and suffering much, I
could not stay beside him, but returned to my own quar
ters, where I was sitting with my head bent down in
sadness, when his Majesty's eye fell upon me. He sent
Jan Muhammed, his librarian, to ask what had been
done in the affair on which I had been sent, and how
I had succeeded. I answered, ' Everything has been
completed as ordered.' His Majesty then said, " You
need not return thither. Get ready water for my
bath." *
Thus was a termination put to the public life of this Remaining
unhappy prince, who had contrihuted so much, by his his ufe?'* °'
unquiet ambition, to injure the interests of his family,
and to restore the Afghan ascendency in India. The
remaining incidents of his life are but few. Soon after
reaching the camp, he sent a message to Monaim Beg
to request that Beg Muluk, his favourite, might be sent
to wait upon him as usual. The Emperor at once com
plied with his desire. On the Beg's arrival, the Mirza,
• Jouher, c. 27.
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book v. in the fulness of his heart, seizing his hands, pressed
A D 1553- them to his eyes with many tears, and exclaimed,
" Though a veil is drawn over the eye of my hody ;
I see thee still with that inward eye, that so oft has pictured thy
countenance."
He continued to accompany the camp, until it arrived
on the banks of the Indus, on its return to Kabul.
Here he sent for Monaim Beg. " You know," said the
Mirza, " in what splendor I have lived in Kabul. How
then can I endure to be carried to it, such a spectacle
as I now am." He asked leave to go to Mekka, without
passing through his old dominions ; adding that, if re
fused, he would kill himself by the way, when his blood
would rest on his brother's head. The Emperor, for a
whole day, refused to grant this request. How could
he set him at large, he said, after having reduced him
to blindness. At length, however, Monaim and some
others of his Amirs prevailed on the Emperor to let him
set out, and also to have a meeting with him ; to which
he agreed on one condition, — that the Mirza should place
a check upon his feelings, and not allow himself to break
out into complaint or lamentation. At midnight, the
His inter
view with Emperor, lighted by a lantern, and attended by five or
humayun. six men of distinction, repaired to his tent. Monaim
sent in a person to apprise the Mirza that his Majesty
was come. Yiisef, the Mirza's Korchi (armour-bearer),
taking his blind master by the arm, led him out as far
as the tent-ropes. When Hnmayun's eyes fell on the
handkerchief that the Mirza had tied over his eyes, he
burst into an involuntary flood of tears, while Kamran,
observant of his promise, maintained a silent com
posure. The Emperor entered the tent, and having
thrown off his shoes, sat down close by the entrance,
and made a sign to Yiisef, who led in the Mirza, and,
in consequence, took him to the higher place, oppo
site to the Emperor. When those who attended his
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Majesty had followed and entered the tent, he made them chap. ni.
a sign to sit down where they stood. The Emperor SkCT' IV"
continuing to sob aloud, the Mirza repeated a couplet
from a popular poem ;
" The cowl of the solitary hermit is exalted to the skies,
When the shadow of a monarch like thee falls upon it."
adding soon after this other ;
" Whatever falls on my soul from thee is subject of thanksgiving,
Be it the shaft of ruin, or the dagger of tyranny."
Humayun, taking no notice of the reproach which the
latter part of the quotation implied, loaded him with
kind expressions ; calling God to witness how little
things had turned out according to his wishes, and how
deeply and tenderly he sympathized with his brother's
sufferings. The Mirza inquired of Yiisef, " Who were
in the tent?" He was told, Mir Terdi Beg, Monaim
Beg, Bapus Beg and some others ; on which he ad
dressed them and said, " Be all of you witnesses, that
whatever has happened to me, has proceeded from my
own misconduct and fault. If it be known that his
Majesty has shown favour to me, let it also be known
how little I have deserved it." Humayun, much affected,
and wishing to put an end to the scene, his voice inter
rupted by convulsive sorrow, faltered out, u Let us now
repeat the Fateheh " (a prayer). The Mirza upon this
earnestly recommended his children and dependants to
the Emperor's care, who said, " Set yourself at ease on
that subject : they are my own children." The prayer
being over, Humayun rose to depart, on which Yiisef,
taking the Mirza's hand, led him out to the same spot
where he had gone to receive the Emperor, when he
came and there took leave of him. As soon as the
Emperor was gone and at a little distance, Kamran,
no longer under restraint, groaning aloud, gave vent to
his smothered emotions, and burst out into heart-rending
VOL. II.
E E
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bookv. lamentations; so that the sound of his cries and of his
A D. l563 wailing was heard in the tents all around.
He is dcNext day it was publicly intimated, that all such of
his'atton
tne Mirza's former servants as were inclined might
<iant».
accompany him ; but none were found disposed to share
his present miserable condition.
" Those who lately
had boasted of his friendship," says Abulfazl, " now
denied his acquaintance." In this situation, Humayun
asked Chilmeh Koka, one of his household, who hap
pened to be standing by, " Whether he would remain
in his service or go to Mekka with the Mirza." The ge
nerous man replied, that highly as he was honoured by
being in his Majesty's service, a sense of duty called
upon him to attend the Mirza, that, to the best of his
power, he might cheer his dreary nights, and his dark
and solitary days. " Blessings be upon you," said
Humayun. To his faithful management the care of
the funds destined for the Mirza's support in his pil
grimage was entrusted, and this worthy man rose to
high rank in the succeeding reign. Beg Muhik, the
favourite of his prosperity, deserted the Mirza after
accompanying him a few stages, and returned to the
camp. The Emperor was much incensed on hearing
of his conduct, and this heartless desertion, says Bayezid,
made him abhorred of small and great.*
He proceeds
Kamran travelled down the Indus to Tatta, where
Mekka.
Shah Ilusein, his father-in-law, allotted him a palace
for his residence, and an estate for his support. He
persisted, however, in proceeding on his pilgrimage.
His Arghun wife, Chuchak Begum, in spite of every
remonstrance, resolved to accompany him, and having
embarked without her father's knowledge, was discovered
before the ship set sail, but refused to return with the
persons whom he sent to bring her on shore. He
• Akbernama, ff. 88—90. ; Jouher, c. 27.; Btyerid, 63—65.;
Tab. Akberi, ff. 165, 1 66.; Tar.

Niz. ff. 203, 204. ; Ferishta, vol. ii.
pp. 1 69, 170.
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himself in consequence went on board to fetch her. chap. ni.
But the lady nobly remonstrated with him. " You StCT' lv'
gave me to my husband," she said, " when he was a ^i"'wt.1™ of
king and happy ; and would take me from him now
that he is fallen, and blind, and miserable. No ; I will
attend and watch him faithfully, wherever he goes."
Shah Husein, compelled to admire her generous spirit
and to yield to her determination, sent on board of
the vessel whatever could contribute to the comfort of
the voyage.*
She attended her husband with un- Their
wearied affection till his death, which happened about ^ho64
four years after (on the 5th of October, a. d. 1557).
She survived him only seven months.
But to return to Humayun's proceedings in the Gaker
country. After the Mirza was thus given up and deprived of sight, the Emperor marched against Piraneb,
a chief of the Janiiha tribe, who possessed a strong fort
in the Bhira country. He gave himself up after a
stout resistance, but Sultan Adam having asked that he
and his country should be delivered into his hands, his
request was complied with. The Emperor now ravaged
the neighbouring districts, destroying many villages,
while the army gained much booty, f
Thus far successful, Humayun resolved to improve
his advantage and to march on to Kashmir, to the con
quest of which he had been so long and so urgently
invited by Sultan Haider Doghlat. But his Amirs and
their followers, who had left their families behind in
Kabul, were extremely averse to the expedition. He
persisted obstinately, however, and orders were given
for advancing by way of Bimber. In the morning,
when the march was to begin, a great part of the troops,
instead of taking the route pointed out, turned away
* Tarfkh-e-Sind, 168.
•j- There is some diversity in the
accounts of different authors as to
the series of events in this campaign.
ek

I follow what, from a comparison
of authorities, seems the most probable.
2

zub'ajehii.
Humayun
^"country,

iefection
*™p' hU
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BOOK V, towards Kabul. Abul Maali, the Emperor's favourite,
D 1653. and a violent man, rode up and shot with his arrow one
of the refractory leaders. The Emperor wished to pur
sue and chastise them, but the chief Amirs represented to
him, that the defection was too general to be stopped, and
they renewed their representations, in which they were
joined by Sultan Adam, that the present was not a
favourable time for such an expedition ; that the Af
ghans of Delhi, who had not long before crossed the
Jelem from Rhotas and returned into the Penjab, were
now assembling in great force, and should he march to
Kashmir, would occupy the hill pass by which he had
gone, and shut up the only route by which he could re
turn ; that he had not force enough to meet them in
the field, so that Kashmir would become his prison.
Besides this, intelligence had arrived that Shah Selhn
himself was on his way back from Delhi with an over
He re
powering force. Humayun, though deeply wounded
presses the
by the conduct of his troops, was compelled to yield,
Indus.
and soon after marched for the Indus. To prevent his
being followed into the Gaker and Blura country, a
report was circulated, and believed in the Afghan camp,
that he was on his march to besiege Rhotas. This
prevented their moving, so that he was enabled to
pursue his course, and cross the river without being
followed by the Afghans.
Rebuilds
On reaching Bekram, now Peshawer, he found that
and provi
the
fort had been destroyed by the neighbouring Af
sions
Peabiwer. ghans ; and sensible of its great importance for his
meditated invasion of Hindustan, as well as for keeping
the Afghans in order, he resolved to rebuild it on a
more extensive plan. The delay which this occasioned
was far from being agreeable to the Amirs, who were
all eager to return to Kabul. Having, however, issued
his orders, he made the different portions of the works
be distributed to the different Amirs; and leaving Terdi
Beg and Monaim Beg to see it finished under the imme
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diate superintendence of the master of the works, the chap. ni.
fortifications were completed in a very short time, and SzCT' 1Y"
a strong garrison placed in it under the command of
Sekander Khan Uzbek. The harvests of the Dilazak
Afghans being still on the ground, the grain was cut
down, and served to provision the fort. It was soon
after attacked by the neighbouring Afghans, but Se
kander made a successful defence, and repelled them.
Humayun returned to Kabul in the end of the year. Beginningof
One of his first employments was to justify himself in A-"-960regard to his treatment of Kamran. We are told that fn^°[554
he deplored to the ladies of the harem the cruel ne- Returns to
cessity in which he had been placed ; and that he wrote K4bulat great length to Abdal Reshid of Kashghar, a friend
and relation of the family, explaining in detail the facts
of his intercourse with his brother. Indeed it must be
allowed that, in this whole unhappy affair, Humayun
seems to have offered violence to his own feelings, and
to have departed from his usual character.*
But, however that may be, Humayun now found Favourable
himself in a situation very different from what he had affyr»°fhk
been at any previous portion of his reign. He had
earned much dear-bought experience. His brothers,
who had so often interfered with his views and thwarted
his designs, were all removed ; Kamran was deprived
of sight, and in banishment ; Hindal had fallen in fight;
and Askeri was in a far distant land, whence he was
not likely to return, and where he could not be danger
ous. The other Mirzas, his relations, had either been
removed by the arm of justice, or by various accidents ;
or lived, dependant on his will. The more factious and
powerful of the great Amirs, such as Keracha Khan
and Haji Muhammed Khan, had fallen by the sword of
his authority. There was now no rival to the throne ;
no noble behind and above the throne.
The most
* Akbernama, f. 90. and other authorities as above.
EE 3
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book v. powerful of them, Biratn Khan the Amir-al-omra, being
77Z a Persian Turk without local connection,7 and a Shia,'
A. D, 1554.
was, in spite of his great talents, less formidable to the
sovereign than much inferior men : since, as it was
through the sovereign that he must govern, it was his
interest to increase the power of the crown, his only
support.
He resolves
Encouraged by this state of affairs, and by the peace
quCT7n<u« tnat prevailed in every part of his dominions, Humayun
now determined to attempt the conquest of Hindustan,
which had "so long been the object of his ambition.
And the circumstances in which that country was
placed at this crisis were in every respect most favour
able to his design. But it is necessary to return to
that country, from which we have been so long absent,
and to take a view of the events that followed the
expulsion of Humayun from Delhi and the Penjab,
about thirteen years before this period, when the
superior energy and conduct of Shir Shah established
for a time the ascendency of the Afghan over the
Chaghatai dynasty.
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BOOK SIXTH.
THE SUtt DYNASTY IN INDIA.

CHAPTER L
SULTAN SHfR SHAH SOU.
bh/k shah occupies the penjIb on the flight of huMAyun and
kaMran. the gakers refuse to subMit to hiM. they defeat
his detachMents. he erects the strong fortress of rhotas.
—and returns to delhi and agra.—quells a revolt in bengal.
RESOLVES TO REDUCE MALWA
GUALiIr SURRENDERS. RECENT
STATE OF MALWA. KADER SHAH ASSUMES THE SOVEREIGNTY. —
QUARRELS WITH SHfR SHAH — WHO MARCHES AGAINST HIM. — AP
PARENT RECONCILIATION BETWEEN THEM. ARTIFICE OF SHfR SHAH.
FLIGHT OF KADER SHAH TO GUJRAT. ATTEMPT TO SEIZE THE
NOBLES IN MALWA. KADER SHAH RETURNS, AND IS DEFEATED.
RANTAMBOR SURRENDERED TO SHfR SHAH, WHO RETURNS TO AGRA
MULTXN OCCUPIED IN HIS NAME. — HIS ADMINISTRATION. — HE RE
TURNS TO MALWA. CAPITULATION OF RAlSEN.—TREACHERY OF SHfR
SHAH AND MASSACRE OF THE GARRISON. — HIS SCHEMES ON MARWAR.
HE INVADES IT WITH A LARGE ARMY. IS MET BY THE ARMY OF
MARWAR. — EXCITES DISSENSION AMONG THE TlAJPUTS DESPERATE
ATTACK ON HIS CAMP. RETREAT OF MALDEO. — SHfR SHAH TURNS
OFF TOWARDS CHEITUR AND THENCE TO KALINJER. — CAPTURE OF
THAT FORT, AND DEATH OF SHfR SHAH. — HIS CHARACTER, ABILITH53
AND GREAT DESIGNS. — SCANTY RECORDS OF HIS CIVIL ADMINISTRA
TION.
When Shir Shah entered the Penjab on the invitation
of Kamran's envoy, his successes had so far exceeded
his expectations, that he could hardly believe his own
good fortune, and was apprehensive that the total want
of opposition which he experienced might be a stratagem to draw him on into danger. After crossing the
Satlej and the Biah. as he came near the capital of the
EE 4
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book vi. Penjab, and still found himself unopposed by any effec~ 1540 tive force, his suspicions were further confirmed that
this system of retreat was a mere feint ; and that
Kamran and his brothers had withdrawn all their
troops, and retired for a moment, only to return with
their united force, and enclose him on every side with
greater certainty, when he should have incautiously
advanced into a country, where it would be easy to cut
off his communication with that through which he had
passed.
He, therefore, proceeded slowly, sending a
strong column in advance, and followed, cautiously,
with the rest of his army and his artillery, which he
brought forward ready for action. But, in a few days,
hearing from all quarters of the discord among the
brothers, he became persuaded that the baseness of
Kamran in negociating a secret treaty with him was
not affected, and saw that he might prudently venture
on bolder measures. He, therefore, pushed on for
Lahiir. His sudden approach, as we have seen, dis
persed the brothers: and not content with occupying
the capital of Kamran, he pursued them in their flight.
On reaching the Chenab, he detached one party to
pursue Humayun and such of the Mirzas as had taken
the Multan road, and another to follow Kamran to the
Nilab or Indus, whilst he himself proceeded to Khushab
on the Jelem. Thence he proceeded to Bhira, where he
halted for some time, to cover the troops which he sent
out to take possession of every part of the Penjab.
The Baluches, a barbarous and daring tribe, had long
been settled in great numbers in the lower part of that
country. Ismael Khan, Ghazi Khan and Fateh Khan
Baluch Dudai, who were chiefs of various clans or dis
tricts, acknowledged Shir Shah ; and the whole of the
rich and extensive country between the Jelem and the
Satlej submitted to him without a blow.*
* Akbernama, f. 54.; Tar. Nizami, f. 215.
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While encamped at Bhira, Shi'r Shall sent to invite chap. i.
Sultan Sarang and Sultan Adam to visit his camp, or, The Gakcrs
in other words, to submit to his authority. They were refuse t°
the chieftains of the Gakers, and ruled the greater part u ™ '
of the rough hilly country lying between the Jelem
and the Indus. But these chiefs, who had long been
on friendly terms with Baber and his family, declined
the invitation. The Gakers are a numerous tribe. Their
country lies to the north of the Penjab, though they
seem, in earlier times, to have extended as far down
as Multan. Their present territory, the same that they
occupied in Shir Shah's time, extends over the greater
part of the tract of country that lies to the north of
the Jiid hills, or Salt Range, between the Indus and
the mountains. It is a table-land buttressed by the Salt
Range, rising eight hundred feet above the plains of
the Penjab. The Gakers are famed for their beauty,
and claim a Rajput origin. Their country is rugged,
mountainous, and intersected by rugged ravines and
precipitous dells, which make it easily defensible ; and,
in all ages, they have bravely defended it.*
Shir Shah, who was eager to reduce the Gakers to and defeat
obedience, penetrated into their country as far as ments."011"
Hatia f, one of their chief places ; whence he sent out
strong detachments to scour the neighbourhood. But
the Gakers, with undaunted courage, attacked and de
feated his troops, took a number of them prisoners and
sold them for slaves. The King proposed to revenge
this affront by attacking them in person, and mentioned
his design in council ; but his nobles unanimously
* See Elphinstone's Caubul, and
Burnes's Travels. " From Rotas,"
says the last-named traveller, " we
entered a mountainous and rugged
country of great strength, and our
road lay in ravines. The chaos of
rocks, their vertical strata, terminating in needles from decomposition,

the round pebbles that lay imbedded
in the sand-stone, and the wild
scenery, made this an interesting
neighbourhood." Burnes's Travels,
vol. ii. p. 55.
"f In Baber's Memoirs mention
is made of a Had Gaker, from
whom probably the place was named.
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book vi. joined in advismg him to lay aside all thoughts of
*.d. 16-to. sucn an undertaking, which, from the bravery of the
enemy, and the broken and difficult nature of their
country, "would require, not only a strong force, but
much time and great circumspection.
They justly
remarked that, to subjugate such a race effectually, it
was necessary to possess, in their vicinity, some strong
hold, which could serve as a place of arms, in which a
strong force could be permanently stationed: that this
would not only bridle their incursions into his territory,
but that detachments could be sent out from it to
waste the country and harass the inhabitants, so as to
compel them to abandon their most troublesome fast
nesses : that this could only be the work of time, which
he could little spare, as the rich and extensive empire
of Hindustan called for all his vigilance. These con
siderations decided Shir Shah to suspend the proposed
attack, but he determined to erect on the borders of their
country a strong fortress, on the grand line of road between
Kabul and India, that might at once be a formidable
barrier against invasions from the north, and enable
him to penetrate at will into the Gaker country. Having
surveyed the hills of Nander*, and in the vicinity of Balnath, he selected a spot ; and to the north of the Jelem,
on the border of the Gaker territory, he began to build,
He erects on one of them, a fortress of singular strength which
fortress "f he called Rhotas, after his favourite castle of that name
Rhotas,
m Behai\ It was completed in the course of some
years, in a style of massy grandeur, that excited the
wonder of his own times, as well as the admiration of
succeeding ages. Eager to return to his dominions in
the south, he appointed his favourite general Khowas
Khan, Sipahsalar, or commander-in-chief of all the
Penjab, with an allowance of a tenth part of the re
venue of the province, and committing to Haibat Khan
* The Tar. Akberi, f, 166. has
Til.ell Nandina or Tanda : the Tar.

Nizami, f. 215. has Nandina : the
Nisabnama, Nandana.
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Niazi the charge of the building of Rhotas, with the chap. l
command of a special force in the north-west, he re- Rndretarn3
turned
whence he soon after xproceeded on and
to Deim
,
i to» Delhi,
*
Agra.
towards Agra.
* Akbernama, f. 54. ; Tab. Akberi, f. \66. ; Tar. Nizami, f. 215.;
Ferishta II. p. 118. The ruins of
Rhotas were visited by Burnes in
1832, " On the 1st of March," says
he, " we reached the celebrated fort
of Rhotas, considered to be one of
the great bulwarks between Tartary
and India. As we wound through
the dismal defiles, and might be
ruminating on the various expedi
tions which had traversed this very
road, the fort burst upon our view,
like the scene of a magic lantern.
It had been hidden from us by
towering precipices. We approached
its ponderous walls by a straggling
path, which time had chiselled in
the rock, and soon reached its lofty
gateway. The black hoary aspect
of the fort, and the arid sterility of
the surrounding rocks, inspired us
with no favourable view of the
neighbourhood, which has been the
resort of many a desperate band."
" Shere Shah was its founder. Twelve
years and some millions of rupees
are said to have been wasted in its
construction." When Humayun re
turned from his exile, " he com
manded that the fort of Rhotas
should be levelled ; but so massy
are its walls, and so strong is the
whole edifice, that his Ameers and
Oomrahs ventured to ask his Ma
jesty, whether he came to recover
his throne or destroy a single fort,
since the one undertaking would re
quire as much energy as the other.
Humayun contented himself with
levelling a palace and a gateway as
the monument of his conquest, and
prudently marched to Delhi. We
examined its walls and outworks, its
>

gates and bastions, and the people
pointed out to us the orifices for
pouring oil on the besiegers. We
viewed with admiration the elabo
rate loopholes for the matchlock, the
deep wells cut in the live rock, and
the bomb-proof magazines of the
fortification." Travels, vol. ii. pp.
53, 54.
According to the Afghan accounts,
the difficulties attending the erection
of Rhotas were not small. They
say that Shir Shah, before beginning
to build, invited the Gaker Chiefs to
come and acknowledge him. They
sent him in answer a peshkesh of
some quivers full of arrows, and two
maces, with a message, that, being
soldiers, they had nothing else to
give. Shir Shah, enraged at the in
sult, replied that they might rest
assured, that, God willing, he would
drive such a nail into their breasts
as should not be removed till the
day of judgment. He then selected
one Toder Kehtri to build the castle,
supplying him plentifully with mo
ney, and returned to Agra.
The Gaker chiefs, in alarm, en
gaged by oaths to each other, not to
assist in the work ; and issued an
injunction prohibiting all their de
pendants from serving at it as la
bourers, under pain of banishment.
For sometime Toder was unable to
procure a single stonemason, and the
work was at a stand. This state of
things he reported to Shir Shah,
who answered, " I selected you from
among many, to execute this work,
thinking you a man of sense and ex
perience. You have been supplied
with money. Go on, at any ex
pense, to fulfil my object, and draw
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It was his intention to have made arrangements for
the
good government of that city, now his capital, and
a.b. 1542.
of the various districts dependant upon it ; and he
seems now to have struck coin, and made the prayer
for the sovereign be read there in his name, as King
of Hindustan. But news having arrived, that Khizer
Khan Sirwani, to whom he had entrusted the govern
ment of Bengal, had married the daughter of Mahmiid
Shah Piirabi, the late king of that country, and had
assumed the state of a sovereign prince, Shir Shah
deemed it prudent, before engaging in any other enter
prise, to check this incipient defection in the bud.
Without loss of time, therefore, he marched into Ben
Quells a re gal.* Khizer Khan, unable to offer any resistance, came
volt in
out in istakbal to meet him, and was seized and thrown
Bengal.
into prison. Shir Shah then proceeded to divide the
provinces of that rich kingdom among a number of
officers wholly independent of each other ; and leaving
Kazi Fazilat, better known by the name of Kazi Fazihat, a man eminent for his learning as well as his
talents, to superintend the whole with the title of
Amin, hurried back to Agra, where he now found
leisure to settle everything according to his wishes, f
Resolves to
As soon as the affairs of the capital were arranged,
reduce
Shir Shah turned his eyes to the neighbouring pro
Malm.
a. h. 949. vinces, some of which had not yet yielded to his arms.
BOOK vi.

on my treasury for the amount,
whatever it may be." Toder, it is
added, on receiving this order, on
the first day offered such workmen
as would engage, an ashrefi for every
stone ; and every one who brought
a stone received a yellow ashrefi.
The Gakers, hearing this, disregard
ing the prohibition, came down in
such numbers that, in a very short
time, the rate was reduced by com
petition to one rupee each stone;
and by and by to ten takkas ; till at
last it came to one behluli. In this

manner, it is added, by dint of ex
pense, was the fort completed. When
a report of what was doing was
made to Shir Shah, he entirely ap
proved of what had been done, and
praised the conduct of Toder most
highly. Nisabnama-e Afghanan,
ff. 9*, 95.
• Khol. ul Towarikh, f. 276.
Some authors defer this till his sub
sequent return to Agra.
t Tar. Niz. f. 215.; Tab. Akberi, f. 166. ; Tar. Bed. 189.
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His first object seems to have been to reduce the exten- chap. i.
sive and populous country of Malwa; for which purpose he led his army towards the fort of Gualiar, which
was still held for Humayun by Abul Kasim Beg.
Gualiar, which was reckoned impregnable to open force,
had for some time been blockaded by Shujaa Khan, one
of Shir Shah's Amirs ; and the garrison was already
reduced to the greatest distress for want of provisions.
In consequence of this, the King, as he approached Guiiiirsur.
the place, had the satisfaction of being met by the rendersbesieging general, and by the governor of the castle,
who surrendered that important fortress into his hands.*
The victorious Afghan now continued his march into Recentstate
Malwa. It was by no means in a settled condition. ofMalv1"'When Humayun, six years before, after his return from
Gujrat, had hastily quitted the kingdom, that he might
counteract the ambitious designs of his brother Askeri
and reduce the growing power of Shir Khan, Malu
Khan, one of the principal officers of the late Khilji
government, assisted by the good wishes of the Zemin
dars and natives, attacked the imperial generals, who
had been left behind with very inadequate means of
resistance ; and being attended with an almost invari
able course of success, in about a year reduced the
whole of Malwa from Gujrat to Bhilsa under his power.
Malu Khan was thus encouraged to assume the ensigns
of sovereignty ; and he accordingly mounted the throne
at Mandu, under the title of Kader Shah of Malwa.
»
About the same time Bhopat and Puran-Mal, the sons
of the late Raja Silah-ed-din or Silhadi, who had pos
sessed such extensive dominions in that kingdom, re
turned from Cheitiir, to which they had fled on their
father's death, and recovered their family possessions of
Raisen, and Chanderi, acknowledging the new king as
their superior lord.f
« Ibid.
Khan is described in the Tabakat,
f Ferishla, vol. ii. p. 27 1 • j Malu f. 166. and in the Tar. Niz. f. 115.,

*. h. 944.

1
Racier Shah
»ssum^«hc
sovereignty.

1/
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Scarcely was Kader Shah seated on his throne, when
a. d. 1542. ne received a letter from Shir Shah, then only King of
Quarrels
Bengal, inviting him to make a diversion on the side of
with Shir Agra, so as to distract the attention of Humayun, their
Shah,
common enemy, who was then once more on his march
to attack the Afghan prince. This letter, or firman,
was sealed at the top, a form used in addressing an
inferior. The new king, offended at what he held to
be an insult, returned his answer by a similar letter or
firman, sealed in like manner at the top. On receiving
it Shir Shah, filled with indignation, tore off the seal,
which he placed on the point of his sword, at the same
time exclaiming, that if he was ever fortunate enough
to meet with Kader Shah, he should know in what way
to remind him of this indignity.*
who
"When Shir Shah now at length entered Malwa,
miircnes
against him, Kader Shah, unable to cope with him in the field, rea. h. 949. ^re(j Defore him. The Afghan advanced into the very
heart of the new king's dominions.
When he had
reached Sarangpur on the Kali-Sind, Kader Shah, pro
bably seeing little prospect of being able to make a sucApparent cessful resistance, to the great surprise of Shir Shah's
atirabcofficers, though probably by a private understanding
twecnthem. with that prince himself, made his appearance one
morning at the King of Delhi's Derbar.
The two
princes retiring, conferred together ; after which Kader
Shah was introduced with the greatest ceremony and
honours, received a present of an hundred and one
horses, was presented with the dress worn by Shir
Shah when they met, and invited to sleep in the royal
tents. Next day, the army marched on to Ujein, where
the Afghan caused his minister and relative, Shujaa
and by Ferishta, p. 274. as one of
the officers of the late Khilji government. Bedauni, f. 149- says
that he was one of the slaves of the
Khilji Sultans, and was entrusted

with absolute power in the kingdom,
By Behader Shah he was treated
with great distinction, probably as
the Prime Minister of Malwa.
* Ibid.
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Khan, to perform obeisance to Kader Shah, as King of
Malvva. But this deference was of short duration, and
only assumed to serve a purpose; for, the day after,
Shir Shah informed the King of Malwa, that he had
been graciously pleased to confer on him the govern
ment of Laknou, to which he must remove with his
family without loss of time. This was language not
to be misunderstood ; and we may well wonder that,
after this resolution had been communicated to him,
Kader Shah should still have found means to effect his
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and night
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Mian to
escape ; which he did, disguised as a slave, and with Guzrdt.
his family retired into Gujrat.* Shir Shah, being thus
left in the undisturbed possession of the country, ap
pointed Shujaa Khan to the command of Sivas, and in
general of the eastern portion of Malwa ; giving Haji
Khan Sultan charge of Dhar and the western districts
of his new conquest ; after which, he himself marched
to the northward to secure the possession of Kantamb6r. f
But Malwa, although conquered, was far from being Attempt to
settled. For many years past it had been almost en- Nobeiesbat
tirely divided among a number of great local chiefs Maiwawho were nearly independent. The direct power of
the kings had, therefore, been extremely limited. The
first step towards establishing absolute power in the
person of Shir Shah, which was called securing the
peace of the country, seemed to be to get possession of
the persons of the most distinguished of these chief
tains ; and this Shujaa Khan resolved to effect. In
pursuance of this policy, Moyin Khan of Sivas, one of
the most powerful of them, who was at the time in
Shujaa's camp, was taken into custody by his orders.
* The Nisabnama-e Afghanan, 273. and II. p. 119. ; Bedauni, f.
f. 96. gives a somewhat different 149- There are some discrepancies
account of these transactions.
of little moment, concerning the
f Tabak. Akb. f. 166. ; Tar. powers of these Amirs.
Niz. f. 215.; Ferishta IV. 270 —
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BOOK Yt On hearing of this outrage, Moym's son Nasir Khan
. D. 1542. immediately collected all the force of his principality,
and marched as far as Sarangpiir to his father's rescue.
But Shujaa Khan, being joined by the Raja of Gualiar,
who had lost his capital, defeated Nasir Khan in battle,
and forced him to take refuge in the wild mountains of
Gondwana.*
Kfider Shah
Meanwhile, Kader Shah, having had time to breathe
returns, and
is defeated. after his expulsion, collected a body of adherents on the
borders of Gujrat, and advanced from Bhanswara to
attack Haji Khan. Shujaa Khan, informed of his mo
tions and that a battle was likely to take place in two
days, threw himself into his palankeen, and proceeding
with all possible speed for forty-eight hours, joined
Haji Khan in the evening, where he lay in sight of the
enemy. He was still in time to make arrangements for
anticipating the enemy by a night attack, which fully
succeeded, Kader's army being dispersed, and his camp
taken. Shir Shah, admiring the talents and activity of
his general, soon after recalled Haji Khan, and nomi
nated Shujaa Khan sole Governor of Malwa. From
this period we hear no more of Kader Shah.f
Shir Shah, on leaving Malwa, marched for Rantamb6r,
Rantambor
surrendered which was still held by the adherents of Sultan Mahmiid
to Shir
Shah.
Khilji. But that strong place being soon yielded up
by capitulation, he once more returned to Agra, where
He returns he was allowed to spend nearly a year in arranging the
to agra.
a. h. 950. civil and military administration of his dominions, now
a. n. 1543. so extensive in Hindustan, in Malwa, in Bengal and
Multan oc the Penjab. In this last province, Haibat Khan had
cupied in
his name.
* Ut supra.
bakat and Tarikh-e Nizami, as well
^ Ferishta as above. Ferishta 1 1. as the Nisabnaraa, f. 96, affirm that
119- says that Rantambor was still it was held by the servants of Sultan
held for Prince Muhammed Lodi, Mahmud Khilji, which is most pro
probably meaning Mahmud Shah bable. The governor, according to
Lodi, the son of Sultan Sekander Bedauni, f. 149, was Khan Khanan
Lodi. But that prince seems to have Sirwani.
died some time before. The Ta-
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conducted his operations with success. The kingdom chap. i.
of Multan, during the confusions that had recently
prevailed, had come into the possession of the Baluches,
under one of their chiefs Fateh Khan. Shir Shah was
desirous to have the direct possession of the country ;
and though Fateh Khan had acknowledged Shir Shah,
it was easy to contrive a pretext for hostilities. Haibat
Khan marched his army into the Multan territory,
defeated Fateh Khan who came to oppose him, and was
soon in possession of the whole kingdom of Multan.
Shir Shah, much satisfied with this important service,
bestowed on Haibat Khan the lofty title of Azim Humayun.*
While Shir Shah remained at Agra, he applied the Hiiadmiwhole powers of his active mind to the settlement of his ni8tratl"ndominions. He is said to have divided all Hindustan,
of which Bengal never was considered as forming; a
part, into forty-seven districts, and to have appointed
proper officers for the government and protection of
each. " He introduced," says Abulfazl, who is not partial
to him, " some of the many plans of Sultan Ala-ed-din,
of which he had heard as they are detailed in the
Tarikh-Finizshahi."
It may be observed that many
of the laws of that prince were made to remedy a dis
organization in the state of society, similar to what, in
the beginning of Shir Shah's reign, prevailed in India ;
and cruel and capricious in his general conduct as was
the prince who imposed them, to a considerable extent,
they did produce a favourable effect. " Robbery and
theft, formerly so common," says Ferishta, speaking of
Ala-ed-din's reign, " were not heard of in the land.
The traveller slept secure on the highway, and the
merchant carried his commodities in safety from the
sea of Bengal to the mountains of Kabul, and from
Telingana to Kashmir." f
• Tar. Niz. f. 215.; Tab. Akf Br'gSs's Ferishta, vol. i. p. 345.
beri, f. 166.
VOL. II.
F F
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book vi.
As soon as affairs admitted of his absence from the
A „ 1543 capital, he resolved to turn his arms once more against
ite returns Malwa.
Though the greater part of that kingdom
toMaiwa. had submitte(1 to hitIl, puran-Mal, the son of Silhadi
Purebi the late powerful Rajput chieftain, still main
tained himself in Raisen, Chand&i and the surrounding
districts, in great force. To give his operations the
appearance of a Holy War, and to excite the enthu
siasm of his Muhammedan soldiers, Shir Shah gave out,
that his chief reason for the war was to punish PuranMal, a Hindu infidel, who, among the two thousand
women shut up in his harem, had dared to detain many
Moslem females as concubines. The fort of Raisen
was blockaded, and attacked for a long time without
success, the Rajputs making a vigorous resistance. At
capituia- length, when both parties were worn out, terms were
sen.
" proposed by the mediation of Prince Adel Khan and of
Kutb Khan Ndib, and a capitulation was entered into,
by which Puran-Mal agreed to surrender the fort ;
while Shir Shah, on his part, undertook to allow the
Rajput prince to retreat uninjured, with his whole
family, women and followers, and all their effects and
property. On the faith of this treaty, solemnly ratified,
Puran-Mal marched out, and encamped, attended by
about four thousand Rajput horse. This escape of
their heathen enemy filled with indignation Shir Shah's
divines and spiritual advisers, particularly Mir Syed
Rafia-ed-din, all of whom, not ignorant of their master's
wishes, signed and presented to him a regular fetwa, or
opinion, declaring that such an agreement made with
infidels was contrary to religion, and was not binding ;
Treachery and that the king's duty was to visit his unbelieving
shah,1'
foe with indiscriminate slaughter. Shir Shah, basely
acting on their base decree, after taking possession of
the fort, surrounded the Raja's camp with all his army,
and poured in showers of arrows upon them. Thus
treacherously assailed, the Rajput and his followers de
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fermined to sell their lives dearly. They, therefore,
according to the custom of their race, first put to death
all their women and children. After this, to disappoint
the avarice of their relentless enemies, they heaped up
their rich stuffs, jewels and all the valuable property
which they pc^essed, and setting fire to their tents
and pavilions, consumed the whole in the flames. They
then proceeded in a body to meet death, and, each tying
himself to his neighbour by his skirt or girdle, they
charged the army of the King with desperate valour,
cut to pieces a number of their enemies, till, surrounded
and assailed by overwhelming numbers, they fell, fighting to the last man. In this massacre, about ten
thousand of every age and sex are said to have fallen.*
After this unworthy success, Shir Shah returned
.
,
,
-,
,
once more to Agra, where he remamed several months,
being detained, part of the time, by a dangerous illness.
Here his ambition led him to meditate new conquests
on the side of the Rajput country. The death of Rana
Sanga and the minorities that followed had introduced
much discord and disorder into the government of
Chaitur or Mewar ; and the repeated attacks made on
their territory by the King of Gujrat and the Emperor
of Delhi, with the defeats sustained by the Rana in the
wars with these princes, had reduced the extent of the
dominions, no less than the political influence of that
prince, the ancient head of the Rajputs. Maldeo, who
was at this time the chief of the rival principality of
Nag6r and Judpur (or Marwar), in this decline of the
acknowledged head of their race, strained every nerve
to raise himself to the high eminence, from which the
* Tar. Niz. ff. 215, 210.; Ta- dren ; one of them the daughter of
bakat-e Akberi ; Akbernama, fF. 54, Maldeo, whom Shir Shah consigned
55. ; Nisabnama-e Afgh. ff. 96, 97. ; to be brought up as a dancing girl :
Kholaset ul Towankh, f. 277.; Tar. the other he gave up to a party of
Bedauni, f. 149. The Nisabnama jugglers, or bazigars. This, if true,
says that two only were found alive would be an additional stain on his
after this massacre, both female chil- character.
ef2
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book vi. R&na seemed to be falling : a station which he deemed
*~ 1544 to be due to him, at least from his power. Maldeo ap
pears to have possessed great talents, as well as the
bravery common to all his family. According to the
historian of the Rajputs, the prince of Marwar, in the
course of ten years, by reducing many local hereditary
chieftains under his sway, had extended his territories
on every side, so that they comprehended all the present
country of Marwar, including Merta, Nag6r and Filiidi,
i, ' much of Bikanir and Bikampur, Ajmir with several
other smaller districts, and a large portion of Amber or
Jeipiir, which brought him close on the limits of Agra
and Delhi. Several of the petty princes in that quarter,
who had formerly acknowledged the Lodi Kings of
Delhi, had now submitted to him. The immediate
cause or pretext of the quarrel between Maldeo and
Shir Shah is not explained : but in the state of con
fusion to which the country to the west of the Jamna
was reduced, by the destruction of the House of Lodi,
the expulsion of the House of Taimur, and the breaking
up of the overruling influence of that of Rana Sanga,
there could hardly fail to be disputes between two
princes of equal ambition, for the possession of the nu
merous towns and districts, which had been recently
conquered by these powerful dynasties, but which, now
deprived of their support, were looking round for some
powerful protector. Whatever the cause, Shir Shah
resolved to invade Maldeo's territories of Ajmir and
Nagor, of which the Raja had but recently gained pos
session.
invades it
Well aware of the difficulty of the enterprise, he took
army*
the field with an army of no less than eighty thousand
men *, and advanced towards Marwar, with a caution
unusual in Indian wars. Wherever the army was to
pass the night, he caused a trench and rampart to be
• The Kholaset gives him 50,000 horse.
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thrown up round the camp, and guarded it with the
utmost care and vigilance. On reaching the sandy
desert, when it was impossible to throw up works, he
made bags be filled with sand, and ranged them as a
defensive wall. He was not long of seeing his enemy.
On the frontiers of Ajmir, Maldeo met him at the head of
fifty thousand Rajput horse, and the two armies lay for
a month in sight of each other, daily engaging in sharp
skirmishes. The Rajputs were, at that time, as for
midable as any enemy in the East. Shir Shah, met by
this powerful array of warriors, const rained in his move
ments and straitened in his supplies, would willingly
have retreated. But, besides the loss of reputation,
the danger of a backward movement in the sight of
such a force was much to be dreaded.
In this exigency, finding it necessary to attempt
something, the artful Afghan at length resorted to a
stratagem suggested, it is said, by some petty Rajput
chiefs, who had joined his camp. They knew that
many of the Rajas who had attended Maldeo in the
field had, like themselves, been deprived of a great part
of their territory by that prince, so that they still bore
him a grudge, and were not disinclined to shake off his
yoke. Shir Shah made letters be written in the name
of some of the principal disaffected Rajas who followed
Maldeo. In these letters which were addressed to him
self, he made them affirm that, though they fought
under Maldeo, they detested his sway; that, if the
Afghan King would engage to reinstate them in their
former possesions, they would gladly desert Maldeo in
the approaching battle, and serve Shir Shah as faithful
subjects; and that even Maldeo's oldest dependants,
tired of his pretensions, would join them in the revolt.
Shir Shah wrote a few words on these letters, ac
quiescing in the demands which they contained, and con
trived that they should appear to be intercepted, and
thus fall into the Raja's hands. Maldeo, not unaware of
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book vi. the sentiments of many of his chiefs, believed the corA „. 1544 respondence to be genuine, and put off the battle, which
was to have been fought that very day. The more that
his gallant Rajputs, who confidently anticipated a
victory, urged him to an instant attack, the more was
he convinced of their treachery, and he soon after
ordered a retreat. The cause of this movement came
to the knowledge of his chieftains, who felt their high
sense of national honour wounded by the imputation
with which they were unjustly charged ; at the same
time that their pride and high-raised expectations
were disappointed by a retreat in the face of an enemy,
whom they regarded as already in their power. In
vain did they with oaths assert their innocence. One
of them, Kumbha, the head of a Rajput principality,
declared to Maldeo, that he was resolved to wipe off
the aspersion thrown on the Rajput name by attack
ing the enemy, though he should be followed only by
his own tribesmen.
Desperate
Accordingly, as Maldeo with the army commenced
smt shah's ms retreat, during the night, Kumbha, with eight or ten
camp.
thousand men chiefly of his immediate followers, turned
back, and marched to surprise the Afghans.
As their
route lay over rough and broken ground, they were
divided, and the greater number lost their way, so that
only about four thousand at daybreak reached the
hostile camp. Still, however, with the reckless intre
pidity of their tribe, they rushed in with a furious
onset, pushing for Shir Shah's tents.
Dismounting,
and using only their daggers and short swords, they bore
down all opposition, and scattered dismay and death
over the camp. Numbers of the Afghans soon lay
dead on the ground, and the bold daring and desperate
valour of a handful of Rajputs seemed about to be re
warded by the rout and total discomfiture of their
foes; when Jilal Khan Jilwani, an Afghan general,
came up with a fresh body of troops in compact order.
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Under cover of this timely succour, Shir Shah rallied chap. l
his men; and the wearied Rajputs were surrounded,
and assailed on every side by showers of arrows, which
rapidly took effect.
The Rajput ranks were soon
thinned. Kumbha, with his most devoted followers,
who had entered the fight determined not to retreat,
fell, bravely fighting, to the number of two thousand.
Shir Shah, after the battle was over, seeing the havock
that had been made in his army, and how nearly the
fate of the day had been balanced, is said to have ex
claimed, " How nearly had I thrown away the empire
of Delhi in seeking for a handful of bajri." Bajri, a Retreat of
poor and coarse grain, is the chief produce of the sandy Malde°and sterile plains of Marwar. Maldeo, meanwhile, con
tinued his retreat into the hill-country of Judpiir ; but
soon discovered, with grief and self-reproach, the artifice
to which he had sacrificed the success of his campaign,
and the glory of his arms ; as well as the injustice he
had done to his gallant countrymen.*
Shir Shah had already suffered too much in this shir shah
expedition to venture to follow up his success against towwdf
Maldeo and his Rajputs of Marwar ; but, turning south, cncitur.
marched into Mewar, for the professed purpose of re
ducing Cheitiir. The Rana, whose power had been
much reduced since the reign of Rana Sanga, desirous
to avert his arms, sent ambassadors, offering to acknow
ledge him as his superior lord.
Shir Shah accepted
this submission, and continued his march through the
heart of the country of Dhandina, now Jeipur, towards
Rantamb6r, the jagir of his eldest son Adel Khan, who
asked leave of absence from the Derbar, for a short
time, to enable him to put the castle in order, and to
* See Tab. Akb. ff. 186, 187.; the brave Rajput chief is variously
Tar. Nizami, f. 216. ; Tar. Bedauni, given, Kumbha, Kanba, Gobna,
ff. 149,150. ; Kholaset ul Towarikh, Goya, and Gooind. I have followed
ff. 277, 278. ; Ferishta II. pp. 121, Colonel Tod and Ferishta. Bedauni
122. ; Khafl Khan, Tod's Kajasthan, calls him the Vakil and Vazir of
vol. ii. pp. 24—27. The name of Maldeo.
tr 4
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provision it; having done which, he promised to rejoin
his father.*
The King now turned his arms against the Raja of
Kalinjer, a fort which was considered as the key of
Bandelkand, and a most important position as regarded
both Behar and Malwa. It " resembles in its situation,"
we are told, " and exceeds, in its size and natural
strength, the fortess of Gualiar, being built on a high
rock of great extent, which forms one of the hills in the
range of mountains extending from Rhotas, or Sahsaram,
to the confines of Ajimr."f The Raja, admonished by
the fate of Puran-Mal, refused to listen to any terms of
accommodation.
Batteries were raised against the fort, mines run and
approaches made, but the siege was long. The works,
however, were, at length, brought close to the place ; a
breach was effected, and an assault ready to be made,
under a heavy cannonade ; when, as Shir Shah was
actively directing the operations, a rocket J, discharged
probably for the purpose of assisting to clear the breach,
rebounded from the wall, and bursting, fell among, and
blew up, the whole magazine or tumbril of these fire
works, so that the King, and several noblemen and
divines who were along with him ||, were dreadfully
burnt by the explosion. In spite of the excruciating
* The Tar. Nizami does not men
tion the approach to Cheitur, but
leads him at once to Kantambor,
f. 21 6. The Nisabnama leads him
straight to Kalinjer, Adel Khan
taking leave for Kantambor by the
way. The Akbernama makes the
chiefs of Cheitur "and Rantambdr"
send him the keys of their forts :
Ferishta II. p. 123. makes Cheitur
surrender by capitulation.
t Hamilton's Gazetteer, in the
Article " Callinger."
$ Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii., p. 123.
has, " a shell thrown against the fort

burst in the battery, and communi
cating to a powder magazine," &c.
produced this catastrophe. It may
be doubted if bomb- shells were then
in use. The Tabakat, which has
been followed by other authorities,
has huqqu-hdi pur ddrue tefeng, pipes
full of gunpowder; a description
which would apply, either to rockets
or grenades.
|| Among these were the cele
brated Sheikh Khah'l, Shir Shah's
spiritual guide, Mulla Nizam Danishmend, and Deria Khan Sirwani.
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pain which he suffered, he had fortitude enough to walk
to the trenches, and directed that the accident should
be concealed from his troops. Here he remained, and
as, from time to time, new storming parties advanced
to the assault, he cheered them on with his voice, issued
occasional orders with astonishing composure, and sent
away such of his officers as came about him, to join the
action. The attack was continued with unremitted
vigour. As the cry to evening prayers was heard,
news were brought to the King, that the fort had
fallen. " Thanks be to Almighty God," he said, and
quietly expired. This event happened on the 24th of
May, 1545.*
Shir Shah reigned rather more than five years over
Hindustan f, besides the time he had previously reigned
over Behar and Bengal. He rose to the throne by his
own talents, and showed himself worthy of the high
elevation which he attained. In intelligence, in sound
sense and experience, in his civil and financial arrange
ments, and in military skill, he is acknowledged to have
been by far the most eminent of his nation, who ever
ruled in India. He is reported to have divided his
time into four equal parts, one of which he appropriated
to the administration of public justice, one to regulating
* Tabakat-e Akb. ff. 186, 187.;
Tar. Niz. f. 216. ; Tar. Bedaunf,
f. 1 52. ; Kholaset ul Towarikh, f.
279- Abulfazl, Akbernama, f. 55.
makes the date of the accident a. h.
952, Mohan-em 10., which would be
a.d. 1545, March 2ij but, f. 91.
he makes it Rebi I, 11 (May 23.)
Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 124. makes it Rebi
1, 12. ( May 24), and the Nisabnama,
the 1 7th (May 29).
The Afghans, who honoured and
lamented Shir Shah, affirmed that
mysterious warriors of surpassing
form and bravery were seen in the
front of the assault, but had disap

peared, and could not be found when
it was over. Shir Shah always en
couraged superstitious belief ; and by
his liberality was careful to have the
fakirs, as well as the Musulman doc
tors, in his interest.
t Shir Shall is by all allowed to
have been for fifteen years an Amir
of high rank before mounting the
throne. The Tar. Niz. and Tar.
Bedauni make his reign over Hin
dustan five years ; the Kholaset ul
Towarikh, five years and two
months : Abulfazl gives him five
years two months and thirteen days.
Akbernama, ff. 54 and 92.
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bookvl the discipline and concerns of his army, one to his
777. religious
observances,l^ and the remainder to rest and
A. 1). 1540.
o
recreation. In his military character there was a rare
union of caution and enterprise. He was remarkable
for the care with which he never failed to defend his
camp by trenches ; and he paid more attention to his
commissariat and his artillery, than any prince of his
time. He received into his service the numerous ad
venturers who swarmed over India, marked or branded
their horses to prevent frauds, and allowed them pay.
He often attended in person, when the troops were to
be paid, to receive any complaints, and to secure them
against any undue deductions. His temper appears to
have been generous : he was a lover of justice, and inti
mately acquainted with the revenue and agricultural
system of India ; a knowledge without which no ruler
in that country, whatever his abilities may be, can hope
to do justice to his subjects. He was anxious to re
store, and to open the communication between the dif
ferent parts of his dominions, which had been grievously
interrupted by the wars and revolutions of twenty pre
ceding years. For this purpose, and in order to facili
tate the safe and early transmission of intelligence, he
built a line of serais *, or hostelries, at short, regular
distances, on the whole road from the farther extremity
of Bengal to the Indus, through the entire length of
his empire, and a similar line from Agra to Mandu,
the high road by which the foreign trade from Gujrat
to the interior of Hindustan passed in those days.
These serais were open to strangers of every rank and
religion, and were entrusted to servants, who, at the
public expense, furnished travellers with water and
victuals, as they arrived ; at one door of the serai sup
plying victuals, dressed or undressed, to Musulmans, at
another undressed victuals to Hindus.
Every Serai
• Abulfazl says that he erected the Hakims of Bengal." Akbernama,
these Serais, " after the fashion of f. 55.
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had a doasp-bam, or post-house, called by the Hindus chap. t.
Dakch6ki, so that news even from the Nilab was conveyed in a few days to the court, wherever it might be ;
and this system of post houses he extended in different
directions over the principal roads in his dominions;
enlarging the number of horses, so as to answer not only
the purpose of conveying intelligence to the govern
ment, but also the demands of private trade and cor
respondence. The system was not a new one, but had
fallen into disuse, and was by him much improved
and extended. One other object which he had in form
ing the great line of posts was to prevent the influx of
Chaghatais into his kingdom ; and to afford the earliest
notice of any invasion or movement from Kabul,
whence he dreaded the return of the exiled family.
On each side of the grand roads were planted rows of
mango and other fruit trees, affording both shelter and
refreshment to the tired and thirsty passenger : and
wells, supported by solid masonry, were dug at short dis
tances. At all the chief halting-places, he built mosques,
and provided for them an adequate establishment of
Imams, Moazzins and servants.
He appears also to
have made provision for the care of the indigent sick.*
The police, which he established, was strict and vigi
lant.
So safe were the highways, we are told, that
the most helpless person might carry a bason of gold,
and sleep in the open country, without need of a watch
man.
He seems to have had more of the spirit of a legis
lator and of a guardian of his people, than any prince
* A great part of this establishment still remained in Bedauni's
time, after the lapse of fifty-two
years, f. 148. and Khafi Khan, f.
59- at a still later period, remarks,
" It is said that the class of persons,
who are now to be found in the various serais of Hindustan, generally

known by the name of Bhatiarahs,
and whose employment it is to kindle
fires and perform other menial offices
for travellers, are the descendants of
the people originally placed there
by Shir Shah." Perhaps, however,
this establishment may be found to
date from a still earlier period.
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book vi. before Akber. By his enemies, he is accused of perfidy,
A D I545 and facts seem to justify the charge. But it is to be
remembered that his history has been transmitted to us
by his enemies chiefly : and the charge, unfortunately,
is not confmed to him individually, but extends to
nearly all the princes who were his contemporaries.
When we consider the confusion, approaching to anarchy,
which prevailed all over Hindustan at the moment of
his accession to the throne, and the incessant wars that
he carried on during his short reign, we must feel sur
prise that, with all his habitual activity, he was able to
effect so much as he did, and that, in so limited a time,
he so entirely acquired and so long retained, the affec
tion of his subjects. He himself, when contemplating
the disorder that prevailed at his accession, the plans of
reform which he meditated, and his own advanced
period of life, was heard to exclaim, " Alas, that I
should have attained power, only at the close of the
day." His memory was long cherished by his subjects
with fond admiration and regret.*
Some incidents related of him may serve to illustrate
his character. He was eminently distinguished for the
impartiality with which he administered justice, without
respect of persons. One day, his eldest son Adel Khan,
riding on an elephant through a street of Agra, in
passing a house the walls round which were in dis
repair, observed the wife of the inhabitant, a shop* Tab. Akb. f. 178.; Tar. Niz.
f. 217. ; Tar. Bed. f. 148. ; Briggs's
Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 125. ; Dow's Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 265. ; Akbernama,
f. 54, 55. ; Kholaset ul Towarikh,
ff. 278, 279- ; Khafi Khan, ff. 57
—59.
Shir Shah seems, in several instances, to have destroyed older
towns, and rebuilt them elsewhere,
In the first year of his reign, he destroyed old Kanauj, and built, says
Bedauni, f. 147, '' what is now

called Shir-ghar on the banks of
the Ganges." In like manner, he
destroyed Shemsabad, and restored
it in another place. At Delhi, he
destroyed the old fort, and began a
new one on a larger scale, which he
left unfinished. Tabak. Akberi. He
is also said to have meditated the
destruction of Laln'ir, that it might
not serve as a place d'armes to the
Chaghatai princes, in any future attack on India.
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keeper, undressed and bathing herself.
Struck with chap. l
her beauty, he fixed his eyes upon her, threw her a
bira-pdn, and passed on. The woman, who considered
that, by this freedom, he treated her as a wanton,
feeling her honour wounded, resolved not to survive
the affront. Her husband, when informed of the in
cident, had great difficulty in preventing her intention.
He went straight to the lev^e of Shir Shah, and,
among other suitors, preferred his complaint. The
King, having investigated the circumstances, pro
nounced judgment ordering the law of retaliation to
be enforced ; and that the shopkeeper, mounted on an
elephant, should in his turn throw a bira-pdn to the
prince's wife, when undressed and preparing for the
bath.
Great influence was exerted to mollify the
King, but in vain. Such, he said, was the law of their
religion, and, in administering justice, he knew no dif
ference between prince and peasant : that it should not
be said that a man, because his son, could injure a
subject whom he was bound to protect. The com
plainant, in delight, withdrew his complaint, saying
that now that he had gained his right, his character
was restored and he was satisfied ; and, at his entreaty,
the matter was ended.*
At the battle on the Chonsa, Hdji Begum, Humayun's
wife, was taken prisoner. Shir Shah treated her with
every mark of courtesy and respect ; and on Humayun's
return from Persia to Kabul, she was sent back to her
husband in the most honourable manner.
The day that he made his entrance into Delhi, a
woman, who sold vegetables, called out to her neigh
bour, as he passed: "Delhi, truly, has got a master,
but he is an old one." She was overheard by the King,
who, on this, made his horse caper and show off : and
* Khol. ul Tow., f. 278.
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book tl Shir Shah was diverted when he heard the old woman
A D i545 add, " Well, old though he be, he is an active one."*
Shir Shah was buried in his family estate at Sahsaram, in a very magnificent mausoleum, erected in
his lifetime, and which still exists. It stands in the
centre of a small lake about a mile in circumference,
bounded by masonry, with a descent by a flight of steps
to the water.
scanty
It is impossible to conclude the history of such a
"lsd^i"' prince, without regretting that so few materials remain
administra- for affording a view of the internal administration of
his dominions. Many of his revenue regulations were
retained or renewed by Akber, and seem to have made
a part of Toder-Mal's improved system of financeBut Shir Shah was soon succeeded in the throne by a
hostile family, whose partizans were not disposed to see
any merit in the virtues of an enemy. f
* Ibid. f. 279f The chief authorities for this
reign are the Tabak6t-e Akberi, the
Tar. Bedauni, the Khol. ul Towarikh, Ferishta, the Akbernama and

Khan" Khan. Ferishta does justice
to the Afghans : Abulfazl views all
their proceedings with a prejudiced
eye.
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CHAPTER II.
SULTAN ISLAM, OB SFXIM SHAH SUE.
8h/r SHAH's SECOND SON TLACKD ON THE THRONE. — WEAKNESS AND
PROFLIGACY OF HIS ELDER BROTHER. MEETING OF THE BROTHERS,
WHO PROCEED TOGETHER TO THE CAPITAL. ISLAM'S SCHEME FOR
SEIZING HIS BROTHER FAILS. FORMAL SUBMISSION OF ADEL KHAN,
WHO RETIRES TO BI.ANA. FURTHER ATTEMPT TO SEIZE HIM. HE
FLIES TO KHOWAS KHAN IN MEVVAt THEY ARE JOINED BY SOMF. OF
THE CHIEF AMTltS, AND MARCH ON AGRA.—ALARM OF ISLAM AT THEIR
APPROACH. HE MOVES OUT TO MEET THEM DEFEAT, FLIGHT
AND DISAPPEARANCE OF ADEL KHAN. ISLAM SECURES HIS FATHER'S
TREASURES IN CHUNAR. PROCURES THE DEATHS OF THE HOSTILE
CHIEFS. EXTENT OF HIS DOMINIONS
HIS JEALOUSY OF THE GO
VERNORS OF MALWA AND GUJRAT. THREATENED REVOLT IN THE
PENjAB. NEW WORKS AT AGRA AND DELHL THE ARMIES OF HIN
DUSTAN AND THE PENJAB MEET AT AMBALA. DEFEAT OF THE RE
BELS. — ISLAM OCCUPIES THE PENJAB. AND REPAIRS TO GUALIAR.
FATE OF KHOWAS KHAN. POWER OF THE AFGHAN NOBLES UNDER
THE 8UR DYNASTY. SHUJAA KHAN OF MALWA. ATTEMPT ON HIS
LIFE BY AN AFGHAN. HIS QUARREL WITH ISLAM WHO INVADES
MALWA FLIGHT AND RESTORATION OF SHUJAA KHAN. TEMPORARY
SUCCESS, AND FINAL DEFEAT OF AZUN HUMAYUN IN THE PENJAB
DISGRACEFUL CONDUCT OF ISLAM AFTER THE VICTORY. — HE AD
VANCES TO RHOTAS. — CONTESTS WITH THE GAKERS. —DISCONTENTS
- Uf HIS CAMP. HE MAKES PEACE WITH THE GAKERS, ON THEIR EX
PELLING THE REBELS WHO RETREAT TOWARDS KASHSlfR AND
ARE EXTERMINATED IN THE DEFILES. ISLAM BUILDS MANKOT.
HIS NARROW ESCAPE FROM ASSASSINATION
KAMRAN VISITS HIS
CAMP
ADVANCE AND RETREAT OF HUMAYUN. — MEDITATED DE
STRUCTION OF LAHUR, AND REMOVAL OF THE CAPITAL TO MAnk6t.
MUTUAL SUSPICIONS OF ISLAM AND HIS NOBLES. DEATH OF ISLAM
SHAH. HIS CHARACTER AND POLICY ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.
ACCOUNT OF SHEIKH ALAL, AND THE MEHDEVIS.
CHAP. H.
On the occurrence of the melancholy event which
arrested Shir Shah in the midst of his successful
career, the Afghan chiefs, who were in the camp, assembled and consulted together.
None of the late

A. o. 1645.
a. h. 952
Shir Shah's
second son
placed on
the throne.
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book vi. King's sons was on the spot. Adel Khan, the eldest,
A. D. 1545. was still at Rantamb6r. Jilal Khan, his next brother,
who was then not far off, at Rewah*, a town in the
Pergana of Kalinjer, got immediate notice of his
father's death ; and being favoured by a strong party
of the principal Amirs, arrived in the camp in three
days.
There, chiefly through the influence of Isa
a. H. 952. Khan Hijab, he was proclaimed King, and ascended the
Rebl. I. 15.
throne, in the fort of Kalinjer, under the name, of
May 27.
Sultan Islam Shah, though by the natives of India he
was generally called Selim Shah, and, by the northern
or Chaghatai soldiers, Selim Khan.
The ostensible reason assigned by the Afghan Amirs
Weakness
and pro
for
thus passing over the heir-apparent was the dis
fligacy of
tance from the army at which he happened to be at
his elder
brother.
that crisis, and the necessity, in order to prevent re
bellion or any ambitious pretensions to the succession,
that the vacant throne should be filled without delay.
It would appear, however, that Adel Khan, who was of
a depraved character, was very unpopular among at
least one portion of the Afghans, and that he was in
reality set aside, even more on account of the weakness
of his character than for his hopeless depravity and
profligacy.^
Immediately on his accession, Islam wrote to his
brother, Adel Klian, telling him that he had been con
strained, against his will, in order to prevent any com
motions and from other public considerations, to assume
for a time the title of sovereign ; but that he was about
to repair to the capital, where he hoped to meet him,
and to have an opportunity of manifesting all the
* The village of Rewah, near
Panna. Panna is south of Kalinjer,
Rewa south-east in Bogilkand. The
Tar. Niz. f. 217. has Ayun ; the
Tab. Akb. Riiin a dependancy of
Bhal ; the Nisabnama, f. 165. Diun
a dependancy of Panna. Different

authors make the enthronement three,
five, and eight days after the late
King's death. Bedauni says he was
called from Tahia.
f Tar. Niz. f. 2 1 7- ; Tab. Akb. f.
178. ; Akbernama, f. 91- 1 Nis&bnama, f. 165.; Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 126.
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attachment and obedience due to him as his elder brother, chap. u.
He then set out for Agra. On reaching Kora in the
Doab, he was met by Khowas Khan, the commanderin-chief, a nobleman of great influence, who arrived
from his jagir of Sirhend ; and the ceremony of en
thronement was once more gone through, submissions
made, and offerings presented, with much pomp and
festivity ; after which, Islam again wrote to his brother,
calling upon him, in conciliating and humble terms, to
hasten to meet him.
Adel Khan, justly jealous of Islam or Selim's inten
tions, wrote to Kutb Khan Naib, Khowas Khan, Isa
Khan Ni&zi and Jilal Khan Jilwani, who were regarded
as the principal Afghan nobles, to ascertain whether,
if he complied with his brother's invitation, he could
depend on their protection. He, at the same time,
wrote to inform his brother that, if these four noble
men came to conduct him and guaranteed his safety,
he was ready to accompany them to Agra.
To this proposal Selim agreed, and the four great
Amirs accordingly proceeded to wait upon Adel Khan ;
reassured him as to his personal security ; promised that
he should be put in possession of whatever jagir in
Hindustan he might choose ; and, after the first inter
view with the King, should be at liberty to repair to it,
freely and without impediment. On the faith of these
assurances Adel Khan set out; and Selim, who had *"^of
proceeded as far as Sikri* on a hunting party, hearing who pro
of his approach, went and received him in a field near S^^e
Shikarpur, where rich cloths were spread on the ground, eapitai..
on which the two princes took their seat with much
state. The two brothers, at this meeting, showed every
sign of mutual affection ; Selim repeating his excuses
for the part which necessity had compelled him to act.
After sitting and conversing together for some time in
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the most fnendly manner, they rose and set out for
Agra. On reaching the citadel, although Selim had
given strict orders to the guard that only two or three
attendants should be allowed to enter along with his
brother, yet the Amirs by whom Adel Khan was ac
companied, being by no means satisfied what the King's
intentions were, in spite of all opposition, pushed
forward after him with their followers and adherents
in considerable numbers, into the hall of public au
dience, and thus defeated the plan that Selim had
formed of seizing his brother's person.
The King, not disconcerted by this failure, heaped
every mark of honour and distinction upon his brother,
overwhelmed him with flattery, and renewed his as
surances of respect and obedience. He repeated his
former assertions that he had assumed power only to
keep his turbulent countrymen in order, and to retain
the sovereignty in their father's family ; but added,
that the happy moment was at length arrived when he
could follow the dictates of his heart and duty, and
resign both the command of the army and the posses
sion of the throne to the legitimate heir. So saying,
he approached Adel Khan and, taking hold of his hands,
placed him on the throne. Adel Khan was not deceived
by the apparent warmth of his brother's professions,
but, being more of a boon companion and a lover of ease
than a man of action, had not the courage nor the pre
sence of mind to take advantage of them. He saw their
insincerity, and he believed himself in danger. He,
Formal sub- therefore, immediately rose from the throne, and in his
Adeikbao, turn, seated Selim Shah upon it, at the same time saluting
him as his sovereign lord, and offering the customary
congratulations. His example was instantly followed by
all the nobles of the court, who presented their offerings,
and tendered their homage, as is usual at the commence
ment of a new reign.
Selim Shah, if defeated in his
original purpose, thus at least effected a great object,
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by seducing his brother to make a solemn and public
renunciation of his rights.
Adel Khan fixed upon
Biana as his jagir, and when the first interview was
over, was allowed, according to agreement and by the
intervention of the four great Amirs, to retire to that
place, attended by Isa Khan Niazi and Khowas Khan.*
But, hardly had two months elapsed, during which
time Selim Shah was everywhere acknowledged as
King, when he despatched Ghazi Mahalif, one of the
chief officers of his household, to Biana with a pair of
golden fetters, and with orders to seize Adel Khan and
bring him as a prisoner to court. Adel Khan, informed
of his approach and intention, hastened from Biana to
Mewat, where Khowas Khan then was, and complained
to him bitterly of his brother's breach of faith. The
hardy veteran, attached to the family of Shir Shah, in
which he had risen to dignity from the rank of a slave,
and hurt by the insult offered to himself by this open
infraction of a solemn agreement to which he was a
party, gave orders for seizing Ghazi Mahali, and placed
on his feet the fetters which he had brought for Adel
Khan. J This was an insult that could have been
offered to royalty, only by one who was prepared to go
all lengths. Khowas Khan followed it up by writing
to the principal Amirs who were with Selim Shah,
several of whom were already much offended with that
prince's conduct, and privately brought them over to
his plans. Being joined by Isa Khan Niazi, he set out
along with him and the prince for Agra, at the head of
a considerable army. On the road he received letters
from Kutb Khan and Jilal Khan Jilwani, who, like
them, had guaranteed the safety of Adel Khan, de• Ut supra, Add Tar. Bedauni,
f. 153., and Khan Khan.
t The Tar. Niz., the Nisabnama
and other authorities call him Ghazi
Khan ; the Tar. Niz. adds, az Moharraman va mokarraban, e. o. (Sulo

tan) Ferishta calls him " an
eunuch."
X Ferishta says that Khowas sent
back Ghazi to the court with It is
feet in the golden fetters,
o 2
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cook vi. daring their willingness to support the faith which
A ~ 1545 they had pledged to Adel, and to join him; but they
required, in compliance with a point of Afghan honour,
an instance of which we have already met with, that
the army should reach Agra before sunrise, when their
troops, unseen by the eye of day, would abandon the
King, and move over into the ranks of his rival.
The rebels, proceeding on their march, reached Sikri,
twelve kos from Agra, where Khowas Khan, who was
celebrated for his piety, waited upon Sheikh Selim.
Chishti, a holy man, who then resided at that place ;
and as it happened to be the eve of a great Muhammedan religious festival*, unwisely suffered himself to
be so long delayed by attending the prayers and service
employed on that occasion, that he did not reach the
capital till breakfast timef next day, when the sun was
high in the firmament.
Alarm of
Selim, when informed of his brother's approach, was
thdr'apin the utmost consternation ; and addressing Kutb
preach.
Khan and some other nobles, whom he knew or
suspected to be engaged in this revolt, told them,
that, even allowing that he had acted rashly in regard
to Adel Khan, he thought he had a right to expect
that Khowas Khan and Isa Khan would have written
to him to remonstrate, before proceeding to such ex
tremities. The Amirs, seeing his alarm, told him that
even now it was not too late to avert the evil ; and
Kutb Khan offered his services to effect a recon
ciliation.
Upon this, Selim Shah empowered Kutb
Khan and the other Amirs who were in Adel Khan's
interest, instantly to proceed to the camp to meet and
negociate with that prince. His motive for this mea
sure, apparently so pregnant with danger, was to re
move from his person men with whom he did not think
himself safe ; intending, as soon as they were gone, to
* The festival was the Sheb-e
Ber&t

f Chdsht.

,
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set out for Chunar, where his father's treasures were chap. ii.
kept,—to take possession of them,—to raise an army,—
and then return to combat his brother whom, at the pre
sent moment, he was unable to meet in the field. From
following this plan he was diverted by the remons
trances of another Isa Khan, the Mir-Hajib, or Chief
Chamberlain, who represented to him, that it was a
most dangerous policy in a prince to resign his capital,
and abandon his friends and the force of which he was
in possession, that he might set out, with the purpose
of throwing himself on the loyalty of others who were
at a distance: that much depended on first impressions;
that he had with him a firm and hardy band of two or
three thousand chosen and attached followers, who had
been in his service before he mounted the throne,
besides many other troops * ; that he should boldly
march out with this force, and might rest secure that
none who bore the name of Afghan, whatever might
be his inward wishes, would dare to desert him in the
plain and in the light of day.
Selim, abandoning his first intentions, was prevailed
upon to follow this advice ; recalled the Khans who
had just left him ; told them, that he was resolved not
to trust such faithful friends in the hands of the enemy ;
and ordered the troops to march out, and form in the lie moves
plain of Agra. The Afghan chiefs who had engaged to them!""*'
revolt to Adel Khan, when they saw Selim Shah lead
them openly into the field, gave up their intention of
' deserting, and took their station in the line; so that
Adel Khan's army, as it advanced, was opposed by the
whole force in the capital. A battle ensued in sight of
Agra, in which, in spite of the exertions of Khowas
Khan, who was disappointed and disconcerted at find
ing the two great Khans, on whom he had reckoned as
auxiliaries, ranged against him as enemies, the victory
declared for Selim. Adel Khan fled from the field,
* Ten thousand Firmuli Afghans,
aa 3
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BOOK VI. and escaped down the country to Tahia * where he
a. d. 1545. disappeared, and seems never to have been heard of
more. Khowas Khan and Isa Khan Niazi retreated to
Defeat,
flight, and Mewat ; where they for some time maintained them
disappear'
ance of
selves, and even defeated, at Finizpur in that province,
Adel Khan. an army sent against them by the King. But, the
royal army having been reinforced, the Khans were
compelled to quit Mewat, and sought refuge with the
native Rajas in the mountains of Kemaun. Selim sent
Kutb Khan with a detachment in pursuit of them. He
took post for some time on the skirt of the Kemaun
hills, and plundered the hill-country, but did nothing
effectual. f
Selim Shah, thus relieved from his danger, marched
Islam se
cures his
down
to Chunar that he might secure the treasures of
father's '
treasures
his father. Having by degrees clearly ascertained the
in Cbunar,
truth and extent of the secret correspondence which
had been carried on between the nobles in his own
service and Khowas Khan before the battle, he de
termined on revenge. Jilal Khan Jilwani J was a chief
of great power, and one of the four who had become
security for Adel Khan's safety. He had entered into
the conspiracy, but Selim, though aware of the fact,
feared to attack him by open force. What he dared
not attempt openly, he accomplished by strategem.
The camp having reached the town of K6ra§, the King
and pro
cures the
invited
Jilal to play a match at chougan ; lured him
death of the
hostile
from his quarters, and then seized both him and his
chiefs.
brother Khodaidad. To avoid the odium of himself
putting to death two Amirs of such distinction he gave
them over into the custody of an Afghan, with whom
* Ferishta has Patna ; the Tar.
t Tar. Nizami, f. 219. and other
Abk. f. 180., and Tar. Bed. f. 1 54-. authorities as above.
have Tahia, probably rightly. The
J Or Jilaw.
Nisabnama has Panna, which ac
§ Some say, on his return from
cords as to situation with Tahia. Chunar ; the Nisabnama, on going
The difference is chiefly from the thither.
diacritical points.
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they had a blood-feud, by whom, under pretence of legal chap. n.
retaliation, they were slain.
The treasures which the
King removed from Chunar were conveyed to Gualiar,
which, probably as being nearer the capital, he resolved
to make his stronghold. He himself returned to Agra.
Selim Shah now sought out, and pursued with unre
lenting severity, all who had taken part with his brother,
or who were suspected of being in his interest, " sweep
ing them off," says Bedauni, " like men from a chess
board." Kutb Khan, who had been a principal in all
the intrigues, alarmed at these proceedings and es
pecially at the death of Jilal Khan Jilwani, fled from
the low country of Kemaun, where he was in command
of the army, and retired to the Penjab. Haibat Khan
Niazi, the governor of that great province, on whom the
late King had bestowed the title of Azim Humayun,
received him courteously ; but having been called upon
by Selim to deliver him up, and the ascendency of the
royal arms being at this period too decided to admit of
opposition, Kutb Khan was surrendered to the King,
and along with Shahbaz Khan Niazi, who had married
the King's sister, and twelve other Amirs of note, was
sent to Gualiar, where most of them perished in prison.
All the dominions that had been conquered by Shir Ex5™t °f
Shah were now in the possession of his son, and were minions,
for some time ruled by him in peace. His kingdom
was of great extent, reaching from Peshawer to the sea
of Bengal, and from the Himalaya mountains to ths
confines of Gujrat. He was however jealous of some
of his father's great Amirs, who administered the go
vernment in several of the more important provinces,
with nearly despotic power. Shujaa Khan *, the go- His jealousy
vernor of Malwa, was one of these. Since he had had verno/of
the sole command in that kingdom, he had emploved M»1™1.
himself with much activity in reducing the numerous
jdgirdars who possessed the chief part of the country,
'. •
* Also often called Sazawal Khan.
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book vi. and had succeeded in establishing his ascendency over
A D 1645 the whole of it. His very success, however, had excited
the suspicions of his jealous master, who summoned him
to court. He obeyed the call, and having satisfied
Islam of his fidelity, was allowed to resume his station,
andofthe
Azim Humayun, the governor of the rich and extenMuJtin!r° sive provinces of the Penjab, fell under similar suspi
cions, and was in like manner called to the presence.
Unwilling to place himself in the power of a sovereign,
in whose eyes his power and prosperity were crimes, he
feigned various excuses, but sent in his place his brother
Said Khan, a nobleman of great talent and bravery,
who was well received by the King, and treated with
every external distinction, and much apparent regard.
Islam easily saw through the pretences alleged by the
ambassador for his brother's conduct, and, by those
who knew him best, was supposed to be only waiting
for a convenient time to cut him off. One day the
King took Said into the interior of the harem, where
he pointed to a number of heads that were ranged on
the wall, and asked him, as if casually, if he knew any
of them. Some time before, Islam had given orders for
blowing up by gunpowder a chamber in which were
lodged many of the most distinguished prisoners in the
fort of Gualiar.* Their ghastly heads were now ranged
around, elevated on the points of spears. Said ex
amined them without betraying any emotion, and men
tioned the names of several whom he had known, the
first men of the state. In their fate, however, he
seemed to read his own.
Threatened
Having arranged his affairs at Agra, Islam now retherenjab. solved to march by Chunar to Rhotas in Behar, to bring
from these strong fortresses a farther portion of the
<

* We are told that among the
persons blown up on this occasion
was Kemal Gaker, the son of a Gaker chief, who escaped in a way so
extraordinary that it was deemed
miraculous., and the incident was re-

ported to the King for his instructions. He commanded his life to be
spared, and at a future time sent him
into the Penjab to accompany the
army employed against his countrymen the Gakert,
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hoarded wealth of his father. Said Khan, who foresaw cuap.ii.
that he could not long remain in the royal camp with
safety, made his escape while the army was on this
route, and having caused horses to be posted all along
the road, reached Ldhur. This circumstance, joined to
the delays of the viceroy of the Pcnjab, and the news
which at the same time reached Court that Khowas
Khan was marching to meet Azim Humayun, made the
King suspect that a rebellion, supported by a con
federacy of the leading nobles of the empire, was in
agitation. He, therefore, halted ; measured back his
way to Agra ; and called upon Shujaa Khan to join him
from Malwa with the forces of that province.
As Agra and Delhi were now once more become the Ncw works
at agra
capital cities of the Afghans in India, Islam, before andDeiw.
leaving Agra, employed his troops in surrounding it
with a wall. Here having been joined by Shujaa Khan
with troops from Malwa, he sent back that nobleman,
after conferring with him, and soon after proceeded
towards Delhi with all the forces that he could collect.
There he remained for some time, awaiting the arrival
of the more distant forces. The interval of leisure thus
afforded he employed in surrounding with a strong
wall of stone and lime the new town of Humayun,
which that Emperor had enclosed with one of stone and
clay. Islam caused many new edifices to be built hard
by, on the banks of the Jamna ; and on them and the
space which he had enclosed, bestowed the name of
Selimgarh, which now forms, says Khafi Khan, the
southern suburb of Delhi.* The name given to it, of
Selimgarh, would seem to show, that Islam did not disdain
to use the appellation by which he was vulgarly called.
Islam now advanced towards the Penjab; while, on Thearmics
the other side, Azim Humayun, Khowas Khan and Isa °lnH^dUthe
Khan with their united forces, amounting, it is said, to Pe"Jrfbmcct
• Tar. Niz. f. 2 1 g. ; Tab. Akb. f. 180. ; Tar. Bed. f. 155.; Ferishta, vol. ii.' p. 1 32. ; Khafi Khan.
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book vi. more than double the royal army, marched to encounter
a „ 1546 himarnnes came in sight of each other near
a. h. 953. the town of Ambala, south-east of Sirhend. Selim, on
coming near the hostile army, ascended a rising ground
with some of his Amirs, to reconnoitre the array of the
enemy. Having for a while surveyed them, he suddenly
turned round, exclaimed that it would ill become his
dignity to encamp in sight of rebels, and ordered his
troops to be instantly formed in battle order, and to
advance to the attack.
Defeat of
It so happened that, the very night before, a misthe rebels. un(Ierstanc[mg na(] arisen between the two principal
leaders of the malcontents, on a subject of fundamental
consequence. Khowds Khan, who had been brought up
and elevated to high rank in the very household of Shir
Shah, retained his attachment to his patron's family,
and insisted that the royal dignity should be kept in
that line, and conferred upon Adel Khan, his eldest son,
under whose banner they should fight, and whom they
should spare no exertion to find out, and to place on
his throne. Azim Humayun on the other hand, with
the independent spirit of an Afghan and the ambition
of an adventurer, quoting some well-known lines of a
Persian poet, insisted that there was no hereditary
descent in sovereignty, which followed the longest
sword. This ill-timed dispute was still unadjusted,
when the army of the King appeared in sight. Khowas
Khan, in disgust, refused to lend his aid to minister to
the pretension of Azim Humayun, and, with his friend
Isa Khan, withdrew his forces from the field. Such a
movement, at such a time, was decisive of the fate of
the battle and of the campaign. The victory, however,
was not bloodless. In spite of the defection of so great
a part of the confederate force, the onset of Islam's
troops was valiantly opposed by the army of the viceroy
of Lahur, the strength of which consisted in the Niazis
of his own tribe. Numbers of them were, however,
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slain, and the rest driven from the field. In the midst chap. n.
of the confusion caused by the conflict and the rout,
while the officers of the victorious army were crowding
around the King to congratulate him on his success,
that prince narrowly escaped from an imminent danger.
Said Khan, who had so lately fled from the camp to join
his brother, taking advantage of the bustle that pre
vailed, and being perfectly familiar with the composition
and arrangement of Islam's army, mixed with the royal
troops, and being in complete armour so that he
could not be known, accompanied by two or three* of
his followers, rode towards the King, as if to join in the
general congratulation, intending to have gone up to
him and slain him in the very midst of his triumph.
He had got near the person of the prince, when one of
Islam's elephant -drivers, recognising him by his voice as
he inquired whereabouts the King was, discharged a
lance at him. Said, however, nothing daunted by the
discovery, cutting his way through the troops imme
diately around him, plunged among the horses and
elephants that crowded in confusion near the spot,
and by his valour and presence of mind effected his
escape. Numbers of the rebels in their flight were
drowned in the water-courses round Ambala; many
were plundered or slain by the peasants. The remainder
fled to Dinkot near the Indus.f Islam pursued them, islam ocand marched through the Penjab as far as Rhotas, peSj"b,the
receiving the submission of the local authorities as he
went along. Having settled the country as far as time
permitted, he left a strong force under Khwaja Veis
Sirwani to keep the Niazis from regaining their ground,
and himself returned to Agra, whence he soon after aaa rePairs
°
to Gualiai.
•Two, Tab. Akb. and Nisabnama. Some have ten.
f The Tar. Niz. makes the de. feated Niazis flee to Dinkdt near
Iloh, and is followed by Ferishta

and Bedauni, &c. The term " Roh "
is applied not only to the district of
Kohat, but to the whole Kohistan,
or highlands, along the right bank
of the Indus.
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book vi. repaired to Gualiar, where he was fond of residing, and
a. „. 1546 which he in some measure made his capital.*
Khow°I
When, at the battle of Ambala, Khowas Khan and Isa
Khan. J Khan separated from Azim Humayun and the army of
the Niazis, the latter retired to the mountains, while the
former, attended by five or six thousand men, hastened
to attack the city of Lahiir, hoping to make himself
master of it during the general confusion. But, hearing
that he was closely pursued, he crossed the Ravi, and at
the village of Miani was overtaken by Yahia Salwai
who had been sent after him. Khowas Khan, though
at the time suffering from the effects of a recent wound,
left his litter ; and mounting on horseback, engaged and
repelled the enemy, after which he continued his route.
Escaping by the foot of the Sewalik mountains, he re
mained among them for some time. At length Islam
Shah wrote to Taj Khan Kerani, the governor of Sambhal, enjoining him to draw Khowas Khan by any
means from his ietreat. On the invitation of Taj Khan,
who owed him his preferment, he left his mountain
retreat, and came down to Sambhal. But Taj Khan,
forgetful of what he owed the illustrious refugee and
anxious to secure the royal favour, treacherously put
his benefactor to death, and having cut off his head,
sent it as an offering to Islam Shah, who was then at
Bin in the Penjab. Khowas Khan was one of the most
distinguished men of his time. His liberality, especially
to religious men, was unbounded. Abulfazl represents
his character, as he does that of all connected with the
Sur dynasty, in an unfavourable light. " He was," says
that writer, " originally one of the slaves of Shir Khan,
and by downright fraud and cunning, by seizing the
property of the learned and good and bestowing it on
the ignorant and low-minded, gained a certain degree
of credit among the lower classes of his own country* Tar. Nizami, f. 220.; Tab. Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 133, 134.; KhoJ.
Akb. 181. ; Tar. Bed. ff. 155, 1 56. ; ul Towarikh, f. 281.
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men."
"His corpse was conveyed to Delhi," says chap.u,
Ferishta*, " where it was interred : and such is the vene
ration in which the name of Khowas Khan is held, even
at the present day, that his tomb is frequented by devo
tees, and the common people, considering him as a saint,
go there to offer prayers for the success of their under
takings."! " And to this day," says a still later author,
" his name is celebrated in Hindustan, in poetry and
song."J
While Selim resided at Gualiar, an incident occurred Power of
which had nearly shaken his throne. It must have not>ies
the
been visible in the progress of the narrative, that the under
Sur DySur dynasty of Shir Shah was entirely military. It nasty,
was supported solely by the Afghans, a rough and un
civilized people, who cherished strong notions of inde
pendence and equality ; and who, if they could not be
called republican in their principles, were at least led
by a number of their own hereditary chiefs, a sort of
native oligarchy, all of whom regarded the grand officers
of the empire with some jealousy, as placed above them
only by accident. The greater chiefs regarded the
sovereign himself with much the same eye. They had
been the equals of Shir Khan, his father, and it was by
their exertions that he sat on the throne. The go
vernors of provinces, though nominally servants of the
crown, and removable at will, were often in reality so
powerful, each in his own government, that they con
sidered themselves as individually holding their power
by much the same right as the King held his throne.
They were in fact, in general, removable only by assas
sination or by war. Shujaa Khan, as we have seen, had shujaa
reduced nearly the whole of the former kingdom of Maiwa°
Malwa under his authority. He maintained the pomp *. H 964,
and parade of a prince, like the other governors of the
* Akbernama, f. 91.
t Ferishta, vol. ii., p. 137.

X Khol. ul Towarfkh. f. 276.
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book vi. more extensive provinces, and, like some of them, was
A D ]547 suspected by Selim of aiming at independent power.
The viceroy of the Penjab being now humbled, Shujaa
was now become the greatest subject of the empire.
hi!*ufeby°11
^t happened one day that an Afghan, of the name of
an Afghan. Othman*, came intoxicated into Shujaa's hall of audi
ence, and as his countrymen are noted in India for their
rude and unpolished manners, began to spit about him
on the cushions and carpets. The servants remon
strated with him, but in vain ; and on their insisting
that he should leave the presence-chamber, he struck
one of them a blow on the face. Shujaa Khan, informed
of this outrage, ordered the offender's hands to be cut
off. Othman, thus mutilated, repaired to Selim Shah
at Gualiar, and, having gained access to him, demanded
justice upon his Majesty's lieutenant, who had treated
him thus cruelly. Selim, whether merely to get rid of
the man's importunity, or with any more remote object,
answered, " What, are not you too an Afghan ? Go,
and take your revenge." This expression was repeated
to Shujaa, who only remarked, that it was a very idle
way of talking. And though one of his servants told
him that he had seen Othman sitting in a cutler's shop,
whetting his knife, and using threatening expressions,
still he took no precautions.
Some time afterwards Shujaa Khan, having gone to
Gualiar to wait upon the King, in passing through the
streets of the town on his way to the royal derbar, saw
Othman, who had long been watching his opportunity,
sitting in a shop, wrapped up in an old mantle. Shujaa
made his palankeen stop, and desired some assistance to
be given to the wretched man, whose face he recollected.
Othman, seizing the favourable moment, approached
him, and with the blade of a short sword which he had
* Ferishta calls him Othman designate him as Othman merdi, one
Khan, probably erroneously : others Othman.
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fastened to the stump of his mutilated arm, and concealed under his cloak, attacked Shujaa, and inflicted a
wound on his side. The viceroy's followers, rushing on
the assassin, put him to death.* This occurrence, connected with the known jealousy of Selnn Shah and the
expression he had let fall, naturally alarmed Shujaa
Khan, who, though he afterwards appeared at court
and received rich presents, took the earliest opportunity
that offered to withdraw from Gualiar with all his fol
lowers, without taking leave, and retreated hurriedly to
Malwa. Selim, offended at this act of insubordination,
as well as by his slighting expressions, sent a strong
detachment to pursue, and bring him back, and soon
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chap. n.

His quarrel

„hoin^«Mal-

after himself marched into Malwa with the rest of his
army, that he might seize Shujaa; "although," says
Nizam-ed-din, " that nobleman was one of thirty-five f
persons who were personally engaged in placing his
father, Shir Shah, on the throne." When Selim had
advanced as far as Mandu, Shujaa Khan fled to Bhan- Flight and
swara, on the borders of Gujrat, declaring that he would ofshitjiui"
never draw his sword against the son of his old master. KhanAll opposition being thus at an end, Islam Shah placed
Isa Khan Siir in the government of Malwa, leaving him
atUjein with twenty thousand horse J, and returned to
Gualiar. Soon afterwards, however, when Islam was
compelled once more to return to the Penjab, Shujaa
Khan, from what motives we are not informed, but pro
bably from his tried talents and the difficulty of govern
ing Malwa without his aid, was restored to the govern
ment of that kingdom, which he, and his son after him,
enjoyed for many years. §
While Islam Shah was thus successful in Malwa, his •»••»• ss-*.
or 955.
* Some accounts say that the as
sassin made his escape.
t Ferishta says, thirty-six .
t Bedauni, 30,000.

§ Tab. Akb. f. 463. ; Tar. Niz.
f. 220, ; Ferishta, vol. iv. pp. 273,
274. and ii. p. 134.; Tar. Bed. f.
156.
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BOOK VI. arms suffered a reverse in the Penjab.* Azim Humayun,
A. D. 1547. who had so long governed that country, though ex
pelled, had still a strong Influence within it, and was
Temporary attended beyond the Jelem by a considerable body of
success and
final defeat brave and determined adherents. Having collected his
of Azim
llumdyun force, Azim Humayun attacked near Dink6t, and de
in tbe
feated, Khwaja Veis Sirwani, the general whom Islam
Peiijab.
had left to keep him in check ; and, pursuing his advan
tage, extended his inroads as far as Sirhend.
His pre
datory troops spread themselves all over the Penjab,
carrying off not only the cattle, but the inhabitants, and
throwing the whole country into confusion. To redress
this evil, Islam lost no time in sending a large army to
the assistance of his general, who compelled the rebels
to retreat once more towards Dink6t. A general action
was soon after fought at Sambala near that place, in
which Azim Humayun, who had now an army of twenty
thousand horse, was totally defeated, and numbers of
Disgraceful Niazi women, falling into the hands of the conquerors,
conduct of
Islam after were sent to Islam Shah. That monarch's treatment of
the victory. them is disgraceful to his character. The helpless
females were sent to Gualiar, and there given up to be
dishonoured. He also exhibited a scurrilous pageantry
in his camp. Selecting from the rabble some wretches
whom he called by the names of Azim Humayun, Said
Khan, ShahMz Khan and others, he dressed them up in
tawdry finery, and bestowed on them lofty titles, made
the vilest creatures in the camp carry pompously before
them the standards, regal umbrella and other symbols
of royalty and state, that had fallen into his hands in
the late battle, and paraded them with insulting
mockery. The bands of music performed before their
doors at the usual stated times, the most noted black
guards in the bazar being selected for the duty. These
marks of contempt shown to men of rank and family,
with the dishonour of the Niazi ladies, were much felt
* " In 954. or 955," says Bedauni, f. 157, "God knows wjiich."
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and resented by the Afghans in general, most of whom CHap. nare in some way connected together, and who, at all
events, have a profound respect for the honour of their
tribes.*
After this defeat the Niazis, unable to keep their lie advances
ground at Dinkot, fled for protection among the Gakers '° Rhotasbeyond the Salt Range, and also spread among the hills
on the outskirts of Kashmir. Islam, sensible that, to
ensure the tranquillity of his other dominions, it was
necessary to extinguish the embers of rebellion in the
Penjab, and especially to crush the power of the Niazi
chiefs, marched into that country at the head of a
powerful army. He advanced as far as Rhotas, the a. h. 955.
completion of which he urged forward with much A D' 1548"
earnestness, and used every effort to reduce the Gakers,
who were at once proud of their independence and
attached to the family of Baber. The building of Rhotas
was a work of immense toil and difficulty. The Gakers
did everything in their power to impede the progress of
a fort, which was placed chiefly as a check upon them.
Islam Shah employed one portion of his troops in
building the fortifications on a magnificent scale, and
the other portion of them not so employed were sent
against the Gakers, who kept them busy with daily
combats. By day the Gakers met them hand to hand in
fight, and at night crept like banditti round the camp,
and by sudden attacks where least expected, carried off
men and women, bond and free, all of whom they kept
in shameful captivity, and sold as slaves indiscriminately.
For two years, while the works were going on, Islam
kept his Afghans employed with stone and mortar, or
in constant skirmishing, and all the time kept back
their pay. Their hatred to him became extreme, and
vented itself in reproaches and abuse ; for such was
their terror of him, and the ascendency that he had
* Ut supra. Some make this ill-judged pageantry occur after the first
defeat.
VOL. II.
H H

contests
Gakers.0

Discontents
in his
camp.
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BOOK VI. acquired over their minds, that none dared to remon
i>. 154S. strate. At length Shah Muhammed Firmuli, a noble
man whose wit and humour sometimes enabled him to
tell bold truths, informed the King that, the night
before, he had had a singular dream. " My King,"
said he, " methought I saw three bags fall from the
sky ; one was filled with earth, one with gold, and one
with paper. The earth fell on the soldiers, the gold
on the Hindu clerks of office, the paper on the royal
treasury." Islam Shah, who saw at once the tendency
of the fable, was diverted, and promised that as soon
as he returned to Gualiar he would make the ac
countants write out the bills for the two years' arrears,
and pay the amount. " It so happened," says the his
torian, " that this never was performed, as he was car
ried off before it was effected." *
He makes
But, brave as was the defence of the Gakers in their
peace
with the
wild country, and successful as they were, sheltered by
Gakers on
their glens, ravines and jungles, in repelling the attacks
their ex
pelling the of the royal army, they at length clearly saw that they
Nidiis,
could expect no quiet while they continued to shelter
Azim Humayun or his followers. Sultan Adam having
sued for peace, it was granted on condition that Azim
Humayun and his followers should leave the country.
This being agreed to, the Niazis, now more distressed
who retreat than ever, determined to attempt Kashmir.
They
towrads
Kashmir,
seem to have been invited by a party, who offered them
the government, it is said, with treacherous views.
At all events, Islam Shah put the mountain tribes of
Kashmir on their guard, and urged them to avert the
approaching danger. Misled, it is said, by their guides,
though no such treachery is necessary to account for
what followed, the Niazis entered the passes of that
mountainous region, and soon found themselves cut off
from all retreat or advance.
The precipices above
were occupied by armed men. In vain did the Niazis
• Tar. Bed. f. 158.
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do all that courage could effect, the very women, chap.ii.
among whom were the mother and wife of Azim
Humayun, arming themselves to defend their honour. tt"mTnated
A shower of stones from hands unseen poured down ji"ejhede"
upon them, and not an individual escaped. In this
defile Azim Humayun and his brothers Said Khan and
Shahbaz Khan, the King's brother-in-law, were slain,
and their heads cut off and sent to Islam Shah.*
While Islam's forces were engaged against the Gakers isWmt>uiid»
and the tribe of Jenjiiha, who occupied the strong m°k6tcountry on the banks of the Jelem, not content with
the works still carried on at Rhotas, he began to con
struct another fort at Manghar or Mankot, on the
farthest outskirts of the Sewalik mountains. It was
on a most extensive scale, and was composed of four
or five forts, on as many eminences, but all connected
together. Abulfazl says that Islam Shah founded it
in consequence of some bad omen that had affected his
imagination, and as a place of refuge against the im
pending evil. It was while encamped at Bin, super
intending the building of this fort, that he made a
narrow escape from being assassinated. As he was his narrow
ascending a confined pass on his way to the fort, a man, assassin™1"
who had concealed himself, rushed upon him with a ationnaked sword, and aimed a blow which Islam skilfully
warded off with the end of his whip, which, however,
being cut through, his face was somewhat wounded.
When the assassin was raising his arm for a second
stroke, the King, who was a powerful man and versed
in athletic exercises, leaping from his horse and clasping
the assassin's arms, called upon some Amirs who had
galloped up to his aid, to put the man to death. " Let
us inquire," they said, " who instigated him to such a
deed." " No," said Islam Shah, " the wretch may be
• Tar. Niz. f. 221.; Akbernama, were unjustly accused of treachery,
f. 91.; Tar. Bed. f. 158. ; Khol. ul The catastrophe was a natural one,
Tow. f. 282. ; Ferishta II. p. 135. where the natives were prepared.
One may suspect that the guides
uu 2
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book vi. the ruin of many houses. Put him instantly to death."
A.D. 1548. This act of generosity does not appear to be much in
unison with Islam's habitual conduct. He observed,
however, that the villain's sword was one which he had
himself presented to Ekbal Khan, a man whom he had
raised from the lowest rank, had elevated to situations
of dignity in his court, and honoured with his parti
cular favour. Islam now deprived him of his rank,
and restored him to his original meanness. But though
the Afghan Amirs, by whom he was detested, urged
the King to put him to death, Islam Shah refused,
saying that, however much he was ashamed of the
patronage which he had afforded to one so unworthy,
he would not utterly destroy what he had once
cherished.*
Having settled the Penjab and strengthened his
Ktfmrun
visits his
frontier,
Islam, who had now been two years beyond
camp.
a. h. 959, the Satlej, set out on his march back to Delhi. It was
a. o. 1552.
at this time that Kamran Mirza, who, driven from
Kabul, and afterwards from the Afghan country, had
come to his camp some time before, disappointed in his
expectations of succour, made his escape, and fled first
to the Sewalik f mountains and afterwards to the Gakers.
Islam continued his march, and had arrived at Delhi,
when news were brought that the Emperor Humayun
had reached the Indus with an army, on his way to
Advance of invade Hindustan. The King was then ill, and, at the
Humdyun.
moment, had a number of leeches on his neck. He
instantly shook them off, and without even washing
away the blood, tied a handkerchief round his neck,
ordered his horse, mounted, and the same day was
encamped three kos from the town. The troops, who
* Tar. Niz. f. 220. ; Tar. Bed.
f. 168.
f Kamran, as he approached
Islam's camp, was received by Himu
Bakal, who was sent out to meet

him. This supposes Himu to have
already attained considerable rank,
and he is accordingly said to have
been in high favour. Tar. Bed. f.
158.
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had already suffered so much from want, were driven chap. ii.
distracted by this new movement ; so that some of his
Ministers ventured to represent to him that, as a
powerful enemy was marching to meet him, and the
troops were in distress and murmuring, it would be a
gracious act and befitting his royal dignity, to dis
charge their arrears of pay. Islam told them in reply
that, if he paid the troops at that time, they would
ascribe the concession to his .necessities and to com
pulsion, and would act upon that supposition on future
occasions; but he assured them that, after he had re
turned victorious from this campaign, he would order
the whole arrears of the last two years to be paid all
in one sum. The soldiers, stifling their feelings and
seeing no remedy, repaired to the camp. The draughtbullocks, employed for moving the cannon, had all been
sent to pasture at great distances. Determined that
no time should be lost, the King commanded the footsoldiers to drag them along ; which they did for several
days, some of the larger guns requiring each one or
two thousand men to move them.
Without loss of
time he thus reached the Penjab. Humayun, having His retreat
secured his brother Kamran, and failed in an attempt t° KiibuIto reach Kashmir, aware of Islam's approach, returned
to Kabul. Upon which Islam, worn out with sickness
and disease, retraced his steps from Lahur, and soon
after repaired to Gualiar.*
It was during this and his former residence at Lahiir
that Islam Shah, following up in some measure his
father's ideas, is said to have seriously meditated the
destruction of that capital. It was a large and flourishing city, the centre of a rich trade, and amply furnished
with every useful and costly production of the times.
It had a numerous and warlike population, and large
manufactories of arms, offensive and defensive, of mili• Tar. Niz. f.221.; Tar. Bed. f. 169.

Meditated
c^lTiX""
and removal
capital to
M4nk6t- '
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rook vi. tary accoutrements, and of every warlike store.
If
1552 recovered and occupied by the exiled family, or by any
invaders from the North, it would become, he imagined,
a most convenient station, both for arming their troops,
and for invading India. His plan was to have razed
this noble town from the foundation, and to have re
moved the capital of the Penjab to Mank6t, which was
more remote from the country of the Afghans, and
from the desert along the left bank of the Indus,
while, from its position in the Sialkot range, it was less
liable to invasion, and more capable of defence. But
this truly oriental plan, so pregnant with misery and
ruin to thousands of his subjects, was never carried
into effect.
Mutual susShir Shah, during his short reign, had placed his
islam and kingdom in so formidable a position, that the reign of
his nobles. his succcssor was disturbed by no foreign invasion ; but
it was troubled, first by civil wars, and afterwards by
repeated conspiracies. Whether these were owing to
the jealous temper of Islam, or were a consequence of
the insubordinate and independent habits of his Afghan
nobles, is not very clear, in the scanty and unsatisfac
tory accounts that have been transmitted to us of the
history of his reign. But it would rather appear that
Islam, fretted by finding them constantly in his way,
when he wished to rule as an absolute prince, attempted
systematically to weed out the more powerful Afghan
chiefs*, without being sufficiently aware that, while he
got free of a temporary annoyance, he was destroying
the real strength of his dynasty and race. We have
seen that attempts upon his life, probably produced by
this severity, were made at different times, though they
failed. Even in his favourite retreat of Gualiar, to
* Bedauni tells us that his suspicions of the designs of the Afghan
chiefs had produced in his mind the
most inveterate hatred; that he

mixed opium in his drink, eat serpents and drank poison, probably as
antidotes while he thirsted for the
blood of his Afghan subjects, f. 169.
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which he retired as a place of security from these
attempts, he was not safe from the assassin's arm. One
day while he was out hunting at Anteri in that neigh
bourhood, a band of men, instigated by persons of note,
lay in wait, for the purpose of putting him to death as
he returned. It so happened that he came back by a
different road from that which he was accustomed to
take, and thus the plot failed. But the king was soon
informed of what had passed, and put to death those
-who were convicted as the leaders of the conspiracy, or
supposed to be so. But he did not stop there ; and it
is alleged that there was hardly any Amir distinguished
for power or influence, on whom his suspicions did not
fall, and whom he did not put to death, or imprison.*
The latter part of the life of Islam Shah was rendered
wretched by bad health and bodily suffering. His
disease, whether a fistula or piles, was attended with
tumours all over his loins, occasioned much pain, and
baffled the efforts of his physicians. These and other
bodily infirmities brought him to the grave, after a
reign of between eight and nine years.f
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chap.ii.

>'eath °f

a.h. 96o.
A'"' 1 " J'

His character, as given by historians, is not exactly Hisrtawhat one would expect from the public transactions of ™° er'
his reign. All allow that, in person, he was handsome,
and that his bodily strength, which was naturally great,
had been cultivated by constant activity and exercise.
He is said to have had a competent degree of learning,
and to have treasured up in his memory the chief works
of some of the best Persian poets. He was intelligent,
acute, fond of the society of learned men and of pious
* Tar. Niz. f."222. '
Tarikh-e Nizami gives him nine
j" Abulfazl makes him die 22. years, and is followed by Ferishta;
Zikadah, a. h. 96O. (Oct. 30, a.d. Tab. Akb. f. 182.; Tar. Nizami,
1553), after a reign of eight years f. 221. ; Akbernama, f. 91- . Khol.
two months and eight days ; the ul Towarikh, pp. 279—284. ; FeNisabnama, 26.; Zihajeh (Dec. rishta, vol. ii. pp.134—138.; Ni3rd), after a reign of eight years sabnama, f. 114.
nine months and seven days ; the
h 11 4
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book vi. divines, and remarkable for his skill in extempore
^„ 166S poetical composition, as well as for his wit and ready
repartee.
He always maintained a powerful army,
abundantly supplied with horses, elephants, artillery and
stores ; and subjected it to strict discipline. " Though
he vexed his soldiers extremely," says Abulfazl, "yet
he conducted himself with justice to his other sub
jects."* "He adopted," says another writer, "the
same principles of justice and policy as his able father :
the strong were not permitted to oppress the weak. His
internal administration was excellent. The Kanungoes,
who keep the revenue accounts of perganas, he em
ployed to watch over and report on the condition of the
ryots, and the state of cultivation of the soil, on the
crops, and the extent of offences and crime.
Few
princes on record," he adds, " in military skill, in policy,
justice and good government, have ever equalled these
two."f He is represented as magnificent in his state,
and as liberal in his donations to public works and to
holy men. He preserved all lands granted for religious
or charitable purposes inviolate. He kept up his father's
serais in their whole extent, and the distribution of
food to travellers, and for that purpose carefully pro
tected all the lands that had been given them. In ad
dition, he ordered a serai to be built between each two
of his father's ^"adding a mosque, a reader, a well, and
a water-carrier to each. He also gave the post-houses
so many additional horses as to enable them to convey
intelligence with increased speed from place to place
over every portion of his extensive empire. J
The great objects of his reign seem to have been to
establish himself on the throne to the prejudice of his
elder brother ; and, after that was accomplished, to re
duce the power of the great nobles, who almost over* Akbernama, f. 91.
f Khol. ul Tow. f. 284.
j Tar. Niz. f. 22 1 . ; Akbernama,

f.91.; Ferishta, vol.ii.p. 130.; Kha6
Khan, ff. 59—61.; Nisabnama-e
Afghanan, f. 111.
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shadowed the throne. His father, adopting a different chap. ii.
policy from his, turned the power and talents of his
nobles to account, and preserved their affection and his
own superiority, by the ascendency of his talents.
Islam, before he mounted the throne, had conducted
many military expeditions ; and, if we may judge from
the success of all his measures after he became king,
though unfeeling and cruel, he must have been a prince
of no ordinary sagacity and talent.
Indeed, even Abulfazl, though, in writing the life of
the two first monarchs of the Siir dynasty, he loads
them with reproaches and speaks of them with aversion
and contempt, is compelled, in a later part of his work,
when writing the history of Mobarez or Muhammed
Shah Adel, to do them more justice. " From the time
that Mobarez Khan came to the throne," sa)7s he, " the
affairs of Hindustan went backwards ; for, in truth, the
father and son, his predecessors, were men of talent, and
skilful in the administration of affairs. Alas ! that they
should have spent their lives in ingratitude and rebel
lion. Had these two persons been servants of the im
perial family, the one might have shone at the court,
the other in charge of the frontier, to the benefit of their
lawful sovereign as well as to their own happiness. The
direction of the council might have been entrusted to
the father, the protection of the frontier to the son : at
all events, loaded with the favour of their lord, in return
for faithful service, they would have enjoyed that life
which the truly wise regard as life indeed.
Such
servants would have deserved such a master.
But
even the enjoyment of supreme power founded on ingra
titude, men of superior intellect hold as worse than
death. The Great Being that regulates the world soon
scatters it abroad."* The doctrine of legitimacy is here
applied with some boldness. The Tartars had been only
five years masters of Delhi when Humayun mounted
• Akbernama, f. 92. No. 3. f. 206.
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book vi. the throne, which, for a long course of years preceding,
A ~ J553 had been in the possession of the Afghans. But such
is the spirit of adulation. The family which happens to
fill the throne when the author writes holds it by divine
appointment ; and all opposition to them, at whatever
previous time, is treated as revolt, contumacy, or rebel
lion.
Islam Shah made an attempt to settle all the affairs
of his kingdom on a regular systematic plan.* He en
deavoured to concentrate all power in his own person.
" He deprived the Amirs of all their war elephants,"
says Abdal Kader, " leaving them perhaps only a bad
female one for carriage." His tents and the screens
enclosing them were of a red colour. He appropriated
to himself the whole revenues of his kingdom instead
of scattering them by assignations; and paid his soldiers
wholly in money, instead of keeping up the practice of
the dagh, or giving them horses furnished by govern
ment and branded with a stamp to distinguish them, a
mode which Shir Shah had employed. Reports came in
to him regularly from every part of his territories ; and
in return, he wrote mandates concerning every matter
and thing, whether relating to religion, civil govern
ment or revenue, descending to the minutest details in
all that concerned the army or cultivators, tribesmen or
merchants. To these mandates, whether agreeable to
the law or not, it was necessary to conform in their
minutest particulars. No reference to Kazi or Mufti
was allowed.
Early in his reign, he stationed large bodies of troops,
consisting generally of five thousand horse each, in dif
ferent parts of his dominions. He seems to have kept up
something like a standing army, which his plan of bring
ing all revenue directly into the public treasury must
have assisted him in doing. He was anxious to keep
the dread of his power unceasingly before his great
• Tar. Bed. f. 156.
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officers: and justice in civil cases was administered not chap. il
by the Mufti or Kazi, but by a Munsif or Amin.
" Every Friday," says Abdal Kader, " the great Amirs
of five thousand, ten thousand and twenty thousand
horse, pitched a lofty tent with eight balls*, and placed
on a throne a slipper of Selim Shah's, with a quiver
which he had given to the Sirdar. First of all the ^fista*
commander of the army, then the Civil Judge f, called Justic*.
Amin, and afterwards all others in turn, offered obei
sance to it, by bowing towards it with the utmost
reverence ; after which, every one went and seated him
self in his place. A secretary! then came forward and
read distinctly and fully, a code of regulations extend
ing to eighty sections § of paper, more or less. In this
code was found a direction for every case of difficulty;
and all were obliged to conform rigidly to its injunc
tions. If it happened that any Amir acted contrary to
them, the secretary sent a report of the circumstance
to the Court, and an answer was forthwith received,
with orders for the death or ruin of the offender as a
punishment. These forms continued to be observed till
the end of Selim Shah's reign. The author of this
work, in the year h. 956, being young, and in the
country of Bijwarah, a dependency of Biana, went with
his maternal grandfather, on whom be the mercy of the
Almighty, to the camp of Fend Taran, a commander
of five thousand, and saw this form and ceremony ob
served." ||
There seems to have been a considerable degree of Account of
religious ebullition at this time in Hindustan, as often tndthe
happens in disturbed periods. An instance of it is re- MchdeYlscorded, in which Islam Shah had some concern. One
Sheikh Hasan, a favourite scholar or disciple of the
celebrated Sheikh Selim Chishti of Sikri, having at* Hesht sargheh.
t Munsif.
$ Dabir.

§ Band.
|| Tar. Bedauni, ff. 156, 157-
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book vl tained great distinction, himself undertook the office of
training aspirants in the road of spiritual knowledge in
the city of Biana. On his death, he was succeeded in his
saintly influence by his son Sheikh Alai, a man of great
attainments in learning and in the knowledge of spiritual
things, who continued to draw many followers around
him, and sustained the reputation of the school.
It so happened that Sheikh Abdalla Niazi, an Afghan,
and also favourite scholar of Sheikh Selim Chishti,
having returned from the pilgrimage of Mekka, came
and settled in Biana. In the course of his travels,
which had extended into Arabia, Persia, Khorasdn and
Transoxiana, he had imbibed the opinions of the sect
of Mehdevis *, which at that period appear to have
been extensively diffused. Sheikh Alai, who met him,
was delighted with his manners and conversation ; and
gradually adopted, in their full extent, the new doctrines,
which in many respects agree with those of the Sufis,
renouncing those of his father and former religious
teachers.
The founder of this sect, which added another to the
many that have divided the Musulmans, was Syed
Muhammed, a native of Juanpiir, born about a. h. 847 ;
a. d. 1482, but whose religious mission extended from 887 to 910,
°
' ■ when he died at Farra in Khorasan.f He professed to
be the Mehdi, the Comforter or Paraclete, promised alike
by the Christian and Muhammedan religions ; and his
followers pretended that the truth of his mission was
proved by numerous miracles. The leading articles of
their faith were, that he was indeed the promised
Mehdi, whom it was necessary to love and follow ; all
who did not being infidels ; that his inspiration, like that
• This sect extended into the
Dekhan. Ismael Nizam Shah of
Ahmednagar was led by his Minister Jemal Khan to join it. Ferishta, vol. Hi. p. 277- This was in
Ferishta's own time. The progress

of the sect even gave rise to a kind
of religious war. Ibid. pp. 277,
278.
t a. h. 910. ; Zikadeh, 19. (a .tj.
1505, April 23.)
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of Moses, was derived directly from God, without the chat. it.
intermediate agency of angels ; that the Mehdi and
Muhammed were equal in authority ; and that none of
the Hadis, or traditional sayings of Muhammed, were
true, unless confirmed by the Koran or by the Mehdi,
to whom alone was committed the task of admitting
souls into bliss, or consigning them to misery. The
mission of Muhammed and of the Mehdi were for pur
poses quite distinct from each other ; that of the former
being to preach the laws of faith ; that of the latter,
the commands and rules for the practice of good works.
The Koran revealed to Muhammed was to be explained
by the Mehdi. He taught that it was possible to see
God even in this world — by a total oblivion of self in
holy meditation, followed, in the progress of pious
abstraction, by a moral or spiritual death. In this pro
gress towards the Divine or Beatific vision they marked
out several stages, in the last of which the successful
devotee, losing his identity, became united with the
Deity. In the course of this progress, he ceased read
ing the Koran, which, with every other study, became
superfluous as the mystic vision advanced ; he passed
or raised the seventy thousand veils that obscure the
view of things as they really exist ; was blest with the
sight of heaven and of hell — of the souls of the just
and of the prophets, before being absorbed into the
being of God. Such were their chief articles of faith.
Those relating to works flow naturally from them. As
they held that worldly wealth or possessions were the
root of all evil, and that attachment to wives, children,
relations, or any thing earthly, by diverting the mind
from things divine, produced infidelity and led to hell,
the chief of their practical doctrines were the renun
ciation of all the world and its gifts, houses, land,
women, children, silver and gold ; when persecuted, the
only alternative offered, was to desert their country
or to have recourse to arms : their conversation was to
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book vi. be only with the virtuous : they were as they advanced
to quit all society, the better to enjoy uninterrupted me
ditation on God, thereby in the end to attain the longedfor vision : they were to fight for the Word of God,
either with the sword of poverty or of prayer, or with
that of war. To kill an infidel they deemed no crime ;
and they might lawfully take ample license in retaliation,
or revenge, of such as molested their sect. Such as had
only begun their heavenly course were enjoined to read
the Koran, and to observe the five stated times of prayer.
The more advanced seem to have been exempted from
all external observances.*
Sheikh Abdalla, on his return from the Hejaz, follow
ing out the precepts of his new faith, had taken up his
residence in a garden near Biana at the Mhar Tank, a
neighbourhood frequented by persons of the lowest
class, and was accustomed himself to repair to it, to
draw water, and carry it away on his head with un
affected humility. When prayer-time came, he col
lected a number of individuals of the lowest class, waterdrawers, carriers of wood and grass-cutters, who lived
around. Them he instructed with the honest zeal of
a missionary, and with the eloquence and knowledge of
a man of letters. His preaching was successful, and
his patience and unremitting fervour brought in many
to his fold.
Sheikh Alai, who was struck with the fervour and unc
tion of his teaching soon became persuaded of the truth
of his doctrines; confessed that this was indeed true re
ligion ; recommended it to his followers ; renounced his
own tenets ; and having humbly joined the new sect,
deserted his monastery, the rents attached to it and his
dwelling, and invited his family to follow him to share
his poverty and humble living; but offering, if they
were unwilling to do this, to divide his property with
* See Colonel Miles's interesting
Account of Muhammed Mehdi ;

Transactions of Literary Society of
Bombay, vol. ii. pp. 281 —294.
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them according to the law, and then let them go, in chap.ii.
God's name. Having removed to the neighbourhood,
and placed himself under the spiritual guidance of
Sheikh Abdalla, he continued his study of the new
creed, conformed to the rules of the sect, and divided
all he possessed among the poor. Many of his former
disciples followed him, and embraced the new doctrines.
He daily, at the hours of morning and afternoon prayer,
expounded the Holy Koran in presence of assembled
multitudes with such persuasive eloquence, that his
hearers, catching his enthusiasm, inevitably became
converts ; and hundreds, abandoning their wives and
families, their goods and possessions, and all that tied
them to the world, renounced their sins and all evil
courses, and ranged themselves among the disciples of
the Mehdevis. All that they possessed they enjoyed
Ln common ; or, if any, such as agriculturists or mer
chants, continued in their occupations, they made a
vow to devote a tenth of their income to charity and
the service of God. In every thing they trusted to
God. They used no cooking vessels, but when they re
ceived a handful of flour mixed it up, just as it was,
with salt and water, and used it while it lasted. In
some instances, where they happened to get nothing,
they were known to fast for two or three days with
perfect resignation, without venting a complaint or
manifesting any indication of suffering, But in spite
of their destitute condition, they always went armed,
carrying a sword and shield or other arms, that they
might repel their enemies. And, wherever they saw
any person do what was contrary to their notions of
right, they, in the first instance, mildly warned him to
desist ; but if he persisted, they proceeded to compel
him by force and violence to alter his conduct. Such
of the magistrates as had adopted the Mehdevi opinions
gave their sanction to these proceedings ; so that those
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book vi. of them who disapproved of this outrageous conduct,
were unable to afford a remedy.
Sheikh Abdalla, seeing to what lengths the unregu
lated zeal of Sheikh Alai was hurrying him, admo
nished and chid him gently, and suggested to him the
propriety of making a pilgrimage to Mekka. Sheikh
Alai, in deference to this advice of his spiritual guide,
but without abating any thing of his usual proceedings,
set out attended by a retinue of six or seven hundred
followers.* In passing Khowaspur, which lies in the
Judpiir territory, Khowas Khan, the celebrated Afghan
chief, who was then stationed on that frontier, came
out with an honorary procession to meet him, listened
to his teaching, and became a convert to his opinions.
But that nobleman, displeased with the violence of
some of his acts and doctrines, and dreading the con
sequence of his principles on the troops, soon gave him
up ; and Alai, disconcerted by this defection, and in
fluenced by various other circumstances, returned to
A. B. 959. Biana,' Jiust about the time when Islam Shah mounted
the throne in Agra.
The Sheikh was summoned to
Court among other religious men of the time. But
there, in defiance of the usage and etiquette of Courts,
and following the levelling principles of his sect, in
stead of the usual salutation to the sovereign, he pro
nounced only the ordinary and familiar greeting to an
equal.f This departure from rule was eagerly seized by
the King's Ministers, who charged the obnoxious inno
vator at once with want of reverence to his Majesty, and
with heresy : and Mulla Abdalla Sultanpiiri, who at that
time enjoyed the title of Makhdum-al-mulk, after having
various conferences with him, went so far as to issue a
fetwa or opinion, declaring him guilty of a capital
offence. Islam Shah ordered a trial to take place in
* Ferishta gives him 370. ; the
Tan'kh-e Nizami, 600 or 700 ; the

Tabakat, 700 or 800 ; the Nisabnama, 900.
t Alik-is-salara.
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his presence, and before such as were considered to be chap. ii
the chief doctors and mullas of the age. In the course
of the investigation that ensued, Sheikh Alai main
tained his cause with such superiority of talent over
them all, and, when he proceeded to explain the mys
teries of the Koran, produced such an effect on Islam
Shah himself, that he exclaimed, " Nay, now, Sheikh,
give up your peculiar and heterodox fancies, and you
shall be made Mohtesib* of all my kingdom. Hitherto
you have exercised judgment without permission from
me ; henceforward do so under my authority." But
the Sheikh, true to his principles, refused to consent.
Islam Shah, softening the severity of Mulla Abdalla's
decree, ordered him to be banished to Hindia. |
Here, such was the extraordinary influence of the
eloquence and persuasive powers of Alai, that he soon
gained over Behar Khan Sirwani, the governor, and
the greater part of his troops to his opinions; so that
his guards became his followers. Makhdum-al-mulk,
on learning these tidings, filled with saintly rage,
besought and prevailed upon the King to order him
back to Delhi, where a council was convened to try him
once more for the crimes laid to his charge. Before
this council Makhdum-al-mulk appeared as his accuser.
" This man," said he, " pretends to be the promised
Mehdi ; he would be king of all the earth. Your army
is attached to him : your subjects, in the social rela
tions of life, deserting their duties as parents, husbands,
and children, cling to his novelties. The kingdom is
in danger of falling into the utmost confusion." Still,
however, Islam Shah would not yield to the severe con
clusions of his Ulema ; and directed that Alai should be
sent into Behar to Sheikh Badeh Tyeb Danishmend, by
* The Mohtesib is the great
Censor morum.
+ The Nisabnama says, to the
VOL. II.

Dekhan, f. 113, and that he stopped
at Hindia on his road.
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book vi. whose fetwa he professed that he would be guided ;
and himself set out for the Penjab.
Sheikh Badeh, to whom Alai was thus committed,
had been much followed as a religious guide by ShuShah, the king's father, who held him in such reverence
that he was accustomed, when the holy man was going
out, to place the shoes before his feet. Sheikh Badeh,
long and deeply versed in the theology of his age and
religion, entirely coincided in opinion with Makhdumal-mulk, and to that effect wrote his fetwa or decree,
which was forthwith forwarded by express to Islam
Shah, who commanded the personal attendance of the
prisoner. At this period Sheikh Alai was seized with
a pestilential disease then raging. This malady was
farther irritated by the fatigue of his long journey to
the Penjab ; so that, when he reached the presence of
the King, he was unable to speak. Islam Shah, still
desirous to save him, standing by his side, gently ad
dressed him : " Only whisper in my ear," said the
prince, " the promised Mehdi is not come, and be free."
Sheikh Alai, absorbed in a meditative trance, did not
heed his words, and Islam, driven to extremity by his
unrelenting divines, commanded him to be scourged.
At the third stroke of the lash, says the historian,
he resigned his soul to his Creator.
Islam Shah
directed that his body should be interred in the tomb
of his forefathers.*
• The account of this transaction
is taken from the Tabak. Akberi,
f. 182.; Tar. Nizami, ff. 221 —
223.; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 138—
141. See also the Tarikh-e Bedauni,
fF. 161 — 163. The author Abdal
Kader, then very young, was carried
by his father to see Aldi when he

passed Bes&wer, on his route to
Mekka. See also the Nisabnama-e
Afghfinan, ff. Ill —114. Some
authors place Alai's death in a. h.
955.; Bedauni, with more probability, in a. h. 957.; Tar. Bed.
f. 16'7.
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CHAPTER III.
SULTAN FIRCZ SHAH SUK, OFTEN CALLED THE SHAH-ZADA
F1BUZ KHAN.
ACCESSION AND MURDER OF FIRUZ SHAH. — ACCOUNT OF HIS UNCLE
AND MURDERER, MOBAREZ KHAN.
On the death of Islam, or Selim, Shah, the Afghan chap.
chiefs who were with him at Gualiar acknowledged his a.d. 1553,
son Firiiz Khan, then only twelve years of age, as their ^cceMion
sovereign, and placed him on the throne. Coin was ofFirtii
struck, and the prayer for the reigning prince offered,
in his name. But his reign was short. Mobarez Khan,
his maternal uncle (the son of Nizam Khan Siir, Shir
Shah's younger brother), hardened by a guilty ambi
tion, on the third day after the death of his cousin
Islam Shah, entered the private apartments of the
palace, with the intention of putting to death the young
King. Firuz's mother, Bibi Bdi*, was the sister of
Mobarez Khan.
On hearing that her brother was
forcing his way into the harem attended by armed
men, alarmed at the danger which threatened her son,
she rushed out, and seizing the hem of his robe, with
prayers and tears besought him to spare his sister's
boy ; offering to convey the youth to some far distant
land where he would live as a private person, and
never aspire to be king : or, if that was not allowed her,
she prayed her brother at least to spare her son's life,
though doomed to imprisonment, however severe. But Hbmurdefi
Mobarez, throwing her off, seized the young King, and
barbarously murdered him in his mother's arms.
• This lady is by different writers Bibi >lahi, the last probably by mis
called Bibi Banu, Bi'bi Bai, and take.
1 1 2
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This sad event was an unhappy consequence of the
A D. 1553 affectionate temper of the Queen. Islam Shah, her late
husband, who had formed the most unfavourable opi
nion of Mobarez Khan, and feared his attempts on the
life of his son, had repeatedly resolved to put him to
wTuncie°f death, and was as often prevented only by her intervenand raur- tion and tears. After he had taken to his death-bed,
bdrezKhan. the King again told Bibi Bai that she must choose be
tween her brother and her son; that if she valued
her son's life, she must suffer her brother to be taken
out of the way ; that there was no other security for
the prince. But Bibi Bai, who thought Islam's sus
picions unfounded, and that Mobarez was too much of
a voluptuary, and too much devoted to idle amuse
ment to be ambitious, finally prevailed upon her hus
band to spare the future murderer of their son.
Abul-fazl remarks that Nizam Khan Siir, the younger
brother of Shir Shah, left one son and three daughters,
and that this son, as well as the husbands of all the
three daughters, attained the regal dignity. The son
of Mobarez Khan now became king by his crime ; one
of the daughters had married the late King Islam Shah ;
another married Ahmed Khan Siir, the viceroy of the
Penjab; and the third, Ibrahim Khan Siir, both of
whom, in their turns, we shall see proclaimed Kings
of Delhi.*
* The authorities to be consulted
for this short reign are the Tar.
Niz. ff. 222, 223. ; Akbernama,

f. 91.; Tar. Bedauni, f. 170.; Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 141.; KhoL ul
Tow. f. 284. ; Khan Khan, f. 61.
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CHAPTER IV.
8ULTAN MUHAMMED SHAH ADEL SOB, OFTEN CALLED ADELL
ACCESSION OF MOBAREZ KHAN, OK SULTAN MUHAMMED SHAH. — HIS
CHARACTER
DEATH OF SEKANDER KHAN F1RMULI AT THE DERbAr. REVOLT AND DEFEAT OF lAj KHAN. CHARACTER OF THE
MINISTER HfMU. SPREAD OF DISAFFECTION. REVOLT OF IBRA
HIM KHAN IN BIANA. HE TAKES DELHI AND AGRA, AND ASSUMES
THE SOVEREIGNTY. — DISTRACTED STATE OF THE EMPIRE. — RE
VOLT OF AHMED KHAN IN THE PENjXB OPPOSED AT FARRA BY
IBRAHfM KHAN, WHOM HE DEFEATS.
OCCUPIES AGRA AND DEL
HL — DECLARED EMPEROR BY THE AFGHAN NOBLES. — HCMAyUN
ENTERS THE PENjAB
HIS GENERAL BIKAM KHAN DEFEATS THE
AFGHANS ON THE SATLEJ.
HUMAYUN DEFEATS AND EXPELS
AHMED KHAN. rBItAHfM AGAIN TAKES THE FIELD. ADVANCE
OF MUHAMMED SHAn's FORCES UNDER HIjHj WHO DEFEATS
IBRAHfM, AND BESIEGES HIM IN BiAnA. REVOLT OF MUHAMMED
KHAN IN BENGAL.
RETREAT OF HfMl} FROM BLANA TOWARDS
BEhAr. FLIGHT, AND FATE OF IBRAHfM KHAN. h/MIJ JOINS
MUHAMMED SHAH NEAR KALPL — DEFEATS AND DESTROYS THE
ARMY OF BENGAL. HUMAyUN AT DELHL HIS DEATH. HfMU
SENT AGAINST AKBER.
HE OCCUPIES AGRA AND DELHI
IS
DEFEATED, AND KILLED AT PANIPAT. SUBVERSION OF THE
AFGHAN DYNASTY. DEFEAT, AND DEATH OF MUHAMMED SHAH
IN BEhAr
HIS CHARACTER.
HIS SON Su{r SHAH.
REMARKS
ON THE AFGHAN DYNASTY IN INDIA. — COMPETITORS FOR THE SO
VEREIGNTY AT THE TIME OF HUMAYUN's RESTORATION.
After this detestable murder, Mobarez Khan mounted chap. IYthe throne, with the consent of the nobles and vazirs
who were on the spot, under the title of Sultan Muhammed Shah Adel, or the Just, an epithet which the
common people changed into Adeli; or, by a farther
corruption, into Andli, or " the Blind."

a.d. 1553,
A'J£;Ssi6°°'
of Mobarez
sui^nMu^™med

Sultan Muhammed possessed no qualities fitted to His charac11 3
*«•
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book vi. make him a good king or a good man. He was grossly
isnorant, and hated learning. He paid little attention
to public affairs, spending the greater part of his time
in the recesses of the harem, wholly given up to sensual
indulgence and debauchery, varied only by the amuse
ments of music and dancing. In music he is said to
have acquired uncommon proficiency j and we hardly
discover another commendable trait in his character.
He was fond of low pleasures and of low companions,
who flattered him and confirmed him in his vices.
In his expenditure he was childishly profuse. Having
heard tales of the magnificence and generosity of Sultan
Muhammed Toghlak, he became ambitious of rivalling
him, and several times threw open the doors of his
treasury, when he bestowed largesses lavishly on the
common people, in the vain hope of gaining their af
fection. With a similar object he made a practice, in
going through the streets of a town, to shoot gcldenheaded arrows ; and the person into whose house they
fell or who found them, on bringing them back, was
presented with the sum of five hundred tangas* in
money. But these practices he did not long persist in.
On his accession he bestowed the office of vasir and
lieutenant of the palace, with the chief management of
affairs, on Shemshir Khan, who had been a slave of
Shir Shah, and was the younger brother of the cele
brated Khowas Khan; Doulat Khan Nouhani, a new
convert and his prot6g£, was raised to rank, and got
charge of the Nouhanis ; and Himu Bakal, a Hindu, was
raised to offices of high trust, and soon became the
Minister who exercised the most commanding authority.
Such appointments were not likely to conciliate the
haughty Afghan chiefs who were near the throne, and
thought themselves not much below it. Discontent
spread on every side. Sultan Muhammed was hated,
« About 50/.
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and, what for a king was more dangerous, he was de- chap. iv.
spised. The government had lost the vigorous hand
that directed it during the two late reigns. The general
discontent was attended by its natural concomitant, a
spirit of insubordination ; and a disposition to revolt
began to show itself from the very first month of his
reign, and spread extensively, more especially among
the King's own nearest connections of the Sur family ;
insomuch that, ere long, the kingdom was in reality
broken down into a variety of different states. That
discord which had always been the bane of the Afghans
in India reappeared in full operation.*
An incident which occurred in the palace soon after i?e*th°f
the accession of the Sultan to the throne marked the Khan
crisis of this spirit. Sultan Muhammed, who did not S^rMr.
often appear in public, having one day held a public A- h.06i,
derbar in the fort of Gualiar, proceeded, in presence of
his most distinguished nobles, to make a distribution
of various jagirs. Among the rest, the government of
Kanauj, which was held by Shah Muhammed Firmuli,
a nobleman of an eminent Afghan family, was taken
from him, and conferred on Sirmast Khan Sirpani,
also an Afghan, but of inferior note.f Sekander Khan,
Firmuli's son, a youth of handsome mein, but of a
lofty and impatient temper, who, as well as his father,
was present when this arrangement was announced,
exclaimed, " What, are things come to such a pass, that
our estate is to be given to a set of Sirpani dogmerchants?" at the same time audibly hinting some
thing about the field of battle. His father, who was
unwell, chid him for indulging in such language, and
attempted to restrain his impetuosity, but in vain.
Turning on his father, he asked him if he had forgotten
that Shir Shah, intending to put him to death, had
* Tar. Niz. f. 223. ; Tab. Akb.
f Kllafi Khan
one wn0 had
f. 184. : Tar. Bed. f. 171. ; Akber- made a trade of selling dogs, which
nama, f. 92.
does not seem probable.
ii 4
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kept him in an iron cage, from which he had been
released only at the intercession of Selim Shah ? Did
he not see that it was now once more the plan of the
Siir family to bring ruin on them and their race ? Was
he blind, or was he so dastardly as tamely to submit
to such contemptuous treatment ? This violent conduct
occasioned considerable confusion in the Derbar. Sirmast Khan, a tall and powerful man, approached
Sekander in a conciliating manner, saying, " My son,
why all these hard words?" at the same time laying
his hand soothingly on the young man's shoulder, but
intending to secure him and make him prisoner.
Sekander, aware of his object, drew his dagger, and
plunged it into the breast of Sirmast, who fell lifeless
on the ground. The uproar and confusion upon this
became extreme. Sekander, infuriated with passion,
drew his sword and attacked those nobles near him
who attempted to secure his person, killing some, and
wounding others. The King, availing himself of the
disorder that prevailed, made his escape into the
harem, when the doors were barred behind him. He
was followed by Sekander, who made an attempt to
force his way in, but it was too late. Several Amirs,
drawing their swords, prevented Sekander's escape,
while he continued for some time to slash around him
like a mad man. At last Ibrahim Khan Siir, who had
married Adeli's sister, wounded him with his sword,
and other Amirs rushing on, overpowered him and put
him to death. Doulat Khan Nouhani, at the same time,
with one blow of his sabre, slew Shah Muhammed
Firmuli, the unhappy and innocent father. The whole
affair lasted upwards of half an hour.*
It is said that Taj Khan Kerani, the brother of that
Suleiman Khan Kerani who afterwards ruled Bengal
under the name of Ali Shahf, as he was coming out of
• Tab. Akb. f. 185. ; Tar. Niz.
t Rather perhaps of Hazrat Ali,
flf. 171, 172.; Nisabuama, f. 116. for he seems to have declined the
name of king.
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the fort of Gualiar that morning after having attended chap. iv.
the levee, happened to meet Shah Muhammed Khan
Firmuli, who was then on his way to the Derbar, and
as they entered into conversation, told him, that affairs
were going on so ill, and were managed by such con
temptible agents, that he was resolved to return no more
to the Court, but to set out and see what could be done
elsewhere ; and he invited Firmuli to go along with him
and join him in the adventure. This Shah Muhammed
declined, and went on to the fatal meeting—while Taj
Khan, hearing in the course of the day what had oc
curred, made his escape from Gualiar the same evening,
and took the road of Bengal with his followers. As
soon as it was known that he had left the city, Adeli
sent a strong force to pursue him, and himself followed
soon after, and overtook the Khan at Chibra-Mow*,
where he defeated him ; but Taj Khan, effecting his
escape, retreated to Chunar. As he marched through
the country, he seized such of Adeli's collectors of the
revenue as fell in his way, and took possession of all the
public money and other property on which he could lay
his hands, with an hundred elephants. He was soon
joined by his brothers Imad, Suleiman and Khwaja
Elias, who held perganas on the banks of the Ganges,
and in Khowaspur-Tanda ; and no longer concealed his
views, but appeared in open rebellion.f
Meanwhile Adeli, who had moved from Gualiar to
Chunar, advanced to chastise the Keranis. The two
armies met on the opposite banks of the Ganges, and
faced each other for some time, but without engaging.
At last Himu, who was now high in the King's confi* Chibra-Mow, which is not in
the maps, is a town of the Doab;
Briggs reads eight, Dow, eighty
miles from Agra. Another copy of
Ferishta, reads eighty miles from
Agra, and sixty from Laknou ; the
Tab. Akb. f. 185, has forty kos from

Agra, and thirty from Kanauj, which
is probably correct. It is a dependency of Kanauj, and was the
birthplace of the author of the
Insha-e Medharam, Tar. Bed. ff.
1 71, 172.
t As above.
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book vi. dence, made a proposal, that if he were allowed to take
A D. l654 a few elephants*, he would undertake to cross the river,
to attack the enemy, and to destroy them. The King
acceded to his request ; and Himu having led his troops
over the river, engaged the Keranis in a battle, which,
though desperately contested, ended in a complete vic
tory. Taj Khan was fortunate enough to escape into
Bengal, where, at no very distant period, he gained pos
session of the throne.
character
Himu, the Minister of Adeli, who was thus successful,
ulster m- was a Hindu, and in spite of the prejudiced and partial
mfi«
representations of the historians of the house of Taimur,
must have been a man of extraordinary capacity. He
is represented, indeed, by Abulfazl as having owed his
rise to the vices of Adeli, and as being one of those low
time-servers and flatterers, whose elevation is gained by
indulging that love of gossip, slander, and scandal, in
which the great too often delight ; and his elevation is
given as a proof, what mean creatures can rise to the
highest dignity, by studying the humours of those above
them. He was, we are told, totally devoid of the ordi
nary qualities that lead to fortune. He had to struggle
against the disadvantages of low birth, a mean person,
and want of address ; being originally a shopkeeper f in
Rewari, a town of Mewat ; and, by extraction, of the
caste of Dhiisir, the meanest class of Hindu shop
keepers. By his low wit and pleasantry, says the un
friendly historian, he rose from obscurely selling his
worthless wares in a narrow lane among his wretched
companions, to be employed as a purveyor J by Selim
Shah ; and having attracted his notice by his activity
and his knowledge of business, he was taken into the
royal service, gradually came to enjoy a share of the
* Ek halqeh fll ra, keh chand zinj ir
bashed ; Tar. Bed.
t Baqal.
t The Kholaset ul Towarikh says

he was made Modi-e-Sirkar, an
office, probably, nearly corresponding to that of purveyor, f. 284.
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royal confidence, and was employed in many important chap. iv.
transactions, in both the political and revenue departments. In the offices which he filled when so promoted,
he is accused of bringing numbers to misery, while he
pretended to be acting only from zeal for his master's
service, though in truth he was busy all the while en
riching himself from the property of the oppressed, and
by his misdeeds was whetting the axe against his master
and himself. His pains and assiduity as a spy and an
informer, a set of men too dangerously encouraged by
those in power, is said to have gained him the favour of
the late king, Selim Shah, by whom, among other offices
of trust, he was raised to that of Superintendent of
Bazars*, which includes an extensive exercise of police
duties.
When Sultan Muhammed Shah Adeli usurped the
throne, being altogether ignorant of business, Himu,
who, from his office, had frequent access to him, by his
address and insinuation, and by relieving him from the
drudgery of business, contrived to become so useful,
and to gain so complete an ascendency over the king's
mind, that he was soon elevated to the highest rank,
became Prime Minister, and the whole duties of govern
ment gradually devolved upon him, Adeli, in reality,
retaining only the name of king. Himu placed and
displaced officers, gave and resumed jagirs at pleasure,
with absolute power. He got possession of the royal
elephants, as well as of the treasures which had been
accumulated by the last two kings, and he freely ex
pended what they had collected. In this way, it is
affirmed, he gained for himself a number of low and
sordid adherents, who looked up to and worshipped him
as their only hope and reliance. He bore for some time
the title of Basant Rai, and afterwards assumed that of
Raja, vainly decking himself with the lofty title of Raja
Vikramajit.
» Shcikhji-Bazar, Tar. Bed.
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In all this, there is certainly much prejudice and misA ~ 1554 representation ; for even Abulfazl is forced to give un
willing testimony, that in the Cabinet he directed affairs
of state and the business of the country with singular
success ; and that though his frame was so feeble that
he could not ride on horseback, and even in the field
was forced to be carried about in a litter or on an
elephant, yet such was his spirit that he maintained
stout contests with the enemies of his King, and, by his
determined courage, was victorious in many battles, and
achieved exploits worthy of the highest reputation.
The truth is, that he was a man who had raised himself
from a low rank by great and commanding talents ; who
was eminent both as a statesman and a general ; and who
sustained the throne of a worthless prince in difficult
times, hated and envied by the nobles as a man of no
thing, and detested by the Musulmans of all parties as an
infidel and a Pagan, who stood in their way on the road
to power. To add to these misfortunes, he has been
harshly treated by the writers of the opposite party, the
only historians of the times, for what, in his situation,
was a merit,— his having long been the prop of the
Afghan dynasty, and the most formidable enemy of the
line of Taimur. In person, as we have said, he is re
presented as having been of mean deportment, hardfavoured, and of low stature. He never wore a sword, and
was unable to ride on horseback. Yet, with all his dis
advantages, such were his good fortune and valour that
he gained two and twenty battles for the King, whose
cause he espoused against the various Afghan pre
tenders to the throne, and secured a complete ascend
ency over them all, establishing, with every class of
men, the highest reputation for courage and conduct in
the field and ability in the Cabinet.*
* Compare Akbemama, f. 92.;
Tar. Niz. ff. 223, 4. ; Tab. Akb.

f. 184.; Tar. Bedauni, f. 171.;
Kholaset ul Tow. f. 284. This last
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Perhaps the choice of a Hindu Minister, however
odious to the Afghans, was a measure of sound policy
in a dissipated and depraved prince like Adeli. From
the aspect of the times, it is clear that such a monarch
could not have raised any great Afghan noble to the
power enjoyed by Himu, without exposing himself to
the risk of being dethroned by his own servant. Nothing
of the kind was to be apprehended from a humble and
almost despised Pagan, whose consequence depended
altogether on that of his patron.*
The timely vigour of Himu succeeded in quelling the
rebellion of Taj Khan Kerani; " but," says the historian,
" rebellion had roused herself from her deep slumber,
and the line of firm and well-compacted policy of Shir
Shah, and of the steady and stern command of Selim
Shah was snapped, so that every where things fell into
disorder." Adeli was at once hated and despised. The
governors of provinces were powerful, and possessed
armies entirely under their controul. The suspicious
temper of Adeli hastened the crisis. Having conceived
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doubts of the fidelity of Ibrahim Khan Sur his cousin, Khan in
the son of Ghazi Khan Sur, an uncle of Shir Shah, he aA*
had resolved to arrest him. Ibrahim's wife, a sister of
the King's, having got intimation of this intention, com
municated it to her husband, who, in consequence, fled
in disguise from Chunar to his father Ghazi Khan, the
governor of Biana and Hindaun. Adeli despatched Isa
Khan Niazi in pursuit to chastise him. They met near
Kalpi ; an action took place, in which Ibrahim had the
advantage, and defeated Isa Khan. He now openly
threw off his allegiance ; and collecting an army in his
father's government was soon able to march towards "e1yke,d ,
Delhi, of which he took possession, ascended the throne, Agra, and
does him justice. See also Ferishta,
vol. ii. who, as usual, follows Ni* Tar. Niz. f. 224.

zam-ed-din Ahmed, and could hardly
have a better guide in general.
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and assumed the title and all the ensigns of royalty.
Pursuing his success, he next marched towards Agra,
which also he reduced, as well as many of the adjoining
fa^ *

On receiving the news of this alarming revolt in the
very centre of his dominions, which threatened to de
prive him of his most important provinces and of the
kingdom itself, Adeli, instead of following the Keranis
to complete their ruin, hastily began his march from
Chunar towards Agra. When he reached the Jamna,
he was met by an envoy from Ibrahim, craving forgive
ness, and offering to submit once more to the King, pro
vided his Majesty would send to his camp Rai Hasan
Khan Jilwani, Behar Khan Sirwani, who now held the
title of Azim Humayun, and some other chiefs of dis
tinction, at once to receive his submission, and guaran
tee his safety. Adeli gladly agreed to this request, in
which he saw an end of the contest. But the deputed
nobles, whether they were from the first in concert with
Ibrahim, or whether they were gained over only after
reaching his camp and conferring with him, in the end
joined the rebel, who stood much higher than the King
in the general estimation. Adeli, thus betrayed, finding
himself unable to meet his antagonist in the field, re
treated, first to Panna, and then to Chunar, abandoning,
for the present, Agra and the neighbouring provinces of
Hindustan to his rival, who assumed the style of Sultan
Ibrahim Sur. The events that rapidly followed com
pelled Adeli to confine his attention for some time to
the task of retaining Behar and the provinces to the east
of the Ganges, where he appears to have firmly esta
blished his authority.f
Distracted
But the misfortunes of Adeli were not confined to
Empire.'"0 the successful rebellion of Ibrahim. Disaffection and
revolt had spread into all the more distant provinces.
* Tab. Akb. f. 185. ; Tar. Bed.
ff. 172, 173.

t Tab. Akb. ff. 172, 173. ; Akbernama, f. 92.
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Three other viceroys, the governor of the Penjab* the
governor of Malwa, and the governor of Bengal, all at
the same time aspired to independent power ; so that,
at this crisis, the dominions of Shir Shah, by the feuds
among his family, were divided among five Afghan
kings ; Adeli possessed Behar, Juanpur and great part
of the country east of the Ganges ; Sultan Ibrahim Siir
held Delhi, Agra, the Doab and the provinces west of
the Jamna, as low down as Kalpi ; Ahmed Khan Siir,
who assumed the title of Sultan Sekander Shah, enjoyed
the Penjab ; Shujaa, generally called Sazawal Khan,
the kingdom of Malwa, and Sultan Muhammed Shah
Siir, the kingdom of Bengal ; for which he had probably
even already a competitor in Taj Khan Kerani.
The first of these princes who now marched to invade the dominions of his neighbours, was Ahmed
Khan Siir *, also a cousin of Shir Shah, and who, like
Ibrahim, had married a sister of Adeli. He had for
some time enjoyed the government of the Penjab, and
now, in the utterly disorganised state of the Afghan
monarchy, resolved, like other members of the Siir
family, to set up for himself, and not content with the
possession of his own province, aspired to the throne of
Delhi. Having conciliated the different nobles who
possessed influence in the Penjab, and especially Tatar
Khan Kasi, Haibat Khan and Nasib Khan Taghuchi,
who had been Selim Shah's chief officers in that pro
vince, all of whom regarded Adeli with contempt and
disgust, he assumed the title of Sekander Shah f, and
at the head of ten or twelve thousand well-appointed
horse and a large attendance of less regular followers,
marched towards Delhi and Agra. His cousin, Sultan
Ibrahim Sur, who was now in possession of all the pro* According to the Kholaset ul
Towarikh, f. 286, he was brother's
son to Shir Shah, and Ferishta calls
him his nephew. But the Tar. Niz.
f. 225. ; the Tar. Bed., and the Ni-

sabnama, f. 117, more correctly
make him his uncle's son.
t Sultan Sekander, Khol. ul Towarfkh.
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vinces around these capitals, marched out to oppose
him with much parade and splendour, at the head of
an army of seventy or eighty thousand horse excellently
equipped, in which there was a remarkable number of
officers of high rank.* He is said to have bestowed on
not fewer than two hundred the privilege of having
rich kanats or screens round their tents, even in the
royal camp, the Alem and tugh standards, and the right
of having the nakara or kettle-drum.
The armies met at Farra, about ten kos from Agra.
Sekander Shah, struck with the great superiority in
numbers, as well as with the composition of the army
of his rival, became desirous of entering into a negociation, and sent to propose a compromise, expressing his
willingness to retire from Ibrahim's dominions ; that
that prince should have absolute possession of Delhi
and Agra, with their dependant provinces, and whatever
he could conquer to the eastward of them ; and on the
other hand, that Sekander Shah should be acknowledged
as sovereign of the Penjab, Multan and the neighbour
ing territory ; and that the whole of the Afghans should
unite, and make a common cause in repelling Humayun
and his Tartars, should they pass the Indus. The two
armies, composed of fellow-countrymen and relations,
were delighted at the prospect of this accommodation.
But difficulties were started, and Sultan Ibrahim, trusting
to the superiority of his numbers, broke off the negociation, and left the quarrel to be decided by the fate of
a battle. This was not long delayed. The vigorous
charge of Sekander's left wing, which routed the right
of the enemy and pursued them as far as Agra, decided
the day. Ibrahim, seeing that the defeat of his army
was complete, effected his escape to Sambhal. Sekan* Khafi Khan says that there
were fifty or sixty Amirs in his
army. Among these were chiefs of
high distinction, especially Haji
Khan Sultan, the ruler of Alwar,

Husein Khan Jilwani, &c ; Tar.
Niz. f. 225. ; Tab. Akb. ff. 165,
1 86. ; Akbemama, f.
; Tar. Bed.
fF. 174, 175.
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der Shah, following up his victory, made himself
master of Agra and of Delhi, and was soon in possession
of the whole extent of country from the Indus to the
J
Ganges.
Successful thus far, Sekander was desirous of establishing his right to the throne by the appearance at

chap. iv.
He occupies
a*™ and
Delhi,
and is debym"

least of a free election by his countrymen. For this the af«h»n
r
t
nobles.
purpose, soon atter his arnval m Agra, he prepared a
magnificent banquet, to which he invited all the chiefs
of the Afghan race. When assembled, he told them
that he regarded himself as but one of their number,
and claimed no kind of superiority over the other
leaders of his countrymen. He remarked to them that
among the Afghans, Sultan Behlul had raised his tribe
of Lodi to honour and reputation ; that Shir Shah had,
in like manner, rendered the tribe of Sur illustrious ;
that these distinguished princes, by living in harmony
with the tribesmen of their nation and cultivating their
affection, had done great things ; while their successors,
Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, and Muhammed Shah Adeli, by
following a different course, had involved their kingdoms
in ruin and misery ; that, at present, civil discord and
civil war prevailed on every side among the Afghans,
circumstances the more to be deplored, as their im
placable enemy Humayun, who had now conquered
Kabul and had no longer any brothers who could thwart
his designs, was ready to pour down upon them with
the whole force of his dominions, and to reap the fruit
of their infatuation ; that the only hope of the Afghans
lay in union ; that if they consented to lay aside private
feuds and act in concert like a band of brothers, they
could still repel the son of Bdber ; that their interest
was the same ; that they had one common cause ; that he
had called them together to consult in common for the
* Ibrahim escaped first to Etawa, accounts of the battle are given.
and thence to Sambhal. Different follow that of Bedauni.
VOL. II.
K K
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book vi. common good ; that at such a crisis, all personal claims to
a. d. 1555.

Hnmdyun
PeDjdb.

superiority must cease; that he appeared among them
only as a private individual, and invited them to choose,
as their leader, the man who, from his talents, was best
fitted to give unity to their great national efforts, and to
lead them to victory ; and that to such a person, whoever
he might be, selected by their free choice, he was ready
at once to swear allegiance, and to humble himself as
his most faithful subject. The assembly, with one
voice, called out that Sekander Shah, the worthy cousin
of Shir Shah, was the wished-for person, and that he
alone should be their leader and sovereign. They then
proceeded to take a solemn oath to be faithful to him,
and to live in peace and unanimity among themselves ;
and having seated him on the throne of Agra, they pre
sented to him the usual congratulations and offerings,
as their King. But the distribution of honours and
jagirs that followed, soon put to flight all their wise
and virtuous resolutions, and once more introduced dis
cord and heart-burnings into the camp of the Afghans.
When Sekander, having settled affairs at the capital
and subdued the provinces around it, was preparing to
pursue still farther the advantages he had gained over
Sultan Ibrahim, and had even a fair prospect of attack
ing Adeli, and gaining possession of the rich kingdoms
of Behar and Bengal, to which he was about to direct his
march, the unwelcome news arrived that Humayun,
secure in the throne of Kabul, was on his march to
recover the Penjab itself, which he had entered, and
occupied a large portion of the country. It is probable
that Sekander, when he set out for Agra, had removed
the most efficient part of the military force of the
Penjab. To protect a country that was the seat of his
power, and to check the progress of an invader whose
success would be alike fatal to all the Afghan candi
dates for power, Sekander, without loss of time, de
spatched Tatar Khan and Haibat Khan with forty
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thousand horse. It is only necessary in this place to chap. iv.
observe that these generals were defeated on the Satlej ^
at Machiwara by Biram Khan with great loss, and re- BiramKnan
treated towards Delhi. Sekander, collecting his whole Aefgh4n'h°en
force, was soon able to oppose the invaders with an thesatiej.
army of seventy thousand men, and checked Biram's
advance, near Sirhend. Here, however, Biram having
been reinforced by the arrival of Humayun in person,
a great battle was fought which proved unfavourable
to Sekander. That prince was forced to take refuge Humdyun
among the Sewalik mountains, where he maintained a eipe* and
position for some time, and even overran a great por- ^™ed
tion of the Penjab in the beginning of Akber's reign.
But, being again hard pressed, he was compelled to
abandon that country, and found his way to Bengal,
where he succeeded in seizing the reins of government,
but soon after died.
No sooner did Sultan Ibrahim Siir ascertain that
Sekander had detached the strength of his army towards
the Penjab, than, leaving his retreat in Sambhal, he
crossed ^the Ganges, and directed his march towards
Kalpi, resolved to recruit his army, and to attempt to
regain the kingdom. It so happened that, at the very
same time, Muhammed Shah Adeli, influenced by the
same motives, and burning to recover the territory that

Ibrahim
J^ffie^**'

Advance of
"^f™1
™*m^'.der

he had lost, had detached Himu, now his Prime Minister,
from Chunar with a formidable army, five hundred
elephants and a powerful train of artillery, to occupy
Agra and Delhi. Himu, on arriving near Kalpi, en
countered Sultan Ibrahim, who was already once more
at the head of a considerable force of Afghans, Nouhanis and Zemindars of Biaua, and made an attempt
to surprise Himu by night at Khanwa, about ten kos
from Biana. After a severe contest, Ibrahim, being who defeafs
defeated, was compelled to take shelter in that fortress, 11™^
in which he was immediately shut up, and besieged by
Himu. His father Ghazi Khan contrived, however, to
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BOOK VI. supply the place with provisions which he sent from
a.d. 1555. Hindaun by the neighbouring hills.*
Revolt of
While Himii was thus employed, Muhammed Khan
Muhamraed Surf, — also a near relation of Shir Shah, who had been
Khan in
Bengal.
governor of Bengal, but who during the confusion that
followed the accession of Adeli, had declared himself
king of that country by the title of Sultan Jilal-ed-din —
encouraged by the insubordination and disorder that
everywhere prevailed, advanced into Behar, in order to
expel Adeli and to add that province to his kingdom,
having aims at the same time upon Juanpur, and his
ambition extending even to Delhi itself. This invasion
made Adeli hastily recall Himii from the siege of Biana,
after he had battered it for three months. His army
had wasted the country on every side, and added all
the disorders of rapine and pillage to the horrors of a
frightful famine, which at that time raged, and carried
off thousands of the population on every side. The
starving inhabitants saw, with feelings of envy and
anger, the five hundred elephants of Himii regularly
fed with fine rice and sugarcane; and a public table
kept, to which all the Afghan Amirs and officers of
note were invited, and entertained with wasteful pro
Retreat of fusion. Himii, abandoning the siege with reluctance,
Hirmi from
Bidna to- retired by the village of MundhakerJ, followed by
wards Be- Ibrahim, who hung upon his rear, and attacked him
ba>.
near that place. But Himii again proved victorious,
and the Sultan fled to Alwar to ask succour of Haji
Khan. Himii detached his nephew with a strong force,
who pursued the flying prince for two or three stages,
and then returned. Haji Khan, who was little pleased
with Sultan Ibrahim's visit, afforded him no assistance.
Driven to extremity, therefore, he resolved to abandon
« Tar. Niz. f. 226. ; Tar. Bed.
ff. 175, 176. ; Ferishta, voL ii.
p. 153.
t He is also called Gouria from

Gour his capital ; and sometimes
Muhammed Khan Bengali.
if Mundhaker is about six kos
from Agra.
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that quarter : and bidding a last adieu to his father, chap. iv.
brothers, and family whom he left in Hindaun, he took
the road to the country of Panna, attended by a few
faithful followers.
The future history of Sultan Ibrahim Sur may be night and
given in few words. The historian Abdal Kader re- hhnKhan*
grets that a man possessed of so many valuable quali
ties should have been unsuccessful in war. Handsome
in person, polite, accomplished, generous and brave, he
suffered sixteen or seventeen defeats in the course of
two or three years. His father Ghazi Khan was taken
by capitulation in Biana by one of the Emperor's ge
nerals not long after Ibrahim's departure, and the
whole family young and old put to death, so that
Ibrahim himself was the only remnant of the race,
whose pomp and power, says the historian, is now but
a tale.*
After leaving his father, Sultan Ibrahim, who was
very popular, having collected a considerable force,
marched towards Bhatta f, a Hindu principality in
the east of Malwa, and attacked Raja Ramchander the
native chief, by whom, however, he was defeated, and
taken prisoner. The Raja treated his prisoner with
distinguished courtesy. He visited him in person and
presented him with honorary presents, allowed him to
retain all his tents and the ensigns of royalty, seated
him on his throne, and attended by his native Hindus,
waited upon him as his subject. Here Ibrahim re
mained till after the death of Shujaa or Sazawal Khan,
the Prince of Malwa, when the Afghans of the Miana
tribe, who had a quarrel with his son and successor Baz
Behader, invited Ibrahim to Raisen where they had
* Tar. Bed. f. 175.
ing seems to be Bhatta, which is
f Bhatta. This word is variously a district of Ghara or Garrah in
written in the manuscripts. Dow Malwa. See Hamilton's Hindost&n,
reads it Bhetah ; Briggs, Punna; vol. i. p. 81 6.; and Gazetteer, sub
the MSS. of Khan" Khan have voce Garrah.
Tahta or Thatta. The real read1(3
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book vi. established themselves, offering to raise him to the
Ai D. 1556, throne of Malwa in opposition to their enemy. He
joined them, and Durgawati, the Rani of Garrah, having
been associated in the confederacy, their affairs were
for some time prosperous. But Baz Behader having
contrived to detach the Rani from the league, Ibrahim,
finding that all prospect of success was gone, fled to
Orissa, where he remained several years, till that proa.h. 976. vince was conquered by Suleiman Kerani of Bengal;
when he waited upon Suleiman, in consequence of a
solemn agreement, and was treacherously put to death.*
Himujoins
Meanwhile, Himii, after defeating Sultan Ibrahim at
n^rKaipif Mundhaker, continued his march down the Jamna with
the utmost celerity, and joined Adeli. Muhammed Shah
Siir, the King of Bengal, had spread his detachments
over the province of Juanpur, and he himself had ad
vanced to Chaperghata f, fifteen kos from Kalpi. Here
the hostile armies lay, divided only by the Jamna ; and
the Sovereign of Bengal, who had a large and highly
equipped army of both horse and foot, with a number
of elephants, was prepared to cross the river, and looked
forward with confidence to a decisive victory. But the
sudden and unexpected arrival of Himu changed the
Defeats and face of affairs. The moment he came, he sent his
am™of the troops across, and fording the river with his elephants,
Bengal.

fell on the army of Bengal by surprise. The resistance
made was comparatively trifling. The enemy, in the
obscurity of the night, could distinguish nothing, and
forsook their camp. The slaughter was great among
the fugitives.
Many Amirs of rank perished. Mu
hammed himself was never heard of more. The whole
camp, and the property that it contained, became the
prey of the conquerors. J
Having thus removed another of the competitors for
* Tar. Niz. f. 226. ; Tab. Akb.
f. 186.; Tar. Bed. f. 176.; Kholaset ul Towarflch, f. 286.

f Chaper-gb6t, Akb. 92. and
145.
J Tab. Akb. and others as above.
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his throne, Adeli returned to Chunrir, in order to collect a force with which to expel from Hindustan the
Emperor Humayun, who, after his victory over Sekander
Shah at Sirhend, had advanced as far as Delhi, which
he had occupied, while his troops which had been
pushed forward had taken possession of Agra and the
surrounding provinces. The death of Humayun, which
followed soon after, encreased the anxiety of Adeli to
check the invaders; and in a short time Himu was
despatched with an army of fifty thousand horse and
five hundred elephants towards Agra, to take advantage
of this occurrence, to recover what had been lost, and
to expel the invaders from his kingdom.
The events that followed will be related more in detail in the reign of Akber. Suffice it to say that, on
the approach of Ilimu's army, Sekander Khan Uzbek
and the other generals of the Emperor Akber, who had
succeeded his father, sensible that they were unable to
resist so powerful a force, retreated to Delhi. Himu,
having occupied Agra, pursued the retreating enemy.
Near Delhi he was encountered by the governor of that
capital, the veteran Terdi Beg, who gave him battle,
but was defeated and retreated towards the Penjab,
leaving Himu in possession of both capitals.
The victorious Himu now moved out of Delhi with
all his force, and advanced to Panipat, on the plains of
which the fate of India has been so often decided.
The invaders were commanded by Biram Khan, and
the youthful Akber. In a well contested battle, the
fate of war was at length unfavourable to Himu, who was
wounded in the eye by an arrow, taken prisoner and
carried before Akber, and put to death by order of
Biram Khan.
This battle was decisive of the fate of the Afghan
dynasty. After the death of Himu the fortune of
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Adeli rapidly declined.
Before that event, Khizer dynasty.
Khan, the son of the late Muhammed Shah Siir, who
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book vi. had been defeated and slain at Chaparghata, having
a.d. 1556. succeeded his father in Gour and assumed the title of
Sultan Behader, collected a large army, which he led
against Adeli to revenge his father's death, and overran
a portion of the eastern provinces that Adeli still en
joyed. In spite of his character for effeminacy, that
Defeat and prince took the field in person, and met the invader,
death of.
Muhammed whom he bravely engaged in a well-contested battle, in
Benar."
which, however, he was unsuccessful and was slain,
after a reign of nearly three years,
ins charaeXhis depraved effeminate prince, while he seems to
have been devoid of every moral excellence, had a re
fined taste, and was distinguished for his skill in music
and dancing. Mian Tansm, the great master of these
arts, acknowledged himself his scholar : and Baz Be
hader, the King of Malwa, and one of the most gifted
musicians of his age, ascribed his excellence to the
instructions of Adeli. It is added, that he was scru
pulously exact in all religious observances; he never
omitted the prescribed prayers, and was regular in fast
ing, and altogether abstained from intoxicating liquors.
His body was never found.
s'hfVshah
^8 8oi1
Shah is said to have assumed the en
signs of royalty in the fortress of Chunar upon his
death. His reign was probably short and limited in
power, as he has been wholly passed over by most
historians.
?em."*',on
With him ended the Sur dynasty, which rose by the
the Afghan
.»
iii
i
dynasty m genius of one remarkable man, was sustamed by the
India,
talents of another, and fell by the ignorance and vices of
their successors. It illuminated Hindustan for a short
time by its radiance ; but its light, says Abulfazl, was
only that of the glowworm, which shines in the dark
ness of the night, during the absence of the real sun,
but vanishes as soon as that luminary once more ascends
the firmament in its glory.
The Afghan dynasty had ruled India about a hundred
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and six years, reckoning from the accession of Sultan
Behlul Lodi, without making allowance for what may
be called the interregnum of Baber and Humayun ; and
only twenty-six years since the accession of Shir Shah,
and the Sur family.
Of the five kings, who at the same moment contended for independence in the Afghan empire of India,
we have seen, that Adeli fell in battle; that Sultan
Ibrahim of Biana, after repeated defeats, fled to Malwa,
and finally perished in Orissa; and that Sultan Muhammed Shah of Bengal, having been slain at Chaperghata, was succeeded by his son Sultan Behader. Sul
tan Sekander of the Penjab, the fourth competitor,
having been defeated by Humayun and Biram Khan at
Sirhend, took refuge in the Himalaya mountains, as has
been mentioned, and after various transactions, which
belong to the reign of Akber, fled to Bengal, where he
contrived to seize the reins of government ; but soon
after died, and was succeeded by Taj Khan Kerani and
Suleiman Kerani.
Shujaa or Sazawal Khan, the fifth, who was the ruler
of Malwa, does not seem to have invaded the territories
of the Delhi kingdom. On his death, which happened
about this time, his son Behader, stripping his brothers
of their share of their father's dominions, mounted the
throne under the name of Sultan Baz Behader of
Malwa, and held the sovereign power for many years.
Such was the fate of the five kings who were con
tending in the heart of the Afghan empire, when Hu
mayun returned into India, and whose discord paved
the way for the conquest of the country. It is now
necessary to retrace our steps, and to accompany Hu
mayun from Kabul in his successful invasion of Hin
dustan.*
* The chief authorities for this
chapter are the Tah. Akb. ff. 182—
185. ; Tar. Niz. ff. 223—226.; Akbernaraa, ff. 91, 92. ; Tar. Bedauni,

ff. ]~4—176.; Ferishta, vol. ii.
pp. 143—152. ; iv. pp. 275, 276. ;
Kholaset ul Towarikh, ff. 284—
286. ; Khafi Khan, ff. 61—65.
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BOOK SEVENTH.
nUMAYUN'S RECONQUEST OP INDIA, AND DEATH.
HUMAYUN RESOLVES TO ATTEMPT THE RECONQUEST OF INDIA. —
HIS SUSPICIONS OP BIRAM KHAN
WnO ENTERTAINS HIM MAG
NIFICENTLY AT KANDAHAR AND ARRANGES TO ACCOMPANY HIM
ON HIS INVASION. — HUMAYUN'S PREPARATIONS AT KABUL. HE
IS JOINED BY BIRAM KHAN. SETS OUT ON HIS EXPEDITION, AND
REACHES THE INDUS. STATE OF INDIA. HUMAyUN CROSSES THE
INDUS. — OCCUPIES RHOTAS AND THE NORTHERN PENjAfl, AND
ENTERS lAhUR. SUCCESSFUL PROGRESS. OCCUPATION OF S1RHEND. CONTINUED DISTRACTIONS IN HINDUSTAN
BIRAM KHAN
CROSSES THE SATLEJ. — BATTLE OF MAchi'wArA. — ADVANCE OF
SEKANDER SHAH. HUMAYUN SUPPORTS BIRAM. BATTLE OF SIRHEND. FLIGHT OF SEKANDER, AND DISPERSION OF HIS FORCES.
SHAH ABUL MAALI
DECISIVE EFFECTS OF THE VICTORY AT
SIRHEND
HUMAYUN RE-OCCUPIES DELHL — DISTRIBUTES THE PRO
VINCES, WHICH ARE RAPIDLY REDUCED.
SURRENDER OF BIANA.
FREQUENT INSUBORDINATION OF HUMAYUN'S OFFICERS. — REVOLT
OF M1RZA SULEIMAN IN BADAKHSHAN. MISCONDUCT OF ABUL
MAALI IN THE PENjAB
HE IS SUPERSEDED BY AKBER, -WHO EXPELS
SEKANDER SHAH. ACCOUNT RECEIVED OF THE DEATH OF HUMAYUN.
HiS PLANS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE EMPIRE.
PARTICULARS OF HIS DEATH, WHICH IS FOR A TIME CONCEALED.
ALARM EXCITED BY THIS EVENT.
DANGER OF THE CRISIS.
CHARACTER OF HUMAYUN.
book vii. jq-Q sooner was Humayun released from the danger of
a. d. 1554. rebellion and civil war by the blindness and banish"soTvey»Uto ment of Kamran, his only surviving brother, than his
attempt the mind reverted to his long-cherished wish for the reof*i"dirSt covery of the throne of Delhi. But, before venturing
on such an enterprise, it was necessary to secure him
self in his kingdom of Kabul and its dependencies, that,
while attempting the conquest of India, he might not
see himself deprived of his older dominions in the
West.
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Serious doubts of the fidelity of Biram Khan, his His suspi.
most powerful subject, had been infused into his mind. B°rt*mof
Biram had lately done him an important service, by
placing Haji Muhammed in his hands. But he never
theless stood in an ambiguous position. For several
years Biram had ruled Kandahar with nearly absolute
power in correspondence with Humayun as his so
vereign, though, as it would appear, he also represented
himself to the Shah of Persia as his servant. Humayun,
after ceding Kandahar to the Persians, had surprised
it by treachery; and, to pacify the Shah, pretended
that he held it only for a time, and that Biram, the
Shah's natural-born subject, in reality held it for both
sovereigns, till it could be restored to Persia. This
double relation, though recognised by both monarch s,
was but too well fitted to allure a bold and ambitious
man to indulge in schemes of independence; and in
stances of treason were in that age so common, that
the insinuations against Biram seemed not improbable,
and were easily believed.
To advance into India,
leaving behind a man so powerful and so dangerous,
if hostile, would have been imprudent, and Humayun
determined to remove him from his government.
Humayun's chief confidence seems at this time to
have been placed in Monaim Khan, an Amir of prudence and experience, who had for some time been
atalik, or governor, to Akber. Eager to carry his plans

Ex

who entermagnin™
centiyat
an a

against Biram into execution, though the winter was
yet severe and the ground covered with snow, Hu- a. „, 961.
inayun set out from Kabul, attended by his Minister,
and proceeded by Ghazni for Kandahar. Biram, who was
not unaware of the Emperor's suspicions, but who pre
ferred a dependance upon him to becoming the slave
of the Persian King, adopted a decided line of conduct
suited to his manly character.
On Humayun's ap
proach, he advanced with a pompous cavalcade nearly
forty miles from Kandahar to meet him, put himself at
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book vii. once into his power, professed the most unlimited de~ 1564 votion to his interests, and comported himself with so
much submission and frankness, that he not only
entirely removed the Emperor's suspicions, but, by his
insinuating address and the sure influence of a strong
mind over a weak one, soon regained his usual ascen
dency over him. Humayun, faithful to his original
plan, still offered Monaim Khan the government of
Kandahar ; but that honest Minister advised his master
on no account to make any such change when about
to set out on an expedition of so much importance ; but
intimated that, if successful in India, it would be in
his power to act in regard to Kandahar as he might
think proper, and with perfect safety. Humayun spent
the rest of the winter at Kandahar, where Biram Khan
entertained him with unostentatious magnificence.*
and arranjn the spring, Humayun set out on his return towards
company
fnTas°onhi'

Kabul. He was accompanied as far as Mukur by Biram
Khan, now once more his prime adviser.
Sensible,
however, of the uncertain tenure by which even the
most faithful subject holds his favour when at a dis
tance from the court, and desirous, perhaps, of sharing
the danger and the glory of a mighty undertaking,
Biram requested that he might be allowed to leave a
deputy in the government which he had so long held,
and permitted in person to attend his Majesty in
the expedition that he meditated. This was readily
granted.
He returned to Kandahar, to make arrange
ments for its government in his absence, and to prepare
the chosen body of troops with which he was to join
the invading army. He prevailed upon the Emperor
to remove Terdi Beg Khan from the government of
Zemmdawer, which lay in his neighbourhood, and to
* At Kandahar, Humayun found
Khwaja Ghazi just returned from a
mission to Persia, and restored him

to the office of diwan, the duties of
which he had so honestly dis
charged.
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bestow it on a dependant of his own.* Terdi Beg,
of whom Biram seems to have been already jealous,
probably got at this time, in compensation, the govern
ment of Anderab and other districts to the north of
the Hindu-kiish mountains-f
Humayun now proceeded towards Kabul, whence he
addressed letters, not only to the different parts of his
own dominions, but to Samarkand, Bokhara, and the
cities of the north, inviting adventurers to join him in
his grand enterprise. The rest of the summer he de
voted to settling and securing the territories he already
possessed, and to providing arms, military stores, and
other requisites for the campaign which he meditated.
Biram Khan, faithful to his agreement, joined him
at Kabul the day after the Id, or grand festival at the
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conclusion of the Muhammedan fast of Ramzan : and stiawai 2.
so delighted was Humayun with his arrival, that, to do AuBSt' 31'
him honour, he commanded the whole festivities of that
day of rejoicing to be repeated.
The necessary preparations for the expedition being Sets out on
at length completed, Humayun appointed his infant u*nexpcd'"
son, Mirza Muhammed Hakim, to be the nominal go
vernor of Kabul, entrusting the active direction of
affairs to the fidelity and experience of Monaim Khan.
He himself, taking with him his eldest son Akber, then
between twelve and thirteen years of age, set out,
about the middle of November,
at the moment
selected ™I*1,1"°'
1
•
Zihujcb,
by the astrologers of the court as presentmg a most
propitious aspect of the stars and the heavens. His
family and harem he left behind at Kabul. He was
accompanied by only three thousand horse, Biram
Khan being left behind to complete the remaining
arrangements, and to bring on the artillery, stores and
* Behader Khan Sistani, who became distinguished in Akber's reign.
f Anderab and Jshkemish, Akbernama, ff. 90, 91. ; Tab. Akb.

f. 1 66. ; Tar. Niz. f. 204. ; Tar.
Bed. ff. 187, 188. ; Jouher, c. 28. ;
Bayezid, ff. 67— 72. ; Ferishta,
vol. ii. pp. 171, 172.
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BOOK VH. reinforcements which were daily arriving. Humdyun,
a.n. 1554. on reaching Jiii-shahi, embarked on a raft, was floated
down the Kabul river, and reached Peshawer in the
a. H. 962.
latter part of December, when he loaded Sekander
end of
Moharem. Uzbek with praises for his gallant defence of the place
and raised him to the rank of Khan. On the last day
Sefer 6,
of the year 1554 his standard waved on the banks of
Dec. 31,
the Indus, where he halted three days, and was joined
and reaches by Biram Khan and the rest of the army from Kabul ;
the Indus.
at the same moment that he received with surprise the
gratifying intelligence that Tatar Khan Kasi, the
Afghan governor of the northern part of the Penjab,
on hearing of his march, had abandoned the fort of
Rhotas, the strongest in the Penjab, of which it was
regarded as the northern bulwark, and had retired
with his whole force to the south.
State of
Indeed no moment could have been more favourable
India.
for an invasion of India. Selim Shah, a vigorous prince,
had now been dead about a year, and had been suc
ceeded by Adeli, whose accession, we have seen, was
the signal for general revolt and rebellion. Four com
petitors for the throne of Delhi had appeared among
the Afghans, each possessed of a large extent of
country and of a powerful army. The whole empire
of Delhi was one scene of civil war and of intestine
confusion.
The capital itself had been repeatedly
taken and retaken. Ahmed Khan, the Afghan governor
of Lahiir, who, under the title of Sekander Shah, was
one of the candidates for the throne, had carried away
the army of the Penjab to Delhi ; so that the province
was left without troops for its defence, and the gar
risons had been withdrawn or neglected while Sekander
was at a distance, busily employed in playing the
greater game of Delhi. The retreat of Tatar Khan
from Rhotas was, therefore, probably only a measure
Sefer 8.
of prudence or necessity. Humayun crossed the Indus
a. o. 1555.
unopposed on the 2nd of January 1555, and pursued
Jan, 2.
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his march by Perhala, through the country of the
Gakers. He invited Sultan Adam Gaker, the chief of Humiyun
that hardy tribe, to join him; but the Sultan, with Cj^the
many protestations of attachment, excused himself,
alleging that he had most unwillingly been compelled
to enter into a treaty with Sekander Shah before that
prince set out on his expedition against Delhi, and
had given him his son as a hostage for its due ob
servance. Humayun, believing that he was well dis
posed towards the family of Baber, and eager to push
on, left him behind ; with joy took possession of the
fortress of Rhotas, which he found deserted ; passed the occupies
Jelem and the Chenab ; and, without striking a blow, the°Nortnsaw himself master of all the northern part of the ern Pcnj»b'
Penjab.
On arriving at Kilamir, between the Ravi and the
Biah, Humayun divided his forces, despatching a strong
body under Biram Khan and Terdi Beg to attack Nasib
Khan, an Afghan general who lay encamped near
Harhana*; while he himself directed his march to the
capital, Lahur, which, being abandoned on his approach,
he entered on the 24th of February, and was received
with every demonstration of joy by the inhabitants.
Not long after his arrival, Humayun, learning that a
large body of Afghans f was near Dibalpur, despatched
Shah Abul Maali with eight hundred horse to beat up
* This town is variously called
Harhana, Hariahana, and Hariana,
and seems to have lain between
Kilanur and Jalindher.
f The Muhammedan historians
in general give the command of this
army to Shahbaz Khan and Nasir
Khan. Jouher represents it as led
by Umer Khan Gaker, who had col
lected it about Multan, and was
marching towards Firuzpur to join
the Afghan array on the south of
Satlej. This is not improbable, and

the orthodox historians may have
dropt the name of the Gaker as a
semi-barbarian. In the action, Abul
Maali, who had rushed into the
midst of the enemy and was sur
rounded, was saved only by the gal
lant exertions of Ali Kuli Sistani
(afterwards Khan Zeman), his se
cond in command, who penetrated
the masses of the enemy, shouting
out the takeber, or Musulman war
cry, and brought him off. Akbernama, ff. 92, 93. ; Jouher, 29, 30.

and Lahur.
neun. 2.
Feb. 24.
Successful
progre»S-
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BOOK vii. their quarters. Abul Maali, a brave but arrogant and
A~ 1555 presumptuous youth, and the especial favourite of Humayun, charged them without hesitation, though they
were found, it is said, to amount to twelve thousand
men, and after a short but well contested action, de
feated and dispersed them, taking their whole baggage,
women and families.
This victory, being the first
gained in the campaign, was vauntingly extolled by
Abul Maali and his partizans, and served still more to
feed his already inordinate vanity.
Meanwhile, Biram Khan pushed on to Harhana,
which, after a slight skirmish, was given up, and much
valuable plunder, as well as the wives and families of
the Afghans, fell into his hands. The prisoners were
all set at liberty, and the women and children were col
lected and sent under the protection of an escort to
Nasib Khan, in consequence of a vow made by Humayun, that if providence restored to him the sove
reignty of India, he would allow no men who were ser
vants of God to be made captives of man. Several of
the elephants and some of the more valuable property
were sent, as was the custom, to be presented to the
Emperor.
Biram now advanced to Jalindher, where the Afghans
had taken up a position : but no sooner did he come
near them than they again retreated : " for such," says
Abdal Kader, " was the terror which the Afghans at
this time entertained of the Moghuls, that, though they
were thousands in number, if they saw the approach of
but half a score of big turbans, though they might per
haps belong only to Lahuris, they instantly turned and
took to flight, without looking behind them.* In the
present instance, the Afghans not only escaped with
their lives, but carried off their baggage. This they
were enabled to do, through an altercation that occurred
* Tar. Bed. f. 188.
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in the Imperial camp, and the consequences of which,
at a future time, were very important. Abulfazl tells
us, that Terdi Beg was desirous to have pursued and
brought the Afghans to action, but that Biram Khan
did not approve of that movement, and refused to give
orders for carrying it into effect. Terdi Beg, believing
that a pursuit would complete the destruction of the
enemy, sent Baltu Khan to Biram, with instructions to
leave no mealfs untried to induce him to follow the
retreating enemy.
Baltu accordingly delivered his
message, when Khwaja Moazem Sultan, a wrong-headed
man, Akber's uncle, who happened to be present, rudely
interfered, and even proceeded to use insulting language,
which Baltu in anger retaliated. On this the Khwaja,
drawing his sword, aimed a blow at Baltu, and struck
him on the arm. Humayun no sooner heard of the oc
currence than he issued a firman committing the exa
mination of the whole affair to a confidential officer,
who, hastening to Biram Khan's camp, by the use of
his Majesty's name and by his own advice and conci
liatory manners, succeeded in pacifying, at least in ap
pearance, the angry Amirs. Biram, who seems to have
proposed halting for some time in the Penjab. cantoned
his troops in Jalindher and the neighbourhood, and dis
tributed the adjoining districts among his officers. But
Sekander Uzbek, who commanded the advance, and was
stationed at Machiwara on the Satlej, finding what he
regarded as a favourable opportunity, crossed the river,
and pushing forward took possession of the important
town of Sirhend. Biram, whose bravery was tempered occupation
by prudence, and who seems to have been desirous to
secure the country that had been gained and to con
centrate his force, highly disapproved of this movement
as being too much in advance, and the event seemed to
justify his views.*
* Akb. ff. 92, 93.; Tab. Akb. T;ir. Bed. f. 188.; Jouher, c. 29,
f. 167. ; Tar. Niz. ff. 204, 205. ; 30.
VOL. II.
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book vn.
While Humayun thus overran the Penjab, civil war
A ~ 1555 continued to rage in Hindustan, which was wasted by
continued the armies of various pretenders, and became the scene
in Hindus, of the wildest anarchy. Delhi, the ancient capital, and
the point nearest to the invaders, had repeatedly
changed masters. Sekander Shah *, the late governor
of the Penjab, was now in possession of it. He had
lately defeated Sultan Ibrahim, one of his competitors,
and was preparing to march from Atavrti against Sul
tan Adeli, another of them, when he heard of Humayun's invasion and success. The danger was press
ing.
Not only was the Penjab the province from
which his troops were chiefly drawn, and on which he
most relied for support, but the victorious standards of
Humayun might be expected soon to wave on the
towers of Delhi itself. Sekander, therefore, was com
pelled to divide his army ; and while, with the main
body of it, he continued his operations against Adeli,
he despatched a strong reinforcement to support Tatdr
Khan, who had now retreated out of the Penjdb in the
direction of Delhi, instructing him to march back, and
crush, or at least keep in check, the invading army.
Tdtar Khan, thus reinforced, advanced at the head
of 30,000 men towards Sirhend.
His approach in
duced Sekander Uzbek to abandon that place, and to
retreat across the Satlej to Jalindher ; a movement for
which he was severely censured by Biram, who re
garded such a retrograde motion as ill-timed, and told
him that, having advanced, however improperly, he
ought to have maintained his post at Sirhend to the
last, and sent to him for instructions.
BiramKhan
Without loss of time, Biram Khan now collected his
sau^r the troops, and proceeded against the enemy. On reaching
Mdchiwara, Terdi Beg and some others of the generals
were against passing the Satlej at that time, as the
* Ahmed Khan Sur, the governor
of the Penjab, assumed the style of

Sultan Sekander. He is also often
called Sekander Shah.
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rainy season was close at hand ; and advised merely
guarding the ferries and fords, and acting on the de
fensive, till the monsoon was over.
Biram, on the
other hand, was for crossing without delay, and he
was not a man whose plans were easily to be thwarted.
His high capacity, his bold and determined spirit, and
his discriminating patronage of merit, had brought
about him a numerous party, absolutely devoted to
his interests.
By great exertions, in which he was
zealously assisted by his partisans, he succeeded in
transporting his division across the river, and now,
the safety of the whole being compromised, Terdi Beg
and the others saw themselves compelled to follow,
however unwillingly.*
The Afghans, who had already reached the banks Battle of
of the river, and were preparing bundles of reeds to M!^ch^w^^,
form rafts for crossing, on hearing of this operation,
and finding that Biram's army was very inferior in
numbers to their own, resolved to engage them. The
battle began towards evening. Biram's troops, which
he had drawn up near the river, remained firm on their
ground, keeping up a discharge of arrows, till it grew
dark, when they were forced to intermit it. But a
house having taken fire in a village that formed a large
portion of the Afghan lines, the conflagration spread to
the surrounding huts, most of which were roofed with
straw, and soon extended over the whole village. Bi
ram's men were now enabled by the flames to see every
motion of their enemies, and to take deliberate aim, so
that all their arrows told, while those of the Afghans
were discharged at random into the darkness around.
The Afghans continued, nevertheless, for some time,
* Many of them were Persians commanding the divisions; Biram
or Persian Turks, as Kasim Khan Khan was a Persian Turk, Khizer
Nishapuri, Haider-kuli Beg Shamlu, Khan Hazara an Afghan Hazara,
&c. The motley nature of Hu- Terdi Beg Khan was a Turk of
mayun's army may be conceived Ferghana, and Sekander Khan an
from the tribes of the four generals Uzbek.
ll9
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book vii. bravely to maintain their ground ; but at length, haa. d. 1555. rassed and worn out by the unequal contest, they took
to flight, and resigned the field. Next day, Biram
resumed his march, and soon occupied Sirhend with
out opposition. Humayun, delighted with this impor
tant victory, honoured Biram Khan with the title of
Khan-Khanan, Yar Vafadar (Lord of Lords, the Faith
ful Friend) ; and his army was, soon after, strength
ened by reinforcements sent by the Emperor.*
Advance of i
When the news of this discomfiture reached Sekander
sekander
Shah, giving up every other enterprise, he collected the
whole of his force, to check the progress of a torrent
from which he had so much to dread. With an army
of 70,000 horse, a number of war-elephants, and a
strong train of artillery, he marched for the Penjab.
On hearing of his approach, Biram Khan, whose army
was still far from numerous f, despatched repeated
expresses to Humayun, who still remained at Lahur,
representing to him the urgent necessity of his hastening
to his relief with the rest of the troops; and, in the
meantime, he raised strong entrenchments round his
camp, to enable him to keep his ground at Sirhend
until the reinforcements arrived.
Humayun
Humayun was confined by sickness when he received
Biram'*
Biram's letters, but immediately despatched his son
Akber, with a large body of troops, to his assistance,
and, a few days after, was well enough to follow them.
Rejeb. 7.\ On reaching Sirhend, he found that Sekander Shah
May 28.
}Jad already arrived, and had been a fortnight before
the place ; that he had strongly fortified his camp with
ditch and parapet, " according to the practice of Shir
Shah," and had made daily attacks on the imperial
troops, who kept behind their trenches. Humayun
* Akbernama, ff. 94, 95. ; Tar.
Nix. ff. 204, 205.; Tar. Bed. 189- ;
Jouher, c. 31. ; Bayezfd, ff. 79,
80.; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 174,
1 75 ; Khafi Khan.
+ Jouher says, it consisted of only

700 or 800 men, meaning, perhaps,
northern men or Persians.
t The night of the 7th Bejel),
may have been the night of the 27th
May.
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established his head-quarters in a garden near the town,
and, for some time, skirmishes and single combats
daily took place, conducted with much bravery and
more courtesy than was usual in that age and country,
the wounded and the slain being given up to their
friends. Great apprehensions of the result were, how
ever, entertained in Humayun's camp, the number of
fighting men in which is represented as amounting to
only five thousand.
Seeing that it was necessary to supply defect of
numbers by increased activity and energy, Humayun
resolved to attempt cutting off the supplies of the
Afghan camp ; a system of annoyance which he had so
successfully employed against Behader Shah of Gujrat,
at Mandsur. For carrying into effect a plan of cam
paign, apparently so unsuitable to his diminutive force,
he must have trusted to the great superiority of his
Turks, Moghuls, and other northern men over the
troops of his adversary, whether in forays or in com
bating man to man.
Terdi Beg was appointed to
execute the details. He soon interrupted their com
munications, intercepted a large convoy of provisions,
defeating a detachment under one of Sekander Shah's
brothers, whom he slew, and brought back to the camp
his banner and the insignia of his dignity. This action Battle of
seems to have drawn the enemy from their trenches, Sirhendto support and bring off the detachment ; and, the
engagement spreading from one division to another,
brought on a general battle of the whole line sooner
than was anticipated. The Afghans directed the vio
lence of their attack against Biram Khan's division,
hoping that if it, which was understood to be the
strongest, was defeated, they would more easily break
the others. But Biram, when attacked, retired into
the works which he had thrown up in front of his
encampment, and stood on the defensive, and the
enemy were unable to force his position. Meanwhile
1L3
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BOOK VII. Humayun, seeing that Biram was able to maintain his
a.d. 1555. ground, ordered the division under Shah Abul Maali
and Terdi Beg to charge the attacking enemy in flank
and rear, which was done with such effect that their
whole army, now said to amount to nearly an hundred
thousand men, soon became a mass of confusion, dis
persed and fled from the field, leaving behind their
whole baggage, field equipage and artillery.
The
battle was fought on the 22 nd day of June, the summer
Shaban 2. solstice, during the rainy monsoon. The wind and
June 22.
rain, which happened then to be excessive, soon re
Flight of
laxed
the pursuit. Sekander Shah escaped from the
Sckander
unci disper field of battle, and, with much personal danger, found
sion of his
forces.
his way to that part of the Sewalik mountains that
skirts the Penjab.*
Shah Abul
Hardly was the din of battle over, when a contest
Maali.
arose between Shah Abul Maali and Biram Khan upon
the question to whom, in the official account, the
honour of the victory should be ascribed. The young
man who thus put forward his pretensions in opposi
tion to the Khan Khanan, had been introduced to
Humayun only four years before, but had suddenly
risen to the highest place in his favour. He was from
Kashghar, but claimed descent from the celebrated
saintly family of the Syeds of Turmez, was brave, enter
prising and accomplished, but presumptuous and in
solent. A striking instance of his bold contempt of
authority had lately occurred at Kandahar. Shir Ali
Khan had, without leave, quitted the service of Shah
Tahmasp, in which he was Mir shikari, or grand
huntsman, and entered that of Humayun. Abul Maali,
a keen Shia, intoxicated with religious zeal, and de
sirous of gratifying the Persian king, descended, like
himself, of a religious family, boasted publicly, and
even in the Emperor's presence, that he would put the
* Ut supra, and Khol. ul Tow. ff. 286, 287.
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traitor to death wherever he met him. The Emperor,
regarding this threat as a mere idle bravado, took no
measures to protect the fugitive. One night, however,
the boaster did execute his threat, and assassinated
the Khan. Humayun, though he felt his authority
insulted, yet, seduced by his partiality for the criminal,
not only did not bring him to punishment, but soon
after raised him to offices of the highest trust, made
him the chosen partner of all his pleasures, and fami
liarly addressed him as, " My son." On the present
occasion, the young favourite, confident in his master's
partiality, demanded that his name should occupy the
most conspicuous place in the official announcement
of the victory, under pretence that he had not only
gained the first success in the campaign, but had had
the most share in the present battle. The veteran
Biram Khan, on the other hand, claimed that honour,
as having had the management of the whole plan of
the campaign, as well as having been the first to in
vade the enemy's country, which he had overrun and
occupied. Any formal decision of the question was
evaded by bestowing the distinction contended for upon
Akber, whose claim neither of the competitors was
likely to dispute.
The battle was quite decisive. No enemy any longer Decisive
appeared in the field. A pillar of heads was erected, thewctory.
The Emperor despatched Sekander Uzbek towards
Delhi, to clear the road to the capital, and himself
followed, with the main body of the army, as far as
Samana, where, finding that Sultan Sekander had not
retreated towards Hindustan, but had taken shelter
in the highlands of Sewalik, whence he might threaten
the low country of the Penjab, he halted, and sent back
Shah Abul Maali with a strong detachment to Jalindher, to keep him in check, and to hinder him from
raising his old province in the rear of the advancing
M4
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BOOK VH. army. The whole resources of the Penjab were placed
a. d. 1555. at Abul Maali's disposal.
Humayun had not remained long at Samana to find
shelter from the heavy rains which were falling, and to
rest and refresh his troops, when despatches reached
him from Sekander Uzbek, who had advanced to
Delhi without opposition, earnestly urging him to
pursue his advantages, and to repair to the capital
Humiiyun without loss of time. He accordingly put his troops
rcoccupies in motion, and on the 23rd of July once more ascended
Delhi.
Ramzin, 4. the throne of Delhi, in the imperial city.*
July 23.
The first act of his government was to distribute
Distributes
the provinces among his retainers.
Hissar Finiza,
the pro
vinces.
though not yet reduced, he reserved to the crown, but
assigned to Akber, as being the province which he
himself had received from Baber, when he first entered
India. Sirhend and some other districts were granted
to Biram Khan, in addition to Kandahar, which he still
held; Shah Abul Maabl got the Penjab; Terdi Beg
Khan had Mewat, which was not yet conquered ; Se
kander Uzbek was sent forward to occupy Agra; Ali
Kuli Sistani was despatched to reduce Mirat and Sambhal, and Haider Muhammed Khan, akhteh-begi (grandmarshal) was sent against Biana. The Emperor him
self remained stationary at head-quarters in the fort
of Delhi, to watch over the progress of his arms, and
the general settlement of the country.
Rapid re
The different provinces fell rapidly into his hands.
duction of
Hisar-Finiza
surrendered after a short siege. Agra
tie pro
vinces.
made no resistance. Bedaun was conquered and occu
pied by one Kamber Diwana, a man of low birth and
singular habits, but brave and of popular talents, who
acknowledged the Emperor, and appears to have been
recognized by him as Governor. Ali Kuli Sistani, after
taking possession of Mirat and Sambhal, which had been
* Akberoama, ff. 91—9$. i Tab. Akb. ff. 167, 168. ; Jouher, c. S2.
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assigned to him, attacked Kamber, who was hated by
the Amirs of family, and having taken Bedaun by stra
tagem and treachery, put him to death, and pretending
ignorance of the Emperor's wishes, sent his head to
Humayun, who, though he felt and professed much dis
pleasure, left the culprit unpunished.*
While these events were passing to the eastward, surrender
Haider Muhammed marched to reduce Biana, his new ofBlS"agovernment. That important fort had long been in
possession of Ghazi Khan Siir, one of the most eminent
and powerful of the Afghan chiefs, whose son Ibrahim
Shah was one of the five princes who, at the same
moment, were contending for the sovereign authority in
this distracted country. We have seen that Ibrahim
was defeated, and expelled from Delhi and Agra by
Sultan Sekander ; after which, he was defeated at Ealpi,
and blockaded for three months in Biana itself, by
Himu, the Hindu Minister of Adeli. When relieved
from this danger by the retreat of Himu, who was
called away to Behar to oppose an invasion of the King
of Bengal, Ibrahim, having made an attack upon Bhatta
in Malwa, was defeated and taken prisoner, and now
remained in captivity in the hands of the Raja of that
country. His father, Ghazi Khan, did not attempt to
resist Haider Muhammed in the field, but retired into
his strong fortress, where for some time he successfully
defended himself; but finally entered into a capitula
tion, and surrendered the fort, under the most solemn
* The history of Kamber Diwana
is related at considerable length by
the contemporary historians. Ali
Kuli was entirely devoted to Biram,
and the whole proceedings against
Kamber have much the appearance
of one of the violent acts of Biram,
who probably, considering his occupation of the country and eccentric
doings to be inconsistent with regular government, contrived to

effect his ruin, without appearing
directly to thwart the Emperor,
Kamber was buried in Bedaun, and
his tomb was frequented as a place
of pilgrimage down to a late period,
by the lower classes, among whom
his reputation and popularity were
very great. See Akbernama, f. ()6. ;
Tab. Akb. f. 1 68. ; Tar. Bedauni,
f. 191- \ Briggs's, Ferishta, vol. ii.
p. 177.
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book vii. assurances of personal safety.
No sooner, however,
A- D 1565 had Ghazi Khan marched out, than Haider, burning
with eagerness to possess the wealth which Bidna was
known to contain, shamefully violated hi3 agreement,
and put him to death with all his family, even to the
children at the breast. Humayun, incensed at this act
of perfidious cruelty, which he justly ascribed to avarice,
instantly commissioned an officer of his household,
known in the next reign as Shehab-ed-dm Ahmed Khan,
to proceed to Biana, to supersede Haider Muhammed in
his government, and to place all his property under
sequestration, which was done, but not before Haider
had succeeded in embezzling some of the most valuable
of Ghazi Khan's jewels, substituting inferior ones in
Frequent
their place. It must be allowed that the return of
msubordi*
.
~
1-11
nation of
Humayun mto India was marked by many mstances of
"facers!1"1' insubordination and rapacity on the part of his officers.
They seem to have come back, thirsting after the riches
of the land from which they had so long been banished,
and eager to retrieve the time they had lost. A stronger
arm and a firmer purpose than Humayun's were neces
sary, to restore the discipline of his hardy, but rapa
cious, followers.
While Humayun was thus making extensive conquests
in Hindustan, he suffered some loss of territory in the
north. We have seen that when he finally regained .
Kabul by the aid of Mirza Suleiman, that prince, by
grant or by connivance, had added Kunduz, and several
other provinces beyond the mountains, to his own prinRevoitof cipality of Badakhshan. The neighbouring districts of
ldm&un" Anderab ai1^ Ishkemish were the jagir of Terdi Beg, for
Badakhwhom they were held by Mokim Khan, as his lieutenant,
»nan.
They lay temptingly for the Mirza, who endeavoured to
add them to his dominions by corrupting the fidelity of
Mokim. Failing in this attempt, he threw off the mask,
and besieged him in Anderab. Unprepared for such an
attack, Mokim contrived, nevertheless, to escape from
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the fort which he could not defend, and succeeded in
fighting his way to the hills, whence he returned to
Kabul.
But the most important transactions of this period Misconduct
were those of the Penjab. When the Emperor marched ^muiii
from Lahur to oppose Sultan Sekander, he commit- tnerenjsu.
ted the management of the province to Ferkhat Khan as
hakim or governor, with suitable officers to support
him.* After the battle of Sirhend, when Sultan Sekan
der was threatening the Penjab from the Sewalik hills,
to which he had fled, Humayun, as we have seen, sent
Shah Abul Maali to command the army opposed to him,
with orders to proceed to Jalindher, and there to esta
blish his head -quarters, to watch the Sultan's motions,
and to prevent his entering the low country. Scarcely,
however, had Abul Maali reached the Penjab, when his
native arrogance exceeded even its usual bounds. He
assumed the deportment and pomp of a prince, acted in
every respect like an absolute sovereign, and so despoti
cally, as to disgust and alarm all the officers of govern
ment. Instead of remaining at Jalindher, as he had
been ordered, he proceeded to Lahur. The Emperor's
officers in authority there, having consulted together,
agreed not to admit him into the city: but this resolu
tion was not acted upon, and he speedily usurped all
* Bapus Khan was made foujdar
or military collector, Mirza Shah
Sultan, Amfn or civil administrator,
and Mehter Jouher (the Memoirwriter, and lately Humayun's ewerbearer), treasurer of the Penjab and
Multan. Some time before this, Hu
mayun had appointed Jouher to be
collector of Haibatpur-pati. The
circumstances attending his intro
duction, when taking leave on set
ting out for his district, are illustra
tive both of the character of Hu
mayun, and of the state of the public
service. " My lad," said Humayun,

"listen to what I say,— A Moghul
having been sent from the camp on
a duty similar to yours, took two
blankets from a Jat, and seeing the
man's surprise, exclaimed, ' What,
you rascal, am I not come to col
lect ? ' " On hearing this insinuation,
continues the ewer-bearer, I replied,
that having had the advantage of
pouring water on his Majesty's
hands, for so many years, I would
acquit myself with credit and ho
nour. The Emperor replied, " Good
comes of good, and evil of evil."
Jouher's Mem. c. 29.
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book vii. the powers of the government.
Humayun, however,
A ~ 165i partial to his favorite, for a long time would listen to
none of the complaints preferred against him, till he
found that he had gone so far as to displace Ferkhat
Khan, the Emperor's governor of Lahiir, and to put a
creature of his own in his place; and that he was squan
dering, with the wildest extravagance, the imperial
treasure, and the revenues of the country. At length,
the Emperor was plainly told that Abul Maali undoubt
edly aimed at independence, an imputation in that tur
bulent age by no means improbable. To add to the
other evils, Sultan Sekander, who hitherto had remained
at Mdnk6t, collecting an army and taking into his pay
all the mercenaries that were to be found, finding every
check withdrawn, poured down his whole force into the
lie Is su- Penjdb. Yet such was Humayun's delicacy to the feelvrTnc^ by inS9 of h'is favorite, that he superseded him only by
Akber.

giving the Penjab to Akber, under the pretence that, as
the imperial harem was about to pass through that
country, he was the most proper person to be in com
mand. Abul Maali was nominated to the charge of the
imperial domain of Hissdr Finiza, which had been held
by Akber, so that he seemed merely to have exchanged
governments with the prince.
But while the nominal authority in the Penjab was
given to the youthful Akber, the efficient power was
vested in the stern Biram Khan, who attended him as
Beginning his atalik or protector. It was about the end of the
°1 h 963 year wnen *ne prince and his governor set out. On
End of
reaching Sirhend, the object of Akber's coming being
a.d. 1555.
well understood, he was joined not only by the troops
from Hissar, but by many imperial officers of the highest
rank, serving in the Penjdb under Abul Maali, who came
uncalled and without leave, the prince's approach being
hailed as a fortunate relief from the extremities to which
they were driven by the favorite's overbearing and
tyrannical conduct. They were all graciously received ;
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and the army being increased by the arrival of several
bodies of troops from the neighbouring districts, pro
ceeded across the Satlej to Sultanpur on the Biah.
The unmilitary movement of Abul Maali from Jalindher to Lahur having left the low country along the hills
defenceless, Sultan Sekander, having descended into the
plains, was enabled to occupy, and collect the revenues
of the perganas, to a considerable distance around.
Abul Maali, never deficient in bravery or in spirit,
assembled the troops that were nearest Lahur, and
advanced towards the enemy by slow marches, to give
time to those at a distance to join him. He gained
some advantages in the field ; but as soon as Akber's
approach was known, he was deserted by his principal
officers, to whom he had become odious. He, therefore,
retreated to Lahur, whence being summoned to attend
the prince, he found himself compelled, most unwillingly,
to wait upon him at Sultanpur, not long after his arrival.
He was coldly received, but, humbled as he was, his
presumption did not desert him. Akber, from conside
ration for his father's partiality to the Syed, invited him
to dinner, graciously pointed out to him his seat, and
treated him, as his guest, with all politeness and atten
tion. On his return home from the party, he had the
insolence to send a message to Akber, to say, that the
prince was no stranger to the relation in which he stood
to Humayun ; reminding him that when he dined pub
licly with the Emperor at the ring-hunt of Jui-Shahi,
the prince himself had seen that he sat on the same
cushion, and eat out of the same dish with the Emperor,
while the prince waited by, and dined afterwards on a
portion sent to him : whereas at the recent dinner, he
had been placed on an ordinary rug, and served from a
separate tray. The prince, smiling, bad the messenger
go back, and express his surprise that Abul Maali could
not distinguish between the becoming etiquette of
princes, and the familiarity of private attachment ; and
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bookvii. that, moreover, his pretensions betrayed an extreme
A D 1556 ignorance of their relative situations. Abul Maali's
mortification was extreme. Akber, soon after, put his
army in motion, and attempted to come up with Sultan
who exSekander, who, on hearing of his approach, retreated
d«r s^ah.n into his mountain recesses, and once more pitched his

Account re
ceived of
the death of
lluind)un.

Humayun's
thegovcrnmentofthe
""

camp at Mankot.
The army had reached Hariana in its advance, when
it was overtaken by a messenger bringing Biram Khan
information of an alarming accident that had befallen
the Emperor, which rendered it inexpedient to move
farther onward, or to commence active operations: and
the march of the army was directed on Kilanur, to
await the result. As they approached that place, an
other express arrived bringing a despatch, said to be
written by orders of the Emperor himself immediately
after his accident, and giving good hopes of his speedy
recovery. But a third followed close after, with the
authentic accounts of his death.
From the time when Humayun arrived in Delhi, he
dcvotecl himself to a general superintendence of the
affairs of his kingdom, and to watching the progress of
the armies which he had sent in various directions to
reduce different provinces.
He saw clearly that there
were great defects in the system of government of the
empire, and set himself to devising means of improving
it. The plan which he projected was to separate the
empire into several great divisions, each of them to
have a local capital, and a board of administration for
directing local affairs. Delhi, Agra, Kanduj, Juanpur,
Mandu, and Lahiir were among the capitals pitched
upon. To each of them was to be assigned a consider
able military force, under an able general, so as to
render it independent of assistance from the others;
while the Emperor was to give unity to the whole, by
visiting them in turn with an army of about twelve
thousand horse, which were to be under his own imme-
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diate command, and at all times ready to move in any
direction.
This plan, however, he never had time,
had he even possessed sufficient steadiness, to carry
into execution.
Having in some degree arranged affairs at Delhi, he
was about to proceed to Agra; had conferred the
government of Delhi on Terdi Beg, in public derbar ;
and had even sent forward his peshkhdna *, or advanced
set of tents, preparatory to his setting out. On Friday
the 20th of January, 1556, in the evening, some of his
old officers who had just returned from the pilgrimage
of Mekka, as well as some who had come from Gujrat,
were introduced to him, and he inquired with much
interest into the news which they brought. He also
received despatches from Monaim Khan in Kabul, with
accounts of his family and harem that were still in
that quarter. At the close of the day he went up to
the terrace-roof of his library, in his palace in the Dmpanah fort of Delhi, attended by such persons as hap
pened to be with him, and presented himself as usual to
the crowds assembled round the Grand Mosque close
by, who made the customary obeisance or salutation :
after which he went on with the inquiries in which he
had been engaged. When it began to grow dark, he
sent for some of his astronomers to observe the rising
of Venus, it being his intention to hold a grand public
audience, and to promote several of his Amirs, exactly
at the propitious moment of the rising of that planet.
As he was about to descend, and had reached the
second step of the stairs, he heard the moizzin, or
cryer from the minaret of the mosque, summoning the
* In India, persons travelling at
their ease have two sets of tents,
one of which is sent in advance
and pitched, so as to be ready for
the traveller on his arrival on the
ground ; the tents which he quits

being immediately packed up, and
sent forward to be ready in like
manner, in their turn. The tents
so sent in advance are called the
pe'shkhana.
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faithful to evening prayer, and was preparing to sit
BOOKy'
—36. down, out of respect, till the call was over, when his
foot became entangled in the skirt of his mantle *, and
the marble steps being smooth and slippery f, his staff
slid, so that he lost his footing, was precipitated forward, and lighted on his head on the ground below.
He was taken up insensible, was found to have received
many bruises on his body, but in particular a violent
contusion on the right temple, and a quantity of blood
was observed to have oozed from his right ear. Accord
ing to some accounts, he for a time recovered his
speech. He lingered four days, being the greater part,
or the whole of the time, in a state of insensibility,
Reui. 11. and expired on the evening of the 24th of January, in
Jan. 24.
forty-eighth year of his age, after a reign of rather
which is
concealed*

more than twenty-five years. J
The heir apparent being at a distance, the great
Amirs who possessed the chief influence very much
dispersed, and the army still surrounded by formidable
enemies, it was resolved by the nobles who were on the
spot, to conceal this event till the suitable arrangements
could be made. Expresses were immediately despatched
to inform Akber of his father's death, and to call a
meeting of the principal officers. The more effectually
to lull suspicion, one Mulla Bekasi was dressed up in
the imperial vestments, and presented to the public at
the usual times, in an open gallery of the palace on the
side next the river, which had been the late Emperor's
* Postin.
f " The stairs" we are told by
Mr. Elphinstone (History of India,
vol. ii. p. 175.), "in such situations are narrow steps on the outside
of the building, and only guarded by
an ornamental parapet about a foot
high," — "so that the King fell
headlong over the parapet."
% Abulfazl, Jouher, and Ferishta
make his death happen on the 1 1th

Rebi I. : the Tabakat-e Akberi, followed by the Tarikh-e Bec!auni, on
the 15th. Abulfazl (f. 98.) says that
the Emperor, after his accident, sent
a letter to Akber by Nazir Sheikh
Joli to inform him that he was
doing well : but this was probably a
mere official intimation, issued for
political purposes by those about his
person,
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favourite seat, and where he was accustomed to receive
the salutations of his subjects, who assembled in crowds
below.
For seventeen days the truth was unknown in
Delhi. At last, on the tenth day of February, Terdi
Beg, who officiated on the occasion as Amir-al-omra, a
dignity to which he aspired, throwing off the mask,
and attended by all the Amirs of the surrounding dis
tricts who had repaired to head-quarters, proceeded to
the Grand Mosque, and caused the prayer for the Em
peror to be recited in the name of Akber.
The announcement of the Emperor's death, circumstanced as affairs then were, produced great alarm and
excitement all over the country, which the nobles,
assembled at Delhi, used every means in their power to
allay. When the rites and ceremonies attending the
sepulture and mourning for the Emperor were over,
the leading Amirs hastened, each to his own govern
ment, to watch over the current of events, and to con
firm the minds both of their own followers and of the
natives of the country in their adherence to the new
government. Terdi Beg Khan, as the most eminent of
the ancient nobility and governor of Delhi, by a kind
of election or recognition of the Amirs who were on
the spot, assumed the general direction of affairs. One
of his first acts was to send the insignia of empire with
the crown jewels to the young Emperor, accompanied
by the officers of the household, the imperial guards,
and Mirza Abul-Kasim, the son of the late Kamran
Mirza, whose close alliance to the throne now made
him an object of jealousy. The crisis was one of the
deepest importance, for at that moment the conquest
of India could be considered as only begun : and three
formidable rivals contended with the youthful Akber
for the throne of Delhi.*
• Akbernama, ff. 98, 99- ; Tar.
Nizami, ff. 205, 206. ; Jouher,
c 33.; Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 177,
VOL. II.
M

178. ; Tar. Bedauni, ff. 189—192. ;
Kholaaet ul Towarikh, f. 288. ;
Khafi Khan.
M

Alarm exth's'vent.

Danger of
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Boor 1
^he rea^ character of Humayun may be better
4(556. gleaned from the events of his reign than from the
/
representations of his historians, whose judgment was
Hu^un°f mAuenced, not only by that reverence with which
Orientals regard the sovereign authority, but by a
natural respect for the princes, his descendants, under
whom they wrote. He was a man of great quickness
of parts, but volatile, thoughtless and unsteady. Per
sonally of distinguished bravery, he was occasionally
successful in war, without possessing the higher talents
of a general. In the earlier part of his reign, seconded
by the veteran officers and well-trained army which
his father had left him, he overran, first, the kmgdoms
of Malwa and Gujrat, and next those of Behar and
Bengal, very important and glorious acquisitions; but,
destitute of those powers of combination which are as
necessary for consolidating and retaining a conquest as
bravery and a well-disciplined army are for making it,
he was compelled to abandon them all ; and the greater
part of his reign presented a series of reverses, rebel
lions and anarchy, the fruit of his want of political
firmness and determination. His disposition was na
turally generous, friendly and affectionate ; his manners
polite, frank and winning. He had a ready wit, ex
celled in repartee, and, from the anecdotes recorded
by his ewer-bearer and other writers, seems to have
been considerate to his servants, and popular in his
intercourse with the lower classes. But, though Haider
Mirza, an excellent judge, speaks with much respect
of his accomplishments, and of his talents and deport
ment as a prince, yet his generosity, guarded by no
resolute sense of duty or steady feelings of self-respect,
degenerated into prodigality, his attachments into
weakness; and hence, down to the day of his death,
he was the prey of flatterers and favourites. From his
father he inherited a fondness for literature and the
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arts, and he delighted in the society of literary and
scientific men. Like many of the eminent personages
of his age, he was not only an admirer of poetry, but
himself a writer of verses ; and Abulfazl mentions that
a complete diwan of his composition was in the library
of his son.* He is also said to have made no incon
siderable, progress in mathematics and astronomy. He
liberally patronised such as were eminent in these
sciences, and promoted several of them to offices of
trust. At the time of his death he was about to con
struct an observatory, and had collected the necessary
instruments for that purpose.f But a fatality seemed
to attend even his merits. His astronomical knowledge
Avas directed chiefly to the frivolous or pernicious doc
trines of astrology and the occult sciences; and the
course of his policy, as well as the actions of his or
dinary life, was too often regulated by an absurd and
childish attention to signs, omens and superstitious
observances. J
An incident that occurred in his early years exer
cised a considerable influence on his mind. Going one
day a-hunting with his tutor, Humayun proposed to
take an omen as to the fortune of his future life, from
the names of the three first persons he should meet.
The tutor suggested that he might content himself
with the first alone ; but the prince kept to his purpose.
It happened, we are told, whether accidentally or by
pre-arrangement, that the first was a decrepid old man
called Murad (Desire) ; the second, a man driving an
ass loaded with firewood, was Doulat (Dominion) ; the
third, who was found tending some cattle, was Saadet
* Specimens of his poetry are ing house or mosque, put his left
given by Ferishta and Khafi Khan, foot first ; and if he observed any
and may be found scattered over the of his attendants do so, he called him
works of other historians.
left-handed, and made him go back,
t Akbernama, f. 100.
and advance again. Tar. Bed.
J He never, in entering or bav
in M 2
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vii. (Good Fortune, or Success) ; a coincidence which de^6 lighted the prince, and from which he was led con
fidently to augur the accomplishment of his aspirations
for extended sovereignty. The impression thus made
on him induced him, when on the throne, to institute
an arbitrary classification of his whole court and house
hold under three heads. His brothers and other near
relations, his Amirs and officers of state, with all the
military, he classed as Ahil-e-doulat, or men of domi
nion, their aid being necessary for the attainment and
exercise of power. Doctors and men learned in the
law, divines, syeds and religious men, mullas, poets,
and such as were skilled in the sciences and arts, were
ranked as Ahil-e-saadet, men of good fortune, as their
presence was supposed to bring as well as to intimate
the existence of prosperity; while the beautiful and
elegant females of his domestic establishment, singers,
musicians, dancers and other ministers of enjoyment,
were the Ahil-e-murad, the objects of desire, as affording
the means of elegant and sensual gratification.
These arrangements he mingled with his astrological
fancies.* He constructed an extensive pavilion, in the
principal hall of which the revolutions of the spheres,
the place of each constellation, especially the signs of
the Zodiac and the course of the planets, were re
presented.
It contained also seven spacious apart
ments, each called by the name of one of the days of
the week and of its presiding planet.
These were
richly fitted up with carpets and hangings, of the colour
which custom had appropriated to the presiding star
of each day ; two of these apartments, with two days
of the week, being devoted to each of the three before* The astrological fancies entertained by Humayun, and the doctrines regarding the chapels of the
planets, and the corresponding
dresses, mansions, days and seasons,

are very ancient. See Pocock's Specimen Hist. Arabum, pp. 143—
150.; Oxon. 1806. See also the
Dabistane Mozahib, and the Desatir.
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mentioned classes ; and Humayun gave public audience ^^3
in them, occupying the apartment corresponding to
the day of the week on which the audience was held.
On these occasions the Emperor himself, the princes,
the officers of state, and the whole court appeared
dressed in the colour of the day. The details on this
subject, as well as of a number of other artificial ar
rangements in which he delighted, — the drawing of
the three golden arrows of the three classes ; the twelve
arrows of another of his divisions, founded on the twelve
celestial signs, by which both political enterprises and
promotions were often decided ; and the arrangement
of his household into four branches, corresponding to
the four elements, — are given at great length by some
historians of his reign, especially by Abulfazl, himself
a believer in astrology and in omens. The observances
are so minute, and must have been so inconvenient,
that we can hardly believe they were ever long or very
scrupulously adhered to, though in some important and
not very creditable transactions of his reign we find
traces of their existence.
The astrology with which
they were connected was then, indeed, a prevailing
folly ; but a powerful mind, though it might have
yielded to the general impressions of the time, would
not have suffered itself to be so deeply entangled in
the idle and puerile observances of the art, nor accepted
them as a substitute for rational and substantial know
ledge.
The drum of justice was another of his institutions,
borrowed from ancient tradition. A huge drum being
placed near the imperial tent or pavilion, any one who
suffered from injustice might claim redress by striking
it according to certain rules, and the Emperor himself
attended to the appeal. In early times, where law was
very imperfectly and arbitrarily administered, and
where complaints did not easily reach the ear of the
despot, such an institution, rude as it is, or indeed any
M M 3
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other professing to forward the means of redress, was
commendable, and might be useful. But its revival in
a more advanced age betrays an extreme want of legis
lative skill ; and it must be confessed that in this, as in
many other of Humayun's regulations that have been
noticed, there is a great want of plain practical sense,
a pedantic application of inapplicable learning, and
too great an appearance of playing at kings.
He was a good Mussulman, rigid in the observance
of the stated prayers and ceremonial of the law. He
was, however, strongly suspected of leaning to the
Shia sect, partly from his patronage of many Persians,
or Shias, of distinction, such as Biram Khan, Abul
Maali, and others; partly, perhaps, from the show of
adherence to it which his political situation induced
him to manifest when in exile in Persia.*
A floating palace several stories in height, with a
garden and a bazar, or market, which he constructed
at Agra on ships linked together and connected by
platforms, and floated down the Jamna, has been
celebrated, and, as well as several other of his con
trivances, evinces his fondness for the mechanical arts.
But though Humayun was brave and good-tempered,
liberal and fond of learning, his virtues all bordered
* Such, we are told, was his re
and fond of religious disputation,
verence for the name of God, that had frequent arguments with his
he never pronounced it till he had brother on the differences between
performed the stated ablutions the two sects. The Sunnis treat the
(wazu). One day he was observed Shfas as being heterodox. One day,
to address Mfr Abdalla Hai, the as they were riding together, they
Sadr, or Chief Judge, by the abbre observed a dog, an unclean animal,
viated name of Mfr Abdal. Having lift its leg irreverently against a
subsequently performed the legal tomb-stone. " The man who lies
purifications, " Excuse me, Mfr," there must be a heretic" (rafzi) said
said he to the Sadr, " for not hav
Kainran. " Yes," said the Emperor;
ing a little ago given you your full " and the dog an orthodox brute."
name ; but Hai being one of the Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. p. 179. We
names of God, I could not, situated have seen that he was himself occa
as I then was, pronounce it."
sionally a persecutor of such as he
Kamran Mfrza, who was a Sunni, called heretics.
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on neighbouring defects, and produced little fruit.
There seems to have been a frivolity in his mind that
neutralized his good qualities ; and it is probable that,
had he continued to fill his father's throne, he might
have been the last emperor of India of his race. The
bold, determined policy of Biram Khan, so different
from the weak and vacillating conduct of Humayun,
had its full sway after that prince's death, and, aided
by the rising genius of Akber, established the empire
of the family of Taimur on the foundation which it has
maintained, with more or less splendour, down to our
own times.*
* Akbern. ff. 97—100.; Tab.
Akb. ff. 1 68, 169. ; Tar. Nil. ff. 205,
206.; Tar. Bedauni, ff. 191, 102. ;
Briggs's Ferishta, vol. ii. pp. 177—
180. Hum&yun had deeply studied
the religious and mystical poetry of
the Persians, to which his warm
feelings, and lively imagination,
gave him a natural partiality. This
bias may account for an incident re
lated by historians who are willing
to believe that he had some super
natural presentiment of his death.
They tell us that though, through
life, he could not bear to hear death
spoken of, and even forbad its being
mentioned in his presence ; yet that,
just before his last accident, he fre
quently started the subject himself,
and took pleasure in listening to
conversations upon it He men

tioned an occurrence that befel him
at that time, and by which he was
much affected. " I lately rose," said
he, " after midnight to say the stated
prayers, and afterwards retired again
to rest ; when, just before dawn, as
I was lying, my eyes shut but my
heart awake, I heard a supernatural
voice clearly repeat these verses :
" O Lord! of thine infinite goodness
make me thine own :
Make me a partaker of the knowledge
of thy attributes:
I am broken-hearted from the cares and
sorrows of life ;
O call to thee thy poor madman (lover) !
O grant me my release!"
He is said often afterwards to have
repeated these mysterious lines with
deep emotion, while the tears gushed
from his eyes.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS
ON THE STATE OF GOVERNMENT AND MANNERS IN KABUL
AND THE SURROUNDING COUNTRIES DURING THE REIGNS
OF BABER AND HUMAYUN.
As the course of events has brought us to the reign of
Akber, when the Chaghatai government was finally
established in India, and took a form which, with little
change, it retained for nearly two centuries, it may be
proper to take a slight review of the state of govern
ment and manners during the two preceding reigns in
Kabul and the surrounding countries, where Baber and
Humayun spent most of their time. Though a space
of more than fifty years, it was in general a period of
war and confusion, leaving little leisure for any legisla
tive efforts, or for the cultivation of the arts of peace.
The government was such as might be expected from
a body of foreigners settling themselves by force in a
country, with the inhabitants of which they had no
sympathy but that of a common religion, and was
necessarily military. Everything was directed by the
will of the King, who was surrounded by his Amirs
and great officers. He was nominally absolute, as in all
Asiatic states. His court exhibited, or affected, a great
appearance of splendour, and had nearly the same esta
blishment of officers that had existed under the power
ful princes of Samarkand and Khorasan. We find the
Master of the Household, Master of the Horse, Grand
Huntsman, Master of Requests and Chamberlains, with
body and night guards — besides all the officers of the
harem and female apartments. The prince, whether in
the capital or the camp, held daily levees—in the one
case, in the Great Hall ; in the other, in the Pavilion or
Tent of Audience, at which the Amirs and men of note,
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and all such as were desirous of favour and attention,
presented themselves. The Sovereign generally sat at
the further end on cushions, or, on more ceremonious
occasions, on a throne placed on a platform raised some
steps above the rest of the hall or tent ; and the places
to be occupied by his sons and brothers, by his near
relations, by foreign ambassadors, by his Amirs, by men
of saintly reputation, by men of letters, and by all the
various classes of his subjects, were fixed by the Master
of Ceremonies with a most scrupulous nicety, ac
cording to their supposed rank or importance. The
upper classes were in general allowed to be seated ;
the inferior remained standing. All, on entering, made
their obeisance to the prince ; but such as were intro
duced for the first time, or after an absence from court,
were attended by the Master of Ceremonies, made their
obeisance, first at a considerable distance, and afterwards
nearer to the throne, according to their supposed dignity.
This obeisance, among all the greater Oriental nations,
was originally the act of prostration before the Monarch,
to which the Mongol tribe added the ceremony of beat
ing the head upon the ground nine times ; but this had
been softened, in the course of time, and by the pro
gress of civilisation, into a grave and respectful inclina
tion of the body, and a slight kneeling or bending of
the knee. The court etiquette was loaded with forms,
which, in quiet times, were strictly observed. On some
festivals, and on grand occasions, there were magnificent
banquets. The feast consisted of many courses of nu
merous dishes of all kinds: soups, roast, pillau, some
times of animals dressed entire (stuffed with almonds,
raisins and currants, and smothered in rice), stews, meat
and game of every sort, carved and sent about on trays,
fruits, preserves and sweetmeats, with sherbet, but no
wine — a forbidden enjoyment which was indulged only
in private, but, where enjoyed, indulged in to excess.
The attendants were often arrayed in rich and showy
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dresses. During the dinner, the guests were entertained
by music, vocal and instrumental, by wrestlers, posture
makers and jugglers ; rarely perhaps, if ever, at that
period to the west of the Indus, by dancers. It was
usual, on such grand occasions, to invest with khilats
those who had performed important public services, or
whom it was meant to distinguish by the royal favour.
These khilats generally consisted of a dress of honour,
sometimes made of rich stuffs, of satin, velvet, cloth of
gold, or adorned with embroidery ; sometimes even of
dresses that had been worn by the Sovereign himself,
with various additions according to circumstances;
shawls, sabres of fine workmanship with enamelled hilts,
often enriched with jewels and precious stones, daggers,
coats of armour, horses, and, occasionally, sums of
money.
The charm which the courts of happier countries
derive from the presence of female society, was of course
entirely wanting to that of Kabul. The ladies of every
rank were kept strictly to private apartments, which
were accessible only to females, and eunuchs, and, at
times, to very near relations.
The court.
The court was composed chiefly of the Amirs and
Begs, who held the different provinces and districts of
the kingdom, and of the officers of state and of the
household.
Though the usual and official language
was that of unreserved obedience to the prince, yet they
formed a real check upon his power. The army which
had effected the conquest was composed of many bodies
of men of different races, who each followed a particular
leader, generally the chief person of a tribe or family.
They were all soldiers of fortune, and regarded themselves
as entitled to their share in the success. Many of them
had joined the King voluntarily with their tribe or
followers, and considered themselves at liberty to with
draw, or to shift their allegiance, when displeased. By
means of combinations among themselves, they were
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even able, on occasion, to overpower the monarch, who
found it convenient, and indeed necessary, to keep
them in good humour. Much, therefore, depended on
the talents of the Sovereign. But even the romantic
bravery and generous temper of Baber were not always
sufficient to keep within the limits of duty haughty
and ambitious tribesmen, who set a high, sometimes an
inordinate, value on their own services ; and dangerous
revolts and rebellions occurred under both him and his
son. There existed no hereditary nobility except in
the heads of tribes; all was personal, and proceeded
from the monarch. And even the men of tribes, when
they had left their wilds, and, for a series of years, had
lived in towns, or followed their individual pursuits,
scattered over the country, felt less connection with
their chief, who was compelled to look to local in
fluence of another description for the support of his
consequence. The power possessed by the leader of
the tribe was thus gradually exchanged for that of
governor of a province. This change was, of course,
extremely favourable to the royal authority.
But,
though nobility was not hereditary, it generally con
tinued to run very much in the same families ; for the
sons of Amirs and officers of note were generally, early
in life, introduced at court by their fathers, and gradu
ally promoted to situations of trust and influence.
The information we possess concerning the state of state of the
the provinces under the Kabul government is but scanty. pr°TincesThey would seem to have been governed very much
according to the form ascribed to the early feudal states.
The leading men in the conquering army, or at court,
were sent to the various provinces, attended by their
old followers, and districts were assigned to them. Of
the state of landed property we have few details. The
former inhabitants were not expelled from their lands.
The labour and skill of the peasant and farmer are
necessary under every government ; there were no
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capitalists who farmed on a large scale. Every village
had probably, as in Persia, a kilanter or head man,
and some village counsellors, who afforded a certain de
gree of protection and succour. The person appointed
to the jagir settled himself on the spot, took possession
of the forts and public buildings, and placed his imme
diate retainers in offices of trust within his government ;
probably, at the same time, assigning to them some
allotments of land. Through them, though rarely by
them, he collected the rents, or, more properly speaking,
a share of the produce of the lands, and the public
taxes, the measure and extent of which were often much
at his discretion. As all powers, military, civil, and
criminal, were vested in his person, the comfort, or
misery, of the inhabitants was in his power, and was
essentially influenced by his character. The complaint
of a despised boor did not easily reach the court, and, if
it did, was not likely, except in cases of crying and
flagrant injustice, to be much attended to : and woe to
the unhappy wretch who made a complaint, and after
wards returned under the power of his oppressor ! Every
governor was like an absolute prince while his power
lasted. His chief danger arose from intrigues at court,
where he was constantly obliged, either by his personal
presence or through his friends, to maintain his in
fluence. He was liable to be removed at any time at
the pleasure of the King. It is plain that this system
exposed the inhabitants to great extortions, and was,
in many ways, unfavourable to the prosperity and im
provement of the country. The governor, who held his
office by an uncertain, and probably a short tenure, was
anxious to make the most of his time, and apt to regard
the possessions and property of the governed merely as
the means of enriching himself and his dependents. The
hen was too often killed for the golden egg.
The army.
The army did not resemble that of European govern
ments, divided into regular regiments and troops, with
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officers each commanding and exercising a certain num
ber of men dressed in a national uniform and paid by
the state. It was composed of the immediate followers
of the King, and of those of the great chiefs, attached to
them from various considerations of family, or hope, or
gratitude ; and of portions of the tribes, as the Aimaks,
Moghuls, Hazaras, under their native chiefs. Almost
every man of rank had retainers, who attached them
selves to him to share his good fortune, and his conse
quence depended on their bravery and number. Every
leader had his standard, which marked his rank, the
highest being that of the tugh, a standard surmounted
by the flowing tail of the mountain cow, an object of
great ambition, and granted only to a few. Round
these standards they marched to battle, and round them
they rallied, if broken. They had no uniform dress.
Each wore that of his tribe or country, or such as he
fancied.
Besides these greater leaders, there were independent
warriors (Ekkeha) who joined the service, either alone,
or with a few followers, as volunteer soldiers of fortune,
some of whom rose to eminence.
The fighting men were in general Tartars, chiefly
belonging to Tiirki tribes, or descended of tribesmen,
with some Persians and Aimaks. They consisted almost
entirely of cavalry. The old inhabitants of Kabul,
whether of the cities or plains, seldom adopted the
trade of arms, but remained shopkeepers or peasants.
A Tajik is sometimes, but rarely, mentioned as engaged
in war.
The army gradually changed its form in progress of
time. Wben the first generation of conquerors died
away, local levies became common, and regular bands
of mercenaries were formed. The earlier troops, having
little or no pay, depended for their support chiefly on
plunder, and the leaders looked to the command of dis
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tricts. There was nothing like a standing force. The
army was composed of local troops, with a few merce
naries raised on the spur of the occasion.
When the royal army took the field, it was generally
arranged in three divisions ; centre, right wing, and
left; with an advanced guard and reserve, and some
flying pickets around.
The household troops were
generally placed in the centre, and officers of expe
rience named to the command of each division. Their
arms were the sabre and dagger, sometimes the bow
and arrow, and the spear or mace. There were already
some companies of matchlock-men in the army, who
seem always to have been trained mercenaries. Cannon
had also begun to be used ; but they were heavy and
unmanagable, used chiefly in sieges or in distant can
nonades. Shir Shah seems to have been one of the
first who brought them with effect into the field. In
regular battles, the guns were frequently connected
together by chains, or ropes of bulls' hides, which served
as breast-works, behind which archers and matchlockmen were placed, to prevent the irruption of cavalry
between the guns, especially during the rather long
intervals between the discharge and re-loading of the
ponderous ordnance.
The fate of an action being generally decided by the
sabre, plate and chain armour, and shields, were in use,
with helmets, and sometimes chain-cloth coverings for
the horse.
Their fortresses derived their strength from their
situation on steep hills or grounds difficult of access,
and from the height and thickness of their walls. They
were sometimes regularly attacked by sap and battery,
sometimes by mines, and defended by countermines.
Night surprises, however, and assaults by scaling-lad
ders, were the most common modes of attack. Some
times blockade was resorted to, and lines of circumvallation drawn round the place.
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The country had few large cities ; Kabul, Kandahar, Large cities.
Ghazni and Peshawer were the chief. The amount of
their population is uncertain. The smaller towns and
villages were numerous, as the peasantry did not live in
scattered dwellings, but in villages surrounded by walls ;
as a refuge for themselves and their cattle, in case of
any sudden attack, or against the rapacity of ma
rauders. The larger towns were inhabited by trades
men and artisans, merchants, shopkeepers, the guardians
of mosques and religious foundations and their depen
dents, public and private teachers, and labourers. The
streets were narrow and dirty ; the exterior of the
houses mean, any attempt at elegance being reserved
for the interior. The houses of the more wealthy were
built in one or more squares, opening within into a
court or parterre surrounded by piazzas.
The principal buildings were the mosques and the
tombs of the kings or holy men, and probably a few
of the palaces of the kings. Some of the bazars were
built at considerable expense, and with some elegance,
and were frequently arched over, and closed at night by
gates. There were also caravanserais, of which the
large court within was surrounded by small apartments,
usually with an upper story, and sometimes having a
flat roof, in which merchants and traders could be ac
commodated, with their goods and cattle, on arriving
from foreign parts.
The kingdom of Kabul was inhabited by many dif- inhabitants,
ferent races of men, and was composed chiefly of hillcountry, with some rich plains. The greater part of
the inhabitants of the hills were tribesmen, in a great
measure independent and supported by their flocks.
The peasantry and shepherds of the lowlands were in
general Tajiks, the descendants of the old inhabitants
of the country, and used the Persian tongue. They
cultivated various grains, and reared some cattle, but
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were much exposed to be plundered by the tribes of the
surrounding hills.
As to the administration of justice, there was, properly speaking, no regular court of justice in the
country, except that of the Kazi could be considered as
such, which, however, was confmed to questions of mar
riage, dowry and others arising out of the Muhammedan law.
The jagirdars, and under them their
collectors, and, in the royal domains, the collectors or
other officers of government, decided in all questions,
civil and criminal. There was little form. The parties
appeared in person to state their own cases ; and inqui
ries followed, liable to much partiality and corruption.
The lower officers could fine and inflict corporal punish
ment to a certain extent. The powers of life and death,
and of inflicting larger fines, were reserved to the higher
officers alone.
But while the officers of government administered
equity, according to usage or their ideas of right (for
laws of enactment, except those of the Koran, there
were none), in the plains or what may be called the
conquered country, the tribes that wandered over and
pastured the large mountain tracts, or partially culti
vated the richer valleys and cattle lands, were little
visited by the Sovereign's officers, but maintained, in a
great degree, their independence.
They made some
annual payments as tribute, and preserved their ancient
usages and customs. Each had its acknowledged chief,
and a council of the principal men of the leading fami
lies, who managed its affairs and decided controversies.
The most difficult cases were such as related to
blood-feuds, which, however, were left to the revenge
of the injured family, according to the principle of
retaliation of the Muhammedan law; and when the
price of blood could not be fixed, or was refused, the
prosecution of private revenge frequently occasioned
assassinations and feuds for several generations.
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The religion of the country west of the Indus was Religion,
the Musulman. This may be called the legal religion
of the country, though, properly speaking, there was
no establishment. The Muhammedans have no stateestablishment of their religion, which, however, they
consider as the only true faith, and as not given to
them only, but to the whole world. They have no
order of priesthood ; as in patriarchal times, every
father of a family is its priest. Everywhere, indeed,
mosques, often of great magnificence, have been built
for public use, and endowed often with extensive
lands for their support, and that of the servants of
the mosque. But this has been done by private piety,
and not by the state, which makes no general pro
vision for the celebration of religious services, or the
extension, or purity of religious instruction. Yet, in
no country does religion present itself more to the
eye of the observer, or seem more deeply and habi
tually to influence individuals of every rank. Every
mosqm has its guardian, generally some descendant of
the founder. The faithful are daily summoned five
times to prayer by the voice of the moizzin from the
minaret of the mosque. Some Miilla, or man of sup
posed piety, acts as Peshnamaz, by reciting the
stated prayers, the congregation repeating them
along with, or after him, and carefully following him
in all the bendings and humble prostrations which
he makes at the proper parts of the service, towards
the kiblth, which marks the position of Mekka. He
is qualified for his office by no imposition of hands,
or other ceremony, but owes the preference he enjoys,
to his piety, the favour of the guardian of the found
ation, or the silent adherence of the people.
His
office confers, or implies, no supernatural effusion of
sanctity, or of spiritual gifts. He may quit his situ
ation at will, and return, like any other man, to the
business of the world.
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I recollect no mention of any colleges founded in
Kabul for the instruction of students in the sacred
or profane sciences, though such were common, and
often very magnificent, in Mawerannaher, in Khorasan
and in India. But there were always men of learning
and piety, who devoted themselves, as private guides,
to the teaching of others ; and when they acquired re
putation, numbers flocked to them for the benefit of
their lessons. The ordinary schools taught the pupils
who frequented them, to read and write the Arabic and
Persian languages, with something of accounts. Men
often read the Koran in Arabic, and recited their
prayers in the same tongue, without knowing one
word of the meaning, but, in so doing, they performed
a religious duty.
The superior instructors devoted
themselves to various employments, such as teaching
the artificial mode of reading the Koran, with its
sacred intonations, delivering lectures on its import,
and expositions of the hidden or recondite meaning
of its texts, and the mystical sense of its facts and
doctrines. The various teachers and various schools,
of course, took different views of God and nature,
some leading to the wildest enthusiasm and bigotry,
others to the humblest piety. The mystical tendency
of their speculations, directed to the annihilation of self
and the exaltation of the Deity, often ended with a long
course of metaphysical meditations on the doctrine of
the non-existence of matter, and the non-entity of every
thing, except the Divinity. One of the most remark
able of these schools is that of the Sufis, which seems
to terminate in a refined philosophical deism or pan
theism, yet has produced volumes of the most beautiful
poetry. The disciples of these meditative schools, whom
research and reflection had rendered tolerant, lived re
tired, and mixed little in the world. But the men des
tined for public life, who had studied only the Koran
and its observances, with the traditions of the prophet,
Avere distinguished above all others for their intolerant
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bigotry, and for their detestation and persecution of
every other religion.
To some it may appear singular that of no religion
are the followers more penetrated with a feeling of
its truth and superiority to all others, or more dis
tinguished for their inflexible adherence to it under
every trial, than those of the Mahomedan, a religion
which yet has no regular priesthood, and no state
establishment. But, at the same time, it must be re
membered, that, though it has no regular state esta
blishment, it has innumerable foundations, and lands
of greater or less extent belonging to mosques, tombs,
colleges and religious institutions, and supporting great
numbers of zealous and active dependents in every
part of the country, and that the influence of the wan
dering mendicants and derwishes is very great. But
still the real secret of this heart-felt adherence must be
sought for in a different quarter, in something in
herent in the doctrines and practical observances of
the religion itself, which strike the imagination and
affect the heart, joined to the narrow spirit of an ex
clusive sect, that looks with contempt and pity on
every other, and breeds up every Musulman, even in
his early days, to regard himself a3 a partizan, and a
warrior of the faith.
But, even among Musulmans, there were differences
of belief, and the grand division between Sunnis and
Shias occasioned controversies, and persecutions and
wars. The Sunnis adhered to the four first Khalifs, as
the legal successors of Muhammed; while the Shias,
regarding Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet,
as his lawful heir, considered the three first Khalifs as
usurpers, and cursed them in the public prayers of
their mosques, and often in their private orisons and
ejaculations, as traitors. In early times, the inhabitants
of Mdwerannaher, Khorasan and Kabul, had followed
the Sunni faith, which was still adhered to by the
NN 2
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natives of the kingdom of Kabul, some of the hill
tribes excepted. The doctrines of the Shias were in
troduced from Arabia, and diffused chiefly in Persia,
and by the Persian conquests in Khorasan and else
where. There were some Kizelbash, or Persian Shias
in Kabul.
The hatred of the partizans of the two
sects towards each other was often extreme.
Almost every man had his spiritual guide, whom he
consulted in his difficulties and doubts, and by whom
he was much influenced in his conduct. Men eminently
distinguished for piety were supposed to be sometimes
visited by gleams of divine light; and though the
Mahomedans are unitarians of the strictest kind, ad
mitting of no partner to God, yet such men were
reverenced after death, and pilgrimages were made to
their tombs.
Literature.
Kabul could not be said to have any native literature

Science*.

or science. It appropriated, and imitated, that of the
Persians. The poems of Ferdausi, Hafez, Sadi, Jami
and the other great Persian poets, were familiar to every
man of education. But though the country produced
no great poet, many individuals, some of the highest
rank, wrote agreeable verses, and a taste for poetry was
fashionable with every class. The subjects were gene
rally love and religion. One is sometimes surprised to
see so much tenderness and respectful delicacy of feel
ing, flowing from the pen of sturdy warriors, and ad
dressed to females, who were shut up, and guarded, as
prisoners and slaves. But war, which calls out and
exercises many of the higher parts of our nature, is not
necessarily hostile to the gentler affections, and, in every
situation of life, nature vindicates her rights. This was
the age of the great historians, Mir Khwand and
Khwand Amir, who wrote chiefly in Khorasan ; but,
except Baber's own Commentaries, we know of no his
torical work produced in Kabul.
The sciences, like the literature, of Kabul were bor
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rowed from those of the Arabs and Persians, but little
proficiency and no improvement was made in them.
Some few studied mathematics and astronomy chiefly
as subservient to astrology, in which all were believers;
and the marches of armies, and the movements of kings
were directed by the conjunctions of the heavenly bodies.
No journey or march was undertaken, no great work
begun, but at the hour fixed by the astrologer.
Their medicine, where it was not empirical, they bor
rowed from the Arabs ; and they, probably from con
stant experience, possessed considerable knowledge in
the treatment of wounds.
Of their architecture we learn little. It was probably Architecborrowed from Herat and Samarkand. Some of the
tombs still remaining are said to possess considerable
elegance. The times were too turbulent to admit of
attempting many of the works of peace: and means
were not found to restore even the noble reservoirs and
water-courses, constructed in earlier times for irrigating
and enriching the country, but which had fallen into
decay.
To estimate the condition of morals, and the degree state of
of happiness or comfort existing in such a state of moraI*society, is never an easy task. The practice of poly
gamy, accompanied, as a necessary consequence, by the
seclusion of women, and the existence of slavery, which
are common to all Musulman countries, have always a
powerful and demoralizing influence on manners. But
the plurality of wives and concubines is nearly confined
to the upper ranks, and the more wealthy ; and though
the evil consequences of the practice are felt, in the
undue importance and the prominence given to the
sensual passions, in the debasing effects of jealousy and
mistrust on the character, in the mischief of entrusting
the education of the rising generation, the young of
both sexes, to the nurture of women, totally strangers
to the business and the virtues of active life ; and in
■H 3
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addition to this, in the endless discords and enmities,
which the claims of rival mothers introduce into the
bosom of families ; yet, being avowed and sanctioned
by the law, it is attended with none of that degradation
of feeling and character that attends the pursuit of
promiscuous debauchery, or of unlawful concubinage,
when the sense of duty is overpowered by the influence
of a passion acknowledged to be guilty, and the indul
gence is pursued with the feelings of a criminal, who is
conscious that he is breaking the law. The connection
of wife and concubine are equally lawful, and alike
recognized by the Musulman religion, and the issue of
both have their shares in the succession. The practice of
slavery appears to have been confined to domestic
slavery, a condition, in the East, in which the slave
is generally treated as a favoured and confidential ser
vant, often as a child of the family. We find no traces
of agricultural servitude.
The lower ranks seem all
to have been free. Their wives were more fortunate
than those of their superiors, since their duties re
quired them to move about, and probably sometimes to
assist in field-labour,
The higher ranks, who lived in the possession of
comparative wealth and plenty, seem to have had the
usual and almost necessary virtues of their station —
bravery and liberality towards the dependents and fol
lowers who formed their strength. They were gene
rally hardy, and with some skill in war, which was
their trade, but was practised rather in the way of
foray and skirmish than of regular tactics.
Having
the virtues and the vices of adventurers, they were not
uniformly steady in their allegiance and fidelity to their
Sovereign; their adherence to whom they considered
as a matter to be regulated by considerations of mutual
convenience, in which they were too often directed by
notions of mere temporary expediency. Some of them
we have seen were men of talent and generosity, and
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many had some taste for liberal studies, and delighted
in the Persian and Turki poets and moralists.
The great body of the inhabitants, agricultural and pas- and <>f the
toral, were probably a good deal oppressed. The exac- peop '
tions of government, joined to the constant march and
devastation of armies, and the plundering incursions of
the hill tribes, must have left them little that they
could call their own. There was indeed, generally,
some castle, or walled town, to which they could, in such
cases, retire. But they were, nevertheless, often taken
by surprise, when their families and cattle, and hoards
of grain were liable to be carried away, and their
standing corn trampled down, or consumed by the
horses of the invaders. But, even in the most un
favourable circumstances, there is an elasticity and
spring in the human mind, that long resist the pres
sure of the heaviest calamity. Oppression is never,
indeed, directly favourable to the moral habits. Where
force cannot be opposed to it, it calls up artifice and
cunning. But it also sometimes calls up the nobler
passions. The bonds of union between the members
of communities and the members of families, are
drawn closer by their sufferings, and by their exertions
to avert them. The generous affections are brought
actively into play ; united efforts are made to oppose
the common enemy ; great sacrifices are submitted to
for the sake of one another ; the disinterested and
domestic affections daily gain strength in the midst of
suffering, and through the very agency of suffering.
Men become more affectionate parents, more attached
children and friends, and better members of the little
community. There are little numberless pleasures that
the eye of oppression cannoi detect, or its hand inter
rupt. History in general gives little information as to
the daily employment, and feelings of the great body
of the lower classes, but, in this instance, what little
can be gleaned, is not unfavourable.
HK 4
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These remarks of course apply chiefly to the inha
bitants of the plains ; the inhabitants of the hills and
mountains preserved their old independence unchanged.
Revenue.
As to the revenue, its extent and nature, we know
little. The principal was probably a land-tax, which
from the mountaineers was levied in the form of
tribute. Baber informs us that the revenue of Kabul
from both these sources was only eight laks of Shahrukhis; or about 33,333£. 6s. 8d. In addition to this,
there were the tumgha, or custom duties, on all cattle,
sheep and other articles brought into the country, and
probably some transit duties and shop duties. There
were, besides, the p^shkeshes, and other offerings made
to the prince on festivals and other great occasions.
These consisted in money, horses, rich cloths and other
rarities ; and, though part of them went out again in
the form of khilats and gratifications to favourite ser
vants, the surplus in the king's favour was probably
considerable. At the same time the revenue of Kabul
was never great.
Baber, soon after he conquered
Kabul, levied on Kabul and another district, a con
tribution of thirty thousand loads of grain (kharwar)
to distribute among the tribes who had accompanied
him in his conquest, but the burden was found to be
too great, he tells us, and the country suffered ex
tremely.
Absence of
The fixed and stationary condition of all large
free institu0
Hons.
Asiatic kingdoms, which, from the first traces of history
to the latest times, exhibit only the purely despotic form
of government, has naturally excited the attention of
all readers of history. No progress seems ever to have
been made towards free or liberal institutions, or if any
liberal laws or regulations were made under a good or
great monarch, they totally disappear in the reign of
his successor. Nothing is stable, but the absolute will
of the sovereign. The great difficulty of obtaining any
thing like free or permanent institutions lies in this very
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absolute power, and in the great extent of the king
dom. In a small district of hill country, separated by
natural limits from other similar or different districts,
the whole, or a great proportion, of the inhabitants can
meet and confer about their concerns. They can agree
about the acquisition of certain benefits, or the removal
of certain wrongs, which affect them as a body. They
can appoint the most powerful or popular man among
them to watch over their rights, with certain powers
conferred for what they conceive to be the general
benefit. If no powerful chief or king is near, who has
strength enough to subdue them, they may, for a
greater or less time, preserve a certain degree of selfgovernment. The same is the case in towns, especially
in commercial or trading towns. Their common in
terest and the direction of men of substance, of ex
perience and knowledge, draw and knit them together.
They engage in fraternities ; every trade, or craft, or
profession, forms unions, and draws together numerous
bodies, who work for their own, or the common good,
and, in process of time, acquire a corporation-spirit,
that makes them ready to do and suffer much for a
common cause. From governing their own little so
ciety, they acquire the habits that fit them for taking a
share in the government of the town. Something of
a representative constitution is the consequence. Their
wealth enables them to fortify their town, and, in a
country where many such towns exist, they can com
mand troops, can employ their wealth, and form leagues
or combinations, so as even to be a check upon the
government, or to attain independence. Such were
the free towns of Italy, of the Low Countries, and of
Germany. In England, the towns, after obtaining the
right of governing themselves, by joining with the
crown or the great barons, became an important part
of the political system. It is only by checks that any
authority can be limited, and institutions are necessary
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to support and maintain these checks. Thus, in Eng
land, the power of the nobles never could have been
brought as an effective check upon the power of the
king, had they not been of hereditary rank, and ac
customed to meet together in parliament and elsewhere,
as a recognized body ; in a word, to consider themselves
as a political corporation, having rights. They might,
otherwise, have formed combinations and leagues, and
engaged in rebellions and commotions ; but these, if
successful, would have terminated to the advantage of
one or two of the chief leaders, not of the nobles as a
body opposed to the king. Their rank, being here
ditary, gave them both permanence and cohesion, and
enabled them to act in concert for the common interest.
But in the East, nobility is only personal. Except
where there are tribes, the personal influence of any in
dividual is small. The nobles hold no assemblies as a
separate body, and have no duties to perform as such.
They cannot, therefore, combine or act in union, but
by rebellion.
There are no public institutions (not
religious), in which they, or any other subjects of the
state, meet for deliberation on ministerial or any other
public purposes ; no county meetings, no boards of
justices, no juries, no town meetings. The means of
combining, or of coming to a common understanding,
are, therefore, limited. Absolute princes never favour
the growth of privileges to nobles, or cities, or districts ;
they are more willing to destroy these rights. They
centralize every thing, and make every thing depend on
their own will and pleasure. Thus, were a movement
to take place, even for the most beneficial objects, no
hereditary leader can be found, no political body to
assist, no permanent institution to give security to the
object if attained. It is a rebellion which, if successful
for the moment, falls away of itself, like a house built
on sand, and leaves not a trace behind. Thus such
despotic governments do not afford the fulcrum to sup-
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port the political lever, and the force is applied in
vain. Inferior, internal political institutions, scattered
over the country, or means of consultation and combin
ation among powerful hereditary chiefs, are necessary,
as checks to absolute power. They cannot long exist,
without bringing a considerable degree of freedom in
their train. Counties, and the public meetings they
produce, towns, parishes, corporations, and, at a later
period, courts of law and juries, are the great elements
of liberty.
They bring men together, make them
reason, and accustom them to act with foresight, with
moderation, and in concert. The Mahomedan govern
ments of the East have only two checks, the dangerous
one of rebellion — and the power of religion and popu
lar opinion, or custom, represented, sometimes suc
cessfully, sometimes without effect, by the Ulema, the
heads of the religion and law. But revolution produces
a change of governors, not of government.
Any
effectual change must go deeper, and begin with the
fundamental elements of civil and political society.
Yet, now that the Janissaries are gone, the Ulema is
perhaps the nearest approach to a corporation of any
body in Turkey.
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at Rostak, 373.
Abdalla Niazi (Sheikh), a leader of the
Mehdevis, 476. His humility and
fervour, 478.
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Abdalla Sultan, son of Sekander Sultan,
defeated at Balkh, 372.
Abdalla Sultanpiiri (Mulla), declares
Sheikh Al.n guilty of heresy, 480.
Abdereh Pass, (the) Humayun's passage
through, 337.
Abul Baka (Mir), prevails on Kamran
to give way to his brother, 206.
Brings back Hindal and Yadgar to
Humayun, 207. His mission to
Yadgar, 221. His death, 222.
Abulfazl, his remarks on the conduct
of Maldeo, 242. His account of
Humayun's treatment in Persia, 280.
Abul Hasan (Mir), sent to detain Hu
mayun, 270.
Abul Kasim (Mirza), son of Kamran,
sent to Akber on Humayun's death,
529.
Abul Kasim Beg, Governor of Gu&liar,
surrenders it to Shir Shah, 429.
His devoted friendship to Hiram
Khan, 259. Is put to death, 259.
Abulkhair, proposes to seize Humayun,
267.
Abul-Maali, his descent and character,
401. Shoots one of Humayun's re
fractory leaders, 420. Defeats a
large body of Afghans near Dibalpur,
512. His bravery and conduct at
the battle of Sirhend, 518. Slays
Shir Ali Khan, 518. Left at Jalindher, 520. Obtains the government
of the Penj^b, 520. His arrogance
and misconduct, 5'J3. Is superseded
by Akber, and nominated to Hissdr
Firuza, 524. His insolence to Ak
ber, 526.
Alms, ill Khan, son of Kuchum Khan,
(Grand Khan,) disapproves of the war
with Persia, 99.
Abyssinian slaves in the army of Behader
Shah, 82.
Achi Chak (Malek), Governor of Kesh-
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mir, takes refuge with Sh'ir Shah,
366. Enters Kashmir, and is
routed, 366.
Adam Gaker (Sultan), his embassy to
Humayun, 407. Offers to give up
Kamran Mirza, 407. 410. Waits
upon Humayun, 411. Receives Piraneh and his country, 41 9. Refuses
to submit to Shir Shah, 425. Makes
peace with Islam Shah, 466.
Add Khan, eldest son of Shir Shah,
mediates between Shir Shah and
Puian-Mal, 434. His weakness and
profligacy, 448. He is passed over
in the succession to the throne, 448.
Meets his brother Islam, 449. Fail
ure of Islam's scheme for seizing him,
4.60. His formal submission to Islam. 450. He retires to. Biana, 451.
Further attempt to seize him, 451.
He flies to Khowas Khan, in Mew£t,
451. Is joined by some of the chief
amirs, 451. They march on Agra,
451. Are defeated, 45:1. Adel flies
and disappears, 453, 454.
Adeli. See Muhammed Shah Adel Shah.
Afghanistan, state of, during Humayun's residence in Sind, 264.
Afghans, their formidable power in In
dia, 4. Humayun's campaign against
those of Hehar, 15. Their defeat by
him at the battle of Doura, 10. 134.
Those under Shir Shah defeat Hu
mayun at the battle of Kanauj, 189.
They pursue him across the Satlej,
197. Their supremacy in India re
stored under Shir Shah, 210, 211.
The Khalil and Mehmend Afghans
join Kamran, 397. The different
tribes submit to Humayun, 400.
They attack his camp under Kamran,
402. Are surprised and defeated by
Humayun, 406. Their country in
Bangash wasted, 406. Those of
Delhi assemble in great force in the
Fenjab, 420. Subversion of their
dynasty in Hindustan, 503. Re
marks on the dynasty, and account of
the live competitors for the throne, at
the time of Humayun's restoration,
504. Defeated at the battles of
Machiwara and Sirhcnd, 515. 517.
Agbiiwar Khan, Amir-al-omra of Khorasan, 101. Defeated and put to
death in Kandahar, 102.
Agra, Humayun ascends the throne at,
2. Committed to the charge of Mir
Muhammed Bakhshi, 139. Occupied
by Shir Shah, 1 96. Battle of, 453.
Ileoccupied by Himu Bakal, 50.1.
Surrendered to Humayun, 520.

Ahmed, father of the historian Nizamed-din, his skirmish with the troops
of Maldeo, 245.
Ahmed Lid (Malek), causes a night
attack on Humayun's camp, 61.
Ahmed Khan Sur, governor of the
Penjab, 495. Revolts from Adeli,
495. Assumes the title of Sekander
Shah, or Sultan Sekander, 495 De
feats Ibrahim Khan at Farra, 496.
Occupies Agra and Delhi, 497. 514.
Is declared Emperor by the Afghan
nobles, 497. Dispatches Tatar Khan
and Haibat Khan against Humayun's
advance, 498. 514. Who are de
feated by Biram Khan at Machiwara,
499. 516. Marches with a large
force for the Penjib, 499. 516. Defeated hy Humavun at Sirhend, 499.
517. His flight,'499. 518. Invadrs
the Penjab, 524. Expelled by Akbcr, 526.
Ahmed Shah, son of Muhammed Shah,
ofMalwa, 30. Carried off by Sultan
Ibrahim, 30. Placed in Chanderi
by Baber, 34.
Ahmed Shah, King of Gujrat, the
founder of Ahmedahad, his power,
20.
Ahmed Sultan Shamlu, Governor of
Sistan, his hospitality to Huma
yun, 275. Ordered to co-operate with
him, 294.
Ahmed Turkoman (Mir), invites Shir
Shah to Chunar, 132.
Ahmedabad, foundation of, 20. Its
splendour,2l. 77. Occupied by Imadul-mulk, 74. Surrendered to Hu
mayun, 76. Committed to Askeri
Mirza, 77. Abandoned by him, 84.
Ahmednagar, Behader Shah acknow
ledged as King of, 38.
Aimaks (the), plunder Keracha Khan,
348. They entertain Humayun, 384.
Akber, son of Humayun, his hirth in
the castle of Amerkot, 254. Left
behind in the flight from Shal-Mustung, 269. Taken by Askeri to
Kandahar, 270. Removed to Kabul,
304. Placed under the care of
Khanzada Begum, 305. Removed
to the charge of Kuch Kilan, 313.
Removed from the care of Mir Atka,
336. Exposed by Kamran on the
walls of Kabul during the siege, 343.
Left in nominal charge of K&bul, 380.
A third time prisoner in the hands of
Kamran, 386. Restored to his father,
393. Receives the jagir of Chirkh
in Logher, 394. Co-operates with
Humavun in laying waste Ban rash.
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406. Defeats and puts to death
I limn Bakal, 303. Appointed to
Hissar Firuza, 520. Appointed to
the Penjab, 524. Expels Sekander
Shah, 526. Expresses sent to inform
him of his father's death, 528. The
prayer for the Emperor recited in his
name, 529. Has three formidable
competitors for the throne of Delhi,
529.
Ak Sultan, Governor of Ghazni, joins
Humayun, 323. Commands Kamran's advance at the Dera Kipchak,
381. Commands Kamran's left at
the battle of Shutergerden, 392.
Ala-ed-din, or Alim, I.odi ( Sultan), es
capes from Kila Zefer to Gujrat, 41.
Puts forward his pretensions to the
throne of Delhi, 44. Leads a force to
Kalinger, 44. His army retreats, 46.
A14i (Sheikh), leader of the Mchdevis,
account of him and his sect, 475-482.
A lam j Taklu, his rebellion against Shah
Ismael. 99. Quelled, 100.
Alem Khan, discovers Beh&der Shah's
treasure at Champanir, 66, note.
Aleng Kazan, Humayun encamps thetc,
354.
Ali (Mir Syed), his congratulatory em
bassy to Humayun, 326. Receives
the government of Duki, 327.
Ali (Sheikh), proposes to surprise Derawal, 239.
Ali Akber Jami (Sheikh), his daughter
married to Humayun, 220.
Ali Bakhshi ( Sultan ), Humiyun's pay
master, brings instructions for blind
ing Kan nan, 413.
Ali Beg Jelair ( Sheikh), offers to sur
prise Shah Husein, 225. His skir
mish with Maldeo's troops, 245. De
feats Jani Beg, 256. Commands a
detachment against Shah Husein,
260. Is defeated and slain, 261.
Ali Dost, refuses to blind Kamran, 413.
Ali Kuli Korchi, attends Kamran on
his flight from Kabul, 345.
Ali Kuli Sistani, despatched to reduce
Mir.it and Sambhal, 520. Puts Kamber Diwana to death, 520.
Ali Penjshiri (Malek), assists Mirza
Ibrahim of Badakhshan, 353. De
feats Temir Shaglmli, 353.
Ali Reza (Im&m), his tomb visited by
Humayun, 297.
Ali Sultan Taklu, his death before Bist,
304.
Alika Arghun (Mir), his defence of
Schw&n, S24.
Alun Khan (Sultan). See Alim Khan
J'gat.
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Alim Khan Jilal Khan Jigat, acquires
Kaisen, Bhilsa and Cbanderi, 37.
Joins Behader Shah, 51. Is muti
lated by Humayun, 58.
Alim Lodi. See Ala-ed-din Lodi.
A1la-dost (Mir), his mission to Sind,
265.
Alwar. See Mew&L
Ambala, battle of, 458.
Amber (Khwaja), recaptures Askert
Mirza 32 1 .
Amcrkot, Humayun hospitably received
there, 249. His stay there, 252. Birth
of Akber there, 254.
Anderab, battle of, 303. Placed under
Hindal, 332. Abandoned by Kam
ran, 353. Given to Terdi Beg, 509.
Besieged by Suleiman Mirza, 522.
Anka Argh6n (Mir), his mission from
Shah Husein to Hum&yun, 213.
Arab Mekki (Mir), mediates between
Kamran and Humayun, 356.
Artillery, that of Behader Shah under
Rumi Khan, 49. That of Humayun
at the battle of Kanauj, 185.
Aru, Humayun's encampment at, 237.
Army (the) of Baber and Humayun
described, 540.
As'ir, fort of, 79.
Askeri Mirza, son of Baber, appointed
to the government of Sambhal, 6.
Commands the advanced guard in
Gujrat, 75. Is surprised, 75. De
feats the Guzratis, 76. Made Gover
nor of Ahmedab&d, 76 ; and Vice
roy, 77. His arrogance, 83. En
camps at Sirganj, 84. Advised by
Hindu Beg to declare himself inde
pendent, 85. Declines, but afterwards
consents, 85. Retreats from Ahmedahad, 85. Is pursued by Behader
Shah, 86. Reaches Champanir, 86.
Is refused admittance there by Terdi
Beg, 87. Marches towards Agra, 88.
Submits to Humayun, 88. Accom
panies Humayun against Shir Shah,
139. His disgraceful stipulation, as
the reward for assisting Humayun, 154.
Forces the passes into Behar, 155.
Commands the right at the battle of
Kanauj, 190. Joins Humayun in his
flight, 192. His quarrel with Y&dgar,
192. Leaves Delhi to proceed to
Sambhal, 195. Meets his three
brothers at Lahur, 197. Receives
the government of Ghazni from Kam
ran, 264 ; and that of Kandahar,
265. His hostile preparations on the
approach of Humayun, 266. He ad
vances to take him, 267. Arrives at
Shal-Mustung, 270. Captures Ak
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ber, 270. Besieged in Kandahar by
Humayun, 306. Surrenders to the
Emperor, 311. Disclosure of his
treasonable designs, 312. I mprisoned,
312. Escapes, 321. Recaptured,
321. Committed to the custody of
Nadim Kokiltash, 321. Released,
358. Appointed to the government
of Karatigin, 360. Left in charge of
Kulab, 377. Defeated by Chaker
Ali Beg, 378. Joins Kamran, 37S.
Flies from the route at llostak, 378.
Appointed by Kamran to the go
vernment of jelalahad, 387. Taken
prisoner by Humayun at the battle
of Shutergerden, 393. Sent a pri
soner to Badakhshan, 397. Dies be
tween Mekka and Damascus, 397.
Asof Khan, left with the Gujrat troops
at Mandu, 32. Slain in battle, 33.
Astaneh, Humayun surprised at, 371.
Asterabad, overrun by the Uzbeks, 99.
Astrology in the East, 135, note.
Atkeh Khan, or Mir Atka. See Shemsed-din Muhammcd Ghaznevi.
Aulia (Shah), shrine of, 371.
Azerbaijan, rebellion in, 99.
Azim Humayun. See Haibat Khan
Niazi.
Biba Beg Jilair, defends Juanpur, 151,
152. Is slain, 171.
Baba Jujkeh, his expedition to Kash
mir, 203.
Baba Kuli, an officer of Shah Husein,
his negotiation with Yadgar Mirza,
227. His Mission to Humayun, 262.
Baba Said, aids Kamran in his escape
from Selim Shah, 409.
Babai of Kulab, wounds Humayun, 382.
B.iban, or Biban, Khan Jilwani, sup
ports Sultan Mahmud Lodi, 9. Pre
ferred in command of his army to
Shir Khan, 133.
Bahek Beg, Humayun's mehmandar in
Per-ia, 4J82.
Bauer, his invasion of Malwa, 34. Oc
cupies Behur, 131.
Balx'rlu, garden of, Humayun resides
at, 214.
Badakhshan, the kingdom of, confirmed
to Suleiman Mirza, 6. Invaded by
Kamran, 265. 302. Submits to him,
303. Kasim Birlas, appointed Governor,' '03. Its affairs under Kamran,
313. Suleiman restored to the go
vernment. 31 3. Taken by Humayun,
329. Given to Hindal Mirza, 330.
Restored to Mirza Suleiman, 332.
Badeh Tyeb Danishmend (Sheikh), his
fetwa against Sheikh Alai, 481.

Bagh (Khwaja), surrenders the fort of
Eibek to Humayun, 370. Set at
large, 376.
Baike Begum, 153.
Bakhshi-banu Begum, daughter of Hu
mayun, removed from Kandahar to
Kabul, 305. Betrothed to Mirza
Ibrahim, 394.
Bakhshui Langa, of Uch, receives the
title of Khan Jehan, 208. Furnishes
Humayun with supplies, 208. Offers
obstructions to the progress of Hu
mayun, 238.
Baklan, or Baghlan, taken by Kamran,
347. Humayun arrives there, 370.
Balkh, in possession of the Uzbeks, 368.
Expedition of Humayun against, 368.
Baltu Khan, his quarrel with Khwaja
Moazem Sultan, 513.
Baluches, their merciless robberies, 266.
Their detention of Humayun in the
desert, 271. Their settlement in the
Penjab, 424.
Bamian, government of, given to Shirefken, 331.
Bangash, given to Hindal, 400. Laid
waste by Humayun, 406.
Bapus Beg, chief minister of Kamran,
313. Is appointed Atalik to his
son-in-law, 323. Pardoned by Hu
mayun, 323. Joins his camp, 324.
His wife dishonoured, and his chil
dren murdered by Kamran, 342.
Deserts from Humayun to Kamran,
351. Forgiven byHamayun, 357. Ap
pointed by Kamran to Talikan, 377.
Baroda, under Dost Beg Isbekagha, 77.
Bar6ch, under Kasim Husein, 77.
Taken by the partizans of Behader
Shah, 82.
Hasan t Rai, title of Hirnu Bakal, 491,
Bayezid, his account of the rout of
the Dera-Gez, 374.
Bayezid Khan Fermuli, preferred to
Shir Shah in the command of Sultan
Mahmud's army, 133.
Bayezid (Sheikh), supports Sultan Mah
mud Lodi, 9. Slain at the battle of
Doura, 10.
Baz Behader (Sultan), King of Malwa,
his skill in music, 504. Succeeds
his father, 505.
Bedaun, conquered by Kamber Diwana,
520.
Behader (Sultan). See Khixer Khan.
Behader Khan Sislani, appointed to
Zemin-dawer, 509.
Beh&der Shah, ascends the throne of
Gujrat, 21. 33. Invades Malwa, and
takes Chanderi, 34. Again invades
Malwa, and takes Mandu, 35. De
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thrones Sultan Mahmud, and pro
claims himself King of Malwa, 35.
Seizes Silah-ed-din, 36. His further
successes, 38. His power in Gujrat,
5. Alarms Humayun by his pro
gress in Malwa and Nagor, 11.
Sends an embassy to Humayun, 12.
Receives Muhammed Zenian Mirza,
13. Besieges Cheitur, 14. 41. Re
tires on receiving large presents, 1 5.
41. Forms a league against Humayun, 41. Anecdote of his magnifi
cence, 42, note. Assists the Lodis, 44.
Again besieges Cheitur, 45. Storms
and sacks the city, 48. Encamps at
Mandsur, 49. Entrenches his camp,
50. His troops disheartened, 51.
Joined by Sultan Alim of Kalpi, 51.
Distress in his camp, 52. His flight,
53. He reaches Mindu, 54. Makes
overtures to Humayun, 55. Sur
prised in Mandu, 56. Escapes to
Champanir, 56. Flies to Camhay,
60. Burns his fleet, 60. Flies to
Diu, 60. 72. Negotiates with the
Portuguese, 73. 81. Deputes I madul-mulk to collect the revenues of
Gujrat, 74. Reaction in Gujrat in
his favour, 81. Joins his troops at
Patau, 83. Pursues the imperial
forces, 86. Occupies Champanir and
recovers all Gujrat, 88. Returns to
Diu, 91. His transactions with the
Portuguese, 91. His death, 92, 93.
His character, 94, note. His alleged
reappearance, 96. His mother and
nobles retire to Ahmcdabad, 96. His
immediate successors, 96.
Behar, overrun by Shir Shah, 89. In
vaded by Nazret Shah, 126. Seized
by Sultan Mahmud, 129; who is
expelled by Baber, 130. Reoccupied
by Shir Shah, 151.
Behar Khan Lohani. See Sultan Muhammed.
Behar Khan Sirw&ni, converted to the
sect of the Mehdevis, 481. Deserts
Adeli, 494.
Behbud Chobdar, 245.
Behram Mirza, brother of Tahmasp, ap
pointed viceroy of Khorasan, 99. His
presents to Humayun, 283. His
enmity to him, 290.
Behsud, Humayun's winter encamp
ment at, 405.
Bekasi (Mulla), personates Humayun
on his death, 528.
Bekram (now Peshawer), rebuilt by
Humayun, 420.
Belgram,the capital of Muhammed Sul
tan Mirza, 89. Taken by Hindal, 90.
VOL. II.
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Benares, besieged and taken by Shir
Shah, 151.
Beml-kusha, Humayun's stay there, 359.
Bengal, invaded and reduced by Shir
Shah, 136. 142. Submits to Hu
mayun, 149. The government as
sumed by Khizer Khan Sirwani, 428.
Placed under the Amiu Kazi Fazilat, 428.
Berar, kingdom of, attacked by the
Kings of Beder and Ahmeduagar, 38 ;
who are driven out by Beh&dcr Shah,38.
Bhatta, the Uaja of, defeats Sultan
Ibrahim, 501.
Bheker, city and fortress of, 209. Be
sieged by Humayun, 218. Descrip
tion of it, 226. Progress of the
siege, 226. The siege raised, 229.
Bhilsa, reduced by Sultan Mahmud, 22.
Assigned to Muhammed Shah, 29.
Given to Silah-ed-din, 30. Given to
Alem Khan Jigat, 37Bhira, Shir Shah's stay there, 424.
Bhopal Rai, chief of Bijagar, occupies
Mdndu, 90.
Bhopat Hai, son of Silah-ed-din of
Bhilsa, 37. Escapes with Behader
Shah, 56. Recovers llaisen and
Chandcri, 429.
Bhiil, or Belli ul (Sheikh), notice of
him, 162. Sent on a mission to
Hindal, 150. 162. Is put to death
by Hindal, 152. 163.
Biana, fortress of, 13. Pays tribute to
Mahmud Khilji, 22. Seized and
ravaged by Tatar Khan Lodi, 45.
Recovered by Humayun, 46. Be
sieged by Muhammed Shah, 449.
Siega raised, 500. Reduced hy Hai
der Muhammed Khan, 521.
Bihi Dudu, her management of affairs
in Behar, 125.
Bidagh Khan Kajar, surrenders Kan
dahar to K aim. hi. 106. Appointed
Atalik of Sultan Murad Mirza, 294.
Claims Kandahar for the King of
Persia, 312. Dispossessed of Kan
dahar, 320.
Bidagh (Shah), taken prisoner by the
Uzbeks, 376.
Bikcrmajit, (Rana) of Cheitur, suc
ceeds his brother Ruttonsi, 40. Be
sieged in Cheit6r by Behader Shah,
40. Purchases a peace, 15. 41.
Biram Khan, sent to clear the passes
between Behar and Bengal, 145.
Fails, 146. Joins the imperial camp
at J (in, 258. Sketch of his history
since the battle of KanauJ, 258. Ac
companies Humayun to Persia, 281.
Sent as envoy to Shah Tahmasp, 281.
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The Shah's treatment of him, 281.
Honoured by the Shah with the title
of Khan, 288. Defeats Rafia, 307.
Sent as ambassador to Kabul, 307.
Returns to Humayun, 308. Ap
pointed governor of Kandahar, 320.
Assists in expelling Kamran from
Zemin-dawer, 335. Visits Haji
Muhammcd at Ghazni, 398. Pievails on him to accompany him to
Kabul, 399. Induces him to return
when he had withdrawn, 399. Is
honoured with the title of Khan
Khanan, 399. Ordered to pursue
Kamran, 399. Returns to Kanda
har, 400. Is suspected by Humayun,
507. Entertains him with magni
ficence, 507. Joins him at Kabul,
509. Sent against Nasib Khan, 51 1.
Takes Harhana, 512. Passes the
Satlej, 514. Gains the battle of
Machiwara, 499. 515. Honoured
with the title of Khan Khanan Yar
Vafadar, 516. Reinforced and joined
by Humayun, 516. Battle of Sirhend, 499. 517. Sirhend bestowed
on him, 520. Appointed A tali k to
Akher in the Penjab, 524. Receives
the accountof Ilunutyun'sdeath, 526.
Birkeh(Mir Syed), his message to Hindal, 322. He supports the wounded
Emperor in his flight from Dera
Kipchuk, 383. Appointed to the
government of Kunduz, 400.
Birlas (Mirza Beg), surrenders to Hu
mayun, 329.
Bist, besieged and surrenders to Hu
mayun, 304.
Blinding, modes of, I3.
Bochak Behadcr (Mir), appointed to
Mahmudabad, 77.
Bohjat Khan, of Chanderi, forms a con
federacy against Moduli Kai, 27.
Withdraws from the camp of the con
federates, 29. Again joins them,
and concludes a peace with Sultan
Mahmud, 29.
Bombay, included in the kingdom of
Gujrat, 20.
Bostam, overrun by the Uzbeks, 99.
Bundi, conquered by Mahmud Khilji,
22.
Buranpur, Ilumayun's stay there, 99.
Buih&u-el-mulk Sistani, operates against
Humayun, 45.
Burh&n Nizam Shah, King ef Ahmednagar, acknowledges Behader Shah
as King of Ahmednagar, 38. Offers
to assist Humayun, 139.
Burnes, Sir A., h is description of
Rohri, 220.

Carabay, its commerce, 21. Behader
Shah burns hisfleet there,60. Pillaged
by Humayun, 62. Under Dost Beg
Ishckagha, 77. Recovered for Beha
der Shah by Shitab Khan, 83.
Chachkan, its geographical position,
217, note. Character of the country
and of its inhahitants, 218.
Chak, family of, in Kashmir, 364.
Chaker Ali Beg Kulahi, or Chaker
Khan, joins Humayun against Talikan, 356. Appointed Amir-ulomra to Kamran Mirza, 360. Ex
pelled by Kamran from Kulab, 376.
Plunders Kulab, 378.
Champanir, Raja of, tributary to Ahmed
Shah of Gujrat, 20. His power, 20.
Fortress of, taken by Mahmud Shah
Bigara, 20. Description of it, 62,
63. Captured by escalade, 64. Mas
sacre of the garrison, 66. Immense
booty, 66. Retaken by Behader
Shah, 88.
Chand Khan, brother of Behader Shah,
flies to Mandu, 33.
Chunderi, taken by Sultan Mahmud
Khilji, £2. Assigned to Medini Rai,
32. Stormed by Baber, 34. Re
stored to Ahmed Shah. 34. Bestowed
by Behadcr Shah on Alim Khan
Jigat, 37. Recovered by Bhopat
and Puran Mai, 429.
Chapergbita, battle of, 502.
Cheitur, or Mewar, besieged by Sultan
Mahmud Khilji, 22. Besieged by
Behader Shah, 14. 41. 47. Taken by
storm, 48.
Chibra-Mow, defeat of Taj Khan at,
489.
Chilmeh Koka, his generosity to Kam
ran Mirza, 418.
Chiragh-kush, or Lamp-extinguishers,
sect of, 281. Their persecutions,
281, note.
Chirkh in Logher, given to Akber, 394.
Chuchak Begum, daughter of Shah
Husein of Sind, married to Kamran,
335. Her devotion to her husband,
418.
Chunar, fort of, its strength and import
ance, 10. 131. Besieged by Hu
mayun, 10. The siege abandoned,
II. Besieged by Sultan Mahmud
I-odi, 130. The siege raised, 130.
Acquired by Shir Shah, 131. Be
sieged by Humayun, 140. Capitu
lates, 141. Restored to Shir Shah,
170.
Chupah Ghat, surprise of the, 171.
Chupi Behadcr, informs Humayun of
Askeri's approach, 268. His mission
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from Humayun to Shah Tahraasp,
273.
Cities, (the large,) of Biiber and Hu
mayun, 543.
" Combat of Friends," the, 51.
Court,(the,) of Baber and Humayun,536.
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Dost Beg Ishekigha, entrusted with
Cambay and Baroda, 77.
Doulat Khan I.odi, his friendship for
Shir Shah, 117, 118.
Doulat Khan Nouhdni, his elevation at
the court of Adeli, 486. Slays Shah
Muhammed Firmuli, 488.
Doura, battle of, 10.
Durgawati, daughter of Rana Sanga,
her determined conduct and death, 37.

D'Acuna (Nufia), Viceroy of Goa, fur
nishes assistance to Behader Shah,
73. Sails to Diu, 91. Receives Be
hader Shah on hoard his ship, 92. His
part in the death of Behader Shah, 92.
Eder, reduction of, by Mozcffer Shah, 19.
His subsequent proceedings, 94.
Eibek, besieged and taken by Humayun,
Dawa Beg, joins Humayun, 310. 322.
370.
Deh -Afghanan, a suburb of Kabul, Ekbal Khan, .suspected of treason, 468.
battle of, 338.
Ekhtiar Khan, defends Champanir, 63.
Delhi, disruption of the empire of,
65. Surrenders to Humayun, 65.
under Sultan Muhammed Toghlak,
His acquirements, 65.
1 7. The city entrusted to Mir Fakhr El'ias Khan (Khwaja), joins his bro
Ali, 139. Attacked by Hindal
thers in rebellion, 489.
Mirza, 165. Occupied by Shir Shah,
196. Occupied by Humayun, 503.
Fakhr Ali (Mir), entrusted with the
520. Taken by Himu Bakal, 503.
government of Delhi, 139. His
Dera-Gez (the), the rout at, 374.
energy in favour of Humiiyun, 160.
Dera Kipchak (the), the battle at, 38] .
164. His advice to Kamran, 166.
Derawal, fort of, Humayun's halt there,
His death, 194.
239.
Derwish Ali, governor of Ujein, his Farakh (Shah), advises Shah Huseiu
not to join Humayun, 71.
death, 79.
Derwish Koka, his skirmish with the Farra, besieged by Obeid Khan, 98.
Fateh Khan Baluch Dudai, submits to
troops of Maldeo, 245.
Shir Shah, 424. Seizes Multan, 433.
Derwish Maksud Bengali, rejoins the
Is expelled by Haibat Khan, 433.
Emperor after the defeat at Chonsa,
Fateh Shah, the Chiragh-kush, defeated
175.
by Motiaim Khan, 407.
De Souza, (Emanuel,) Governor of Diu
Fatebpur- Gandava, 265.
Castle, 92. His death, 93.
Beg, or Fazil Beg, deserts Hu
Dhar, battle of, 19. Taken by Mo- Fazael
mayun, 233. Deserts Kamran, 310.
zeffer Shah, 19. Taken by'Sultan
Blinded by Kamran, 336.
Mahmud II. of Malwa, 32. Given
Fazilat, or Fazihat ( Kazi), appointed
by Shir Shah to Haji Khan, 431.
A min of Bengal, 428.
Dhamoni, assigned to Muhammed Shah,
Fazli (Mir), Governor of Benares, slain
29.
by Shir Shah, 151.
Dibalpur, defeat of the Afghans at, 511. Ferdausi,
allusion to his works, 25.
Dilawer Khan, assumes the sovereignty
Fend. See Shir Shah.
of Malwa, 19.
Dilawer Khan, Khan Khanan Lodi, Ferid Gur (Mir), opposes Humayun,
174. Sent in puisuit of Humayun,
commands Humayun's advance, 153.
after the battle of Kanauj, 195.
Carried off by Khowas Khan, 154.
Feringi
Khan. See San Jago.
His death in prison, 154, note.
Dilddr Agacheh, or Dildar Begum, Ferkhat Khan, appointed to Lahur, 523.
Displaced by Abul Maali, 524.
mother of Hindal, her reproach of
her son, 164. She entertains the Fihidi, 240.
Firozeh (Jam), his death, 62, note.
ladies of the court at Pater, 220.
Firuz Shah, King of Bengal, his ac
Makes up the quarrel between Hu
cession, 136. His murder, 136.
mayun and Hindal, 220.
Diu, 21. Behader Shah's flight thither, Firiiz Shah Sur, King of Delhi, his ac
cession, 483. His murder, 483.
60. Its commercial importance, 72.
Settlement of the Portuguese there, Fortresses (the), of Baber and Hu
mayun, 542.
72. The death of Behader Shah
there, 93. Is retained by the Portu
Gagrown, held by Medini Rao, 32.'
guese, 95.
0 o 2
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Gujrat, becomes an independent king
Besieged by Mahmud 1 1., 32. Re
dom, 17. Its early history, 18.
duced by Behader Shah, 40.
Mozeffer Khan, 18. Its prosperity
Gakers, account of their country and
its princes, 411, note. They defeat
under Ahmed Shah and Mahmud
Shir Shah's detachments, 425. Their
Shah Bigara, 20. Description and
importance of the country, 21.
contests with Islam Shah, 465.
Germsir (the), Humayun's visit to,
Overrun by Mahmud Khilji, 22.
Behader Shah succeeds to the throne,
272. Its surrender to Humayun,
33. Conquest of Humayun, 60. 73.
304.
Ghazi (Khwaja) of Tabriz, insults the
Anarchy, 73. Iieaction in favour of
Behader Shah, 81. Abandoned by
Rana of Amerkot, 257. Quarrels
the Moghuls, 87. Recovered by
with Keracha Khan, 350. Bestored
Behader Shah, 88.
to the office of Dewan, 508, note.
Ghazi Khan, chief of a Baluch tribe, Gul- Baluch, Humayun's stay there,
206.
submits to Shir Shah, 424.
Ghazi Khan Sur, defends Chunar, 140. Gulchehreh- Begum, married to Abas
Receives his son, Ibrahim Khan, 493.
(Sultan), 369.
Provisions Biana, 500. Is besieged Gurdiz, given to Hindal Mirza, 400.
in Biana, 521. Surrenders to Haider
Muhammed, 522. Is put to death, Habshis (the), in the army of Behader
Shah, 81.
501. 522.
Ghazi Mahali, ordered to seize Adel Hafez, his works, 25.
Khan, 451. Imprisoned by Khowas HaibatKhan Niazi, charged by Shir Shah
with the building of Rbotas, 426.
Khan, 451.
Ghazncvi (Mir). See Shems-ed-din
Reduces Multan, 433. Honoured
with the title of Azim Humayun,
Muhammed.
Ghazni, government of, bestowed by
433. Governor of the Penjab, 455.
Kamran on Askeri, 2G4. Bestowed
Gives up Kutb Khan, 455. Excites
on Hindal, 326. Surprised by Kimthe jealousy of Islam Shah, 457.
ran, 336. Shah Muhammed sent to
Joined by Khowas Khan, 457. De
secure it, 384. Given by Kamran
feated, 458. Defeats Khwaja Veis
to Keracha Khan, 387. Given to
Sirwani, 464. Is totally defeated,
Hindal, 400. Bestowed, on the
464. Slain, 467.
Haider Mirza Doghlat, accompanies
death of Hindal, on Akber, 404.
the Tartars in their inroad into Kash
Gholam Ali Sheshangusht, blinds Kimmir, 365. Returns to Kashghar,
ran, 414.
365. Joins Kamran, 105. Is left
Ghurbend, given by Kamran to Yasan
in charge of Lahur, 105. His ac
Doulat, 387.
count of Kamran's retreat from Delhi,
Ghuri, placed under Hindal, 332.
Taken by Kamran, 345. Left in
181. He adheres to Humayun, 183.
charge of Shir Ali, 345. Taken by
His account of the campaign against
Keracha Khan, 346. Recovered by
Shir Shah, 185. And of the battle
of Kanauj, 187. He joins Hu
Kamran, 347.
mayun in his flight, 195. Turns his
Gluirjistan, reduced by Shah Tabmasp,
thoughts towards Kashmir, 199.
100.
Arranges for its conquest, 203. 365.
Girndl, or Junagar, fortress of, taken by
Enters that country, 366. Defeats
Mahmud Shah Bigara, 20.
Malek Achi, 366. Acknowledged
Gondevana, the Rata of, join the Musas ruler of Kashmir, 205. 366.
ulman confederacy against Medini
Sends an envoy to invite Humayun
Rai, 27.
to Kashmir, 366. His character
Gour, the capital of Bengal, captured
and administration, 367. Is slain,
by Shir Shah, 142. Occupied by
368. His work, the Tarikh-e-UeHumayun, 149.
Government, state of, during the reigns
shidi, 368.
Haider Muhammed Khan, sent to re
of Baber and Humayun, 536.
duce Biana, 520. His perfidy, 522.
Gowdr tribes, they attack Humayun's
Superseded, 522.
camp, 62.
Ghazanfer, is imprisoned by Askeri, Haider Sultan, appointed to Kilat, 320.
and escapes, 84. Flies to the camp Haji Begum, Empress of Humayun,
of Behader Shah, 84.
taken prisoner, 171. Shir Shah's
Gualiar, surrendered to Shir Shah, 429.
generosity to her, 173.
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Uaji Khan Sultan, left in charge of
Dhdr, 431. Recalled, 432.
Hamida Bdnu Begum, her marriage
with Humayun, 220. Her descent,
220. Gives hirth to Akber in the
castle of Amerkot, 254. Her hur
ried flight from Shal-Mustung, 269.
Gives hirth to a daughter, 296.
Harhana taken by Biram Khan, 512.
Hari Kishen Birkis, (Raja) of Rhotas,
1 47. Treacherously expelled by Shir
Shah, 148.
Hastan, father of Shir Shah, 111. His
history, 112, Receives Sahsaram
and Khawaspur-Tanda in jagir,
112. His family, 113. Gives Shir
Shah the management of his jagirs,
115. His death, 118.
Hasan, (Shah)of Sind. Sec Shah Husein.
Hasan, (Sheikh) ofthe Mehdevisect,475.
Hasan Akhteh, brings Akber to his
father, 393.
Hasan Khalifat, with the artillery in
the battle of Kanauj, 187.
Hasan Khan Jihvani (Rai) deserts
Adeli, 494.
Hasan Koka, joins Humayun in Sistan,
276.
Hashem Beg, his loyalty, 234.
Hatia, in the Gaker country, 425.
Hazaras, predatory hahits of the, 348.
385.
Herat, taken by Obeid Khan, 98.
Recovered by Shah Tahmasp, 99.
Again besieged by Obeid Khan, 99.
Relieved by Shah Tahmasp, 100.
Taken and pillaged by the Uzbeks,
103. Recovered by Shah Tahmasp,
104. Visited by Humayun, 27H.
H'imu Bakal, his elevation in the Court
of Adeli, 486. Defeats Tajkban
Kerani, 490. His origin and charac
ter, 490. Sent by Islam Shah to
receive Kamran, 468, norc. Becomes
Prime Minister, 491. Assumes the
title of Raja, 491. Defeats Sultan
Ibrahim, 499. Besieges him in
Biana, 499. Abandons the siege,
500. Again defeats him at Mundhaker, 500. Defeat* and destroys the
army of Bengal, 502. Sent against
Akber, 503. Ileoccupies Agra and
Delhi, 503. Defeats Terdi Beg,
503. Defeated and slain at the battle
of Panipat, 503.
Hindal Mirza, son of Baber, has Alwar assigned to him, 6. His success
ful campaigns in the Gangetic Pro
vinces, 89. 90. Returns to Agra, 90.
Accompanies Humayun against Shir
Shah, 139. Receives Tirhut and
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Purnia, 1 49. Proceeds to his jagirs,
149. Marches to Agra, 150. 159.
Determines to revolt, 1 62. Brought
back to his allegiance by Sheikh
Bhul, 162. Revolts, and puts Sheikh
Bh61 to death, 1 52. i63. Proclaimed
Emperor, 152. 164. Marches for
Delhi, 164. Besieges it, 1 65. Aban
dons the siege and returns to Agra,
166. Retires to Ahvar, 166. Sub
mits to Kamran, 166. Is pardoned
by Humayun, 178. His humiliation,
178. Commands the advance at the
battle of Kanauj, 190. Accompanies
Humayun in his flight, 194. Pro
ceeds to Ahvar, 195. Rejoins Hu
mayun at Rahtak, 195. His treaty
with his brothers, 198. Recommends
an attack on Sind and Gujrat, 199.
Sets out on this expedition, 202.
Joined by Humayun at Gul-Baluch,
207. Marches to Pater, 215. His
camp visited by Humayun, 220.
Their quarrel, 220. Deserts Hu
mayun and marches to Kandahar,
221. Besieged in Kandahar by
Kamran, 253. 265. 302. Surrenders,
and is carried prisoner to Kabul,
265. 302. Appointed to the jagir of
Jiii-Shahi, 265. 302. Placed under
surveillance at Kabul, 302. Escapes,
315. Joins Humayun at Tiri, 322.
Is rebuked by Humayun for his in
discreet advice, 322. Commands the
advance against Kamran, 324. Ap
pointed to the government of Ghazni,
326; and to Badakhshan and Kunduz, 330. His conduct on Humayun's illness, 330. Made governor
of Kunduz, Andcrab, and the pro
vinces beyond the mountains, 332.
Entertains Humayun at Kunduz,
333. Clears the Abdereh pass, 337.
Defeats Kamran's forces at the battle
of Deh- Afghanan, 338. Pursues
Kamran, 344. Overtakes, but al
lows him to escape, 344. Throws
himself into Kunduz, 347. Joins
Humayun, 354. Takes part in the
siege of Talikan, 354. His division
repulsed by Kamran, 355. Joins
Humayun in h is expedition against
Balkh, 369. Engaged in the defeat
of the Uzbek advance, 372. His part
in the retreat from Balkh, 373.
Distinguishes himself at Dera-Gez,
375. Flies to Kunduz, 376. Besieged
there by Kamran, 377. Declines
Kamran's advances, 377. Joins Hu
mayun at Khinjan, 385. Commands
the left at the battle of Shutcrgerden,
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392. Pursues Kamran, 393. Entrusted with the governments of
Ghazni, Gurdiz, Bangash, and Logher, 400- Is slain at the surprise at
Jirbar, 402. Particulars of his death,
403. His remains conveyed to Ka
bul, 403. His daughter betrothed
to Akher, 403.
Hindia, invaded by Sekander and Milu
Khan, 79.
Hindu Beg Kochm ( Mir), left in charge
of Muhammedabad, 60. Hi* services
in Gujrat, 77. 79. Advises Humayun to settle the country, 77. Be
comes Humayun's Amir-ul-omra and
commander-in-chief, 133. Left in
charge of Juanpur, 143. His death,
151.
Hindus, their religion compired with
Muhammedanism, 4. Character of
the Hindu rule, 23.
Hisam-ed-din Ali (son of Mir Khalifa),
repulses Kamran in Zemin-dawer,
335. Cruelly slain by Kamran, 386.
Hissar-Firuza, granted to Kamran, 9.
Given to Akber, 520. Assigned to
Abul Maali, 524.
Hosheng Ghuri (Sultan), King of
Malwa, 19. Defeated and made pri
soner at Dhar, 19- Released and
reinstated, 20. Founds Mandu, 21.
His death, 21.
Hosheng II., or, Mahsos, King of
Malwa, 26. Surrenders to Sultan
Mahmud, 27. Escapes and joins
Muhammed Shah, 29.
Hoshengabud, reduction of, by Sultan
Mahmud, 22.
Huma, the, 291.
Humayun (Nasir-ed-din Muhammed),
succeeds his father, 1. Time and
place of his hirth, 1, note. Aspirants
to the throne, 3. Unsettled state of
the empire, 4. Formidable power
of the Afghans, 4. Foreign relations,
5. Humayun's character, 5. He
assigns jagirs to his brothers, 6. Pre
tensions and progress of Kamtau,
6—8. Humayun confirms him in
his provinces, and gives him Ilissar, 8.
Besieges Kalinjer, 9. 133. Is in
vaded by the Afghans, 9. 133. De
feats them at the battle of Doura,
10. 133. Returns to Agra, 10. 134.
Besieges Ch unar, 10. 1 34. Con
cludes a peace with Shir Khan, 11.
134. Receives an embassy from Be
hader Shah, 12. Quells the rebel
lion of Muhammed Zeman Mirza,
13. Proceeds to the aid of the Raja
of Cheitur, 1 4. Sends an ambas

sador to Behader Shah, 14. With
draws his forces, 15. Marches against
the Afghans of Behar, 15. Returns
to Agra, 16. Calls on Behader Shah
to dismiss the fugitives from his
Court, 42. Behader refuses, 43. Hu
mayun prepares for hostilities 43.
He returns to Agra, 46. Defeat of
his enemies at Mundrael, 46. He
invades Malwa, 47. Encamps at
Sarangpur, 47. Meets the army of
Behader Shah at Mandsur, 49. The
1' Combat of Friends," 51. Flight
of Behader, 53. Pillage of the camp,
54. Humayun pursues the fugitives,
54. Invests Mandu, 55. Receives
overtures from Behader, 55. Mandu
taken and plundered, 57. Huma
yun's supremacy in Malwa, 58. He
marches into Gujrat, 59. Arrives
at Champamr, 60. Flight of Be
hader to Cambay and Diu, 60. Hu
mayun pursues him, 61. Night attack
on his camp, 61. Pillage of Cambay, 62. He escalades Champanir,
64. Takes an immense booty, 66.
His indolence and revelry, 67. His
cruel punishment of a party of revel
lers, 67. He puts an imam to death,
70. His remorse, 70. Induces Shah
Hasan to aid him from Sind, 70.
Neglects the settlement of Gujrat, 73.
Marches against Imad-ul-mulk, 75.
Surprise of his advanced guard, 75.
He defeats Imad-ul-mulk, 76. His
arrangements for the government of
Gujrat, 77. Rejects the advice of
Hindu Beg, to restore Behader Shah,
77. Receives alarming intelligence
from Agra and Malwa, 78. Returns
to Mandu, 79. Halts at Buranpur,
79. His troops abandon Gujrat, 87.
He intercepts Askeri and Yadgar, 83.
They return to Agra, 88. State of
the Gangetic provinces, 89. Ilindal
Mirza's successful campaign, 89. Hu
mayun loses Malwa, 91. State of his
empire at this period, 108. His iudolence at Agra, 109. He prepares
to attack Shir Shah, 139. Is recon
ciled to Muhamed Zeman Mirza, 139.
Besieges Chunar, 140. Capitulation
of the fortress, 141. He advances to
Benares, 1 42. Calls on Shir &hah to
submit, 143. Shir Shah refuses, 143.
Humayun marches towards Bengal,
143. Receives the expelled King of
Bengal, 144. Approaches the Teriagarhi Pass, 144. Ilis advanced guard
surprised and routed, 146. He occu
pies Gour, 149. Subjugates the
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whole province, 149. His indolence,
ISO. Unsatisfactory state of his
affairs, 150. He despatches Sheikh
Bhul to bring back Hindal to his
duty, 150. Shir Khan's progress in
in Beha>, 151. Revolt of Hindal at
Agra, 152. Humayun retires from
Bengal, 153. His dangerous situa
tion, 154. The passes into Behar
forced by Askeri, 155. He approaches
the army of Shir Shah, 155. Beaches
Chonsa, 157. Distress of the impe
rial army, 157. Rebellion of Hindal,
159. Kamran's treacherous conduct,
167. Humayun's continued distress
at Chonsa, 167. Sends an envoy to
Shir Shah, 168. Negotiates with
him, 169. Negligence of Humayun,
170. Treacherous attack of Slur
Shah, 170. Slaughter of the Impe
rialists, 171. Hum&yun's danger,
171. Is wounded, 172. Flies across
the river, 172. His life saved by a
water-carrier, 172. Annihilation of
his army, 172. He flies with Askeri
to Agra, 174. Joins Kamran there,
177. Rewards the water-carrier,
179. Prepares again to attack Shir
Shah, 179. Is abandoned by Kam
ran, 181. Defeat of Shir Shah's advancedarmy, 181. Humayun marches
from Agra, 182. Is joined by Haider
M'irza, 182. Haider's character of
Humayun, 183. Inefficient state of
his army, 184. He marches to Kanauj, 185. Panic and desertions in his
army, 189. He is defeated at the
battle of Kanauj, 189. Flies from
the field, 191. Is assisted by Shemsed-din Muhammed, 191. Joined by
Askeri and Yadgar, 192. Arrives at
Agra, 193. Visits Syed Rafia-eddin, 193. Proceeds to Sikri, 194.
Joined by Hindal, with his fnnily,
194. Pursued by Mir Ferid, 195.
Reaches Delhi, 195. Flies towards
the Penjab, 195. Arrives at Lahur,
197. His treaty with his brothers,
198. Their want of union, 199.
Treachery of Kamran, 200. Hu
mayun abandons Lahur, 201. Re
fuses to make away with Kamran,
201. Is left by his brothers, 202.
Meditates an expedition to Kashmir,
202. His plans thwarted by Kam
ran, 204. Again iefuses to have
Kamran put to death, 205. Resolves
to join Hindal and Yadgar against
Bheker, 205. Proceed towards Sind,
205. Arrives at Gul-Baluch, 206.
Is joined by Hindal and Yadgar, 207.
oo
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Passes the territory of Bakhshul
Langa, 208. Confers on him the
title Khan Jehan, UOS. Encamps near
Bheker, 209. Review of his present
state and past career, 209, 210.
State of Sind on his arrival, 213.
Conduct of Shah Husein, 213. Hu
mayun resides at Lohri, 214. Dis
tress in his camp, 21 5. His embassy
to Shah Husein, 216. The Shah
endeavours to induce him to quit Sind,
217. Humayun besieges Bheker,
218. Visits the camp of Yadgar,
220. Visits Hindal, at Pater, 220.
His marriage with Hamida Begum,
220. He returns to his camp, 221.
Sends Abul Bnka to prevent the de
sertion of Hindal, 221. His conces
sions to Hindal, 222. He dismisses
Shah Husein's envoy, 222. Advances
to Sehwan, 223. Besieges Sehwan,
224. Approach of Shah Husein,
224. Humayun's difficulties, 224.
Desertions from his camp, 225. He
urges Hindal to act against Shah
Husein, 227. Sends Abdal Ghafur
to Yadgar, 227. Defection of Yad
gar, 2J7. Humayun's flotilla seized
by Shah Husein, 228. He retreats
from Sehwan, and loses his baggage,
229. Arrives at Rohri, 2129. Crosses
the Indus, 231. Rebellious conduct
of Yadgar, 231. Dispersion of Hu
mayun's force, 232. Threatened
attack of Yddgar, 234. Humayun's
despair, 234. He retreats to the
desert of Marwar, 235. Marches to
Uch, 236. Obstructed by Bakhshui
I.auga, 238, Marches to DeraVal,
238. Arrives in the Judpur terri
tory, 240. Sends Mir Samander to
Maldeo, 240. Deputes Shems-eddin Atkeh and llai-mal Soni to
Maldeo's court, 241. Learns Mal
deo 's insincerity, 241.
Retreats
towards Jeselmir, 242. Forms a
coveting party, 244. Skirmish of
the cavalry, 245. Receives a hostile
embassy from Jeselmir, 246. Reaches
Jeselmir, 246. Proceeds by the
Greater Desert, 246. Sufferings from
want of water, 247. Receives a
second embassy from Jeselmir, 248.
Arrives at Amerkot, 249. Hospi
tably received by the Rana, 249.
Aneedotes of Humayun, 250, 2,11.
His stay at Amerkot, 252. Huma
yun resolves to invade Jun, 254.
Places his family in Amerkot, 254.
His rejoicings at the hirth of Akber,
2.55. Sends to attack Jani Beg,
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256. Entrencheshiscamp at Jun, 256.
Increases his forces, 256. Is opposed
by Shah Husein, 257. Deserted by
his Hindu allies, 257. Is unsuccess
fully attacked by Shah Husein, 258.
Is joincJ by Biram Khan, 258.
Renewe 1 scarcity in the Imperial
camp, 259. Destruction of the forag
ing detachment, 261. He receives
an envoy from Shah Husein, 262.
Concludes an agreement with him,
262, Abandons Sind, 263. Ad
vances towards Kandahar, 265. His
difficulties, 266. Hostile prepara
tions of his brothers, 267. He turns
off towards Mustung, 267. Askeri's
advance to seize him, 267. His flight
towards Sistan, 269—271. Detained
temporarily by the Baluches, 272.
Hospitably treated by Malek Khati,
* 272. Enters the Germsir, 272. Sends
a letter to the King of Persia, 273.
Takes refuge in Sistan, 274. His reluc
tance to enter Persia, 275. His re
ception in Sistan, 275. Is joined by
many of his followers, 275. Sets out
for Herat and Meshh'id, 277. His
regal entertainment, 277. He pro
ceeds to Herat, 279. Visits Jam and
Meshhid, 279. Proceeds to join
Shah Tahmasp, 280. Sends forward
Biram Khan as envoy, 281. The
Shah's treatment of Biram, 281 . Ilumuyun's arrival and residence at
Kazvin, 282. He receives a depu
tation from the Shah, 282. His in
terview with Shah Tahmasp, 283.
He proceeds with the Court to Sultania, 284. Is neglected, 284. Visits
the shrine of Sultan Muhammed
Khudabendeh, 284. The Shah's in
tolerance, 285. His desire to convert
Humayun to the Shia faith, 285.
Humayun visited by Kazi Jehan,
285.. Signs a paper of conformity to
the Shia faith, 286. Attends a
grand hunting party, 286. Misun
derstanding between the sovereigns,
289. Humayun makes Bertram
Mirza his enemy, 290. Change in
the conduct of the Shah, 291. League
between the monarchs, 291. Parting
festivities, 292. Humayun's pre
paration for his journey to Kandahar,
296. Remaiks on his treatment by
the Shah, and his own conduct, 297
—300. His arrival in Sistan, 301.
Affairs of his brothers, 302. The
Germsir surrendered to him, 303.
B'ist reduced, 304. Kamran's pre
parations, 304. Akber removed to

Kabul, 304. Humayun besieges
Kandahar, 306. Sends Biram Khan
as envoy to Kabul, 307. Progress
of the siege of Kandahar, 308. Its
surrender, 311. The Emperor's le
niency to Askeri Mirza, 311. He
delivers the fort to the Persian auxi
liaries, 313. Dissensions between the
Imperial and Persian troops, 316.
Humayun supplies himself with
horses by plunder, 317. Uncertainty
of his counsels, 317. He seizes Kan
dahar, 318. Sends ambassadors to
Persia, 320. Divides the district
among his nobles, 320. Proceeds to
Kabul, 321. Is joined by Hindal
and Yadgar, 322. Advance of Kam
ran, 323. Desertions to Humayun,
324. Embassy from Kamran, 324.
Humayun occupies Kabul, 325. Re
covers his son Akber, 325. Receives
congratulatory embassies, 326. Imprisonsand tries Yadgar, 327. Marches
against Badakhshan, 328. Puts Yad
gar to death, 328. Defeats the army
of Badakhshan, 329. Submission of
the country, 330. Dangerous illness
of Humayun at Shahdan, 330. His
recovery, 331. Kabul retaken by
Kamra.ii, 332. Humayun concludes
a treaty with Suleiman Mirza, 332.
Leaves Hindal governor of Kunduz
and other provinces, 332. Marches
against Kabul, 333. Received by
Hindal at Kunduz, 333. Halts at
Khwaja Syaran, 333. Is deserted
by many followers, 337. Holds a
a council, 337. Resolves to at
tack Kabul, 338. Proceeds by the
Payan pass, 338. Defeats Kamran's
general, 338. Takes the outer forti
fications, 339. Joined by many of
Kamran's chiefs, 340, Intercepts and
defeats Shir Ali, 340. Threatens to
retaliate Kamran's cruelties, 342.
Receives submissive overtures from
him, 34.'). Enters the town, and
gives it up to pillage, 346. Sends
Keracha Khan in pursuit of the fugi
tive Kamran, 346. Marches against
Kamran, 348. Returns to winter at
Kabul, 348. Rebellion of Keracha
Khan and others, 348. He sends in
pursuit of the rebels, 348. Collects
his forces, 352. Marches to Karabiigh,
352. The Governor of Badakhshan
declares for him, 352. He advances,
353. Is joined by Hindal, 354.
Encamps in the Alcng Kazan of
Anderab, 354. Besieges Talikan,
354. His troops repulsed, 355. Joined
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by Suleiman M'irza and Chaker Khan,
356. Submissive offers of Kamran,
356. Kamran surrenders, 357. Humayun pardons the rebels, 357.
Generously receives Kamran, 358.
His stay at Bend- Kusha, 359. Settles
his northern dominions, 359. Restores
Taimur's fort of Perian, 361. Returns
to Kabul, 361. State of his Court,
362. Orders Kuracha Khan and
Mosahib Bey to proceed to Mekka,
363. Receives an embassy from Abdal Reshid Khan, of Kashgar, 364.
Despatches one to Shah Tahmasp,
364. Invited by Mirza Haider to
Kashmir, 366. Prepares and conducts
an expedition against Balkh, 368.
Joined by Mirias Ibrahim, IIiudal,
and Suleiman, 369. Takes Eibek,
370. Advances, 371. Suddenly at
tacked by the Uzbeks, 371. Repulses
the Uzbek advance, 372. Resolves to
retreat, 373. Panic in his army, 374.
Rout at the Dera-Gez, 374. Flies
towards Kabul, 375. The Emperor's
adventures 375. Winters in Kabul,
376. Proceedings of Kamran, 377.
His party in Humayun's Court, 379.
Humayun prepares to seize him, 380.
Marches to Ab-BAran, 380. Is sur
prised by Kamran at the Dera Kipchak, 381. Want of zeal among Hu
mayun's chiefs, 382. He flies and is
wounded, 383. Reaches the Sirtdn
pass, 383. Is joined by a reinforce
ment, 383. Proceeds to Kahmerd,
384. Joined at Khinjan by Hindal
and others, 385. Prepares to return
to Kabul, 385. Conduct of Kamran,
385. He occupies Kabul, 386. The
Emperor advances from Anderab,
387. His compact with his chiefs,
387. The armies meet near Shutergerden, 390. Humayun endeavours
unsuccessfully to negotiate, 391. Or
ders an attack, 392. Defeats and
compels Kamran to fly, 393. Reoccupies Kabul, 394. Sends Askeri
to Mekka, 397. Proceeds again against
Kamrdn, 397. Puts to death Haji
Muhammed and his brother, 400,
Change in Humayun's policy, 400.
Tranquillization of Afghanistan, 400.
The Emperor marches against Kam
ran. 401. Night atlack on his camp
at Jiibar, 402. Repels the assailants,
402. Winters at Behsud, 405. Sur
prises Kamran's camp, 405. Re
turns to Kabul, 406. Lays waste
Bangash, 406. Receives an offer from
the Gakers to surrender Kamran,
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407. Kamran submits and joins
Humayun, 411. Hum&yun consults
as to his fate, 412. Deprives him of
his eyesight, 412. Permits him to
proceed to Mekka, 416. Has an
interview with him, 416. Humayun
plunders the country, 419. Proposes
to attack Kashmir, 419. Defection
among his troops, 419. Recrosses
the Indus, 420. Rebuilds and pro
visions Peshawer, 420. Returns to
Kabul, 421. 469. Favourable state
of his affairs, 421. Resolves to re
conquer India, 422. 506. Suspects
Biram Khan, 507. Proceeds to
Kandahar, 507. Is magnificently
entertained by Biram Khan, 507.
Returns to Kabul, 509. Is joined
by Biram Khan, 509. Sets out, and
reaches the Indus, 509, 510. State
of India at this time, 510. He crosses
the Indus, 510. Occupies Khotas,
the Northern Penjab, and Lahur,
511. He occupies Sirhend, 513.
Continued distractions in Hindustan,
514. His army under Biram Khan
crosses the Satlej, 514. He gains
the battle of MacMwara, 499. 515.
Humayun obtains a complete victory
over Sekander Shah and the Afghans,
at the battle of Sirhend, 499. 518.
Decisive effects of the victory, 519.
He reoccupies Delhi, 520. Distri
butes the provinces, 520. Surrender
of Biana, 521. Frequent insubor
dination of Humayun's officers, 522.
Revolt of Mirza Suleiman, 522. Mis
conduct of Abul Maali, 523. Hu
mayun's plans for the government of
the empire, 526. Particulars of his
death, 527. His death concealed for
a time, 528. Alarm excited by the
event, 529. Danger of the crisis
529. His character, 530.
Husein Arghun (Shab), or Shah Husein
Mirza, or Shah Hasan, Ruler of Sind,
makes a diversion in favour of Hu
mayun, 71. Ravages Gujrat, 71.
Retreats, 72. His character, 213.
Humayun enters his territory, 213.
His apprehensions, 213. Receives a
mission from Humayun, 216. Pro
crastinates, 216. Attempts to induce
Humayun to quit Sind, 217. His
defensive operations, 224. Intrigues
with Yadgar, 227. Seizes Humayun's
flotilla, 228. His proceedings at
Bheker and Sakar, 252. Advances
against Humayun, 257. Attacks Hu
mayun unsuccessfully, 258. Prepares
for battle, 262. Concludes a peace
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with Humayun, 232. Receives Kimran, 335. Gives him his daughter in
marriage, 335. Aids him in recover
ing Kabul, 336. Receives him when
blinded, 418.
Huscin Kuli Sultan, his visit to Hu
mayun, 276. Serves with Humayun's Persian allies, 294. His part
at the rout at the Dera-Gez, 373. 375;
and at Kipchak, 382. Taken prisoner
by Kamran, 386. Hewn to pieces by
Kamran's order, 386.
Ibrahim, grandfather of Shir Shah, 111.
Ibrahim (Kluvajn), his prudent con
duct on the death of IVlirza Hindal,403.
Ibrahim Khan, son of Kutb Khan, in
vades Rchar, 127. His defeat by
Shir Shah, and death, 128.
Ibrahim Khan Sur, or Sultan Ibrahim
Sur, slays Sckander Khan Firmuli,
488. Rebels against Adeli in Biana,
493. Defeats Isa Khan Niazi, 493.
Takes Delhi and Agra, and assumes
the sovereignty, 494. Extent of his
territory, 495. Opposes Ahmed
Khan at Farrah, 496. Defeated by
Ahmed, 496. Escapes to Sambhal,
496. Again takes the field, 499.
Defeated by Muhammed Shah, who
besieges him in Biana, 499. De
feated by ITimu Bakal at Khanvra,
500. His flight and fate, 501.
Ibrahim Lodi, (Sultan) of Delhi, his
reception of Shir Shah, 1 1 7.
Ibrahim (Mirza), son of Kamran,
escapes with his father to Ghazni, 325.
Ibrahim (Mirza), son of Mirza Sulei
man of Badakhshan, carried captive
by Kamran into Kabul, 303. Per
mitted to return to Badakhslmn, 314.
Joins Humayun at Karabagh, 353.
Joins Humayun in his campaign
against lialkh, 369. Sent back to
defend Badakhshan, 370. Joins Hu
mayun at Khinjan, 385. Commands
the advance in the battle of Shutergerden, 1592. Betrothed to Bakhshi
Banu Begum, 394.
I mud Khan, joins his brother Taj Khan
in rebellion, 489.
Imad-ul-mulk, King of Berar, assisted by
Behader Shah, when attacked by the
Kings of Beder and Ahmednagar, 33.
Imad-ul-mulk Khaseh-khail, liies from
Mandsur, 53. Repairs liehader Shah's
fortunes, 74. Surprises Humayun's
advance, 75. Is defeated, 76. Places
Miran Muhammed Shah Faruki on
the throne of Gujrat, 97.
Imad-ul-mulk Lodi, sent to aid Mu

hammed Shah at Malwa, 28. His
differences with Bohjat Khan, 29.
Isa Khan, the Mir Hajib, his advice to
Sultan Islam, 453.
Isa Khan Ilij&b Sirwani, waits on Hu
mayun with Kutb Khan, 12. Causes
Sultan Islam to be proclaimed, 448.
Isa Khan Niazi, answers for the safety
of Adcl Khan, 449. Retires with him
to Biana, 451. Retires, on Adel's
defeat, to Mewat, 454. Advances
with Khowas Khan against Islam
Shah, 457. Withdraws his forces,
458. Retires to the mountains, 460.
Defeated by Ibrahim Khan Sur, 493.
Isa Khan Sur, placed in the government
of Malwa, 463.
Isa Terkhan, his command against
Sheikh Ali Beg, 260.
Ishak (Syed). See Shitab Khan.
Ishak Sultan, defends Kila-Zefer against
Kamran, 377. Joined by Suleiman
Mirza, 378.
Ishan Taimur Sultan, accompanies Hu
mayun in his retreat from Judp6r,
£44. 249. Sent to support Sheikh
Ali, 260. Is defeated, 261.
Iskander Mirza, commands Kamran's
auxiliaries with Humayun, 183.
Iskander Sultan, deserts from the camp
of Humayun, 337.
Islam Shah (Sultan), or Selim Shah
Sur, second son of Shir Shah, pro
claimed King of Delhi, 448. Cause
of his preference to his elder brother,
Adel Khan, 448. lie invites Adel,
449. Meeting of the brothers, 449.
Islam's scheme for seizing Adel fails,
450. He is publicly acknowledged
as king, 450. Makes a further at
tempt to seize Adel, 451. Rebellion
of Adel and the chief amirs, 451.
Alarm of Islam, 452. He moves
out to meet them, 453. Defeats them,
453. Secures his father's treasures in
Chunar, 454. Procures the desth of
the hostile chiefs, 454. Returns to
Agra, 455. Extent of his domi
nions, 455. His jealousy of the
governors of Malwa and Multan,
455, 456. Threatened revolt in the
Penjab, 457. Constructs new works
at Agra and Delhi, 457. Advances
to the Penjab, 457. Meets the army
of the rebels at Anlbala, 458. De
feats them, 458. His imminent
danger, 459. Occupies the Penjab,
and repairs to Gualiar, 459. Quarrels
with Shujaa Khan of Malwa, 463.
Invades Malwa, 463. Puts Shujaa
to flight, 463. Restores him to his
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province, 463. Obtains a victory
over Azim Humayun, in the Penjab,
464. His disgraceful conduct after
the victory, 464. Advances to linotas, 465. His contests with the
Gakcrs, 465. Discontents in his
camp, 465. Makes peace with the
Gakers, on their expelling the Niazis,
466 ; who are exterminated in the
defiles, 467. Guilds Mankot, 467.
Narrowly escapes assassination, 467.
Visited by Kamran, 408. 468. His
haughty reception of him,408. Islam's
alarm at the approaching invasion of
Humayun, 468. He meditates the
destruction of Lahur, and the removal
of the capital to Mankot, 469. Mu
tual suspicions of Islam and his nobles,
470. His death, 471. His charac
ter, 471. His administration of
justice, 475. His treatment of the
Mchdevis, 480.
Islamabad. See Penan.
Ismael Beg Duldi, appointed to the
government of Zemin-dawer, 320.
Deserts Humayun, 351. Escapes to
Kamran Mirza, 352. Pardoned by
Humayun, 357.
Ismael Khan, a Beluch chief, submits
to Shir Shah, 424.
Jabar Kuli Korchi, his proposal to slay
Kamran, 205.
J&mi, his poems, 25.
Jamil Beg, joins Humayun in the march
on Kabul, 323.
Jamu, Uaja of, refuses to receive the
fugitive Kamran, 410.
Januha tribe, their fort given up to Sul
tan Adam Gaker, 419.
Jehan Kazvini (Kazi), minister of Shah
Tahmasp, urges Humayun to adopt
the Shia faith, 28j. ' His friendly
feeling towards Humayun, 290.
Jehan Shirazi (Khan), his operations
against Humayun's officers in Gnjrat,
82.
Jehangcr-Kuli Beg, his services in Be
har and Bengal, 145, 146. Left in
charge of Bengal, 153. Defeated by
Shir Shah, 175. His death, 175.
Jemil ( Mir ),his defence of Kanduhar,306.
Jenkinson, his reception at the Persian
court, 298, note.
Jeselmir, Humayun's distresses in, 24 6.
Jhi'uejas, (the,) 71. Chastised by Shah
Hasan, 72.
Jiji Anka, 271.
Jilal Khan, son of Sultan Muhammcd
I.ohaui. See SuKan Jelal-ed-din.
Jilal Khan, second son of Shir Khan,
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left to defend Chunar, II. Engaged
in the siege of Gour, 142. Occupies
the Teria-garhi Pass, 144. Surprises
Humayun's advance, 146. Abandons
the pass, 147. Defeats Yusef Beg,
152. His share in the battle of Kanauj, 1 90. Proclaimed King of
Delhi, under the title of Islam Shah,
448. See Islam Shah.
Jilal Khan Jilwani, repels the attack of
the llajputs on Shir Shah's camp,
438. Joins in the rebellion of Adel
Khan, 451. Is put to death by Islam
Shah, 454.
Jilal-ed-din Lohani (Sultan), succeeds
to the throne of Behar, 125. En
gages in a conspiracy with his rela
tions against the minister Shir Khan,
126. Flies to Bengal, 127. Beturns
with an army, 127. Is defeated, and
returns to Bengal, 128. Submits to
BAber, 1 30. Is assigned a jagir by
Baber, 131.
Jilai-ed-din Mahmud (Khwaja), joins
Humayun, 273. Appointed Mir
Saman, 273. His advice to Huma
yun, 329, note. Appointed to the
government of Kabul, 411.
Jilal-ed-din Sherki (Sultan), his claim
to the throne of Behar, 128.
Jirbar, surprise of, 402.
Jogi Khan, a servant of Kamran, 407.409
Jouher, notice of his " Memoirs," 280.
His account of the death of Hindal,
402. His details of the blinding of
Kamran, 413.
Juanpur, taken by the Afghans, 9. Be
sieged by Ulugh Mirza, 89. Be
sieged by Shir Shah, 151.
J&dpur. See Marwar.
Jtii-Shahi (now Jelalabad). bestowed on
Hindal Mirza, 265. Given by Kam
ran to Mirza Askeri, 387. Given to
Khizer Khwaja Khan, 400.
Jun, Humayun's invasion of, 254. De
scription of it, 255. Humayun's in
trenched camp at, 256.
Junagar. Ste Gimal.
Juneid Biilas (Sultan), reinstated in
the government of Juanpur, 10. Go
vernor of Kana-Manikpur, 122.
Assists Shir Khan to regain his
jagirs, 1^2, 123. Appointed to the
government of Behar, 131. Abandons
Juanpur, 133. His death, 110, 139.
Justice, administration of, during the
reigns of Baber and Humayun, 544.
Kabul, the kingdom of, confirmed to
Kamran, 6. Festivities there on the
triumphant return of Kamran, 303.
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Retaken by Kamran, 332. 336.
Besieged by Humayun, 338. The
outer enclosure taken, 339. Siege of
the town and citadel, 339. Surren
dered, 344. Again taken by Kamran,
386. Reoccupied by Humayun, 394.
Kabuli, his death, 371.
Kader Shah, or Milu Khan, assumes
the soveregnty of Malwa, 429. He
quarrels with Shir Shah, 430. Shir
Shah marches against him, 430. Ap
parent reconciliation between them,
430. Ordered to Laknou, 431. Es
capes to Gujrat, 431. Totally de
feated by Shujaa Khan, 432.
Kafur, the eunuch, 191.
Kahmerd, government of given to
Slrir-efken, 331. Given to Hindal,
332.
Kalinjer, besieged by Humayun, 9. 133.
Siege raised, 9. 133. Description of
the fort, 440. Besieged by Shir
Shah, 440. Captured, and Shir Shah's
death there, 441.
Kalpi, placed under the government of
Yadgiir Nasir Mirza, 139.
Kalur, Raja of, entertains Kamran, 410.
Kambelmer, reduced by Mahmud
Khilji, 22.
Kamber All, slays Keracha Khan, 393.
Kamber Diwana, his conquest of Bedaun, 520. Attacked Jnd put to death
by Ali Kuli Sistani, 520.
Kambhu ( Raja), receives and enter
tains Kamran, 409, 410.
Kamran Mirza, son of Baber, confirmed
in the kingdoms of Kabul and Kan
dahar, 6. His amhitious views, 6.
He marches towards Hindustan, 6.
Captures Lahur, 7. Occupies the
Pcnjab, 8. Concessions of Humayun
to him, 8. He acquires Hiss&r-Firoza, 9. Relieves Kandahar, 101;
and Lahur, 102. Retakes Kandahar
from the Persians, 105. His power,
165. Called in to relieve Delhi, 165.
Pursues Hindal Mirza, 166. Receives
his submission, 1 06. Commands the
confederates against Shir Khan, 167.
His amhition, 167. Returns to Agra,
167. Is joined by Humayun at Agra,
177. Meeting of the brothers, 178. His
illness, 181. Hereturnsto Lahur, 183.
Receives Humayun at Lahur, 197.
His selfish conduct, 197. His treaty
with his brothers, 198. Their want
of union, 199. Kamran's treachery,
200. He makes overtures to Shir
Shah, 200. Receives his ambassador,
201. Abandons Lahur, 201. Departs
for Kabul, 202. Thwarts the plans

of Humayun, 204. Besieges Hindal
in Kandah&r, 253. Assumes the royal
insignia in Kabul, 264. Invades Ba
dakhshan, 265. 302. Sends an ambas
sador to Shah Husein of Sind, 265.
His power when Humayun entered
Persia, 274; and at the invasion of
Kandahar by Humayun, 302. He
again invades Badakhshan, 303. De
feats Mirza Suleiman at Anderab,
303. Captures Kila-Zefer, 303. His
royal prisoners, 303. His apparent
prosperity, 303. His apprehensions
and preparations on the approach of
Humayun, 304. He removes Akber
to Kabul, 304. Receives Biram Khan
at Kabul, 307. His irresolution, 308.
Defection of his chief nobles, 309.
His perplexity, 313. Desertion of
all the mirzas, 315. His isolation,
315. He advances to oppose Hu
mayun, 323. Amount of his army,
323, note. His alarm, 324. He sends
an embassy to Humayun, 324. Flies
to the citadel of Kabul, 325. Proceeds
to Ghazni, 325. Is refused admittance
there, 326. Takes refuge in Sind,
32fi. 335. Marries Chuchak Begum,
335. Leaves Sind on hearing of
Humayun's illness, 335. Plunders
Afghan horse-dealers, 335. Surprises
Ghazni, 336. Retakes Kabul, 332.
336. Puts the governors to death,
336. His cruelties, 336. His general
defeated by Hindal, 338. Besieged
in Kabul by Humayun, 339. Kamran's brutal conduct, 341. His distress
and submissive applications, 343. He
escapes from Kabul, 344. Robbed by
the Hazaras, 345. Takes Ghuri, 345.
Flies to Badakhshan, 345; and
thence to Balkh, 346. Loses Ghuri,
346. Engages Pir Muhammed Khan
in his interest, 346. Returns with an
army from Balkh, 347. Recovers
Ghuri and takes Baklan, 347. Attacks
Badakhshan, 347. Receives Keracha
and other rebels from Humayun's
camp, 352. Advances to relieve
Talikan, 354. Repulses the besiegers,
355. Retires to the town, 356. Is
besieged, 356. His distress, 356. His
submissive offers to the Emperor,
356. Surrenders to Humayun, 357.
His generous reception by him, 358.
Receives the province of Khutlan, 360.
His dissatisfaction, 360. Sets out for
his government, 360. Quarrels with
Chaker Khan, 368. Declines to repair
to Kabul, 368. Fails to join Hu
mayun in his expedition against Balkh,
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369. His continued absence, 372.
Attemps to conquer Badakhshan, 377.
Besieges Kunduz, 377. Calls in the
Uzbeks, 377. Raises the siege, 378.
Returns to Kulab, 378. His camp
plundered by the Uzbeks at Rostak,
378. His army dispersed, 378. Re
tires to Khost, 379. Excites a revolt
in Kabul, 379. The Emperor pre
pares to seize him, 380. Kamran
surprises him at the Dera Kipchak,
381. Defeats him, and compels him
to fly, 382. Kamran occupies Kabul,
386. Increases his army and divides
the provinces, 387. The Emperor
advances against him, 387. Kamran
refuses the terms offered, 391. Is
defeated at Ashterkerdm, and escapes
from the field, 393. 395. Plundered
by the Afghans, 396. Takes refuge
with Malek Muhammed of Mundrawer, 396. Driven to the country of
the Khalil and Mehmend Afghans,
397. Collects troops, and plunders the
country, 397. Besieges Charbagh,
397. Retreats to Peshawer, 398. Re
tires to Lamghan, 398. Flies towards
the Indus, 400. Collects troops, and
again advances against Humayun,
401. Retires on the Emperor's ap
proach, 401. Attacks the Emperor's
camp by night, 402. Repulsed, 402.
His distress at his brother Hindal's
death, 403. Surprised by Humayun,
405. Flics to Selim Shah, King of
Delhi, 406. His humiliating re
ception, 408. His escape, 409. His
subsequent wanderings and detention
by the Gakets, 407. 410. He sur
renders to Humayun, 411. Dis
cussions as to his fate, 412. Is
deprived of his eyesight, 412. His
interview with Humayun, 416. De
serted by his attendants, 418. Pro
ceeds to Sind and Mekka, 418.
Devotion of his wife, 418. Their
deaths, 419.
Kanauj, taken by Muhammed Sultan,
89. Recovered by Hindal Mirza, 89.
Bestowed on Nur-ed-din Muhammed
Mirza, 139. Battle of, 187 et teg.
Bestowed by Muhammed Shah on
Sirmast Khan, 487.
Kandahar the kingdom of, confirmed
to Kamran, 6. The town besieged
by Sim Mirza, 101. Relieved by
Kamran, 101. Taken by Shah Tahmasp, 104. Surrendered to Kamran,
105. Delivered by Kcracha Khan to
Hindal, 265. Besieged and taken
by Kamran, 253. 265. Bestowed on
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Askeri Mirza, 265. Besieged by
Humayun, 306. Distress and de
sertions in the garrison, 310. Sur
render of the town, 311. Given over
to the Persians, 313. Seized by Hu
mayun, 319. Joy of the inhahitants,
31 9. The provinces of, distributed by
Humayun, 320.
Kanji Khwaja, delivers the keys of
Kandahar to Shah Tahmasp, 105.
Karabagh, 352.
Karatigin, government of, given by
Humayun to Askeri, 360.
Karra-Manikpur, reduced by Shah
Mirza, 85.
Kashmir, the exiled nobles of, apply
to Haider Mirza for aid, 203. Un
successful expedition of Baba Jujkeh,
203. Its invasion recommended by
Haider Mirza, 199. Humayun re
solves to attempt the conquest of,
202. He abandons the attempt, 205.
Haider Mirza proceeds on the en
terprise, 364. History of the country,
364. Haider Mirza takes possession
of the capital, 366 ; and becomes
master of the kingdom, 366.
Kasim Ali (Moulana), slain at Chonsa,
173.
Kasim Birlas, taken prisoner by the
Badakhshan nobles, 314. Sent against
Humayun, 323. Occupies the Khimar
pass, 323. Is dislodged, 323. Left
in charge of Kabul, 380. Surrenders
Kabul to Kamran, 386.
Kasim Husein Sultan Uzbek, appointed
to Baruch and Nousari, 77. Aban
dons his capital, 82. Advises an instant attack on Shir Khan at Chonsa,
157. Aids in the defeat of Kutb
Khan, 181. At the battle of Kanauj,
190. Joins Humayun at Delhi, 195.
Joins Hindal in his attempt on
Gujrat, 202. Deserts to Yadgar
Mirza, 233. Advises Askeri not to
move against Humayun, 267. De
serts Kamran, 310. Joins Humayun
against Kamran, 352. Flies at the rout
of Kipchak, 382. Deserts to KaWan,
S86.
Kasim Mokhlis, Kamran's Master of
Ordnance, 323.
Kattiawar, reduced by MozefferKhan,l 9.
Kazvin, Persian royal residence of, 281.
Humayun's sojourn there, 282.
Kemal Gaker, his escape at Gualiar,
4.56, tide.
Keracha Beg or Khan, seizes Laln'ir
by stratagem, 7. Is Humayun's prime
minister, 330. 350. His decided
conduct on the illness of Humayun,

'
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331. Clears the Abdereh Pass, 337.
His part in the battle of Deh-Afghanan, 338. Takes Kamran's gene
ral prisoner, 338. His son cruelly
treated by Kamran, 342. Takes
Ghuri, 346. His unsuccessful ex
pedition into Bndakhshan, 347. His
quarrel with Khwaja Ghazi, 350.
He revolts against Humayun, 351.
Deserts, 351. Escapes to Kamran,
352. Brought in chains before Hu
mayun, and pardoned, 357, note.
Ordered to proceed to Mekka, 363.
Allowed to return, 363. He again
deserts from Humayun, 386. Ap
pointed by Kamran to Ghazni, 387.
Slain at the battle of Shutergcrden,
393.
Khalid Beg, presents his horse to Hu
mayun, 249.
Khalifa Sultan Shamlu, his defence of
Khorasan, 102. Is defeated and
slain, 102.
Khalil (Sheikh), his mission from Shir
Shah to Humayun, 168.
Khan-Kluinan, title of, bestowed by
Humayun on Biram Khan, 399.
Khnn Khdnan I.odi. See Dilawer Khan.
Khanzada Begum, her care of the infant
Akher, 305. Her journey to Askeri,
at Kandahar, 308. Her mediation
between Humayun and Askeri, 311.
Her death, 322.
Khati (Malek), his hospitality to Hu
mayun in the desert, 272.
Khimar Pass, (the,) cleared by Humayun's troops, 323.
Khizer Khan, his defence of PatanNehrwiila, 70, 71.
Khizer Khan, son of Muhammed Shah
Stir, succeeds his father in Gour, 504.
Assumes the title of Sultan Behader,
504. Is defeated by Muhammed
Shah, 504.
Khizcr Khan (Khwaja), accompanies
the Emperor in his retreat from Dera
Kipchak, 383. Appointed to the
government of Jiii-Shahi, 400.
Khizer Khan Hazara, escapes from
Kandahar, 310. Receives Kamran,
334. Escapes from Kabul, 339.
Khizer Khan SirwAni, assumes the
sovereignty of Bengal, 428. Is
thrown into prison, 339.
Khodaid&d Khan, put to death by
Islam Shah, 454.
Khodawend Khan. See Kumi Khan.
Khondcinir, author of the Kahil-usseir, his death, 79, note.
Khordsan, invaded by Obeid Khan, 98.
Relieved by Shah Tamasp, 100.

Again invaded by the Uzbeks, 102.
Occupied by Shah Tahmasp, 104.
Committed to the care of Sultan
Muhammed Mirza, 104.
Khosrou Beg Kokiltash, his treasonable
designs, 160.
Khosrou Shah, garden of, at Kunduz,
333.
Khosrou Sultan, defeated by Ilaji Mu
hammed, 372.
Khost, collectorate of, given to Monaim
Beg, 330. Given to Hindal, 332.
Khowas Khan, his operations in the
conquest of Bengal, 142. He forti
fies the Teria-garhi Pass, 144. De
feats Raja Mharta, 169. His part
in the battle of Kaniiuj, 190. Ap
pointed Sipahsalar by Shir Shah,
426. Acknowledges Sultan Islam,
449.
Guarantees Adel Khan's
safety, 449. Receives Adel Khan,
451. They are joined by some of
the chief amirs, 451. They march
on Agra, 451. Defeated by Sultan
Islam, 453. Takes refuge in Mewat
and Kemaun, 454. Joins in the re
bellion of the Penjah, 457. With
draws his forces, 458. Defeats Yahia
Salwai, 460. Is put to death by
Taj Khan, 460. His character, 460.
Veneration of his memory, 461.
Khurram Begum, mother of Suleiman
Mirza, 314.
Khutlun. See Kulub.
Khwaja Pushteh, Pass of, 324.
Khwaja Syaran, Humayun halts at,
333.
Kicheri, an Indian dish, 295.
Kilan (Amir Khwaja), his brave de
fence of Kandahar, 101. Surrenders it
to the Persians, 1 04. Is Kamran's prime
minister, 181. Proceeds to llhira,204.
Is seized there by Kamran, 205.
Kil.it, bestowed on Shir-cfken Beg,
320.
Kila-Zefer, fort of, 41. Blockaded by
Kamran, 303. Surrenders, 303.
Taken by the Badakhshan conspir
ators, 3 1 4.
Kizclbashes. Sec Persians,
Koh- Aakabein, 339.
Kokan, the Northern, included in the
kingdom of Gujrat, 20.
K6H tribes, (the,) attack Humayun's
Camp, 61, 62.
Kota, pays tribute to Mahmud K hilji, 22.
Kulub or Khutlan, bestowed by Hu
mayun on Kamran, 359. Besieged
by Chaker Ali Beg, 378.
Kuli Choli (Mirza), his disaster at the
Dera Kipchak, 382.
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Kumbha, a Rajput chief, his bravery,
438. His death, 439.
Kunduz, given to Hindal, 330. 332.
Beseiged by Kamran, 377. Given
to Mir Birk'eh, 400. Taken by Ibra
him Mirza, 401.
Kutb Khan, son of Shir Shah, joins
Humayun's camp, 11. Escapes to
his father, 12. Ketires from Chunar,
140. Defeated and slain in battle,
181.
Kutb Khan, Governor of Mongeir, his
defeat and death in Beh&r, 126.
Kutb Khan Naib, mediates between
Shir Shah and Puran Mai, 434.
Guarantees Adel Khan's safety, 449.
Empowered by Selim Shah to nego
tiate, 452. Recalled to ramp, 453.
Sent in pursuit of the rebels, 454.
Flies to the Penjab, 455. Sur
rendered to Selim Shah, 455.
Kutb-ed-din (Mulla), of Shiraz, 96.
Lad Malek, wife of Taj Khan, 131.
Her marriage with Shir Shah, 132.
Lahur, captured by Kamran, 7. Un
successfully besieged by Muhammed
Zeroan Mirza, 102. Occupied by
Shir Shah, 424.
Lankcrn (Rai), Raja of Jeselmir, 246.
Latif Khan, his imprisonment in Burhanpur, 97.
Lawang Baluch, acknowledges Humayun, 327. His appointment to the
government of Shal and Mustung,
327.
Law, Muhammedan, General Kennedy's
" Abstract" of, notice of, 23, note.
Literature, (the,) of Persia and Arahia,
its value, 24.
Lohri, or Rohri, Humayun's encamp
ment at, 209. Description of the
place, 214.
Logher given to Hindal Mirza, 400.
Machiwara, battle of, 515.
Maham Begum, mother of Humayun,
2, note.
Mihum Anka, Akber's nurse, 271.
Mahmud II. (Sultan), King of Malwa,
25. Intrigues of his minister, 26.
Flies from his palace, 26. Supported
by Medini Rai, 26. Repels the in
vasion of Muhammed Shah, 28.
Makes peace, 29. Determines to
dismiss his Rajputs, 31. His impru
dence, 31. Attempts to assassinate
Medini Rai and Salbhan, 31. Es
capes to Gujrat, 31. Is replaced on
the throne, 32. Besieges Gagrown,
32. Is defeated and made prisoner
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by Rana Sanga, 33. Restored, 33.
Receives Chand Khan of Gujrat, 33.
Attacks Rana Rattonsi, 34. Is be
sieged in Mandu by Behader Shah,
35. Taken prisoner, 35. Put to
death, 35.
Mahmud Khan Bhekeri (Sultan), his
command in the army of Shah Hasan,
70. Plunders in Gujrat, 71. Is
governor of Upper Sind and Bheker,
214. Declines to surrender Bheker
to Humayun, 215. Defends the fort,
218. Relieves Humayun's distress
for provisions, 232. His disgrace,
252. He defeats Sheikh Ali Beg Jelair, 260.
Mahmud Khilji (Sultan), becomes King
of Malwa, 21. His conquests and
power, 22. His defeat near Ahmedabad, 22.
Mahmud Lodi (Sultan), his claim to
the throne, 5. 129. Proclaimed king,
130. Acknowledged by Shir Khan,
130. Expelled by Baber, 130. Flies
to Bengal, 5. 130. Again collects
an army, 132. Joined by Shir Khan,
133. Takes Juanpur, 9. 133. De
serted by Shir Khan, 133. Defeated
by Humayun at Doura, 10. 134.
Flies to Patna, 134. Dies, 134.
Mahmud Shah Bigara, his successes,
20. Origin of his name, 20, note.
Mahmud Shah (Sultan), King of Ben
gal, his murder of his nephew, 136.
His usurpation, 136. Besieged in
Gour, 136. 142. Takes refuge with
Humayun, 142.
Mahmuii Shah, son of Latif Khan, his
reign in Gujrat, 97.
Mahmud Shah Purahi, his daughter
married to Khizer Khan Sirwani, 428.
Mahmudabad, ravaged by Shah Hasan,
71. Under the government of Mir
Bochak Behader, 77.
Mahsos. See Hoshcng II.
Makhdum Alim Khan, allies himself
with Shir Shah, 126.
Makhduma Jehan, mother of Behader
Shah, 96.
Makri, family of, in Kashmir, 364.
Maldeo, Rai of Judpur or Marwar, his
dominions, 235. Sends spies into
Humayun's camp, 240. His insin
cerity, 241. His power and domin
ions, 435. He quarrels with Shir
Shah, 436. Is attacked by him, 436.
Advances to oppose Shir Shah, 437.
Suspects treachery, 438. Retreats,
438. Discovers the plan to deceive
him, 439.
Maldeo, son of Rai Lankern, 246.
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Malek Saka, his defeat and death, 122.
Malu Khan. See Milu Khan.
Malwa, becomes an independent king
dom under Dilawer Khan, 17. 21.
Hoshcng, 21. Its power under Sultan
Mahmud Khilji, 22. Power of the
Hindu chiefs, 25. Character of its
princes, 25. Sultan Mahmud II., 25.
Power of the Rajputs, 27. Con
federacy of Musulman nobles, 27.
Their struggle for the ascendancy, 28,
et seq. Peace concluded, 30. Subse
quent history, 30—33. Its dismem
berment, 33. Invaded and conquered
by Behader Shah, 11. 35. Invaded
and conquered by Humayun, 46. 58.
Insurrections, 79. Quelled by Hu
mayun, 79. The province wrested
from Humayun by Kader Shah, 91.
429. Invaded by Shir Shah, 429.
Conquered, 431. The government
bestowed on Shujna Khan, 432.
Mandclgar, conquered by Mahmud
Khilji, 22.
Mandrael, battle of, 46.
Mandsur, conquered by Mahmud
Khilji, 22. Rout of, 50.
Mandu, foundation of, 21. Taken by
Sultan Mahmud, 32. Massacre of
the Rajputs, 32. Besieged and taken
by Behider Shah, 35. Hate of this
capture, 35, note. Invested by Hu
mayun, 55. Description of the city,
55. Escaladed, 56. Plundered by
Ilumayun's troops, 57. Abandoned
by Humayun, 90. Occupied by
Bhopal Kii, 90.
Mankot, or Munghar, built by Islam
Shah, 467.
Marwar, or Jiidpur, under the govern
ment of Maldeo, 435. Invaded by
Shir Shah, 436.
Matter-Sin (Raja), delivers up Biram
Khan to Shir Shah, 258.
Mi dini Rao, or Rai, aids Sultan Mah
mud II. to regain the throne of
Malwa, 26. Becomes prime minis
ter, 27. Musulman league against
him, 27. Defeats Moicfl'er Shah of
Gujrat, 28. Advances against Muhammed Shah, 28. Effects a peace,
29. Receives Chanderi, 30. Re
quired by the Rajp6ts to depose Sul
tan Mahmud, 31. Attempt to assas
sinate him, 31. Attacked by Sultan
Mahmud, 31. Applies for aid to
Rana Sanga, 32. Advances to re
lieve Gagrown, f,2. Defeats Sultan
Mahmud, 3S. Is defeated by Babcr,
and slain in Chanderi, 34
Mchdevis, account of the, 475.

Mehdi Kasim Khan, his service under
Askcri Mirza, 267.
Mehdi Khwaja (Syed), a competitor for
the throne of Delhi, 3.
Mehter Sagai (afterwards Ferkhat
Khan), saves Humayun from death,
383.
Mehter Vakila, blinded by Kamran
Mirza, 336.
Mehter Zambur, his flight to Ujein, 79.
Meshhid, taken by Obeid Khan, 98.
Overrun by the Uzbeks, 99. Again
besieged by Obeid Khan, 103. Vi
sited by Humayun, 279. 296.
Mfiv.it, assigned to Hindal .Mini. 6.
Given to Terdi Beg Khan, 520.
Mharta ( Raja), his defeat and death, 1 69.
Mhow, in Smd, 238.
Mian Tansin, 504.
Milu (or Malu) Khan, Governor of
Malwa. Flies with Behadcr Shah
from Mandsur, 53 ; and on the cap
ture of Mandu, 56. His position in
Malwa, 56, note. Plunders Hiudia,
79. Assumes the crown of Malwa,
91. 429. See Kader Shah.
Mirak ( Beg), appointed to Chuuar, 142.
Mirak (Sheikh), his mission to the Em
peror Humayun, 21 7. His return to
Tatta, 222.
Minin Muhammed Khan Farukhi,
Prince of Kandesh, 38. Flies from
the intrenchments of Mandsur, 53.
Joins Bhopal Rao in Mun<iu. 91.
Raised to the throne of Gujrat, 97.
Mirza Beg, joins Kamran in his flight
from Kabul, 345.
Mirza Beg Birlas, Governor of Ghuri,
defeated by Kamran, 345.
Moazem Sultan (Khwaja), left in charge
of the family of Humayun, at Amerkot, 254. He divides Humavun's
presents among the Persians, 295.
His quarrel with Baltu Khan, 513.
Mobarek Bokhdri (Syed), his engage
ment with Yadgar Nasir Mirza, 86.
Mobarez Khan, his position in the army
of Shir Shah at Kanauj, 190. See
Sultan Muhammed Shah Adel Shah.
Moh&fez Khan, places Muhammed Shah
on the throne of Malwa, 26. Driven
into exile, '26. Invades Malwa, 28.
Is defeated and slain, 29.
Mokadam Beg, 191.
Mokim Khan, besieged by Mirza Su
leiman in Anderab, 522.
Monaim Beg, or Khan, sent on n mis
sion to Shah Husein, 2'J9. His at
tempted desertion, 233. He retreats
with Humayun, 244. 249. Deserts
Hum&yun, 258. Arrives in the c imp
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of Humayun, 322. Appointed to
the collectorate of Khost, 33a Co
operates with Humayun in chastising
the Afghans, 407. Defeats Fateh
Shah, 407. Contrives an interview
between Humayun and Kamran, 416.
Left to finish the rebuilding of Bekram, 420. Enjoys the Emperor's
confidence, 507. Appointed to Kabul,
under Muhammed Hakim, 509.
Mongeir, occupied by Khan Khanan
Lodi, 153. Burnt and taken by Shir
Shah, 154.
Mosahib Beg, submits to Humayun,
324. His son cruelly treated by
Kamran, 342. Rebels against Humayun, 351. Escapes to Kamran,
352. Conveys the families of the
rebels to Talikan, 353. Ordered to
proceed to Mekka, 363. Allowed to
return, 363.
Moveiid Beg Duldi, his cruelty, 141.
His advice to Humayun, 155. 157.
Moy'm Khan, of Sivis, joins Sultan
Mahmud, 34. Receives the title of
Masnad Khan, 34. Deserts to Rana
Ruttonsi, 35. Seized by Shujaa
Khan, 431.
MozefTer Beg Turkoman, sent to sup
port Hindal, 1 97. Driven from his po
sition on the B'iah by Shir Shah, 201.
Mozeffer Khan, or Shah, becomes Kingof
Gujrat, 18. His origin, 18. Defeats
Hosheng, King of Malwa, 1 9. Rein
states Hosheng, 19. His descend
ants, 20.
Mozcffer Shah II., his reign in Gujrat,
20. Called in to aid in Malwa
against the Rajputs, 27. Advances
to Dhar, 28. Defeated by Medini
Rai, 28. Again invades Malwa, 31.
Takes Dhar and Mandu, 32. Rein
states Sultan Mahmud in his capital,
32. His death, 33.
Muhammed (Melek) of MandraVcr,
entertains Kdmran, 396.
Muhammed (Sultan), King of Behar
and Juanpur, 120. His elevation
of Shir Shah, 120.
Muhammed (Syed), founder of the
Mehdevis, 476.
Muhammed Afghan (Shah), prepares
to arrest Humayun in his flight from
Chonsa, 174.
Muhammed AH (Moulana), slain at
Chonsa, 173.
Muhammed Ali Taghai, Governor of
Kabul, refuses to put Yadgar to
death, 328. Slain by Kamran, 336.
Muhammed Baba Kushke (Haji). See
Haji Muhammed Koka.
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Muhammed Bakhshi (Mir), appointed
Governor of Agra, 1 39. His exertions
to equip the troops, 160. His distress
at the murder of Sheikh Bbul, 164.
Muhammed Barghiz (Mulla), his mis
sion to Shir Shah, 1 68.
Muhammed Bergholi (Moulana), 56.
70.
Muhammed Farghari (Moulana), his
character, 184.
Muhammed Firmuli (Shah), his re
monstrance with Islam Shah, 466.
Deprived of the government of Kanauj, 487. Put to death in the derba> at Gualiar, 487.
Muhammed Ghazi Tagh&i, sent as
envoy by Hindal to Nur-ed-din Mu
hammed Mirza, 161. 163.
Muhammed Hakim (Mirza), son of
Humayun, appointed Governor of
Kabul, 509.
Muhammed Kasira Khan Birlas. See
Kasim Khan.
Muhammed KaYim Khan Mochi,
strangles Yadgar, 328. His wife
cruelly treated by Kamran, 342.
Left in charge of Kabul, 353.
Muhammed Khan Rumi, his part in
the battle of Kan&uj, 187.
Muhammed Khan Sherf-ed-din Ughli
Taklu, appointed Am'ir-ul-omra of
Khorasan, 104. Receives Humayun
at Herat, 279.
Muhammed Khan Sur, takes part with
Suleiman against his brother, Shir
Khan, 119. Casts doubts on Shir
Khan's fidelity, 120. Expels him
from his jag'irs, 122. Is driven out
by Shir Shah, 122. Conciliated by
Shir Shah's generous conduct, 123.
Governor of Bengal, 500. Assumes
the sovereignty, 500. Defeated by
H'imu Bakal, 502.
Muhammed Koka (Haji), or Haji Mu
hammed Baba Kushkeh, flies from
Humayun's camp. 153. Joins Hin
dal's rebellion, 160. Joins Hu
mayun in S'istan, 276. Honoured by
Shah Tahmasp with the title of
Sultan, 288. Seizes Kundahar by
stratagem, 319. Clears the Khimar
pass, 323. Severely wounded at the
siege of Kabul, 339. Joins Hu
mayun at Kfirabagh, 352. Defeats
the Uzbeks near Balkh, 372. Ho
noured with the patent of Khan,
373. Sent towards Bamian, 381.
Joins Humayun after his defeat at
Kipchak, 383. Proposes that llum&yun should hind himself to act on
the advice of his nobles, 386. Com
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mands the reserve at the battle of
Shutergerden, 392. Appointed minis
ter to Akber, 994. Withdraws to
Ghazni, 396. Summoned to attend
Humayun against Kamran, 397.
Entertains Biram Khan in Ghazni,
398. Suspected of treachery, 398.
Prevailed on by Biram to accom
pany him to Kabul, 398. Escapes
from K&hul, 399. Returns, and is
reconciled to Humayun, 399. Found
guilty of rebellion, and put to death,
400.
Muhammed Khodabendeh, shrine of,
284.
Muhammed Khorasani (Shah), 251.
Muhammed Murad Mirza (Sultan),
son of Shah Tahmasp, commands the
Persian auxiliaries, 294. 302. Re
ceives possession of Kandahar, 313.
His death, 318.
Muhammed Shah, King of Kashmir,
expelled from the throne, 365.
Muhammed Shah Adel Shah (Sultan),
or Adeli, or Mobarez Khan, murders
his nephew, Firuz Shah, 483. Ac
count of him, 484. His acces
sion to the throne of Delhi, 485.
His character, 485. Hated and de
spised by his subjects, 487. Up
roar and murder in his derbar,
487. 488. He quells the revolt of
the Keranis, 488. Sketch of his
minister, Hitm'i Bakal, 491. Spread
of disaffection, 493. Revolt of Ibra
him Khan, 493. Adeli abandons
Agra and Delhi, 494. Distracted
state of the kingdom, 495. Defeat
of Ibrahim, 499. Adeli deleats the
king of Bengal, 502. Prepares to
oppose Humayun, 503. Defeated
by Sultan Behader, and slain, 504.
Muhammed Shah Ch&nderi, raited to
the throne of Malwa, 26. His
exile, 26. Invited to return, 27.
Returns with powerful auxiliaries
28. Concludes a peace with Sultan
Mahmud, 29. Dies, 30.
Muhammed Shah Sur (Sultan), King of
Bengal, 495. Defeated and slain at
Chaperghita, 502.
Muhammed Sultan (Shah) of Hissar,
attacks Humayun's camp, 372.
Muhammed Sultan Mirza, aspires to
the throne of Delhi, 3. Rebels, is
defeated and made prisoner, 13.
Ordered to be blinded, 13. Kscapcs,
14. Assumes the sovereignty in BehaV, 78. 89. Fixes his seat of
government at Belgram, 89. De
feated by Hinda), 90. Again de- |

feated at Oud, 90. Flies to KuchBehar, 90. Is pardoned, and joins
Hum&yun, 180. Deserts Humayun,
185. Joins Kamran, 206. 303.
Muhammed Zeman Mirza, made Gover
nor of Juanpur by Baber, 131.
Aspires to the throne of Delhi, 3.
His parentage and history, 12. Is de
feated and made prisoner, 1 3. Par
doned, 13. Escapes to Gujrat, 13.
42. His conduct at Mandsftr, 52.
Flies on the dispersion of Behader
Shah's army, 53. His fruitless ex
pedition against Lahur, 96. 102.
Joins Behader Shah's family, 96.
Proclaimed King of Gujrat by the
Portuguese, 97. Defeated and driven
from Gujrat, 97. Reconciled to
Humayun, 97. 102. 139. Slain at
Chonsa, 173.
Muhammedabad-Champajrir, burnt by
Behader Shah, 60.
Mujahid Khan, of Junagar, his junction
with Iniad-ul-mulk, 75,
Multan, submits to Shir Shah, 433.
Muluk ( Beg), waits upon Kamran, 415.
Deserts him, 418.
Milrid Afshar (Sultan) of Farra, joins
Sam Mirza in his invasion of Kanda
har, 101.
Murad Mirza (Sultan). See Sultan Mu
hammed Murad Mirza.
Mustung, given by Humayun to Lawang Baluch, 327.
Musulmans, their religion contrasted
with that of the Hindoos, 4. Their
early position in India, 22. The
nature of their rule, 22. Causes of
the extension of their influence, 23.
Their literature, 24. Their con
federacy against the Rajputs in
Malwa, 27.
Nadim Koka, 244.
Nadim Kokiltash, his charge of Asceri
Mirza, 321.
Nagor, invaded by Behader Shah, 11.
Nandcr. hills of, 426.
Nasir Khan, supports his father, Moyin
Khan, 432. Defeated by Shujaa
Khan, 432.
Nasir-ed-din Muhammed Humayun.'
See Humayun.
Nasret Shah, King of Bengal, invades
Behar, 126. Repulsed, 126. Re
ceives Sultan Jilal ed-din, 127. Aids
him with an army, 127. His death,
136.
Nazer Ali (Mir), his rebellion against
Kamran's governor of Badakhshan,
313.
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Nizuk Shah, King of Kashmir, driven
out by Mirza Haider, 366.
Nehrwila. See Patan.
Niazis, the, defeated by Islam Shah,
464. They are exterminated, 467.
Nilber valley, beauty of, 369.
Nishab6r, Humayun's visit to the tur
quoise mines of, 280.
Nizam, brother of Shir Shah, 113.
Left in charge of his brother's jagirs,
123. Accompanies him to Patna, 125.
Nizam, the water-carrier, 172. 179.
Nizam Aulia, 172, and note.
Nizam Khan Sur, his family, 484.
Nizim-ed-din Ahmed, his remarks on
the conduct of Maldeo, 242.
Nousari, under Kastm Husein Sultan
Uzbek, 77. Occupied by the friends
of Behader Shah, 82.
Nur-ed-dm Muhammed (Hakim), phy
sician of Shah Tahmasp, uses his
influence with the Shah in behalf of
Humayun, 290. 292.
Nur-ed-din Muhammed Mirza, ap
pointed to the government of Kanauj,
139. Plots against Humayun, 161.
Puts Sheikh Bhul to death, 163.
Obeid Khan, invades Khorasan, 98.
Expelled, 99. His second invasion,
99. His repulse, 100. Lays siege
to Mcshhid and Herat, 103. Re
treats, 104. His death, 106.
Oulia (Sheikh), 29.
Pakheli, added to Kashmir, 367.
Panipat, battle of, 503.
Panuj, pass of, surmounted by Mirza
Haider, 366.
Parsad (Rana), Raja of Amerkot, gene
rously receives Humayun. Gives up
Amerkot, 254. Proceeds against Jun,
254. Leaves Humayun's camp in
disgust, 257.
Patan-Nehrwala, capital of Gujrat, 19.
Its defence by Khizer Khan, 70, 71.
Bestowed on Yadgar, 77. Taken by
the troops of Behader Shah, 83.
Patna, 125. Confusion in the native
historians in writing the name, 129,
note. Reduced by Shir Shah, 135.
Pehlewan Badakhshi (Mir), his death,
171.
Penjab, occupied by Kamran Mirza, 8.
Confirmed to him by Humayun, 8.
Penjshir, valley of, 353.
Perian, fort of, founded by Taimur,
361. Restored by Humayun, and
its name charged to Islamabad, 361.
Persia, Humayun's residence in, 275.
Persian auxiliaries, the, with HuP
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mayun, 302. Their operations in
Kandahar, 308. 309. Their quarrels
with Humayun's troops, 316. Are
driven out of Kandahar, 3 1 9.
Persians, the, lose Balkh, 368.
Peshawer. See Bekram.
Piraneh, chief of the Januha tribe,
surrenders to Humayun, 419. De
livered to Sultan Adam, 419.
Pir Muhammed Atkeh, slain at Kipchik,
382.
Pir Muhammed Khan, assists Kamran,
346. Takes Balkh from the Persians,
368. Defeats Humayun at the DeraGez, 376. His generous treatment
of the prisoners, 378.
Portuguese, their wars with Mahmud
Shah Higara, 20. Their settlement;
in India, 72. Their fortress at Din,
73. Their treaty with Behader Shah,
73. They possess themselves of Diu,
on his death, 95.
Prubhan (Raja), covers Humayun's
flight from Chonsa, 174.
•
Puran-Mal, recovers Raisen and Chauderi, 429. Surrenders Raisen to
Shir Shah, 434. Treacherously put
to death, 434.
Purnia, given in jagir to Hindal, 149.
Rafia, defeated by Biram Khan, 307.
Rafia-ed-d'tn (Syed), 193.
Kafik Koka, repulses Suleiman Mirza,
347.
Rahik, the pass of, 333.
Rai-mal Soni, his secret mission to the
Court of Judpur, 241.
Rai-Raian, the, of Malwa, 31.
Haisen, assigned to Muhammed Shah,
29. Given to Silhadi, 30. Catas
trophe of, 37. Given to Alem Khan
Jigat, 37. Submits to Humayun, 47.
Recovered by the sons of Silhadi, 429.
Surrenders to Shir Shah, 434.
Rajputs, their power on Humayun's
accession, 5. Their ascendency at
the Court of Malwa, 27. 30. Nine
teen thousand massacred at Mandu,
32. Their successes in Malwa, 33.
Defeated by Baber, 34. Their des
pair at the sack of Cheitur, 48.
Their slaughter at Raisen, 435.
Their power in Marwar, 437. De
feated by Shir Shah, 439.
Rajuri, annexed to Kashmir, 367.
Rakn Da6d, causes a night attack on
Humayun's camp, 61.
Ramchamler ( Raja), defeats Ibrahim
Khan Sir, 501. .
Rantambor, annexed to Malwa, 22. Sur
rendered to Shir Shah, 432.
t 2
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Regalia, the celebrated, given by Rana
Bikermajit to Behader Shah, 15.
Their history, 15, note. 94, note.
Rhotas, in Behar, 145. Treacherously
taken by Shir Shah, 147. Its im
portance, 148, Sir A. Burnes's de
scription of it, 427, note. Abandoned
by the Afghans, 510. Taken by Hu
mayun, 511.
Rohri. Sic Lohri.
Rostak, rout at, 379.
lioushen Beg Koka, his services in
Sehwan, 230. Informs Humayun of
the intended desertion of the Begs,
233. Sent to get guides, 243. Takes
his horse from Humdyun's Begum,
249. Visits the Persian Court, 288.
Intrigues against Humayun, 288.
His punishment, 292.
Rumi Khan, or Khodawend Khan, his
artillery under Behader Shah, 48—50.
He deserts to Humayun, 55. His
operations at Chunar, 140. Anec
dote of him, 140, note. His death,
142.
Rumi Khan Sefer, builds Surat Castle,
82. Defends Surat, 82. His nar
row escape at the time of Behader
Shah's death, 93.
Ruttonsi (liana) of Cheitur, succeeds
his father Hana Sanga, 34. His war
with Sultan Mahm<id, 34. Over
runs Malwa, 36. His death, 40.
Length of his reign, 40 note.
Sadr Khan, deserts Sultan Mahmud, 29.
His advice to Behdder Shah, 47, 49.
His flight from Mandsur, 53. His
gallantry at Mandu, 57. Honour
ably received by Humayun, 58. Slain
in the night-attack near Cambay, 62,
note.
Sadi, his works, 25.
Sahsaram, given in jagir to Hasan,
1 12. Managed by his son, Fcrid, 1 15.
Disputes regarding, 117— 121.
Said Khan, brother of Azim Humayun,
visits Islam Shah, 456. Escapes from
his camp, 457. Attacks Islam Shah,
459. Is slain, 467.
Said Uzbek, plunders Kamran's camp
at Rostak, 378.
Sakar, description of, 226.
Salbhan, his assassination, 31.
Samander (Mir), his mission to Shah
Husein, 216 ; and to J&dpur, 240.
Sent on a mission from Haider Mirza
to Humayun, 366.
Sambal Khan, commands Humayun's
artillery, 343.
Samhaln, battle of, 464.

Sambhal, assigned to Askeri Mirza, 6.
Sam Mirza, brother of Shah Tahmasp,
Viceroy of Khorasan, 100. Besieges
Kandahar, 101. Defeated, 101. Flies
to Tabas, 102. Pardoned by Shah
Tamasp, 104.
( liana), his aid solicited by MeRai, 32. Defeats Mahmud II.,
33. Restores him his kingdom, 33.
Defeated by Baber, 34. His death,34.
Sangai Nagori, his secret mission to the
camp of Humayun, 240.
San Jago, or Feringi Khan, his employ
ment by Behader Shah, 49.
Sanjer (Mirza), 253.
Sarang (Sultan), refuses to submit to
Shir Shah, 425.
Sarangpur, Humayun's encampment
there, 47.
Sazawal Khan. See Shujaa Khan.
Sebzawar, overrun by the Uzbeks, 99.
Sehwan, or Siwi, or Siwistan, invaded
by Humayun, 223. Description of
the province, 223. The fort besieged,
221. The siege raised, 229.
Sekander Khan of Bhilsa, adheres to
Sultan Mahmud, 27. Rebels, and
defeats Mahmud's army, 28. Invades
Hinciia, 79.
Sekander Khan Firmuli, his death in
the derbar, 487.
Sekander Khan Uzbek, appointed to the
command of Bekram, 421. Repels
the Uzbeks, 421. Raised to the rank
of khan, 510. Occupies Sirhend for
Humayun, 513. Retreats, 514. Sent
by Humayun to occupy Agra, 520.
Sekander Lodi ( Sultan) of Delhi, called
into Malwa against Meuini Rai, 27.
Withdraws his troops, 29.
Sekander Shah (Sultan). See Ahmed
Khan.
Sekander Sultan, assists in the defeat of
Kutb Khan, 181.
Sekander Topchi, his junction witb
Haider Mirza, 204. His retirement
into the mountains of Sarang, 205.
Selim Cbiabti (Sheikh). 452. 475.
Selim Shah. Set Islam Shah.
Selimgarh, foundation of, 457.
Senjer Birlas (Mirza), deserts Huma
yun, 337. Taken prisoner by Hu
mayun, 340.
Serais, established by Shir Shah, 442.
Setelmir, Humayun's halt at, 244.
Shadi, his success against Shir Shah's
troops, 122.
Shahbaz Khan Niazi, given up to Islam
Shah, 455. Slain, 467.
Shah-berdi Khan, his arrival in thecamp
of Humayun, 324.
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Shah-kuli Sultan Istajlu, his reception
of Humayun at Meshhid, 279.
Stiah-kuli Sultan Afshar, his command
in the Persian auxiliaries, 294.
Shah Mirza, his defeat and imprisonment,
13. Escapes, 14. Revolts in Behar,
78. Reduces Karra-Manikpur, 89.
Again deserts Humayun, 185. Un
der surveillance at K&bul, 303. Re
captures Askeri, 321. Slain, 363.
Shah 'Muhammed, seized and put to
death by Humayun, 400.
Shah Sultan (Mirza), his mission to the
camp of Kamran. 391.
Shahdan, Humayun's illness there, 330.
Shahziida Khanum, betrothed to Hu
mayun, 397.
Shal, bestowed on Haider Sultan, 320.
Given by Humayun to Lawang Baluch, 327.
Shehr-Banu Begum, sent with her son,
Sanger, to her husband Yadgar, 253.
Her death, 253.
Shems-ed-din Muhammed Ghaznevi, or
Atkch Khan, or Mir Atka, or Mir
Ghaznevi, saves Humayun at the
battle of Kanauj, 191. The fosterfather of Akber, 192. Is gratefully
received at Lahur, 1 97, note. Is de
puted to the Court of Maldeo, 241.
Returns secretly to Humayun, 242.
Sent to seize some guides, 243. Has
charge of Akber, 270, 271. 305. noli:
Deprived ofhis charge, and imprisoned
by Kamran, 313. Again relieved of
his charge by Kamran, 336.
Shemshir Khan, his elevation by Adeli,
486.
Shias, persecuted by the Sunnis at
Herat, 104. Their religious tenets,
276.
Shibertu, the defile of, 333.
Shir Ali, fortifies and abandons the
Abdereh Pass, 337. Defends Kabul
against Humayun, 339.
Plun
ders a caravan near the city, 340.
His retreat cut off, 340. Defeated
at the Sejawend Pass, 341. Joins
Kamran in his flight from Kabul,
345. Left in charge of Ghuri, 345.
Besieged in Ghuri by Keracha Khan,
and escapes, 346. Brought as a pri
soner to Humayun, 354. Honoured
by the Emperor, 354. Appointed
minister to Mirza Hindal, 360.
Shir Ali Khan, slain by Abul Maali,
518.
Shir-efkcn Beg, deserts Kamran, 310.
Receives the government of Kilat,
320. Appointed to the government'.
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of Kahmcrd, Zohak, and Bamiari,
331. Deserts to Kamran, 332. 336.
Defeated by Hindal at the battle of
Deh-Afghanan, 338. Taken pri
soner, 338. His head struck off, 339.
Shir Shah, son of Khizer Khan, 504.
Shir Khan. See Shir Shah.
Shir Shah Sur—Shir Khan—Fcrid, his
character, 110. His family, 111.
His early history, 112, et seq. His
acquirements, 114. Appointed to
manage his father's jagirs, 115. His
judicious and bold measures, 1 15.
Prosperity of his districts, 116. Jea
lousy ofhis step-mother, 117. He
resigns the jagirs, 117. Repairs to
the court of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi,
117. Succeeds to his father's jagirs,
118. Favoured by Sultan Muham
med of Behar, 120. His prowess
and elevation, 1 20. Honoured with
the title of Shir Khan, 120. In
trigues of his enemies, 120. The
division of his jagirs ordered, 121.
He refuses to divide them, 121. Is
expelled, 122. Regains his jagirs,
1 22. Increases his territory and forces,
123. His generous policy, 123.
Visits Baber at Agra, 123, 124. He
meditates the restoration of the Af
ghan empire, 124. Bauer's predic
tion of his rise to future greatness,
124. Withdraws suddenly from the
Court, 125. His reconciliation to the
King of Behar, 125. Becomes
prime minister, 125. Repulses an
invasion from Bengal, 126. The Lohani Afghans conspire against him,
126. Flight of the King, his master,
127. He defeats the Bengal army
under Ibrahim Khan, 128. Acknowleges Sultan Mahmud Lodi, 130.
Occupies Benares, 130. Submits to
Baber, 130. Extends his jagirs and
his power, 131. Rises to great dis
tinction among the Afghans, 10. Ac
quires Chunar, 10, 131, 132. Joins
Sultan Mahmud Lodi, 133. Betrays
him, 133. Refuses to give up Chunar
and his jagirs, 134. Makes peace with
Humayun, 11. 134. Extends his
power, 134. Plunders north of the
Ganges, 135. Defeats Ulugh Mirza,
135. Occupies Southern Behar, 89.
135. Invades Bengal, 136. Besieges
Gour, 136. Humayun prepares to
attack him, 139. Shir Khan's opera
tions in Bengal, 142. Takes Gour,
143. Reduces Bengal and Behar, 143.
Refuses to submit to Humayun, 143.

INDEX.
Humayun's approach, 144. Shir
Khan orders the Teria-garhi Pass to
be fortified, 144. His plans, 145.
Surprise and rout of the Imperial
advanced guard. 146. Shir Khan
acquires llhotas, 147. Reoccupies
Behar and the passes, 151. Takes
Benares, and besieges JuAnpiir, 151.
Blockades Chunar, 152. Assumes
the title of Shah, or king, 155.
Raises the siege of Juanpur, 15b'.
His tactics, 156. Meets the army
of Humayun at Chonsa, 157. For
tifies his camp, 157. Receives Hu
mayun's envoy, 168. Proposed terms
of treaty. 169. He attacks Hu
mayun's camp, 170. Slaughters the
Imperialists, 171, 172. Hisproceedings, 173. His generosity to the
captive family of Humayun, 173, 174.
445. His supremacy in Behar and
Bengal, 175 ; and in the lower
Gangetic provinces, 176. He ad
vances to meet Humayun, 1 80. His
advance defeated, 181. He defeats
the Imperialists at the battle of
Kanauj, 187, et seq. Occupies Agra
and Delhi, 1 96. Sends in pursuit of
the fugitive Emperor, 197. Nego
tiates with Kamran, 200. Occupies
the Penjab, 201 . 423. Restores the
Afghan supremacy in India, 210, 21 1 .
Assists the fugitive Malek Alt Cbak
of Kashmir, 366. Opposed by the
Gakcrs, 4'-'5. They defeat his de
tachments, 425. He erects the strong
fortress of Rhotas, 426. Returns to
Delhi and Agra, 427. Quells a revolt
in Bengal, 428. Resolves to reduce
Malwa, 428. Gudliar surrenders,
429. He quarrels with Kader Shah
of Malwa, 430. Marches against
him, 430. Their apparent reconcilia
tion, 430. Shir Shah's artifice, 431.
Compels Kader to fly to Guzrat, 431.
Attempts to seize the nobles of Malwa,
4S1. Takes IUntambor, 432. Re
turns to Agra, 432. Multan occu
pied by his forces, 432. His administiation, 433. He returns to
Malwa, 434. Compels Raisen to
capitulate, 434. His treachery and
massacre of the garrison, 434, 435.
His schemes on Marwar, 435. In
vades it with a large army, 436. Ex
cites dissension among the Rajputs,
437. His camp desperately attacked
by the Rajputs, 438. He marches
into Mewar, 439. Besieges Kalinjer, 440. Captures the place, 440.

His death, 440. His character, ahili
ties, and great designs, 441. Scanty
records of his civil administration,
446. Anecdotes of him, 444 —446.
Shitab Khan, or Syed Ishak, recovers
Cambay for Behader Shah, 83.
Shujaa Khan, or Sazawal Khan,
blockades Gualiar, 429. Ordered to
perform obeisance to Kader Shah, 431.
Appointed to the government of
Sivas, 431. Seizes and imprisons
Moyin Khan of Sivas, 431. Defeats
Moyin's son, Nasir Khan, 432.
Totally defeats Kader Shah, 432.
Appointed sole governor of Malwa,
432. His nearly despotic power,
455. 461. Joins Islam Shah, 457.
Attempt on his life by an Afghan,
462. He quarrels with Islam Shah,
who invades Malwa, 463 Flies from
Malwa, 463. Restored, 463. 495.
His death, 505.
Shutergerden, battle of, 392.
Siahab, affair of, 401.
Sikri, Humayun's halt there. 194.
Silah-ed-din, or Silhadi, receives Raisen
and Bhilsa from Rana Sanga, 32.
Deserts to Rana Ruttossi, 35. Meets
Behader Shah at Dhar, 36. Is made
prisoner, 36. His death, 37.
Silhadi. See Silah-ed-din.
Sind, its condition under Shah Husein,
2 1 3. Humayun's residence there. 2J 3.
Sirhend, occupied by Sekander Uzbek,
513. Evacuated, 514. Reoccupied
by Biram Khan, 516. The battle of,
517. Given to Biram Khan, 520.
Sirkich, in Gujiat, 77.
Sirmast Khan Sirpani, appointed to the
government of Kanauj, 487. Slain
by Si-kander Firmuli, 488.
Sivas given by Shir Shah to Shujaa
Khan, 431.
Siwi, or Siwistan. Set Sebwan.
Sodha tribe, the, 72.
Soliman the Magnificent, his celebrated
crown and girdle, 15, note. Solicited
for assistance by Behader Shah, 73.
Invades Persia, 100.
Songar, fort of, 56.
Srinagar, capital of Kashmir, taken by
Mirza Haider, 366.
SuKan Khalifa, defeats the Uzbeks in
Khorasan, 102. His death, 103.
Suleiman, brother of Shir Shah, 113.
Appointed to manage his father's
jagirs, 1 1 7. Dislodged by his bro
ther, 1 18. Flies to Mu hammed Khan
Sfir, 119.
Suleiman Khan Kerani, brother of Taj

INDEX.
Khan, joins his brother in rebellion,
489.
Suleiman Mirza, or Mirza Suleiman,
confirmed in his government of Ba
llakhshan, 6.- Defeated by Kamran
Mirza, 265. Recovers his terri
tory, 302. Defeated by Kamran
at Anderab, 303. Carried captive
into Kabul, 303. Restored to his
government of Badakhshan, 314.
His congratulatory mission to Hu
mayun, 326. He seizes Kunduz,
Khost, and Anderab, 328. Humayun's expedition against him, 328.
Suleiman defeated at Tirkeran, 329.
His flight, 329. Restored to Badakh
shan by Humayun, 332. Rejects
the overtures of Kamran, 345. Re
pulsed by Rafik Koka, 347. Joins
Humayun before Talikan, 356. Ob
tains Talikan from Humayun, 360.
Joins Humayun in his expedition
against Balkh, 369. Attacks the
Uzbek advance, 372. Flies to Ba
dakhshan after the route at DeraGez, 376. Driven thence by Kam
ran, 377. Forms a junction with
Iskak Sultan, 378. Joins Hunutyun
at Khinjan, 385. Commands the
right at the battle of Shutergerden,
392. Rewarded by Humayun, 394.
His daughter betrothed to Humayun,
397. His revolt in Badakhshan,
522. Besieges Mokim Khan in Anderab, 522.
Sultanum Begum, wife of Askeri Mirza,
placed in charge of the infant Akbcr,
270.
Sultanum Khamim, sister of Shah Tahmasp, her friendship for Humayun,
290.
Sunnis, their persecutions of the Shias
in Herat, 98, 104. Their religious
tenets, 276.
Sur dynasty, the, its character and
effects, 461.
Sural, 21. Under Kasim Husein Sul
tan, 77. Occupied by the partizans
of Behader Shah, 82. The castle of,
built by Riimi Khan Sefer, 82, note.
Surajpur, battle of, 136.
Taher Sadr (Mir), his mission to Shah
Husein, 216.
Tahmasp (Shah), King of Persia, expels
the Uzbeks from Khorasan, 99. Re
lieves Herat, 100. Again drives the
Uzbeks from Khorasan, 104. Oc
cupies Kandahar, 104. Quits Kan
dahar, 105. His regal reception of
the Emperor Humayun, 277. Meet
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ing of the two monarchs, 283. The
Shah's insulting behaviour to Hu
mayun, 284. His intolerance, 285.
He gives a grand hunting party, 286.
His unfriendly feeling towards Hu
mayun, 289. He attempts to con
vert the Emperor to the Shia faith,
290. Changes his conduct, 291.
League between the monarchs, 291.
The Shah punishes Roushen Beg,
292. Parting banquets of the two
princes, 295. Remarks on the Shah's
treatment of the Emperor, 297—300.
His congratulatory embassy to the
Emperor, 326.
Taj Khan, at the rout of Mandsar, 49.
Taj Khan Kerani, his treachery to
Khowas Khan, 460. Escapes from
Gualiar, 489. Routed at ChibraMow, 489. Appears in open rebel
lion, 489. Defeated at Chunar, 490.
Flies to Bengal, 490.
Taj Khan Sarangkhani, holds Chunar,
131. Murdertd by one of his sons,
132.
Takhji Beg, put to death by Kamran,
386.
Takhteh-pul, defeat of the Uzbeks near
the, 372.
Talikan, given to Bapus, 330. Be
sieged by Humayun, 354. Given by
Humayun to Suleiman Mirza, 360.
Given by Kamran to B&pus Beg,
377.
Tarikh e-Reshidi, valuable work of
Haider Mirza, 368.
Tatar Khan Kasi, retreats from Rhotas,
510.
T&t6r Khan Lodi, son of Ala-ed-din,
advances to claim the throne of Delhi,
16. Takes refuge in Gujrat, 41. His
operations against Humayun, 45.
Advances to Agra, 45. Seizes Biana,
45. Is defeated and slain at Mandrael, 46.
Temir Shaghali, left by Keracha Khan
in charge of Penjshir, 352.
Teria-garhi Pass, the, fortified by Jil£l
Khan, 144. Description of it, 145.
Abandoned by the Afghans, 147.
Terdi Beg Khan, left in command in
Champanir, 75. Appointed to the
government of the place, 77. His
loyalty, 86, 87. Abandons Cham
panir, 88. His honourable reception
by Humayun, 88. Accompanies
Humayun to Sind, 204. Brings him
assistance in Sehwan, 227. His
quarrel with the Ishek- Agha,230. His
mission to Maltmud Bhekeri, 232.
His attempt at desertion, 233. Re
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treats with Humayun from Judpur,
244. 248, 249. His treatment by
Askeri, 270. He arrives in the camp
of Humayun, 322. Left to rebuild
Bekram, 420. Defeated by Himii
Bakal, near Delhi, 503. Removed
from the government of Zemin-dawer,
508. Appointed to Anderab, 509.
His service at the battle of Sirhcnd,
517. Appointed to the government
of Mewat, 520. Appointed Gover
nor of Delhi, 527. His conduct on
the death of Humayun, 529.
Terdi Beg Kuch Beg, slain at Chonsa,
171.
Tersun Beg, his death, 243.
Tibet, Great and Little, added to Mirza
Haider's dominions of Kashmir, 367.
Tirkeran, battle of, 329.
Tirenda, slays Hindal, 403.
Tirhut, given in jagir to Hindal, 149.
Tiri, bestowed on Ulugh Mirza, 320.
Toder Khetri, employed to build Rhotas, 427.
TGgh, the, 187, note.
Tulik Khan Kochin, at the rout at the
Dera-Gcz, 376. His loyalty, 384,
note.
Uch, Humayun's encampment at, 238.
Ujein, besieged and taken by the Af
ghans, 79.
Ulugh Mirza, rebels, 13. Defeated by
Yadgar, 1 3. Sentenced to be blinded, 1 3.
Escapes, 14. Revolts with his father,
in Behar, 78. Besieges Juanpur, S9.
Defeated by Shir Shah, 1 35. Deserts
Humayun at Kanauj, 185. Under
surveillance at Kabul, 303. Joins H umayun, 310. Is appointed to the
government of Tiri, 320. Appointed
to Zemin-dawer, 326. Assists in
driving Kamran Mirza from Zemindawer, 335. Slain by some Hazaras,
363.
Urf, the, the customary law of the Mahomedans, 23, note.
Ustad Ahmed Rumi, commands in
Humayun's artillery at the battle of
Kanauj, 187.
Ustad Behzad, a famous painter, 62,
note.
Uzbeks, the, invade Khorasan, 98.
Expelled, 99. Again appear, 99.
Are again repulsed, 100. Again in
vade Khorasan, 102. Pillage Herat,
103, 104. Driven out of Khorasan
by Shah Tahmasp, 104. Their pos
session of Balkh, 368. Their country
invaded by Humayun, 368. Their
sudden attack on his camp, 371.

Their advance repulsed at the
Takhtch-pul, 372. They pursue
and rout Humayun's army at DeraGez, 374, Plunder Kamran's camp
by mistake, 378.
Valad Beg, his mission from Shah Tah
masp to Humayun, 326.
Veis Sirwani (Khwaja), defeated by
Azim Humayun, 464.
Vikramajit (Raja), title assumed by
Himu Bakal, 491.
Wali Khub Mirza, defeated and made
prisoner by Yadgar, 13.
Wasilpur, Humayun's halt at, 240.
Water, mode of drawing it in the desert,
247.
Yadgar Ndsir Mirza, defeats the rebel*
at Bhujpur, 13. Pursues the fu
gitive Gujratis, 54. Appointed to
Patan Nehrwala, 77. Attends Askeri
at Ahmedabad, 83. Engages the
Gujratis, 86. Appointed to Kalpi,
139. His loyalty to Humayun, 160.
164. He defends Delhi against Hin
dal, 165. Defeats Kutb Khan, 181.
Commands the left at Kanauj, 190.
Joins Humayun in his flight. 192.
Quarrels with Askeri, 192. Sets out
with Hindal for Sind and Gujrat, 202.
Driven back by the Baluchcs, 207.
Joined by Humayun at Gul Baluch,
209. Moves to Darhila, 215. Is
visited there by Humayun, 220.
Encourages Hindal to desert, 221.
Reconciled to Humayun, 222. Sti
pulates for certain territory, 222.
Left in the government of Upper
Sind, 223. Blockades Bhekcr, 226.
Intrigues with Shah Husein, 227.
Renounces his allegiance, 232. Flies
from Sind, 253. Under surveillance
at Kabul, 303. Escapes to the camp of
Humayun, 315. 322. Escorts Hu
mayun's family from Kandahar, 326.
Imprisoned for treason, 327. Put to
death by Humayun, 328.
Yadgar Taghai, Governor of Hi. ma. es
capes with his prisoner, Muhammed
Zeman, to Gujrat, 13. 42.
Yak6b Seferchi, his murder in Persia,
296.
Yasan Doulat, sent in pursuit of Hu
mayun, 386. Appointed by Kamran
to the government of Ghurbend, 387.
Yunis Ali (Mir), Governor of Lahur.
deprived of the city by stratagem, 7.
His release, 8.

INDEX.
Yusef Beg, assists in the defence of
Juanpur, 151. His defeat and death,
152.
Yusef Korchi, attends Kamran at his
interview with Hum&yun, 426.
Zahid Beg, his insolence to Hum&yun,
153. Flies from Bengal, 153. Re
bels with other nobles, 160. Sur
prised by Kamran in Gbazni, and put
to death, 336.
Zemin-d£wer, bestowed on Ismael Beg,
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320. Entered by Kamran, 335.
Governed by His6m-ed-dm Ali, 335.
Bestowed onUlugh Mirza,336. Given
to Beh&der Khan Sistani, 508.
Zhindah-fil Ahmed J4m, his tomb at
Herat, 279.
Zindar Beg, his Bight from Humayun's
camp, 153.
Zirefshin garden, the, at Agra, 179.
184.
Zoh£k, government of, given to Shirefken, 331.
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